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MODELING OF MICRO DIFFRACTIVE OPTICS 

Gang Bao 

Gang Bao Department of Mathematics 
Michigan State University 

East Lansing, MI 48824-1027 
Email: bao@math.msu.edu 

Consider a time-harmonic electromagnetic plane wave incident on a periodic sur- 
face. The diffraction problem is to predict energy distributions of the propagat- 
ing waves away from the structure. The process is governed by time-harmonic 
Maxwell's equations. In this paper, direct, inverse, and optimal design problems 
in the mathematical modeling of diffractive optics are studied. Particular atten- 
tions are paid to a variational approach. For the direct problem, a variational 
formulation and the well-posedness of the model problem are introduced. For the 
inverse problem, results on uniqueness and stability are presented. Related topics 
will also be briefly discussed. 

1    Introduction 

Consider scattering of electromagnetic waves by a biperiodic structure. The 
structure separates the whole space into three regions: Above and below the 
structure the medium is assumed to be homogeneous. However, inside the 
structure, the medium can be very general. In fact, the dielectric coefficient 
only needs to be bounded measurable. The medium is assumed to be nonmag- 
netic with a constant magnetic permeability throughout. Given the structure 
and a time-harmonic electromagnetic plane wave incident on the structure, the 
scattering (diffraction) problem is to predict the field distributions away from 
the structure. Scattering of electromagnetic waves in a biperiodic structure 
has recently received considerable attention. We refer to 19, 20,1,17, 7, 12, 13 

for results and additional references on existence, uniqueness, and numerical 
approximations of solutions. 

The scattering theory in periodic structures has many applications in mi- 
cro diffractive optics, where doubly periodic structures are often called crossed 
diffraction gratings24. Micro diffractive optics is a fundamental and vigorously 
growing technology with many applications. Significant recent technology de- 
velopments of high precision micromachining techniques have permitted the 
creation of gratings (periodic structures) and other diffractive structures with 
tiny features. The practical applications of diffractive optics technology have 
driven the need for mathematical models and numerical algorithms. 

1 



2    Direct modeling 

The electromagnetic fields are governed by the time harmonic Maxwell equa- 
tions (time dependence e-1"*): 

V x E - iußH = 0 , (1) 

V x H + iweE = 0 , (2) 

where E and H denote the electric and magnetic fields in R3, respectively. 
The magnetic permeability p, is assumed to be one everywhere. There are two 
constants Ai and A2, such that the dielectric coefficient s satisfies, for any ni, 
n2eZ = {0,il,±2,...}, 

e(xi + niAi,x2+n2A2,x3) = e(x1,x2,x3) .. 

Further, it is assumed that, for some fixed positive constant b and sufficiently 
small 6 > 0, e(xi,x2,x3) = ei, fora;3 > b-6, e(xi,x2,x3) = e2, for x3 < -b+6, 
where e(x) € L°°, Re(e(x)) > e0, Im(e(x)) > 0, e0, £i and e2 are constants, 
£0, £1 are real and positive, and Re e2 > 0, Im e2 > 0. The case Im e2 > 0 
accounts for materials which absorb energy. ' • 

Let QQ = {x e R3 : -b < x3 < &}, üx = {x £ R3 : x3 > b}, fi2 = {x £ 
R3:x3<-&}- 

Consider a plane wave in ft1, {EJ,HI) = (seiqx,peiqx), incident on fi0- 
Here q = {ax,a2,-ß) — uiy/el(cos9icos92,cos9isin92,-sin9\) is the incident 
wave vector whose direction is specified by 9\ and 92, with 0 < 9\ < -n and 
0 < 92 < lit. The vectors s andp satisfy s = — (p x q), q-q — u>2£i, p-q = 0. 

We are interested in quasiperiodic solutions, i.e., solutions E and H such 
that the fields Ea, Ha defined by, for a={aua2,0), Ea = e-ia-xE{x1,x2,x3), 
Ha — e~iaxH(xi,x2,x3), are periodic in the xx direction of period Ai and in 
the x2 direction of period A2. 

Denote 
VQ = V + ia = V + i(ai,a2,0) . 

It is easy to see from (2.2) and (2) that Ea and Ha satisfy 

VQ x Ea - iojHa = 0 , (3) 

VaxJTQ+ iu)eEa = 0 . (4) 

Due to a consideration for coercivity, it turns out to be natural to solve 
the following problem: 

VQ x (ivQ x Ha) - VQ(—VQ • Ha) - u2Ha = 0 , 



where £c is a fixed positive constant which satisfies m/xgn0Äe jk?? > -^-. 
We also need boundary conditions in the x% direction. These conditions 

may be derived by the radiation condition, the periodicity of the structure, 
and the Green functions. 

Denote 
]?i = {a; € R3 : x3 = b} and T2 = {x3 = -b}. 

Define for j = 1, 2 the coefficients 

ßf\a) = ~fr7l*\u*Ei - \an + a|2|1/2,'   n e Z, 

where 7™ = arg(u)2Sj - \an + a|2), 0 < 7™ < 2TT.  We assume that w2£j ^ 
\an + a\2 for all n G Z, j = 1,2. This condition excludes "resonance". 

For functions / € Ti^(Tj)3, define the operator Tf by 

{T^f){x1,x2) = ^Tißf)f^ei^ 
n£A 

where /W = ^ fAl ^ /(x)e----. 
Denote the operator 5j by 

B^ = ~i V -^{(/?in))2(/i(n)-/2(n)>0) + ((a + an)-/^)(a + a„)}e-"-. 

Therefore, the scattering problem can be formulated as follows12: 

VQ x (-Va x Ha) - VQ(—VQ • #Q) - w2Ha = 0 in fi0 , (5) 

i/i x (VQ x (Ha - HI>a)) = B1(P(Ha - #,,„)) on T{Q) 

' v2 x (Va x #Q) = B2(P(Ha))  onr2, (7) 

"(7? - ^)^,3 = 2ißlP3e~ißlb .   onTi,     (8) 

(T2
Q - ^)Ha,3 = 0 ,   onr2l (9) 

where i/j is the outward normal to the surface Tj and P is the projection onto 
the plane orthogonal to v\. 
Theorem 1  (*2) For all but possibly a discrete set of w, the above scattering 
problem attains a unique weak solution H S Til(Clo)3. 

In fact, one can further establish an equivalence of the current variational 
formulation and the original scattering problem. 



3    Inverse problems 

An inverse diffraction problem is to determine the periodic structure or the 
shape of the interface from the measured scattered fields. 

Let the scattering profile be described by the periodic surface S — {(x±, x2, x3) 
£3 = 'f(xi,x2)} of period A = (A1,A2), that is, f(xi + niki,x2 + n2A2) = 
/(xi,x2) for integers nx, n2, and some positive constants Ai, A2. The func- 
tion / is supposed to be sufficiently smooth, for example of C2. The space 
below S is filled with some perfectly reflecting material (a conductor). Let 
ft = {(x G R3 : x3 > f(xi,x2)} be filled with a material whose dielectric 
coefficient is a fixed constant e = £Q > 0. Consider a plane wave in ft of the 
same form as in Section 1, Er = seiqx , Hi — peiqx , incident on 5. 

Prom the Maxwell equations, it is easily seen that 

(A + u2e0)E = 0 in ft. (10) 

Since the region below S is a perfect conductor, only reflected waves exist: 

v x E = 0   on 5 , (11) 

where v is the outward normal to the surface. The following boundary condi- 
tion may be derived from the radiation condition: 

e3 x (V x (E - Ei)) = B(P(E - Er)) on T, (12) 

where e3 = (0,0,1), B is a pseudo-differential operator, and P is the projection 
onto the plane orthogonal to e3. 

Therefore, the direct scattering problem can be formulated as follows: To 
find a quasiperiodic solution that solves the problem (2.4), (3.2), and (3.8). 
The inverse problem can be stated as follows: For a given incident plane wave 
Er, determine f(xi,x2) from the knowledge of e3 x E\r- 

Suppose that Efj (x) (j = 1,2) are A-quasiperiodic and solve the scattering 
problem (2.4), (3.2), and (3.8) with respect to the profiles fj(xi,x2), where 
the functions fj are A-periodic. Let b > max{fi(xi,X2),f2(xi,x2)} be a fixed 
constant. Denote Dj = {fj < x3 < b}. 

Two profiles Ti and T2 are said to satisfy Property (A) if there is a sim- 
ply connected bounded domain U such that the following two conditions are 
satisfied: U is convex; dU = dUi U dU2 , dUx C Tx and dU2 C T2; and dU is 
of C2. 
Theorem 2 f-6) Assume that fi, f2 are A-periodic C2 function and that the 
profiles Si — {x3 — fi(xi,x2)} and S2 = {x3 = f2(xi,x2)} satisfy Property 
(A). Then there is a constant 5(k) > 0 such that if the radius ofU < ö(k) then 
e3 x E/Jxa^ = e3 x Ef2\x3=b implies fi(xi,x2) = f2(xx,x2). 



The result extends earlier 2-D uniqueness results in22,6. In applications, it 
is impossible to make exact measurements. Thus stability results are crucial in 
the reconstruction of profiles. Regarding the stability of the inverse diffraction 
problem, only partial stability results are available in14 (2-D) and16 (3-D). 
Another direction is to study the inverse transmission problem or the non- 
conductor problem. In this case, one determines the structure from information 
on reflected and on transmitted waves. The problem becomes much more 
difficult. The only available results are some stability results proved in14 for 
singly periodic structures." 

4    Related topics 

In this section, we briefly describe some related on-going research projects. 
Additional information may be found in the references. 

Computation. We have recently developed interface least-squares finite 
element methods for solving the diffraction problem9,15. The idea is to for- 
mulate the problem as an interface problem with the grating surface as the 
interface. The model problem can then be solved by a new least-squares finite 
element method that incorporates the jump conditions at interfaces into the 
objective functional. The method allows the use of different finite element 
spaces on either side of the interface and the jump conditions are enforced 
through the least-squares functional. As with general least-squares finite el- 
ement methods, the resulting discrete system is symmetric, positive definite, 
and so is easily treated by various existing preconditioning techniques, e.g., 
multigrid methods. Both electric and magnetic fields can be determined simul- 
taneously, which avoids the unstable numerical differentiation process. With 
sufficiently smooth interfaces, significantly better estimates than that for the 
standard finite element methods can be expected. 

Chiral gratings. Chiral gratings provide an exciting combination of the 
medium and structure, which gives rise to new features and applications. For 
instance, chiral gratings are capable of converting a linearly polarized incident 
field into two nearly circularly polarized diffracted modes in different directions. 
Other potential applications include antennas, microwave devices, waveguides, 
and many other fields. Mathematically, in chiral media, the electric and mag- 
netic fields are no longer decoupled in the constitution equations unlike in the 
standard Maxwell's system. Therefore, the model system is always in vector 
form. Recently, a variational approach has been developed in3,4. Results on 
the well-posedness of the model problem and finite element methods have been 
established. 



Surface enhanced nonlinear optical effects. A remarkable appli- 
cation of nonlinear diffractive optics is to generate coherent radiation at a 
frequency that is twice that of available lasers, so called second harmonic gen- 
eration (SHG). Recently, it has been found experimentally that diffraction 
gratings can greatly enhance nonlinear optical effects. The model for SHG is 
the system of nonlinear Maxwell's equations with quadratic nonlinear terms. 
Little is known mathematically on nonlinear optics in periodic structures. The 
model problem in the 2-D setting has been solved in10,n. Currently, we are 
investigating the model problem in 3-D. The problem is difficult since it in- 
volves a complicated nonlinear P.D.E. in vector form. We plan to conduct a 
perturbation analysis of the solutions by initially examing the first order term. 
A crucial step will be to obtain refined regularity results on the solutions. We 
plan to do this by using the IP theory together with a version of Gehring's 
lemma (the reversed Holder inequality). A related optimal design problem for 
nonlinear coatings is also of interest5. 

Design and homogenization. Numerical computation of the inverse 
and design problems in biperiodic structures is completely open. The prob- 
lem can be posed as a nonlinear least-squares problem. Difficulties arise since 
the scattering pattern depends on the interface in a very implicit fashion and 
in general the set over which the function is minimized is neither convex nor 
closed. The formulation of the design problem is very close to similar prob- 
lems in elasticity, for which fast and efficient algorithms have recently been 
developed. Initial progress on the design problem has been made via weak 
convergence analysis methods2,18,21 and the homogenization theory8 along 
with "relaxation" technique23. The main idea is to allow the grating profiles to 
be highly oscillating and to use relaxed formulation of the optimization prob- 
lem. The critical step is to determine the relaxed formulation which involves 
materials and the effective dielectric properties8. 
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ON THE OSCILLATION OF DELAY DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATION WITH DISTRIBUTED DELAY 

JUNDONG BAO 
Department of Mathematics, Inner Mongolia Normal University 

Huhhot,P.R.China 010022 

In this paper, the oscillatory behaviour of a class of nonlinear differential equa- 
tions with distributed delay has been discussed and a sharp condition has' been 
established. 

1    Introduction 

The oscillatory behaviour of first order differential equations has been broadly 
investigated. Of particular importance has been the investigation of oscillations 
which caused by delay effects (see [2] and [3]). 

Our purpose in this paper is to establish the oscillatory conditions for a 
certain class of first order nonlinear differential equations with ditributed delay 

r(t) 

x(t) +   I f(x(r - e))da(t, 0) = 0, i > i0 > 0, (1) 

where a(t,6) is continuous function in t for every fixed 6 g [0,r(t)], and non- 
decreasing function in 6 for every fixed t S [t0, +00), r(t) € C([t0,00), (0,00)), 
t > r(t) and 

lim (t - r(i)) = 00; (2) 

/ e C(R, R), uf(u) > 0 for u ^ 0, and increasing in [-.A, A] for large enough 
A>0. 



T(t) max 

Denote V(t) =   f da{t, 6) and 6(t) =     <    < t [s - T(S)], hence we have 

S(6(t)) < S(t) < t. 
Suppose that 

and 

t 

[ V(s)ds> -, fort>t0 (3) 
e 

S(t) 

oo 

r V(s)ds = 00, a > 0. (4) 

In recent papers [1] and [4], Bingtuan Li and Yang Kuang studied the equation 

±{t) + p{t)x{t -T) = 0 

and 
x(t)+p(t)f(x(t-r{t)))=0, 

and obtained an infinite integral condition in [1] and a sharp condition in [4]. 
In this paper, we will extend the results in [4] to the more generalized equation 
(1). One can see that the results in this paper are more generalized and the 
results that we obtained include the results in [4]. 

2    Main Results 

Lemma 1 Suppose that (4) holds for any a > 0.   Then the nonoscillatory 
solution of Eq.(l) tends to zero monotonically as t —► +oo. 
Lemma 2 Suppose that (4) and 

\f(u)-u\ <M|u|1+r for ti£ (-e,e), r>0,M>0 (5) 

hold for some 0 < e < A. Then nonoscillatory solution x(t) of Eq.(l) satisfies 
that 

t 

\x(t)\ < B exp{-^  fv(s)ds), t>T 

T 

for some B>0 and T > 0. 
Lemma 3 Suppose that (4), (5) hold.   If Eg. (1) has nonoscillatory solution, 
then 

t 

' V(s)ds < 2, t > To 

S(t) 

9 



for sufficiently large TQ. 

Lemma 4 Assume that (3) and (5) hold.If x{t) is a nonoscillatory solution of 
Eq.(l), then   xhy is bounded for large enough t. 
Lemma 5 Assume that (3),(5) and 

oo t 

/" V(t) [exp( f V(s)ds --)-l]dt = oo (6) 

to S(t) 

hold. If x{t) is a nonoscillatory solution of Eq.(l), then there exists ip(t) and 
T such that 

oo t 

f V(t)[W(t) - e   f V(s)W(s)ds]dt = oo 

where W(t) = ^i. 

Theorem Assume that (3), (5) and (6) hold.   Then every solution of Eq.(l) 
oscillates. 
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A NUMERICAL SCHEME FOR THE MULLINS-SEKERKA 
EVOLUTION IN THREE SPACE DIMENSIONS 

PETER W. BATES'AND SARAH BROWN 

Department of Mathematics, Brigham Young University, 
Provo UT 84602, USA 

We give a semi-implicit numerical scheme for solving a free boundary value problem 
in three space dimensions.- The algorithm is implemented and some computational 
experiments are performed 

1    Introduction 

Consider a binary material at a temperature such that two different concentra- 
tion phases are stable. Away from equilibrium one may find several different 
regimes or stages of evolution. For instance, an initially nearly homogeneous 
state may separate into a two phase state through nucleation, where small is- 
lands of one phase appear at several random locations and times, or through 
spinodal decomposition, in which a fine-grained mixture is found throughout 
the sample. Following either of these routes of initial phase separation, one 
observes a coarsening process in which small particles dissolve or coalesce, 
while larger particles grow, all the time preserving the total amount of each 
species. The final or equilibrium state has a rather simple structure with very 
few, typically only two, regions of different concentration. 

Here, we are interested in the coarsening stage of the evolution, where 
some particles dissolve while others grow. We are especially interested in the 
evolution of the shapes of particles. 

There is some choice as to how one might model this evolution but all 
models fall into one of two general categories; diffuse interfaces or sharp in- 
terfaces. The foremost diffuse-interface model was introduced many years ago 
by J. Cahn and J. Hilliard (see [3] and [4]). 

Among the possible sharp-interface descriptions, the Mullins-Sekerka 
model [8] takes the quasi-static approach. In this case, material diffuses 
quickly to equilibrium in each of the two phases but material is lost or gained 
at the interface according to its mean curvature and the harmonic fields in 
the two phases. This occurs in such a way that, as the interface evolves, the 
enclosed volume remains constant, consistent with conservation of species. 

Formal asymptotics [9], involving matched inner and outer expansions, 

•SUPPORTED IN PART BY NSF GRANTS DMS 9974340 AND DMS 9970894. 
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show that intermediate level sets of solutions to the Cahn-Hilliard equation 
evolve, asymptotically as interaction length tends to zero, according to the 
Mullins-Sekerka flow. This can also be proved rigorously (see [1]) and there- 
fore morphology described by one model may be duplicated by the other. 
On the other hand, the Mullins-Sekerka model is a free boundary problem 
and stable numerical methods for solutions to free boundary problems are 
notoriously hard to find. In [2] an algorithm for the two-dimensional Mullins- 
Sekerka problem was introduced and several computational experiments were 
performed (see also [5]). That algorithm, like an earlier treatment (see [7]) 
was based on a boundary integral formulation but involved a semi-implicit 
time-stepping, greatly improving stability. 

In this paper we present some initial steps to numerically treat the 
Mullins-Sekerka problem in three space dimensions by extending the ideas 
in [2]. Our results are far from optimal but the approach shows promise. 

Implementation of the scheme involves discretizing the surfaces and esti- 
mating the mean curvature and outward normal at each point on the surface. 
We then discretize the boundary integrals to form a system of linear equations 
whose solution gives the normal velocity at each point. Because the explicit 
scheme must use an unpractically small time step to remain stable, 'we use a 
semi-implicit scheme based on a linearization of the map which evolves the 
surface according to the normal velocity. With the resulting modified normal 
velocities and previously calculated outward normals, we advance each point 
of the surface. 

2    Mathematical Formulation 

Let Q denote a bounded and simply connected domain in three-dimensional 
space. Let To denote a finite collection of smooth simple closed surfaces in the 
domain. We want to find a function u(x,t) and a free boundary T(t) which 
for all x £ fi and t > 0 satisfies 

i) Au(vt) = 0 in n\r(t) 
ii)  gg = 0 on an 

iii)  u = K onT(i) 

v) r(o) = r0, 
where n is the outward unit normal to either du or to T(t), [§^]r/t) is the 
jump in the normal derivative of u across T(t), K is the mean curvature, with 
the convention that convex bodies have positive mean curvature, and V is the 
outward normal velocity of T{t). In this article we consider only Cl = R3, and 

12 
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therefore replace ii) with 

Vu(a,t) = O (T±-\ as|x|-»oo. 

We label this system as (2.1). 
We now show that there exists an integral representation of the solution 

to system (2.1). 

Lemma 2.1 Let T be the union of finitely many disjoint simple closed sur- 
faces such that T separates M3 into finitely many bounded regions and one 
unbounded region. Let n denote the outward unit normal to T. For each 
g 6 L2(r) define 

Then the following hold: 

1.    AWff = 0mR3\r. 

3.    If we also assume that Jrg(y)dSy = 0, then \VWg\ = O (-fäs)  and 

Wg = 0 fa) as \x\ - oo. 

Proof.     Statement 1 holds since Ax {]jqrrj = 0 for x ^ y.   Statement 2 

is proved in detail in [6] section 3D, while statement 3 may be verified by 
straightforward computation. 

We have just found a function which is harmonic on R3\I\ This function 
plus any constant is also harmonic on tä?\T. We now show that if a harmonic 
function on R3\r has sufficiently regular trace on T, then this trace is real- 
ized by the harmonic function found previously from the jump in the normal 
derivative, up to a constant. 

Lemma 2.2 Let T be as in the previous lemma. Suppose u defined onK3, 
/ € H1^), and g € L2(T) satisfy 

i) Au = 0 inW?\r 

ii)   IVul-O^) Os|s|^CO. 
Hi)  u = f onT 
*») -Wr-s onT. 
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Then there exists a constant c such that 
*) f(x) = -£frtt\S(y)dsy + c for x ST. 

Furthermore, 
b)  Jrg(y)dSy=0. 

The proof is straightforward. We leave it to the reader. 
We now combine Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 with / = K and g = V, the mean 

curvature and normal velocity of T, respectively. Thus, we have 

Theorem 2.1 If   \^J   f(t) is a continuous family of C3 surfaces which sat- 
T>t>o 

isfy 

i)  K(x,t) = -±JmJ^V(x,t)dSy + c(t)        forxGT. 
n)  JmV(y,t)dSy=0. 

where T is some finite time, V(x, t) is the normal velocity ofT(t) and K(x, t) 
is the mean curvature ofT{t), then T(t) is the interface associated with the 
solution of (2.1). 

Conversely, if (u,T(t)) is a solution to (2.1), then i) and ii) hold. 

We now solve an inverse problem. 

Lemma 2.3 Given f S i?a(r), with T as in Lemma 2.1, there exists a unique 
g £ L2(T) and constant c such that a) and b) of Lemma 2.2 hold. 

Again, we leave the proof to the reader. 
We can now solve (2.1) in the following way:  Given T(t) we calculate 

K(x, t) on r(t). We solve the system 

(K(x,t) = -& /r(t) ^VfaQdSy + c(t) 

\Jr(t)V(y>W-0 
for V(-, t) and c(t). We can then advance the surface by 

x(t + h)m x(t) + Vnh 

where h is the time step and n is the outward unit normal. However, this 
explicit scheme is unstable unless we use an extremely small time step. Instead 
we use a semi-implicit scheme. We solve the system 

(K(x, t) - fcSä^Ü = --L /r(t) ^ V(y, t)dSy + c(i) 

for V(-, t) and c(t) and advance the surface as before. 

14 
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3    Numerical Scheme 

3.1    Discretization of Surf aces 

Our purpose is to discretize any number of simple, smooth closed surfaces. 
Here we demonstrate the algorithm by discretizing the torus and the sphere 
and then adding distortions to produce an initial surface. Our grid corre- 
sponds to an N x M array Surface[./V][M]. 
For the sphere, the discretization is based on the parameterization of the 
surface using spherical coordinates, namely 

x = .Rcos0cos<£, y = RsinOcoscf), z = .Rsin0, 

where R is the radius. 
Letting n go from 0 to N ■ 1 and m go from 0 to M - 1 we let 

o _ 27m   A _    * , {m + \)ir 
M 

In effect we are wrapping the grid into a cylinder and then pinching the top 
and bottom to form a sphere. 

Note that 0 = 0 when n = 0 and 9 is almost 2n when n = N — 1. 
Similarly, when m = 0, <f> is just slightly larger than -f and when m = M -1, 
<f> is slightly smaller than \. The top view and side view of appropriate 
hemispheres are shown below for N = 20 and M = 20. 

Top View Side View 

Note that longitudinally the points are equally spaced but that latitudinally 
they are not. This is a weakness of this discretization. 

15 
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For the torus, let R denote the large radius of the torus and r the small 
radius. Then 

x= {R + rcos<p)cos9, y = (R + rcos</>)sin0, z=rsin<j>, 

where 6 is the angle between the positive x axis and the projection of the line 
segment I, from the origin to the point P on the surface, onto the xy plane. 
Also, <f> is found by intersecting the torus with the half-plane H containing I 
and with edge the z-axis, to get a circle. Then $ is the angle between the ray 
from the origin through the center of the circle and the radius of the circle 
through P. 

Again letting n go from 0 to N - 1 and m go from 0 to M - 1 we let 

a - 2™   x- 2-KTTl 

This, in effect, wraps the grid into a cylinder and then bends the cylinder 
around to join the ends. Pictures of the torus with large radius 5, small 
radius 1, N = 30, and M = 20 are shown below. 

2 
1 

=:6.>;4 -1_1    2   4,.,6 
-2 

Entire Torus Cross Section 

3.2   Approximation of Curvature 

Once we have discretized a surface, we must approximate the mean curvature 
of the surface at each point P. We do this by choosing four nearby points, 
the "nearest neighbors," and changing to a coordinate system centered at P 
in which those neighbors satisfy w = au2 + buv + cv2 for some a, 6 and c. This 
latter quadratic surface is desirable since the mean curvature is simply (a + c) 

and the normal to the surface at the origin is the unit vector - k. 

16 
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Choosing the nearest neighbors is the first step. For the torus, the neigh- 
bors are the points on the grid directly to the right, left, top, and bottom 
of the point P, allowing for the wrap-around on the edges of the grid. How- 
ever, the sphere must use a different neighbor scheme on the top and bottom 
edges of the grid, which correspond to the points surrounding the poles of 
the sphere. We therefore choose the point directly across from P to be the 
neighbor in question. In terms of the grid, for most points of the sphere, the 
neighbors of Surface [ra][m] are 

Surface[n -f- l][m], Surface[n][m + 1], Surface[n - l][m], Surface[n][m - 1]. 

If n = 0, we exchange Surface[n - l][ro] for Surface^ - l][m]. If n = N - 1, 
we exchange Surface[n + l][m] for Surface[0][m]. If m = 0 or m = M - 1, 
we exchange the appropriate neighbor for Surface [^ +n,m] if n < % or 

Surface[n - y,ro] if n > %. For this reason, N must be even. We label the 
point P as X[0] and its neighbors X[l] through X[A], going counter-clockwise. 

We now must choose a new coordinate system in which the points will 
satisfy w = au2 + buv + cv. We first translate the points so that X\0] becomes 
the origin, and label the new points as transX [0] through transX[4]. Next 
we choose as the uw plane the one passing through the origin, transX[l], and 
transX[3]. These three points must lie on a parabola in that plane, in fact, 
it will be w = au2. Solving for a and the vectors to be the u and w axis 
involves rotating the uw plane so that transZfl] is on an axis in a temporary 
coordinate system, solving for the tangent of the angle the plane needs to 
rotate for the three points to lie on a parabola, and rotating the plane by that 
angle. Then a and the u and w axis can be determined. Taking the cross 
product of the u and w vectors gives us the v axis. To find b and c we plug in 
the points trans-X" [2] and transA"[4] in their new coordinate system and solve 
the resulting system of equations. If these points both lie on the vw pane, 
we let b = 0 and choose the least squares fit for c. Hence, we find the mean 

curvature, (a + c), and the normal to the surface, the unit vector - k. 

3.3   Approximation of Partial Derivatives 

For each point we must calculate §|, that is, the linearization of the map 
which takes the curvature of the surface at time t to the curvature of the 
surface at time t + h. This is a lengthy process which is facilitated greatly by 
Maple. First note that if is a function of a and c. In turn, a and c depend 
on other variables, and the chain descends eventually to the initial point and 
its four neighbors. 
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3.4    Discretization of Integrals 

We have the following system of equations to discretize: 

(i)ir(x)-M^ = -i/r!_i-fy(2/)diSv + c. 

(fi)0 = /rV(»)dSs. 

We first divide the surface into «patches" where each patch is centered at 
a point on the surface. This is done by taking the nearest neighbors and 
connecting their «midpoints" with each other and the center point as shown 
below. 

Patch is bounded by the dotted lines 

The "midpoints," y{0] through y[3], are found by taking the average of 
the u and v coordinates and then calculating w from the equation w = au2 + 
buv + v . If the center point is Surfece[n][m], we label the four triangular 
patches as Patch[n][m)[k] where k goes from 0 to 3, 0 corresponding to the 
patch nearest X[l) and then proceed counter-clockwise. We denote their sum 
as Patch[n][m]. 

We want the total area of the patches to be close to the actual surface 
area of the surface. The following table shows this is achieved with a large 
number of subdivisions for the torus, but not for the sphere due to the ill- 
fitting discretization. In the table, the torus has R = 5, r = 1: the sphere has 
radius 1. 
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Comparing Area Estimates of Surfaces with Actual Area 
Surface    N    M    Estimated Area    Actual Area 
Torus       20    10 185.237 
Torus       40    20 

197.392 
194.188 197.392 

Torus      80    60 197.060 197.392 
Sphere     10    10 13.515 12.566 
Sphere     20    20 14.119 
Sphere     20    40 

12.566 
13.438 12.566 

We now discretize the integrals.   We have for x = Surface[n][m] two 
integrals to estimate. For a patch on the surface centered at y ^ x, we have 

3 
1 + + 

|z-y|      \x-yk-i\      \x 

The summand uses the average value of the kernel at vertices of the ifcth 
triangular patch. If y = x, we derive an integral for each triangular patch in 
the following way: Translate the triangle so that we have the following: 

1 

Vk\ 
■V(y). 

|B|cosa, |J3|sina,)' 

(M,0) 

where cos a = -44r and sin a = Vl - cos2 a. Then 
l>M|£| 

/ T—^—jdSx= I"f(9)de 
•/Pntch[n][n>][k] F - Z\ JQ 

where f(0) describes the line opposite a. 

If the line is vertical, its equation is x = |^|, which in polar coordinates 

isr=^. Then cos 6' 

I   f{9)d6 = \A\j  sec0<i0 = |A|m|seca + tana|. 
JO Jo 
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If the  line  is_^not  vertical,   its  equation in  polar  coordinates  is  r   = 

^rkr?. where ™ =   ,-z\Blsina-   is the slope.    The integral 

d8 is found by rationalizing the denominator as follows: 

J\"J mcosff-sinS' 

ml^lio   mcose-sinS 

I T —dB = m f—— 
J  m cos 8 — sin 8 J rn2 - 

We get 

m\A\ f 1 

Jo 

cos 9 

d8 = 

m2 + 1) sin2 8 

\A\m 

*+j sind 
(m2 + 1) cos2 8 - 1 

do. 

m cos 8 - sin 0 ly/m2 + 1 
:ln 

(Vm2 + lcosa + l)   (ym2 + i-i) 

(%/m2 + lsina-jn)   (vm2 + 1 + l) 

We denote the value of / ^ dSy with <c = Surfacefn] [m] over the 
Patch[i][j] as In,m,ij. Then we get equation (i) in the following discretized 
form 

N ' i=0     i=0 

where V^- is the velocity of Surfacefi]^']. 
For (ii) we get 

JV-l   W-l 
0öEE Vy • | Patch[t][j]|. 

i=0    j=0 

Since we have N ■ M choices of x = Surface[n][m], we have iV • M + 1 linear 
equations with each Vij and c as unknowns. 

5.5   Advancing the Surface 

Once we have solved for V we advanced the surface. For each point on the 
surface, we add the normal at that point multiplied by the time step and 
velocity. 

4    Results 

The following pages contain graphics and data pertaining to a sphere, dis- 
torted spheres, and a torus. While the scheme is still quite unstable, results 
are promising. Most of the surfaces exhibited a decrease in surface area and 
we believe that a dynamic redistribution of surface data points to prevent 
bunching would help stabilize the scheme. 
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Each surface is pictured using Maple graphics. Also included is a table 
listing surface areas at certain iterations. As the surface breaks down, the 
surface areas increase. Noticeably high mean curvatures are marked by an 
asterisk. Usually high mean curvatures correspond to large surface areas, but 
not always. Again, we believe that bunching of surface data points is at the 
root of the breakdown. This could be alleviated by including a component of 
the velocity tangential to the surface in such a way that 

■■'■'o;5   '■; 

-1-0.50   p.5:1 
■•'•-o:.5   ;   ..'/' 

••--.,. 

-1-0.5° 
V'-O; 5 

''''-'a- 

0.5.' 1 

t = 0 13th iteration 

.•.:-.* 

.'/    0/5 

-1-0.5° 0.5.1 
■.;-0 ;5 

':'-i: 
"■•■' •r' 

....-1 

o;5 

•1-0.5 °l 
'■.'-o;.5 

"-1 

0.5-1 

14th iteration lQth iteration 
Sphere with radius 1, N = 10; M = 30; Time step = 0.0001 

A sphere should ideally have no diffusion of particles. This indeed was 
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the case until the surface became unstable. As shown in the table below 
the surface areas generated in the first 12 iterations are within 0.0001 of their 
previous values. However, after the 13th iteration, mean curvatures of over 50 
started appearing. Surface area also increased. As seen in the figures above, 
bunching and then eruptions occurred at the poles. 

SPHERE 

Iteration Surface Area 
0 13.959657 
1 13.959610 
3 13.959571 
5 13.959553 
7 13.959543 
9 13.959535 
11 13.959530 
12 13.959686 
13* 13.988053 
14 15.452335 

*Mean curvatures of over 50 after this iteration. 

..-.-i •••■•>,... %::>,, 

-2 -i-1 •: ° 
•-•■r.Q.\5. 

: :liß      2 

■      * - ° 8th iteration 
Sphere widened at equator, N = 20,M = 30, time step = 0.001 

This surface was quite unstable at the poles. However, surface area did 
decrease until the 7th iteration. 
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SPHERE WIDENED AT EQUATOR 

Iteration Surface Area 
0 23.929643 
1 23.924496 
3 23.912062 
5 23.900737 
6 23.892807 
7* 26.023065 
8 87.655583 

*Mean curvatures of over 50 after this iteration 
The next experiment starts with an elongated sphere. 

.:••• i 

-2     -2 

'•v_l 

-2 

ft 

■56 

■••*a- 

j 

0 ,       ,<-? 5th iteration 
Sphere lengthened at poles, N = 10, M = 30, time step = 0.001 

h, J^Vf S^face
+^

ehaV!d very ™™ually. After a jump in mean curvature 
in the 5th iterate, the surface area tripled. Yet the surface, although rather 
oddly shaped, was stable and decreased in area for the next 8 iterations 

SPHERE LENGTHENED AT POLES 
Iteration Surface Area 
0 16.271194 
1 16.271876 
2 16.259973 
3 16.304395 
4 16.210148 
5* 16.237525 
6 48.538159 

♦Mean curvatures of 56 reached in this iteration 
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We now take our initial surface to be a torus. The evolution here is more 
stable, probably because the gridding is more uniform. 

i = 0 

3 
■ '     •      2 

'  1 

-8    -t>    -4    -2   u 

•  •   '    -2 
-3 

2      4      6      8 

668"1 iteration 

3 
• • ' ' ■     2 

1 
-B   -6   -4   -2   ° 

'•    •  '   -2 
-31 

2 ■   4    .-6      8 

_ 669"1 iteration 
Torus with large radius 4.5 and small radius 2, N = 20; M = 20; Time step = 0 01 

„nHMh   fifiR^T ^ molstable surface tested; problems did not occur 
until the 668th iteration.   The torus should eventually evolve to a sphere 
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and indeed the cross section shown nrevibuslv n,,w,+    * 
However, we have not yet overconTthe ZhS^f   ^ tOWards the <>***■ 
type numerically and in a way wnS s o^eS ^T ^ tOP°iogicaI 

of the problem. ' consistent with the original formulation 

TORUS 

*High mean curvatures after this iteration. 
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APPROXIMATE NORMALLY HYPERBOLIC INVARIANT 
MANIFOLDS FOR SEMIFLOW 
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Chongchun Zeng 
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In this paper, we establish the existence of normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds 
for semiflows. 

We consider a C1 semiflow defined on a Banach space X, that is, it is 
continuous on [0, oo) x X, and for each t>Q,Ti : X —> X is Cl, and 

TtoT*(x)=Tt+s{x) 

for all t,s > 0 and x £ X. A typical example is the solution operator for a 
differential equation. 

In5 we proved that a compact normally hyperbolic invariant manifold M 
persists under small C1 perturbations in the semiflow. We also showed that 
in a neighborhood of M, there exist a center-stable manifold and a center- 
unstable manifold which intersect in the manifold M. In5, the compactness 
and invariance of the manifold M were important assumptions. 

In the present paper, we establish the existence of normally hyperbolic in- 
variant manifolds for semiflows. We prove that if T* has a "good" approximate 
normally hyperbolic "invariant" manifold M for the semiflow Tt, then T" has 
a normally hyperbolic invariant manifold M near M. 

In many singular perturbation problems for evolutionary partial differ- 
ential equations, one is interested in stationary solutions which have certain 
qualitative features, such as interior or boundary layers or localized spikes. 
The stability of these states is also important. The canonical shape of such 
solutions, in a neighborhood of the abrupt spatial disturbance, can usually 
be determined by a rescaling or blow-up procedure. Thus, a reasonable ap- 
proximation to the shape of a solution is found quite easily. A strategy to 
find a true solution, or at least to prove existence of a solution of the type of 
interest, is to first create, in function space, a manifold M made up of these 

»Supported in port by NSF grants DMS 9974340 and DMS 9970894. 
^Supported in part by NSF grants DMS 9970894. 
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approximate solutions parameterized by the spatial locations of the singulari- 
ties. The PDE is then written as a (semi)flow in function space decomposed 
into directions tangential and normal to M. These components are then esti- 
mated in sufficient detail to show the existence of stationary points in a small 
neighborhood of M. This approach was pioneered in the early papers of G. 
Pusco and J. Hale in9 and by J. Carr and R. Pego in8, who were interested in 
the Allen-Cahn equation, a bistable reaction-diffusion equation with very small 
diffusion coefficient, e2 . In fact, the authors were more interested in the flow 
in a neighborhood of the "manifold than in the stationary solutions and used 
the technique to show that solutions with interior layers evolved exponentially 
slowly, the layers moving with speed of the order e~c^ where c is a constant 
depending upon distance between layers. 

The approach was also taken to obtain similar results for the one-dimensional 
Cahn-Hilliard equation in 1 and 7.  In that case, since the equation is fourth 
order, the analysis is somewhat harder but the geometric picture is the same. 

More recently, N. Alikakos and G. Pusco have used the method to show the 
exponentially slow motion of "bubble"-like solutions to the Cahn-Hilliard equa- 
tion in higher space dimensions2. 6 M. Kowalczyk uses the approximate invari- 
ant manifold approach to find spiked solutions to the shadow Gierer-Meinhardt 
system of biological pattern formation in multi-dimensional domains and4 has 
similar results for the Cahn-Hilliard equation. 

Stationary spiked solutions to many nonlinear elliptic equations have been 
found using essentially the same approach but viewing it as a Liapunov- 
Schmidt reduction idea, rather than dynamically. Some representative works 
along these lines include 3, 12, and the references therein. A good survey of 
spike solutions may be found in11. 

What has been lacking is a way to deduce the existence of a true invariant 
manifold in a small neighborhood of the approximately invariant manifold 
constructed by hand. Here we hope to give a general result along those lines, 
perhaps simplifying much of the analysis needed in the applications mentioned 
above, and at the same time giving stronger conclusions. 

We first consider maps on a Banach space X. Consider M C X a C1 

connected submanifold of X and T € C1'l{B{M,r),X) for some r > 0, where 
B(M, r) = {x £ X : dist(a;, M) < r}. 

Definition 1 M is said to be an approximate normally hyperbolic invariant 
manifold if the following conditions hold for some ö > 0 

(HI) M is approximately invariant, i.e., T(M) C B(M,5). 
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(HI) For each m € M there is a decomposition 

of closed subspaces with X^,X^ being transversal to TmM, the tangent 
space of M at m. There is an e > 0 such that Xu(e) © Xs(e) = {m + 
xu + xs : xa e X^ and \x\ < e for a = u,s} is a tubular neighborhood of 
M and B(M, 6) C Xu(e) © Xs{e). For each m€M, T(M) n (Xu(e) © 
X°(e))^<t>. 

(ES) For each m0 6 M 
U^DT(m0):X^^X^ 

are isomorphisms for a = c,u, where mi € M is determined by using 
the tubular neighborhood, by writing T(mo) = mi + xu +xs, and 11^ is 
the projection onto X^ with kernel being the sum of the other subspaces. 
Also there exists X S (0,1) such that 

||n^DT(mo)U-oH < Xmin{l,mi{\Uc
miDT(m0)x

c\  : xc e Xc
mo,\x

c\ = 1}}, 

Xmf{\U^iDT(m0)x-\ : i« £ X^, |x"| = 1} > max{l, \\Uu
miDT(m0)\x^ ||}. 

Since we do not assume that M is compact or finite dimensional, for tech- 
nical reasons, we need to assume that T, !!£,, IIJJ,, and 11^, have some uniform 
properties: 

(H4) (1) There is an rx > 0 and L\ > 0 such that for any m0 € M, mi, m2 € 
I?(mo,r), and a = c, u,s, 

||n^-n^||<L1|mi-m2|. 

(2) There is a constant B > 0 such that ||II£J| < B for all m€ M, and 
a = c, u, s; 

(3) There exists fj,0 > 0 such that for any m € M and a = u, s, 

I|A°||<MO, 

where A^ € L(X^, X£) and A^ £ LpsT^, X^) are determined by 

rmM = (/ + A^ + A^Ä; 
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(4) There is an r2 > 0 and L? > 0 such that for any mo € M, and 
mi,m2 6 B(mo,r), 

H-Dr(mi) - £>T(m2)|| < L2|mi - m2|. 

(5) There are constants a > 0, B\ > 0, and 6i > 0 such that 

M{\nc
miDT{m0)x

c\  : *c € X^0, |z
c| = 1} > a, 

||-Dr|B(M,r)ll < Bi, 

||n^DT(mo)|x"  ||<6i, 
for a = c,s, and 

for a 

\\Ii^DT{m0)\Xs   \\<bx, 

Condition (2) implies that the space X^ is an approximation of the tangent 
space of M at m with an error bounded by ßo- Condition (3) automatically 
holds when M is contained in a compact set. The reason for this assumption 
is that the graph transform is a global transform and some uniform estimates 
are needed. 

Theorem 1. Assume that {HI)-{HA) hold. Then, there exist 5* > 0, fj,% > 0, 
and b\ > 0 such that if 6 < 6*, ßo < Mo> &i < &*> ^en ^ has a unique Cl 

connected normally hyperbolic invariant manifold M near M. 

We now consider the manifolds for semiflows. Let T € C{[0, +oo) x 
B{M, r),X) be a semiflow, i.e., 

T° = I,       Tt+S = T* o Ts,    for t, s > 0. 

We assume that for all t > 0, T* € C1{B{M,r)>X).   Suppose there exists 
t0 > 0 such that T'° satisfies (H1)-(H4). Prom Theorem A, there exists a C1 

normally hyperbolic invariant manifold M for T*°. 
Furthermore, if we assume 

(H6) For any 77 > 0, there exists C > 0, such that for any x € B{M,r), 
t € [0, C], we have 

|r*(a;)-x| < 77. 

Then we have Theorem 2. The normally hyperbolic invariant manifold 
M for T'° is the normally hyperbolic invariant manifold for the semiflow T*. 

The basic ideas of the proof of Theorem 1 are the same as those we used 
in5. However, here we have to overcome the difficulties caused by the non- 
compactness of the manifold. The complete proof of these results will appear 
in3. 
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SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR OSCILLATION OF SECOND 
ORDER NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

CHONGGAO CHENG 
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In this paper,some sufficient conditions are established for oscillation of second or- 
der nonlinear differential equations and nonhomogeneous linear differential equa- 
tions 

1    INTRODUCTION 

Consider the second order nonlinear differential equation 

(p{t)y')'+q{t)y = H{t,y,y') (1) 

wherep(t),p'(t), q(t) £ C(R+, R+), H £ C(R+xR2, R) guarantee that Eq. (1) 
with initial conditions has uniquely solution, R+ = (0, +oo). When H(t, y, y') = 
h(t), Eq. (1) becomes a nonhomogeneous linear differential equations. The ho- 
mogeneous linear differential equation corresponding to (1) is 

(p(t)y'Y + q(t)y = 0 (2) 

As it is customary, a nontrivial solution is called to be oscillatory if it has 
arbitrarily large zeros.   Otherwise,the solution is called non-oscillatory.   Eq. 
(1) or (2) is called to be oscillatory if all solutions of (1) or (2) are oscillatory. 

It is much more difficult to deal with the oscillation of Eq.  (1) than Eq. 
(2) 1'2,3. This paper will give some sufficient conditions for the oscillation of 
Eq. (1) by discussing the relation between Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). 

Let x(t) and y{t) are nontrivial solutions of Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), respec- 
tively. Multiplying both members of Eq. (1) by x(t) subtracts multiplying 
both members of Eq. (2) by y(t) to get 

\p(t)(x(t)y'(t)-x'(t)y(t))}' = Hx(t) (3) 

Theorem 1. Let x(t) be a oscillatory solution of Eq. (2). If there is a 
T > 0 such that for all t > T 

Hx(t) > 0   or   Hx(t) < 0, 

then Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
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Proof Assume,by way of contradiction, that (1) has an eventually positive 
(or negative) solution x(t). Let {tn} is the zero point set of x(t), i.e., x(tn) = 0 
and limn_>00 x(tn) = oo. From the uniqueness of solution of Eq. (1) with 
initial data, x'(tn) ^ 0 for alli„ € {£„}. If Hx{t) > 0, there always exists 
iV € {£„} with N > n such that 

x'(tn) < 0   and   x'{t) < 0. 

By integrating (3) over the intervals [tn,t^], we get 

-p{tn)x'{tn)y{tn) +p{tN)x'(tN)y(tN) =   f " Hx{s)ds (4) 
tN 

This leads to a contradiction since the left side of (4) is negative and the right 
side of (4) is nonnegative. The proof for Hx(t) < 0 is the same as the above 
and omitted it. 

Theorem 2. Let x(t) be a oscillatory solution of Eq. (2). If there is a 
T > 0 such that for all* > T 

rt 
Hx(t) > h(t)   and   a =  '   Hx(s)ds >0   W<t0»t. 

to 

then Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
Theorem 3. Let x(t) be a oscillatory solution of Eq. (2). If there is a 

T > 0 such that for all t > T 

A   /"* 
Hx{t) > h(t)    and   a =  '  Hx(s)ds < 0   VT < t0 > t. 

then Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
Theorem 4. Let x(t) be a oscillatory solution of Eq. (2). If the following 

conditions are satisfied 
(i) There is a T > 0 such that for all £ > T 

Hx{t) > h(t)   or   Hx(t) < h{t). 

(ii) Let F(t) be an indefinite integral of h(t), and A and B are the zero 
point sets of h(t) and F(t), respectively. We have Ac B. 

Then Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
When H(t,y,y') = h(t), Eq. (1) becomes a nonhomogeneous linear differ- 

ential equations: 
(p(t)y'Y + q(t)y = h(t) (5) 
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Based on the above theorems, we can easily get the following corollaries 
Corollary 1. Let x(t) be a oscillatory solution of Eq.  (2). If there is a 

T > 0 such that for all 

a =   '   h(s)x(s)ds > 0   or    (< 0)    VT < t0 » t. 
to 

then Eq. (6) is oscillatory. 
Corollary 2. Let x(t) be a oscillatory solution of Eq. (2), F(t) be an 

indefinite integral of h(t)x(t), and A and B are the zero point sets of h(t) and 
F(t), respectively. 11 A C B, then Eq. (6) is oscillatory. 

Example. The following nonhomogeneous linear differential equation 

y" + y' = -2 sin t + cos(y2 + t2) (6) 

is oscillatory. 
In fact, x{t) = smt is a solution of the homogeneous linear differential 

equation corresponding to (7) and 

if sin i = — 2sin2£ + sinicos(y2 +t2) 

= 1 - 2sin21 + [sintcos(y2 + t2) - 1] 

< cos2i. 

It is obvious that | sin It is an indefinite integral of cos 2£ and its zero point 
set involves the zero point set of sini. From Theorem 4, Eq. (7) is oscillatory. 
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THE LIMIT CYCLE OF TWO SPECIES PREDATOR-PREY 
MODEL WITH GENERAL FUNCTIONAL RESPONSE 
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We study a system of ODE's modelling the interaction of one predator and one prey 
under ecologically natural regularity conditions. Using the technique of Lie'nard 
equation,the conditions for existence and uniqueness of limit cycle around the 
positive equilibrium point are obtained, respectively. 

1     Introduction 

In the present paper, we first consider two species predator-prey model with 
general functional response as following system: 

f f = xg(x) - yp(x) 
} ä (1) 
^ft=y(-g(x)+h(x)), 

where x(t) and y(t) are the densities of the prey and predator, respectively. 
g(x) is the growth rate of the prey in the absence of predator, q(x) is the 
density-dependent death rate of the prey, and p(x),h(x) represent respec- 
tivelythe functional and numerical response of predator.The specific standard 
assumptions on g(x),p(x) and h(x) are: 

(Ai)    g :  R+ —* R is of class C1, <?(0) = a > 0, there exists 
k > 0 such that g(k) = 0 and (x — k)g(x) < 0 for x ^ k. 

(A2)   p:  R+ -» R+ is of class C1,p(0) = 0 and p'(x) > 0 for x € R+. 
(A3)    q:  R+ -> R+ is of class C1, q(0) > 0 and q'(x) < 0 

for all x S R+, and q(x) —> q^ > 0     (x —> +oo). 
(AA)    h:  R+ -> R+ is of class C\ h(0) = 0 and h'(x) > 0 for all x € R+. 

Some special cases of system (1) have been investigated by [1-6], from 1934 up 
to now. 

In this paper, using the technique of Lie'nard equation,the conditions for 
the existence and uniqueness.of the system(l) are obtained. 
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2    Lemmas 

In order to obtain our main results, we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 1 System (1) can be transformed into the form of Lie'nard's equation 

x + f(x)x + g(x) = 0 (2) 

or into the equivalent system: 

x = u- F{x),   u=-g(x), F{x) =  '   f(x)dx (3) 
o 

by a change of variable. 
proof We first introduce the transformation 

x = x,   £ = xg(x) - yp(x) (4) 

i.e 
X9{X) - £ 

y P{x)     ' 

Obviously, the transformation (4) is regular: 

det '    , ,  ,       * ,, , °   , s ' = -p{x) ^ 0     (x > 0) 
•      g(x)+xg(x)-yp'(x)       - p(x) 

and one to one bicontinuous. 
It is not hard to find that if we substitute the regular transformation (4) 

into (1), it follows that 

^ £ = xg(x)(q(x) - h(x)) + l'p{x) (&$V - g(x) + h(x)] £ + g^2.      (5) 

( fo(x) = -xg(x)(q(x) - h(x)), 

Letting      J fi(x) = - ^p(x) (a$f\' - q(x) + h(x)] (6) 

l/2(-) = -®- 
it follows that 

* = £,   i=-fo{x)-h(x)Z-h(x)e. (7) 
We introduce the transformation again 

fx (     fx \ u = £exp '    h(x)dx, or £ = u exp   —  '   J2{x)dx    , (8) 
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it follows that 

x = u exp I - fx
x

o f2{x)dx\ 

ü = -fo(x) exp IF f2(x)dx\ - fi(x)u. 
'xo 

>x0 

i.e 

x = ii. em I — , 
'xo 

'x0 

x = u exp I — f* f2{x)dx\ 

ü = -/o(z) exp I /*n f2(x)dx i - /i(x)u. 

Using the time transformation 

(9) 

(10) 

dr = exp   -       f2(x)dx   dt 
Xo 

and still denoting r by i,then system (11) can be transformed into the system: 

x = u 

ü = -f0(x) exp (2 /;o f2(x)dx\ - h{x) exp ('Q f2(x)dx\ u.       (11) 

Let 
f(x) = h{x) exp ( F f2{x)dx\ , 

/     x N (12) 
g(x) = /o(z) exp l 2 fxo /2(x)da; 1 , 

then the system (11) can be transformed into 

x = u, 
ü = -f(x)u - g(x), (13) 

i.e. 

x + f(x)x + g(x) = 0, (14) 

or into the equivalent system (Lie'nard system) 

f x = u - F(x), 
u= -g{x), (15) 

where 

F(x) = .Q f{x)dx, 

g(x) = xg(x)(-q(x) + h(x))exp 12 Q f2(x)dx\ , 

f(x) = - lp(x) (?M$V-q(x) + htfl exp (Q f2{x)dx\ . 
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This completes the proof of the lemma 1. 
In order to prove our main results on the existence and uniqueness of a 

periodic solution for the system(l), we shall utilize the known results for a 
Lie'nard system in [7] which we state as the following three lemmas. 
Lemma 2 Consider the following Lie'nard system: 

rx 
x = y-F(x),   y = -g(x),   F(x) =  '   f{x)dx. (16) 

Suppose the continuous /, g satisfy assumptions: 
(1) xg(x) > 0 for x ^ 0, G(x) = /Q

z g(x) -» +oo as \x\ -> +oo, 

(2) xF{x) < 0,  for \x\ « 1, 

(3) there exist M > 0 and k\ > k2 such that 

F(x) > ki for x > M,   F(x) < k2 for x < -M 

Then system(16) has at least one stable limit cycle. 
Lemma 3 consider the following Lie'nard system: 

x = -y-F(x),   y = g(x),   F(x) =  ^ f(x)dx (17) 
Xo 

Suppose the continuous functions f,g satisfy assumptions: 
(1) xg(x) > 0  for x ± 0, G{x) = /Q

x ~g(x) -* +oo as |z| -» +oo, 

(2) /(0) < 0, (resp. > 0), 

(3) |||f is monotone nondecreasing (resp.nonincreasing) for x ^ 0. 
Then system (17) has at most one stable(resp. unstable) limit cycle. 
Lemma 4 Consider the system 

§ = *(*,*), %-r&v) (is) 

where X(x,?/),y(a;,y) e C°   (G C i?2) guarantee that the system (18) has 
uniqueness of the solution. If there is a closed orbit L of (18),and 

* div(X, Y)dt < 0    (resp. > 0) 
L 

then L is a stable limit cycle (resp.unstable). 
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3    Results 

In this section, we can state our main results. 
Consider the system (1) under the assumption (Ai) — (A4). The above condi- 
tions (Ai) — (A4) guarantee that the system (1) has only positive equilibrium 
point E(xo,yo) inside the population quadrant, and 

_ xpg(x0) 

p(x0) 

Equilibriums EQ(0,0) and E\(k,0) are saddle(See Fig.l). 

Fig.l 

By local stability analysis of the equilibrium point, we can easily obtain 
that positive equilibrium E(xo,yo) is unstable if (xg(x)/p(x))'\x-Xo > 0, it is 
asymptotically stable if (xg(x)/p(x))'\x=Xo < 0. 
Theorem 1 Consider system (1) and let (Ai) — (A4) hold. Further assume 
■^ \xg(x)/p(x)} < 0 (0 < x < k) and boundness of every solution of the 
system (1), then the positive equilibrium point E(xo,yo) is globally stable. 
Proof. Assuming on the contrary, the positive equilibrium point E(xo,yo) 
is not globally stable. Because of local stability of E(xo,yo) under condi- 
tion -j^ \xg(x)/p(x)} \x=Xo < 0 and boundness of every solution of the sys- 
tem(l),then the unstable limit cycle L(x(t),y(t)) with period T exists. We 
obtain 

A = .f0^T&(x,y)(K 

= /or [m [*(*)*(*(*)) - V(t)v(x(t))\ + % [y(t)(~q(x(t))) + h(x(t))}\dt 

= /0
T^(t))^rHM|gpldi<o (19) 
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The assertion (19) implies immediately that the limit cycle L is stable from 
lemma 4. Obviously, such an assertion is absurd from local asymptotically 
stable E(XQ, yo). This contradiction leads to the globally stable positive equi- 
librium point E(xo,yo). 

Theorem 2 If (A{) - (A4) hold, further assume 

(4s) 3§ {xg(x)/p(x)) \X=X0 > 0 (20) 

(A6) f*oxg(x)(-q(x) + h(x)) 

exp 1 2 Qo f2(x)dx* dx —* +00, as \x\ —* +00 (21) 

(Aj) there exist a,ß with a < x0 < ß such that fi(x) > 0 for x £ [a,ß], 

and.ff l-p(x) (&$V + q(x) - h(x)] exp f f* f2(x)dx\ dx > 0(22), 

then system (1) has at least one stable limit cycle. 
Proof Obviously, under the assumptions of theorem 2, the system (1) may be 
transformed into Lie'nard (15), i.e 

(1) (x-xo)g(x) = (x-xo)(-g(x)+h(x))xg(x)$$>0     (0 < x < k) 

G(x) = f*o xg(x)(-q(x) + h(x)t^Adx -* +00 as \x\ -» +oo(24) 

(2) Since    f(x) = fi(x)exp([*of2(x)dx)   is continuous and 

f(xo) = /i(zo) exp ( Q f2(x)dx I = /i(x0) 

= -P(»O)^1'U=XO<0. (25) 

then f(x) < 0, as \x — x0 | <C 1, 

hence |x - zo|.F(a:) = (x - x0) /* f(x)dx < 0, as |x - x0| < 1- 
(3) Let        k1=F(ß)>    k2°=F(a), we get 

*:-** = /<f r-p(^) ^V + 9(x) - Ms)1 *g£ds > 0. (26) 

Prom (26), it follows immediately that hi > k2. Since f(x) > 0 for x £ [a,ß], 
then F(x) = [XQ f(x)dx is monotone nondecreasing for x > ß, and F(x) = 
fx f(x)dx is monotone nonincreasing for x < a. 

Let M = max{|a|,/?}, then 

■F(x) > fei for x > M, 

F(x) < k2 for x < -M. 
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Prom lemma 2, we can conclude that system(15) has at least one stable 
limit cycle.   So, we have proved the system(l) has at least one stable limit 
cycle. This completes the proof of theorem 2. 
Theorem 3 If (Ai) — (A4) hold, further assume that 

(A5)±(xg(x)/p(x))\x=Xo>0 (27) 
(A6) flxg(x)(-q(x)+h(x)) 

exp >2f* f2(x)dx\ dx —► +00 as |a;| —> +00 (28) 

(Ar) H'(x) > 0, where 

HM -Ha- rf'XTJffi) -g(')+fc(«)      PW   ,2q^ 
a\X> ~ g(x) ~        xg(x)(q(x)-h{x))        X p(x0)>^) 

Then system (1) has at most one stable limit cycle around the unstable equi- 
librium point E(xo,yo)- 
Proof. In according to assumptions of theorem 3 and the preceding analysis, 
the proof completes immediately from an application of lemma 3 . 
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SYMBOLIC CALCULI FOR SEQUENCES 

S. S. CHENG 
Department of Mathematics 

Tsing Hua University 
Hsinchu, Taiwan 30043 

In 1202, Leonardo of Pisa proposed a mathematical model for the popula- 
tion growth of rabbit pairs. Suppose in time period 1, a pair of young rabbit 
pair of opposite sex is introduced. Assume that it takes one period of time for 
the young rabbits to grow up, and then give birth to a pair of young rabbit 
pairs (of opposite sex). Assume further that rabbits never die. Let fk count 
the number of rabbit pairs present in the time period k. Then it is not difficult 
to see that /o = 0, f\ = 1, and there is a recurrence relation for /„, n > 2, 
namely, 

fn+2 = fn+1 + /„, n = 0, 1, • • • (1) 

By means of this recurrence relation, it is clear that f2 = 1, fz = 2, fa = 3, /s = 
5, ■ • •. The numbers 0,1,1,2,3, 5, • • • are known as the Fibonacci numbers. 
These numbers have remarkable properties and arise in a great variety of places. 
What we will be interested in, however, is the analytic form of these numbers. 

A well known method for finding the analytic form is the method of gen- 
erating functions. The essence of this method is as follows. We first multiply 
both sides of (1) by tn, and then sum from n = 0 to oo. The resulting equation 
is 

oo oo oo 

V fn+2t
n = V fn+1t

n + V" fnt
n. (2) 

n=0 n=0 n=0 

We will say that the power series fo + fit + f2t
2 + • • • is the generating function 

of the sequence fo,fi,h>--- and denotes it by *(£). That is 
oo 

t^Tfn+1t
n = t{h + f2t + ■ ■ •) = f/o + ht + f2t

2 + ...)-f0 = $(t) - /o, 
n=0 

and 
oo 

t2 V fn+2tn = t2 (f2 + f3t + ■ ■ •) = *(i) - /o - M 
n=0 

so from (2), we have 

oo 00 oo 

t2 T fn+2t
n = t2 V fn+ltn + t2 V fnt

n, 
n=0 n=0 n=0 
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or 
+2 *(*) -fo-fit = t (*(t) - /o) + t2*(t). (3) 

Prom (3), we may solve for ^,(i),and obtain 

-t 
*(*) = t2 +1 - 1' 

Since the coefficients of the power series $(t) are the Fibonacci numbers, there 
are at least two ways to uncover them. First, recall from Calculus that 

*(0) = /o,   *'(0) = /x,   *"(0) = 2!/2,---, ¥")(0) = n!/n,---, 

thus 

/„=-^*(n>(0),   n = 0,l,--- 
n! 

In our case, this method seems to be tedious. So we turn to another method. 
Note that by the method of partial fractions, 

-*       _     1 f     1       ,       1     1 1 
~2 * + 7+      t 

1 

-7- 

7± = - 
-\*\* 

t2 +1 -1 

where 

By expanding the rational functions l/(i ± 7±), we see further that 

 1 = WlV»+i7+    7- tn. 
n=0 

By comparing coefficients of the power series ty(t) and -t/(t2 + t— 1), we 
finally end up with 

/n = (-l)n+l7±-^,  n = 0,l,:.. (4) 

The above method seems to be right except for the convergence questions 
of the power series. To adviod such questions, many theories have been intro- 
duced. In this note, we will present the synopsis of a theory, the essence of 
which is known to a number of authors (see for example [1,2]). For a system- 
atic presentation, the reader is referred to one of the Chapters in the book [3] 
by the author. 
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Let N be the set of nonnegative integers, and let lN be the set of com- 
plex sequences of the form / = {/o,/i,/2, ■ ••}, where each term /„is a com- 
plex number. For the sake of convenience, the sequence {/o,/i, ■ • •} will be 
denoted by {fn}n£N or by {/„}. There are a number of special sequences 
that deserve special notations. First of all, the sequence {a, 0,0, • • •} will be 
denoted by 57. The sequence {1, • • •, 1} will be denoted by a. The sequences 
{1,0,0, • ■ •}, {0,1,0, • ■ •}, {0,0,1,0, •••},••■, will be denoted by ft0, ft1, ft2,•• • 
respectively. The sequence {/i, /2, h, ■ • •} obtained by shifting the sequence 
/ —'{fo,fi,h,---} to the left by "one unit" will be denoted by Ef. Thus 
E2f, which is defined by E(Ef), will be the sequence {/2, fo, ■ ■ •}. In general, 
Emf = {fn+m}n€N- 

As is customary, the sum of two sequences / = {/„} and g — {gn} is 
defined to be the sequence f+g = {fn+gn}- We will also define the convolution 
product of / and g by 

( n 1 
f*9=    fo9o, fi9o + fo9i, • • ■, V^ fk9n-k, •■■    ■ 

k=0 

As examples, we have 

C   n 1 
<7*/=      V/fc      ={/o,/0+/l,/0+/l+/2,---}, 

k=0 

R*/ = {o,/o,/i,-"},. 

?i2*/ = {0,0,/o,/1,/2,}, 

ft*(E/) = {0,/1,/2,..-} = /-7ö, (5) 

ft2 * (E2f) = ft * (ft * (E(Ef))) 

= h*(Ef-h) (6) 

= ft * Ef - ft * /i 

= / - /o - ft * Ti- 

lt is not difficult to establish that the set lN endowed with the sum and 
convolution operations have all the essential properties of the set of integers 
with the usual addition and multiplication operations. In algebraic terms, lN 

is a commutative integral domain. Therefore, by standard procedures, we can 
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construct an extension field of operators by use of pairs of elements of lN. 
Briefly, on the set 

we define a relation ~ by 

(f,9)~(p,q)&f*q = p*g- 

Then it is easily verified that ~ is an equivalence relation. Each equivalence 
class can be represented by an ordered pair (/, g), which is written in the form 
of a quotient f/g in analogy with the rationals. The set of such quotients is 
called the field of operators and denoted by lN/lN. Hence, two quotients f/g 
and p/q are equal if, and only if, fq = pg. We define product and addition of 
quotients by 

f_P = f*P 
gq      g*q' 

and 
/     p = f *q+p*g 

9    q g*q 

respectively. Under these definitions, lN/lN is a field with the unique additive 
identity 0/1 and the unique multiplicative identity T/T. Every / € lN can be 
regarded as the operator //l, and in such a case, the corresponding operator is 
said to be ordinary. Not all operators are ordinary, for example, the operator 
T/(cr-l) cannot be ordinary, for otherwise, there would exist a sequence / € lN 

such that a * f - f = T. But then 0 = /o - /o = 1, which is a contradiction. It 
may happen that ordinary operators have forms other than the standard //T. 
As an important example, consider the sequence {an}neN- Since 

an+1-an = an{a-l),n = Q,l,--- 

licncG 
{a"+1)-K} = {(a-l)an}, 

or, 
E{an}~{an} = {(a-l)an}. 

By taking convolution with K on both sides, we see that 

h * E{an} - h* {an} = h*{(a- l)a"} , 

so that by (10), 

{an} -1-h* {an} = (o - l)ft * {an}. 
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Solving for {on}, we obtain 

1 — a* h (7) 

We now change the meaning of the "generating function" of a sequence / 
in lN by defining it as 

^h±?-. (8) 
71=0 

Since we are now dealing with an infinite sum, we need to define the limits of 
a sequence {gMjof sequences in lN and the limit of a sequence of operators. 
The obvious one for the former is the pointwise limit, that is, 

lim g[k] = g    if     lim g$ = gn    for   n € N. 
k—*oo k—»00 

We can now define the limit of a sequence of operators {/'fc'/p'fc') ■ This is 
done by 

fW      f 
lim ^rr = -,    if     lim /^ = /    and     lim g[k] = g ± 0. 

k—»00 g\K\ g k-*oo k-HX> 

The limit 
00 k 

^Tü*hn= hm Y^u*nn 
k—*oo 

n=0 n=0 

is easily found. Indeed, since /0 * h° = {/o,0, ■ ■ ■} ,fo * H° +Ji * h1 = 
{/o,/i,0,---}, 

Ä*R°+Ä'*ft1+^*R2 = {/o,/i,/2,0>---}> 

etc., this limit is just / itself. In other words, the infinite series (100) is just 
the ordinary operator f/1. In particular, in view of (100), 

= V5jp-. (9) 
1 — a * Ti 

n=0 

Once we identify the generating function of a sequence as the ordinary 
operator f/1, we need to find a "derivative" that will help us to generate the 
terms of our sequence (as in the case of ^>(t) mentioned above). This can be 
done as follows. For any / = {fn}neN in lN, we define the algebraic derivative 

Df = {(n+ l)fn+i}neN = {/1, 2/2, 3/3, • • ■} . 
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For an operator f/g, we will define 

^ .,, .      a* Df — f * Da 
£(//<?) = - 1 i £. 

9*9 

For examples, 
Da = {1, ■■■,!}, 

Dhn = n*nn~l,  n =!,-■■ 

and 
/ oo \ oo 

D   ^T~ü*nn    =Df = {(n + l)fn+1} = ^T^Ü*hn-1. 
n=0 n=l 

From the last example, we see that 

-JJ1 =   Dm    V^— ,171 = 0,1,2,..., 

"formally" holds, where D°f = /, Dm+1f = D(Dmf) for m = !,-■• For 
instance, 

M_ ^o__T__I   _r.... T. l   _T 

and 

1 1 — a * h h_Q        1 — a * h ß_Q      1' 

m = \D_ T   1    _ L 
1 — a * h h=ö       (1 — a*h) * (1 — a*h)  h_^      1 

which show that /o = 1, and /i = a. This is expected in view of (100). 
We now return to our original recurrence relation for the Fibonacci num- 

bers. Let / = {/o, /i, /2, •••}• Following the same method of generating func- 
tions described before, we treat /o = 0, /i = 1 as /o = 0, f\ = 1 respectively 
and treat equation (1) as 

/n+l = /n+l +/».  n = 0,l,-" (10) 

Convoluting both sides of (200) with ?in, then sum from n = 0 to oo, and then 
taking the convolution product of the resulting equation with h2, we obtain 

oo oo oo 

h2 * V"7Ü^* nn = n2 * TJ^* nn + n2 * V% * nn, 
n=0 n=0 n=0 
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or 
h2 * E2f = h2*Ef + h2*f. 

In view of (10) and (11), we see further that 

f-7o-7i*h = h*(f-T0) + h2*f, 

which shows that 
/ -ft 
l    h*h+h-i 

By the method of partial fractions again, 

1        2      ft+ 7+      ft-7T 

In view of (102), we may "expand" the last term to obtain 

/_^(-l)n+l(7n-7?)/V5*ft" 

so that the same formula (4) holds. 
Once the method of generating functions is justified for ordinary recurrence 

equations such as (1), the same ideas can be carried to the set of infinite 
complex matrices of the form 

r/oo /oi •• •[ 
/ = {/ü}j,,=o = I Ao /n ■.••!■ 

Denoting the set of all such matrices as lNx N, we may also define a summation 
+ and a convolution product * for two of its elements / = {fij} and g = {gtj} : 

{fij} + {9ij} = {fij + 9ij} > 

and 
C  i    i 1 

\JijS * \9ijS =        '       '    Juv9i—u9j—v 
u=0v=0 

Again, the triplet (lNxN,+, *) is a commutative integral domain and an ex- 
tension field of operators can be defined. A systematic theory [3] can then 
be developed to yield theoretical justification for heuristic methods of find- 
ing explicit solutions to partial difference equations such as the discrete heat 
equation 

um,n-fl == O^m—l^n T OUmtn + CUm+i:tj + OUm]n_i + Pm,n> 

where m = 0, ±1, ±2, • • • and n = 0,1, • • • 
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UNIFORMLY ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY FOR 
NONAUTONOMOUS DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH 

MULTIPLE DELAY 

Chen Wuhua 
Dept. of Mathematics and Computer science, 

Guangxi Univ. for Nationalities, 
530006 Nanning, Guangxi , CHINA 

Consider the following delay differential equation 

x'(t) + \x(t) = F{t,Xi) 

where A > 0, F : [0, oo) x C([^r,0],R) —► R continuous, we obtain sufficient 
conditions for the uniform stability and uniformly asymptotic stability of the zero 
solution of the equation. 

1    Introduction 

Consider the delay differential equation 

x'(t)+\x(t)='F(t,Xi) (1) 

Here A > 0, F : [0, oo) x C(\-r, 0], R) —> R continuous and satisfies the following 
condition 

>   a.i   max   (ip(s)) < F(t, tp) 
feo     s€[-ri'01 

< >   ot-i   max   (-<p(s)) (2) 
i=o     ^""^l 

>   a» max{0,   max   (tp(s))} < F(t,ip) 
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< >   cti max{0,   max   (—<p(0))} (3) 
i=o s€[-r"°] 

where 

<peC(H) = {<peC([-r,0],R);\\<p\\<H} 

di, Ti, i = 0, ...,n are nonnegative constants and r = max r-;. 
l<i<n 

When A = 0, the stability of zero solution of Eq(l) has been extensively- 
investigated in paper [1-2]. Recently, these results has been developed to the 
case A > 0 by paper [3]. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the stability 
conditions when F has several delays. When A = 0, the stability conditions 
have been obtained in paper [4-5]. In this paper, we will consider the case 
A > 0 . 

For the sake of convenience, let 

ßo = V" at, 0 = r0 < ri < r2 < ■ ■ • < rn = r, 
i=0 

Hi = V^ aieXri, g(x) = x + (1 - x) ln(l - x) 
i=0 

We now have the following main results: 

Theorem 1: Assume (2) holds, 

(i)   if A > ß0    or 

^-Mo)<l + ^ (4), 

then the zero solution of Eq.{l) is uniformly stable. 

(ii)   if A > ßo    or 

l(Ml_Mo)<1 + |L (5) 

then the zero solution of Eq.(l) is uniformly asymptotic stable. 

Theorem 2: Assume (3) holds, 

(i)   if A > ßo    or 

y(Mi-Mo)<l + ^-4/(-) (6) 
A 2/i0     A^   >o 
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then the zero solution of Eq.(l) is uniformly stable, 

(ii)   if A < ^o    or 

then the zero solution of Eq.{l) is uniformly asymptotic stable. 

Theorem 3: Assume (3) holds and 

A 
< 1 - e-A" 

(7) 

Mo 
(8) 

(i)if 
1, \ ^ 1      ßi 
T(MI-MO)< Ö + — 
A I       po 

then the zero solution of Eq.(l) is uniformly stable. 

(9) 

(ii) if 
1 / \     1     Mi -(ßi - ßo) < - + — 
A Z       ßo 

then the zero solution of Eq.(l) is uniformly asymptotic stable. 

(10) 

2    Proofs of the main results 

When A > /z0 or A > /x0, the proofs of the Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 can be 
completed by using Razumikhin method 6. For the case A < fi0, the proofs 
of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 are similar to z and are a consequence of the 
following lemma 1-4. 

Lemma 1. If (6) (7) holds, then there exists 7* 6 [0,1] (7* € [0,1)) such 
that h(7*) = 0 and £(7) < 0 for 7 € [7*, 1], where 

i(7) = {(ßi - ßo) - |V + &(-7) - 7, J< 
,2  A 

A2"Vo 
and let 

2/i0 ,ßi-ßo     .., 
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it is easy to see that under condition (4) - (7), 70 < 1. 

Lemma 2:  Suppose t-y > t0,    x(ti) = 0,    \x(s)\ > 0,    s € (h,t],     t 6 
(h,ti+r\. If (2), (4) or (3), (6) hold, then 

|a;(t)| < 7     max      \x(s)\ 
ie[ti-2r,ti]'        ' 

where 7 = 7o, if (2), (4) hold; 7 = max{70,7*}, if (3), (6) hold. 

Lemma 3. Suppose that (3), (8) and (9) hold, then 

where 

|x(t)|<7     max      |IE(S)| 
»€[ti-2r,tij 

_ MO     Ml ~M0 _ _M0_ 

A        HI 2/ij. 

Lemma 4. Let 

<50#o < -ff.       -ffo = exp(Ar + 2rß0e
Xr),       e0 e (0,S0H0), 

(2), (4) or (3), (6) or (3), (8) and (9) hold, then there exist T > 0 for any 
solutions x(t) of Eq.(l) and for any t>to, from 

If a=*0 ll<*o, \x(t + T)\>e0, 

it follows that there exist r 6 [t, t + T] such that 

X(T)=0     and     |a;(s)| > 0,      se[r,t + T}. 

Finally, by the Lemma 2,3 and 4, the proofs of uniform stable and uni- 
formly asymptotic stability can be completed by similar method that in paper 
[5]. However, due to the length limitation, we only show the lemmas in above 
which are key for proving Theorem 1 to Theorem 3. 
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LIMITING PROFILES OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF 
NEURAL NETWORKS WITH SYNAPTIC DELAYS 

Y. Chen, J. Wu 
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Toronto Ontario 

MSJ 1L4 CANADA 
ywmingc@pascal. math, yorku. ca 

wujh@pascal. math, yorku. ca 

Let /(•, X) : R—t Rbe given so that /(0, A) = 0 and /(x, A) = (1 + A)x + ax2 + 
bx3 + o(x3) as x —> 0. We characterize those small values of e > 0 and A € R for 
which there are periodic solutions of periods approximately ^ with k £ N of the 
following system arising from a network of neurons 

(ex(t) = -x(t) + f(y(t-l),X), 
ey(t) = -S/(t) + /(x(t-l),A). 

The periodic solutions are synchronized if k is even and phase-locked if fc is odd. 
As £ —> 0, these periodic solutions approach square waves if a = 0 and b < 0, and 
pulses if a = 0 and b > 0 or if a ^ 0. Moreover, same results for the scalar case (a 
single neuron) 

ex(t) = -x(t) + f(x(t - 1), A) 

can be deduced from the fact of synchronization. 
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1    Introduction 

For £ > 0 and / G Cm(R x R), m > 3, consider the following system of delay 
differential equations 

fex(t) = -x(t) + f(y(t-l),\), 
ev(t) = -v(t) + f(x(t-l),\), [1) 

which describes the dynamics of a network of two identical amplifiers (or neu- 
rons) with delayed output's. See, for example, Hopfield8, Marcus and Wester- 
velt9 and Wu2. 

We have recently obtained some results about the global dynamics of sys- 
tem (1) under some minor technical hypotheses1'2'4. It is shown that system 
(1) has at least two periodic orbits when e is less than a certain value, one is 
synchronized and has the minimal period between 1 and 2 and the other one is 
phase-locked and has the minimal period larger than 2. Here a solution (x, y) 
of (1) is synchronized iix = ym their domains of definition, and a phase-locked 
T-periodic solution of (1) is one satisfying x(t) = y (t - ^) for all t £ R. The 
purpose of this paper is to study the limiting profiles of these periodic solutions 
of (1) as s -> 0. 

More specifically, we assume that 

f(x, A) = (1 + X)x + ax2 + bx3 + o(x3) as x -+ 0. (2) 

Our work is inspired by that of Chow, Hale and Huang5 and Hale and Huang7, 
where they studied 

ex(t) = -x(t)+f(x(t-l),X) . (3) 

with / € Cm(R x R),m> 3, satisfying 

f(x, A) = -(1 + X)x + ax2 + bx3 + o(x3) as x -» 0.       (4) 

2    Main Results 

It follows from (2) that, when a =£ 0, /(-,A) has only one nontrivial fixed 
point CQX in a small neighborhood of 0; when o = 0 and A& < 0, /(-,A) 
has two distinct nonzero fixed points c\\ and C2\ in a small neighborhood 
of 0; when a = 0 and A6 > 0, 0 is the only fixed point of / in a small 
neighborhood of 0. Furthermore, CQ\, CI\, C-Z\ —> 0 as A —> 0. One of our 
objectives here is to understand how these fixed points of the map /(■, A) is 
reflexed into the bifurcation from the origin of periodic solutions whose periods 
are approximately | with k € N. 

Our main results are summarized in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 1. Suppose that f(x,X) satisfies (2) with a2 — b =fi 0. Then, 
for any k S N, i/iere is a neighborhood Uk of (0,0) in the (A, e) pZone anrf 
a sectorial region Sk in Uk such that, if (A,e) € f7fc, then there is a periodic 

solution (4%y£) tfW tüitÄ period |(l+e)+0(|e|C|A| + |e|)) as(A,e) -» (0,0) 
if and onty i/ (A, e) € S*. Furthermore, this orbit is unique and the solution is 
synchronized if k is even and phase-locked if k is odd. 

When o = 0 and b < 0, for small and fixed A = Ao > 0, the set {e; (Ao, e) € 
- Sk} is an interval (0,£k(Ao)). At the point (A0,£fc(Ao)), there is a Hopf bifur- 
cation and the periodic solution approaches a square wave as e —> 0; that is, the 
periodic solution (ä^0 £) 2/i0,£) ^as *^e ProPerty that ärx ' e(t) —* Ci\0(respectively, 
C2A0) 

as £ —¥ 0 uniformly on compact subsets of (0, |) (respectively, (£,f)) 
(possibly after a translation, same for the other cases). When a = 6 and 
b > 0, for small and fixed A = Ao > 0, the set {e; (\o,e) 6 Sk} is an interval 
(£fc(Ao),Ac(Ao)). At the point (Ao,£fc(Ao)), there is a Hopf bifurcation. For 
small and fixed A = Ao < 0, the set {e; (Ao, s) € Sk} is an interval (0, a^(Ao)). 
As £ —» 0, the unique periodic solution becomes pulse-like in the following sense: 
the periodic solution (*XJ ,y]J ) has the property that 5rx E(t) —> 0 as e —> 0 
uniformly on compact subsets of (0, j) (J (\, |). The magnitude of the pulse 
exceeds max{|ciA0|, |c2A0|}- Whena^ 0, for small and fixed A = A0 > 0, theset 
{e;(Ao,e) & Sk} is an interval (ek(\o), ßk(^o))- At the point (\0,ek(\o)), there 
is a Hopf bifurcation. For small and fixed A = Ao < 0, the set {e; (Ao, e) € Sk} 
is an interval (0,afc(Ao)). As £ —♦ 0, the unique periodic solution becomes 
pulse-like with the magnitude of the pulse exceeds |COA0 I- 

Remark 2. It follows from the fact of synchronization that same results 
hold for equation (3) with / satisfying (2). A comparison of our results here 
with those of Chow, Hale and Huang 5 and Hale and Huang 7 indicates a 
difference between excitatory and inhibitory networks of neurons. 

In the following, we only outline the proof of Theorem 1. For the details, 
we refer to Chen and Wu3. 

The key to prove Theorem 1 is to relate the existence of periodic solutions 
to that of a perturbed Hamiltonian system. The main steps are described as 
follows. 

Step 1. Local analysis. Study the characteristic equation to obtain Hopf 
bifurcation. At ek = .   ^'^A — for k € N, periodic solutions with periods 

rC7r—arc COS . . \ x 

aiound fc.-arccos^ €E (\, 5^ branched out. 

Step 2. Rescaling. The purpose is to transform the problem to a pertur- 
bation problem with two parameters described by a system of delay differential 
equations. 
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Step 3. Analysis of the perturbation of a linear equation. The objective 
here is to decompose the phase space into the direct sum of two invariant sub- 
spaces. In this step, we can show that the periodic solutions are synchronized 
when k is even and phase-locked when k is odd. 

Step 4. Computing the normal form equation (a perturbed Hamiltonian 
system) on the center manifold. Using the normal form theory developed by 
Faria and Magalhäes 3, we obtain the normal form on the center manifold, 
which is given by 

I 

ii = (§A + 2/i) xi + 2Ax2 — ^axiX2 — 2ax\ 
+ (26 + fa2) x\ - \a\x\ - \ahx\ .. 

X2 = -xi 

up to terms of 0((A + h)2\x\ + (A + h)\x\3 + \x\A). 
Step 5.  Using results about the phase-portraits of perturbed Hamiltonian 

systems to get the main results. 
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GLOBAL UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY OF 
NEUTRAL VOLTERRA EQUATIONS 

Weiye Cuic and Hongyong Zhao 
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We study a class of neutral Volterra equations and give a criterion for global 
asymptotic stability and global uniform asymptotic stability. 

By using the technique in [1], we reduce the neutral Volterra equations to 
delay integral inequalities by the variation of parameter formula, further we 
get a criterion for stability by the asymptotic properties of solutions of delay 
integral inequalities. > 

Let C = C([a, 0],Rn), in which a < 0 could be -oo. For ip G C we define 
|| ip \\a= supa<„<t|</j(u)|./(t,s) G UCt means that / G C[R+ x R,R+] and 
that for any given a and e > 0, there exist positive numbers B,T, and A 
satisfying fa f(t, s)ds < B, .£~T /(£, s)ds < e, V* > A. 

Consider the neutral Volterra equation 

±[xi(t)-   f G\1\t,s,x(r1(s)))ds} = MW*) +   ftG?\t,s,x(r2(s)))ds, 
m a a 

i = l,---,m, (1) 

where Xi(t) G R\ T,Zini = n> M*) € C[R+,RniX^],G\k\t,s,0) = 0, 
GJfc) G C[R+ xRx C,R% {k = l,2),r(t) < ri(i),r2(i) < t and r(t) — oo as 
t —> oo. 

Let Di(t,xt) = Xi(t) - .^Gfty, a, a:(ri (s)))ds, we get 

dt 
Di(t,xt) = Ai(t)Di{t,xt)+  I" Aii^G^^s^inis^ds 

a 

+ f G[2\t,s,x(r2(s)))ds (2) 
a 

Using the variation of parameter formula, we get 

A(t,a*) = *<(*. *o)£(*o, (ft) +  ^ *i(*,u)  '"'[^(u)Gi1)(u,T;,s(n(t;))) 
to a 

+G> ^(u,u,a;(r2(u)))]dudu 
cCorrespondence address: Dept. of Math., Qiqihar University, Qiqihar, 161006, P.R.China 
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Then 

rt pt 

Mt)|<|#i(t,fo)||A(io,vOI+       \G<i1\t,u,x(rl(u)))\du+  '   \$i(t,u)\ 

■ t   \Ai{u)&}\u,v,n{v) + (%\u,v,x(T2{v)))\dvdut 

where $j(£, to) be a fundamental matrix of ij(t) = Ai(t)zi(t). We suppose that 

fAJ IG.^1 < Er=1 ^weg^.«) ii *i» h 
{       |A,G« + Gj2>| < E7=i ^Weg^t, u) || xju \\„ 

where fcg° £ C[Ä+ Ä+], ^'fy* € ^[^ x -R> Ä+] n C/Ct, (/c = 1,2), and 
s = r(t). 

(B)   ^(*)<5i?W*) 
where ai(u) > 0 satisfies 

/"* '     ai(u)du —> oo as T —> oo uniformly in £ > T. 
t-r 

By means of the delay integral inequality in Xu[l], we can get the following 
result. 

Theorem 1. If (A),(B) holds and suppose there are nonnegative numbers 
■Kij such that for any t > T € i?+ 

^ tg)(t)4-)(*.«)d«+  ftMt,u)\  fUbf(u)^\u,v)dvdu<irij 
a to a 

If the spectral radius p(II) of the matrix II = (7^) is less than one, then the 
following hold 

(i) The zero solution is globally asymptotic stability. 
(ii) The zero solution is globally uniform asymptotic stability if 

|$i(t, *o)| —* 0 as t —» 00 uniformly in to > T € R+, and there are r > 0, b > 0 
such that t — r(t) > r for any t>r and |$»(t, w)| < b for r < u < t < 00. 
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In this paper, a fifth-order set of ODEs is derived using Galerkin truncation meth- 
ods from the PDEs of model about the mantle convection in an imposed vertical 
magnetic field, then a third-order set of ODEs, which provides an accurate de- 
scription of the model in some certain parameter regimes, is obtained while the 
convection motion is small amplitude. Finally, the phenomena such as Hopf bifur- 
cation and chaos in the third-order model are discussed using theoretical methods 
and numerical computations. l 

1    Introduction 

The mantle convection theory is a basis of the research on plate tectonic 
and tectonic dynamics of the earth, according to which the driving forces of 
plate motion should be promoted and controlled by the motion of the mantle 
mass. It provides the plate with not only the forces but the mass so that some 
mineral deposits could be formed in the earth's surface. So it is very important 
to investigate the principles of the earth mantle for understanding the whole 
earth including the construction, the motion of the interior and the surface of 
the earth, the change of the natural environment, the exploration of natural 
and energy resources, the prevention of natural calamities3,4. 

The PDEs of the model which describe the behavior of mantle convection 
are very complicated, containing many terms of nonlinearity, large scales of 
time and space. All these make it more difficult to study the behavior of 
mantle convection. In this paper, lower order sets of ODEs can be derived 
from a kind of PDEs of the model describing mantle convection in an imposed 
vertical magnetic field. Under the circumstances are the phenomena such as 
Hopf bifurcation and chaos in the lower order ODEs discussed using theoretical 
and numerical methods. It is of necessity for us to further explore the principles 
of mantle convention. 
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2    The PDEs and their reduction 

It is known that the mantle mass is a special fluid, which is the melting mass 
with high temperature, high pressure, multi-composition and existence in the 
form of liquid, vapour and solid. It's constitutive relations are so complicated 
that the considered PDEs can only be studied under some simplified conditions. 
For examples, some assumptions below are made to get a kind of simplified 
PDEs when the action of vertical magnetic field is considered. 

Suppose that the model is two dimensional convection and the convection 
motion is confined between two plates, which are keeping at a distance of h. 
The lower is near to the core part of the earth, which belongs to higher temper- 
ature boundary, and the upper is near to the shell part of that, which belongs 
to lower temperature boundary. The mantle convection can be formed because 
of the inhomogeneous density and unstable weight caused by the difference of 
temperature. Further supposing that the Boussiesq approximation is satisfied 
for the fluid. The boundary conditions are chosen in order that the eigenfunc- 
tions of linearized problem are harmonic. The heigh scale in the y-direction is 
h, and the width scale in z-direction is L. Under the consideration above are 
the governing non-dimensional PDEs of the mantle convection in an imposed 
vertical magnetic field obtained4. 

( a2 _,   a2\a±,a±( a2   ,   a2 \ a± _ a± ( a2   ,   a2 \ a± 
dx2        dy2      dt        dx     dx2        dy2      dy        dy     dx2        dy2      dx 

= *rf0 + Ä+s^-£i+/i(i3), (i) 
dx*  "T" dx2dy2 "1" dy* dx 

§1 _ &±ai i a±a± _ (&± , aH\ ,  r>a± f0\ 
dx        dy dx  "•" dx dy dx2  "t" dy2     ~<~ ■"• dx ' W 

%-%W + %% = ßf& + &E + ME).        .        (3) 

Here fl(E) = -PrQß{^ + f *& - f 5g£),/3(25) = f. E is the 
magnetic flux function. 6 is non-dimensional temperature, ß is the ratio of 
the magnetic diffusivity(e) to the heat diffusivity(fc). Q is the Chandrasekhar 
number, which is a parameter related with magnetic strength, permeability in 
fluid and the density of fluid etc. R = Pa3{Ti-Tvh js the Rayleigh number, 

which describes the ratio of the strength of buoancy forces to damping forces, 
and Pr = <£- is the Prandtl number, which describes the ratio of the strength 
of momentum diffusion to heat diffusion. It is of great significance to study the 
dynamical behavior when R and Pr are larger, as both R and Pr are usually 
large enough in most cases while the mantle convection is considered4. 
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Here are the boundary conditions. Stress-free boundary means V = 0; 
and ip = 0,E = 0,-£ = 0 when y = 0,h. No heat and magnetic across the 
sidewalls mean §£ = 0, E = 0, ff = 0. 

Galerkin trnucation methods are used to reduce the PDEs above, and some 
double Fourier sums are used here. 

ip = CiA(t)sinZ£-sirnry, 
6 =C2B{t)sin2Tty + CzC{t)cosifsin-Ky, (4) 
E = CiD(t)sin^cosTry + C5E(t)sin^, 

where t is a scaled time.   All constants above can be chosen for the final 
equations being simple4, and the reduced model is 

A = -PrA - PrC + PrßqD + PrßqjDE, 
B = -ß2AC - üB, 
C =AB-C + rA, (5) 
D = -foAE -ßD + A, 
E = TDAD - ßßxE, 

in which there are many non-linearities from the original PDEs. 
Consider the eigenvalue equation of (5) and let rc ■=. — f f p_rl, qc. = 

~Pr(i-ß)> a critical point C can be obtained. If ß < 1, oscillatory convec- 
tion can exist. There is the codimension two bifurcation near point C, whose 
eigenvalues are 0fl,-Üj,-ßßi,-(l + ß + Pr). It is the total number of eigen- 
values with zero real part that determine the final dimension of the ODEs. 
When small parameter S7 -+ 0 is introduced, namely tall thin rolls existing in 
the convection, the dynamical system (5) can be reduced to a centre manifold 
and discussed according to the centre manifold reduction theory. 

Consider the situations of solution near the point r = rc(l + /x), q = 
9c(1 + v), where JJ«1 and v < 1, and the following 

A = ÜJm,B = ÖJ2n, C = Zöp,D = Z3q,E = ÖJ2s, t* = ZJt (6) 

are introduced. (6) is substituted into (5), and at the same time, some of (5) 
are substituted back into themselves several times. Finally, a third-order set 
of ODEs, a convenient form with two parameters A and k, can be derived. 

x — y,y = ky — Xx — xz,z=—z + xz. (7) 

3    Discussion of the third-order dynamical system 

The equations of (7) are symmetric under the substitution (x,y,z)  —> 
(-x, -y, z), which give the invariance of the PDEs under inversion of the sense 
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of the flow. The divergence of (7) is A; — 1 when k < 1, which manifests that 
. the system is dissipative. The volume element of it's phase space contracts in 
forms of exponential and the dissipative structure expresses the whole stabil- 
ity. If there is unstability in part, chaos may be produced. That is to say, the 
dissipative structure is necessary for the existence of an attractor. 

It is easy to obtain the solution to three equilibria, which are (0,0,0) and 
(±^/—X,0,—X). For the first equilibrium, it is easy to prove that there is 
subcritical Hopf bifurcation when k = 0(A > 0),corresponding to heat transfer 
without any flow; for the other equilibria, it is easy to prove that there is 
supercritical Hopf bifurcation when A = 0.5/c(l — k) and k < 0, and a pitchfork 
bifurcation when A = 0. The system belongs to three-dimensional saddle-focus, 
and there would be homoclinic trajectory if the parameter A goes on changing. 
Further a Poincare back map might can be constructed while some conditions 
are added according to Shilnikov methods. The map has the behaviour of 
Smale horseshoes transfer, which manifests there would be chaos in the sense 
of Smale horseshoes 6. 

All these theoretical results such as periodic solution, stability and chaos 
have been given in references l<i'5<6. For the model, some numerical^ compu- 
tations have been done using the Runge-Kutta methods to make program2. 
Here have some numerical results been done, consistent with theoretical anal- 
ysis, seeing figure 1,2,3,4. 

Fig.l Phase portrait of (7) Fig.2 Phase portrait of (7) 
for (A, k) = (5.0,0.0) for (A, k) = (-0.375, -0.50) 

Fig.3 Phase portrait of (7) Fig.4 Chaotic trajectory of (7) 
for (A, k) = (-4.775, -0.5) for (A, k) = (-12.8, -2.5) 
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4    Conclusion 

There are many non-linear characteristics in mantle convection according 
to the discussion and numerical results. If, some related parameters are made 
to be translated into the original PDEs, the behavior of mantle convection 
can be observed through changing some geological parameters. When some 
parameters are taken as certain values, the phenomena such as upsurge of 
flow abruptly can exist, namely Hopf bifurcation or chaos. All these might 
explain how some minerals are formed. It is important to provide it with 
theoretical and numerical methods to study on the principles of mantle con- 
vection,although the considered model is very simple, only an approximation 
for the complicated mantle convection. 
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The paper deals with a complete study of the number of zeros of Abelian integrals, 
related to perturbations of the Hamilonian vector fields with an elliptic Hamilto- 
nian of degree four: x = y, y = P(x) + 6Q(x)y, where P and Q are polynomials 
of degree respectively 3 and 2, and S small. We prove that if the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian vector field has a saddle loop, a cuspidal loop or a global center, -then 
for the perturbed system the corresponding maximum number of zeros of Abelian 
integral is respectively 2, 4 and 4. In the last case, the perturbed system may have 
a quadruple limit cycle, as was conjectured in11. 

1    Introduction 

It is well known that for polynomial planar vector fields there is the famous 16th 
problem of Hilbert asking for an upper bound on the number of limit cycles 
depending on the degree of the vector field. It is even not known whether a 
finite upper bound exists. Also for the limited class of (generalized) Lienard 
equations x = y, y = P(x) + Q(x)y, with P and Q polynomial, Hubert's 
16th problem is still unsolved. These Lienard equations can be met in many 
constructions and applications. They are e.g. unavoidable in the study of 
local bifurcations by means of rescaling techniques. We say to have a Lienard 
equations of type (m, n) if deg P = m and deg Q = n. A complete study 
has been made for the cases m + n < 4, except for (m,n) = (1,3), we refer 
to 8, 3, 4 and 14. In all these cases it has been proved that there is at most 
one limit cycle and for type (1,3) the same has been conjectured (see14). For 
m + n > 5 no general results have been obtained, except for local ones, near 
non-degenerate singularities. We refer to 3 for a recent account of the known 
results. 

In case (m, n) = (3,2) the maximum number of such local limit cycles is 
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two. This local analysis is for sure a starting point in a global approach but 
it can clearly not be expected that the local results will trivially extend, even 
not in case there is globally only one singularity. For this we refer to 5 where 
strong numerical evidence has been given for the existence of systems with four 
limit cycles; we also refer to11 where the occurrence of a quadruple limit cycle, 
together with a full unfolding, has been conjectured. 

In this paper we consider Lienard equation of type (3,2) that are small 
perturbations of Hamiltonian vector fields with an elliptic Hamiltonian of de- 

2 
gree four. The Hamiltonians are given by the function H(x,y) — \ + $(x), 
where $(z) = f z4 + §:r3 + fa:2, a ^ 0. The perturbations are given by adding 
6y(a + ßx + x2)-^ for small 5 > 0. It is well known that a first step in study- 
ing the limit cycles consists in calculating the zeros of the Abelian integrals, or 
more precisely the elliptic integrals, obtained by integrating the related 1-form 
y(a + ßx + x2)dx over the compact level curves of the Hamiltonian H. 

The study of the zeros of Abelian integrals obtained by integrating poly- 
nomial 1-form over level curves of polynomial Hamiltonian is called the weak 
16th problem of Hubert or the Arnold-Hilbert problem. With our study we 
aim at proving a complete and sharp estimate in the cases under study. 

2    Main Results 

In this section, we state our main result and give an outline of the proof. 
2 

As mentioned above we consider the Hamiltonian function H(x,y) = ^- + 
$(z), where <3>(a:) = fa:4 + \xz + fa;2, a ^ 0. After linear rescaling, we may 
change $(a;) to one-parameter function $J(a;) or $^{x), depending on a < 0 
or a > 0 respectively, where $J(x) = -\xA + ^x3 + \x2, A € [1, +oo), and 
$A (x) = \xi - ^z3 + \x2,\£ [0, ^=]. The perturbation system is given by 

x = y,        y = -$'(x)+6(a + ßx + x2)y, (1) 

and the related elliptic integral is given by 

1(h) =   f {a + ßx + x^ydx^aloW+ßhW+hix), (2) 

where Th : {(x, y)\H(x, y) = h,h0 < h < hi} compact. 
The unperturbed system (1) with 6 = 0 has 5 topologically different phase 

portraits: 

(1) with a Two Saddle Cycle, if $(x) = $J(a;), and A = 1; 

(2) with a Saddle Loop, if $(x) = $^(x), and A > 1; 
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(3) with a Global Center, .if $(a:) = $+(x), and 0 < A < 1;  • 

(4) with a Cuspidal Loop, if $(a;) = $^(x), and A = 1; 

(5) with "Figure 8" Saddle Loops, if $(z) = $+(z), and 1< A < ^. 

The problem is to find the least (sharp) upper bound of the number of zeros 
of the elliptic integral (2). For case (1) it was solved by Horozov in 1979 f) 
and the answer is one. For other cases there were only some partial results in 
9 and17. Let us state our main result, which gives an answer to cases (2)-(4) 
f,6 and7). The answer to case (5) will appear in a forthcoming paper. 
Theorem 3 For all constants a and ß the least upper bound of the number of 
zeros of the Äbelian integral (2) is two if system (1) with (5 = 0 has a saddle 
loop; is four if system (1) with 6 = 0 has a cuspidal loop or a global center. In 

. any case, the multiplicity of the zeros is included. 
Remark 1. For the perturbation from cuspidal loop case the sharp upper 

bound of the number is four. If restricting to "inside" or "outside" the cuspidal 
loop, then the sharp upper bound is respectively 2 and 3. Hence there is no 
possibility to exhibit a quadruple limit cycle. But for the perturbation from 
global center case, the above result permits to give a formal proof1 that in 
Lienard equations of type (3,2) one encounter quadruple limit cycles, as was 
conjectured in11. 

Remark 2. Extending the results to statements on limit cycles for system 
(1), with S > 0 but small, can for sure be realized. 

Main steps of the proof. 

1. By using the standard technique we get the Picard-Fuchs equation 

^   /h\       /a00aoia02\  /I0\ 
G{h)dh\IT

1
2) 

= \an
loa

n
lia

n
12j  l'1/' 

11 O20 G21 022 h 

where G(h) and ay are polynomials of h with coefficients depending on 
A. 

2. Since Io(h) > 0 for h > h0, we may change the Abelian integral (2) to 
the form 

I(h) = I0(h)(a + ßP(h) + Q(h)), 

where P(h) = Ii(h)/I0(h) and Q(h) = I2(h)/I0(h), which have certain 
limits as h tends to ho and hi . From the Picard-Fuchs equation we 
obtain a system of differential equations 

h = G(h), P = f(h, P, Q), Q = g(h, P, Q), 
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where / and g are polynomials of h, P and Q. The trajectory (h, P(h), Q(h)), 
which we are interested, connects two singularities of the system. Hence 
for h > h0 the number of zeros of the Abelian integral (2) is equal to the 
number of intersection points of the curve E^ = {(P, Q) (h) \h0 < h < hi} 
with the straight line T[a>ß : a + ßP + Q — 0 in (P, Q)-plane. 

3. By using the criterion in12 and some techniques in7 we prove that both 
P(h) and Q(h) are monotonically increasing. 

4. Since I'0'(h) ^ 0 (see2 and5), we can write 

I"(h) = rj(h)(a + ßu,(h) + V(h)), 

where u(h) = I?(h)/I'0'(h) and v(h) - I2\h)/I'0\h). On the other hand, 
1% (h) can be expressed as a linear combination of I0'(h) and I'i'(h) with 
linear functions of h as their coefficients. This gives a Ricatti equation 
of u){h)\ and we may rewrite 

I"(h) = I»(h)L(h)(u(h) - U(h)), 

where L(h) is a linear function, and U(h) = "'fcffi in cases (2) and (.4), 

and U(h) = ^tllh+Z in case (3)> a* and bi depend on a,ß and A. 
By using these results, it is possible to study the number of zeros of I"(h) 
precisely. 

5. At last, we find out the geometric shape of the curve Y,\ as follows: 

(1) in the Saddle Loop case, T,\ is globally convex; 

(2) in the Cuspidal Loop case, E^ has two inflection points, and one of 
them corresponds to the value of the cuspidal loop; 

(3) in the Global Center case, Y,\ has at most two inflection points. When 
A is decreasing from 1 to 0, the two inflection points coalesce for a certain 
value of A and become a quadruple point, then EA is globally convex. 

For a full proof see 5,6 and 7. 
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Two SEIR epidemiological models with a constant population size are considered. 
The incidences of infection are given by saturation forms which work for the situa- 
tions that the host population is saturated with infectious individuals or susceptible 
individuals, respectively. It is proved that the disease-free equilibrium is globally 
stable and the disease always dies out if a threshold number a < 1; and that, if 
a > 1, a unique endemic equilibrium is globally stable in the interior of the feasible 
region and the disease persists at the constant endemic equilibrium level. 

1    Introduction 

Li and Muldowney 13 studied an SEIR epidemic model for the dynamics of 
an infectious disease that spreads in a population. A case of the model is 
described by the following system of differential equations 

S' ='fi-ßS- XIS 
E' = XIS~(e + ß)E 
I'  = e£ - (7 + fi)I . [ ' 
R' = 7I - pR, 

where S(t),E(t),I(t) and R(t) denote the fractions 
of the population that are susceptible, exposed (not yet infectious), in- 

fectious, and recovered individuals at time t, respectively. The transmission^ 
assumed to occur through direct contact of hosts and the incidence is described 
by the standard mass action form \IS, where A > 0 is the transmission coeffi- 
cient. The birth rate and the death rate are assumed to be equal and denoted 
by ß, and the disease is assumed not to be fatal. Consequently the total popu- 
lation is constant; S + E + I + R=l. The parameter e > 0 is the rate at which 
exposed individuals become infectious, and 7 > 0 is the rate that infectious 
individuals become recovered. The immunity is assumed to be permanent, so 
once recovered, an individual will not become susceptible again. 

Li and Muldowney13 proved that the dynamics of (1) is completely deter- 
mined by the basic reproduction number 

A£ (2) 

If a < 1 the disease always dies out, whereas when a > 1 the disease persists 
at a unique endemic equilibrium if it is initially present. 

Nonlinear incidence forms other than the standard bilinear incidence form 
A IS have been used in the literature. Busenberg and Cooke 2 use a saturation 
incidence form ^p^, where a > 0, which describes the situation that the 
population is saturated with infectious individuals; May and Anderson ^ use 
another saturation incidence term ^fs, when a large number of susceptible 
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individuals are present in population.   We refer the reader to i.6.8.9.14.1^ for 

background on epidemic models and surveys of results. 
In this paper, we study model (1) with the two different saturation in- 

cidence forms mentioned above. We find the basic reproduction numbers a 
for each model, and then establish that the disease-free equilibrium is globally 
stable in the feasible region T if a < 1, and the unique endemic equilibrium 

o 
is globally stable in r when a > 1. The global stability of the unique endemic 
equilibrium is proved using the method of Li and Muldowney13. 

2    Model One 

Consider the SEIR model of the form 

V   = eE - (7 + n)I 
R> = 77 - ßR, 

(3) 

where A, fi, e, 7 are nonnegative parameters as described in Section "1. The 
constant a is nonnegative. . ' 

Adding all the equations in (3), we have 

(S + E + I + R)' = -/i(S + E + I + R-1), 

which implies that the 3-dimensional simplex S + E + I + R=lis invariant 
with respect to (3). Using the relation R(t) = 1 - S(t) - E{t) - I(t), we can 
reduce (3) to the following equivalent 3-dimensional system 

S' =~Mfp+ß-ßS 

E' = ^-(e + ß)E (4) 

/'   = eE-(7 + At)J. 

We study system (4) in the feasible region 

Q = {(S,E,I)eR3
+  : 0<S,E,I<1,S + E + I<1}, 

which is positively invariant with respect to (4). 
There are two possible equilibria of (4): the disease-free equilibrium P0 = 

(1,0,0) and the endemic equilibrium P* = (S*,E*,P), where 

s„ = a + r E, = 7 + Mj, r = 2a/x(g - 1) 
ao- e        ' X + ß 
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and 
- Ae 
.,   o.(e + ß)(-r + fi)' 

which can be regarded as the basic reproduction number since crS* = 1 (see 
1)]. If 0 < a < 1, then P0 is the only equilibrium of (4) in ft; if cr > 1, then 
both PQ and P* exist. 
Theorem 4 If a < 1, then PQ is the only equilibrium in ft and it is globally 
stable in ft. If a > 1, then PQ becomes unstable and there exists a unique 

o o 

endemic equilibrium P* in Q, . Furthermore, all solutions starting in fi and 
sufficiently close to PQ move away from PQ . 

Proof. The global stability of PQ can be verified using a Lyapunov function 

L = eE+(e + fi)I. 

The derivative of L along a solution of (4) is 

< 0,        if     o < 1. 

Furthermore, 1/ = 0 if and only if I = 0. Since {P0} is the largest compact 
invariant set in {(S, E, I) \ L' = 0}, P0 is globally stable by LaSalle's Invariance 
Principle f1). If a > 1 and I > 0, then 1/ > 0 for S < 1 but sufficiently close 
to 1. This implies the instability of P0 and also leads to the last claim of the 
theorem. D 

Theorem 2.1 completely determines the global dynamics of (4) in ft for 
the case a < 1. Its epidemiological implication is that the infected fraction 
(the sum of the latent and the infectious fractions) of the population vanishes 
in time so the disease dies out. In the rest of this section, we show that the 
disease persists when a > 1. We say the disease is endemic if the infected 
fraction of the population persists above a certain positive level for sufficiently 
large time. The endemicity of disease can be well captured and analyzed 
through the notion of uniform persistence. System (4) is said to be uniformly 
persistent (see3,20) if there exists a constant 0 < c < 1 such that any solution 

(S(t),E(t),I(t)) with (5(0),E(0), 1(0)) £Q satisfies 

min{liminf S(t),    lim inf E(t),    lim inf I(t) } > c. 

The disease is endemic if (4) is uniformly persistent. In this case, both the 
infective and the latent fractions persist above a certain positive level. The 
local behavior near the only boundary equilibrium Po as stated in Theorem 2.1 
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allows us to use a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.3 in12 and 
a uniform persistence criteria in 5, Theorem 4.3, to establish the following 
persistence result. 

o 
Proposition 1 System (4) is uniformly persistent in ft if and only if a > 1. 

Next, we establish that any periodic solution to (4), if one exists, is or- 
bitally asymptotically stable (see 7 for definition) using the following stability 
criterion of Muldowney17. 
Theorem 5 A sufficient condition for a periodic orbit 7 = {p(t) : 0 < t < u>} 
of x' = f(x) to be orbitally asymptotically stable is that the linear system 

fdfW \ 
At) = . j-x   (P(*))   *(*) (5) 

be asymptotically stable. 
Here, A^ denote the second additive compound matrix of an n x n matrix 

A. We refer the reader to 4,1T for the definition and properties of compound 
matrices. Pertinent to our study is a spectral property of A^2\ Let cr(A) — 
{Ai,..., Xu} be the spectrum of A. Then the spectrum a(A^) = {X\ + Xj : 
1 < i < j < n}. The second additive compound matrix of a 3 x 3 matrix "is 
provided in the Appendix. 
Proposition 2 Any periodic solution to (4), if one exists, is orbitally asymp- 
totically stable if a > 1. 

Proof. The Jacobian matrix J(S, E, I) of (4) is given by 

J(S,E,I) = 

r    xi      ,,       n AaS   1 

^+7      -(e + M)    (0+/)2 

0 e        -i-r + fi) 

Using the second additive compound matrix in the Appendix, we can write the 
linear system (5) with respect to a periodic solution (S(t),E(t),I(t)) to (4) as 

X' = -(£J+e + 2ß\x + T£f7(Y + Z)       . 

Y' = eX - (gj + 7 + 2/^ Y (6) 
Z' = gIY-(e + 1 + 2ß)Z. 

To prove that (6) is asymptotically stable, we consider the following function 

V(X, Y, Z; S,E,I) = \P(S,E, I) ■ (X, Y, Z)*|, 
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where the matrix P = diag(l,E/I, E/I) and | • | is the norm in R3 defined by 

\(X,Y,Z)\ = sup{\XUY\ + \Z)}. (7) 

The uniform persistence of (4) when a > 1 implies that the orbit T of the peri- 
odic solution (S(t), E(t), I(t)) remains at a positive distance from the boundary 
of fi. The matrix P and its inverse are thus well defined and smooth along T. 
There exists a constant c\ > 0 such that 

V(X,Y,Z;S,E,I)>Cl\(X,Y,Z)\ (8) 

for any (X,Y,Z) € R3 and (S,E,I) £ T. Let (X(t),Y{t),Z(t)) be a solution 
to (6) and 

V(t) = V(X(t),Y(t), Z{t); S(t),E(t), /(*)) 
= sup{|X(i)|, f(\Y(t)\ + \Z(t)\)}. 

The right-hand derivative of V(t) exists. In fact, direct calculation yields 

D+\X(t)\ < -f^L.+ e + 2^\X(t)\ + T^(\Y(t)\ + \Z(t)\) 

and 

Then 

< -f^i+^+^\x(t)\ + i^(f(\y(t)\ + \z(t)\)) 

■  D+\Y(t)\ < e\X(t)\- (gj+T + 2^ \Y(t)\ 

D+\Z(t)\ < ^7|y(i)|-(£ + 7 + 2/x)|Z(i)|! 

(9) 

D+ {f (\Y(t) + \Z(t)\)} <(§-£\ (\Y(t)\ + \Z(t)\) 

+ f[e\X(t)\-(7 + 2ß)(\Y(t)\ + \Z(t)\)) 

=   f]w-^f(\Y(t)\ + \Z(t)\) (10) 

+f{e\X(t)\-^ + 2ß)(\Y(t)\ + \Z(t)\)} 
=   f\X(t)\ + (% - £ - 7 - 2^ f (\Y(t)\ + \Z(t)\)). 

We claim that (9) and (10) imply that 

D+V(t) <%-l^ V(t). (11) 
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In fact, if \X(t)\ > f(\Y(t)\ + \Z(t)\), then V(t) = \X(t)\. From (4) and (9) it 
follows that 

D+V(t) = D+\X(t)\    ' 
<-%+e + 2^\X(t)\ + i^\X(t)\ 

<(-MI-e-2^+^J)\\X(t)\ 

= f-&-e-2M+# + e + MV|*(t)|. 

< (%-p\\X{t)\ = ff-MV(t). 

If \X(t)\ < f (\Y(t)\ + \Z(t)\), then V(t) = f(\Y(t)\ + \Z(t)\). By (4) and (10), 
we have 

D+V(t) = D+tf(\Y(t)\ + \Z(t)\)\ 

< (f + §-i-l-^f(\Y(t)\ + \Z(t)\) 
= ^+7 + M+f-f-7-2^f(|y(i)| + |Z(i)|) 

= (§-ß\V(t). 

If \X(t)\ = f (\Y(t)\ + \Z(t)\), we have D+\X(t)\ = £>+i5/I(|y(i)| + |Z(t)|), 
and thus (11) follows from either (9) or (10). 

Note that 
f I' E'        \ 1 ' — - n^ dt = -pw < 0, 

E 
o 

which, together with (11) implies that V(t) —> 0 as t —» oo, and in turn 
that (X(t),Y(t),Z(t)) -* 0 as t -> oo by (8). Thus the linear system (6) is 
asymptotically stable. By Theorem 2.3, the periodic solution (S(t), E(t), I(t)) 
of (4) is orbitally asymptotically stable. The proof is complete. □ 
Corollary 1 If a > 1, then the unique endemic equilibrium P* is locally 
asymptotically stable. 

Proof. Regard the equilibrium P* as a periodic solution, then system 
(6) at (S(t),E(t),I(t)) = (S*,E*,I*) is autonomous. The same analysis 
as in the proof of Proposition 2.4 shows that this system is asymptotically 
stable, and thus its coefficient matrix J(S*, E*, I*)^2\ the second additive 
compound matrix of the Jacobian matrix J(S*,E*tI*) of (4) at P*, is sta- 
ble, namely, all the eigenvalues of J(S*,E*,I*)W have negative real parts. 
By the spectral property of additive compound matrices stated preceding 
Proposition 2.4, this implies that Re (A; + Xj) < 0, i ^ j, where Ai,A2,A3 
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are eigenvalues of J(S*,E*,I*). Thus, at most one of Aj can have nonneg- 
ative real part. All Aj will have negative real parts if we can show that 
AiA2A3 = det{J(S*,E*, I*)) < 0. In fact, 

det(J(S*, £*,/*)) 
a+I' r        u (a+I')2 

XI' _ XaS' 
a+I' e M       (a+/*)2 

0 £ —j— a — n 

Using the equilibrial equations for (S*,E*,I*) we can derive that XeS*/(a + 
I*) < (C + A0(7 + A0- Therefore, det(J(P*)) < -A/*(e + /x)(7 + /i)/(a + r) < 0. 
This shows that P* is locally asymptotically stable. O 

To show that the unique endemic equilibrium P* is globally asymptotically 
stable, we take the advantage of the fact that (4) is a competitive system when 
a > 1. We refer the reader to18 for definition of competitive systems. In fact, 
from Jacobian matrix of (4), one may verify that HJ(S, E, I)H has nonpositive 
off-diagonal entries, where H — diag(—1,1,-1). This implies, under a linear 
change of variables y = Hx, the flow of (4) preserves, for t < 0, the partial 
ordering in R3

+ defined by the orthant {(5, E, I) G R3 : S < 0, E > 0,1 < 0} 
(see18). An important characteristic of a three-dimensional competitive system 
is the following Poincare-Bendixson property, which follows from a result of 
Hirsch10 and Smith 19 for general three-dimensional competitive systems. A 
proof may be found in18, Chapter 3, Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 6 Let L be a nonempty compact omega limit set of (A). If L contains 
no equilibria, then L is a closed orbit. 

Theorem 7 Suppose that a > 1. Then the unique endemic equilibrium P* is 
o 

globally asymptotically stable in Q . Moreover, P* attracts all trajectories in ft 
except those on the invariant S-axis which converge to Po along this axis. 

Proof. By inspecting the vector field given by (4), we see that all trajec- 
o 

tories originating from the boundary 9ft enter ft except those on the S-axis 
which converge to Po along this invariant axis.   It remains to show that P* 

o o 
attracts all points in ft . Let U C ft be the set of points that are attracted 

o 
by P*. Then U is an open subset of fi by the asymptotic stability of P*. The 

o 
theorem is proved if we establish that ft C 17. Assume the contrary; then the 

o 
boundary oU of U has a nonempty intersection X with ft . Since both U and 
its closure U are invariant and U is open, dU = U — U is also invariant. As 

0 
the intersection of dU with the positively invariant ft, X is positively invariant, 
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and thus T contains a nonempty compact omega limit set T. By the uniform 
persistence, we must have TDdQ. = 0. Since it contains no equilibria, by Theo- 
rem 2.6 and Proposition 2.4, T is a closed orbit and is asymptotically orbitally 
stable. We thus obtain a contradiction since T belongs to the alpha limit set 
of a trajectory in U. This completes the proof. D 

3    Model Two 

Consider the SEIR model of the form 

E' = m-(*+riE (i2) 
I'  = eE-(f + fj,)I 
R' = jl- (j,R. 

The model (12) is identical to model (3) except the incidence form. 
Using the relation S + E + I + R=l, system (12) can be reduced to the 

following system 

E'=^-(e + ^)E (13) 

/'   = eE-(7 + /i)J, 

which will be studied in the region 

Q.= {(S,E,I)eR3
+  : 0<S,E,I<1,S + E + I<1} 

There are two possible equilibria to (13): the disease-free equilibrium PQ = 
(1,0,0) and the endemic equilibrium P* — (S*,E*,I*), where 

C*   _       °(<H-M)(7+M) p*   _   7+M T* 
°     ~   Ae-(£+M)(7+M)' ~      e 

Let 

T*        ßt    acß  
1     -   (c+M)(7+M)        Ae-(E+M)(7+M) 

a = 
(c + /i)(7 + A*)(o+l)" 

Then PQ is the only equilibrium of (13) in fi if 0 < a < 1; and both Po and 
P* exist if a > 1. The analysis of (13) follows very closely to that of (4). We 
state our main result in the following and only remark on its proof. 
Theorem 8 Ifa<l, then the disease-free equilibrium PQ is globally asymptot- 
ically stable in fi. If a > 1, then the unique endemic equilibrium P* is globally 

o 
asymptotically stable in Q . 
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Remark. The proof of Theorem 3.1 can be done in the same fashion as 
in the previous section. The global stability of PQ when a < 1 can be proof 
using the same Lyapunov function L used in the proof of Theorem 2.1. The 
same Lyapunov function can be used to show that (13) is uniformly persistent 
when a > 1. It can be checked that (13) is competitive and hence satisfies 
the Poincare-Bendixson property. The same function V as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.4 can then be used to show the orbital asymptotic stability of 
any periodic orbit of (13), if one exists, and hence to prove the global stability 
of P* when a > 1 as in the proof of Theorem 2.7. 
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Appendix 

The second additive compound matrix A^ of a 3 x 3 matrix A = (ay) is given 
by 

fan+o22      a23 -ai3    "| 
I Ö32 Gil + 0-33        Ol2 I- 

-031 021 022 + 033 
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In this paper, we employ some new techniques to study the global existence of 
positive periodic solutions for a class of n-species Lotka-Volterra-type competition 
system with deviating arguments. 

1    Introduction 

We consider the following n-species Lotka-Volterra-type competition system 
with deviating arguments 

n 

N!(t) = Ni(t) [ai(t) - V bij(t)Ns(t - Tii (t))], i = 1,2, • • •, < (1) 

where ai(t),bij(t),Tij(t)(i,j = 1, • • ■ ,n) are nonnegative continuous T-periodic 
functions. Since we are interested in the positive solutions of the system, we 
assume the system (1) is supplemented with initial conditions of the form 

Ni(t) = <j>i(t) 6 C([-r,0},R+), &(0) >0,t = 1,2, ■ • • ,n, (2) 

where r —   max { max Tuft)}. 
l<i,j<nt€[0,T]    J 

It is easy to see that all solutions N(t) = (Ni(t),N2(*),•••,Nn(t)) of 
(1) and (2) exist and satisfy N(t) > 0, i.e. Ni(t) > 0 (i = 1,2, ■■■,n) for 
t S (0,+oo). Therefore, under the transformations Ni(t) = expajj(i) (i = 
1,2, • • •, n), (1) can be reduced to 

n 

x'i(t) = ai(t)-
sTbij(t)ex^-T^\i=l,2,---,n. (3) 
3=1 

■ The purpose of this paper is to establish the global existence of positive 
periodic solutions of the system (1). When Ty(i) = const., such a problem 
was considered by K.Gopalsamy and X.Z.He [1]. In the paper, by using a 
continuation theorem based on Mawhin's coincidence degree, we establish a 
new existence theorem. 
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2    Main Results 

In this section, we denote 9 = -f I0 g(t)dt,gm —  min g(t), \g\o = max \g(t)\ 

for g € {g € C(R, R) : g(t + T) = g(t) for t € R}. 
Theorem 2.1 Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 

(a) ai(t) e C(R, (0, +oo)),bij(t) £ C(R,R+),nj(t) e Cl{R,R+),T,
ij{t) < 1, 

*>i = l,2,---,n; 

(b) 

771=^ mPlimP22 • • • mPnn - V^ MPl\MP22 • ■ ■ MPnn > 0, 

mj —    >      mPil " " ' mPi-i,j-l5JmPj+i,j+l ' ' ' mPnn 
peSi 

- Y^ MPli ■ ■ ■ MPj_ltj-iäjMPj+uj+1 ■ ■ ■ MPnn > 0; 
pes2 

or 

Q = V MPlXMP22 ■ ■ ■ MPnn - V^ mPlimP22 • • ■ m,Pnn < 0, 
peSi pss2 

Qj = V^ MPli • • • MPj_uj-iäjMPj+ltj+1 ■ ■ ■ MPnn 

peSi 

- >    mPli ■ ■ ■ mPj_uj-.iäjmPj+1>j+i ■ ■ • mp„n < 0; 
pes2 

where Mtj = |T3^-|o,my = (y%-)m, 

^l = {P 
=PiP2 ■ ■ ■ Pn '■ V is an even permutation of {1,2, • ■ ■ ,n}}, 

^2 = {p = P1P2 ■ ■ -Pn ■ pis an odd permutation of {1,2, • • • ,n}}. 

Then (1) has at least one positive T-periodic solution. 
Proof:  Let Cy denote the linear space of real valued continuous T-periodic 
functions on R. The linear space Cj. is a Banach space with the usual norm for 

n 
x(t) = (xi(t), ■ ■ ■ ,xn(t)) E Cj. given by ||x||0 = max |a;(t)| = max £ \xi{t)\. 

Let X = Y = Cj.. We define the following maps: 

Lx=^7T-,Px = Qx=-  '    x{t)dt,x€X; 
at 1    0 
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Nx = (ox(t) - VftyWe*^'-71^'», ■ • -,an(t) -^bnj(t)ex^-T^^), 

z€X 

It is easy to verify that L is a Fredholm operator of index zero and for any 
open bounded subset fi of X, N is L-compact on fi. 

Let Lx = AiVz, A 6 (0,1), for x(t) £ X i.e. 

n 

aftt) = A[oi(t) - T by(t)c«^*-T«W)], t = 1,2, • ■ •, n, A G (0,1).       (4) 

Integrating these identities, we have 

f   Y"by(i)e^(t-T*^t»dt=  ^   o4(t)<ft,t = l,2,---,n. (5) 
0   i=i ° 

Prom (4),(5), we have 

fT 
WS)\dt <Af A3" a.i(t)dt + fT n 

0 0 0 i=i 

Again, noticing that |0
3\-(i)eB'(t-T«(*»<it =   ^ffi^ fields, for 

some Tjy € [0,T], where t = <ry(s) is the inverse function of s = t — Tij(t)(t € 
[0, T]), hence, from (5), we have 

Vs , kjfaj)      fT
e*^dt=   fTOi(t)dt,i = 1,2, ■■■,n. 

j=l 
l ~Tij\rlij)     0 0 

Since fQ
T ex^*)dt = Tex^'), for some <J,- G [0, T](j = 1,2, • • •, n), we have 

^^{^     {Si) = 

Clearly, by (b) of Theorem 2.1, the system (7) has one unique positive 
solution 

2_/ 9pii--9Pj-i,j-iäjgP:j+1:j+i---gpnn- 22 9pii---9pj_1,j-i5,j9pj+1,j+i---9pnn 

£XjSj _ P^
S

I P£f2 

Z2   9pil9p^---gPnn-   2J   SPI 1&>22  "9pn" 
p£Si P€S2 
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where 9ij = ^ffi^fcj = 1,2, • ■ ■, n). 

It is clear that ln^ < XJ{SJ) < In Si, or In Si < Xj(5j) < ln^,j = 

1,2, ••-,n. Therefore, we have |ICJ(<5,-)| < max{|ln^-|, |lnSi|} =: Kj,j = 
l,2,---,n. 

Combining (6) with the above inequalities, we have 

N< \xi(6i)\+ f   \x[\dt< Ki + 2Täi,i= 1,2,--^n. 
o 

Hence, we have ||x||0 < £ Kt + 2T £ 5* = M0. 

Noticing that ^ = f^M*)* = * Qo)0) i^ffiffi))* = 1^7 
for some ßij 6 [0,T], where £ = <xy(s) is the inverse function of s = i — 

n   _ 
Tij(t)(t £.[0,T]), hence, under the assumption (b), the system  £ ^ijuj = 

äj(i = 1,2, ■ • •, n) must have one unique positive solution u* = {u\, ■ • ■, u*). 
n 

Now we take fi = {x € X : ||a;||o < M}, where M = max{M0, £ «llnujl}. 
i=i 

One can easily verify that all of the conditions required in Mawhin's Con- 
tinuation Theorem (see [2] p40) hold. It follows by Mawhin's Continuation 
Theorem that (3) has at least one T-periodic solution. By the transformations 
Ni(t) = eXi^\i = l,2,---,n), we obtain that (1) has at least one positive 
T-periodic solution. The proof is complete. 
Acknowledgement This work is supported by the Natural Science Founda- 
tion of Yunnan Province, China. 
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In this paper, we consider the Volterra integro-differential equations 

/" 
x'{t) = A{t)x(t) +  '   C(t,s)x(s)ds + f(t),teR+ 

and 

x'(t) = A(t)x(t) +   '      C(t,s)x(s)ds + f(t), teR, 

where A, C and / are at least continuous. In Section 1, first we state two theorems 
without proofs concerning the boundedness of solutions of the former equation by 
employing a Liapunov functional and the Liapunov-Razumikhin method. Then 
we give two examples to our theorems, and show that our two theorems are inde- 
pendent. In Section 2, we discuss the existence of periodic solutions of the latter 
equation by employing the theory of minimal solutions, and give an example to 
our result. 

1    Boundedness 

Many results have been obtained for boundedness in functional differential 
equations (for instance, [1-6, 8] and references cited therein). In particular, 
concerning boundedness in Volterra integro-differential equations, we can find 
many interesting results in the books [2,3] by Burton and many papers in 
their references. In this section, first we state two theorems without proofs 
concerning the boundedness of solutions of linear Volterra integro-differential 
equations by employing a Liapunov functional and the Liapunov-Razumikhin 
method. Then we give two examples to our theorems, and show that our two 
theorems are independent. 

Let R := (—oo, oo) and R+ := [0, oo). Consider a system of linear Volterra 
integro-differential equations with variable coefficients 

x'(t) = A(t)x(t)+  '   C(t,s)x(s)ds + f(t), (1) 
r* 
o 

where x G Rn, A(t) = A + P(t), A and P are n x n matrices.  We suppose 
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that there is a symmetric matrix B with 

ATB + BA = -I, (2) 

where AT denotes the transpose of A, and I denotes the nxn identity matrix. 
Moreover, we suppose that there are positive constants K, k and r with 

\Bx\<K(xTBx)%, (3) 

where | ■ | denotes the Euclidean norm of Rn, and 

\x\ 
r\x\ < (xTBx)i < *-£. (4) 

We ask that C(t, s) is an n x n continuous matrix function defined for 
0 < s < t < co, and that / : R+ —* Rn is bounded and continuous, P(t) is a 
continuous matrix with 

\P(t)\<P,teR+, (5) 

where \P\ := sup{|JPa;| : \x\ = 1} and p is a constant with 0 < p < 1. Then we 
obtain the following result by using a Liapunov functional. 

Theorem 9 Let (2)-(5) hold and suppose that 
(a) there is K > K with 

/•OO 

\x\(k -Kp-K '     \C{u, t)\du) >(K- K)(\Ax\ + \x\) 
t 

and 
(b) for some D with 0 <D <K - K + r, 

pt      /»OO 

K '    '     \C{u,s)\duds<D. 
o    t 

Then all solutions of Eq. (1) are bounded. 

This theorem can be proved easily by employing a Liapunov functional 

ft      /»OO 

V(t,x(-)) = (x(t)1Bx(t))i+K '    '     \C(u,s)\du\x(s)\ds, 
0      t 

where x is a solution of Eq.(l). So we omit the proof. For the details, see [5]. 

Now we give an example to Theorem 1.1. 
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Example 1.1 Consider the equation 

x'(t) = A(t)x(t) +  i   C(t,s)x(s)ds + f{t), (6) 

where A(t) = A + P(t) with 

0-2 w     3       0   sini 

and where C(t, s) = e2^ *)/ and 

Then it is easy to see that 

fW_ (cost\ 
/W ~    sint 

>-'W 
satisfies (2) and we can take K = k = l/-\/2, r = 1/2, and p = 1/3. For 
these numbers, Assumption (a) is satisfied with K = llv^/21 > K, and 
Assumption (b) is satisfied with D = 11-^/2/84, where 0 < D <~K — K + r. 
Thus, all solutions of Eq.(6) are bounded. 

Now we discuss boundedness of solutions of Eq.(l) by using a Liapunov 
function instead of a Liapunov functional. Again we consider the linear system 
(1) 

x'(t) = A(t)x(t)+  I  C{t,s)x(s)ds + f{t), 
0 

where A(t) = A + P(t), A is constant, and all characteristic roots of A have 
negative real parts. Let B be a symmetric nxn matrix which satisfies Eq.(2), 
and let a2 (a > 0) and ß2 (ß > 0) be the smallest and largest characteristic 
roots of B, respectively. By using the Liapunov-Razumikhin method, we obtain 
the following result. 

Theorem 10 Let the above stated conditions hold, and suppose that there is 
M > 0 with 

'   \BC(t,s)\ds<M, t>0, 
o 

where 2ßM/a + 2p\B\ < 1. //, in addition, f is bounded, then all solutions of 
Eq.(l) are bounded. 
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This theorem can be easily proved by employing the Liapunov function 

V (t, x) = xTBx 

and the Liapunov-Razumikhin method. So we omit the proof. For the details, 
see [5]. 

Now we show an example to Theorem 1.2. 

Example 1.2 Consider the scalar equation 

r 
x'(t) = (-2 + cost)x(t) +  '   C(t, s)x(s)ds + sint, 

o 

where C(t, s) is defined by 

C(*,.)=f*     JIJO 
W,     l — L- 

Then we can take B = 1/4, a = ß = 1/2, and p = 1, and we obtain 

/"' 1   /"* t3      1 
'   |BC(i,s)|ds = - '   stds= —<-, 0<t<l, 
o 4   o 8      8 

(7) 

and 
f \BC(t,8)\ds = ] f ^ds = \, t>l. 
0 4    0   r 8 

TAws we can iafce M = 1/8. Since we have 

2M + 2p\B\ = \ + \=\<l 

and sini is bounded, all assumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied, and hence, all 
solutions of Eq. (7) are bounded. 

Remark 1.1. Eq.(7) is a special case of Eq.(l). Assumption (S) is satisfied 
with K = 1/2, and Assumption (4) is satisfied with r — 1/2 and k = 1. Since 
we have 

/•OO /»OO      i 

'      \C{u,t)\du=   I     -;du = l, t> 1, 
t t      u 

there is no K which satisfies Assumption (a) of Theorem 1.1. Thus, Theorem 
1.1 is not applicable to Eq.(7). 
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On the other hand, again we 'consider Eq.(6) in Example 1.1.   Then we 
obtain 

? \BC(t, s)\ds = i  ft e«'-*ds = 1(1 - e-2*) < \ =: 
2   0 4^ '"4 

M 

which implies 2ßM/a + 2p\B\ = V2/2 + 1/3 = (3\/2 + 2)/6 > 1. Therefore 
an assumption in Theorem 1.2 is not satisfied, and hence, Theorem 1.2 is not 
applicable to Example 1.1. Thus, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are independent. 

2    Periodic Solutions 

In this section, we discuss the existence of periodic solutions by employing the 
theory of minimal solutions. Corresponding to Eq.(l), consider a system of 
linear Volterra equations 

,t 

x'{t) = A(t)x(t) +  '     C(t,s)x(s)ds + f(t), (8) 
— OO 

where A(t + T) = A{t), C(t + T,s + T) = C(t,s), and f(t + T) = f(t) for some 
T > 0. In addition to the assumptions in Section 1, we assume the condition 

rt-T 

\C(t,s)\ds —* 0 uniformly for t 6 R as r —► oo. (9) 
— OO 

In [7], it is shown that Assumption (9) is equivalent to the continuity of 
/_    \C(t, s)\ds on R. First we prepare the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.1 Let the above stated conditions hold, and suppose that Eq.(l) has 
an R+-bounded solution. Then Eq.(8) has an R-bounded solution. 

Proof. Let £(£) be an R+-bounded solution of Eq.(l), and let H := 
sup{|£(£)| : t £ R+}. For each positive integer k, define a function Xk ■ 
[-kT, oo)->Rnby' 

xk(t)=£(t + kT), t> -kT. 

It is easy to see that the set of functions {xk(t)} is uniformly bounded and 
equicontinuous on each compact interval in R. Taking a subsequence if neces- 
sary, we may assume that {xk(t)} converges to a bounded continuous function 
x(t) uniformly on any compact interval in R. 

Now we show that x satisfies Eq.(8) on R. From Assumption (9), for any 
e > 0 there is r > 0 with 

1       \C(t,s)\ds<e, t£R. 
— OO 
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Let to £ R be any number. For t > to and j with — jT < to we have 

/"* fs 

Xj(t) = Xj(t0) +  '  (A(s)xj(s)+  '      C{s,u)xj(u)du + f(s))ds.        (10) 
to -jT 

Here we note that 

f" fS 
lim sup |  '      C(s,u)xj(u)du—  '     C(s,u)x(u)du\ 

j-»oo ^jT -oo 

/•S nS — T 

<limsup|   '      C(s,u)(xj(u)-x(u))du\ +2M '       \C(s,u)\du < 2Me. 
j—»OO S — T —OO 

Since e is arbitrary, this inequality yields that 

PS f$ 

lim   '      C(s,u)xj(u)ds = C(s,u)x(u)du, s£[to,t]. 
3->°°    -jT -oo 

Moreover, for some constant T > 0 we have 

fs fs 

I'      C(s,u)xj(u)du\ <H '     \C(s,u)\du<T, se[t0,i\. 
-jT -oo 

Thus, letting j —► oo in (10), we obtain 

ft rs 
x(t) = x(t0)+  '  (A(s)x(s)+ '     C(s,u)x(u)du + f(s))ds, t>t0, 

to -oo 

which together with the continuity of /_    C(s, u)x{u)du in s implies that x{t) 
satisfies Eq.(8) on [io,oo). Since to is arbitrary, x(t) satisfies Eq.(8) on R. 

Now let h(t) be a continuous, positive, integrable function on R. For each 
i?-bounded function x : i? —> Rn, we define a functional X(x) by 

/•OO 

X(x) = sup{ '      \x{t + s)\2h(s)ds :teR}, 
— OO 

and a number A by 

A = inf{A(:r) : x(t) is a solution of Eq.(8) with sup \x(t)\ < H}, 
t£R 

where if is a positive constant. Then we have the following two lemmas. 
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Lemma 2.2.   Under the assumptions in Lemma 2.1, Eq.(8) has a minimal 
solution, that is, an R-bounded solution of Eq.(8) which attains the value A. 

Proof. Lemma 2.1 assures the existence of an R-bounded solution x(t) of 
Eq.(8) with supteÄ < H for some H > 0. Prom the definition of A, there is a 
sequence {xj(t)} of .R-bounded solutions of Eq.(8) which satisfies 

X(xj) < A + - and sup \xj{t)\ < H. 
3 t€R 

Clearly the set of functions {xj(t)} is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous 
on R.   Thus the sequence {xj(t)} has a subsequence which converges to an 
.R-bounded solution y(t) of Eq.(8) with supt€iJ \y{t)\ < H. Moreover, since we 
have 

r°° '     ' 1 
'     \xj(s + t)\2h(s)ds< X(xj) < A + -, 
— 00 3 

we obtain 
^■oo 

\y(s + t)\2h(s)ds< A, r ,.,., rtl2, 

and hence \{y) < A.   Thus we have X(y) = A, because X(y) > A from the 
definition of A. 

Lemma 2.3. In addition to the assumptions of Lemma 2.1, ifyj(t) (j = 1,2) 
are minimal solutions of Eq.(8), then there is a sequence {tj} with 

Vi(t + tj)-y2(t + tj)^0 

uniformly on any compact interval in R as j —+ co. 

Proof. Define functions p, q : R —* Rn by 

p{t) = VlW + wW and q{t) = K(t)-rtt)t t 6 A 

Then we have 

\p{s + t)\2h(s)ds +  '      \q(s + t)\2h(s)ds 
/•CO r>C 

■j        /*oo /»CO 

= «(        |i/i(s + t)|2/i(«)<k +  '     |y2(a + <)|2ft(s)ds<A, 
^        — OO —00 

which implies 
/•OO /«OO 

'     |p(s + i)|2/i(s)ds< A-inf{ '     \q(s+t)\2h(s)ds :t e R}. 



This together with the definition of A yields inf{ [^ \q(s + t)\2h(s)ds : t € 
R} = 0, and hence, 

/•OO 

inf{ '      \yi(s + t)-y2(s + t)\2h(s)ds : t G Ä} = 0. 
— OO 

Thus, there is a sequence {tj} with 

/•OO 

lim   '      \y1(s + tj)-y2(s + tj)\2h(s)ds = 0. (11) 
J-»oo   ^ 

Since the set of functions {yi(t + tj) - y2(t + tj)} is uniformly bounded and 
equicontinuous on R, taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that 
the sequence {yi(t + tj) — y2(t + tj)} converges to a continuous function 77(f) 
uniformly on any compact interval in R as j —> oo. From (11), for any T\ and 
T2 we have 

^ 2 \ri(s)\2h(s)ds = 0, 

which together with the positivity of h(t) on R implies rj(t) = 0 on R. This 
completes the proof. 

Remark 2.1. In this proof, we need that the norm \ ■ \ of Rn is the Euclidean 

From these lemmas, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 11   Under the assumptions of Lemma 2,1, Eq.(2.1) has a T-periodic 
solution. 

Proof. Let y(t) be a minimal solution of Eq.(8) ensured in Lemma 2.2. 
Clearly, y(t + T) is also a minimal solution of Eq.(8). Thus, from Lemma 2.3 
there is a sequence {tj} in R with 

y(t + tj) -y(t + T + tj) -> 0 as j -» oo 

uniformly on any compact interval in R. For each positive integer j, let Vj be 
an integer with 

VjT < tj < (VJ + 1)T, 

and let Cj := tj — i/jT. Taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that 

Gj —> a as j —> oo 

for some a with 0 < a < T, and that for some bounded continuous function 
rj(t) on R, 

y(t + tj)-> T](t) as j -> oo 
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uniformly on any compact interval in R, since the set of functions {y{t + tj)} 
is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on R. Clearly, rj(t) is T-periodic. 

Now we show that r)(t — a) is a T-periodic solution of Eq.(8). Let to € R 
be any number, and let t > to. Since y(t) satisfies Eq.(8), by integrating the 
both sides of Eq.(8) on [to — a + tj, t — a + tj], we have 

y(t-<T + tj)=y(to-<j + tj)+ ' (A(s)y(s)+ '     C{s,u)y(u)du + f(s))ds 
to—<T+tj — oo 

/■* = y(to -cr + tj) +      (A(s - a + (7j)y(s - a + tj)ds 
to 

+      (        C(s — a + <jj,u — a + <7j)y(u — a + tj)du + f(s — a + <jj))ds. 
to     -oo 

By letting j —» oo and using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 
2.1, for t > to we have 

ft rs 
r)(t -a) = rj(t0 - a) +   '  (A(s)ri(s - a) +  '     C(s, u)rj(u - a)du + f(s))ds. 

t0 —oo 

Since to is arbitrary, rj(t—a) satisfies Eq.(8) on R. Thus, r](t—cr) is a T-periodic 
solution of Eq. (8). 

Now, by combining Theorems in Sections 1 and 2, we obtain the following 
corollary, which we state without proof. 

Corollary 2.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 (or Theorem 1.2) and 
Lemma 2.1, Eq.(8) has a T-periodic solution. 

Finally we show an example to Corollary 2.1. 

Example 2.1. Consider the scalar equation 

x'(t) = (-2 + i cost)x(t) +  '     e2(-s~t'>x(s)ds + sini. (12) 
3 -00 

Then we can take B = 1/4, K = r = 1/2, k = 1, p = 1/3, and T = 2-K. It is 
easy to see that all assumptions of Corollary 2.1 are satisfied. Thus, Eq.(12) 
has a 2ir-periodic solution. 
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NEW CRITERIA OF STABILITY AND BOUNDEDNESS. FOR 
FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS'* 
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In this paper, we present some new Razumikhin type criteria that guarantee the 
solutions of retarded functional differential systems with finite or infinite delay to 
be stable or bounded. Here, the restrictions on the time derivatives of Liapunov- 
Razumikhin function are weakened in some sense. 

1     Introduction 

It is well-known that most of stability and boundedness criteria are given by the 
Liapunov second method3'4, and the Razumikhin technique is one of the useful 
tools. However, in some cases, the restrictions on derivatives of Liapunov- 
Razumikhin functions are too strict to be used.The purpose of our work is to 
weaken these restrictions and to give some new criteria. We consider 

x'(t)=f(t,xt) (1) 
dThis work is supported by the National Natural Science Fund of China 
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where x € Rn, xt = x{t + 9), 6 e [-r,0], r = const. > 0, / : R+ x 
C([—r, 0], -R") —> i?™, R+ = [0, +oo). If the stability problem is considered, we 
assume f(t,0) = 0. Also, we consider retarded functional differential systems 
with infinite delay: 

x'{t) = f(t,x(s))        a<s<t. (2) 

where a > -oo, / : R+ x C{[a, 0], Rn) i-» Än. 
Let H be the Euclid norm of Rn, 

„   ,. _ f supe€[_r,0] |p(0)|     for      „(0) € C([-r, 0], Ä») 
M        supe€[a,0]   |p(0)|     for      ^)6C([a,0],fl»)    • 

, 1 , . /     1   \ /    A\ ,.n .  1 1... 1 1 

(3) 

We always assume that system (1) or ( 2) satisfies the conditions1 which guar- 
antee existence, uniqueness and extendedness of the solution through (io,y)- 
The uniform boundedness and uniform stability definitions are considered as 
the traditional definitions. A continuous function u : R+ i—> R+ is called to be a 
wedge function, if u(0) = 0 and u(t) increases strictly. A Liapunov-Razumikhin 
function is a continuous function V : R+ H-> R+. The time derivative of V along 
the solution x(t) of system ( 1) or ( 2) is defined as 

D+V(t,x(t))\(t) :=  lim sup Uv(t + h,x{t+ h))-V(t, x(t))} (4) 
h—>0+ tl 

where (*) means ( 1) or ( 2). 

2    Main Results 

In this section, we present some new criteria of boundedness and stability for 
functional differential systems with both finite and infinite delay. 
Theorem 12 Suppose that there exist two wedge functions u, w, a Liapunov- 
Razumikhin function V(t,x) and two real number sequences {H_i}, {Hi}, i £ 
I+ = 0,1,2, • ■ -, satisfying 

i) u(|a:|)_^ V(t,x(t)) < w^x])^ t>to — r, u(s) —> +oo as s —> +oo; 
ii)£i < Hi, [Hi, Hi) n [Hj, Hj) = <p,iy£ j, i,j € I+1hmi^+eoHi = +oo; 
iii) D+V(t,x(t))\{ x) < 0, whenever V(t,x(t)) & [H^Hi], and V(t-s,x(t- 

s)) < V(t,x(t)), s € [—r, 0]; then the solutions of system ( 1) are uniformly 
bounded. 

In the above theorem, if condition limj_»+0O JS^ = +oo is replaced by 
limi_+00 Hi = 0 , the zero solution of system ( 1) is uniformly stable. 

For systems with infinite delay, similarly, we can gave the criteria of bound- 
edness and stability. For instance, we obtain 
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Theorem 13 Suppose that there exist two wedge functions u, w, a Liapunov- 
Razumikhin function V(t,x) and two real number sequences {#,}, {Hi}, i £ 
I+ = 1,2,...,. satisfies 

i) u(|a;|) < V(t,x(t)) < w(\x\), t>a, u(s) —> +00 as s —> +00; 
ii) KiKHi, [Hi,Hi] n \HS,Hj] = 4>,i^ j, i, j 6.1+lim^+0OH{ = +00; 

iii) £>+V(t,a!)|(2) < 0, whenever V{t,x) € [H^Hi], and V(s,x(s)) < 
V(t,x(t)), s £ [ß,t], where \i = max{a,i - r(L)}, L > 0 is arbitrary, r(L) > 0 
is assumed to be existed such that sups6r^)ti |a;(s)| < L; then the solutions of 
( 2) are uniformly bounded. 

Analogously, we can give the stability theorem for (2). It is omitted here. 
Finally, by two examples we show the effect of our theorems. 
Example 1 Consider delay system 

(5) 
f ^ = &(t -r)+ x(t) sin(x2(t) + y2(t)) 

MÜ = &y(t _ r) + y{t) sin(x2(i) + y2{t)) 

Taking u(s) = v(s) = \s2, V(x, y) = |(a;2 + y2), we have 

D+V(x,y)\{ 5) < V2(V(x(t),y(t))+V(x(t-r),y(t-r))) 

+2V(x(t),y(t))sm(x2(t)+y2(t)). 

Hence, D+V(x,y)\( 5)  < 0, whenever x2 + y2 £ [2ki: + ^-,2kw + ?f] and 
V{x{s), y{s)) < V(x(t),y(t)),for s £ [t - r, t]. By Theorem 1, we conclude that 
all the solutions of system ( 5) are uniformly bounded. 

Example 2 Consider system 

ÖÜ = f #x{t - r) + x(t) ain(^-i_.), z2 + y2 * 0 

* ^x(t-r), z2
+2/

2 = 0 

Mil = 
r ^-r) + *')^^W1 l2 + ^° 

* #2/(<-r), *2 + y2 = 0 

(6) 

Also, we take the wedges and Razumikhin-Liapunov function as in Exam- 
ple 1. We have D+V(x(t),y(t))\{ 6) < V(x(t),y(t))(V2 + 2sin(^=?) < 0, 

whenever, 2V(x,y) £ [(^L^)2, (^1^)% k £ J+, and V(z(s),y(s)) < 
V(x(t), y(t)), for s £ [t - r, t]. By Theorem 2, we conclude that the zero solu- 
tion of system ( ??) is uniformly stable. 
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This paper deals with the observer-based Hoo controller design for discrete-time 
systems with time-delay in state. In terms of modified Riccati inequality for 
discrete-time linear systems, we design two kind of observer based feedback control 
laws which guarantee the quadratic stability of the closed-loop control system and 
reduce the effect of the disturbance input on the controlled output to a prescribed 
level. 
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1    Introduction 

Time delay is commonly encountered in various engineering systems, such as 
chemical processes, long transmission lines in pneumatic, hydraulic and rolling 
mill systems. And time delay usually results in unsatisfactory performances 
and is frequently a source of instability'1'. Recently, by extending the state 
space Hoo controller design methods, several authors have proposed Hoc control 
methods for linear systems with time delay'2_8'. The problem of robust i?TO 

state feedback control design for linear continuous-time system with delay was 
addressed in paper [2] — [6], and the problem of static out put-feedback control 
for this system was considered by Shaked et.alJ7'. Besides, Songl8' dealt with 
the Hoc control problem for discrete-time linear system with delayed state. 

In this paper, we extend the result of Song in order to design a state ob- 
server and observer state feedback control laws for discrete-time linear system 
with time-delay. We present two methods for designing observer-based .ffoo 
controller for such system. In terms of modified Riccati inequality for discrete- 
time linear systems, we give a sufficient condition for quadratic stability with 
iloo norm-bound. According to the given sufficient condition one can obtain 
control parameters of an observer-based Hx control law by solving two discrete 
Riccati-like inequality. 

2    Model description and background results 

Let the system to be controlled be represented by the following equation: 

( x(k + l) = Aix(k)+A2x(k-h) + Biw(k)+B2u(k), 
1 z{k) = ClX(k) + DlU{k), (1) 
{y(k) = C2x(k), ■ 

where x(k) € 5ftn is the state, w(k) € 5Kmi is exogenous disturbance which 
belongs to Z2[0,oo) , u(k) G 5Rm2 is the control input, z(k) G 5ßPl is the con- 
trolled output, y(k) € 3?P2 is the measured output and ft. is a positive integer 
for time delay. Ai,A2,Bi,B2,Ci,C2 and D\ are known real constant matri- 
ces of appropriate dimensions. We also assume that A2 has been factored as 
A2 = Am ■ An, where Am e 9lnxl,An e $xn and I = Rank(A2). For the 
sake of technical simplification, without loss of generality, we shall make the 
following assumption: 

Assumption 1:      £>f \Ci Dx \ = [0 Im2) . 
Before proceeding further, we will give some preliminary results. Let us 

consider the following discrete-time delay system: 
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f x(k + 1) = Aix(k) + A2x(k - h) + Biiu(A;)> , , 
z(ife) = Gr(Jfe), iJ 

where A\,A2,B\ and C are constant matrices with appropriate dimensions. 
And A2 can be factored as A2 = Am ■ An. 

Definition 1: For some given positive constant 7, the discrete-time delay 
system (2) is said to be quadratically stable with an .ffoo-norm bound 7 if the 
following properties (Pi) and {P2) hold: 

(Pi.)    The system (2) is asymptotically stable when w = 0; 
(P2.)    ||G«0||00<7. 
In Definition 1, Gzw is the transfer function matrix of the system (2), and 
Gzw{z) = C(zln -Ai- A2z-h)-1B1,        z = e?\        6 £ [0, 2TT] . 
Lemma 1:   For some given positive constant 7 , if there exist a positive 

definite matrix P and a positive scalar e satisfying the following inequalities: 
AT{p-l _ 7-2BlBT _ eAmATm)-lAl _p + CTC+ lATAn < 0i 

p-i-7-*BlBT-eAmAl>0. 
Then, the system (2) is quadratically stable with an Hoc-norm bound 7. 
From the results given in Song(1998), one can get the above conditions. 

3    Main results 

Now, consider the following observer-based output feedback control law: 

f x {k + 1) = (Ai - LC2) x (k) +A2x(k-h)+ Ly(k) + B2u(k),        (3) 

u(k) = -Kx(k), 

where x (k) £ Rn is estimated state of x(k), and L,K are the gain matrices 
with appropriate dimensions. By introducing the observer error e(k) = x{k) — 

x (k) , we get the following augmented system: 

(4) 
f x(k + 1)_= Aix(k) + A2x(k - h) + Bnvfc), 

z{k) = C{x(k), 

T 
where xT(k) = [x   {k),eT(k)], Cx = \CX - DiK d] and 

-r  _\A1-B2K     LC2     1    -j _\A2Q   ]    =       TO   1 
Al ~ 0        A, - LC2   ' M ~   0   Ai   ' Bl ~   Bi   ■ 

Theorem 1:        Consider the system (1) and suppose that the control 
parameters are given by 
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K = (Iro2 + BlNB2)-
lBlNAl, (5) 

i=A1MC[(C2MCj + ^P2)-
1, (6) 

where 

M = (P2
l - -^An - (1 + -)d[d - -Cj'Ca)-1 > 0, 

ei £2 £3 

TV = (Pf1 - txAmAT
m - esLLT)~l > 0,   ip, u(i = 1,2,3) 

are some positive constants, P\ and P2 are, respectively, positive-definite so- 
lution matrices to the following Riccati-like inequalities: 

A^(Pr1-e1AmAl-e3LLT + B2B^)-1A1-P1 + -AlAn + (l + e2)CfC1 < 0, 

(7) 
Al[M-l + C2

rC2(- + ±MC2
rC2)}-1A'[-P2 + e1AmAl+1-2B1Bl < 0. 

(8) 
Then, the closed-loop system is quadratically stable with .ffoo-norm bolmd 7 . 

Proof:       By Lemma 1, if we define P as    P = '       __!   , where P\ 
U   r2 

and P2 are, respectively, positive-definite solution matrices to the Riccati-like 
inequalities(7) and (8), then through some routine algebraic manipulations one 
can show that Pi and P2 satisfy 

\PX - ±AT
nAn - (1 + ea)Cf Ci - KTK        {A, - B2Kf \ 

(A1-B2K) Pr1-e1ATnAl-e3LLT 

\P2 - 1~2B1B{ - elAmAl Ai - LC2 1 
{A.-LCrf p-i-±ATAn_{1 + ±)CTCl_±CTC2   >0. 

Choose K = (Jm2 + P|,iVP2)-
1PfiVA1, L = A-i.MC^{C2MC^ + <pIP2)-\ 

where M = (P,1 - ±AT
nAn - (1 + i)Cfd - ^CfCa)-1 > 0, N = 

(Pj-1 — ei-AmA^ — ezLLT)~l > 0, and <£, ej(i = 1,2,3) are some positive 
constants. 

Prom the well-know Schur complement, one can conclude that the above 
two matrix inequalities are equivalent to (7) and (8). Q. E. D. 

It should be noted that the above control law requires instantaneous val- 
ues of the estimated state and past values of the estimated state. Now, we 
construct another observer-based output feedback control law which requires 
only instantaneous values as: 
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(x(k + l) = (A1-LC2)x(k)+B2u(k) + Ly(k), 

u{k) = -Kx{k), 

where x (k) 6 5Kn is estimated state of x(k) .   Corresponding, we have the 
following augmented system: 

f x(k + 1)_= Aix(k) + Ä2x(k -h) + Bi<w(k) 
z(k) = Cii(fc) 

(10) 

T 
where xT(k) = [a;   (A;),eT(fc)] , and 

~ _ \AX-B2KLC2 1 ~ _ \0   0   1 
1       0 Aj-LGa   '       A2_   A2A2 

A2 can be factored as   A2 = ' [A„ An], so we have the following 

theorem. 
Theorem 2: Consider the system (1) and the observer-based feedback 

control law (9), and suppose that the control parameters are given by 

K = (Ima + BlN'B2)-
lBlN'Au (11) 

L = AiM'dZidM'd? + <f'IP2)-\ (12) 

where M' = (P^1 - ±AT
nAn - (1 + ±)Ö?C1 - ^C^)"1 > 0, N' = 

(Pi — ezLLT)~l > 0, and <p', £j(i = 1,2,3) are some positive constants. 
Pi and P2 are, respectively, positive-definite solution matrices to the following 
Riccati-like inequalities: 

ylftPf1 - e3LLT + B2B^)~1Al -P1 + -AT
nAn + (1 + caJCfd < 0,      (13) 

AxlM'-1 + C^C2(^ + ^M'^^)]-1^ - P2 + £l,4m^ + 7-
2S1B?' < 0. 

(14) 
Then, the closed-loop system is quadratically stable with an Hoc-Norm bound 
7- 

Proof: As proved in the Theorem 1, through the same manipulation, 
one can conclude that the closed-loop system is quadratically stable with an 
ifoo-Norm bound 7. 



Remark 1: In this paper, we construct two kind of observer-based output 
feedback control laws. The first type need instantaneous values and past values 
of the estimated state, while the second type requires only instantaneous values. 
When we don't know the time delay clearly, the first one is more difficult to 
implement, but the second one can. However, the first one is less conservative 
than the second one in designing the control parameters. 

Remark 2: The conditions in Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 are developed 
from the well-known Riccati inequality which plays an important role in Hoo 
control of discrete-time linear systems. So one can solve the Riccati-like in- 
equalities (7), (8) or (13), (14) to get the gain matrices which solve the problem 
of Hoo control . 
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HOPF BIFURCATION FOR A ECOLOGICAL 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL ON MICROBE POPULATIONS6 
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The ecological Model of a class of the two microbe populations with second-order 
growth rate is studied.The methods of qualitative theory of ordinary differential 
equations are used in the four-dimension phase space. The qualitative property 
and stability of equilibrium points are analysed. The center manifold and criterion 
quantity of Hopf bifurcation are computed by using symbolic software based on 
computer algebra. 

1    Model and background 

In microbe biochemical reactions there are complex metabolism processes and 
usually many populations [1]. Among these populations there may be a relation 
that the metabolate in the first process construct the nutriment of the second 
process.Now we consider only two important populations and denote them by 
Xi and X2- The model is discrebed as follows: 

x\ = 001 x\ + aiXi + anxl .     . 
Xn  = 0.no Xn 4- n.n-T.n 4- n,oi T.t T.n -4- rtooT» *    '    ' 

J'l u01 xl T U.1X1 -f CtllXj 

x'2 = ao2 a?2 + C12X2 + a,2\X\X2 + 022^2 

eThis work is supported by NSF(19571081) 
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In order to use the method of qualitative theory of ordinary differential 
equations, we set j/, = ii (i=l,2) It follows immediately that 

x\ =2/i 
2/1 = aoi 2/i + Qi%i + o-nXi2 Q 2) 
X2 =2/2 

2/2 = 0,02 2/2 + 0,2X2 + a2\X\X2 + a22x2 

In the next sections we will analyse this set of 4-dimension equations in 
detail. 

2    Equilibrium points and their stability 

Using matric notations we can write (1.2) as 
X = F(X) (2.1) 

where X = (xi,x2,yi,y2)T 

Let F(X)=0, we have found that equilibrium points of (2.1): 
Oi(0,0,0,0) 02(-^,0,0,0) O3(0,-^,0,0) O4(mi,m2,0,0) 

where mi = a* =-ax/an m2 = x*2 = °' J^a*      , 
Condition I Supose ai > 0, a2 > 0, on < 0, a22 < 0 and let a2i be appro: 

poritely small. 
Under condition I the points OI,02,OZ,OA € R4"1" = {{xi,x2,yi,y2)\xi > 
0,2/i > 0} when X\ > 0, x2 > 0, we call the point O4 as positive equilibrium 
point. 
The first order variational equation of (2.1) is 

X = AX (2.2) 
A = DF(X*) is the Jacobian matrix of F(X),X* denotes one of the four equi- 
librium points. The eigenpolynomial is 

$(A) = |A E - AI = (A2 - Aaoi - 61) (A2 - a02A - b2) (2.3) 

where &i = a\ + 2an x\,      b2 = a2 + a2i x\ + 2a22 x2 

Condition II Suppose aoi 002 7^ 0,&i b2 ^ 0 in (2.1). 
Lemma   2.1 under condition II. All the equilibrium points are hyperbolic 
equilibrium points'2^3'. 
Lemma  2.2 suppose that the condition II holds thus the classification of the 
singular points is determined by sign ofaoi and bj.   I). If there is a 6j such 
that bi(X*) > 0  then the singular point is a generalized saddle point . II).If 
bi(X*) < 0 for all i, then A) When a0i < 0 for all i, X* is generalized node 
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with asymptotic stability. B) When aoi > 0 for all i, then X* is a generalized 
node with nonstability. C) When ooi a02 < 0 , then X* is a generalized saddle 
point. 
Theorem 2.3 Suppose condition I, II hold and aQi < 0 for all i, then all 
the singular points of (2.2) are hyporbolic singular points:Oi,02,03 are gen- 
eralized saddle points. They are unstable.04 is generalized node point with 
asymptotic stability. It is also called 0+ attractor.[3] 
We have completed the local qualitative analysis on the linear variational equa- 
tion. The topological structure of the set of solutions of (2.1)in the neighbor- 
hood of the equilibrium points are clear according to Hartman theorem [2]. 

3      Hopf bifurcation under small perturbation 

From(1.2) we know that population x\ can be completely determined by the 
subsystem 

xi =2/i 
2/i = a0i j/i + aixi + auxi 2 (3.1) 

On above equations the interaction between X\ and x2 has not been con- 
sidered.In the practical biochemical reaction population x2 may react to xi 
with the increase of x2 • Consequently we will take a small pertrubation on the 
origin system. Thus the considered system will be more complete. 

z'l = 2/1 

2/i = aoi 2/i + aizi + anxi2 + an(xi - mi)(x2 - m2) .     . 
£2 = 2/2 ^ 

2/2 = a02 2/2 + 02^2 + 021^12:2 + 022^2 

Where a\2 sufhcently small. The equilibrium persists and m\ and m2 are the 
same as section 2. Let £ = x\ - mi r) = x2-m2 X = (f, 77, yx,y2)

T ,the (3.2) 
is replaced by 

X~ = AX + G (3.3) 

■"■ 104 — 

/o   0   1  0   \ /          0          \ 
0 0 0 1    . .         0         , 
61 0 001 0     I an£2 + ai2£?7 
ci b2   0   a02 a2i £ r] + a22 r/2 

Where 61 = an mi, b2 = a22 m2, Ci = a2i mi 
Condition III Suppose aoi = 0, ao2 < 0. 
Theorem 3.lW suppose the condition I, III are satisfied.   For system (3.3) 
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then there are a 2-dimensional local stable manifold S and a 2-dimensional lo- 
cal center manifold M. These manifolds are all tangent to the respective stable 
and central eigensubspace of the linear system. 
It is very complex and difficult to calculate the centre manifolds manually. 
Using sign algebra software we completed this work on computer success- 
fully. For simplifying we denote A*, A]~, Aj, A^ byAi, A2, A3, A4 respectively. Let 
D12 = Af — 002 Ai — &2  D22 = A| — Q.02 A2 — 62 
Under conditions I, III . We also assume aoi = 0, a2

2 + 4&2 > 0. Then we have 
Ai,2 = üß(ß > 0) and A3, A4 are negative real roots. 

On the above supposes there are four linearly independent eigenvectors 
ei. e2,63, e4. They construct the transform matrix. 

(ei,e2,e3,e4) 

/I>i2        D22    0    0\ 
C\ Ci 1      1 
Ai D12 A2 D22 0    0 
Ai ci      A2 ci   A3 A4 

Where Ai,A2,Di2,D22 are complex number. ei,e2 are complex conju- 
gate vectors. By dividing real and imaginary parts we obtained the real form 
transform matrix denoted by 

(s -t    0    0\ 
ci        0     11 
-ßt -ßs  0    0 
0 -aß A3 A4 

Here s = -ß2 - b2, t = -am ß, ß = y/-b\ 
Using the transformation X = Pu, u = (ui, «2, W3, Ui)T We obtained 

ü = p-1APu + p-1G = Ju + G (3.4) 

Where 
/0 -ß 0    0\ 
■ ß   0    0    0 

0   0   A3   0 
1 0   0    0 A4 

the inverse of the martric P is as follows 

/    /3s(A4-A3) 0 -t(A4-A3) 0 \ 
p-i_J_i    -^t(A4-A3) 0 -s(A4-A3) 0 . 

\p\\  ßa(ßt-sXi)   ß\4(s2+t2)   a{ßs + tx4)  -ß(s2 + t2)\ 
X -/3ci(/3i-sA3)-/3A3(s2+i2)-ci(/?s + tA3)   ß(s2+t2)   ' 
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\P\ = detP = ß(s2+t2)(X4-\s) 

For simplifying we denote P_1 by Q = (qij) 

G = QG = (5i,p2,ff3,54)T (3.5) 

Now we write (3.4) in the form 

ü<=<ro"o+o=cu»+s°        (3-6) 

Where uc = (ui,U2)T, UB = ("3, ui)T the centre maniforld is 
uB = h(uc) 

where h(uc) satisfy the following equation 

Dh(uc)[Cuc + Gl(uc,h(uc))] = Bh(uc) + G^(uc,h(uc)) (3.8) 

h(0)=0 Dh(O)=0 Let 

hi = hu u\ + hi2Uiu2 + hizu\ + haul + ...      (i = 3,4) (3.9) 

Substituting (3.9) into (3.8), the /iy,(i=3,4,j=l,2,3,4,...) can be determined 
by balancing powers of coeficients for each component. When paramenters of 
the system are given the /iy can be actually computed. We substitute these 
hij into (3.9) and obtained the approximate expressions of the center manifold 
through second-order. 
In the actual problem the parameter aoi relates with growth rate \i and con- 
stance b. It can be written as aoi = i± — b, when ß = b, aoi = 0, aoi changes 
with change of p.. Under some conditions the periodic solution of Hopf type 
may occur. The vector field restricted to the center manifold is given by 

C     {ß   0  >{U2J     Kg2{ui,u2,hz{u1,u2),hi{ui,U2))) 

Lemma 3.2 If the system satisfies the following conditions: l.Transversality 
condition d = da(ß)/dß ^ 0, 2.The criterion quantity a^O (the expression of 
a is below) then Hopf bifurcation occur. 
By analysing signs of d and a we can obtain the bifurcation director and stabil- 
ity of the periodic solutions. There are four possibilities : case 1: d > 0, a > 0. 
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case 2: d > 0, o < 0. case 3: d < 0, a > 0. case 4: d < 0, a < 0. 
Remark 1. For a < 0, the bifurcating periodic orbit is always stable, the case 
a < 0 is referred to as supercritical bifurcation and for a > 0 the bifurcating 
periodic is always unstable. This case is referred to as a sub- critical bifurca- 
tion. 
For our system d is easy to calculate. To calculate a we use the explicit for- 
mulae It can be found [4] the criterion quantity a is given by 

a   = T^[5l«i«i«i T ffliiiu2u2   i   <?2uiUiu2 T" 32U2U2U2] 

1 fi fl ^lui"2 (ffluiui +3lt»2«2/ ~ 92uiu2[92uiui +S2U2U2) 

—9lUlUi 92ui_Ui  + SIU2U2 92U2U2l 

Where o = -^ aa + ^ bb 

aa = (-2 ai£ t (h32 + h42) + 3 a12 s (2 h31 + 2h41) + a12 s (2 h33 + 2 A^s)) q13 

+ (2 oj2 s (h32 + h42)-Z a12 t (2 hS3 + 2h43) - a12 t (2 h31 + 2 ^)) q23 

bb = (-2 an ts - a^ tcj) (2 an s1 + 2 aJ2 scj + 2 ajj t2) q13
2 

+ I- (2 an s2 + 2a12scx)   +4au2t4> q23 qis + (2 an ts + a12tct) 

(2 an s2 + 2 a12 sa + 2 an t2) q23
2 

Theorem 3.3 At the origin of the system (3.4) the Hopf transverse condition 
holds: d > 0. If a jt 0 then there is a Hopf bifurcation. Case a < 0 is referred 
to as a supercritical bifurcation:an asymptotically stable periodic orbit will 
occur near the origin when fi > b and \fi - 6| is sufficiently small. Case a > 0 
is referred to as a subcritical bifurcation: an unstable periodic orbit will occur 
near the origin when ß < b and \[i — b\ is sufficiently small. 

4    Example 

We take:a0i  = 0,  a02  = -10,  a\  — 25,  an  = -0.1 , a2 =  16,  021  — 
0.01,  a22 = -0.1 
There is a positive equilibrium point with cordilation mi = 250,m2 = 185. 
The eigenvalues are as follows: Ai,A2 = ±5i,  A3 = -2.45049,  A4 = -7.54951 
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We have found the criterion quantity : 
when au = 0.005, a = 0.000098358105,if a12 = -0.005, a = -0.000098307776 
Therefore,for ai2 = 0.005 we abtained the subcritical bifurcation for aj.2 = 
-0.005 we abtained the supercritical bifurcation^ stable periodic orbit will 
occure near the equilibrium point O4. 
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In this paper, we introduce a new geometrical Zp index theory and give an example 
to illustrate its applications. 

1    Definition of Zp index and its properties 

Let p > 1, a positive integer, X be a Banach space and fi be a linear isometric 
action of Zp on X, where Zp is a cyclic group with order p. A subset A of X 
will be called /^-invariant if /x(A) C A. A continuous map / : A —> X is called 
/i-equivariant if f(ßx) = pf(x),Vx € A. Set 

E = {A C X is closed and /^-invariant}, 

For any given positive integer m, we denote the set of all divisors of m by Em. 
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For any set A € E and positive integer k, if the map ip : A —» Ck is 
continuous and there exist mi,---,mfc € i5m, such that Vx 6 A,ipj(ßx) — 
^(2-Kmj/p)^.(x)j j = i( 2, • • •, fc, we call <p a (/u, J5m)fc-type map, where ^(i) = 
(y>i(a;),^2(a;).--->Vfc(a;))- Set 

Y={z€ C\avgz = ^l,j = 0,1, • • • ,p - 1}. 

Now, we define our index as follows, im:E-»JVU {+°°}, V.A € E, 

im(A) = min{fc 6 iV|there exists a (p, Em)k-type map ^ : .A -> Yk\{0}}. 

(1-1) 
If no such map exists, we define im(j4) = +oo and set im(0) = 0. 
Theorem 1.1 The index im, as usual, has following properties: 
(i) im(A) = 0 <!=> A = 0. 
(ii) (Monotonicity) If ^ : A —+ ß is a continuous /x-equivariant map, then 

im{A) < im(B), where A,BeS. 
(iii) (Subadditivity) im(A U B) < im(A) + im(5). 
(iv) (Superinvariance) zm(j4) < im(h(A)), where /i is continuous *and //- 

equi variant. 
(v) (Continuity) VA € E, if A is a compact set, then there exists a closed 

neighborhood Q(A) of A such that im(Q,(A)) = im(A). 
Theorem 1.2 The index im also have normality under certain conditions, 

i.e., \/x € X, denote [a;] = {njx\j = 0,1, ■ • • ,p - 1}, k = min{j : [i'x = x}, if 
A; ^ 1 and p/k £ Em, then im([x]) = 1. 

Denote by X2a the /^-invariant Mnear subspace of X with dimension 2a. 
We identify X2a with Ca by x = (xi,x2r ■ ■ ,x2a) 6 X2a with 

(x\ + ixa+i, ■ • •, xa + ix2a) € Ca. 

A Zp action fi on X2a is given by 

for z = (zi, • • ■, z0) 6 C"\ where *:_,■ ^ 0 integers, j = 1,2, ■ • •, o. 
We denote by < ni, n2, ■ ■ ■, ns > and [ni, n2, • • •, ns] the greatest common 

divisor and the smallest common multiple of s positive integers n\,---,ns 

respectively. 
Theorem 1.3 (The dimensional property of index im) Let Q, be a open 

bounded ^-invariant neighborhood of 9 in X2a. If m° ^ 0(modp), then 

im{dü) = 2a, 
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where 
m= [\ki\,\k2\,---,\ka\]- 

Remark The geometrical index theory has been well known to be used to 
find out multiple solutions or subharmonic solutions to a varity of differential 
equations such as nonautonomous Hamiltonian systems, wave equations and 
elliptic systems, etc..For detail, one can refer to [1,2,3,4]. However, our Zp 

geometrical index im can be exploited to obtain more periodic solutions or 
subharmonic solutions than the usual Zp index theory appeared in current 
papers. 

2    Applications of index im to FDE 

Let 
p2Ttp 

X={u<= La([0, 2np], RN
) :   '       u(s)ds = 0} (2.1) 

o 

where a > 1. A linear isometric action /i of Zp on Banach space X is defined 
by (J,(u(t)) = u(t + 2ir). 

In the following, we denote by scm (I) the smallest common multiple of 
integers 1,2, • • •, I, and for given p > 1, 

n = max{Z e JV|[scm (l)]lN ^ 0(modp)}, (2.2) 

ra = scm (n). (2.3) 

For given closed ^-invariant subset of X, we define index im(A) as (1.1). 
Consider the 2niV-dimensional subspace X2nN of X 

X2nN = Yl®Y2®---®Yn, 

where 
jt jt 

Yj = spanjsin —e^, cos —e^, k = 1,2, • • ■, A''} 
P P 

where ei = (1,0, • • •, 0), ■ ■ •, eN = (0, ■ • •, 0,1). 
For any u(t) € X2nN, we may express u(t) as 

«(*) = V IjJW*^ G CN,^j = Ö, (2.4) 
.   b'l=i 

Ve > 0, r) > 0, we take a subset of X2nN as follows 
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Sw = {u(t) e X2nJV : u(t) = VOeiÜ'/p)>^ = 6. I&l = ^l&l = £>- 

(2.5) 
In view of the conclusion of Theorem 1.3 and the meaning of m, n, we get 

Theorem 2.1 im(Sn,v,e) = 2n7V. 
Consider the following second-order functional differential equation: 

44'+(3 + sint)[i*(t-67r)+a;i(t-127r)]=0, (2.6) 
at* 

and corresponding ordinary differential equation: 

J + 2(3 + sini)^=0, (2.7) 

where x £ R. By classical technique as used in [3,4] and the index theory 
introduced in section 1, there exists at least 4 periodic solutions with minimal 
period 6TT to (2.6) and (2.7). 

Remark Our index im can be exploited to obtain more subharmonic 
solutions than those obtained in [3] and [4]. For example, according to the 
results of [3] and [4], for equation (2.7), the authors obtained only 2 and 1 
periodic solutions with minimal period 6TT, respectively. Another example, let 
p = 330, authors in [3] obtained only 4 subharmonic solutions of Hamiltonian 
systems. Under the same assumptions, our result is 28 subharmonic solutions. 
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In this paper, a criterion for hyperbolicity and a criterion for existence of closed 
invariant cone of 3-dimensional homogeneous vector fields are obtained, as well as 
a bifurcation criterion of the saddle connection and a bifurcation criterion of the 
periodic orbits. 

1    Introduction 

In this paper, the criteria of invariant cone of 3-dimensional homogeneous vec- 
tor fields is investigated. The relative background about homogeneous vector 
fields can be found in [1] ~ [2]. Let f(x) : R3 ~* R3 be a homogeneous 
vector field of degree k : i.e., f(ax) — ahf(x), and f(x) be continuously 
differentiable. Let r(x) = xTx = \x\, where x £ R3, T denotes transpose 
of x, |a;| Eulcideean norm of x. Based on the homogeneity of / and r, we 
have kf(x) = f'(x)x, r(x) = r'(x)x, (so, r'(x) = xT/r), and r"(x)(x, •) = 0, 
where f'(x) is the Jacobian matrix of /. The blowing-up / of / is defined by 
/ = f/rk-\ where / be defined by $,/ = /, $ : S2 x R -* R3 be defined by 
(u,r) —> ru,S2 = {x £ R3;r(x) = 1} is the unit sphere in R3. We can easily 
obtain 

f(u, r) = (/(u) - r'(u)f{u)u, rr»/(u)). (1) 

The vector field h(u) := f(u) - r'(u)f(u)u is called the projection of / on the 
unit sphere. Since the vector field / is homogeneous, for any orbit V C S2 

of h, the surface 5(r) = {tp;t £ R,p £ V} is invariant by /, which is called 
invariant cone of /. If T is a periodic orbit, S(T) is called a closed invariant 
cone. If T is a saddle connection (particularly,a homoclic loop), S(F) is called 
a saddle connection invariant cone (particularly, a homoclinic closed invariant 
cone). If T is hyperbolic, S(T) is called hyperbolic. If T is stable (unstable), 
5(r) ia called stable (unstable). 
Lemma 1 Let f(u0) = \0uo for some Ao £ R,u0 £ S

2, then: 

(1) UQ is a singularity ofh, anduo is an eigenvector ofh'(uo), with eigenvalue 
0. 

(2) An eigenvalue of f'(uo) is k\o, with eigenvector UQ. Moreover, suppose 
that the eigenvalues of f'(u0) are fcA0,Ai,A2, with eigenvector uo,ui,U2, 
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respectively, and linearly independent, then the eigenvalues of h'(uo) are 
0, Ai — Ao, A2 — Ao, with eigenvector uo, Ui — r'(u0)uiUo, «2 — r'(uo)u2u0, 
respectively. 

Proof. f(u0) = A0«o implies h(u0) = 0. h(u) can be rewritten as homogeneous 
form: h(u) = r2(u)f(u) - r'(u)f(u)u. According to homogeneity we obtain 
h'(u0)uo = (k + 2)h(u0) = 0, f'(u0)u0 = kf(u0) = k\0u0 and 

h'(u) = 2r(u)f(u)r'(u)+r2(u)f'{u)-ufT(u)r"(u)-ur'f'(u)-r'(u)f(u)I. (2) 

Thus h'(u0)ui = (Ai — A0)(«i — r'(uo)ui«o)- Using h(uo)u0 = 0, the second 
assertion can be obtained. 

2    Main Results 

In this section, we state our main results for the invariant cone of homogeneous 
vector field. 
Theorem 14 If the integral along a closed orbit T of h 

T 

1=  f(tvf'(u)-(k + 2)r'{u)f(u))ds '       (3) 

is nonzero, where r is the period ofT, then when I < 0(> 0), 5(r) is stable 
(unstable) hyperbolic isolated invariant cone. 
Proof. Let tp(s) be a parametrization of the closed orbit T. Then <p is also 
the unit normal vector at point ip(s) S S2, and the unit tangent vector of T 
can be written as (f'(s) = h'(<p)/\h(<p)\. We take <p, <p' and ip := <p x (p' (where 
x denotes the cross product of vectors) as the new orthogonal coordinate axes 
along T. Let the new coordinate of the point u e S2 be (s,n,m), where 
u is close to T, n,m are function of s. Then u = <p + nip + nup. Thus 
v! = tp' + n'ip + nip' + rn'ip + rrup'. Prom ipTip' = 0, ipTip' = {\ip\2)'/2 = 0, we 
get ip ■ h(u) = ip ■ u' = n' where • denotes inner product of vectors. Thus 

n' = ip ■ h(ip + nip + mtp) = ip ■ h'.(tp)ipn + o(n) (4) 

From (2) and r2'(ip) = 2r(<p)r'(tp) = 2<pT, we get ip ■ h'((p)ip = ip ■ f'{<p)ip - 
r'((p)f(<p). According to the orthogonal conditions of <p,<p', and ip, we find 

iP ■ f'(<p)r/, = tr/'fo) - (k + iy(<p)f(tp) - hT{<p)f'{<p)h{ip)/\h{<p)\2.      (5) 

Using r'(ip)h(<p) = (pTh(<p) = h(tp) • <pT = 0, we find 

hT(<p)n<p)h(<p)/\h(<p)\* = hT{<p)ti{<p)Kv)/\h{y)\2 + r'H/H,       (6) 
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and 

Thus 

fh-h'hds=I^-=Q (7) 

f 1> ■ tiifids =  f(trf'(tp) - (k + 2)r'(tp)f(lp))ds (8) 

Based on (3) and (4), we can obtain Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 15 // the expression tr/'(y>) - (k + 2)r'(<p)f((p) is not identically 
zero and does not change sign on a simply connected region D C S2, then f(x) 
has not closed invariant cone lying entirely in S(D). 
Proof. Let u G S2, then uxh(u) is also a vector field on S2, and (uxh(u))-u = 
0. curl(u x h(u)) = udivh — hdivu + u'h — h'u. Prom (2) we have 

divTi(w) = 2r'(u)/(u) + div/'(u) - uTr"(u)f(u) - r'{u)f'(u)u - 3r'(u)f(u) 

= 2r'f{u) + div/'(u) - r'(u)f(u) - kr'(u)f(u) - 3r'{u)f(u) 

= divf'(u)-(k + 2)r'(u)f(u). 

Hence from u ■ h = 0, u ■ u'h = uTr"(u)h = r'(u)h = 0, and u ■ h'u = 0 we get 

u. ■ (curl(u x h(u)) = div/i — u ■ hdivu + u • u'h — u ■ h'u = divh.       (9) 

Suppose T is a closed orbit in D, then T is the boundary of a simply connected 
region Cl C D. The vector g x h is orthogonal to tangent vector h(u) on the 
boundary. Based on Stokes Theorem 

' u ■ [curl(u x h))dA =   ' h-(ux h)ds = 0 (10) 

which cannot be true in view of condition of Theorem 2.2. 
Theorem 16 If the integral along a saddle connection T of projection of f, 

+oo s 

' exp(- ' tr/'(u) - (* + 2)r'(u)f(u)ds)(u x /(«)) • p(u)ds       (11) 

is nonzero, then homogeneous vector fields of degree k : f(x) + ep(x), e ^ 0 
small, has no saddle connection invariant cone in a neighborhood of S(T). 
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Proof. For the projection of f(x) + ep(x), 

he{u) := h{u) + eh*(u) := f{u) - u ■ f(u)u + e(p(u) - u ■ p(u)u),        (12) 

the stable and unstable orbits of saddle, which lies in a neighborhood of T, can 
be expressed as follows, with uniform validity in the indicated time intervals, 

xu
e =x0(t- to) + £x<(t, t0) + 0(e2), t € (-00, t°], (13) 

xs
€ =x0(t-to) + exu[{t,to) + 0(s2)1 te(to,+oo) (14) 

where Xo(t — to) is the expression of T. 

d(t0) := (<p x A) • (a? - a?) = ±(V x ft) • (x? - sjje + 0(£
2) (15) 

where y> = x0(t - to)- From (13) we get 

=*- = ft(x0(t - to)) + e(ti(x0(t - t0)K + ft*(x0(t - to))) + 0(e2).      (16) 
at 

Hence 

^ = ft'x? + ft*. (17) 
at 

Analogous calculations yields 

^i = ft'x?+ft*. (18) 
at 

Defining A"(t,t0) := (<pxh)-x^, As(t,t0) := (^xft)-xf, A(i,t0) := Au(t,t0)- 
As(t,t0). Then 

d(t0) = e^)+O(£
2), (19) 

dAu(t,t0) _d(<pxh) dx? 
a^        _ ~"dT~ ' ^ + (^ X AJ' ~dT 

= (<p x /'ft) • x\ + (V x ft) • fx\ 

-2(u ■ f)(tp x ft) ■ x? + [ip x ft) x ft* 

= (tr/' - (* + 2)« x /)Au(t, t0) + (u x /) ■ p, 

dA^'t0) = (tr/' - (fc + 2)« • /)A*(t, to) + (u x /) • p. (20) 
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Integrating and using Lemma 1.1, we can obtain 

to *0 

A"(to, to) =   '  exp( ' (tr/; - (fc + 2)u ■ f)ds)(u x /) • pdt, (21) 

+00 t 

As(t0,to) = -   ' exp(-  '(trf'-(k + 2)u-f)ds)(uxf)-pdt. (22) 

to to 

This proves the theorem 2.3. 
The same idea can be applied to periodic orbit bifurcation. 
Theorem 17 If the integral along a periodic orbit T of projection f(u) of f 

T S 

^exp(- '"(tr//(u)-(Jb + 2)u-/(u)))ds)(ux/(u))-p(u)ds.       (23) 

is nonzero, where r is the period of F, then the homogeneous vector fields 
f(x) + sp{x) of degree k, e ^ 0 small, has no closed invariant cone, or has the 
only one closed invariant cone in a neighborhood of D(T). 
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Sufficient conditions are obtained for oscillations of all solutions of a class of second 
order impulsive advanced differential equations. 

1    Introduction and preliminaries 

The oscillatory theory of first order impulsive delay differential equatipns has 
been extensively developed during the past few years, see [4, 5]. However, 
there are not much concerning the oscillatory properties of the second order 
impulsive differential equations with or without delay, which is an important 
mathematical model of many evolution prosess, see [6, 7]. In this paper, we 
consider the second order impulsive advanced differential equation 

((r(t)x'(t))' + f(t,x(t + T))=0,t>t0,t^tk,k = l,2,.., 

x(t+) = Ik(x(tk)), x'(t+) = Nk(x'(tk)),k=l,2,..., 

where 0 < to < t\ < ■ ■ ■ < tk < ■ ■ ■,   lim   tk = +oo, r is a positive constant. 
k—>+oo 

Throughout this paper, the following conditions are assumed: 
(i).    r e C(R,(Q,+oo)),f 6 C(RxR,R), xf(t,x) > 0(x ± 0); and 

fit xS J);   '   >  Q{t){x ± 0), where Q €  C(R, [0,+oo)), and xMx)  > 0(x ^ 
tp{x) 

0),^'(x)>0; 
(ii). Ik,Nk € C(R,R) and there exist positive numbers ak,ak,bk,bk such 

that 

ak<^-<ak,      bk<^^-<bk (x^0,k=l,2,...). 
x x 

By a solution of Eq.(l) we mean a real valued function x(t) defined on 
[to, +oo) which satisfies Eq.(l). A solution of Eq.(l) is said to be nonoscillatory 
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if this solution is eventually positive or eventually negative.  Otherwise, this 
solution is said to be oscillatory. 
Lemma 2 [1]. Assume that 
(al).   the sequence {tk} satisfies 0 < to < t\ < t% < ■■■ < tk < ■ ■ ■ with 

lim   tk = +oo; 

(a2). m € PC'(R+,R) is left continuous at tk for k = 1,2,...; 
(a3). fork = l,2,...,t > t0, 

m'(t)<p{t)m(t)+q{t),t^tk, (2) 

m(*k) < dkm(tk) + bk, (3) 

where p, q € C(R+, R),dk>0 and bk are real constants. 
Then, 

m(t) < m(to)    TT   dkexp     '  p(s)ds 
t0<tk<t *o 
rt /   rt r (f        \ 

+ TT   dkexp p{u)da   q(s)ds 
'» s<tk<t s 

+    > TT   djexp        p(s)ds   bk- 
t0<tk<ttk<tj<t *fc 

(4) 

Remark 1.1 If the inequalities (2) and (3) are reversed then in the conclusion 
the inequality (4) is also reversed. 

2      Main results 

Lemma 3 Let x(t) be a solution of Eq.(l). Assume that there exists some 
T > to such that x(t) > 0 for t>T and the following conditions hold: 

ft     -I          T 

(Hi).   Conditions (i) and (ii) are valid.     (iv).     lim    '   —r-r    TT   —ds = 
t-t+oo   f   r(s) at 

*°    v ' t0<tk<s   k 

+oo. 
f+oo ^ 

Then x'{t) > 0 for t £ [T, ti]\J    II (tk,tk+i]   , where I - min{k : tk > T}. 
k=l 

Proof. At first, we claim that x'ipk) > 0 holds for any k > I. Otherwise, then 
there exists some j such that j > I and x'(tj) < 0. Prom Eq.(l) and (ii), we 
have 

x'(tf) = Nj(x'(tj))<bjx'(tj)<0. 
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+oo 
Set x'{tf) = -a(a > 0). By Eq.(l) and (i), for t £ I   I (i,-+i_i,t,+i] we get 

{r(t)x'(t))' = -f(t, x{t + r)) < -Q{t)if>(x(t + T)) < 0. 

Hence, r(t)a;'(i)'is monotonically nonincreasing in (tj+i-i,tj+i\,i = 1,2,... 
One can easily prove that, for any positive integer n > 2, 

l'(*i+n) < -4M^T     TT faj+i     a<0. 

Consider the following inequalities 

(r(t)x'(t))' < 0,     t> tht^ tk, k = j + l,j + 2,..., 

x'(t+) < bkx'(tk),     k = j + 1, j + 2,... . 

From Lemma 1.1 it follows that 

r(tj)x'(tt)    -r-r   - 

(>    tj<tk<t 

Since x(t^) < akx(tk) for fc = j 4- l,j + 2,..-., by Lemma 1.1 we obtain 

(r{t})*{t+)    - '     \ 
c(t) < i(t+)   TT   afc + '     TT   afc .   v"   v J y    TT   6* . ds 

tj<tk<t tj   S<tk<t *■   ' tj<tk<S 

\ /"'     1 b       ' 
TT    ak \ x(t$) - ar(tj)       -y-r-    TT    —ds, 

(5) 

Since x{t) > 0 for t > T, the inequality (5) contradicts (iv) of Lemma 2.1. 
Therefore, x'(tk) > 0 for k > I. The condition (ii) implies x'(ij) > bkx'(tk) > 0 
for any k > I. Because r(t)x'(t) is nonincreasing in (tk,tk+i\, it is clear that 

x'(t) >  ^ * ,   s'(tfc+i) > 0 for t e (tfc,tfc+i],fc > Z. On the other hand, 
r(t) 

x'(t) > -^-x'(ti) > 0 for any t € [T,t{\. Thus the proof of Lemma 2.1 is 
r(t) 

complete. 
Remark 2.1 In the case that x(t) is eventually negative, under the conditions 
(iii) and (iv), it can be proved similarly that 

/+°° \ 
x'(t) < 0 for t 6 [T,ti]\J    II(tk,tfc+i]   , where Z = min{fc : tfc > T}. 

k=l 
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Theorem 18 Assume that conditions (hi) and (iv) of Lemma 2.1 hold and 
there exists a positive integer ko such that ak > 1, for k > ko- II 

f±0°   du 1       —T<+oo 6 
±e    W 

holds for some e > 0, and 

V '        -7T     lim    '     17   — Q(u)du   ds = +oo. (7) 
t+     r(s)    t->+oo   , bk 

fc=0   *k K ' s   s<tk<u   K 

Then every solution ofEq.(l) oscillates. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume ko — 1. Let x(t) be a 
nonoscillatory solution of Eq.(l). Suppose that x(t) > 0 for t >4o- By Lemma 
2.1, we can find x'(t) > 0 for t > to. It is clear that x'(t + r) > 0 also for t > to- 
Since 5^ > 1 for fc = 1,2,..., we get 

x(t£) < x(ii) < x(tf) < x(t2) < x(t%) < ... . 

Obviously, x(t) is monotonically nondecreasing in [to,+oo). Prom Eq.(l) and 
(i) we have 

(r(t)x'(t))' < -Q(t)iP(x(t + r)),      t>t0,t^ tk, 

x'(tt)<bkx'(tk),      A = 1,2,.... 

From Lemma 1.1 it follows that 

r(t)x'(t) < r(s)x'(s)   TT   bk -  '      TT   bkQ{u)i)(x{u + r))du,   t0<s<t. 
s<tk<t s   u<tk<t 

From the above inequality, we have 

t 

x'{s)>-^  f    TT   ^-Q(u)^(x(u + r))du. 
f(s)    • Ok K '    s   s<tk<u   K 

In view of (8), for s € (tk,tk+i], k = 1, 2,..., we get 

For s € (tk,tk+i],k = 1,2,..., we obtain 

/"**+>       x'(s) /-'»+1    g'(a) /■»(«*+!) _du_ 

t+      ^)(O;(S + T))     -   t+     ip(x(s))     ~   l(t+)     V(u)' 
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Hence, 
+00 rtk+i 1 ( 

lim. r n TQ 
t+ r(s) t —*+oo bk fc=ü lk S<tk<V 
+00 /•i(tfc+i) du 

< 
/•+00 du 

k=0 *(*£) ip(u) x(tt) ip(u) 

Q(u)du   ds 

(9) 

The last inequality (9) contradicts Eq.(6),(7) of Theorem 2.1.   That is, all 
solutions of Eq.(l) oscillate. The proof is complete. 

From Theorem 2.1, we can easily obtain the following corollaries. 
Corollary 2 Assume that conditions (Hi) and (iv) of Lemma 2.1 hold and 
there exists a positive integer fco such that 3fc > 1, bk < 1 for k > fco- It 
f±0°   du f+0°   1     f+°° 
' ,. . < +00 holds for some e > 0, and  '       —rr Q(t)dtds = +00. 
±e      1P(u) to        r(«)     s 

Then every solution of Eq. (1) oscillates. 

Corollary 3 Assume that conditions (Hi) and (iv) of Lemma 2.1 hold and 
there exists a positive integer fco and a constant a > 0 such that 5fc > 1, 

1 /-rhoo     j 

7- > *?4-i for fc > fc0. II —r-r < +00 holds for some e > 0, and v 

h        + ±e    ip{u) 

+°° f+00 ft   . 
Y"[Ä(tfc+1)-Ä(f+)]  '       taQ(t)dt =+00, where R(t) =   '   -2£- 

Then every solution of Eq. (1) oscillates. 

Theorem 19 Assume that conditions (in) and (iv) of Lemma 2.1 hold and 
there exists a positive integer fco such that äk > 1 for k > ko- Suppose that 
tp(ab) > ip(a)ip(b) for any ab > 0, tfc+i — tk — r for all k = 1,2,... .   II 
f±0°   du ,   ,,   r      ■ n       , 
' ,. . < +00 holds for some e > 0, and 

+^   f**+l     1     / ft ! \ 
> —p-r      hm I I    —Qiujdu   ds = +00, 

*+      r(s)    *-»+oo ci. 
k=0    lk K  ' s   s<tk<u   K 

h 
where ck = —7= r,fc = 1,2,3,... . 

Then every solution of Eq.(l) oscillates. 

The proof of Theorem 2.2 is analogous to that of Theorem 2.1 and is 
omitted. 
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Corollary 4 Assume that conditions (Hi) and (iv) of Lemma 2.1 hold and 

there exists a positive integer fco and a constant a > 0 such that 3fc > 1, — > 
ck 

V 
ft,-, for k > fco, where Ck = —^r5—r,fc = 1,2,3,... . Suppose that ip(ab) > 

+ naM-i) 
f±cc   du 

i}){a)ij){b) for any ab > 0, ijt+i — £* = r for aiJ fc = 1,2,... . Ii —-r < +oo 

holds for some e > 0, and 

V[Ä(tfc+i) - A(tJ)] '       taQ(t)dt = +00, where R(t) =  '   --. 

fc=o *t+i *o nsj 

Tien every solution ofEq.(l) oscillates. 
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THE SOBOLEV.EXPONENTS OF NONLINEAR WAVE 
EQUATIONS IN HIGH SPACE DIMENSIONS 

Q. L. HU 

This paper deals with the Sobolev exponents for the equations utt — Ati = 
K{u)(Du)a(k e Z+, \\K(u) ||H»<C||U||^,,P=H > 2,x € Rn, n > 4) under 
the usual initial data assumptions u(0,x) € H3(Rn) and ut(0,i) 6 Hs~1(Rn). 
The Sobolev exponent s(n,p)=max{n/2, (n/2 - l)(p-3)/(p- 1)4-2} is obtained. 
The interesting aspect of the result is that s(n,p) = n/2 if 2 < p < n. The results 
acquired in [1][2] are extended to high space dimensions. 

1    Introduction 

Ponce and Sideris discussed the minimal Sobolev regularity of the follow- 
ing three dimensional nonlinear wave equations 
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[   utt-Au = uk(Du)a,x€R3,t>0, (1) 

u(0, a;) = f(x),ut(0, x) = g(x), xeR3, U 

where |a| = p> 2,/c € Z+. 
For problem (1), the Sobolev exponent is reduced to s(p) = max{2, (5p - 

7)/(2p- 2)} in [1]. The number s{p) lies in the interval [2,5/2] C[3/2,5/2]. 
Here we know s(2) = 2, this result is one of the main results in [2]. Also we 
find s(3) = 2. 

The nature question is that if x € Rn, whether the Sobolev exponent for 
the equation utt - Au — uk(Du)a(k € Z+,p = \a\ > 2,x e Rn,n> 3) lies in 
the interval [n/2, (n + 2)/2). In this paper we will answer this problem. The 
Sobolev exponent obtained for the equation uu - Au = K(u)(Du)a(k € Z+, || 
K{u) \\B.< C || u \\kHs,p= \a\ >2,xe Rn,n> 4) is s{n,p) = {n/2, (n/2- 
l)(p-3)/(p-l)+2} under the usual initial value assumptions u(0, x) € Hs(Rn) 
and ut{0,x) € fi"s-a(Ä"). The number s(n,p)=max{n/2, (n/2-l)(p-3)/(p- 
1) + 2} truly lies in the interval [n/2, (n + 2)/2). The interesting aspect of 
the result is that s(n, p) — n/2 if 2 < p < n. This means that we obtain 
the Sobolev exponent for the equation utt — Au = uk(Du)a(x 6 Rn,n > 
4, k e Z+,2 < \a\ < n) is n/2 under the restrictions u(0,x) e Hs(Rn) and 
ut(0,x) e Hs~1(Rn). In ^particular, if n = 4 we know the Sobolev exponent is 
2. 

The results acquired in this paper can be regarded as extensions of results 
in [1] in high space dimensions. 

For simplicity, we will denote by C any constants appearing in our paper. 
Now we give some lemmas. 

Lemma 1 Suppose that u°(t,x) = V'(t)fi(x) + V(t)f2{x) and V(t) = 
(-A)-1/2 sin t(-A)1/2, then for any q > 2, we have 

y*0O 

( /        || (-Ay/«U°(t) \\lq{Rn] dtflr < C{\\ {-A?l*h ||La(Bny + || h IU=(B»)), 
— CX) 

where r = 2q/(q — 2). 
The proof can be found in [1] Page 171. 
Lemma 2 If s' > n/q, q > 0, then 

|| u |U~(fl.)< C || (-A)S'/2U \\Lq(Rn) . 

The proof can be found in [2] Page 32. 
Lemma 3 Suppose that {s-2)q > n-2, q > 2, s > n/2 and a — l/q+s/2, 

it follows that 

II Du ||L~(fln)< C || u HJ^B») +C II {-Ayl'2u \\Lq{Rn) . 
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(2) 

The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4 in [1], we omit it. 

2    Main theorem 

In this section, we consider the following problem 

f        utt-Au = K(u)(Du)a,xeRn, 
u(0,x) = uo(x),ut(0,x) = ui(a3),a; G Rn, 

where || K(u) \\H.< C \\ u \\kH,,k£ Z+,p= \a\ > 2. 
The main theorem of this paper can be described as follows. 
Theorem 1 Suppose that n > 4, s > max {n/2, (n/2 - l)(p - 3)/(p-1) + 

2},u0(a;) S Hs(Rn) and ux € H^iR71). Then there exists a T > 0 depending 
on s and || uo(x) \\Hs(Rn) + || u{(x) ||H«-I(R") such that problem (2) has a 
unique solution u(t, x) satisfying 

u(t,x) G C([0,r],H5(JR
n))nC71([0!T]!H

s-1(JR")), 

and 
r \\{-^y-^u{tr)\\lmdt<oo, 
0 

for any a = s/2 + 1/q, (s - 2)q > n - 2 and r = 2q/(q - 2). 
Proof The method used here is quite similar to that of [1]. It is obvious 

to notice that the theorem is reasonable for any s > (n + 2)/2. Now we assume 
that s satisfies n/2 < s < (n + 2)/2, then we know q > 2 from the assumption 
(s - 2)q > n - 2. Let 

IMIff«HI u{t,x) ||H.(R») 
and 

II «(*) 11 = 11 U \\H. + || Ut HH.-, +(  /"' || (-A)-1^«^.) ||r dT)l/r( 
0 

where r = 2q/(q- 2), c = s/2 + 1/g, we write 

||u||r=   sup   ||u(t)||, 
te[o,T] 

and 
X# = {u| || u \\T< B}. 

We define 
rt 

Au = u°(t,x)+ '  V(t-r)G(u,Du)dT. (3) 
o 
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where G(u,Du) = K{u)(Du)a,k e Z+,p = |a| > 2,x 6 En,u0(t,x) = 
V'(t)u0(a;) + V(t)Ul(x) and V(t) = (-A)"1/2 sin i(-A)1/2. We know the 
integral operator A is equivalent to problem (2). It will show that for appro- 
priate choice of T and B the operator A is a contraction of Xj? into itself. 

Using the usual estimates for the linear propagator V(t) and V'(t) in (3), 
it follows from Plancherel's theorem, that 

II Au(t) \\H-(R~)< C II MO ||ff. +C(1 +1) || «i 11^.-1 

+C f (t-T)\\G(u,Du)(T)\\Lmdr 
o 

+C ft || (-Ap-WGfaDu) \\LHRn) dr. 
o 

(4) 

Since H°'{Rn) ■ HSl(Rn) C Ha'(Rn) for any sj > n/2,a' < sx, it follows that 

|| (-AjC-WGfo.D«) ||L2(^)< C || M ||£|ÄB)|| DM \\"-J(Rn), 

and 

SUp     || Au(t) ||ff.(fi»)< C || Mo Hff. 
te[o,T] 

+C(1 +T) || M: ||H.-x +CT2  sup   || M(i) ||£' 
te[o,r] ^    ; 

+C sup   || u(t) \\kHV   fT || Du fL-J{      dr. 
te[o,r] o v    ' 

(5) 

It follows from (s - 2)q > n - 2,q > 2 and s > (n/2 - l)(p - 3)/(p - 1) + 2 
that r/(p — 1) > 1, namely, r > p — 1. Using the Holder inequality, we have 

sup   || Au(t) |U.(Bn)< C || M0 ||H» 
te[o,T] 

+C(1 + T) || M! ||ff._x +C(T + T2)  sup   || «(*) \\k+> 
t€[0,T] K     ' 

+Cr(r+l-p)/r   sup    n u(t) ||fc+l ( f
T n (_A)-l/2u(r) ||-„ dT)P-l>/r 

te[o,T] o 

= /• (6) 

By the same method as above, It also can get 

||(A«)t|U.-,<I. (7) 
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Since 

i-T el r°o 

(i ii (-A) A'-
1
/

2
 u(t) \\iHRn) A)

1
/' < c( '   ii (-A)*-

1
'

2
«

0
 irL,(fi„) dtflr 

0 —oo 

+( f   || (-A)""1/2  f   V(t-r)G(u,Du)(T)dT \\rL<{Rn) dtflr 

0 0 

= Mx + M2. (8) 

It follows from Lemma 1 that 

Mi < C(|| u0 \\H- + II «i ||*.-i). (9) 

By the same estimates as in [2], we have 

M2<C f  (f   || (-A)'-^2V(t - T)G(U,DU){T) \\l, dtY'rdT. 
0        0 

Noticing that V(t - T) = V(t)V'(r) - V(*)V(T), Lemma 1, and the fact that 
V'(T) and (-A)1/2^) are bounded in L2(Rn) to get the following ' 

M2 < CT  sup   || u(t) C/(Rn) +CT(r+1-»Vr  sup   || u(t) U&1 

te[o,T] *■    ' te[o,r] 

( ^ || (-A)-1/2^) |rL,(H„) dr)Wr (10) 
o 

Choosing m = (r + 1 — p)/r, we know m > 0 from r > p — 1. By (6)-(10) we 
have 

II Au ||T< C{|| «o Hif. +(1 + T) || ui \\H.-i +(T + T2 + Tm) \\ u \\kT
+p}. 

Letting B = 2C(1 +T)(|| u0 \\H> + II «i llff—0> we choose T sufficiently small 
such that 

C(T + T2 + Tm)Sfc+p_1 < 1/2, 

then 
II Au ||r< B. 

In a similar way, it can be shown that under same assumptions on B and T, 
the operator A is a contraction on X^. Thus, there exists a unique fixed point 
of A which satisfies the integral equation (3). This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
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BUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS FOR SINGULAR 
SECOND-ORDER FDES 

D. Q. JIANG and X. G. LI 
Department of Mathematics, Northeast Normal University 

Changchun, Jilin, 130024, sxxi@ivy.nenu.edu.cn 

Positive solutions to the singular boundary value problem of FDES are obtained 
by applying the Schauder fixed point theorem. The result improves an existence 
theorem due to Erbe and Kong (1994). 

1    Introduction 

In a paper [1], Erbe and Kong have studied the boundary value problem for a 
singular second-order functional differential equation, 

(y" = -f(x:y(w(x))),   0<a;<l, 
1 ay(x) - ßy'(x) = f(z), a < x < 0, (1.1) 
l_ jy(x) + 6y'(x) - r](x), 1 < x < b, 

under the following assumptions: 
(Ai) a, ß,7, 6 are nonnegative constants, with p := 8a + 7/? + ja > 0. 
(A2) w(x) is a continuous function defined on [0,1] and satisfying 

p = inf{w(x); 0 < x < 1} < 1 and q = sup{w(a;); 0 < x < 1} > 0. 

Hence the set E := {x 6 [0,1] : 0 < w(x) < 1} is compact and mes.E > 0. 
(A3) £(x) and T](x) are continuous functions defined on [a, 0] and [1,6], 

respectively, where a := min{0,p} and 6 := max{l,g}. Moreover, £(0) = 
T?(1) = 0, f(x) > 0 for ß = 0, [°e"?s£(s)ds > 0 for ß > 0, 77(3:) > 0 for 
6 = 0,  and [* elsri(s)ds > 0 for <5 > 0. 

(Ai) f(x,y) : (0,1) x (0,00) —> (0,oo) is continuous and integrable on 
[0,1] for each fixed y € (0,00). 

(^5) f(x>y) is decreasing in y for each fixed x. 
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(Ae) limv_o+ f(x,y) = oo uniformly on compact subsets of (0,1). 
(A7) limy-,^ f(x,y) = 0 uniformly on compact subsets of (0,1). 
(A8) For all 6 > 0 

<? 
0 

f(t,egi(w(t)))dt< 00, 

f x — a,   a <x < ^, 
■x,   h < x < b. X):=    b-x,   \<x<b. 

They affirm that if (A{) - (A8) hold then the BVP (1.1) has at least one 
positive solution in C[a,b] n C2(0,1), which is Theorem 2.2 in [1], and give 
only the proof for the case Sß > 0, which is based on an application of a fixed 
point theorem due to [2] for mappings that are decreasing with respect a cone 
in a Banach space. 

In this paper, we study the BVP(l.l) with the aim of improving Theorem 
2.2 in [1] for the case ßS > 0. The hypotheses we adopt are as follows: 

(Hi) — (HA)  The hypothesis are the same as (Ai) — (A4). 
(H5) There exists an e > 0 such that f(x,y) is nonincreasing in y < e for 

almost all a; € (0,1). 
(He) 0 < fEh(t)f(t,e)dt < 00, where E is determined by (H2)- 
(H7) lim^oo f(x, y)/y = 0 uniformly on compact subsets of (0,1). 
The main results of the present paper are as follows. 
Theorem 1. Assume that (Hi) - (H7) hold. Then there exists a 8* > 0 

such that 
y(x) > 6*  on [a, b] 

for all solutions, y(x), to the BVP(l.l). 
Theorem 2. Assume that (Hi) - (H8) hold. Then the BVP(l.l) has at 

least one positive solution. 
We say that a function y(x) is a solution to the BVP(l.l), if it satisfies 

the following conditions: 
(i) y(x) is continuous and nonnegative on [a,b], 
(ii) y(x) = ya(x) on [a,0], where ya(x) : [a,0] —> [0,00) is defined by 

ya(x) := e?x ' ^  f e-?sZ(s)ds + y(0)^ for ß > 0. (1.3) 

(iii) y(x) = yb(x) on [1,6], where yb(x) : [1, b] -+ [0,00) is defined by 

yb(x):=e-lx'):  I*  e*s77(s)ds + e*2/(l)^ for 5 > 0. (1.4) 
°   1 
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(iv) y"(x) = -f(x,y{w(x))) for all z € (0,1). 
Furthermore, a solution y(x) is said to be positive, if y(x) > 0 in (0,1). 
It is obvious that Theorem 2 corrects and improves Theorem 2.2 in [1] for 

the case ßö > 0. 

2    Proof of Main Results 

Let y(x) be a solutioin to the BVP(l.l). Then it can be represented as 

( ya{x)y   a < x < 0, 
y(x) = t  £ G(x,t)f(t,y(w(t)))dt, 0 < x < 1, (2.1) 

l Vb(x),   l<x<b, 

where ya(x) and yt(x) are defined by (1.3) and (1.4), respectively, and 

r(n-t\- US + i-rt)(ß + at)/p, 0<t<x<i, 
^x,i).-    ((j + 7_7t)(/3 + aa.)/Pi o<i<t<l, 

is the Green's function. 
It is easy to see that there exist two positive numbers A < 1 and B such 

that 
XB < G(x, t) < B on [0,1] x [0,1]. (2.2) 

Prom (2.1) and (2.2), we have, for every solution to the BVP(l.l) 

t\\y\\<BQj{t,y{w{t)))dt, ,     , 
i/(aO>A||y||  on [0,1], ^ 

where \\y\\ = sup{\y(x)\;0 < x < 1}. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We first claim that there exists a 0* > 0 such that 

y(x) > 9* on [0,1] for all solutions, y(x), to the BVP(l.l). 
Suppose to contrary that the claim is false. This implies that there exists 

a sequence {ym(x)} of solutions to the BVP(l.l) such that limm_00 \\ym\\ = 0. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 

E > Hl/mll > ||ym+i||   for all m > 1. (2.4) 

From (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), (H5) and {H6), it follows that 

ym{b>XB f f(t,ym(w{t)))dt 
"2 E 

>XB f f(t,\\yrn\\)dt 
E 

>\B '  h(t)f(t,e)dt>0, 
E 
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which contradicts the assumption that limm_00 ||j/m|| = 0 and hence the claim 
is true. Theorem 1 follows from the claim and the definition of solutions (pro- 
viding 9* is suitable small). 

Proof of Theorem 2. 
By applying the Schauder fixed point Theorem, we can prove BVP(l.l) 

has a positive solution . 
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ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR AND EXISTENCE OF POSITIVE 
SOLUTIONS FOR HIGHER ORDER NEUTRAL DIFFERENCE 

EQUATIONS 

JIANCHU JIANG, XIAOPING LI, YUEHUA LIU 
Department of Mathematics, 

Loudi Teachers College, 
Hunan 422000, P.R.China 

Consider the discrete Lasota-Wazewska model 

Ad{xn -cxn-m)+pnxn-k =0,    n = N,N + 1,N + 2,--- 

where c and pn are real numbers, K, m are positive integers with m < k, and 
5 denotes the forward difference operator: Sun = un+i — %, Some sufficient 
conditions under which such an equation has a bounded and eventually positive 
solution which tends to zero as n —» oo are obtained. So my result in [6] is 
generalized. 

1    Introduction 

Consider the neutral difference equation 

6(xn - Cxn-m) + PnXn-k = 0n=N,N+l,N + 2,--- (1) 

where C and Pn are real number, k,m are positive integers with m < k, and 
6 denotes the forward difference operator 6Un = Un+\ — Un 
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The problem on the existence of positive solutions of Eq.(l) has been 
studied recently by several authors, some results have obtained, here we refer 
to [1-3]. The asymptotic behavior and the existence of positive solution of 
Eq.(l) are studied in [4-6]. Our aim in this paper is to discuss the higher order 
difference equation: 

Sd(xn - Cxn-m) + Pnxn-k = 0n = N,N + l,N + 2,--- (2) 

Some sufficient conditions under which Eq.(2) has a bounded and eventually 
posit ive solution which tends to zero as n —> oo have obtained. 

By a solution of Eq.(2), we mean a sequence xn which is defined of n > 
N - K, and satisfies Eq. (2) for all n > N. Clearly if the real number 
a0,a,i,--- ,a,K are given, the Eq.(2) has a unique solution xn satisfying the 
initial conditions 

xN-i=aii = 0,l,2,---,k (3) 

A solution xn of Eq. (2) is said to be eventually positive, if there exists a positive 
integer N0 such that xn > 0 for all n > N0. 

Some lemmas and Main Results 

qquad In this paper, we obtain following results: 
Theorem 1 Assume that 
(Hi)C > 0, and Pn < 0 for n > N; 
(H2) there exists a constant q > 0 such that for sufficiently large n, 

1 11        °° 
n_r rld^T   >    As-n+d-i^«e ^l (4) 

° Ad-l s=n+m 

{Hz)d is an odd number or 
(H[)0 < C < 1, and pn > 0 for n > N 
{H'2) there exists a constant q > 0 such that for sufficiently large n, 

1      °° 
d'n = Ce*™ + FTraizUä-iP^n-t+k) < 1 (5) 

Ad-l s=n 

{H'3)d is an odd number Then Eq. (2) has a bounded and eventually positive 
solution xn satisfying lirrin^^Xn = 0. When Ad

n - n(n-l) ■ • • (n-d+1), A\ = 
1. 

Theorem 2 Assume that 
{H3)C > 0, and Pn > 0 for n > N; 
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{Hi) there exists a constant q > 0 such that for sufficiently large n, 

. <=^"'m + ^^P,e'(B"+')-1 (6) 
d—l s=n 

(H5)d is an even number or 
{H'3)0 < C < 1, and Pn < 0 for n>N; 
(H4) there exists a constant q > 0 such that for sufficiently large n, 

1 °° 

d—ls=n+m 

(H'5)d is an even number Then Eq.(2) has a bounded and eventually posi- 
tive solution xn satisfying limn-><x>Xn = 0. Where A„ = n(n = 1) • • • (n - d + 
l),A°n = l. 

Lemma 1 bn is a sequence, n = l,2,---,yn = TJ-rE^nA-n+d-i^ 
^d-l 

then that 

^Vs = ^At_n+dk (8) 
s=n d i—n 

if d is an odd, 

if d is an even, 

1 
4» =-73=2 ^«--„W» (9) 

Ai-2 *=„ 

*V = -bn (10) 

5dyn = bn (11) 

Proof Since E1=„Cf^+d-i = <#-„+* we have 

oo ..OOOO , oo       t 

s=n d—l s=n 1=5 d—l s=n s—n 
oo oo i        oo 

l=n s=n l=n <* i—n+d 

Hence, (2.6) is true. 
Let Zs = -j=r E^s^ts

2
+d_2&i, By (2.6) , we have 

OO .00 

^^ = 73=1^^-^-1^ = ^ 
Ad-1 i 
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Hence, <5„ = Y^,T=n+i Z" ~ Y17=nZs = ~zn = -•jiäE™nA-n+<i-2i)i-  Bv 

(2.7) again and again, We have 

oo 

J--1yB = (-l)"-
1VöJ 

if d is an odd, then 5d~lyn  = £;°^„&z,<5d2/n = _^n > if d is an even, then 

Öd-1yn = -EZnh>tdyn = bn 
Lemma 2 (Krasnoselskii[7]) Assume that X is a Banach space and 5 

is a bounded, Closed and convex subset of X, Let operators T\,T% : S —> X 
satisfy following conditions: 

(i)TiX +T2s/€5 for any z, j/ € 5; 
(ii)Ti is a strict contraction, that is, there exists a constant A with 0 < 

A < 1 such that \\Tix - T2y\\ < X\\x - y\\ for all x,y € 5; 
(iii)T2 is completely. Continuous, that is, T2 is continuous and compact. 

Then T = Tx + T2 has a fixed point in S. 

2    Proof of Main Results 

Proof of theorem 1 if there exists a positive integers JVo such that dn = 1 
in (4) for all n> No, then for all n > No, we have 

1 11 ... *- r-Q(n+m) \T^      Ad-l p    -q(s-k) firA 
*(je C Ad~l A8-n+d-l^se \X^J 

d—1 s=n-\-m 

1 1       1 inf*y 
_ p-qn(_f,-qm ± \^     Ad-l p    q(n-s+k) /io\ 
— e        \Qe C Ad~l As-n+d-lrse \XÖ) 

d—1 $=n+m 

= e-indn = e-qn, it follow that 

1      °° -qn _ (-<  -q(n+m) _      ■*■      V^  ,jd-l o~9(s-fc) e oe —   ^d_i    '    ^s-n+d-lPs6 

Ad-1 s=n 

for all n > No + m, by (2.8) which implies that 

Sd(e-i
n - Ce-q{n~m)) + Pne-i^-V = 0 

for all n > N0 + m, and hence that sequence e~qn satisfies Eq.(2) for a 11 
n > N0 + m, on the other hand, it is easy to see that there exists a solution 
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xn(n> N - k) of Eq.(2) such that xn = e~qn for all n > N0 + m. Obviously, 
such solution of Eq.(2) is bounded eventually positive, and lim«-^ xn = 0. 

We next assume that there exists a positive integer N* > N such that 
N* - K > N, and 

1 11°° 
^. = ^---1-^    V    Ad

s-Jn+d_lPse^'-^ < 1       (14) 
° Ad-1 s=N'+m 

and dn < 1 in (4)- 
Consider the Banach space X of all bounded real sequences y = yn where 

n> N, with supnorm, \\y\\ — snpn>N \yn\, we define a subset S in X as 

5 = 2/ EX:   0<yn<l,n>N. 

Clearly, S is a bounded, closed and convex subset of X.   Now we define a 
operator T :  S —► X as Tj/n = Tiyn + T2j/„ where 

f ±e-imyn+m n>N* 
Tiyn=     c .,„.    . (15) 

TiyN- - 1 + eh{N ~n)   N <n<N* 

(       1      1      r>°° /id-1 p f?(n-ä+J)„     ,      n > M* 
I       c T3^ 2^s=n+m ^s-n+d-l^6 'Vs-k     Tl £ 1\ ■ 

J-2Vn — nd-\ (ID) 
T2yN. N<n<N* 

in which h = la(^7^'\ we shall show that T{W + T2Z e 5 for any w, z £ S. 
In fact, for any W = Wn, Z = Zn € S, we have 

i 1      1 °° 

° ° Ai-1 S=n+m 

1' 11°° 
<   x    -urn i       1 \p      /d-1 pp«(n-s+fc) 

d—1 s=n-\-m 

< 1 Vn>N* 

TiWn + TzZn = TiWiv- - 1 + eh^N'-^ + T2ZN. 

infty 

C Ad-I As-n+d-lr*e &s-k 
\2-l s=W + 
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infty 

- C r Ad-l        ' As-n+d-lrse 
Ad-1 s=N'+m 

-1 + (2 - rfjv») = 1 for N <n<N*. 

It is easy to see that TiWn + T2Zn > 0 for all n> N, and T{W + T2Z € S 
for any W,Z e S. Again by (#i) and (4), It is certain that 0 < ±e~gm < 1, 
It follow s that T\ is a strict contraction. We next show that T2 is completely 
continuous. Clearly, T2 is continuous. So it suffices to show that T2 is a 
compact operator. Prom (4) we know that there exists a constant M > 0 such 
that 

11°° 
-r-TdTi  ^ C«W(""s+t)<^v«>r 

^ Ad-1 s=n+m 

Thus, it follows form (2) that T2yn < M for any y = yn e S and n ^ gTV. 
Consider any sequence T2y

u)(j - 1,2, • • •) of I^S, where T2y^ = T2y%\n > 
N) and J/&0 £ 5, since föj/J^I > M for all n > N, and j = 1,2, • • • .T^0 

is uniformly bounded for j = 1,2, ■ ■ ■, By diagonal rule, we may pick out a 
convergent subsequence T2yn, L et T2yn —► T22/n0) as 3 ~> °°. Then it 
follows that T2y

(n^ —> T2y
(0^ as j —> oo. Which implies that T2S is a compact 

set of X. and hence T2 is a completely continuous. Therefore, By lemma 2, T 
has a fixed point y = yn & S. i.e 

Ce i/n+m       cFT^^n+m^i-fi+d-l^6 'Vs-k n £ 1\ 
yn = ' "-1 

UJV* - 1 + eh(-N'~^ N<n<N* 
(17) 

Since j/n > 0 for n > JV, then yn > e^*-™) - 1 > 0 for TV < n < N*. By 
(Fi) and (2.13), we have yn > -ipn+me«(-m+fc)j/„+m_fc for n > N*. Notice 
that m < k, it follows from above that yn > 0 for n > N*, Hence, we have 
yn > 0 for n > N. 

Let 
K = Vne-qn (18) 

Then (2.13) implies that 

1 11°° 
Vn = ?;Vn+m---!=i   V   AizUd-iP^-kfom > N* 

° °Ad-l s=n+m 

It follows that 

1      °° 
Vn - CVn.m = -pi V^Zi+rf.iP.V.-fc/om > iV* +m 

Ai-1 s=n 
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by (2.8), which implies that Sd(Vn - CVn-m) + PnVn-k = 0 for n>N* + m. 
Therefore, the sequence Vn satisfies Eq.(2) for all n > N*+m, Again by Eq.(2), 
it is easy to see that there exists a solution xn(n > N — k) of Eq.(2) such that 
xn = Vn for all n> N* +m, which together (2.14) implies that such solution 
of Eq.(2) is bounded, eventually positive, and lim„_>00:rn = 0. Assume that 
(#i), (-H2), (#3) is true, By using the similar method, we can complete its 
proof. Thus the proof of Theorem 1 is now completed. 

Proof of Theorem 2 if there exists a positive integer JVo such that d* = 1 
in (2.5) for all n > No, then by an argument similar to that in the proof 
of Theorem 1, we can assert that Eq.(2) exists a bounded and eventually 
positive solution satisfying limn-,;» xn — 0 such that xn — e~gn for all n > No- 
Therefore, we next assume that there exists a positive integer N* > N, such 
that N* - k > N, and 

1 1     1     €fty 
,7*     — _p-?m   ,   ±_ i  V^   Ad-l p    q(n-s+k) < ■, 
aN' —  (je + C Ad~l ■A*-n+d-l-f»e ^ X 

d— 1  s=n 

and d*n < 1 in (2.5) 
Let X and S be defined as in the proof Theorem 1. Define T : S —> X as 

Tyn = Txyn + T2yn for y = {yn} e 5, where 

T\yn ■■ 
{ ±e-*myn-m n>N* 

TiyN.-l + eh*^N'-^   N<n<N* 

T2yn = 
fi    '    y00    A^

1 P eg(n-s+k)v n > N* 

T2VN- N <n<N* 

in which h* = N._^' , by using the similar argument as in the proof of 
Theorem 1, we can easily show that T has a fixed point y = {yn} S S. Set 
Vn = yne~qn- Again by an analogous argument as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
we can assure that this case Eq. (2) has a bounded and eventually positive 
solution {xn} satisfying limn-^ xn = 0. Such that xn = Vn for all n > N*+m. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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In this paper, we discuss the function-controllability of the nonlinear control sys- 
tems with state delay and control delay. Give some criteria for the function- 
controllability of such systems and their first variation systems. 

1    Introduction 

The phenomena of state delay and control delay are widespread phenomena 
in many practice systems, such as economic,biological and physiological sys- 
tems.To more accurately design,analyze and control such system, up to now 
there many scholars have studied time delay. But all of their results are just 
for the system's with state delays, or the systems with control delays.For the 
systems which have the state delays and control delays at the same times, there 
is no any effective achievement. 

Considering nonlinear control system: 

(x(t) = f(t,x(t),x(t-T),u(t),u(t-h)),    t>t0, 
i  x{t) = <p(t), t0-T<t<t0, (1) 
\u{t) = ip(t), t0-h<t<t0, 

where x(t) € Rn is a state vector; u(t) € Rm is a control vector, u(-) is an 
admissible control(that is, it is contained in the square integrable functions L2 

on every finite interval); T > 0,h > 0 are time delays; and tp(t) is the initial 
state function, ip(t) is the initial control function. 

Let B be a Banach-space defined in [to — T, to] composed with n-dimension 
continuous vector-valued functions,the norm be 

IMI=   r
max ,M.   <pzB- 
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Definition 1.1 Let 

.... _ a/ft,0,0,0,0) A a/ | 
^ ' ~ dx(t) ~ dx(t) l=(*)=i(*-r)su(t)su(t-h)=0i 

R(s _ df(t, 0,0,0,0) A    a/, 
w ~     3a;(t - T)     

_ dzft - r) \x(t)=x(t-T)=u{t)=u{t-h)=o, 

r(ts- df(t, 0,0,0,0) A   a/ 
W~ Öu(t) ~ 0u(t)kt)=s(t-T)=u(t)=u(t-fc)=O, 

Dm _ a/ft, 0,0,0,0) A    df    , 
W ~       Öuft -ft)     ■ ~ öuft - ft) \*{t)=x(t-T)&u(t)=u(t-h)=0, 

we call system 

C x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)x(t -T) + C(t)u(t) + D(t)u(t - ft), t > t0, 
lx(t) = ip(t), t0-T<t<t0, (2) 
{u(t) = il>(t), t0-h<t<to, 

the first variation of system (1). 
Let fC be an abstract normed linear space of functions defined on [to — 

T, to].Then we have 
Definition 1.2 Let a € /C;and x°(-,t0,(pa,ua),((pa e B) be the trajectory 
of system (1) which satisfies that when t 6 [ti,*i + r], a;°ft, t0,ipa,ua) = 
aft — <i + to — r), and if 

An\ _ a/ft,a:°ft, t0, y?g, «a),a:0ft - T t0, <pa,ua),ua(t),ua(t - ft)) 
\ ) dx(t)     ~~ ' 

Bu\ _ df(t,x0(t,to,cpa,ua),x°(t-T,to,<pa!ua),ua(t),uQ(t-h)) 
v ; a^ft — T) '       . 

cu\ _ a/ft,z°(t,t0, (pa,ua),a0 ft - T,t0,y>a,tta),ua(t),ua(t - ft)) 
v ; auft) 

n/rt _ d/(t, ^"ft. *0» Vai ^a), X°(t - T, tp, <pa, Ua), Ua(t),Ua(t - ft)) 
^W du(t - ft) > 

we call system (2) the first variation of system (1) about x°(-,to,<pa,ua). 
Definition 1.3 A system (1) is controllable to a functions a(-) 6 K. with 
respect to the space of initial functions B, if for any given <p e B,there exist 
a time ti, to < ti < oo,and an admissible control segment U[to_ft]tl+r] such 
that x(t;t0,ip,u) = aft - ti +t0-r),t € [h,ti + T], where x(t\t0,tp,u) is the 
solution of (1),starting at time to, with state initial function tp and control u. 
If a(-) = 0,then the system is controllable to the origin. 
Definition 1.4 A system (1) is locally controllable to a functions a £ K. 
with respect to the space of initial functions B, if given any initial time to 
and a trajectory x0(-,t0,tpa,ua), tpa € B, ua admissible, such that,for some 
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time *i > to,x(t;to,<p,u) = a(t — h + to — T), for all t £ [h,ti + r],then 
there is a neighborhood N(<pa) of the initial function ipa such that for each 
tp £ N(ipa) there exists an admissible control u* defined on [i0, *i + T] such 
that x(t;t0,tpa,u*) = a(t -t\ +t0-r) for all t € \ti,t\+ T]H a(-) = 0,then 
the system is locally controllable to the origin with respect to B. 

In this paper, we discuss the function-controllability of the nonlinear con- 
trol systems with state delay and control delay. Give some criteria for the 
function-controllability of such systems and their first variation systems. 

2    The Function-controllability of System (2) 

We know that the solution of system (2) at time t\ can be written as 

r1 
x(h) = x(t1,<p)+  '    X{t1,s)[C(s)u(s)+D(s)u(s-h)}ds. 

to 
(3) 

Where x(t,<p) = X(t,t0)tp(t0) + fi°_TX(t,s + T)B(S + T)tp(s)ds, and X(t, s) 
satisfies 

[ £tX(t, s) = A(t)X(t, s) + B(t)X(t - r, s), for(t, a) € [s, h] x [to, ti], 

*  yu ,<>_ fJ. for       * = s> t4) 
(*{l'S)        0, for        (t,s)e[to-T,8)x[to,t1], 

Prom (3), by simple calculation we have 

z(ti) = M(ti, to, (p, ip) + f^~h[X(tu s)C(s) + X(h, s + h)D(s + h)]u(s)ds 

+ £_hX(tus)C(s)u(s)ds. 
(5) 

There Mit^to,<p,V>) = x{h,tp) + f£_hX(tU8 + h)D(s + h)ip{s)ds. Now, let 

W(to,h) = .(!'~h[X(t1,8)C(s)+X(t1,8 + h)D(s + h)][Cfr(a)XT(t1,a) 
+Df(s + h)XT(t1,s + h)}ds 
+ fl1_hX(tus)C(8)CT(8)XT(t1,s)ds, 

we have 
Theorem 2.1 For system (2),if there exists t\ > to,such that 

rank(W(t0,t1)) = n, (6) 

then there exists an admissible control which results in the solution having a 
zerocrossing in finite time. 
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Proof   In (4),take 

f [CT(s)XT(t1,s) + DT(s + h)XT{tx,s + h)] 
«*(*) = ' xW-l{t0M)M{t0,tu<P,Tl>), a e [to,*: - h), 

lCT(s)XT(t1,s)W-1(t0,t1)M(to,tl!ip,^), s€[h-h,ti], 

we have x(ti) = 0. 
Theorem 2.2 System (2) is controllable to the origin with respect to B if it 
satisfies 

(i) there exists t\ > *o such that (6) holds; 
(ii) for ip G ß,with t\ as in (6) and for some admissible control ti[to_ft]tl] 

such that a;(*i,*o; V,U[t0-h,ti]) ="0, the equation 

B(t)x(t - T) + C(t)u(t) + D(t)u(t -h) = 0 (7) 

has an admissible solution u(-) on the interval (*i,*i +r). 
Proof By Theorem 2.1 we have that for any ip e B there exists U[to-h,u] 

such that x(ti,t0, ¥>,U[to_ftitl]) = 0. If (7) holds.then over interval (tltti + r), 
(2) becomes 

(x(t) = A(t)x(t),te(t1,t1+r) ' 
xfa) = 0 • W 

It follows by the uniqueness theorem for ordinary differential equations that 
x(t) = 0for alltG [*i;*i+r]. 

Similarly we can prove 
Theorem 2.3 System (2) is controllable to a functions a(-) e K. with respect 
to the space of initial functions B if it satisfies 

(i) there exists tx > t0 such that (6) holds; 
(ii) for ip G B,with ti as in (6) and for some admissible control U[to_ftitl] 

such that x(ti,t0,ip,U[to_h:tl]) = a(ti +t0 -r),the equation 

B(t)x(t -r) + C(t)u(t) + D{t)u(t -h)- fta(t -tl+t0-r) > 
+A(t)a{t -ti+to-r) = 0 w 

has an admissible solution u(-) on the interval (*i,*i + r). 

3    The Function-controllability of System (1) 

Now we discuss the function-controllability of the nonlinear control system 
with state delay and control delay (1). 
Theorem 3.1 System (1) is locally controllable to the origin with respect to 
B if its first variation (2) satisfies 
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(i) there exists t\ > to such that (6) holds; 
(ii) for ip € B,with t\ as in (6) and for some admissible control u\tQ-h,t{\ 

such that iCti.to.y», W[t0-Mi]) = °'the equation 

B(t)x{t - r) + C(t)u{t) + D(t)u(t -h) = 0 

has an admissible solution u(-) on the interval (*i,ti + r). 
Proof   We introduce a parameter f into the control u and define the 

control v,Z on [to, h + r] as follows: 
When to <t<h-h,     u«(t) = u(t,0 = [CT(t)XT(ti,t) + DT(t + 

h)XT(t1,t + h)}^, 
When h-h<t<tu     u« =.«(*, 0 = CrT(t)XT(ti,t)^, 
When ti < t < ti + r,control wf satisfies equation 

B(t)x(t - r, to, 0ß, u«) + C(t)u{t) + D(t)u(t -h) = Q, 
here 0B is the zero-subset of space B. We still let vfi = u(t,£). 
It is obviously that when t G [to,ti],u(t,0) = u°(t) = 0,and if <p = 0,ip = 

0,we have that on [to - r, ti], x(t, t0,0
B,u°) = 0. 

Let 
aa(t,to,0B,u€), 

•/(*) = of 'c=0' 

For y> = 0,from (1) we have 

x(t, t0,0B, tt«) =   ^ /(«, x(s),x(s - T, u£(s), uf (s - h))da,        t0 < t < h + r. 
to 

Taking partial derivative about £, we have 

J(t) = fio(A(s)J(s) + B(s)J(s -r) + C(s)^fk=0 

t 

Differentiating gives 

j{t) = A(t)J(t) + B(t)J(t - r)+C(t)?^ + D(t)du{t^k'0)-      (10) 

That is when t € {h - h, ti],the solution of equation (10) is 
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J(t) = fl~h[X(t, s)C(s) + X(t, s + h)D(s + h)]^^-ds 

+ flhX(t,s)C(s)^ds 

= f'~h[X(t, s)C(s) + X(t, s + h)D{s + h)] 

x [CT(s)XT(t, s) + DT(s + h)XT(t, s + h))ds 

+ fi_h X(t, s)C(s)CT(s)XT(t, s)ds. 
From condition (i),we have det(J(ti)) ^ O.Moreover,onthe interval (ii, ti+ 

T), (10) is 
j(t) = A(t) J(t), (11) 

so that J(t) is a fundamental matrix solution for (11).It follows that det( J(t)) ^ 
0 forte [*i,ti+r]. 

By the definition of J(t) and the implicit function theorem, above facts 
show that one may solve x(t,to,<p,£) = 0, ti < t < ij + r, for £ as a 
function of <p. 

Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can prove 
Theorem 3.2 System (1) is locally controllable to a functions a(-) € JC with 
respect to the space of initial functions B if its first variation (2) about the 
trajectory x(-, t0,<pa, ua) as defined in Definition 1.4 satisfies 

(i) for ii > to defined in Definition 1.4, (6) holds; 
(ii) for ip e B,with ti as above and for some admissible control W[to_/,)tl] 

such that x(ti,to,</>,ujto-h,*!]) = a(h + to — r),the equation 
B(t)x(t -T) + C(t)u(t) + D(t)u(t -h)- fta(t - ti +10 - r) 

+A(t)a(t - tj +10 - r) = 0 
has an admissible solution u(-) on the interval (ti, tj + r). 
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STABILITY OF NONLINEAR ORDINARY 
DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS 

Qingkai Kong 
Department of Mathematical Sciences, Northern Illinois University, 

DeKalb, IL 60115-2888, USA 
E-mail: kong@math.niu.edu 

Stability and instability criteria are found for nonlinear systems of ordinary differ- 
ential equations by the methods involving the Lozinskii measures of matrices. The 
results obtained are different from those by the Liapunov function method and by 
the variation of constants formula, and they are relatively easy to apply. 

1    Introduction and preliminaries 

It is well-known that the stability properties of the system of linear differential 
equations 

x' = Ax t (1) 

where A E <CnXn is a constant n x n matrix, is completely determined by 
the Jordan canonical form of A, or the eigenvalue structure of A. However, if 
A = A(t) is a variable matrix, the eigenvalue criterion fails. Among various 
approaches such as the Liapunov function analysis and the Lasalle invariance 
principle, the Lozinskii measure method has been used for stability of the 
non-autonomous linear system (1.1), and several results on stability have been 
found, see [1,3,4]. However, the Lozinskii measure method has not been exten- 
sively applied in the literature to the stability of nonlinear differential systems. 
In this paper, we will establish stability and instability criteria for nonlinear 
differential systems utilizing the Lozinskii measures. Our new results are dif- 
ferent from those by other classical approaches such as the Liapunov function 
method and the variation of constants formula, and they are relatively easy to 
apply. Furthermore, they improve some recent work on stability, see "[2] and 
the references therein. 

Throughout this paper we let R be the set of all real numbers, C the set of 
all complex numbers, and M+ = [0,oo). Let X,Y be two Banach spaces. By 
C(X, Y),C1(X, Y), and Lioc(K, Y) we denote the collections of all operators 
mapping X into Y which are continuous, continuously differentiable, and lo- 
cally integrable over X, respectively. By C\ (X, Y) we denote the collection of 
all operators which are in C(X, Y) and are continuously differentiable except 
possibly on a closed subset of X with a zero measure. 
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In order to establish our stability criteria for nonlinear systems we need 
the following notations and definitions for matrices. 

For any nxn matrix A we denote by \i{A), i = 1, • ■ •, n, the eigenvalues 
of A satisfying the ordering 

5RAi(A) > SR\2(A) > ■ ■ ■ > sR.\n(A). 

\Ax\- 
Definition 1.1 (see [4]) We define \A\i =      sup , i = 1,2, •••,oo, 

where x = (x\, ■■• ■ ,xn)T, 
C",x#0    '*'< 

\x\i = (>   Ixjl1)*, i < oo, and \x\go = max {|s,|}. 
l<i'<n 

The Lozinskii measures ßi(A) and fi(A) are defined by 

IH(A) =  lim- -f ,    i>i(A) =-m(-A),    i = 1,2,- ■ -,oo. 
/I—*0"t" /i 

J£ /MM fteen shown that fJ.i(A) and Vi{A), i = 1,2, • • •, oo, exist for any nxn 
matrix A and can be explicitly evaluated for i = 1,2, oo: 

Hi(A) = swp(Rajj + Y^ |oy|),   fi{A) = inf(3ia# - Y^ |ay|), 
1 .... J . . . ; 

A*a(>l) = Ai(i(A+ >!•)),   J/2(^) = An(i(J4 + ^)), (2) 

Moo(-4) = sup(5Raü + Y^ |a„ |),   v^A) = ini(Rau - Y^ |ay|), 

where A* is the complex conjugate transpose of A. 
In the following, without specification, we denote by fi{A) and v{A) any 

pair of fii(A) and Vi(A), i= 1,2, • • ■, oo. The following properties offi and v 
are well known: for any A, B £ C and any Lozinskii measures fi and v we 
have 

(i) pi{A + B)< fi(A) + fj,(B),   u(A + B)> v(A) + v(B); 

(ii) n(aA) = afj,(A),       i>(aA) = av(A),   a > 0, 

(iii) -\A\ < u(A) < &\n(A) < KX^A) < fx{A) < \A\. 
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2    Stability by first approximation 

Consider 
x' = A(t)x + f(t,x) (1) 

where A G C(R+, C"*"), / € C(R+ x C\ C"). 
The next two theorems are for the non-uniform stability and instability of 

Eq. (2.1) which are difficult to derive from the variation of constants formula. 

Theorem 1 Assume there exists a nonsingular C £ C*(R+,C ) such that 
C~l is bounded for t>0, and there exists a > 0 and tp € Li0c(R+>R+) sucn 

that 

(i) \C(t)f(t,x)\ < <p(t)\C(t)x\     for \x\ < <T, t e R+ (2) 
/•OO 

(ii)    '     IfJiiC'C-1 + CAC~l) + <p\= -oo. (3) 
o 

Then Eq. (2.1) is asymptotically stable. 

Proof: Let a; be a solution of (2.1) and let r{t) = C(t)x(t). Then for |x| < 
a, t € R+ a.e. from (2.2) 

£>+|r(t)| =  lim ^ [\Cx + h{Cx)'\ - \Cx\) 
h->o+ h 

=  lim \[\Cx + h(Cx + CAx + Cf)\-\Cx\] 

<  hm \{\Cx\ \\I + hiC'C-1 + CAC-X)\ -ll + h\Cf\} 

<\Cx\ lim \\\I + h{C'C-l+CAC-1)\-l\+^p\Cx\ 

= \Cx\ IßiC'C-1 + CAC~l) + ip] 

= \r(t)\ \ixiCC-1 + CAC~l) + <p\ (t). 

If \x(t0)\ < o-, then from (2.3) 

\r(t)\ < \r(t0)\ exp ^  [//(C'C"1 + CAC'1) + tp] -> 0,   as t -» oo. 
to 

By the boundedness of C-1 we see 

|a;(t)| = |C-1(4)r(t)| < IC-^^HrC*)! ^ 0,   as t -» oo. 

This implies that (2.1) is asymptotically stable. I 
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Theorem 2 Assume there exist a nonsingular C € C»(R+,Cnxn),  a > 
0 and <p € L;0C(R+,R+) such that (2.2) holds, and for some to € R+ 

limsup |C(<)|-1exp '   \v{CC~l+CAC~l) - <p\ = oo. (4) 
to 

Then Eg. (2.1) is unstable. 

Proof: Assume the contrary, i.e., (2.1) is stable. Then there exists a solution 
x{t) of (2.1) satisfying |a;(t)| < a for t € R+. Similar to the proof of Theorem 
2.1 we can show that for t > to > 0 

\(Cx)(t0)\ < \(Cx)(t)\ exp ^ ° \v{C'C-1 + CAC'1) -tp]. 

That is 

f* 

to 

Then 

ft 

to 

|(Cx)(t)| > |(Ca;)(«o)| exp '   ^(C'C"1 + CiC"1) - <p] 

\x(t)\ > |(CaO(to)||C(t)f * exp ^  [i^GG"1 + C.4C-1) - ^1 

Prom this and (2.4) we see that \x(t)\ is unbounded, contradicting the assump- 
tion. I 

As a special case of Eq. (2.1) we consider equations of the form 

x' = A(t)x + B(t)g(x) (5) 

%(0) 
dxj 

where A,B e G(R+,Cnxn), 5 € C^C.C") satisfying g(0) = 0, 

0 for i, j = 1, ...,n, i y£ j. Denote G(i) = diag{^,..., *&}, Xi ? 0, i 
l,...,n, and 

f5gi(0)     asn(ö)l G0 = diag 
dxi   '   "'   9a;n 

It is easy to see that g(x) — G{x)x and lim G(x) — G0. The following results 
x—»0 

are directly from theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
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Corollary 1 Assume there exist a nonsingular constant C £ C        and a 5 > 
0 such that 

/•OO 

'     \ii(C(A + SG0)C-1) + S\B\] = -oo. (6) 
•o 

Then Eq. (2.5) is asymptotically stable. 

Corollary 2 Assume there exist a nonsingular constant C £ C        and a 
5 > 0 such that 

/"* 
lim sup   '   \u{C{A + BG0)C

_1) - <5|ß|l = oo. (7) 
t—*oo   o 

Then Eq. (2.5) is unstable. 
Remark 2.1 In (2.6), \i (C(A + BG0)C-1) can be replaced by ii(CAC~l) + 
IJL{CBG0C-

1
), and in (2.7), v (C{A + BGQ)^

1
) can be replaced by v(CAC~l)+ 

V(CBGQC~
1
). Some special forms of the Lozinskii measures are 

(i) for A — diag(ai,..., a„) and C = diag(ci,..., Cn) 

ßiCAC-1) = max {JRa*},        u{CAC-1)=  min {5^}; 
Ki<n l<i<n 

(ii) forC=J 

HiiCBGoC-1) = fii{BG0) = max ) -|p^ , m^ + V b 
o 

(iii) forC=G0 

HooiCBGoC-1) = Moo(G05) = max J %^ , 3tt«.+ V \b{j\ , V . 
I, 3J& ) 

3    Stability of general nonlinear equations 

In this section we investigate the equation 
m 

x' = TAk(t)gk(x) (1) 
fc=i 

where Ak £ C(R+,Rnxn), gk = 0£\..,ff£l))r € C(Rn,Rn), A; = l,...,m, 
and 

XjP^(a;) > 0  for Xj 7^ 0, i= l,...,n, k = 1, ...,m. (2) 
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Obviously, (3.2) implies that 

Xi - 0 for some i «=► g^\x) = 0 for the same i,    k = l,...,m.      (3) 

All results in this section involve only the Lozinskii measures pi and vx, cor- 
n 

responding to the £i - norm in R" : \x\ = Y^\xi\. Recall that for a real 

matrix A 

(ii(A) = sup(ay + V |ay|),    v^A) = inf(ay + V" |ay|). 

The following lemma will be used in the proofs. 

Lemma 1 Let x,y,z € K   be such that 

(i) Xiyi >0, i = l,...,n; 

(ii) Xj = 0 for some i <=> yt = 0 for the same «. 

T/ien /or a > 0 ond small /i > 0, |x|i = a|y|i implies that 

\x + hz\i = a\y + -z\1. a 

Proof: Let h = {i € {1, ...,n} : ^ ^ 0} and J2 = {i € {1, ...,n} : xt = 0}. 
From the conditions we see that j/f = 0 for « € 72 and sgnj/j = sgnz* for i € h, 
and 

>   XjSgna:, = aY"yiSgnyi. 

For /i > 0 small enough 

n 

|x + /iz|i = Y^ \xi + hzi\ = ^(xi + hzi)sgnxi + V^ hzt sgnz, 

= a    >   (j/i + - Zi)sgn2/j + >   - ^sgn^j 

= aV^|2/, + -2:i| = a|j/ + -z|i 
.  , oi a 

The proof is complete. I 
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Theorem 1 Assume there exist C = diag(c, ...,cn) and D = diag(di, ...,dn) 
where Ci > 0 and di> 0 for i = 1,..., n, such that fii (CAk{i)D) < 0, for t > 0 
and k = l,...,m. Then Eq. (3.1) is uniformly stable. 

Proof: Choose a Liapunov function V(x) = \Cx\i. Then the Dini-derivative 
of V along any solution x of (3.1) satisfies that 

D+V(x)\,6 i) =  lim i [\Cx + hCx'h - |Ca:|i] 
h-»0+ ft 

1   [" m I 
=  lim -   ICx + ftVCA^^K-ICxlx (4) 

h-»0+ ft 
K=l 

i r        m l 
=  lim -   ImCx + h'S^'CAkgic(x)\-m\Cx\i 

/i-»0+ ft ,    , 
fc=i 

m . 

< V lim  - \\Cx + hiCAkD^-igkix)]! - |Cfc|il .     (5) 
,    , h-*0+ ft 

Note that (3.2) and (3.3) imply that conditions i) and ii) of Lemma 3.1 are 
satisfied with x and y replaced by Cx and D~1gu{x), k = 1,..., m, respectively. 
Define functions ak, k = 1,...,m, by 

f iCsßii/lirVzW)!!,  if *(*) ± o _ 
afcW~    1, if x(i) = 0. w 

Then by Lemma 3.1 we have that for k = 1,..., m 

\Cx + hiCA^D-'gkix)], = aklD-igkix) + — {CA^D^g^x)^ 
Qfc 

<ak\I+—(CAkD)\1\D-1gk(x)\1. (7) 
O-k 

Substitute (3.6) and (3.7) into (3.5) we obtain that 

D+V{x)\{3.x) < V lim  2* r)J+ ^(c^u)!, _ il ^^g^x)^ 
,     /1-+0+  ft a*: 
fc=i 

= ,TMi(CAfcD)|I?-1flfc(a!)|1<0. 
fc=i 

Therefore, Eq. (3.1) is uniformly stable. I 
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unxn Theorem 2 Let Ak(t) = Ak € R , k = l,...,m, are constant matrices. 
Assume there exist C = diag(ci, ..,c„) and D = diag(di, ...,dn), where ct > 
0,di > 0, i = l,...,n, such that 

(i) ni(CAkD) < 0, fc = l,...,m,  and 

(ii) m(CAkD) < 0  for some fc € {1, ...,m}. 
TTien ßg. f5Jj «s uniformly asymptotically stable. 

Proof: Choose V(x) = \Cx\\. Then similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1 we 
see that D+V(x)\(3,i)  < 0. This concludes the theorem. I 

Theorem 3 Assume there exist C = diag(ci,..., cn) and g — (#(1),..., g(n))T € 
C(Kn,Kn) satisfying that a > 0, i = l, ...,n, and 

xig®(x) > 0 forxi^0,i = 1, ...,n. (8) 

Denote 

f diag (g^(x)/gW(x), ...,g£\x)/gW{xj\,  if x ± 0 
kK)        1, </ x = 0. 

Tftera #<?. f#.i) is uniformly stable provided 

fm \ 
/ii    VCAfc(t)frfc(a:)    <0 (9) 

k=\ 

for t e R+, |a;| < (5 /or some S > 0. 

Proof: (3.8) implies that conditions i) and ii) of Lemma 3.1 are satisfied with 
x and ?/ replaced by Cx and p(x). Define a function a by 

n(ts _ f |Cz(t)|i/|fl(*(i))|i  if x(t) ? 0 
°W -     lf if x(i) = o. 

Then by Lemma 3.1 we have that 

|Ca; + h V CAfc5fc(z)|i = a\g(x) + - V Ci4fcHfc(i)fl(a;)|i 
fc=i fc=i 

m 

<o|fl(a:)|i |J+£VCAfcfffc(a:)|i. 
fc=i 
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Prom (3.1) 

D+Vix)^ <  lim+^   \I+^CAkHk{x)\1-l' \g(x)\x 

~^ fc=i 
( m \ 

= Mi    ^CAk{t)Gk{x)    |(;(x)|i<0. 
fc=i 

Therefore, (3.1) is uniformly stable. I 

Theorem 4 Let Ak(t) = Ak e Rnxn, k = l,...,m, are constant matrices. In 
addition to the conditions of Theorem 3.3 assume 

( m \ 
Mi    Y*CAkHk(x)    <0 (10) 

fc=i 

for 0 <\x\ < 5 for some 5 > 0. Then Eq.   (3.1) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable. 

The proof is omitted. 

Remark 3.1   In Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, conditions (3.9) and (3.10) can be 
replaced by 

n 

Tm(CAk(t)Hk(x))<Q 
fc=i 

and 
n 

V/i1(C.4fcFfc(x))<0) 

fc=i 

respectively. Note that we do not require the nonpositivity of each ^ (CAk (t)Hk (x)) 
individually. 

As a special case of (3.1) we consider the equation 

m 

x' =A(t)x + T"Ak(t)gk(x) (11) 
fc=i 

where A,Ak £ C(R+,Rnxn), gk satisfies (3.2) and (3.3), k = 1, ...,m. 

Theorem 5 Assume there exist C = diag(cx, ...,c„) and D = diag(4, ...,dn) 
where a > 0, dt >  0, i = 1,..., n, such that 
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(i) m (CAk(t)D) < 0 for t > 0, k = 1, ...,m and 
/*00 

'    m (CA^C-1) ds = -oo, 
o 

then Eq. (3.11) is asymptotically stable; 

(ii) ßi{CAk(t)D) < Ofori > 0,  k = l,...,m, and m {CA{t)C~l)  < 
—a < 0, t > 0, then Eq. (3.11) is uniformly asymptotically stable; 

(iii) vi (CAk(t)D) > 0 for t > 0, fc = 1,..., m, and 

limsup '   v\ (CA(s)C l) ds = oo. 
t—>oo       0 

Then Eq. (3.11) is unstable. 

Proof: 
(i) Let V(x) = |Ca;|i. Then similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1 we see that 

m 

D+V(x)\(3.n) < in{CAC-1)\Cx\1+'sriM1(CAkD)\D-1gk(x)\1 
»=i 

< pi (CA(t)C*-1) V(x). 

Then for t > t0 > 0 

/"* 
Vr(a;(t))<y(a;(*o))exp '   j*i (CA(s)C_1) ds -► 0     as t -+ oo. 

to 

This implies that (3.11) is asymptotically stable. 

(ii) Under the condition we have D+V(x)\^3^1-) < — aV(x). The conclusion 
is then obvious. 

(iii) The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2 and hence is omitted. 

Finally we remark that all the above stability criteria can be extended to 
the more general form of equations 

771 

y'= B{y)^T Ak{t)fk{y) (12) 

where B(y) = diag(61(j/i),..., bn(yn)), &<(y») > 0 for y4 € M, i= 1, ...,n, 

AkeC(Rn,Rnxn), fk=(fil\...,fin^T€C(Rn,Rn), k = i,...,m, 
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and 
Vifk\v) >0  for 2/i7^0, i = l,...,n, k = l,...,m. 

/"y   ds 
In fact, if we make the substitution Xi =   '   r-p-r, then (3.12) becomes (3.1) 

with 5i(a;) = fk (y(x)). It is easy to see that gk e C(R",]Rn) and satisfies 
(3.2) for k = l,...,m. Therefore, Eq. (3.11) has exactly the same stability 
properties as Eq. (3.1). We omit the details here. 
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THE GLOBAL AND LOCAL C2-SOLUTIONS FOR THE WAVE 
EQUATION IN THREE SPACE DIMENSIONS 

S. Y. LAI 
Department of Mathematics, Sichuan Normal University 

Chengdu, 610066, P. R. China 

In this paper we study the global and local C2-solutions for the semilinear wave 
equations without spherical symmetry in three space dimensions. 

1    Introduction 

This paper deals with the Cauchy problem for semilinear wave equations with 
small data in three space dimensions of the following form 

f utt- Au = G(ut,Du),       xeR3,   t>0, ,, 
u(z,0) = ef(x),  ut(x,0) = eg(x), *■ ' 
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where u is a real valued unknown function, e is a positive parameter. 
John1 has shown in the case G = \ut\

2 that the classical solutions of (1) 
blow up at finite time under certain conditions on the Cauchy data. We can 
derived from his proof that the blow-up result obtained in ref. 1 is still valid 
for 1 < p < 2 in the case G = \ut\

p. Ref. 2 obtained that the global C2 

solutions of (1) with spherical symmetry in the case G = |ut|
p (p > 2) without 

the assumption that the support of f(x) and g(x) is compact. Also ref. 3 
has studied that the global existence of solutions in weighted L°°- space for 
problem (1) with the spherical symmetry by assuming that G, f and g satisfy- 
some hypotheses. The spherical symmetry means that the unknown u(x, t) is 
the function of variables (r,i) where r = \x\. For more general nonlinear term 
G(ut, Du), ref. 4 has shown the global C2 solution existence and nonexistence 
of (1) with the spherical symmetry by removing the compactness assumption 
of the support of initial data. 

The aim of this paper is that we study (1) instead of spherical symmetry. 
Actually we assume that f(x), g(x) € C3(R3) satisfy the following 

(i) \D"f(x)\,   \D"g(x)\<Ca/(l + \x\y+\ 
where a is an arbitrary multi-integer, Ca and k are positive constants. In fact 
we can assume 0 < k < 1 throughout in this paper, since for any k' > 1, the 
inequality (1 + |a;|)-fc'-1 < (1 + \x\)-k~1 (0 < k < 1) holds. 

(ii) G(v,w)eC2(R2), 
(iii)There exist p > 3 and A > 0 such that 

\d?d?G{v, u)\ < A(\V\P-M + |«|'-M),     H = Ql + a2 < 2 

for all (v,u) 6 R2 with \v\, \u\ < 1. 
(iv)For \a\ = 2, there exists a positive constant B satisfying 

\d^d^G(v, w) - d?d2?G(v',w')\ < 

B{(\v\ + \v'\y°\v - v'\^ + (\w\ + \w'\)»°\w - u/l"1} 

for all (v, w), (v',w') £ R2 with |w|, \w\, \v'\, \w'\ < 1, where 

(MO>/^I) = (P-3, 1),        p>3. 

Note that assumptions admit the nonlinear terms |£>M|
P

, \ut\
p and ut\ut\

p~1. 
Under the hypotheses (i)-(iv) and p > 3, k > 2/(p - 1), we shall show 

that the global small C2 solution of (1) exist. In additoin, we shall obtain 
that if p > 3, 0 < k < 2/(p - 1) and the assumption (i)-(iv) holds, then for 
small e > 0, the lifespan Te of corresponding local solution exceeds the number 
C€-(p-i)/(2-fe(p-i))) where c is a positive constant which is independent of e. 
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We should note that the results obtained in this paper are in some sense 
weaker than those we are supposed to get, because ref. 4 has shown that the 
global small C2 solutions of (1) with spherical symmetry exist for p > 2 and 
k> l/(p— 1), the lifespan Tt of corresponding local solution for the spherical 
symmetric version of (1) exceeds the number ce-^-1)^1-*^-1^. Whether the 
global C2 solutions of (1) exist for p > 2, k > l/(p - 1), and the local C2 

solutions are available for p > 2 and 0 < k < l/(p - 1) still remains open. 
It is very meaningful to compare results in this paper with those for the 

equation 
f utt - Au = \u\p,        xER3,   t>0. (2) 

u(x,0) = eip(x),  ut(x,0) = etp(x), ^' 

where p > 1. When initial data are suitably smooth and compact support, the 
existence result by ref. 6 and nonexistence results by ref. 6 -7, together with 
Keller's comparison theorem (see ref. 8), lead to the fact that problem (2) with 
p > 1 + y/2 has global small solutions and that 1 < p < 1 + V2 has blow up 
solutions for the data satisfying some additional positive conditions no matter 
how small e > 0 is. Also ref. 9 obtained the more refined results than ref. 
6-7. Moreover, ref. 5 has shown that if the support of the Cauchy data is not 
compact, then there are two cases, blow-up or global existence, according to the 
decay of the data as \x\ tend to infinite evev thoughp > l + \/2- More precisely, 
ref. 5 proved the existence of global small solution to (2) with p > 1 + \/2 for 
the data satisfying 

\Da<p(x)\,   \D^(x)\ = 0(\x\-1-k)       (\a\ < 3, \ß\ < 2)   \x\ -> oo       (3) 

with k > 2/(p—1). He has also shown the nonexistence of global solutions to (2) 
with the data satisfying <p(x) =0,ip(x) > 1/(1 + |a;|)1+fc with 0 < k < 2/(p-l), 
even if p > 1 + A/2. 

■   For simplicity, we still denote by C any positive constant appearing in our 
paper, which may depend on k,p, Ca, A and B, but never depends on e. 

2    Lemmas 

In order to prove the existence and uniqueness in the classical sense of C2 for 
problem (1), by ref. 1 we know that the equivalent integral equation for (1) 
has the following form 

u(x, t) = e{&[± fH=1 f(x + iM)d<Ju] + ± |M=1 g(x + tu)dau) 

+^io(t-T)[lul=1G(uT,Du){T,x + (t-T)uJ)dau)dT (4) 
= u°(t,x)+v°(t,x), 
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where w is a unit vector in R3 and da^ is an area element on a sphere of 
radius 1. Let Jfc be given by 

f (t,x),    {t,x) € [0,oo) x R3,    k>2/(p-l), 
Jk~    (t,x),    {t,x)€[0,T]xR3,    0 < k < 2Hjp - 1). 

We define C2(Jk) be the space of all real-valued and twice continuously differ- 
entiable functions W on Jfc with norm \\.\\jk given by 

\\W\\Jk=    sup   [(l+t+\x\)k\\W(t,x)\\}<^, 
(t,x)£Jk 

where 

By the definition of space C2(Jk), we know that C2(Jk) is a Banach space, 
and for any u € C2(Jk), \\u\\jk is bounded. We shall use the iteration scheme 
called a variant contraction mapping theorem to construct solutions of (1) in 
the space C2(Jk)- 

Now we introduce the following two lemmas which can be found in ref. 5. 
Lemma 1 If 0 < k < 1, then 

et   f        dou  Ce 

4TT   M=1(l + |a; + fc;|)i+* " (1 + t+lal)*' 

e    f dvu  Ce 
Sr   H=1 (1 + |as + M)1+fc - (1 +1 + \x\)k ' 

Lemma 2 Suppose that f(x), g(x) satisfy (i), then 

l|u0(''a)ll*(i + f+M)»   (°<fc<1)- (5) 

Lemma 3 Suppose that the function K(x,i) take following form 

K(x,t) = -i-  '  (t-r) '       G(U°,DU°)(T,X + {t - r)w)dcrwdr, 
47r    0 |w|=l 

where G satisfies assumptions (ii)-(iv), u° = u°(x,t)\t=T- Then 

föÄr,    *>2/(p-l), 
||*(M)||<     c^^r>    0<fc<2/(P-l). 

The proof of Lemma 3 is similar to that of ref. 7, we omit it. 
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3    Main results 

Theorem 1 Suppose that p > 3, k > 2/{p - 1) and the initial value f(x), 
g(x) satisfy assumptions (i). Then there exists eo > 0 such that for any e with 
0 < e < eo the problem (1) have a unique global solution u(x, t) which is twice 
continuous differentiable with respect to any (x,t) £ R3 x R+. 

Theorem 2 Suppose that p > 3, 0 < k < 2/(p - 1) and the initial data 
satisfies (i). Then there exists eo, for any e with 0 < e < eo, the problem 
(1) has a unique local C2 solution u(x,t). Furthermore, for all the e with 
0 < e < eo, the lifespan Tt of the corresponding solution exceeds the number 
Ce-(p-i)/(2-fcp+*0; where C is a positive constant independent of e. 

In order to prove above theorems, we define   . 

un{t,x) = u°(x,t) 

1    /"' f 
+ -r-      (t-r) G{{uT)n-i,Du)n-i){T,x + (t-T)u))daudT, 47r   o M=I 

where u0(x,t) = u°(x,t), (ur)„_i = dtun-i{x,t)\t=T. 
By Lemma 2, we can choose e be sufficiently small such that 

||u°(M)|| <eC<l/2. 

By Lemma 2 and 3, we know 

[   (l+t+|x|)* + (1-H+lxD* >      fc>2/(p-1)i 
||ui(l,t)|| <  *    *-C + Ce'Cl+T)»-*!'-1) (6) 

{ 0 < fc < 2/(p - 1),   0<i<T. 

In fact, if 0 < k < 2/(p — 1), we can choose T > 0 and small positive e so 
that the inequality 

Ce»,-1(l+T)2-fc&,-1><l/2 (7) 

holds. From (6), we can choose e be sufficiently small such that for k > 
2/(p-l),p> 3 that 

IMM)IL <Ce + Cep< 1/2. 

Therefore, we can choose sufficiently small e > 0 such that for both cases 
k > 2/{p - 1) and 0 < k < 2/(p - 1) that 

IKIU<Cc + e/2<l/2. (8) 
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By Lemma 3, we have 

„   ,   A       (   m< <vMw>       *>2/(P-1), 
\\ul(x,t)-u0{x,t)\\<     ce'd+Tf-«»-»      n^ir *■•>/(„    un<r + *r —\1+t±\x\)k ,    0<fc<2/(p-l), 0<i<T 

<Ce + e/2<l/2. (9) 

Similar to the estimates as above, by induction and Lemma 3, we have 

\\un\\jk<Ce + e/2<l/2. (10) 

By repeating essentially the same argument as in Lemma 3, (7)-(10), as- 
sumption (i)-(iv), and the definition of norm || • \\jk, it follows from the same 
idea of ref. 5 that 

IK+i - ««Ik < C{\)n + Cn{\r + Cn\\)n-1 + C{\f^n.        (11) 

We know {«„} is a Cauchy sequence in C2(Jk), then there exists a function 
u(x, t) € C2(Jk) such that un(x, t) is uniformly convergent to u(x, t) in C2{Jk)- 
lfk> 2/(p - 1), we complete the proof of Theorem 1. If 0 < k < 2/(p - 1), 
we notice the inequality (7), we complete the proof of Theorem 2. 
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In this paper we prove that   max u(x, t) (resp.   max v(x, t)) goes to infinity like 
i€[0,l] I6[0,l] 

(T-t)Qi/2 (resp. (T-t)a2/2), where a; < 0 are the solutions of (P-WXai.aa)' = 
(-1,-1)'. 

1     Introduction 

In this paper we consider the blow-up rate for the following system of semilinear 
heat equations with nonlinear boundary conditions: 

I ut=uxx+uh, vt = vxx+vh,        (x,t) 6 (0,1) x (0,T), 
«»(0,0 = 0, vx(0,t)=0, ie(0,T), 
ux(l,t) = (upiivp»)(iit)i ,,a(iit) = (v?^vP"){l,t),    t € (0,t), l j 

[u(x,0) =u0(x), v(x,0)=vo(x),        16(0,1). 

Here 0<Z1<1,0<Z2< 1 and the matrix P = (py) satisfies the following 
assumption 

(A). P = {pij) is a matrix with non-negative entries such that 

max{pn,p22} < 1,    det(P - Id) < 0. 

Under this hypothesis there exists a unique vector (01,02) with a% < 0 
such that 

Here, without loss of generality we assume that ax < a2 < 0. Further, we 
suppose that lx, l2 satisfy the following hypothesis: 

(B). ii>[ai-(l-i2)a2]/ai. 
We also suppose that the initial data satisfy the following conditions 
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(C). u0(x),vo{x) e C3([0,l)), < > 0, u'0' > 0, u'0 > 0, t#' > 0, ttf > 0, 
^o ^ °> «o(z) > 1, and v0(x) > 1 for any x e (0,1). 

Under Condition (C), by the minimum principle we have u{x,t) > 1 and 
v(x,t) > 1 for any (x,t) € [0,1] x [0,T). Under hypothesis (A) it is proved 
in [10] that the solution (u(x,t),v(x,t)) of (1) blows up in finite time T. As 
t —> T we have 

K™jM\\u(.,t)\\La,{[0il]) + ||«(.,«)|U~([0,i])} = +00. 

We can also prove that both functions u(x, t) and v(x, t) go to infinity as t -> T. 
Over the past two decades blow-up problem of the solutions for nonlinear 

parabolic equations with nonlinear boundary conditions has deserved a great 
deal of interest (see ref. 2, 3, 5, 7, 10-12). For this kind of problems, some of 
those results close related to ours are as follows. In ref. 1, 9, 11 considered the 
following system: 

f ut = Aw, Vt = Av, (x,t) <E J3i(0) x (0,T), J g = uPllvPl2j to = wP21uP22)        (a.it) 6 aBi(Q) x (0)T))   (3) 
^«(x,0) = u0(x) >0, w(a:,0) = vo(a;) >0,        x € 5i(0), 

where the matrix P = (py) satisfies hypothesis (A), the inital functions u0, v0 € 
C3(Si(0)) are radially symmetric and satisfy the boundary conditions, and the 
first three derivatives of u0(r), v0(r)(r = \\x\\) are non-negative. In ref. 11 
the author proved that there exists positive constants c and C such that 

c <   max   u(x, t)(T - t)-a^2 < C for 0 < t < T, 
xEBR(0) ~ ' 

c <   max   v(x, t)(T - t)~a^2 < C for 0 < t < T, 

where a.\ and a2 are given by (2). 
In the paper, by a modification of the method given in [11], we establish 

the following results. 
Theorem 1.1 If assumptions (A)-(C) hold, then the solution (u(x,t),v(x,t)) 
of (1.1) blows up at finite time T and there exists positive constants c and C 
such that 

c< max u(x,t)(T - t)~a^2 < C for 0 < t < T, 
a;€[0,l] 

c < max v(x,t)(T - t)~a^2 < C for 0 < t < T, 

where di(i = 1,2) are given by (2). 
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Theorem 1.2 If the assumptions (A), (B) and (C) hold, then for any r € [0,1) 
there exists a constant C = C(r) such that 

max u(x,t) <C,        t£ [0,T), 
x€[0,r] 
max v(x,t) <C,        t£ [0,T), 

x£[0,r] 

(i.e. the blow-up set is localized in boundary x = 1). 

2    Auxiliary Propositions 

In this section, we state some propositions that play an important role in 
Sections 3. We begin with some results of ref. 9 (also see ref. 4, 6 and ref. 10). 
Proposition 2.1 Let z be the positive solution of the problem 

zt = zxx, (x,t) £ (0,1) x (0,T), 
za(0,t) = 0,        zx(l,t) = zk{l,t), te(0,T), 
z(x,0) = ZQ{X) > 0, x e fi, 

where k > 1, ZQ £ C3 satisfies the inequalities z'0 > 0, Z'Q > 0, Z'Q > 0 and 
boundary conditions.  Then there exist positive constants c and C such that 

c < max u(x, t){T - t)a = u(l, t)(T - t)a <C,  for 0 < t < T, 
»€[0,1] 

where a = l/(2(/c- 1)). 
Proposition 2.2 Let w(x,t) be the positive solution of the problem 

wt = wxx + wl, in    (0,1) x (0,T), 
wx(0,t) = 0,    wx(l,t) = w»{l,t),        te(0.T), 
w(x, 0) = tuo(ai) > 0, in    [0,1], 

where I > 0, q > 0, max{Z, q} > 1, the initial data »0(2:) satisfies the inequali- 
ties W'Q + wl

0 > 0 and w'0 > 0, and T is the blow-up time. Then blow-up occurs 
only at x = 1 and there exist positive constants c and C such that 

c < max w(x,t)(T - t)a = w{l,t){T - t)a < C for 0 < t < T, 
x€[0,l] 

where a = 1/(1 -I) if l>2q-l, a= l/(2(g - 1)) ifl<2q-l,T is blow-up 
time- 

By Proposition 2.1, 2.2 and mimimum principle, we can prove a result that 
has independent interest for a single equation. 
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Proposition 2.3 Let U(x,t) be the positive solution of the problem 

Ut = Uxx + Ul, in   (0,l)x(0,T), 
Ux(0,t) = 0,    Ux(l,t) = Co^0,    te(O.T), 
U(x,0) = U0(x), in    (0,1), 

where 0 < I < 1, s > 1/2, 0 < r < 1, and the initial data U0 € C3.   Then 
U(x, t) blows upast^T and 

c < max U(x, t)(T -tf <C,    te (0, T), 

where ß = (s-1/2)/(1-r). 

3    Blow-up Rate for the System 

In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1 and 1.2. To this end, we start with a 
result on comparison for the functions u(x,t) and v"l{x,t) (where (u,v) is the 
solution of (1)).  The proof of this result is similar to that of Lemma 3.1 in 
[10]. 
Lemma 3.1  Under assumptions (A), (B) and (C), there exists a constant 
C > 0 such that Cu > W°2, where (u,v) is the solution of (1). 

Proof of Theorem 1.1 We begin with v(x, t). By Lemma 3.1, we obtain 

(vt = vxx + vh > vxx in (0,1) x (0, T), 
* vx(0,t) = 0,    vx(l,t) = uP21(l,t)vP"(l,t)>cvri{l,t), (4) 
{v(x,0)=vo(x), in (0,1), 

where pi = g£p2i +P22 = 1 - ^ > 1. By Proposition 2.1, we can conclude 
that there exists a constant c\ such that 

v{x,y)> Cl 

(T-f)V(2(pi-l))- 

But l/(2(pi - 1)) = -a2/2, then we have 

m« v(x, t) > a(T - t)a*'2        (* -> T). (5) 

Erom (5) we get 

(ut = uxx + ul\ in    (0, l)x(0,r), 
Jux(0,t) = 0,    ux(l,t) = Ur»(l,t)v^(l,t)>c2g^$-, (6) 
l.u(a;,0) = uo(x), in    (0,1), 
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where 0 < L\ < 1, n = Pn and si = -(a2pi2)/2. By hypothesis (A), we have 
si > 1/2 and n < 1. Therefore, by Proposition 2.3, we obtain 

u(*,i)>c3(T-i)-(si-1/2)/{1~'"l)- 

We remark that 

1 - ri 
and we have obtained the lower bound for u(x,t), 

max u(M) > c3(T - t)ai'2       (t -» T). (7) 
s€[0,l] 

Next we prove the reverse inequalities in Theorem 1.1. Now we start with 
u(x,t). By Lemma 3.1, we have 

ut = uxx+ul\ in    (0,l)x(0,T), 
ux(0,t) = 0,    ux(l;t) = uP»(l,t)«P»(l,t) < ClUr*(l,t), 
u(x,0) = u0(x), in    (0,1), 

where 0 < h < 1 and p2 = {«lPii + a2pi2}/ai = -1/ai + 1 > 1- Thus, by 
Proposition 2.2, we get 

max «(*,*) < (r_f)1/(2(p2_1))        (* - T). 

But l/(2(p2 - 1)) = -Qi/2, hence 

max]U(x,i)<(r_t)
2_Qi/2        (t-r) 

By the above estimate for w(x,t), we have 

r«t =«*«+«'» in    (0,l)x(0,T), 
I vx(0,t) = 0,    vx(l,t) = uP"(l,ty»(l,i) < C3p^§, (9) 

^(z.O) = Uo(z), in    (M). 

where 0 < l2 < 1, r2 = P22 and s2 = (-c*iP2i)/2. Using again assumption (A), 
we get S2 > 1/2 and r2 < 1. Thus, by Proposition 2.3 we obtain 

max],(x,i)<(T_f)(52_
4
1/2)/(1_r2). 

We observe that (s2 - l/2)/(l - r2) = (-a2)/2. Therefore, we have 

.?&*•" S(T3^      <-n <10> 
Combing this with (5) (7) (8) (10), we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1, we omit. 
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The invariance of differential equation w' = £"=0 <H (z)w*/ Y^i=o hi W""' under 

fractional transformation group are given. According to the invariance, a method 
to judge the integrability under such transformations is presented. 

1    Introduction 

Many problems, both in practice and in theory, require the researchers to find 
the exact solution or to judge the integrability of some given differential equa- 
tions. Though the theory of Lie group, the theory of monodromy group and the 
theory of differential algebra have played important roles in studying the inte- 
grability of differential equations, it is still a difficult task to tell the system is 
integrable or not except some special case, one of the authors have investigated 
the integrability of equation w' = TH=O 

ai(z)wi under linear transformation 
group by the invariance1. This paper will study the more general equations: 

W' = ^¥rri> n>m£N' (1) 
T,j=obAz)w:i 

where au bj : D >-> C,<n(z), bj(z),i = 0,1, ■ • •,n, j = 0,1, • ■ •,m, are analytic 
in D, an(z), bm{z) ± 0 for all z € D, and D is a connected open subset of the 
complex plane. The equations of this form include a large class of important 
equations, i.e. Riccati equation, Abel equation, and polynomial system. As the 
special case, when m = 0, the relationship between invariance and integrability 
of it under linear transformation has been studied1. It is easy to see that the 
form of Eq. (1) is invariant under fractional transformation, 

T(p,q,r,s): w = r(z)W + s(z) (2) 

where 
Det(z)=p(z)s(z)-q(z)r(z)^0   Vz £ D. (3) 

(Without loss of generality, we will assume that Det(z) = 1 hereinafter.) Fur- 
ther more, we will assume that n = m + 2, since under simple transformation, 
the equation can take the form that n = m + 2. 

2    Invariance and Integrability under Fractional Transformations 

Let qi(z), (i = 1,2, • • •, t) are distinct roots of b(z, w) = 0, with multiplicity h 
respectively. Then t is invariant under transformation Eq. (2). While t > 3, 
denote by Rk,i (fe ^ 0 the dimension of linear space generated by functions 
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Lemma 2 Rkj is independent of the choice of k, I (note: we will denote Rki 
byR). 
Theorem 6 R is invariant under fractional transformation T. 

Let 

ff(z) = ft w, r(z) = -      *   ... P{Z) = (giW-ftW)toW-qiW) 
91(2)-93(2) 92(20-93(2) 

Then, under transformation 

" = m=r(»)f+l+^ <4> 

the denominator of right hand side of Eq. (1) converted into S(z, W) = 
Wk>(W - l)fc»nU(W - ?(*))*-, where ?(z) = Q!i3/Q?i3- If r = 1, ?(z) 
are constants, and B(z, W) is exact the functions of W. 

While t - 1 or t = 2, it is easy to find transformation such that Eq. (1) 
can be converted into the equation expressed as 

dz B{w)       ' (b) 

where B(w) is polynomial of w, with degree n - 2. And the discuss tell us that 
the condition under which Eq. (1) can be changed into the equation as Eq. (5) 
under fractional transformation is invariant. 

Now, consider equation Eq. (5). If B(w) = (w - c)n~2(c be constant), let 
W = l/(w - c), the equation W satisfying take the form: 

dW     A    ,-       . 
— =^ai(z)W\ (6) 

which have been discussed1. The results can be summed up as following: 
Theorem 7 For equation Eq. (6), these is a linear transformation 

W = p(z)u + q(z), 

where p(z) and q(z) can be obtained from ai(z), (i = 0,1, • • •, n) through finite 
algebra operations, such that Eq. (6) can be changed into the standard form: 

fc-i 

u^i^K + ^ + Tii^K)    (0<jfe<n). (7) 
i=0. 

Ai(z),i = 0,1, • • •, k - 1 and A(z), looked as functions of coefficients at{z), i = 
0,1, • • •, n, are invariant under linear transformation. And Eq. (6) is integrable 
under linear transformation if and only if either 
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1. Eq. (7) is a Bernoulli's equation; or 

2. Ai(z),{i = 0,l,---,k-l) are all constants. 

When B(w) ^ (w - c)n~2, rewrite Eq. (5) as 

l 

w' = V Ai(z)gi(w), (8). 
t=l 

where Ai{z), {i = 1, • ■ •, 0 are linear independent relating to constants. Then 
this form is invariant under transform 

w = TW = P™ + Q   (ps - qr = 1, p, q, r, s are constants). (9) 
rW + s 

Denote the set of all transformations Eq. (9) by G0- We have 
Theorem 8 If gi(w),(i = 1, • • •, /) can be spanned into a Lie algebra {gi(w), 
■ ■ ^gi-iw)} of dimension l'{V > I) with Lie bracket 

V 

k=\ 

{i,j = 1,2,-■-,I') 

where C£j are constants. Then 
1). the structure constants C£- are invariant under transformations in Go- 
2). V < 3, and the equation can be integrated in finite steps while V < 2. 

When I' = 3, the equation can be changed into Riccati equation. (Note: In this 
case, when the coefficients are rational functions, we can judged the integrability 
by finding its algebraic solution3, which can be realize by computer4). 

The results of this paper give a method to estimate whether the equa- 
tion Eq. (1) is integrable under fractional transformations. This method can 
be realized automatically by programming under the software environment of 
Mathematica system. 
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ON THE NON-CONSTANT PERIODIC ORBITS OF CUBIC 
KOLMOGOROV SYSTEMS OF A CLASS IN R3 

ZHAOJUN LIANG, CUIHONG YANG 
Department of Mathematics, 

Central China Normal University, 
430079, Wuhan, P.R.China 

In this paper,we consider the Kolmogorov system which are the interaction of three 
species with the different intrinsic growth rates. We obtain the sufficient conditions 
to the existence of the non-constant periodic orbits of a Kolmogorov system in R . 

1    Introduction 

Systems of nonlinear differential equations of the form 

—- = xiFi(x1,x2,...,xn), i- 1,2, ...,n (1) 
at 

are frequently used to modelling the interaction of species occupying the same 
ecological niche. 

When n — 2,the differential equations modelling the interaction of two 
species have been studied extensively,system of the form 

dx\ ,     .   dx2 _, ,      ., ,_N — = x1Fl{x,y),— = x2F2(x,y) (2) 

is known as Kolmogorov systems.In the classical Lotka-Volterra-Gause model, 
Fi and F2 are linear. 

When n = 3,May and Leonard [l]were the first to study the symmetric 
case of the Lotka-Volterra models, they showed that there exists a unique inte- 
rior equilibrium which is a saddle point and they also give an example of L-V 
system with a heteroclinic cycle;A.Gaunersdorfer [6] studied the time averages 
for heteroclinic attractors of L-V system,the time averages fail to converge for 
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almost all initial conditions, but spiral closed and closed to the boundary of 
a polygon; [2] studied the three dimensional competitive L-V systems with no 
periodic orbits; [4] discussed on the asymmetric May-Leonard model of three 
competing species; [3] studied for general Kolmogorov system with same intrin- 
sic rates which has non-constant periodic orbits. 

In this paper ,we shall discuss the non-constant periodic orbit of a class of 
Kolmogorov systems with different intrinsic growth rates. 

Consider cubic Kolmogorov systems which is the weak coupled as follows 

|f = u[Ai + A2u + A3v + Aiu2 + A5uv + A6v
2], 

h = v[Bi + B2u + B3v + B4u
2 + B5uv + B6v% (3) 

|f = z{Ci + C2u + C3v + C4u
2 + C5uv + C6v

2 - C7z
2). 

2    The Main Results 

Without loss of generality,let C7 = l.The induced field of the system (3) will 
be obtained as the following the system (4) 

^- = Xi(l + anxl + ai2Xix2+ai3XiX3+ 
a22x\ + a23x2xz + a3Sx

2) 
= 11(1+ #!(*)), 

= 12(1 + &11Z1 + h2xix2+ 
h3X!X3 + b22x\ + b23x2x3 + &33Z3) (4) 

= x2(l+H2{x)), 
=  X3(l + CuX2 + Ci2XiX2 + 

Cl3XiX3 + C22X
2 + C23X2 + C33X3) 

= x3(l + H3(x)). 

Where an = — C\, a\2 = —C2, a\3 = —C3, 
022 = -C4, 023 = —C5, 033 = —Ce, 
fcii = Ai - d, &12 = A2 - C2, 613 = A3 - C3, 
b22 = A4 — C4, b23 = A5 — C5, 633 = Ä6 — Ce, 
en = B\ — Ci, C12 = B2 — C2, C13 = B3 — C3, 
c22 = JB4 — C4, C23 = B5 — C5, C33 = Bg — Ce- 

Proposition 1 If (4) has a non-constant periodic orbit when X\ 7^ 0,then 
(3) has the non-constant period orbit when u ^ 0. 

HT(X) is a tangent vector field of homogeneous vector field 

H(x) = (x1Hi(x),x2H2(x),x3H3(x), -x\), 

According to Poincare central projection,we have 
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Proposition 2 The flow of HT(X) on 5+ is topological equivalence to the 
flow of vector field defined by (4) in Il4(x4 = 1). 

Consider the cubic Kolmogorov system in two-dimensions: 

^ = Xi(r + axi + bx2 + ex2 + ex\x2 + fx2) 
■=P{xi,x2), 

^ — x2(s + gxi + hx2 + ix2 + jxix2 + kx2) 
= P(x1,x2), 

(5) 

where r — 033 — 033,0 = 013 — Ci3,6 = a2z — c2z,c = an — en, 
e = Oi2 — C12,/ = 022 - C22,S = &33 - C33,g = &13 - C13, 
h=b23- c23,i = bn - C11J = 612 - Ci2,k = b22 - c22. 

Theorem 1 Suppose that a critical point (u, v) in the first quadrant is a 
center (or focus) type, 

(i).r + au + bv + cu2 + euv + fv2 = 0, 
s + gu + hv + iu2 + juv + kv2 = 0; 

(ii).u(a + 2cu + ev) + v(h + jv + 2kv) = Q,u,v^0 
and one of the following sets of conditions holds: 

1. — 2cgr + air + acs = 0, 
ahr — ghr — abs + ahs — Q, 
-(egr) + ajr-gjr + ajs = 0, 
akr — 2gki—afs + 2aks = 0, 
— (gr) + as ^ 0. 

2. — (ahr) + ghr + abs — ahs = 0, 
—2chr+hir + 2bcs — chs — 0, 
— (ehr) + bes — ehs + hj s = 0, 
-(hkr)- fhs + 2bks = 0, 
-(hr) + bsy£0. 

3. egr — ajr + gjr — ajs = 0, 
eir — 2cjr + ijr + ces — cj s = 0, 
ehr — bes + ehs — bjs = 0, 
ekr — j kr — ef s — f j s + 2eks = 0, 
— (j r) + e s ^ 0. 

4. — (akr) + 2gkr + afs — 2aks = 0, 
— (ckr) +ikr + cfs — cks = 0, 
hkr + fhs-2bks = 0, 
— (ekr)+jkr + efs + fjs — 2 e A; s = 0, 
-(kr)+fs^0. 
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5. egr — ajr + gjr — ajs = 0, 
~(ceg) + acj + cgj -aij = 0, 
beg-egh-abj + bgj = 0, 
efg-afj + fgj-2egk + ajk = 0, 
-{eg) + aj^0. 

6. — (ahr) + ghr + abs — ahs = 0, 
—2bcg + ach + cgh + abi — ahi = 0, 
-(beg) + egh + abj -bgj = Q, 
-(afh) + fgh + abk-2bgk + ahk = Q, 
-(bg) + ah^0. 

7.-(akr) + 2gkr + afs-2aks = 0, 
—2cfg + afi + ack + 2cgk — 2aik = Q, 
a f h — f gh — abk + 2bgk — ahk = 0, 
-(efg) + afj-fgj + 2egk-ajk = 0, 
-(fg) + ak^Q. 

8. 2chr — hir — 2bcs + chs = 0, 
—2bcg + ach + cgh + abi — ahi = 0, 
ceh + bei — ehi — 2bcj + bij — 0, 
2cfh-fhi-2bck-chk + 2bik = 0, 
~(ch) + bi^0. 

9. eir — 2cjr + ijr + ces — cjs = 0, 
ceg-acj -cgj + aij = 0, 
ceh + bei — ehi — 2bcj + bij = 0, 
egi — 2cfj + fij + cek — 2eik + cjk = Q, 
— (ei) + cj ^ 0. 

10. — (ckr) +ikr + cf s — cks = 0, 
2cfg — afi — ack —2cgk + 2aik = Q, 
2cfh-fhi-2bck-chk + 2bik = 0, 
— (efi) + 2cfj — fij — cek + 2eik — cjk 
-(fi)+ck^0. 

11. ehr — bes + ehs — bjs = 0, 
-(beg) + egh + abj-bgj = 0, 
— (ceh) — bei + ehi + 2bcj — bij = 0, 
e fh — bek — ehk + bjk = 0, 
-(eh)+bj^0. 

12. hkr + fhs-2bks = 0, 
-(afh) + fgh + abk-2bgk + ahk = 0, 
-2cfh + fhi + 2bck + chk-2bik = 0, 
-(efh) + bek + ehk-bjk = 0, 
-(fh) + bk^0. 

0, 
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13. - (ekr) + j kr + e f s + f js - 2eks = 0, 
ffe g-afj + fgj-2egk + ajk = 0, 
efi-2cfj + fij + cek-2eik + cjk-0, 
efh-bek-ehk + bjk = 0, 
-(fj) + ek?0. 

Then the system (5) has the non-constant periodic solutions. 
Theorem 2.1f the vector field (x1Hx(x),x2H2(x),x3H3(x)) has the in- 

variant closed cones,then there exists the invariant closed cones of the vector 
field H(x). 

If (5) has the non-constant periodic orbits,then (xiHi(x), x2H2(x), x3H3(x)) 
has the invariant closed cones.Thus, we have 

Theorem 3.1f the conditions in Theorem 1 hold,there exist non-constant 
periodic solutions of system (3).   ' 
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GLOBAL ATTRACTIVITY IN DELAYED HOPFIELD NEURAL 
NETWORK MODEL 

WITH VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS AND DELAYED 

LIUSHENG LIAO, ANPING CHEN 
Department of mathematics, 

Chenzhou Teacher's College 423000, 
People's Republic of China 

By using the Lyapurov function ,some stability criteria are obtained for delayed 
Hopfield neural network model 

n Ti 

x'(t) = -a(t)xi(t) + V aij{t)fj(sj(t)) + V bij(t)fj(ay(t - m(*)))+ h(t) 
i=l t=l 

with variable coefficients and delays. 

1.   Introduction In paper [1 ], Hopfield first proposed neural network 
model for n neurons 

Ciu'{t) = -■£ +^Tijfj(uj(t)) + h(t), (1.1) 

i = 1,2, • ■ • ,n with an electrical circuit implementation. Even since, there has 
been increasing interest in the potential application of the dynamics of artificial 
neural networks in signal and image processing ( see, [2,3 ]), they have studied 
the system (1.1) with delay 

Ciu'(t) = -%- +Y^aijfj(uj(t - r)) + Ii(t), (1.2) 

The global attractivity of system (1.1) or (1.2) is of great importance for both 
practical and theoretical purposes, it has been the major concern of most 
authors dealing with (1.1) and (1.2), and their generalizations, for example, 

n 

u'(t) = -biUi(t) + VOij9j{uj{t - Tij) + Ii(t), (1.3) 

and 
n n 

x'(t) = -CiXiW + ^aijfjixjW + TTbiifiixjit-rjV+Iiit), (1.4) 
i=l i=l 
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i,j = 1,2, • ■ •, n. where Cj > 0, Cj, Oy, bij,Ii, rj all are constants. 
Most authors have been obtained some results on the stability of delayed cel- 
lular neural networks, (see,[4-6 ]). Recently, Jinde Cao and Dongming Zhou[16 
]has considered the stability of the delayed cellular neutral network model (1.4). 
The purpose of this paper is to derive some sufficient conditions for the global 
asymptotic stability of the following delay system 

n n 

x'{t) = -ci(t)xi(t)+^aij(t)fj(xj(t))+'Vbijfj(xj(t-Tij))+Ii(t), (1.5) 
i=l i=l 

by using the Lyapunov function method and some analysis technique. 
Where n is the number of units in a neural network, Xi(t) are the state of the 
ith unit at time t , fj(xj(t)) denotes the output of the jth unit at time i,a.y 
denotes the strength of the jth unit on the ith unit at time £, 6y denotes the 
strength of the jth unit on the ith unit at time t — nj{t) , Ii(t) are the extend 
bias on the ith unit at time t, Ty (t) correspond to the transmission delay, along 
the axon of the jth unit , Cj(t) represents the rate with which the ith unit will 
reset it potential to the resting state in isolation when disconnected from the 
network and extend inputs at time t This work is motivated by an important 
significance in both theory and application, Hopfield-type neutral (1.1) and 
(1.5) have attracted the attention of scientific workers. Let R+ — [0,+oo), 
R = (—oo,+oo), t-i = mini<ij<n{—Tij}, and 

xi{t) = 4>i(t),te[t-1,0],4>ieC([t-uO],R)),i = l,2,---,n (1.6) 

is initial condition of Eq.(1.5) ,we use the notion x^(i) or x(t) represents the 
solution of Eq.(1.5)-(1.6),  Throughout this paper, we suppose that: 

(Cl): aij(t),Ii(t),Ci(t) are continuous, bounded for t > 0, &y,Ty are con- 
stants, and 

liminft^xCi{i) > 0, fori,j = 1,2, • ■ •, n, 

(C2): fj(x) is continuous, fj(0) = 0 and satisfies 

0 < infx<zRfj{x) <supX£Rfj(x) < +00, j = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,n 

(C3): There exists a positive number Lj, for any x,y 6 R, 

\fi(x)-Mv)\£Lj\x-v\- 

(C4) The system (1.5) have unique equilibrium Xj = JVj. 
Let 

yi(s) = Xi(t) - Nu Fj{s) = fj(s + Nj) - fj{Nj), 
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then Eq.(1.5) can easily change to 

(ViW+Tbij I      Fj(yj(8))dsY = -CiWyiW+^iaijifi+biAFjfait)), 
J = l *-T« j-l 

(1.7) 
2. Main Results 
Lemma Assume that (C1),(C2) hold, then all the solutions of the Eq. 

(1.5) is bounded. 
Proof We observe that all the solutions of the Eq. (1.5) satisfy the fol- 

lowing differential inequalities 

-Ci{t)xi(t) -ai< x'S) < -a(t)xi(t) + au (2.1) 

where a* = supt€R+(Y™=1((\aij(t)\ + Ibij^sup^nlf^x^) + Ii(t)\). Using the 
condition (Ci), we can easily complete the proof. 

Theorem In addition to (C1)-(C4), assume further that (HI): for i = 
l,2,---,n, 

liminft^+00{2ci{t) - Pi(t) - Qi(t) - Ri{t)) > 0, ^      (2.2) 

then for any solution of Eq. (1.5) x(t) = {xi(t), ■ ■ ■, xn(t))T, we have 
limt^+00 \xi(t) - Ni\ — 0,i= 1,2,---,71. where 

n n 

Pi(t) = \Ci(t)\T \bij\nj + T(|ay (i)| + |6y|), 
J'=l j=l 

n n 

Qi(t) = (1 + V Mr^VflayWI + |6y |), 
3=1 j=l 

n »t n 

Ri(t) = Y^mibjil I      [\cj(u + Tji)\ + 'srQajk{u + TSk)\ + \bjk\)}du}, 
J = l .*-Tji k = 1 

Proof We consider the Lyapunov functional as following 

3\yj{°j)uoJ > (2-3) 
j=l j=l t-rij 

n n „t 

«i = V(yi(«)+Vfcy  '       FjiyjWds)2, 

then 

v[ < Y"(-2)ci(t)y?(t) + W IM«(*)I ft    (yf(t) + Ff(yj(s)))ds 
i=l i=l 3=1 t~rii 
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+ W(|ay(t)| + IM») + F?(yj(t))} 

n     n ■ n «^ 

+ W(Mt)| + |M)T|M  '      (if(%(t)) + Ffc
2(yfc(s)))dS 

i=l j=l fc=l t-T«, 

n n n 

< V{-2Ci(i) + V MciWIry + V(|ay(t)| + M)}»? (*) 

n     n /-t 

+ WlMM f    Fj(vM)ds 
i=l j=l 
n     n 

*-Ti, 

+ V V(M*)| + |6y |)if (l/>(t)) + W |&ifc|rifc V(|a^(i)| 
t=i j=i i=i fc=i j=i 

+ \bij\)Ff(yj(t)) + T"r(\aij(t)\ 
«=i j'=i 

+ IM)V>i*l ^   (^(wfcW)«fa 
fc=i t-Tifc 

< W2c*(*) + Pi(t))y?(t) + VOi(t)y?(t) + V[|Ci(i)| 
t=i i=l 

+ V(M*)| + |M)] V |6y|   ^       Ff(yj(8))d8, 
J=l J'=l 

Let 

*=i j=i t-Tj 

(2.4) 

«a(*) = W|6y|  '       [|ci(u+T«)H-V(|ay(u+Ttf)|+|6y|)]  '   Ff(yj(s))dsdu 
3=1 

then 

v'2(t) < Vü,(t)j? - W |6y|[|c(*)| 

+ V(|atf(t)| + |6y|)]  ^     F*(yj(s))ds, 
3=1 

(2.5) 
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By condition (2.2), there exists a constant a» > 0 , for large t , we have 

n 

v'{t) < V" -cay^t), v = V! + V2 (2.6) 
i=l 

Integrating both sides of (2.6) from 0 to t, we have v(t) + YA=I 
a* /"o 2^(s)^s ^ 

u(0), so 
n H-co 

. Vtti '      y?(s)ds<+oo, (2.7) 
<=1 o 

Notices that Xi{t) is bounded on R and by lemma ^(t) is bounded on R+ .Therefore 
y'^t) are bounded for t €  [0,+op),so 2/i(i) is uniformly continuous on t € 
[0,+oo), form (2.7),we have limt_+0Oyi(i) = 0.  Thus, limt-«+co Xi(t) = fy. 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
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GLOBAL ATTRACTIVITY OF A DELAY DIFFERENCE 
MODEL 

JINGWEN LI 
Department of Mathematics, 
Shaoyang Teachers College, 

Shaoyang,Hunan 422000, P.R.China 

Consider the discrete Lasota-Wazewska model 

Nn+i-Nn = -v.Nn+pe-TN»-><,    n = 0,l,2,.-. (*) 

where/i 6 (0,1), r,p£ (0,oo) and fc € TV. We obtain a sufficient condition for 
all positive solutions of (*) to be attracted to its equilibrium Nm. It improves 
correspondent result obtained in [11]. 
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1    Introduction 

Consider the delay difference equation 

Nn+1-Nn = ~fiNn+pe-rN"-k,    n = 0,1,2,-- (1) 

where ß € (0,1), r,p € (Ooo) and k 6 TV, where N denotes the set of non- 
negative integers.Equation (1) is a discrete analogue of the delay differential 
equation 

Ä = _MJV(t)+pe-rAr(t-r))    f>Q (2) 

which was used first by Wazewska-Czyzewska and Lasota [1] as a model for 
the survival of red blood cells in an animal,see also Arino and Kimmel [2]. 
Here N(t) denotes the number of red blood cells at time t, ß is the probability 
of death of a red blood cell, p and r are positive constants related to the 
production of red blood cells per unit time and r is the time required to p 
reduce a red blood cell, see also [3,4] and [12,13]. 

Recently there have been a lot of activities concerning the oscillation and 
asymptotic behavior of delay difference equations, see for example, [5-10] and 
the references cited therein. The asymptotic behavior of (1) was studied by 
Chen and Yu [11], where the following result was obtained. ■' 

Theorem A. Assume that 

M = r-/V*(l-(l-/x)fc+1)<l. (3) 

Let {Nn} be a positive solution of (1). Then 

limJVn = JV*. 
n—+oo 

By a solution of (1) we mean a sequence {Nn} which is defined for n > —k 
and which satisfies (1) for n > 0. Clearly if a_fc, a_fc+i, ■ • •, a_i, ao are fc-l-1 
given constants, then (1) has a unique solution satisfying the initial conditions 

Ni = ai,   for i= -k,-k+ l,---,0. (4) 

Furthermore,if the initial values are such that 

ai > 0,  for i = — k, ■ ■ ■,— 1,   and ao > 0, (5) 

then the unique solution {Nn} of the initial value problem (1 ) and (5) is 
positive for n > 0. The unique equilibrium N* of (1) satisfies the equation 

fiN*=pe-rN'. (6) 
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Our aim in this paper is to obtain a sufficient condition under which all positive 
solutions of (1) are attracted to N*. We will establish the following result. 

Assume that 

Let {Nn} be a positive solution of (1), then 

lim Nn = N*. 
n—>oo 

Clearly,the condition (7) is much weaker than (3). 

2    Some lemmas 

The central problem in this section is to discuss the following system of in- 
equalities 

f y + (1 - ß)k+1 ln(l + ^_) < M(e-' - 1), 
* (8) 
(x + (1 -ß)k+1 ln(l + jfr > M(e~y - 1). 

We will point out that (8) has a unique solution x = y = 0 on the proper 
condition in the region 

D = {(x,y):-rN* <x<0<y<oc}. (9) 

Lemma 1. Assume that f(t) and g(t) are continuously differentiate on 
(t0,*i] and that f'(t) < 0,g'{t) < 0 and g(t) < f(t) for t € (*o,*i), and that 
g(to) = /(*o) and g'(t0) ? 0. Then 

4M < 1- (10) 9 (<o) 

Proof. Given any t € (to, t\) by Cauchy mean value theorem, there exists 
a (t € (to,*) such that 

/(*o)-/(*) = /
/(C0 £1 

p(*o) - fl(t)    g'iCt)     ' 

Let £ —>to + 0, we complete the proof. 
Lemma 2. If M > 1, then we find 

fr-")»1 < I (11) 
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Proof.   When M > 1, we have ^jp < 1 — (1 — ß)k+1, which implies that 

fi#l < (1 - /x)fc+1[l - (1 - M)fc+1] < \, and so (11) holds. 
Lemma 3.  If M < 1, then (8) has a unique solution a; = y = 0 in the 

region (9). 
Proof. When M < 1, by (8) we get 

Jl/<e-s-l, 

^ z > e-^ - 1. 

Combining (a) and (b) in (12), we obtain 

(a) 

(b) 
(12) 

y<e 1-e" »>o. 

Let t — y and $(t) = e l-e" ■ 1 -1 for t > 0. Then $'(t) = e-V-e    - 1 and 
$"(*) = e-^1-6' (e-* - 1) < 0 for t > 0. It follows that $'(f) < $'(0) = 0 for 
i > 0. Thus $(£) is strictly decreasing when t > 0. And so $(£) < $(0) = 0 for 
t > 0. This implies that the inequality $(£) > 0 has a unique solution t = 0 in 
[0, oo), i.e. (12) has a unique solution x = y = 0 in the region (9), then so does 
(8)- 

Lemma 4. The system of inequalities (8) has a unique solution x = y = 0 
in the region (9) if and only if the system of equations 

j y + (1 - M)^
1
 ln(l + &)= M(e~X ~ !) 

(x + (1 - /x)fc+! ln(l + TfF) = M(e~y - 1)) 

has a unique solution a; = y = 0 in the region (9). 
Proof. In (13), the curve C\ is denoted by (i): 

Vl + (1 - M)*
+1 ln(l + -£-) = M(e-« - 1) 

0) 

(Ü) 

(13) 

rN* 

and the curve Cz is denoted by (ii) 

x + (1 - M)*+1 ln(l + ^) = M(e"» - 1) 

(14) 

(15) 

Assume that f(t) = t + (1 - /x)fc+1 ln(l + ^r) and g(t) = M(e~* - 1). Then 
(13) can be written as 

( f(yi) = 9(x), 

L /(*) = 5(2/2)- 
(16) 
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Since f'(t) = 1+ (^+t' > 0 for t > 0, which implies that f(t) is strictly 
increasing, thus its inverse function exists, i.e. we have 

Then (8) can be written as 

U^/-1 [5(2/2)]. (Ü)' 
(17) 

In (17), (i)' denotes the region below the curve C\ and (ii)' denotes the 
region on the right of the curve C-z- Clearly, both (i)' and (ii)" have common 
points distinct from the origin in the region (9) if and only if the curve C\ and 
Ci have a cross over point distinct from the origin in the region (9). 

Lemma 5. If (7) holds, the (13)has a unique solution x = y = 0 in the 
region (9) 

Proof. In view of (14) and (15), we have 

^=
(1 + ü=^)<0' (18) 

y>2 = -[i\;N'+°   J<0. . (19) 

We consider the following two cases: 
Case 1. M < 1 + (1~^.+\ In this case by (18) and (19), we have -1 < 

y[(0) < 0 and 2/2(0) < ~ 1> which implies that the curve C2 is above the curve 
C\ in the left-hand neighborhood sufficiently small at the origin. And 

VSW = Me-y>\rN*lx? + MM? > ° for   -rIT<x< 0.        (20) 

Thus y'2(x) < j/2(0) < —1 f°r — rN* < x < 0, i.e. the curve C2 is above the 
right line y = —x. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that the curve C2 have 
a crossover point (20,2/0) distinct from the origin in the region (9), and that 
the curve Ci and Ci have no crossover point in (xo, 0). Clearly j/o > —20 > 0. 

In view of (18) and (19),it is not difficult to prove that 2/2(2) and 2/1(2) 
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1. Thus we have 

2/i(zo) 
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Now set for t > —XQ > 0 

<h(t) = (1 + (1 ~ /Z)fc+1 )(1 + (1 ~ ^k+l )ex°+t. vy)     {       rN*+x0 
A        rN*+t  ' 

We can find for t > —XQ > 0 

fit) = (1 + (1 - ß)k+1 )(1 + (1 - ">*" - (1 - M)fc+1 )e*°+' 

When M < 1, by Lemma 3 the curve C\ and Ci have no crossover point 
distinct from the origin in the region (9).Thus we will only consider M > 1. 
By using Lemma 2, we have 

And so <j>'(t) > 0, i.e., 4>{t) is strictly increasing for t > —xo > 0. Hence 

<Kvo) > *(-*„) = (1 + fe^)(l + TJ^H        - rjv * + xo r jv   — Xo 
27-JV*(l-At)*+1      (l-p)2k+2 

And so 

(rJV*)2-^ (rN*)2-x2
0 

rN 

i/2 (^o)    <K?/o) 

>(I + ^-#V>M*. 

I/i(xo)-"   M2   >lj (22) 

which contradicts (21). Thus when M < 1 + "~y.—, the curve G\ and Cz 
have no crossover point distinct from the origin in the region (9) 

Case 2. M = 1 + ' y.—. Here it will suffice to prove that the curve C2 
is above the curve C\ in the left-hand neighborhood sufficiently small at the 
origin. The proof of the rest is identical with one of Case 1. Finding derivatives 
with respect to x on (14) and (15) respectively, we get 

vi(o) = = 2/2(0) = -l,   yi'(0) = y2'(0) = l + ^ 

2/2(0)       »l(0)=M3-[     (rJv.)2     ] 
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In view of M > 1 and Lemma 2, we have 

2/2"(0)-J/i"(0)<3-(J)2-l<0. 

Let f(x) = 2/2(2;) — yi(x). In the neighborhood at x = 0 we can write f(x)'s 
Taylor formula with Peano remainder term 

fix) = /(0) + f'(0)x + i/"(0)z2 + i/"'(0)z3 + o(x3). 

Since /(0) = /'(0) = /"(0) = 0, we get 

/(x) = i/"'(0)z3 + o(z3). 

For a positive e sufficiently small, when x € (—e, 0) sign of f(x) is identical with 
sign of f"'(0)x3, while the latter is positive. Thus f(x) > 0, i.e., 2/2(2;) > 2/1(2;) 
for x € (—e,0). Combining Case 1 and 2, the proof is completed. 

3    Main results 

3.1    Finding solution to global attractivity problem 

Consider the delay difference model (1). The change of variables Nn = N* + 
^xn reduces (1) to the delay difference equation 

xn+1-xn + lJ.xn + riJ,N*(l-e-Xn-h) = 0,   n = 0,1,2, ••• (23) 

Let {xn} be an strictly oscillatory solution of (23). Then there must exist a 
sequence {rn} of positive integers such that 

k < n\ < n<2 < ■ ■ ■ rii < n^+i < • • •     lim rii = 00 
i—»00 

xnixni+1 <0   for   i = 1,2, ••• 

and for each i = 1,2, • • •, the terms of the sequence Xj for n, < j < n,+j assume 
both positive and negative values. Let Mj and rrii be integers in {rii, "■i+i) such 
that for i = 1,2, • • •, 

XM, = max{a;j : rii < j < rii+i}  and xmi = min{a;j : rii < j < nni+1}. 

And 
Mi - 1, m, - 1 € (nj,ni+i). 
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Then for i = 1,2, • • • 

XMt > 0 and XM{ — XMi-i > 0 (24) 

while 

xmi < 0 and xmi - xmi-\ < 0. (25) 

Let 

ß — lim supa;„ and a= lim infa;„. (26) 
i—*oo i—*oo 

Clearly, /3 = limj-x» ZJWV and a = lim^oo xmi. In a similar way to [12], we 
can prove that 

-rN* <a<0<ß<oo. (27) 

Given any e > 0, by (26) there exists a positive no such that 

a - e < xn < ß + e for n>n0 + k. (28) 

By (23) we have 

xMi - XMi-i + VXMi-i + ri*N*(l - e-*"*-1-*) = 0. (29) 

By (24) we get ' 

xMi-i+rN*{l-e-XMi-l-k) <0. (30) 

Prom (30) we find 

xMi-i < -m*{l - e-*"'-1-*). (31) 

By(31), (29) can be written as 

xMi = (1 - (j)xMi-i ~ r»N*(l - e-*"«-1-*) 

< (/i - l)rJV*(l - e-*"'-1-1') - r/xJV*(l - e^*-1-*) 

= -rAT*(l-e-XM*-1-fc). (32) 

From (32) we get 

SAft-i-fc<-ln(l + ^). (33) 

We can reduce (23) to 

(1 - M)-(n+1)xn+i - (1 - n)-nzn + r/iiV*(l - M)-("+1) [1 - e-*"-"] = 0. (34) 
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By summing (34) form n = Mi — 1 — k to n = Mi — 1, for i sufficiently large 
in view of (28) and (33), we obtain 

(1 - n)-MiXMi = (1 - ri-W'-i-QxMt-i-k 
Mi-1 

-rfiN*     V"     (1 - /x)~°'+1) [1 - e~Xi~k] 
j=Mi-l-k 

<(l_M)-W-i-*)(-In(l + ^)) 

+rN*(e-a+e - 1)[(1 -ß)~Mi - (1 - /x)_(Mi_1_fc)]. 

And so 

xMi + (1 - M)fc+1 Ml + ^r) < rN*(e-a+* - 1)(1 - /i)*+1). 

Let i -» oo we have ß + (1 - At)fc+1 ln(l + ^r) < M{e~a+e - 1).  Since e is 
arbitrary, this implies 

/3 + (l-M)fc+1ln(l + -^)<M(e-a-l). '      (35) 

In the same way as above,we can prove 

a+(l-M)fc+1Ml + ^)>M(e-'3-l). (36) 

Connecting (32) with (33) to a system and letting y = ß and x = a we obtain 
(8). 

Clearly every oscillatory solution of (23) tends to zero as n —> oo provided 
(8) has a unique solution x = y = 0 in the region (9). 

3.2   Main results 

Theorem 1. If {xn} is a non-oscillatory solution of (23), then we have 

lim xn = 0. 
n—»oo 

The proof is easy by noting its monotonic behavior. 
By Lemma 5 and (A) in this section 3.1, we get 
Theorem 2. Assume that (7) holds and that {xn} is an oscillatory solu- 

tion of (23), then 
lim xn = 0. 

n—*oo 
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By Theorem 1 and 2, we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 3.   Assume that (7) holds, then N* is a global attractor of 

Eq.(l). 
Clearly,Theorem 3 improves Theorem A. 
Example 1. Assume that (1 - (i)k+1 = \ and rN* = y/2 +1, we calculate 

M=1+<i^ = ^,207, 

The conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied. 
Remark 1. Let us try to find out 

M0 = max{M.:M<l + ± £i }. 

By Example 1, we know M0 > ^f1. And when M > ^x-, we have 

rN*       -V2 + 11      (      Mj     K j V2 + 1   4 2 

And so _ 

which implies M0 < ^ti. Thus M0 = ^|±i. 
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OSCILLATION AND GLOBAL ATTRACTIVITY OF 
GENERALIZED NICHOLSON'S BLOWFLY MODEL 
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E-mail: Sunhong@public. ty. sx. en 

In this paper we investigate the oscillation and the global attractivity of generalized 
Nicholson's blowfly model. The results we obtain here extend some conclusions 
given in the relative literature. 

1    Introduction 

In [1], Kocic and Ladas investigated the delay difference equation 

Nn+1-Nn = -ÖNn + PNn„ke-aN»-k,   n = 0,l,-", (1) 

where k € N,  and a € (0, oo), 6 € (0,1), P e (6, oo). (2) 
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Eq.(l) is a discrete analogue of the delay differential equation 

N(t) = -SN(t)+PN(t-T)e-aN^-T\   t>0, (3) 

which was first used by Gurney, Blythe, and Nisbet[2] to model the dynamics 
of Nicholson's blowflies (see also[3,4,5]). 

In this paper, we extend Eq.(l) to the following equation 
m 

Nn+1-Nn = -6Nn + ^piNn-kie-
aiN»-*i,   n = 0,l,---, (4) 

i=l 

where 
m 

ki € N, and a, 6 (0,oo), S e (0,1), Y^ Pi > 6,   i = l,2,---,m.       (5) 
i-l 

Let a =   max {OJ}, k =   max {ki}.  If c_fc, • • • ,CQ are (k+1) given con- 
l<i<m l<i<m 

stants such that, Cn > 0, for n = —fc, • • •, — 1 and   Co > 0, then Eq.(4) has a 
unique positive solution satisfying the initial conditions 

Nn = Cn  for n = -k, • • ■, 0. ^      (6) 

By a solution of (4)- (6) we mean a sequence {Nn} which satisfies (4) and 
(5) for n = 0,1,2, • • ■ as well as the initial condition (6). Eq.(4) has a unique 

m 
equilibrium N*. Furthermore, N* is a solution of the equation 5 = J2 Pie~aiN* ■ 

»=i 

2    The Oscillation of N* 

Proposition 2.1  Let {Nn} be a solution of (4)-(6). Then 
m 

limsupiVn< V/1-. (7) 
n—*oo .  , oecti 

I—I 

Proof   Let/(x) = xe~ax, then   max{/(a;) : x > 0} = ^.   By (4), we see 
m 

immediately that Nn+i < (1 — 6)Nn + X) £>i^r- Define a sequence {«„} by 
»=i 

I   Wn+1 = (l-tf)w„ + £pi^, 
' i=l 

(_ W0        = JV0. 

By Lemma 1.6.1 and 1.6.2«, Nn < wn = (1 - <5)nw0 + i-(i-^r+1 f>i^g- 

Letting n —► oo, we obtain the desired result. 
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Theorem 9 Assume that 

aiN* > 1, i = l,2,---,m, (8) 

and 

VV-0iJV*(^* _ i)](i _ 5)-k<-i{ki + Vki+1 > 1. (9) 
i=l ki 

Then every positive solution of (4)-(6) oscillates about the positive equilibrium 
N*. 
Proof Let 

Nn = N* + -xn, n=-k,-k + l,---. (10) 

Then {xn} is a solution of the delay difference equation 

m 

xn+1-xn + 5xn + a6N*-Y^[aN* + xn-ki)pie-aiN"-^Xn-ki = 0,n = 0,1, • ■ •. 
i=l 

(11) 
Since Nn > 0 for n sufficiently large, it follows that xn > —aN* for n 

sufficiently large. By Proposition 2.1, {xn} is bounded above. Now set 

fi = limsupxn and A = liminf xn. (12) 
n-»oo n~> °° 

Then —aN* < A < ß < oo. Assume for the sake of contradiction that Eq.(4) 
has a positive solution {Nn} which does not oscillate about N*. Then {xn} 
is a nonoscillatory solution of Eq.(ll). Without loss of generality, we assume 
that {xn} is eventually positive. Eq.(ll) can be rewritten in the form 

Xn+i = Xn + r \Xn-, Xn—k1, ■ • • , Xn—krn ) \*-d) 

where F(xn,xn-kl, ■ ■ ■ ,xn-km) = Y,\aN* + xn-ki)Pie~aiN ~^Xn-ki - 5xn - 

aSN*, and F G C[(0, oo)m+1, (-oo, oo)]. Since J&— = Pie-
aiN'-^x—ki [1 - 

a^N* - ^xn-ki),i = l,2,---,m, it follows from (8) that d^_k    < 0,i = 

1,2, • ■ •, m, which, together with J^ = — 6 < 0,yields that F(UQ, u\, ■ ■ ■, um) 
is nonincreasing in each of its arguments. Thus 

Xn+1 = %n + F(xn,Xn-k17-- ■ ,Xn-km) < xn + F(Q,0,- • • , 0) = Xn. 

Hence {xn} is monotonic for n > no + k and 

lim xn = 0. (14) 
n—*oo 
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Eq.(ll) can be rewritten in the form 

771 

xn+i -x„ + 6xn + V^Pi(n)xn-k{ = 0, 
i=l 

xr* —a-N* »r* —a;N* t^«_t. —a:N* ^a;„_i.. 
, T-, i   \ aN Pie     '      —aN Vie    ' «   "   K' —xn-k-Pie a   n   *« , where   Pi(n) = ^ , and 

lim Pj(n) = pie~aiN' (ciiN* — 1). One can see that the hypotheses of Lemma 
n—*oo 

7.4.113' are satisfied and so the linear equation 

m 

J/n+i - y« + <Jyn + Vbie~QiW* (oi-'V* - l)]yn-ki = 0, n = 0,1, • • ■,     (15) 
t=l 

has an eventually positive solution. Let {yn} be an eventually positive solution 
of Eq.(15). Then zn = (1 — 6)~nyn is an eventually positive solution of 

m 

2„+i-zB + V|pie-o*w,(aiJV*-l)](l-J)-fc'-1z„_fcl=0, n = 0,l,-v. (16) 

According to Theorem 7.3.1'3', Eq.(16) has no nonoscillatory solutions and this 
contradiction complete the proof. 

3    The Global Attractivity of N*      ■    ■ 

Theorem 10 Assume that (8) holds and 

aN*[(l-5)-k-1-l]<l. (17) 

Then the positive equilibrium N* of (4)- (6) is a global attractor. 

Proof The proof will be accomplished by introducing the transformation 
(10) and by showing that (14) is satisfied. A slight modification of Theorem 
1 shows that (14) is true when xn > 0 or xn < 0 eventually. Therefore it 
remains to establish (14) when {xn} is strictly oscillatory. To this end, let 
{xfj+i,Xfj+2,-- ■ ,Xhj} be the ith positive semicycle of {xn} followed by the 
ith negative semicycle {z^.+i,Xfy+2,•■-,xfj+1}, and XMJ,xmj be the extreme 
values in these two semicycles, respectively, with the smallest possible indices 
Mj and mj. It is easy to see that 

Mj -fj<k + l,   mj -hj<k + l. (18) 
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Let 
A = lim inf xn = lim inf xmi < 0   | 

n^oo j-oo \ QgN 
fi = lim sup xn = lim sup %MJ > 0    ' v    ' 

n—>oo j—too J 

Clearly -aiV* < A < /x < oo. To proof that (14) holds it is sufficient to show 
that 

.   X=n = 0. (20) 

Prom (19) it follows that for any e > 0, there exists no € N such that 

A - e < xn < ß + e   for   n > no + k, (21) 

Furthermore we have 

xn-kie~Xn-ki < p + e for n > n0 + fc, i = 1,2, ■ • •, m. (22) 

Eq.(ll) can be written in the form 

m 

xn+1 - (1 - 5)xn = -5aN* + Y>iV* + xn-ki)Pie-aiN'-^x-^.      (23) 
t=i 

By multiplying Eq.(23) by (1 - 6)~n~l and summing up from n = fj to n = 
Mj — 1, for j sufficiently large, we obtain 

(l-S)-MixMi-.(l-6)-f'xfj 

= [-6aN* + E(aN* + xn-ki)Pie-aiN -**-»<]   £ (1 - ö)'^1. 

Since z^. < 0 and xn-kie~~^x'l-ki < fi + e, i = 1,2, • • •, m, it follows that 

m                                                                                   1 — fi — K\Mi~fi 
xMj < [-6aN*+sT[aN*pie-aiN'-^x-^+(fi+e)pie-aiN"]r     {     g> ■ 

i=l 

Noting that Mj — fj < k + 1 and e is arbitrary, we have 

< l-6aN* + Y^[(aN*Pie-a<N'-^ + me-*'»'}}1    (1 g 
6)" 

Because A < 0, it follows that eT~ix < e~x,i = 1,2, •■ -,m. As 6 = J2Pie » 

we find 
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ft < [aN*(e-x - 1) + /x][l - (1 - 5)k+1}. 

So it yields that 
ß < aN"(e-x - 1)[(1 - 6)-k~l - 1]. 

Combing this with (17), we have 

fi<e~x-l. (24) 

From (19), we obtain 

xn-kie~Xn-ki > X-e,i= l,2,---,m. (25) 

After multiplying Eq.(23) by (1 - 6)~n~l and summing up from n = /ij to 
n = rrij — 1, for j sufficiently large, we obtain 

(1 - 5)-m^m. - (1 - 6)-h'xnj 
m 0. T»J-1 

= [SaN* + £(aW* + xb-ki)Pie-a<N -^-«*]   £ (1 - S)-b~K 
i=l b=hj 

Since x^. > 0, and e is arbitrary, it holds that 

m 1 _ (-I _ x\m.j-hj 

X > {-SaN* + Y"[(aN*Pie-aiN'e-^» + XPie-a'N']]       V    g ' • 

Since p, > 0, we get that 

X > [SaN* + TT[(aN*Pie-aiN'e-» + XPie-atN']}       K      °' • 
i=l 

Solving for A, we have 

-A < aN*[(l - S)-*-1 - 1](1 - e""), 

which, together with (17), yields 

A > e-" - 1. (26) 

It is not difficult to prove that A = /J, = 0 by (24) and (26) (see[4]).   This 
complete the proof. 
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HOPF BIFURCATION IN A THREE-UNIT NEURAL 
NETWORK WITH DELAY 

YIPING LIN 
Department of Mathematics, 

Kunming University of Science and technology, 
Kunming 650093, P.R.China 

ROLAND LEMMERT   PETER VOLKMANN 
Mathematisches Institut I, 

Universität Karlsruhe, 
76128 Karlsruhe, Germany 

A system of the three-unit network with no self-connection is investigated, the 
general formula for bifurcation direction of Hopf bifurcation is calculated, and the 
estimate formula of period for periodic solution is given. 

Dynamical characteristics of neural networks have become recently a sub- 
ject of intense research activity. J.Belair and S.Dufour1 investigated a system 
of neural networks introduced by Hopfield5.Especially, they studied the three- 
unit network system with no self-connection 

T /A 3 

-^ = -xi(i) + V^/i(xj(t-r)),    i=l,2,3. (1) 
i=i 

where /,(0) = 0, j = 1,2,3 and T« = 0,i = 1,2,3, gave the stability properties 
of the null solution. [2] discussed the linear stability regions of the system (1) 
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with fj(x) = f(x) = ß tanh(x(t)),j — 1,2,3, and showed a supercritical Hopf 
bifurcation to occur. 

In this paper, the method of Hassard 4 is used to study the system 

—JP = -Xi(t) + Y'aijß tanhixjit - r)),    i = 1,2,3, (2) 
j=i 

where an = 0, i = 1,2,3. The general formula for bifurcation direction of Hopf 
bifurcation is calculated and the estimate formula of period for bifurcation 
periodic solution is given. 

Consider System (2). The linear parts of this system are 

-^■ = -xi(t)+^aijßxj(t-T),    i = 1,2,3. (3) 

The characteristic equation of Eq. (3) is 

det[A7 + / - ßAe~XT] = (A + I)3 - Pß3e~3XT - Qß2 (A + l)e-
2Ar = 0,    (4) 

where P = 012023031 + Oi3a32a2i, Q = 023032 + oi3a3i + ai2a2i. As a general 
case, we consider P/0 and Q ^ 0. [1] and [2] made Pß3 and Qß2 as 
parameters to discuss the stability region of null solution. Here we use ß to be 
parameter to give two lemmas for the existence of Hopf bifurcation. 

Lemma 1. For any fixed positive value of r. (i) If u is not a root of 
the equation w — - tan(wr) and 1 + u2 + 2(1 - w2) cos(2wr) - 4u sin(2wr) ^ 0, 
then (4) has a pair of purely imaginary roots A = ±iw, when 

_ 2Q(1 +o;2)(u;sin(a;r) - COS(O;T)) 

P(l+ w2 + 2(1 - w2) cos(2wr) - 4w sin(2wr)' ^ ' 

(ii) If w is a root of the equation LJ = — tan(wr), then (4) has a pair of purely 
imaginary roots A = ±ioj, when ß is the root of the following equation 

/?3Psin(3wr) + /32<5(sin(2wr) - w cos(2wr)) + 3w - w3 = 0. (6) 

We denote ß0 for ß in (5) or satisfying (6). Letting A be the function of ß 
in (4), the derivative is obtained 

dRe\(ß) 
dß ,=Ä,      M> + N> 

{M[3ß%P COS(3U)T) + 2/?0Q(COS(2WT) + u>sin(2wr))] 
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+N[-3ß$Psm(3ujT) + 2ßoQ(u!cos(2tJT) - sinßwr))]}, (7) 
where 

M = 3(1 - w2) + 3T/$PCOS(3WT) + ß%Q{{2r - 1) cos(2wr) + 2-rw sin(2wr)), 

TV = 6w - 3T^Psin(3a;r) + /?OQ(2WTCOS(2WT) - (2r - 1) sin(2wr)). 

We denote 

dß        ß=ßo 

and obtain following result. 
Lemma 2. For any fixed positive value of r, suppose that ß = ßo, 

all roots in (4) have negative real parts except a pair of pure imaginary roots, 
and a'(ß0) ^ 0, then there exists a periodic solution of Eq. (2) which bifurcate 
from ß = ßo- 

Next, we discuss the direction of Hopf bifurcation and the stability of 
bifurcation periodic solution. We write delay differential equation (2) to a 
form of ordinary differential equation 

Xt = A(fi)Xt + RXt 
l        (8) 

using Riesz expressing theorem, and the method of Hassard [5], we give the 
formulas of Hopf bifurcation periodic solution as follows. 

Theorem. If 021 ^ 0, the bifurcation periodic solution of equation (2) at 
origin can be described by following formulas 

(i) The bifurcation direction of periodic solution is determined by the sign 
of 

/i(e) = ß2£2 + • • ■, 

where \i2 = -Reg2i/2a'(ß0). Here a'(ß0) is given in (7) . If a'(ß0) > 0, then 
when fi2 > 0 (/^ < 0), equation (2) has supercritical (subcritical) bifurcation, 

(ii) The period of the bifurcation periodic solution can be estimated by 

OTT 

T(e)=-(l+t2e
2 + -..), 

where 
1 /l_ dlmX(ß) 

*2 = T;Im921+ß2 
\ 

W      2        *"      ^ dß 

(iii) The stability of bifurcation periodic solution is determined by the sign 
of 

B(e) = b2e
2 + ■■■. 
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where 62 = Reg2i- when 62 > 0 (&2 < 0), the bifurcation solution is unstable 
(stable), where 

521 = -2ßoe~^T^^(ai2q2q2+ai3)+g^D(a2iqiqi+a23)+D(a3iq^+a32qlq2)}, 

and 
a32,        {iu + \)e^\ 

gi = - — (ft —o ). 
a3\ 032P0 

_ 023031 Ai + a,2i (iv + l)eiur 

92 ~ «21«32 A) + fl3i (iw + l)eiwT' 

«I = V((iw - l)e_1UT92 + aM> O12P0   • 

* = ffll3Q32/?0 ~ 012(w - l)e~'"T 

92 ~ ai2a23ßo - ai3(io) - l)e~™T' 

D'= (gf(?i + ai2Te-fc"73bflj + ai3re-iWT/30) + q*(a2iTe-iWT ß0qi + q2 

+a23Te-iurß0) + a31Te-iuTßoqi + a32Te-iur ß0q2 + l]"1, :. 

here qi (g*) is the conjugate of qi(q*)- 
For a example, let matrix A in (2) be (see [2]) 

/    0     10\ 
A= ■ -1.25 0 1 ■ 

1   1.25   10' 

T = 4.265 andw = 0.3899 . From (5), ß0 = 0.96 and from (7) ,a'(ß0) = 
0.202,which is not equal to zero . We calculate that Re #21 = —0.07 ,and 
Img2i = 0.3433. Then /x2 = 0.1732. 

Since a'(ßo) > 0 and H2 > 0, Equation (2) has supercritical bifurcation 
.The bifurcation periodic solution is stable. The period of the bifurcation 
solution is 

2ir 
T(e) = —(l-0.446e2 + •••)• 
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ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR FOR A CLASS OF DELAY 2-D 
DISCRETE DYNAMIC SYSTEM 

LIU SHUTONG', LIU YONGQING, ZHANG YONGDONG 
Department of Automatic Control Engineering, 

South China University of Technology, 
Guang Zhou, 510640 P.R.China 

In this paper, we discuss the asymptotic behaviour of solutions for a class of delay 
2-dimension discrete dynamic system 

A-m— l,n "4* A.m,n—1 ~ Amn ~l~Pmn-A?n-|-(7,n-f T — 0, 

where,m,n = 1,2,..., and we also obtained sufficient conditions for the oscillation 
of all solutions of the above Eq. 

1    Introduction 

Oscillation criteria for a class of delay 2-dimension discrete dynamic system of 
the form 

"m+l,n + «m,n+l "~ A-m,n + ?m,n"m-ff,n-T = 0,771, 71 = 1, 2, • • •. (1) 

have been derived in [l].This paper is concerned with a class of advanced type 
delay 2-dimension discrete dynamic system of the form 

"m-l,7i + «m.ii-l — "m,n + Pm,n-"-m+a,n+T = 0,171, Tl = 1, 2, • • • (2) 

■f Correspondence    address: Departement    of    Mathematics    Binzhou    Normal    College 
Binzhou.Shandong 256604,P.R.China 
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where a, r are non-negative integers and pm,n > 0 for m, n > O.This equation 
can be regarded as a discrete analog of the elliptic partial differential equation 

d2A     d2A     BA     dA      ..     ,       .     .,,    ,        ■     .     n 

w+W-te-^ + A{x'y)+p{x'y)ix+<7'y + T)=. 
We first settle the question of existence and uniqueness of solutions of our 

equations (2). For the sake of convenience, let us denote the set {a, a+1,- ■ ■ ,b} 
of consecutive integers by [a, 6],the ray {a, a + 1, • • •, }ofr integers by [a, oo), 
and the cross product [0, oo) x [0, oo) by Z. In case a = r = 0, we may write 
(2) in the form 

.,n T -A' ■m,n—l 

■L      Pmn 

provided that pm,„ ^ 1 for m, n > 0. Furthermore, if the values of Am,0 and 
A0,n are given for m > 1 and n > 1 respectively, then we may successively 
calculate 

An, A21, Au, A31, A22, A13, ■ ■ ■ 

in a unique manner. The following result is now clear. 
Theorem 1.1 Assume that a = r - 0 and that pm,n ¥■ 1 for m,n > 0. 
Then given any two sequences {<f>m}m=i and {^m}m=i Jhere is a unique so- 
lution {Amn} of (2) which is defined for (m,n) € Z\{(0,0)} and satisfies the 
conditions 

Amfi = <l>m,  m= 1,2, ••• 

and 
AQITI = ipn,   n= 1,2, ••• 

In case one of the non-negative integers a or r is positive, the by writing 
equation (2) in the form 

Am+cr,n+T —  (^rnn — -"-m—l,n — ^-m.n —lji 
Pmn 

it is also easy to see that the following result holds. 
Theorem 1.2  Assume that at least one of the non-negative integers a and r 
is positive. Then given any functions {ipmn} defined for 

(m,n)£fi = 2\{(0,0)}\[a + 1,00) x [r + 1,00), 

there is a unique solution {Amn}of (2) which is defined for (m,n) € Z{(0,0)} 
and satisfies the conditions 

Amn = Ipmn,    {™, n) € Ct. 
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In view of these Theorems, it will be understood that a solution {Amn} is 
always denned for (m, n) € Z\ {(0,0)}. Furthermore, a solution {Amn} will be 
said to be eventually positive or eventually negative if Amn > 0,or respectively 
Amn < 0, for all large m and n. It will be said to be oscillatory if it is neither 
eventually positive nor eventually negative. 

An elementary result will be used repeatedly in the sequel. 
Lemma 1.1   For any integers a,b,c. and d weich satisfy a < b and c < d, 
the following formal identity holds for any double sequence {xmn} defined for 
(m, n) e [a - 1, b] x [c - 1, d], we have 

b       d 

/       y   \%m—l,n   i  ^m,Ti-l      Xmn) 
m—an—c 

6-1 d-1 b d 

= -Xbd +  >     >   xmn +  >    zm,c_i + ^a;a_i]n. 
m=:a n=c m—a n=c 

We omit the proof here. 

2    Preparatory Lemmas 

We will be interested in obtaining oscillation criteria for solutions of (2). There 
are several preparatory results which will be useful for achieving our goals. 
First of all, it is easy to see that eventually positive solution of (2) is increasing 
in m and in n. 
Lemma 2.1    Let {Amn} be an eventually positive solution of (2).    Then 
{Amn} is strictly increasing in m and in n for all large m,n. 
Lemma 2.2    Assume that there is a positive number 5 such that for all large 

m and n, we have £m=i+i TiLt^+iPmn > 6. 

Let {Amn} be an eventually positive solution of (2).  Then for all large s and 
t, 

As+cr,t+T  <  16 

As,t     ~ 6* • 

Lemma 2.3    Suppose r = 0.Assume that there is a positive number S such 
that for all large i and j, we have 

i+c 

>       Pmj > 5. 

m=i+l 
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Let {Amn} be an eventually positive solution of (2).  Then for all large s and 
t, 

As+*  < 4 
As+ht ~ Ö2' 

3    Oscillation Theorems 

In case both a and r are zero, an oscillation theorem is easily obtained. The 
idea [1 .Theorem 3.1 ] of the proof is well known and is thus omitted. 
Theorem 3.1    Assume that a = r = 0, and that 1 — pmn is not eventually 
negative, then every solution of (2) is oscillatory. 
Theorem 3.2    Assume that 

lim   sup   V Vpm„ > 1, 

then every solution of (2) is oscillatory. 
Theorem 3.3    Assume that a.r > 0, and that 

^    ^ 1        AA 

lim    inf       >        >     pmn > - 
m,n™«. ymn       2 (A + l)X+l ' 

m=i+l n=j+l v ' 

where X = ^^. Then every solution of (2) is oscillatory. 
By means of Lemma 2.3 and the same reasoning used in the proof of 

Theorem 3.3, we may also obtain the following oscillation criterion. 
Theorem 3.4  Assume that a > 0 and T = 0,and that 

,      i+a 

lim   inf    -   T^ pmi > 
m,n—>oo o~ 

Then every solution of (2) is oscillatory. 

m.n^oo a 
ym3      (a + 1Y+1' 

m=i+l v ' 
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In this note, we are concerned with the following problem 

( Fi(t, x; u; dtUi,DxUi, D2
xUi) = 0, (t, x) € Q, 

J Ui(t,x) = o, (t,x) er, 
Ui(0,x) = <p(x), x € Q, 

[        i = 1,2, • • ■ ,m.. 

(1) 

Here Q = (0,T) x fi, r = (0,T) x dD. in which (0,T) is an interval in R 
and f2 is a bounded open subset of Rn, u = (u\, ■ ■ ■ .um) : Q —> Rm is the 
unknown function, F = (Fu ■ ■ ■, Fm) : Q x Rm x R x Rn x S(n) -> Rm is a 
given function which is locally bounded, S(n) denotes the set of real symmetric 
nx n matrices equipped its usual order. DxUi and Dxut denote the gradient 
and Hessian matrix of the function Ui with respect to the argument x. 

A scalar equation Fj = 0 in (1) is said to be degenerated parabolic if 

Fi(t,x;u;a,p,X) - Fi(t,x;u;a,p,Y) > 0 (2) 

for all (t, x; u; a,p) € S x Rm x R x Rn and X < Y € S(n), and there is 5t > 0 
such that 

Fi(t,x;u;b,p,X) - Fi(t,x;u;a,p,X) >6i(b-a) (3) 
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for all (t,x;u;p,X) E Q x Rm x Rn x S(n) and a < b e R. A system (1) 
is said to be degenerated parabolic if all components Fi = 0, i = 1, • ■ ■, m are 
degenerated parabolic. 

The theory of viscosity solution depends on the comparison. Unfortu- 
nately, the comparison does not hold true in general for systems. In the pre- 
vious works ([1],[4],[5]), only quasi-decreasing system, for which comparison 
holds true, was discussed. By using of Perron's method and combining with 
the technique of coupled solution, we extend the technique of viscosity solution 
to the general quasi-monotone system and the non-quasi-monotone systems. 

For a function u : Q —> Rm, u*(t,x) = («*,---,wJ^) and u„(t,x) = 
(ui*, ■• ■ ,umt) denote its upper and lower envelopes, we know that u* and 
w, are upper and lower semi-continuous functions (USC and LSC in short), 
respectively, on Q with value in Rm U {±oo}m and u* < u < u* on Q. And 
we know that if F is quasi-monotone, so are F* and JP*, and converse is not 
necessary. 

To give the definition of sub and super-solution, we first put that A = 
{1, • • • ,m} arid At C J4\{«} is called the decreasing index set of Fi, i.e., Fi is 
decreasing with respect to the coupled argument uj as j e Ai and increasing 
with respect to Uk as k ^ Ai. Then, we define 

W^u, v; Ai) : Rm x Rm x 2A -> R"1'1 : 

as W*(u, v; At) = {Wf, • • •, WU, W}+1, ■ ■ ■, W*} in which 

W](u, v\Ai) = Uj,   asjeAi,    Wj(u, v; At) = Vj,   as j <£ At. 

The set V%+u(t, x) (or v£~u(t, x)) and Vn+u(t, x) (or Vn~u{t, x)) denote 
the parabolic superjet (or subjet) of the second order for the function u at (£, x) 
and its closure defined as that in [2]. 

Definition 1 Suppose that F is degenerated parabolic, locally bounded 
and quasi-monotone. U(t, x) — (JJU ■ ■ ■, Um) and V(t, x) = (Vi, • • •, Vm). are 
called a pair of viscosity coupled sub-solution and super-solution of (1) if they 
are locally bounded in Q such that, for i = 1, • • •, m, 

Fi.(t,a;;W<(y*,Vl;Ai),u(*;oi,p4lJ:i)<0 

<F?(t,x;Wi(V.,W;Ai),Vi.;bi,qi,Yi), 

V(t,i) 6 Q, 
(ai,Pi,Xt)eP%+U?(t,x),   (buquYi) e-P%-Vu(t,x), 

U?{t,x) < 0 < Vi*{t,x), for (t,x) € r, 

Uf(0,x) < 4>{x) < Vi,{Q,x), for x € n, 
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Definition 2 {U, V} is called a viscosity coupled solution of (1) if {U, V} 
and {V, U} are both couples of viscosity sub and super-solutions of (1). 

Definition 3 u(t,x) is called a viscosity solution of (1) if {u,u} is a 
viscosity coupled solution of (1). 

It could be called the technique of coupled solution for such a way to define 
the sub and super-solutions. In fact, the set of sub and super-solutions defined 
like above is a totally ordered subset of that in the classic sense. It is a useful 
tool to deal with systems (cf. [3],[7],[8]). 

Then, by the Perron's method, we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4 Let the system F be degenerated parabolic, locally bounded, 

quasi-monotone. Suppose also that the comparison for (1) holds. If U and V 
are a pair of viscosity coupled sub and super-solution of (1), then the problem 
(1) has unique viscosity solution u(t,x) € C(Q) satisfying U* < u < V» on Q. 

To prove the comparison, we need the following three conditions. 
(HI) There are modular functions Wj : (0, oo) —* (0, oo) that satisfy w;(0+) = 0 
such that, for each fixed t € R, 

Fi(t,y; Wi,n;aita(x - y), Y) - Fit(t,x; Wi}u;ai,a(x - y),X) 

< uji(a\x - 2/|2 + \x - 2/|), 

whenever x,y £ ft, rita € R, Wi € i?m_1 and X, Y € S(n) satisfying 

-3o/J0^<^   °  ^<3o/7   -^ (7) 
01    S     0 -Y    S -I I     • [ > 

(H2) There are non-negative constants ßij (ßu = 0), i,j = l,---,m, such 
that 

\Fit(t,x,vi,r;a,p,X)-F*(t,x;ui,r;a,p,X)\< Y*ß^Vj - Uj\,       (8) 

for u,v£Rm, (t,x;r;a,p,X) € Qx Rx Rx Rn x S(n). 
(H3) there exist real numbers 7i > 0 such that 

Fitf(t, x; Wi, n; a,p, X) - F?(t,x; Wi, si; o,p,X) 

> -li\Ti ~ Si), 

for n > Si,(t,x\Wi\a,p,X)£ Q x Rm~l xRx Rnx S(n),i = l,---,m. 
Theorem 5 Let the system F be degenerated parabolic, locally bounded, 

quasi-monotone. Suppose that the conditions (H1)-(H3) hold. If U and V 
are a couple of viscosity sub and super-solution of (1), then U* < V*, in Q. 
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For the non-quasi-monotone system, we give the following concept like 
that in [1]. 

Definition 6 Suppose that F is degenerated parabolic, locally bounded. 
U and V are called a pair of viscosity sub-solution and super-solution in strong 
sense of (1) if they satisfy the condition 
(C) there is a h(t,x) € C(Q) between U and V, 
such that, for every w(t,x) 6 C(Q) between U and V( i.e., U < w < V as 
U<VorV<w<UasV<U), 

Fi*{t,x;wl,U*;a,i,pi,Xi) <0 

V(i,x)6Q, 
(auPi,Xi) € V%+U?(t,x),   (bi,quYi) 6 7>n'  Vit{t,x), 

where w% = (u>i, • • •, Wi-i, Wi+i, • • •, wm), and (5) holds. 
We prove the following results by the comparison for the scalar parabolic 

equations and fixed-point theorem. 
Theorem 7 Let the system F be degenerated parabolic, locally bounded 

and satisfy (HI), (H2) and (H3).  Suppose that U and V are a couple of 
viscosity sub and super-solution in the strong sense of (1). Then, 
i) U; < Vif, i = 1, • • •, m, on Q; 
ii) there is a unique viscosity solution u(t, x) 6 C(Q) satisfying 

U*<u<V*, onQ. 

Concerning to viscosity sub and super-solutions in the strong sense of (1), 
we have 

Theorem 8 Suppose that the system F is degenerated parabolic, locally 
bounded and satisfies (H2) and (H3). If U and V are a couple of viscosity 
sub and super-solution in the classic sense of (1). Then, there is a couple of 
viscosity sub and super-solutions in the strong sense for (1). 

In fact, a couple of viscosity sub and super-solutions in the strong sence 
of (1) are 

U{t, x) = U(t, x) - h(t),   V(t, x) = V(t, x) + h(t) 

where h(t) is a non-negative solution of linear system of ordinary differential 
equations 

f ti - (r + B)h = Bd, 
h(0) = c > 0, 
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where T = diag(7i), B = (ßij) are mx n matrices in which 

litßijjSifi^ = 1, • • •, m are constants in conditions (H3), (H2) and (3), while 

d = (di1 •'') dm),     di =   sup   — > 0. 
(t,i)e2     °i 

Thus, we have 
Theorem 9 Let the system F be degenerated parabolic, locally bounded 

and satisfy (Hi), (H2) and (H3). Suppose that U and V are a couple 
of viscosity sub and super-solution in the strong sense of (1), which satisfy 
the condition (C). Then, there is a unique viscosity solution u(t, x) £ C(Q) 
satisfying 

U*-h<u<Vt + h, on Q, 

where h(t) is a function mentioned above. 
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1    Introduction 

This work was motivated by the papers of Lorenz6 and Kopell5. Lorenz6 stud- 
ied a homogeneous incompressible fluid. By truncating the governing partial 
differential equations, he obtained a 9-dimensional ordinary differential equa- 
tion model. A further reduction to a 3-dimensional quasi-geostrophic model 
was then made formally. Kopell5 developed a result on the continuation of 
normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds of problems involving singularities and 
applied the result to justify the reduction. Unfortunately, there is a gap in the 
proof of the abstract result1. In this paper, we give a similar version of the 
result and apply it to the Lorenz model. 

The situation encountered here can be explained as follows. Roughly 
speaking, the problem with parameter e considered is either singular at e = 0 
for certain time scales or the manifold interested is not normally hyperbolic 
at e = 0 for other time scales. The standard persistence results of normally 
hyperbolic invariant manifold (see the works of Fenichel 2 and Hirsch, etc. 4) 
do not apply directly. Following the idea of Kopell, we introduce an auxiliary 
system with two parameters, which reduces to the original one when the two 
parameters agree. Normally hyperbolic invariant manifold theory can be ap- 
plied when one of the parameters is fixed away from the singular value and 
the other is set to the singular value. To continue the singular parameter to 
the fixed one, the method developed by Chicone and Liux is employed. This 
method, combining the normally hyperbolic theory and a continuation argu- 
ment, seems very useful in treating problems with singularities caused by the 
parameters. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definition 
and the results of normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds. Our results are 
stated in Section 3 followed by a proof. We then apply the results to the 
9-dimensional atmospheric model in Section 4. 

Acknowledgements The author thanks Carmen Chicone for valuable 
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discussions. 

2    Normal hyperbolicity 

Let us recall the definition of normal hyperbolicity2. Consider a smooth dif- 
ferential equation 

x = F(x),        xeTZn 

with flow 0* that has an overflowing invariant manifold M=MU dM. Let 
TM denote the tangent bundle of M and let N denote the bundle orthogonal 
to TM. Thus, TMTln =TM®N. Let II : TMKn -> N be the orthogonal 
projection. For each m £ M and t > 0, define two operators 

At(m) : = Xty-*|rmjif : TmM -> T^-.(m)M, 

Bt(m) : = nmD^(^-*(m))|^_t(m)M : ^-«{m)M - iy"mM, (1) 

and define the Lyapunov type numbers 

.     Km) := hmsup llBtMH1'«,    <r(m) := limsup   *" "f^!,, ■ (2) 
t-oo t-oo   -ln\\Bt(m)\\ , 

The invariant manifold M is called k-normally hyperbolic if i/(m) < 1 arid 
CT(TO) < i for m e M. 

Theorem 2.1 (Fenichel 2, Hirsch, etc. 4) If M is a k-normally hyperbolic 
invariant manifold, then it is Ck and persists under C1 perturbations. 

3    The main results 

Consider the system 

z'= fi(x,y;e),    y' = ehi(x,y;e) (3) 

where x € TZn, y £ M and M is a m-dimensional smooth compact manifold 
without boundary or a compact ball in 7lm; /i, hi are C (r > 2) in x, y, and 
e > 0, except that /i and hi might be singular at e = 0. 

We assume that, for e jt 0, there exist functions x = x(y;e), with xy 

bounded uniformly in e such that fi(x(y;e),y;e) = 0. Making a change of 
variables 

u = x-x(y;e), (4) 

the transformed system becomes, 

u'= f(u,y;e)-exy(y;e)h(u,y;e),    y' = eh(u,y;e), (5) 
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where f(u,y;e) = fi(u + x(y;e),y;e), h(u,y;e) = hi(u + x(y;e),y;e) and 
/(Oj2/;e) = 0 fore^O. 
Theorem 3.1 Consider system (5). Assume that, for y 6 M, f(0,y;e) = 0 
for e ^ 0; and Dxf(0, y; e) = diag{Ai(y; e), ■ ■ ■, Ak(y; e)}, where 

A .(irf).- (~
ai(y->e) ßi(y;t) \   nr A-(V f\ --ah,-e\ MV, cj -     _ßi(y. e) _a.(2/. e)    . or My, e) -    ai{y, e) 

and ai(y; e)> cto> 0 is smooth in e andy, ßi(y; e) > 0 is smooth in y but might 
be singular at e = 0, \dyai(y;e)\ < C, and \dyßi(y;e)\ < C.   Then, for e^O 
small, (5) has a normally hyperbolic invariant manifold M(e) parametrized by 
M, and M(e) —> M as e -» 0. 
Proof. It is a corollary of Theorem 3.2 to follow. D 

Consider a slightly general system 

x' = f(x,y\e) + R(x,y;e),    y' = H{x,y;e) (6) 

where / and H might be singular at e = 0. Following Kopell 5, we now 
introduce the auxiliary family of systems as > 

x' = f(x,y;6) + R(x,y;e),    y'= H(x,y;6). (7) 

Theorem 3.2 Consider system (7). Assume that, there exist constants <5o > 
0, ao > 0, L > 0 and CQ > 0 such that 

f(0,y;5) = 0, R(x,y;e) < L(|af + e), (x,Dxf(x,y;6)x) < -a0\x\2       (8) 

for 0 < e < 6, 0 < 6 < So, \x\ < Co, and ally € M. Moreover, assume, for 
some k > 2, M(S,0) = {(x,y) : x — F°(y) = 0} is a k-normally hyperbolic 
and stable invariant manifold of the system (7) corresponding to e = 0, and 
there exist 0 < A < 1, r > k and T > 0, such that for S € (0, So] and for 
(0, y) € M(6,0) the operators in (1) satisfy 

\\B°T^y)\\<\  -'"i'glS'ii < *• 0) 
Then, there exists Si > 0 such that for S £ (0, <5i] and 0 < e < 6, the cor- 
responding system (7) has a k-normally hyperbolic invariant manifold M(5, e) 
parametrized by M, and M(S, e) —* M as S —> 0. In particular, system (6) has 
a k-normally hyperbolic invariant manifold for 0 < e < Si small. 
Proof. We follow the idea of Kopell5 and the procedure used by Chicone and 
Liu1 to give a proof. 
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Fix 6 > 0 small and let As denote the set of e' € [0,5] such that, for 
e £ [0, e'], the corresponding equation (7) has a ^-normally hyperbolic invariant 
manifold M(5, e) given by the graph of a function x = F€(y). We will prove 
that As is nonempty, open and closed if 6 is small enough. The fact that As is 
nonempty follows from the assumption that M(<5,0) is a fc-normally hyperbolic 
invariant manifold of the system (7) for e = 0. That As is open is a consequence 
of Theorem 2.1. Proposition 3.3 below claims that A6 is also closed. Assuming 
Proposition 3.3, the proof is then completed. O 

Proposition 3.3 There exists <5i > 0 such that the set As is closed in [0,5] 
for0<6<öx. 

Let e» = sup .A*5. We must show that e* e As. To accomplish this, first, we 
show that there is a C1 invariant manifold M(5, e*) continued from M(S, e) for 
0 < e < e». Secondly, we check directly that M(S, e«) is fc-normally hyperbolic. 

Suppose, for 0 < e < e*, the normally hyperbolic invariant manifold of 
the corresponding system (7) is given by M{5, e) = {(x,y) : x = Fc(y)}. The 
invariance of M(S; e) is equivalent to 

F*{y)H{F*{y),y; S) = f(F<(y),y;5) + R(F%y),y; e).        _      (10) 

For K > 0 small, consider the cylinder CK :— {(x,y) : \x2\ < K
2
}. 

Lemma 3.4 Assume the conditions (8) in Theorem 3.2. If 

_  Qo / Qp 
K€~2L~     U?~e 

(which is of order of e as e —> 0), then the invariant manifold M(S, e) C CKe. 
Proof. This is because CK is positively invariant for K > KC. D 

Let (Fe(ye(s,q)),ye(s,q)) be the solution of (7) with the initial condition 
(Fe(q),q). The linear variational equation of (7) along this solution has the 
form 

W'(s)=ffxflRxfv~}J^W(s) (11) 

where the functions fx, fy, Hx and Hy in the coefficient matrix are evaluated at 
(Fc(y€(s,q)),yc(s,q);S), Rx and Ry are evaluated at (F£(yc(s,q)),ye(s,q);e). 

Lemma 3.5 The variational equation (11) has the following set of indepen- 
dent solutions: 

XKs,q):=fFy(y^fY^S'q'e^ (12) 
Yj{s,q, e) 
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where Y(s, q; e) = (Yi (s, q; e), ^(s, q\ e), • ■ •, Ym(s, q; e)) is the principal matrix 
solution of 

Z\s) = (HxF<{F*{y*{s, q)) + Hy) Z(s), (13) 

andthe argument of Hx and Hy is (Fc(yc(s,q)),ye(s,q);8). 
Moreover this set of solutions spans the tangent space of M(S, e) at each 

point of the solution (Fe(ye(s,q)),ye(s,q)) . 
Proof. One can check directly by differentiating (10) with respect to y. ü 
Lemma 3.6  There is a constant C > 0 such that for e < e», 

\F<\<Ce,    \F*y\<C. 

Hence, linie-^, Fe(y) exists in C1 norm and the graph of the limiting function 
is an invariant manifold of system (7) for e*. 
Proof. To prove it, we will use the graph transform to derive an operator for 
which the function q i-> F*(q) is a fixed point and then use the resulting fixed 
point equation to obtain the desired estimates. 

Let \P£(s,g) denote the principal matrix solution of (11) at s = 0 and let 
us write ^>e(s,q) in the block form with respect to the x and y coordinates 

*<*'«-     *l(fl)g)*S(fl|9)     • 

By Lemma 3.5, we have, 

fF^(s,q))Y(s,q;e)\ = ( Fj(q)\ 
Y(s,q;e) K ,qj        I 

where I is the identity matrix of size I. Prom which, 

F£(ye(s,q)) = m(S!q)F<(q) + %(s,q))Y-\s,q;e). (14) 

Consider the space r := {rj: M —> ft™*", rj € C1} and define a graph transform 
Ae : r -> T by 

(Aer,)(p) = m(T,q<)r,(q<) + yi(T,q*))Y-\T,q<;e) (15) 

where T is as in Theorem 3.2, 0 < e < e* and q€ is related to p by p = yc(T, qe). 
By Lemma 3.4 and an application of Gronwall's inequality, there exists C\{T) 
suchthat, for s € [0,T], 

\(F<(y<(s,q*)),y<(S,q<)) - (0,y°(s,q°))\ < d(T)e, 
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and 

ll^Ca,^) - *°(s,ff°)|| < Ci(T)e. (16) 

In view of the definition of Y (s, q; e) in Lemma 3.5 and the fact that \\Y(T, q; 0) || 
and its inverse are bounded away from zero uniformly in q, there exist K0 > 0 
and p > 0 such that, as long as \F<\ < p, Hy-^T.g'je)!! < K0. 

We will show that if 5 > 0 is small, then \F*\ < p for 0 < e < e». In doing 
so, we also obtain that \F£\ < Ce for 0 < e < e*. Let eo = sup{e' : \F*\ < 
p for e € [0,e']}. Suppose, on the contrary, that e0 < £*• The relation (14) 
says that the function F* is a fixed point of the operator Ae; that is, 

F^(p) = (n(T,gt)^^) + 9l(T,qc))Y-1(T,qt;e). (17) 

By the estimate (16) and also noticing that 

B°T(0,qo) = *°1(T,qo),  Ao
T(0,q°) = Y-l(T,q°;0), 

we obtain that 

\Ffa)\ < I W(T,gX
£(9£) + *2(3n,90))y-1(r!9

0;0)| + (l+p)^oPi(T)e 

< ||B§.(0,p)|| ]|A$.(0,p)|| \F<(q*)\ + (1 +p)K0C1(T)e 

<A|F«| + (H-p)Ki>Ci(r)e, 

which implies that |Fy
e| < {

1
+P)^OC1{T)e   Taking the limit as £ _> e^ due to 

the continuity of normally hyperbolic invariant manifold in Ck norm, we have 
|^.| < (i+^oCl(r)£o   If s < Si < min{(14;-^i(T),<50}, then, for e € [e0,e„) 

and close to eo, |-Fy | < p. This contradicts to the maximality of eo and, in turn, 
we have e0 = e*. Since now \F*\ < p for 0 < e < e», the above argument also 
yields \F£\ < ii±£^ime for all 0 < e < e». 

We now verify that ||Fy
e
y|| < C(T) for some C(T) > 0. Differentiating (17) 

with respect to p, one obtains 

\F'(p)\ < ||*J(T,5e)||; m • \\Y-i(T,q*;e)\\ ■ \F<(q<)\+K(T), 

where 1Z(T) is uniformly bounded in 0 < e < e». Prom p = ye(T, q€), we have 
|^| = WY-^T^ie)]]. Thus there exists C2(T) > 0 such that 

l^£
y(p)l < (Kcrl9°)|| ■ liy-^r.^io)!!2 + c3(T)e) \F^)\ + K(T) 

= (\\B°T(0,p)\\ ■ \\AU0,p)\\2 + C3(T)e) \F^)\+TZ(T) 

<(\ + C3(T)e)\F*y\+ll(T). 
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If we require further that 5\ < J A, then 

i** i <    n^     <     ftco 
1  w' - 1 - A - C3(2> - 1 - A - C3(T)6l' 

The family of functions {Fc : 0 < e < e»} is then an equicontinuous family 
in C1 norm. Hence there exists a C1 limit Fc' by the Ascoli-Arzela Theorem 
and its graph M(6, e») is an invariant manifold of the system (7) at e*. D 

Next, we show that M(<5,e») is fc-normally hyperbolic. 
We take N to be the orthogonal complement of TM(S, 0) in TM{5fi)n

n+l. 
Let v(M{5, e*); m) and a(M(6, e„);m) denote the Lyapunov type numbers de- 
fined as in (2) for m £ M(S, eo). 
Lemma 3.7 There exists <5i such that if 6 < Si (hence e* < Si), then, for 
me M(<5,e»), one has u(M(S,et);m) < 1 and <r(M((5, e*);m) < |. 
Proof.  Let mc' - (Fe'(p),p) be any point on M{5,e„) and let m° = (0,p) 
be the corresponding point on M(5,0) for e = 0. Since |i^*| < Ce», we have 
||IIm«. — 7Tm«. || < Ce, where 7rm.. is the orthogonal projection to iVme, M(6, e*). 

If T is as in Theorem 3.2, then, from Lemma 3.4 and using the Gronwall's 
inequality, 

||*e*(T;g
e*)|| < (l + Ci(T)etT)\\*0(T,q°)\\ 

for some C\{T) > 0, and hence, there exists C2(T) > 0 such that 

WT'(m^\\<\\(Ume.-7rm..)^(T,^(-T,m")\\ 
+\\-nm^

c'{TA€'{-T,m**)\\ 
■<C2(T)e. + ||B§,(m0)||. (18) 

Similarly, there exists C3(T) > 0 so that p£(m£*)|| < C(T)et + \\A^(m°)\\. 
For s large, write s = dT + r for some integer d and 0 < r < T, and 

denote m£* := (F£-(p,),p,) := <^(-jT,m£*) and mj = (F°fo),p,-) = (0,p,) 
for j = 0,l,---,d. Then 

B.e- (m£*) = BP (m£-) ■ B£ (m^) • J?£ (m£*_2) • ■ • B£ (m£-), 

and hence, ||SJ-(me-)ll < Il^-(m5-)ll^0
1||ß?(mj-)l|. 

Similarly, ||,4£'(m£-)|| < \W'(K')\\tfzl\\#!{m'tfl 
Therefore, from (18), if <5i, and hence e», are small, 

u(M(S,et)-Tn£')=limsup\\B€
s'(m

e')\\^s 

s—*oo 

< hmsup (ll^-K')H n^HiJ^m^lD^ 
d—*oo 

<(C2(T)e,+A)'r<l. 
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To estimate cr(M(<5, e„); m£*), let us note that for each j = 0,1, • • •, d - 1, 

ln||^(m**)ll    ^   ln(C3(T)e, + ||^K)||)    ^1 
< ,v:r;i : „ / : < e-      (19) .     -ln||ßf(mj-)ll - -ln(C2(2>. + ||B§.(m°)||)      r' 

Thus, 

lnll^K«) 
a(M(6, e*);me*) = lim sup- 

< lim sup    ^>d_1 

-ln||£t|(me0l! 
Etoln|I^K)ll+ln||^K-) 

*-~   " E£o ln ll5fK')ll - In \\BZ(rnZ) 
E,tolnP^K)£     l 

msup—^-TT S -, 
*-«> -E^0MI^K£*)II   r 

where the last step uses the estimates (19). □ 
Corollary 3.8  The invariant manifold M(S, e„) is k-normally hyperbolic and 
Ck. Hence e* € As. 

4    A quasi-geostrophic invariant manifold for an atmospheric model 

In this last section, we apply our result to justify the reduction of a 9-dimensional 
atmospheric model made by Lorenz6. 

Lorenz 6 considered a homogeneous incompressible fluid of average depth 
H, moving over a surface of variable topographic height h, under the force F, 
as well as some physical conditions assumed. The 9-dimensional atmospheric 
model, derived by truncating the governing partial differential equations of the 
fluid, is 

x\ = biXjXk (a» - ak)xjyk -I (a, - aj)xkyj 

2c2 

 VjVk - voOiXi +yi- zu 

,      akbk             ajbj c . 
Vi = XjVk —XkVj + — {a-k - ajjVjVk -Xi- voaiVi, 

CL% Q"i Qi% 

z'i = -bkXj(zk - hk) - bj(zj - hj)xk + cyj(zk - hk) - C(ZJ - hj)yk 

+g0aiXi- KoaiZi- Fit (20) 

and the other six equations are obtained from above by cyclic permutations 
(i,j,k) of the indices (1,2,3).   In the system, Oj, bi and c are positive di- 
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mensionless constants; UQ, KQ, and 50 are the kinematic viscosity, diffusivity 
coefficient, and the acceleration of gravity, respectively. 

To further reduce the model to a 3-dimensional so called quasi-geostrophic 
one, we first rescale the parameters used by Kopell5. 

Let e be the Rossby number and scale the space variables as follows 

Xi — e2Xi, yt - eYi, zt = eZt. 

The scaling of the others is made under the assumption, in this case, that VQ, 

Fi are small and go is large. So they are scaled as 

v0 - eN, Fi = eft, G = eg0. 

Using these scaled variables, the system is transformed into 

1                     2<-2 

Xi =-(Yi- Zi) YjYk + eTZi(X, Y,Z, e), 

Y! = eSi(X,Y,Z,e), 

Zi = -GaiXi - KocuZi - cYjhk + chjYk +Ft + eQi(X, Y,Z, e). 

One observes that, to the lowest order of e, Yi = Zi. Introducing the new 
variables Wj = Yi — Zi, the system becomes 

Xi = -Wi - —YjYk + eRi(X, W, Y, e), 

W'i = -GatXi - KomWi + (-chkYj + ch6Yk) + F + eSi(X, W, Y, e), 

Y{ = eQi(X,W,Y,e). (21) 

To apply Theorem 3.1, we first make a change of variables as in (4) to 
transform (21) into 

X'i = -Wi + eRi{X,W,Y,e), 

Wi = -GatXi - KoaiWi + eSi(X, W, Y, e), 

Y( = eQi(X,W,Y,e). (22) 

Secondly, we apply the linear change of variables 

fm\_    fxA 
Vi    ~r    Wi    ' 

where 
f-Koa^+Gai -^ + jsfi \ 

P=     jAGai-^ale-f^i^    ' 
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which transfers the linear part to its Jordan Form. It is important to note 
that, although the transform P is singular at e = 0, the inverse P~l is regular. 
Thus, the system becomes 

/         «oßi      ,    /4Gaj - K\a\e rb . 
u\ = —Ui +     4 ^ + veRi (u>v'Y' e>' 

v'i = -      Ui — Vi + y/eSi (u,v,Y,e), 

Yj = eQi(u,v,Y,e), (23) 

with Ri(u,v,Y,e) and Si(u,v,Y,e) being regular with respect to £. If we re- 
place e by /x2 in (23), it will be in the form described in Theorem 3.1. Hence, a 
3-dimensional invariant manifold parametrized by Yi exists, which justifies the 
reduction of the 9-dimensional model to a 3-dimensional system. The flow on 
this invariant manifold is now a regular perturbation problem. Furthermore, 
the 3-dimensional invariant manifold is normally hyperbolic if it is overflow- 
ing (otherwise, it is locally attracting and persistent). Thus nearby solutions 
approaches the invariant manifold exponentially and the rapid oscillations are 
damped out. 
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GLOBAL STABILITY FOR A POPULATION MODEL WITH 
TIME DELAY 

Yuji Liu and Lilin Zhou 
Yueyang Teacher's College, Hunan 4H000, China 

In this paper , we give a sufficient condition that guarantees every positive solution 
of the populution model with time delay 

convergence to the equilibrium N* = 1 as t —► oo. The results of Joseph and Yu 
are improved. 

1    Introduction 

Consider the following population Model with delay (Hutchinson in [1]) 

N'(t) = rN(t)(l-^^,t>0 t   (1.1) 

where N(t) is the population of a single species at time t.r is the growth rate 
of the population, K > 0 is the carrying of the habitat and r > 0 is the delay. 
Many models improved from (1.1) were proposed by biomathematicians. One 
of the well-known model is 

^)=rmi:^\;:iyt>*.        (1.2) 

When the growth rate r in (1.2) depends on time t, we have 

N'(t) = r(t)N(t) / J^~ ^ , * > 0, (1.3) 

where r(t) € C([0,+oo],(0,+oo)),A 6 (0,1). In (1.2), when A = 0, (1.2) 
becomes (1.1) with K = 1. The global stability of (1.1) or (1.2) is considered 
by Gopalsamy, Kulenovic and Ladas [2], Kuang, Zhang and Zhao [3], Yu[4], 
Joseph and Yu [6]. The initial value problem of (1.3) takes the form 

N(e) = m,0^[-r,0], (1.5) 

4> e C{[-T, 0), (0, i) with 0(0) > 0. (1.6) 
A 
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We now state our main result. 
Theorem 1.1 If 

/•* 
'     r(s)ds<l-X,t>0, (1.7) 

r+co 
1      r{s)ds = oo, (1.8) 
o 

then every solution of initial value problem (1.3) with (1.4) tends to 1 as t —» oo. 
In this case, when r(t) = r > 0, Thl.l improves the results in [4]. 

2    Basic lemmas 

Lemma 2.1 Assume that (1.4),(1.6),(1.7) hold, A <E (0,1), then the 
solution N(t;0,(l>) of IVP(1.3) with (1.5) exists on [0,+oo) and satisfies' 

0<N(t;0,<f>)<j. 

Lemma 2.2 Assume that (1.4),(1.6),(1.8) hold, let N(t) be the solution 
of IVP(1.3) and (1.5), if N(t) is eventually greater (reps. Less) than 1, then 
lim(N(t) = 1. 

Lemma 2.3 Assume that (1.4),(1.6),(1.7) hold and A e (0, l).N{t) is a 
solution of IVP(1.3) with (1.5) and is oscillatory about 1, then N(t) is bounded 
above away from 1/A and is bounded below a way from 0. 

Lemma 2.4 Assume A € (0,1) then the system of inequalities 

"^-^rf^« (2-1} 

^-^rfS' • (2-2) 

-oo<v<0<u< In-, (2.3) 
A 

has a unique solution (u, v) = (0,0) 
Proof from (2.2), we have 

v-l + X 
u > ln- 

\v-l + X' 

then 
r-,      w 1_e     -. 7    v-l+X ,     . (1-A)- r—> In- -. (2.4) v        Jl-Xev -     Xv-l + X v    ; 
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If v ^ 0 then v < 0, set 

j., s     /-,     ul-e"      ,    v-l+A 
1 - Ae"        Av - 1 + A 

Clearly /(0) = 0, and 

_ (1 - A)2(l - Ae»)2 - (1 - A)a(t> - 1 + \){\v - 1 + X)ev 

f[v'~ (l-Xev)2(v-l + X)(Xv-l + X) 

Set g(v) = (1 - Ae*)2 - (« - 1 + A)(Av - 1 + X)ev, clearly g(0) = 0, and 

g'(v) = -2Aev(l-Aet')-(A«-l+A)e',-A(v-l+A)eu-(v-H-A)(Av-l+A)ew. 

Set^) = -2A(l-Aet')-(Av-l + A)-A(w-l + A)-(t;-l + A)(Au-l + A), 
clearly/i(0) = O.h» = 2AV-2A-2Av+l-A2;/i'(0) = (o-l)2 > 0,h"(«) = 
2AV - 2A = 2A(aA" - 1) < 0, hence due to v < 0, we have ti(v) > h'(0) > 0, 
then h{v) < h(0) = 0, then g'(v) < 0, and then g(v) > g(0) = 0, thus f'(v) > 0, 
then f(v) < /(0) = 0. Hence 

(1 - A) = fracl - e"l - Xev < In " ~ 1
1"

t" A 

Au — 1 -(- A 

contradicting(2A), thus t) = 0. Similarly we can prove u = 0. The proof is 
complete. 

3    Proof of Theorem 1.1 

To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, all we need is to show 
Lemma 3.1 If (1.4),(1.6),(1.7) hold and A e (0,1), then every oscillatory 

solution of rVP(1.3) with (1.5) about 1 tends to 1 as t —> oo. 
Proof Let N(t) be an oscillatory solution of IVP(1.3) with (1.5). By 

Lemma 2.3 N(t) is bounded above away from 1/A and is bounded below way 
from 0. Set 

lnN(t) = x(t). (3.1) 

Then (1.3) becomes 

At)-r(t)^^{Zlyt>0. (3.2) 

Let lim sup x(t) = u, lim inf x(t) = v. Then we have 

-oo<v<0<u<Jn(l/A). (3.3) 
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Let t* be an increasing infinite sequence of real numbers such that 

x'{t*n) = 0 and limx{t*n) = u. 

We may assume that t*n is the left local maximum point of x(t), it is easy 
to show there exists £n € [t*n - r,t*n) such that x(£n) = 0 and x{t) > 0 for 
t € (£n>*n)- In tne other hand, for any 0 < e < Zn(l/A) - u, by (3.3) there 
exists T > 0, such that ui = v - e < x(t) < u + e = u\ for t > T. Then by 
(3.2) we have 

i'(*)^r(*)rr£-'^T' (3-4) 

1 - e"1 

Integrating (3.4) from ^n to t*, and let n —» oo, e —» 0, we have 

"^-^r^- (3-6) 

Again set s* be a sequence of real numbers such that s'(s*) = 0,a;(s*) < 0 
and 

lim x(s*) = v. 

We may assume that s* is the left local minimum point of x(t), it is easy to 
see that there exists r/n € [s* - r,s*n), such that x(r]n) = 0 and x(t) < 0 for 
t £ (r]n, s*). Integrating (3.5) from rjn to s*, and let n —> oo, e -» 0, we have 

Combining (3.3),(3.6),(3.7) and from lemma 2.4, we have u — v = 0, thus 

lim x(t) = 0, then  lim 7V(i) = 1. 

Remark 3.1 In [4], J.S. Yu proved that if 

'     r(s)ds < 6 < -(1 - Xes) and '       r(s)ds = oo, (3.8) 
t-r 2 0 

then every positive solution of (1.3) tends to 1 as t —» oo. Our result improves 
condition (3.8). In fact, when 3Xes - 2A > 1, we have (3/2) (1 - Xes) < 1 - A. 

Remark 3.2 It is easy to see that when 1/3 < A < 1, we have 3A2-4A+1 < 
0, then 3Ae1~A > 3A(2 - A) > 1 + 2A, then 1 - A > 3/2(1 - \el~x). By this 
view, (1.7) improves (3.8). 
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Example 3.1 Consider following equation 

^H^:f^-V-0' (3-9) 

2 1/"* 1 
A=3'r-3'        r(s)ds = - = 1 - \. 

Prom theorem 1.1, every positive solution of (3.9) tends to 1 as t —y oo. But 
(3.8) is not satisfied. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE ZEROES OF THE SOLUTIONS OF 
SECOND ORDER NEUTRAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

WEI LI 
Huanggang Teachers' college, 

Huanggang 436100, China 

In this paper, we first prove two comparison theorems of Sturm-type by which we 
obtain an estimate for the distribution of the zeros of the equation 

x(t) +px(t - T) - g{t)x'{x -1) +a(t)x(t)+b(t)x(x -1) = 0 (1) 

A sufficient condition for the oscillation of the solutions of equation (1) is also 
obtained. 

1    Introduction 

The oscillation theory for the solutions of neutral differential equations 
with delay has been developed intensively. However, the most oscillation re- 
sults are just qualitative ones. From these results we only knew that the solu- 
tions of a certain differential equation have zeroes sequence tending to infinity. 
But no information about distribution of the zeroes of the solutions is gained. 
The study of the distribution of the zeroes is belong to quantitative analysis 
and hence more difficult. It is well known that Sturm comparison theorem is 
for the zeroes distribution of ordinary differential equations [1]. Li Bingtuan [2] 
studied the distribution of the zeroes of the solution s of first order differential 
equations with delay of the zeroes of the solutions of the form 

d/dt[x(t) + p(t)(t - T)} + Q(t)x{t - a) = 0 

In this paper, we will establish some theorems estimating the distance between 
the zeros of the solutions of second order neutral differential equation with 
delay as follows 

l[x] = x"(t)+px"(t-T)-g(t)x'(t-T)+a(t)x{t)+b(t)x(t-T) = 0t€ [ti,t2] (1) 

where r > 0,p > 0 are constant, a(t),b(i) € Cl\t\,t2], git) 6 C1[t\,t2 + r] 
Consider the neutral differential inequality 

L[y] = y" (t) + py" (t + T) + (g(t + r)y(t + r))' + A(t)y(t) > 0 (2) 

where r > 0,p > 0 are constant, A(t) € C1[ti,t2],git) € C1[t1,t2 + r] 
Definition 1 The function x(t) is said to be a solution of the equation (1) if 
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x(t) € C2[ti - T,t2] and x(t) satisfies (1) for t € [h,t2]. 
Definition 2 The function y(t) is said to be a solution of the differential 
inequality (2) if y(t) € C2^ - T,t2] and y(t) satisfies (2) for t € [ti,t2]. 

We shall give a new Picone identity and prove two comparison theorem 
of Sturmian type. By using them, the results for distribution of the zeros of 
equation (1) are obtained. 

A new identity of Piconian type 

Theorem 1 Let differential operators 1 and L be defined by (1) and (2) re- 
spectively. We have the identity of Piconian type 

xL[y) +px{t - r)y" - pxy» (t + r) + x{t - T){g(t)y(t))' - x(g{t + r)y(t + r)' 

+[a(t) - A{t)]xy + b(t)x(t - r)y - yl[x] 
= d/dt{y'[x+px(t-T)}-y[x'+px'(t-T)-g(t)x(t-T)]}. (3) 

Proof In fact, the left-hand side of (3) is 

x[y" + py" (t + r) + (g(t + r)y(t + r))' + A(t)] +px(t- r)j/" - pxy" (t + r) 
+x(t - T)(g(t)y(t))' - x(g(t + r)y{t + r))' + [a(t) - A(t)}xy + b(t)x(t - r)y 

-y[x" +px" (t-r)- g{t)x'(t - T) + a(t)x + b(t)x(t - r)] 
= xy" +px(t - T)y" + x(t - T)(g(t)y)' - x"y - px°{t - r)y + g(t)x'(t - r)y 

The right-hand side of (3) is 

2/" [a; + px(t - r)] + y'[x' + px'{t - r)] - y'[x' + px'{t - r) - g(t)x{t - r)] 

-y[a? + px" (t-r)- g'(t)x(t - r) - g(t)x'(t - r)] 
= xy" + px(t - r)y" - x"y - px" (t - r)y + g(t)x'{t - r)y + g(t)x(t - r)y' 

+g'(t)x(t - r)y 

Prom the equality g(t)x(t -r)y' + g'(t)x(t - r)y = x{t - T)(g(t)y)' we know 
that the left-hand side of (3) is equal to the right-hand side of (3) and therefor 
(3) is true. 
Corollary 2 If the solution of the equation l[x] = 0 is positive in the interval 
[ti - T,t2]> we have for any nonnegative function y(t) £ C2[ti,t2 + T] 

rti rti+T 
1    xL[y]dt+  '        px{t-r)y"dt 
ti ti 

- I       px(t-T)y"dt+ I    x{t-T){g(t)y)'dt 
t2 *i 
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ftl+T rt2 pt2 

-  '        x{t-r)(g(t)y)'dt +  '    [a(t) - A{t))xydt +  '    b(t)x(t - r)ydt 
*2 tl ti 

> y'{t2){x(t2) +Px(t2 - r)] - y'ihMh) +px(ti - T)] 

+y(h)[x'(t1) +p'x(t1 - r) - g(t!)x(ti - r)] 

-y(t2)[x'(t2) +px'(t2 - T) - g{t2)x(t2 - r)]. (4) 

Proof It is immediately seen that 

ft2 pt2 
1    px(t-T)y"dt-  *    pxy"(t + r)dt 
ti ti 

rti rti+T 

=   '    px{t-r)y"dt-   I        px(t-T)y"dt 
tl ti+T 
rti pti+r 

= ( '    px(t - T)y"dt +  I       px(t - T)y"dt) 
ti t2 

rti+r rt2+r 

-( ' px(t-T)y"dt+  *        px(t-T)y"dt) 
t2 ti+T 
j-tl+T rti+T 

=   ' px(t-T)y"dt-   '        px(t-T)yndt ' (5) 
ti t2 

Similar to (5) we have 

f2x(t-T)(g(t)y)'dt-  f\{g{t + r)y{t + r))'dt 
ti ti 

=   fl     x{t-T){g{t)y)'dt-   fl  Tx(t-r)(g(t)y)'dt (6) 
ti t2 

Integrate both sides of inequality (3) with respect to t over the interval [tl, 
t2] and take into account that (5), (6) and yl[x] = 0 we know that (4) is true. 
This completes the proof of the Corollary 2. 

2     Comparison Theorem 

We shall say that condition (p) are met if the following conditions hold: 
(pi)v(ti) = y(*2) = o,y(t) > °. forie (h,t2) 

y(t) < 0 for t G [t2,t2 + T] [p2)y
n > 0 for t G [tu h + r] 

y" < 0 for t G [t2,t2 + r] (p3){g(t)y)' > 0 for t G [tuh + r] 
(g(t)y)' <0 forte [t2,t2 + T] 

Theorem 3 If there exists a solution of differential inequality L[y] > 0 which 
meets condition (p) and 
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(1) a(t)> A(t) forte [h,t2] 
(2) b(t) > 0 for t € [tltt2] and at least one of (1) (2) is fulfilled strictly 

at least at one point of the respective interval. Then equation l[x] = 0 has no 
solution x(t) which is positive in the interval [ti — r,t2]. 
Theorem 4 Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 3 hold. Then the equa- 
tion l[x] = o has no solution x(t) which is negative in the interval [ti — r,t2]. 

3    Distribution of the zeroes and quantitative conditions for oscil- 
lation 

Theorem 5 Suppose that there exists a solution of differential inequality 
L[y] > 0 which meets condition (P) and 

(1) a(t)>A(t), forte[*i,t2] 
(2) &(t)>0, forte [*i,t2] 
(3) At least one of inequalities (1), (2) is fulfilled strictly at least at one 

point to £ [ti,*2]- Then each solution of equation (1) has at least one zero 
in the interval [ti — T,t2]. Theorem 6 Suppose that there exist two increase 
sequence {t'n} and {t"n} such that (1) t'n —► oo,t"n —> oo as n —> oo (2) 
t/n-T<t"niforn=l,2, 

Furthermore suppose that there exist a solution 2M of differential inequality 
L[y] > 0 which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5 in the interval [t'n—T,fn-f 
T], for n = 1,2,then all solutions of equation (1) oscillate and they have at least 
one zero in the interval [t'n — T, t^] for n = 1,2, 
Remark In Theorem 5 let p = 0, g(t) = 0, b(t) = 0, we get well known Sturm 
Theorem about oscillation for second order ordinary differential equations. 
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A necessary and sufficient condition is obtained for existence of monotone solutions 
of a quasilinear differential equation. Relations between this equation and an 
advanced type nonlinear differential equation are also discussed. 

1 Introduction 

This paper is concerned with a class of quasilinear differential equation of the 
form 

{r(t)(y'(t)r}' + q(t)(y(t)r=0,    t>t0, (1) 

where a is positive number, q : [to,oo) —* [0,oo) is a continuous function 
such that q(t) ^= 0, and r : [£o>oo) —> (0,oo) is a continuous function. The 
oscillatory behavior of (1) has been studied by several authors, the reader is 
referred to the papers [1], [4] for oscillation results and [1], [3] for nonoscillation 
results. A more general equation than (1) has been investigated by Li [2], Wong 
and Agarwal [4]. In these papers, some sufficient conditions are obtained for 
oscillation of all solutions as well as for existence of positive monotone solutions. 

Recently, Li [3], Kusano and Yoshida [1] considered (1) under the condition 

, u/a = oo, (2) 
to   r{s)Va 

and obtained some results for nonoscillation of all solutions of (1).   Here we 
are interested in the existence of a S-monotone solution which satisfies 

y(t)>0,r(t)(y'(t))a>0   and    (r(i)(y'(i))Q)'< 0. 

without requiring the condition (2). Similar questions related to equation of 
the form 

[r(t)(y'(t))a}'+q(t)(y(t + r)r=0,    t>t0, (3) 

are also considered in Section 2. These studies show that there are some subtle 
relations and differences between these two equations, as we will see below. 

We base our investigation on a Riccati-type transformation. Monotone 
methods are then used to derive a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a S-monotone solution of (1). As applications, an existence cri- 
terion and a comparison theorems are derived. Finally, we will consider the 
relations of the two equations. 

2 Main results 

Definition A n-times differentiable function y(t) defined on [io,oo) is called 
a S-monotone solution if it satisfies 

y{t) > 0, (-1)*2/W(t) < 0    for    1 < i < n,    t>t0. 
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A slightly more general type of function can be introduced by requiring 

y(t)>0,r(t)(y'(t)r>0   and    (r(t)(y'(t))a)'<0. 

Let y(t) be a S-monotone solution of (1), and let the function w(t) be 
denned by 

w(t) = r(t)(y't))a/y(t)a,    t>t0, (4) 

then yi{t)/y{t) = (w(t)/r{t))l/a,&nd 

w'(t) + w(t)a(w(t)/r(t))Va+q{t) = 0,    t>t0, (5) 

For the sake of convenience, we will write F(x,y,z) = z(|)1/z,which has 
been introduced in [3] and which has the following properties: F(x, y, z) > 0, 
Fx(x,y,z) > 0 and Fy(x,y,z) < 0 for x,y,z > 0. Then we can also write (5) 
in the simpler form 

w'{t) + w{t)F(w(t), r{t), a) + q(t) = 0,    t > t0. (6) 

We have thus shown that if y(t) is a S-monotone solution of (1), then y(t) 
will satisfy (6) and hence the following inequality 

w'(t) +w{t)F{w(t),r(t),a)+q(t)<0,    t>t0. (7) 

Note that w(t) is nonnegative. Therefore, if we now integrate the inequality 
(7) from t to oo, we will obtain 

/•oo /*oo 

w(t)>   '    w(s)F(w(s),r(s)!a)ds+  '     q(s)ds,    t>t0. (8) 
t t 

Theorem 1 Equation (1) has a S-monotone solution y(t) for t > to if and 
only if there is a nonnegative and continuous function w(t) for t > to which 
satisfies the integral inequality (8). 

We remark that the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 [3] and we omit 
it here. 

As a direct application, we deduce a comparison theorem for the existence 
of a S-monotone solution of (1). Consider, together with (1), the following 
equation 

[R(t)(y'(t))a}' + Q(t)(y(t))a = o,   t>t0, (9) 

where R(t) and Q(t) satisfy conditions similar to those imposed on r(t) and 
q(t). The following is now clear from Theorem 1. 
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Theorem 2 In addition to the conditions imposed on the equations (1) 
and (9), suppose further that r(t) < R(t) for t > to and 

/■OO /*oo 

'     Q(s)ds<   '     q(s)ds,    t>tQ. (10) 
t t 

If equation (1) has a S-monotone solution, then so does equation (9). 
As another application, we derive an explicit existence criterion based on 

Theorem 1. 
Theorem 3 Suppose that ft q(s)ds < oo and let (j>{t) = 2 ft q(s)ds < 

oo, t > to- Suppose further that 

r(ÄiA*ds<i (11) 
t0  \(s)> -2a V    ; 

Then equation (1) has a nonnegative solution. 
. Next, we will consider the following class of advanced type differential 

equation of the form 

\r(t)(y'(t)r}'+q(t)(y(t + r)r=0,    t>t0, (12) 

where r > 0. By means of the same Riccati transformation (4), we may proceed 
in a similar manner as in Theorem 1 and obtain the following extension of 
Theorem 1. 

Theorem 4 Equation (12) has a S-monotone solution y(t) if and only if 
there is a nonnegative and continuous function w(t) which satisfies the follow- 
ing inequality 

P°° I"00 /■»+'■ „i^ji 
w(t)>   '     w(s)F(w(s),r(s),a)ds+  '     q(s)[exp( '       (^-)idv)]ads, 

t t   ■ s riv) 

for t > to. 
Since 

'     q(s)ds <   I    q(s)[eM I      (^fl)idv)]ads, 
t t s        r{v) 

for u > 0. We immediately obtain from Theorems 1 and 4 the following 
corollary. 

Corollary If equation (12) has a S-monotone solution, then so does equa- 
tion (1). 
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This paper studies asymptotically stable set of the equilibrium 0 of nonlinear 
neutral-type large-scale dynamical systems. Sufficient conditions are given for 
stable set of the systems. 

1    Introduction 

In nonlinear systems, there usually exists more than one equilibrium. Multiple 
equilibria rule out global stability and stability (if present) is restricted to a 
finite region. How far can initial conditions be allowed to vary without disrupt- 
ing the stability properties established in the immediate vicinity of equilibrium 
states? In the last a few years, many investigators, such as Hale et al1, Siljak3, 
Xu et al4 and Zhang et al6, respectively studied stable set of the equilibrium 
0 of some nonlinear systems. 

In this paper, we will discuss the stable set of the equilibrium 0 of non- 
linear neutral-type large-scale dynamical systems and obtain some sufficient 
conditions for determining stable set. 
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2    Main Results 

Throughout the paper, R = (-00, +00), R+ = [0,+oo), and CX{Y,Z) be the 
class of continuously differential mappings from a topological space Y to a 
topological space Z. We assume that C^ = C^Q-a, 0], Rm) where a could be 
constant or +00 and m is some positive integer. For w £ C^, we define 

HHIQ =    SUP    H0)I.IHIa=    SUP    \w(o)\, (*) 
-a<e<o -a<e<o 

where | • | is some vector norm in Rm. 
For matrices (or vectors) A and B, A < B means that each pair of corre- 

sponding elements of A and B satisfies this inequality "<". For x, y £ Rm, x < 
y means if Xi < yi for alH = 1, • • •, m. For any m x m-matrix A = (flij)raXm, 

II4II00 = maxi<i<m Y%L 1 \(Hj\- 
The symbol p(A) denotes the spectral radius of a square matrix A. From 

Horn and Johnson2, it is easy that if A is a nonnegative square matrix (i.e., 
A > 0), then p(A) is an eigenvalue of A and there is a nonnegative vector x > 0 
with x y£ 0 such that Ax = p(A)x . The notation WP(A) is used to denote the 
characteristic space associated with p(A) (the collection of all x £ Wp(A) such 
that Ax = p{A)x). 

Consider the following large-scale systems of nonlinear neutral type 

Xi(t)=Ai(t)xi(t)+fi(t,x(t),x(t-T(t)),x(t-T(t))),      t>to, (1) 

with the initial value 

Xi(to + s) = <f>i(s),   ±i(to + s) = <j>i(s), -a<s<0, (2) 

where i = 1, • ■ ■, r, x = (xj, • • •, xJ)T S Rn, Xi £ Rni, m + ■ ■ • + nr = n; 
Ai(t) are rii x n» continuous function matrices, a* = supt>to ||j4j(f)||oo < +°°> 
4>i : [—a, 0] —> i?ni are rij-dimensional continuously differentiable functions. 
/ = (/1, •' •, fr)T, fi- RxRnxRn x Rn -» i?n; are sufficiently smooth with 
/i(t, 0,0,0) = 0 so that for any initial function <j> = [<^f, • • •, <ff]T at i = io! 
system (2.10) has unique continuous solution x(t). r(t) : [io,+oo) —♦ R+ is 
continuous function with 0 < r(t) < a and limt^+o^i — r(t)) = +00. 
Definition The set DcCj (£>\{0} is nonempty) is said to be an asymptoti- 
cally stable set of the equilibrium 0 of (2.10) if for any io > 0 and for any <j> £ D, 
there is a continuously nonnegative vector function v : Rr x Rr —> Rr x Rr 

with z/(0) = 0 such that 

[x(t),x(t)}+<„([<£,<!>}+), t>to, (3) 
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and 
lim [x(t),x(t)}+=0, (4) 

t—*+oo 

where 
[x(t),x(t)]+ = [\x1(t)\,---,\xT(t)\,\x1(t)\,---,\xr(t)\]T 

and 
[4>M = [\\Ma, ■•■, \\<fir\\a, ||&||«, • ■ / , ||*r||a]T. (5) 

We make assumptions 
(Ai)    The transition matrices Yi(t,s) of the linear equations Xi(t)  = 

Ai(t)xi(t) satisfy 

|yi(t,fl)|<Mie-W|(*-,)   for   t0<s<t 

where Mj > 1 and w» > 0 are constants. 
(A2)  Functions /* satisfy 

r 

\fi(t,x(t),x(t-T(t)),x(t-r(t)))\ < V ay ([*(*), i(t)]+)|Mi)||a 
3=1 

r 

+ VM[z(i),£(t)]+)|Mt)||a,    ft» *> *o,t =!,•••,'•, 
J'=l 

where ay, by : R+ —► -R+ are monotonically nondecreasing continuous func- 
tions, i,j=l,---,r. and [x (*),£(*)]+ is defined by (*) and (5). 

For convenience, we set that H(K) = [hij(K)}2rx2r is a 2r x 2r-matrix, 
where 

W=^HM,fori = l,..,r;i = l,.,r, 
Ui 

h.j{K) = Kj-r(MK)^    for   . = lf . . . >r. j. = ,. + Xj. . . ( 2r; 

.riJ- (MüQM,-,    for i - r = j, 
for i — r ^ j; hi^K) = i ai-rj{MK)Mh 

{i = r + l,---,2r; j = l,---,r, 

hij{K) = bi-rj-r{MK),  for i = r + 1, • ■ •, 2r; j = r + 1, • • •, 2r, 

M = diag(Mi, • • •, MT, 1, • ■ •, 1) is 2r - dimensional diagonal matrix. 

Theorem 1   Assume that (Ai) and (A2) hold, and the set £>i\{0} is nonempty, 
where 

D, = {y e C4 : \y,y]i <Ke ti»,[y,y]i £ Wp(H(K)),p(H(K)) < 1},   (6) 
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then Di is an asymptotically stable set of the equilibrium 0 of (2.10). 
Sketch of the Proof  By the variation of parameter, we have, from  (2.10), 

for t > to, 

r* 
xi{t) = Yi{t,t0)<t>i{Q)+ '  Yi(t,s)fi(s,x(s),x(s-T(s)),x(s-T(s)))ds.      (7) 

to 

In view of the assumptions (A{) and (A2), we obtain, from  (7), 

\xi(t)\<Mie-u«-t°)\4>i(0)\+ f Mie-^'-'lir^difsl.itslt) 
to 3=1 

x\\xj(s)\\a + 'Tbij([x(s),x(s)}i)\\xj(s)\\a}ds, (8) 
3=1 

and, from   (2.10), 

r 

\xi(t)\ < ai\xi(t)\ +^aij([x{t),i(t)]+)\\xj(t)\\a 

3=1 
r 

+srbij({x(t),x(t)]+)\\±j(t)\\a, t>t0. (9) 
3=1 

First, by making a contradiction, we can prove that, for <j> € £>i, there 
exist a positive vector K and a sufficient small positive constant e such that 

[x(t),x(t)}+ < M(\</>, 4>]+ + ße) < MK,    for t > t0, (10) 

where ß is a constant vector. 
Letting e —> 0, we get 

[x(t),x{t)]+<M\4>Ä]t<MK,    t>t0. (11) 

Secondly, we prove that 

tJim)[i(t)Ii(t)]+ = 0. (12) 

From  (11), there is a nonnegative constant vector a = [CTI, • • •, <X27-]T sucn 

that 

tJj+00
SUP I^WI = Mi0i < MiKii   and    ]jm   SUP |*i(*)| = OV+i < ifr+i, 

(13) 
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where i = 1, • • •, r and K{ is i-th component of vector K. 
According to definition of limsup , limt-t+oo^ — "?"(*)) = +°° and 

/•+OO 

'      e-"iSds = 1/w, 
o 

we can obtain, by estimating \xi(t)\ and |i»(t)| and letting t —> +oo, that 

1 
o* < — [V ay (MüQM^ + V 6y (Mtf)^, (14) 

and 

ar+i < diMiCTi + V ay (MK)Mj(Tj + V &y (MK)ar+j • (15) 

Combining with (14) and   (15), if a > 0 and er ^ 0, then, by Theorem 
8.3.2 of Horn and Johnson2, 

P(#(#))>1. 

This contradicts p(H(K)) < 1. Hence  (12) holds and the proof is complete. 
Ttheorem 2      Assume that (A\) and (A2) hold,  and the set D2\{0} is 
nonempty, where 

D2 = {yeC1
m: [y,y]+ < kE2r, \\H(kE2r)\\00 < 1}, (16) 

where E2r — [1, • • •, 1] is a 1r— dimensional vector, then D2 is an asymptoti- 
cally stable set of the equilibrium 0 of (2.10). 
Corollary In addition to {A\) and {A2), if there is a positive constant vector 
K such that p(H(K)) < 1, then the equilibrium 0 of (2.10) is asymptotically 
stable. 
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This paper considers general impulsive functional differential equations. Some re- 
cent results on existence and uniqueness of solutions are given. Criteria on stabil- 
ity and boundedness of solutions are also established through the use of Lyapunov 
functions. 

1     Introduction 

The theory of impulsive systems of differential equations has become an impor- 
tant area of investigation in recent years. One of the most important features 
of such systems is that they are capable of modeling both continuous evolutions 
and discrete events occurring in a physical system. Impulsive systems arise in 
many applications such as orbital transfer of satellites, vibration suppression 
of flexible structures, inspection and quality control. For a detailed discussion 
of the basic theory and concepts, we refer the reader to7. There is a relatively 
large body of literature on impulsive systems involving ordinary differential 
equations. However, the corresponding theory involving functional differential 
equations has not yet been fully developed. 

There are a number of difficulties one must face in developing the corre- 
sponding theory of impulsive delay differential equations. For example, in the 
classical theory of delay differential equations, the fact that the continuity of 
a function x(t) in SRn implies the continuity of the functional Xt in Cn plays a 
key role in establishing the existence of solutions of delay differential equations 
5. However, if a function x(t) is piecewise continuous, which is typical for so- 
lutions of impulsive differential equations, then the functional xt need not be 
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piecewise continuous. In fact it can be discontinuous everywhere. Thus even if 
/ (i, ip) is continuous in its two variables, we cannot, in general, say anything 
about the composition function f(t,xt) when x(i) is piecewise continuous. To 
avoid this difficulty, Krishna and Anokhin6 recently considered a special case, 
namely, an equation of the form x'(t) = /(i, x(t - h(t))) with impulses, and es- 
tablished some interesting existence and uniqueness results where the foregoing 
difficulty does not arise. 

In this paper, we shall consider general impulsive functional differential 
equations and discuss some recent contributions to this area. They include 
local and global existence of solutions, boundedness and stability properties. 

2    Preliminaries 

For a,b e 3? with a < b and for S C Sft™, let us define the following class of 
functions. 
PC([a,b],S) = {i/>:[a,b]->S\  ij>{t+) = ij){t), Vi    €  [a,b), ip{t~ exists in 
S, Vi € (a, 6] and 

ip(t~) = ip(t) for all but at most a finite number of points t e (a, b] >, PC([a, b),S) 

{ip : [a, b) -»• S\ ip(t+) = rp(t), Vi € [a, b), ip(t~) exists in 5, Vi € (a, b) and 

ip(t~) = ip(t) for all but at most a finite number of points i € (a, b) ^, and     '■ 

PC([a,oo),S) - /V = K°°) ~> <sj Vc> a, V|[„,c] € PCfla.cl.S). 

Given r > 0, we equip the linear space PC([-r,0],dtn) with the norm 
|| • ||P defined by ||^||r = sup_r<s<0 ||^(s)||. Hie PC([t0 - r,oo),5R"), where 
t0 e 5R+, then for each i > i0, we define xt € PC([-r, 0], 3?™) by it(s) = x(t+s) 
for — r < s < 0. 

Let J C 5R+ be an interval of the form [o, 6) where 0 < a < b < oo and let 
D C SKn be an open set. Then we consider the system of impulsive functional 
equations   x'(t) = f(t,xt), i ^ Tfc(i(i-)), 
Ai(i) = I(t, it-), i = Tfc(i(i-)). The initial condition for system (2) is given 

by 
Xt0 = 0, (1) 

where t0 € SR+ and (f> € PC([-r,0],5Rn). The functions Tk are assumed to 
satisfy 0 = T0(I) < TI(I) < T2(I) < ... and limfc_>ooTk(i) = oo for each 
x € &n. 

Definition 2.1 4 functionx € PC([io-r,io + a],.D), w/iere a > 0, D C 5Rn) 
and [io,io +ce] C J, is said to be a solution of (2) if 

() the set T= {t € (t0, t0 + a] | i = Tfc(x(i-)) for some k} of impulse times 
is finite (possibly empty); 
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() x is continuous at each t € (to, to + a]\T; 

() the derivative of x exists and is continuous at all hut at most a finite 
number of points t in (to, to + a); 

() the right-hand derivative of x exists and satisfies the delay differential 
equation (2) for all t € [to, to + a)\T; 

() x satisfies the delay difference equation (2) for all t € T. 
If in addition x satisfies the initial condition (1), then it is said to be a solution 
of (the initial value problem) (2)-(l) and we write x = x(t,to,(f>). 
Definition 2.2 4 function x 6 PC([t0 - r,t0 + ß),D), where 0 < ß < oo 
and [to, to + ß) C J, is said to be a solution of (2) ('solution of (2)-(l)/) if 
for each 0 < a < ß the restriction of x to [to — r, to + a] is a solution of 
(2) (solution of (2)-(l)) and if ß < oo then the derivative of x exists and is 
continuous at all but at most a finite number of points t in (to, to + ß) and the 
set T = {t £ (to, to + ß) | t = Tk(x(t~)) for some k} is finite. 

Note that the points where a solution fails to have a continuous derivative 
will generally include but may not be limited to impulse times. We require 
that there be at most a finite number of such exceptional points on any finite 
interval of time. In our definition, we do not explicitly require that solutions 
have a right-hand derivative satisfying (2) at the impulse times in T although 
in practice they usually will. 
Definition 2.3 A functional f : J x PC([-r,0),D) -> 3?" is said to be 
composite-PC if for each to € J and 0 < a < oo, where [to, to + a) C J, 
if x € PC([to — r, to + a>),D) then the composite function g defined by g(t) = 
f(t,xt) is an element of the function class PC([to,to +a),5ft"). 
Definition 2.4 A functional f : J x PC([—r, 0],D) —> 5ft" is said to be quasi- 
bounded if for each to S J and a > 0, where [to, to + a] c J, and for each 
compact set F C D there exists some M > 0 such that ||/(i,'0)||.< M for all 
(t,ip)e[to,to + a]xPC([-r,0],F). 
Definition 2.5 A functional f : J x PC([—r, 0], D) —> 5Rn is said to be locally 
Lipschitz in ip if for each to € J and a > 0 , where [to, to+a] C J, and for each 
compact set F C D there exists some L > 0 such that \\f(t,ipi) — f(t,tp2)\\ < 
-£#1 -tp2\\r for allte [t0,to + a] andip!,^ G PC([-r,0],F). 

If / is locally Lipschitz in tp then clearly it is also continuous in ip. If 
in addition / is composite-PC then it is also quasi-bounded since \\f(t, ip)\\ < 
LU\\r + \\f(t,0)\\ for t € [t0,t0 + a] where ||^||r < sup{||z||| z e F} and where 
||/(i,0)|| is bounded above by some constant since f(t, 0) is a piecewise con- 
tinuous (and hence bounded) function of t. 
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3    Existence and Uniqueness 

One of the fundamental differences between continuous delay differential equa- 
tions and impulsive delay differential equations follows from the observation 
that if x £ C([to — r,to + ot],D) (i.e. a; is a continuous function mapping 
[to — r,to + a] into D) then xt is a continuous function of t (with respect to 
|| • ||r) for t G [to, to + a] while if a; £ PC([to — r, to + a], D) then xt may be 
discontinuous at some (or all) t € [to, to + a]. If Xt is a continuous function 
of t and if f(t, ip) is assumed to be continuous in its two variables, then the 
composition of functions f(t,Xt) is also continuous. If x happens to be a solu- 
tion of (2) then this would imply that x is in fact continuously differentiate 
for t e (to,to + <*]• Since impulses cause discontinuities in a solution x and 
since Xt need not be even piecewise continuous as a function of t then even 
if we were to impose a condition on / that f(t,ip) be continuous in its two 
variables then we could not, in general, say anything about the composition 
f(t,xt). In many practical examples it is clear that f(t,xt) is, say, piecewise 
continuous. For these reasons our theorems will usually impose assumptions 
on / that require checking properties of the composition f(t, xt) for each choice 
of piecewise continuous function x rather than checking the smoothness of / 
itself. 

The proof of the following lemma can be found in many texts on functional 
differential equations including 5 and1. 
Lemma 3.1 Assume x € C([to — r,to + ct),D). Then Xt is a continuous 
function oft (with respect to || • \\r) for t e [to,to + a]. 

To see how a single discontinuity can destroy the conclusion of Lemma 3.1, 
consider the function 

where to = 0, r = 1 and a = 1. Suppose ti,tz € [0,1] and 5 > 0 with 0 < t\ — 
t2 < S. Then for s = -t2 € [-r,0], \x(t1+s)-x(t2+s)\ = |a;(ii —*2) —a;(0)| = 1 
which implies \\xti — xt2\\r = 1. So clearly xt is discontinuous at each t € [0,1]. 
Theorem 3.2 Assume f is composite-PC, quasi-bounded and continuous in 
ip and that Tfc € Cl(D, !ft+) for some (t*,x*) € J x D and some k then there 
exists a 6 >0, where [t*, t* + 5] C J, such that 

Vrk(x(t))-f(t,xt)^l, (3) 

for all t € (t*,t* + S) and for all functions x € PC([t* — r,t* + 5),D) which 
are continuous on (t*,t* + <5] and satisfy x(t*) = x* and [\x(s) — x*\\ < 6 for 
s € [t*,t*+ö]. Then for each (to, <t>) € JxPC([-r, 0],D) there exists a solution 
x = x(t0, j>) of (2)-(l) on [t0 -r,t0 + ß] for some ß > 0. 
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In the next theorem, we give conditions which will ensure that as a solution 
of (2) evolves it will intersect each impulse hypersurface at most once. 
Theorem 3.3 Assume f is composite-PC, quasi-bounded and continuous in 
ip and that Tk € CX(D, 5R+) for k = 1,2,... and the limit lim^oo Tfc(x) = oo 
is uniform in x. Furthermore, assume that 

VT*(#)))./M)<1, (4) 

for all (t,tp) € J x PC([-r,0],D) and k = 1,2,.... Finally, assume that 
^(0)+/(rfc(^(0)),V)eD and 

lW(0)+/(Tk(#))^))<7kW(0)), (5) 

for all ip € PC([-r,0],D) for which V>((T) = ip(0) and for all k = 1,2,.... 
Then, for every continuable solution x of (2) there exists a continuation y of 
x which is noncontinuous. Moreover, any solution x of (2) can intersect each 
impulse hypersurface (in the sense that t = Tk(x(t~))) at most once. 

In Theorem 3.3 we assumed that tp(0) + I(Tfc(^(0)), V) € D for all k and 
for all V € PC([-r,0],D) for which -0(0") = V(Q)- This will of course be 
necessary if we want solutions to be defined and continuable beyond impulse 
times. It ensures that solutions remain in the domain of the functional / 
following the impulsive action. In most applications, D = W and so this 
condition is trivially satisfied. 
Theorem 3.4 Assume that all of the conditions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied 
and let x be any solution of (2). If x is defined on a closed interval of the form 
[to — r,to + a], where a > 0 and [to,*o + a] C J, then x is continuable. If x 
is defined on an interval of the form [to — r, to + ß), where 0 < ß < oo and 
[to, to + ß] C J, and if x is noncontinuable then for every compact set F C D, 
there exists a sequence of numbers {sk)kL1 with to < si < S2 <■■..< Sk < 
...<t0+ß and lim^oo Sk = t0 + ß such that x(sk) & F. ■ 

The first part of Theorem 3.4 states that a maximal interval of existence of 
a solution of (2) is open on the right. The second part says that a noncontinu- 
ous solution x is either defined for all t G J or it is defined on a bounded proper 
sub-interval of J and in this latter case the solution either becomes unbounded 
as t —> t0 + ß (i.e. limsupt_to+/3 \\x(t)\\ = oo) or it takes on values arbitrarily 
close to the boundary of D as t -* to+0. In the special case where J = 5R+ and 
D = 5R", Theorem 3.4 essentially says that bounded solutions are continuable 
to t = oo. The next result gives existence of solutions on [to — 7,00). 
Theorem 3.5 Assume J = 5R+, D = Kn, and the conditions of Theorem 3.3 
are satisfied. Suppose that there exist functions hi, h2 € PC(5R+,5ft+) such that 
\\f(t,r/>)\\ < hi(t) + h2(t)|M|r for all (i, V) € SR+ x PC([-r-,0],JK").   Then for 
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each (to,(j>) € 5R+ x PC([—r,0],!R™) iftere ezisfe a (local) solution x = x(to,<f>) 
of (2)-(l) and any such solution can be continued to [to — r, oo). 

As with ordinary differential equations, additional smoothness assump- 
tions on / are required if we want to expect uniqueness of solutions. In the 
following result, we show that the addition of a local Lipschitz condition on / 
is sufficient to guarantee uniqueness of solutions of (2)-(l). 

Theorem 3.6 Assume f is composite-PC and locally Lipschitz in ip. Then 
there exists at most one solution of (2)-(l) on [to — r,to + ß) where 0 < ß < oo 
and [to, to + ß) C J. 

4    Stability and Boundedness 

In what follows, we assume that /(£, 0) = 0, and I(t, 0) = 0 so that (1) admits 
the zero solution. Furthermore, we assume that T^{X) = Tfc for all k = 1,2,3... 

Definition 4.1 The zero solution of (1) is said to be 

(S2) stable, if for any e > 0 and to € J, there exists a 5 — S(e,to) > 0 such 
that || <j) ||r< 5 implies [x{t)[ < e for t > to, where x(t) = x(t,to,<f>) is 
any solution of (1); 

(52) uniformly stable, if the 5 in (Si) is independent of to; 

(53) asymptotically stable, if it is stable and there is a So = S(to) > 0 such 
that || 4> ||r< SQ implies that \imx(t) = 0; 

(Si) uniformly asymptotically stable, if it is uniformly stable and there is a 
So > 0, such that for any e > 0, there exists aT = T(e) > 0, || <j> ||r< 
So, to > 0 imply [x(t)[ < e for t> t0+ T; 

(S5) unstable if (S2) fails. 

Definition 4.2 The solutions of (1) are said to be 

(i) uniformly bounded (UB) if Bi > 0, B2 > 0 such that 

V   t0 6 J || <j> ||r< B1    implies     || x(t) ||< B2,    t>t0, 

where x(t) = x(t, to, <f>) is any solution of (1); 

(ii) uniformly ultimately bounded (UUB) with the bound B if for any B3 > 0, 
there exists T > 0 such'that for any t0 € J, || <j> ||r< B3 implies 

|| x(i) ||< B,    t>t0+T. 
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Let V G C[R+ x Rn, R+] and <f> € PC([-j, 0], En), we define 

D+V(t,<j>(0))=  \im supUv(t +h,<j>(0) + hf&<!>))-V(t,<f>(0)}      (6) 
/i-»0+ ft 

and 
Ay(rfc,x) = y(rfc,o; + J(rfc,x))-y(rfc,a;). (7) 

We define the following classes of functions for later use. 

K0 = {<j> G C[J, Ä+], 0(s) > 0, s > 0}. 

Ä"i = {<?!> G #0, <K«) > 0, s > 0}. 

Ki = {4> G K0, (j>(s) < s, s > 0}. 

Kz = {</> € i^o, </>(s) is nondecreasing }. 

.K" = {<£ G i^o, <j>(s) is strictly increasing and <f>(0) = 0}. 

V, = {V : J x K\ -> 72.+, continuous on (-r, T0) X i?n and [r^-i, rk) x i?" 
and       lim   '  V(t, y) = V(r£, x) exists for k = 1,2,3,...}. 

■ iLK" = {<£ € Ä", lim <j){s) = oo}. 
s—*oo 

Let us first give a theorem which shows that impulses may make an un- 
stable system asymptotically stable. 
Theorem 4.3 Assume that 

(i) V € Vi, a,b,£ K such that 

&(W) < V(t, x) < a{\x\),     (t, x) e J x s(p); 

(ii) there exists A € PC[J, R+], C € K, p G Ki such that 

D+v(t,m)<Kt)c(\m\) (8) 

whenever V(t, 0(0)) > p(V(t + s, cp(s))), s G [-7,0], where t ^ 1>, <t> G 
PC[-7,0], M(0)) € J x s(p); 

(mj f/iere errisis Vfc G K3, Vfc ° &_1(u) + w < p(w)> u G (0,p), k — 1,2,..., 
such that 

Av(rk,m)<M\m\) (9) 
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(iv) supJTfc — Tk-i} = T < oo and 
keN 

rt+T ri        du 
sup '       \(s)ds < inf   '       ,   ,. . < oo. (10) 
t>o   t ?>°  P(q) co6-!(a) 

Then the trivial solution of (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 

Our next result gives sufficient conditions under which stability properties 
of a system are preserved under impulsive perturbations. 
Theorem 4.4 Assume that 

(i) V £ V„ H, L € K. such that 

b(\x\)<V(t,x)<a(\x\),    (t,x)eJxs(p); 

(ii) there exists A £ PC[J, R+], c £ K, p £ K, such that 

D+v{t,m)<-\{t)c{\m\) t (ii) 

whenever p(V(t,(j)(0))) > V(t+s,(j)(s)), s e [-a, 0], a £ (0,7], w/iere 
t±Tk,<f>£ PC[-i,0], (t,4>(0)) €Jx s(p); 

(Hi) there exists V>fc € K3, ipk ° &-1(w) +u < p(u), u € (0,p), k — 1,2,..., 

AVfa.flO)) < Vfc(l^(0)|); (12) 

f«/)   inf JTfc — Tfc_i} = cr + 2r and 
keN 

/•?(«)       du /'*+T 

sup '        ,   . . . < inf  '       X(s)ds < 00. (13) 
g>0   ,      co&-i(u)     t>o  t 

Then the trivial solution of (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
The final result gives a criterion on boundedness of solutions. 

Theorem 4.5 Assume that 

(i) V £ C[R+ x Rn,R], V(t,x) is locally Lipschitz in x and 

b(\x\)<V(t,x)<a(\x\), 

where a £ K, b £ RK; 
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(ii) there exists dk € K such that 

AV(Tk,m)< 4(10(0)1),     A = 1,2,...; (14) 

(in) Va > 0, Y^zh^l < ^ an^  üm sup™M < ^ ^e^ M > 0, 
a fc-»oo a 

ipk = dk ° &-1 and ^fc = (/ + ^fc) ° • ■ • ° {I + ipi); 

(iv) there exists A,H>0,c£K and 

D+V(t,4>(0))<A-c(\<l>(0)\),    t>t0,    \x\>H, (15) 

p(V(t, 0(0)) > V(t + s, 4(a)),    s e [-7,0], 

where p £ C[R+, R+], p(s) > Ms for s > 0. 

Then the solutions of (1) are UB and UUB. 
To conclude this section, we discuss some examples. 

Example 4.1:   Consider the nonlinear equation 

x'(t) = -ax(t - 1)[1 + x(t)} '       (16) 

where a > 0. This equation has applications to population dynamics and it was 
shown in [10] that if a > ^, then there exists e > 0 such that lim |a;(to, 0)COI ^ 

e, V0 S C[[-l, 0], Ä], 0(s) ^ 0 for s € (-1,0). 
This implies that the zero solution of (17) is unstable. Now let V(x) = \x\. 

Then for 0 € PC[[-1,0], i?], we have 

D+V(4>(0)) < «I0(-1)I(1 + 10(0)1) = aV(0(-l))(l + ^(0(0)))- 

Let a € (0,1) and p(s) = as, s € Ä+. Then whenever V(0(O)) > p(V(0(s))), 
s £ [—1,0], we have 

D+y(0(o))<||0(o)|(i + |0(o)|) 

since ^(0(-l)) < £V(0(O)). 
Let p > 0 and for || 0 ||r< p, we have 

£^(0(0)) < ^^|0(O)| = A(i)c(|0(O)|) 

where X(t) = —- and c(s) = s. 
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Choose a sequence {rk} so that rk - rk-\ = r > 0 for all k, where 

r < —7- r-f-alnd. 

Define I(rk, <p) so that 

\m+i(tk,4>)\<a\m\- 

Then direct computation shows that all conditions of Theorem 4.1 are met and 
thus the zero solution of (17) is stabilizable through the use of impulses. A 
simple choice of I which will work is 

I(t, 0) = (a-1)0(0). 

An optimal choice of a is 

a = - 
e 

at which T is the largest. n 

Example 4.2:   Consider the scalar equation 

{x'(t) = A(t)x(t)+ f    C{t-s)x(s)ds+f(t),Ax = hkx{t),        t = rk, (17) 

where A, C and / are continuous functions, 

|/(t)| <L,    L > 0,    % > 0   and    J2T=i h* < °°- 

Assume that A(t) < 0 and 

/■7 

. A(t) + M '    \C{u)\du < -a, 
o 

oo 

where a > 0 and M = TT(1 + hk). 
fc=i 

Let y (£, i) = |x| and q > 1 such that 

A(t)+Afg ^  |C(u)|du<~, 
o ^ 

and let p(s) — Mqs. Then, for any solution x(t), if 

p(V(t,x{t)))>V{t + s,x(t + s)),    s€[-7,0],    t>*o, 
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we have   D+V(t,x(t)) < A(t)\x(t)\ + f*_^ \C(t - s)\ \x(s)\ds + \f(t)\ 
<L + A(tOx(t) + Q \C(u)\ \x(t - u)\du 
<L + (A(t) + Mq Q |C7(u)|du) \x{t)\ 
<L-f|x(t)| 
<A-f\x(t)\,    \x(t)\>H,  where A = f, H = ^. 

AV{Tk,x)<hk\x\,    fc = l,2,.... 

Thus all the conditions of Theorem 4.3 are met and the solutions of (18) are 
UB and UUB. D 
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STABILITY OF SOLUTION FOR A CLASS OF THE FOURTH 
ORDER NONLINEAR AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS 

Deyuan Lu and Zonghuang Liao 

Department of Mathematics, Guizhou Normal University, 
Guiyang, 550001, P. R. China 

In this paper, we have discussed stability of solution for a class of the fourth 
order nonlinear autonomous systems by means of the integral method of Liapunov 
function generation for nonlinear autonomous systems(see [1]). 

Consider the equation 

d4x      ,d3x     „d2x      _dx     r,,d
2x     dx       .„ .,. 

^ + Al?+Bä? + CTt+D^ + lü + ^m = 0' W 

where A, B, C, D are real constants, m(> 1) is a odd number. 
Equation (1) is equivalent to the following systems of equations 

I      dt   ~x2>   dt   — X3'   dt        X4> 
^ = -Ax* - Bx3 - Cx2 - D(x3 + x2 + xi)m = -g(xi,X2,x3,X4). 

(2) 

By means of the integral method of Liapunov function generation for non- 
linear autonomous systems [l]m, we construct a Liapunov function using the 
following steps. 

step 1.     J^- = hi(xi,x2,x3,X4) = f ^g{xi,x2,x3,xi)dx3 

= [ Dm(x3 +x2+ xi^-^dxj, = D(x3 + x2 + xi)m, 

§^ = h2(xi,x2,x3,x4) = f -^g{xi,x2,x3,x4k)dx3 

= f[C + Dm(x3 +x2+ x^-^dxa 

= Cx3 + D(x3+x2+xl)
m, 

— = g(xi,x2,x3,x<i) = Axi + Bx3 + Cx2 + D(x3 +x2 +xi)m, dx3 

dH 
ÖX4 
22- = X4 + h4(xi,X2,X3,Xi) 

= X4+ f -£^g(xi,x2,x3,X4,)dx3 = X4+ f Adx3 = X4 4-^x3, 
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where H, hi(i = 1,2,3,4) can be defined as [1]. 

step 2.     §- = M.+f1=D(x3+x2+x1)
m + f1, 

dV  _  dH 
S^ - 0*7 + h = CX3 + D(x3 + X2 + x,)m + h, 

dV  _   dH 
9X3 9X3 f£ = H + h = Axi + Bx3 + Cx2 + D(x3 +x2 + xx)

m + f3, 

dV  _  dH 

where /j are undetermined functions and satisfies the conditions gk = -^ 
(i,j = 1,2,3,4), V can be defined as [1]. 

oto^ 3     4¥-\     — av dx*   i   av dxi  i   av dx*  i   9V dx" t>uep o.      rft |(2) — dxi   dt   T dx2  dt   T dx3  dt   f dxi  dt 

= \D(x3+x2+x{)m + h]x2 

+ [Cx3 + D(x3 +X2+ Xi)m + f2]x3 

+ [Axi + Bx3 + Cx2 + D(x3 +x2+ xx)m + f3]xi 

+ [x4 + Ax3 + fi][-Axi - Bx3 - Cx2 - D{x3 +x2+ xi)m]- 

Taking 

/i=0, /2 = (B + C)x2 + Ax3 +14) 

f3 = Ax2 + {A- l)x3 -(A- l)xi,     U = x2-{A- l)x3, 

we have 

^|(2) = -[Cx\ + (B-C- A)x\ + (A- l)xl}. (3) 
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step4.   V = C §^(xu0,0,0)dx1 + ^ ™-(Xl,x2,Q,Qi)dx2 

+ C §^(Xl>X2>X3,0)dX3 + JQ
4
 §^(x\,X2,X3,X4)dX4 

= J*1 Dxfdx1 + /0*2 [D(x2 +Xl)
m + (B + C)x2]dx2 

+ Q3[Bx3 + Cx2 + D(x3 + x2+x1)
m+ Ax2 + (A- l)x3]dx3 

+ Ct^4 + Axs + x2-(A- l)x3]dxi 

= l^T+X1 + [j&te + ^)m+1 + \{B + C)x\}\^ + [\Bx\ 

+Cx2x3 + ^I(x3+x2+ an)"*1 + Ax2x3 + \{A - l)a;|]|g3 

+[\x\ + Ax3Xi + x2x4 -(A- 1)2:3x4] |o4 

= Ä<+1 + h^-M+x,r^ +1(5+c)xi) - [^r+i]i 

+ t[lBxl + Cx2x3 + £l(x3+x2+x1)
m+1 

- +^2x3 + i^-i)a;i]-[^T(a;2+a;ir+i]i 

+\x\ + Ax3x<i + x2X4 — Ax3x\ + X3X4 

= ^r1(x3+x2+x1r+i 

+\x\ + \(A + B- l)i§ + \{B + C)x\ + Xix3 

+X4X2 + (A + C)x3x2 

= S&ifo + %2 + xl)m+1 + Ufa, X3, Xi), 

where 

U(xA,x3,x2) = \x\ + \{A + B- l)x\ + \(B + C)x\ 

+X4X3 + X4X2 + {A + C)x3x2. 

Theorem If equation (1) satisfies the following conditions: 

A > 1,    B > A + C,    C> 0,    D > 0, 

then zero solution of equation (1) is stable. 
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Proof.   First, we prove that Liapunov function (4) is positive definite. 
Since 

J^—(x3+x2 + x1)
m+1>0, 

m + 1 

we only need to show the quadratic form 

Ufa, x3, x2) = \x\ + \{A + B - l)x\ + \{B + C)x\ 

+X4CC3 + X4X2 + {A + C)X3X2 

is positive definite. 
Note that determinant of coefficients of the quadratic form {7(2:4, £3,0:2) 

is 

\\{A + B-l)\{A + C) 

I    I(A + C)     \{B + C) 

It is easy to see that the principal minors of this determinant satisfy 

>0, 
1 
2 
1 1 
2 2 

1 
(A + B - 2) > 0, 

\\(A + B-l)\{A + C) 

\    \{A + C)    \{B + C) 

(A + B-l) 

= i[(A + B- 2){B + C-1)-(A + C- l)2] 

In fact, from 

we get 

and 

Hence 

>0. 

A>1,    B>A + C,    C>0, 

A + B - 2 > A + C - 1 > C > 0 

B + C-1>A + C + C-1>A + C-1>0. 

(A + B- 2)(B + C-1)>(A + C- l)2. 

By virtue of Sylvester theorem, we obtain that the quadratic form U(x4, X3,0:2) 
is positive definite, therefore Liapunov function (4) is positive definite also. 
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Next, we prove that the derivative % of V(xltx2,x3,x4) along (2) is 
negative function. 

Since 

lfifl(2) = D(x3 +X2+ a;i)m(a;3 + x2 + xx) + x4x4 + (A + B - l)x3x3 

+(B + C)x2x2 + x4x3 + x4x3 

+x4x2 + x4x2 + (A + C)(x3x2 + x3x2) 

= D(x3 +x2+ x1)
m(x4 +x3+ x2) + x4(x4 + x3+ x2) 

+x3[(A + B- l)x3 + x4 + (A + C)x2] 

+x2 [(B + C)x2 + x4 + (A + C)x3] 

= D(x3 +x2+ a;1)
m(a;4 + x3 + x2) + \-Ax4 - Bx3 - Cx2 

-D(X3 +X2+ X!)m](x4 +x3+ x2) + x4[(A + B - l)x3 + x4 

+(A + C)x2] + x3 [(B + C)x2 + x4 + (A + C)x3] 

= -[Ca$ + (B-C-A)4 + (A-l)a%[, 

by condition of theorem, we know that 

^1(2) = -[Cxi + (B-C- A)xl + (A- l)xl] 

is negative function. 
By virtue of stability theorem of Liapunov on constant motion, zero solu- 

tion of equation (2) is stable. Thus it is obtained that zero solution of equation 
(1) is stable. 
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OSCILLATION OF NEUTRAL DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
WITH "MAXIMA" » 

JIAOWAN LUO 
Institute of Sciences, Changsha Railway University, 

Changsha, Hunan, 410075, P.R.China 
Email: kys@csru.edu.cn 

In this paper, a class of neutral difference equations with "maxima" are considered. 
Sufficient conditions for oscillation of all solutions are obtained. 

1    Introduction 

Recently, there has been a lot of activity concerning the oscillatory behavior 
of solutions of difference equations. See, for example, [1,5-7] and the references 
cited therein. 

Consider the difference equation 

A[xn + pnxn-k\ + qn max xs = 0, (1) 
[n—l,n] 

where n G N(n0) = {no, n0 + 1,..., } and A is the forward difference operator 
defined by Axn = xn+x - xn, and [n - l,n] = [n - l,n- I + I,...,n]. 

Throughout the paper we always assume that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 

(HI) k and 1 are positive integers; 
(H2) {pn} is a sequence of real number, for n G N(n0); 
(H3) {qn} is a sequence of nonnegative real numbers which is not identically 

zero; 
(H4)£r=n„<zS = +oo- 
By a solution of Eq.(l), we mean a sequence {xn} of real numbers which 

is defined for n G N(n0). As is customary, a nontrivial solution {xn} of (1) 
is said to be nonoscillatory if the terms xn are either eventually positive or 
eventually negative. Otherwise, it is said to be oscillatory. 

Our aim in this paper is to establish the sufficient conditions for oscillstion 
of all solutions of (1). This work was motivated by the paper Bainov, Petrov 
and Proicheva [2] in which a detailed analysis of oscillation properties was 
given for the continuous version of Eq'.(l). We shall note that differential 
equations with maxima occur in the problem of automatic regulation of various 
real systems [9].   The maxima arise when the regulation law corresponds to 

«This work is supported by NNSF of China (Grant No.19871006) 
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the maximal deviation of the regulable quantity. Also differential equations 
with maxima are an increasing object investigated by many authors [2-4,8]. 
However, to the author's knowledge, the corresponding difference equations 
with maxima, for example, Eq.(l), has not been investigated up to now. On 
the other hand, Eq.(l) is different from equation 

A[x„ +pnxn-k] + qnxn-i = 0. (2) 

Eq.(l) is nonlinear-and in the general case the fact {xn} is a solution of (1) 
does not imply that {-xn} is also a solution of (1). 

2    Main results 

Define 
Zn = X„+pnXn..k. (3) 

Lemma 1 Let conditions (H1)-(H4) hold. Then the following assertions 
are valid: 

(i) If pn < -1 and {xn} is an eventually positive solution of (1), then zn 
is eventually decreasing and zn < 0 eventually. 

(ii) If pn < -1 and {xn} is an eventually negative solution of (1), then zn 

is an eventually increasing function and zn > 0 eventually. 
(iii) If -1 < pn < 0 and xn > 0 eventually,then zn > 0 eventually. 
(iv) If -1 < pn < 0 and xn < 0 eventually,then zn < 0 eventually. 
Proof (i) From the definition of zn there follows the equality 

A2„ -I- qn max xs = 0. (4) 
[n—l,n] v   ' 

Since xn > 0 eventually, then Azn < 0 and zn is an eventually decreasing 
function. Suppose zn > 0 eventually. Prom (2.3) there follow the inequalities 

Xn > -PnXn-k > Xn-k- 

From the inequality xn > xn-k and the fact xn is an eventually positive func- 
tion it follows that there exists a constant m > 0 such that xn>m eventually 
and max[n_;]n] xs > m eventually. From (2.4) we obtain the estimate 

Azra = — qn max xs < —mqn. 
[n—l,n] 

Summing the last inequality from nx to n, where ni is a sufficiently large 
integer, and obtain 

n 

zn <zni -m Y^ qa. (5) 
s—ni 
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Passing to the limit in (2.5), from condition H4 it follows that limn-^» zn = 
—oo which contradicts the assumption that zn > 0 eventually. 

(ii) From (2.4) and the inequality xn < 0 eventually it follows that Azn 

is an eventually positive function and zn is an eventually increasing function. 
Suppose that zn < 0 eventually. From (2.3) and from the condition pn < — 1 
we deduce the inequality xn < Zn-fc • Hence there exists a negative constant 
m such that xn < m eventually and max[„_i]n] xs < m eventually. From 
(2.4) it follows Azn > -qnm. Further, as in the proof of (i) it is shown that 
linin-Kjo zn — +oo which contradicts the assumption that zn < 0 eventually. 
Hence, zn > 0 eventually. 

(iii) Suppose that z„ < 0 eventually. Then from (2.3) and from the condi- 
tion — 1 < pn < 0 we obtain 

xn < xn-k- (6) 

Since xn > 0 eventually, then from (2.6) it follows that xn is a bounded func- 
tion for n e N(no), hence zn is a bounded function too. It is immediately 
verified that Azn < 0 eventually and zn is an eventually decreasing negative 
function. Since zn is a bounded function, then there exists the finite limit 
limn^oo zn = a(a < 0). Let ß = limn^oo inf xn- Suppose that ß > 0 . Eventu- 
ally the inequality xn > f is valid, hence max[n_;]n] xs > f eventually. Then 
as in (i) it is proved that limn_oo zn = —oo which contradicts the fact that zn 

is a bounded function. 
Thus we proved that limn_oo inf xn = 0. There exists a sequence {rm}$£=1, Tk 

N(n0),limm^caTm = oo and limm-^oo2;Tm-A; = 0. From (2.6) it follows that 
limm^oo xTm = 0. Passing to the limit in the equality zTm = xTm +pTmxTm-k 
as m —► oo, we obtain that limm_»oo zTm = 0 which contradicts the fact that 
a = lim^oo zn < 0. Hence zn > 0 eventually. 

The proof of (iv) is analogous to the proof of (iii). 
From Lemma 1, we immediately obtain 
Theorem 2 Let conditions (H1)-(H4) hold and pn = -1. Then each so- 

lution of (1) oscillates. 
Theorem 3 Let conditions (H1)-(H4) hold. Assume that 

pn<-l,        k>l, (7) 

hm vnf-       >         : 7 r > 77 , , .unr       (°J 
n-.oo       k-l maxue[s_js]{-pu+fc}      (k-l + l)* 1+i 

S=T1 — K+l L J 

Then each solution of equation (1) oscillation. 
Proof Suppose that equation (1) has a nonoscillatory solution {xn}- Let 

xn < 0 eventually. From Lemma 1 (ii), it follows that zn > 0 eventually. From 
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(10) 

(3) there follow the inequalities 

zn<PnXn-k,    xn < ^^-,     max xs <  max^±£. (9) 
Pn+k        [n-l,n] [n-l,n] ps+k 

V   ' 

Since zn is an eventually increasing function, then for sufficiently large n the 
following estimate is valid 

Zn+k-i < Zs+k,      s e [n - l,n]. 

Then 
™„„      zn+k-l   . Zs+k max     >    max 

s€[n-i,n]    ps+k s€[n-l,n] ps+k 

 ^±hzl     >.    max     fn±fc_ 
maxse[n-l,n]{-Ps+k}       se[n-l,n] ps+k 

Prom the last inequality and from (2.10) we deduce the inequality 

max xs < ~zn+k-i  
[n-l,n] maxse[„-i,n]{-Ps+k} 

Prom (2.4) and from (2.11) it follows that the eventually positive function zn 

satisfies 
AZn ~ ^ ^T~^ Xzn+k-l > 0. (11) maxse[n-(,n]{-Ps+fc} ^   > 

But from (2.9) and [1] it follows that (2.12) has no eventually positive solu- 
tion. The contradiction obtained shows that Eq.(l) has no eventually negative 
solutions. 

We shall show that it has no eventually positive solutions either. Suppose 
that this is not true. Let xn > 0 eventually. Prom Lemma l(i) it follows that 
zn < 0 eventually. As above, we obtain 

max xs > ~zn+k-i   ■ 
[n-l,n] mZX{n-l,n]{-Ps+k} K     ' 

Prom (2.4) and from (2.13) it follows that the eventually negative function zn 

satisfies the inequality 

Azn ^7 TZn+k-l < 0. (13) maxse[n_lin]{-Ps+k} 
n+K    - ^°> 

But from (2.9) and [1] it follows that (2.14) has no eventually negative solution. 
Hence (1) has no eventually positive solutions.   Since in view of what was 
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proved above it has no eventually negative solutions, then each solution of (1) 
oscillates. 

Theorem 4 Let conditions (H1)-(H4) hold. Assume that 

-l<Pn<0,        l>k, (14) 

1   n_1 kk 

lim infT   V  qs    min   {-pu} > ,,  , lU+r (15) 
n-oo        k ,      u€[s-l,s] (k + l)k+l 

s=n—k 

Then each solution {xn} of (1) oscillates. 
Proof Suppose that (1) has a nonoscillatory solution {xn} and let xn > 0 

eventually. From Lemma 1, it follows that zn is an eventually decreasing pos- 
itive function. Then 
zn < xn and max[n_i,n] zs < max[n_i,n] xs. From (2.4) and from the last in- 
equality we obtain that 

A.z„ + qn max zs < 0. 
[n—l,n\ 

Since zn is an eventually decreasing function, then 

max zs = zn-\. 
\n—l,n\ 

Consequently, the eventually positive function zn satisfies the inequality 

Azn + qnzn-i < 0. (16) 

Since min[n_(,n]{-p„} < 1, then from (2.17) and [1] it follows that (2.18) has 
no eventually positive solutions. The contradiction obtained shows that (1) 
has no eventually positive solutions. 

We shall show that it has no eventually negative solutions either. Suppose 
that this is not true. Let xn < 0 eventually. From Lemma 1 it follows that 
zn is an eventually negative increasing function. From the inequality zn < 0 
eventually and from the definition of zn there follow the inequalities 

Xn < -PnXn-k < ~PnZn-k- 

maxis<    max   {-pszs-k} < [ min {-ps}]zn-k- 
[n-l,n\ se[n-l,n] [n-l,n] 

From (2.4) and from the last inequality we obtain that the eventually negative 
function z„ satisfies the inequality 

Az„ + [qn min {-ps}]zn-k > 0. (17) 
[n—l,n] 
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Prom (2.17) and from the known result of [1] it follows that inequality (17) 
has no eventually negative solutions. Hence (1) has no eventually negative 
solutions and since in view of what was proved above the equation (1) has no 
eventually positive solutions either, then each solution of (1) oscillates. 
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ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF SOLUTIONS OF SINGULAULY 
PERTURBED EQUATION 

HONGKUAN MA 
Department of Basic Course, 
Shanghai Tiedao University, 

Shanghai, 200331, P.R.China 

In this paper, we considered the singularly perturbed problem which is derived from 
the population model, proved that there existed a unique solution, and obtained 
the asymptotic solution and its remainder estimation. 

1    Introduction 

We often encounter the following equation 

fum\ f+°° 
—     =uxx- {u<f>{ k(x - y)u(t, y)dy]}x + un(u- o)(l - «)      (1) 

t — OO 

when we study the population problem.   Where u(t, x) > 0 is the popula- 
tion density, x e R,t > 0, <j>(s) is the population rate.ra >  l,rc > 1 are 
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constants.*:^) = e[l - H(x)], H(x) is Heaviside function, e > 0 is a small 
parameter. 0 < a < 1 is a constant. 
Let v(t,x) = /"^«(i.-r)^ = x - ct, v(t,x) = v(£),then u(t,x) = u(£)-We 

set a = /+~u(T)dr,hence we get f*™k(x - y)u{t,y)dy = s[a - 2u(£)], so 
that we turn (1) into the following equation 

-cum-\ = u« - {u#(a - 2v)]}e + un(u - o)(l - u) (2) 

Then, let rj = e£,U{ri) = u(£),V(rj) = e[a - 2u(£)], we transformate (2) to 

e2Um - e[U<KV)]v + Un(U- a)(l -U) = -ceUm-lUv 

Since we only consider the traveling wave problem, from now on we use the 
traditional independent variable t instead of rj, i.e. the superscript " '" denotes 
differentiation with respect to t. We rewrite V — x, U = y.eUv = z, then we 
obtained 

f x = y 
) ey = z t (3) 
\ez = e<t>{x)y2 + 4>{x)z - cym~lz + yn(y - o)(y - 1) 

where 4> {x) denotes differentiation with respect to x. We find the solution 
that satisfied the following conditions 

( x(0) = 0 
i 2/(0) = ß (4) 
^(0) = 0 

The system (3),(4) is a singularly perturbed problem, we proved that there ex- 
isted a unique solution, and obtained the asymptotic solution and its remainder 
estimation. 

2    The construction of asymptotic solution 

We supposed the following conditions hold 
(HI) The functions that are given in (1) belong to CN+2,N > 0 is an integer. 
(H2) <f>{x) - cam-1 < 0 
We denote the second and third formulas of (3) are ew = F(x, w,t,s) where 

w = is a 2-dimensional vector. So we obtain 
z 

f 0 1 1 
c(l - m)ym'2z + (n + 2)yn+l - (a + l)(n + l)yn + any""1    4>{x) - cym~l 
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Let e = 0, we conclude the solutions of the reduced equations 0 = F(x, w, t, 0) 

are w^t) = ' jj\ w2(t) = ' J » , w3(i) = ^ . The eigenvalues Ä<(t),(t = 

1,2) of the matrix Fw(t) = Fw(x(t),w(t),t) satisfy Re\i(t) < 0,(i = 1,2) only 

when w(t) - . Hence we proved the following Lemma: 

Lemma 1: Under (H2), the problem (3),(4) is a stable problem when w(t) = 
(a\ 

0   ' 
Using the boundary function method (see[l]), we find the asymptotic solution 
for (3),(4) in the following form 

h(t,e) = h(t,e) + ILh(T,e) (5) 

where h = ■ y . is a 3-dimensional vector, r = | > 0. h and Uh are regular 

for e. Let 

Ä(t,e) = Äo(t)+£Äl(t)+'--- 

HA(T, e) = n0h(r) + eTlih(T) + ■ ■ ■ 
Substituting (5) into (3),(4) and separating its right by t and r we get 

I ef + TT = ^'(« + HaOG? + %)2 + <ß(x + Ux)(z + Uz) (6) 

and 

/; 
' x(0) + ILE(O) = 0 
g(0) + Uy(0) = ß (7) 

(_ 2(0) + ILz(O) = 0 

We expanse the functions which are given in (6),(7) in Taylor series of e. 
Equating coefficients of same power of e in both side of equity, we obtain a 
sequence of linear boundary value problem. At first we consider the leading 
term 

(^ = yo 
' 0 = zo_   _ (8) 
I 0 = <f>(x0)z0 - cy^-lz0 + yS(y0 - a)(y0 - 1) 

122. _ 
r 
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and 
r5o(0)+noz(0)=0 

yo(0)+n0y(0) = i9 (10) 
(^,(0)+IIoz(0) = 0 

The boundary-layer function Uoh must be satisfied the condition Uoh(+oo) = 
0. It is clear that IIoa;(r) = 0 

fat\ 
According to Lemma 1, we conclude that ho(t) = i   a  ■. 

1  0 ' 
Hence the second formula of (9) could be written 

C dUpy _TT   r 

&g* = cf>(0)U0z - cam-1n0z + an(a - l)U0y (11) 

Because the system (11) could be changed to a reducible second order differ- 
ential equation, it is easy to find the solution of the problem (10),(11). Thus 
we get the solutions h0(t) and n0/i(r) of (8),(9),(10).Similarly we can get the 
solutions hk(t) and lifeh{r). 

3, Existence and uniqueness result 

Let 
f (i(t,e) = x(t,e) -XN(t,e) 

v(t,e) =w(t,e) -WN{t,e) 
(12) 

wherein = is a 2-dimensional vector, 
V2 

N 

XN(t,e) = T sj[Xj(t) + UjX(r)} 

N 

WN(t,s) = YV[^(t) +11^)] 
3=1 

iProm (12), we get the following 

w(t,e) = v(t,e) + WN(t,e) 
(13) 

Substituting (13) into (3),(4), we get 

f = ux(t,e) + YN[i,S) - -zr (14) 
-du  _   EV,, _L  Y-hl/ 4. W.,   +   e\ - räWji V      ' 
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and 
MO,£) = 0,z/(0,£) = 0 (15) 

It follows from the fixed point theorems in Banach space that there exists a 
unique solution to the system (14),(15) and the following estimation 

Mt,e)\\<<TeN+\\\v(t,e)\\<aeN+\ 

where a is a constant. So we proved the following theorem: 
Theorem:   Under the conditions (H1),(H2), there exists a unique solution 
h{t,e) to problem (3),(4) and the following estimation 

N 

h(t,e) = Wfo(i) + TTA(*)] +o(eN+1),(e - 0) 
3=1 j      £ 

holds uniformly for 0 < t < T,T > 0 is a constant. 
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1    Introduction 

The main motivation of this Note is to present some results and ideas of a 
recent new geometric theory developed by the authors on 2-D incompressible, 
flows. The point of view of this theory is to classify the topological structure 
and its transitions of the instantaneous velocity field (i.e. streamlines in the 
Eulerian coordinates), treating the time variable as a parameter. Based on this 
viewpoint, our theory contains two main steps: a) the study of the global topo- 
logical/geometric structure of divergence-free vector fields on 2-D manifolds, 
and b) transitions of the global structure of the velocity fields as solutions of 
the Navier-Stokes equations of 2-D incompressible fluid flows as the time t or 
the Reynolds number changes. 

This article along with 2,3>4'6 is in the first direction. In 2'4, we studied 
the case where M is a compact submanifold of S2. In this case, the classical 
Poincare-Bendixson theorem holds true. Hence in particular, we proved that 
a divergence-fee vector field is structurally stable with divergence-free vector 
fields perturbations if and only if (1) v is regular; (2) all interior saddle points 
of v are self-connected; and (3) each boundary saddle point is connected to 
boundary saddles on the same connected component of the boundary. These 
conditions are quite different from those in the classical M. Peixoto8 structural 
stability theorem for general vector field with general vector feilds perturba- 
tions on two-dimensional compact manifolds; they are (i) the field can have 
only a finite number of singularities and closed orbits (critical elements) which 
must be hyperbolic; (ii) there are no saddle connections; (iii) the non wander- 
ing set consists of singular points and closed orbits. A direct consequence of the 
above two sets of necessary and sufficient conditions is that no divergence-free 
vector field is structurally stable under general Cr vector fields perturbations. 
Such a drastic change in the stable configurations is explained by the fact that 
divergence-free fields preserve volume and so attractors and sources can 
never occur for these fields. In particular, this makes it natural the restriction 
that saddles in the boundary must be connected with saddles on the boundary 
on the same connected component, in the third condition. 

Progress has also been made in the second direction recently in5,1. In5, we 
proved that when M is a compact submanifold of S2 for any external forcing in 
an open and dense subset of Ca(TM) (0 < a < 1), all steady state solutions of 
the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations are structurally stable. In1, we 
study the structural bifurcation of one-parameter families of divergence-free 
vector fields. 

The main objective of this article is to study the dynamics of divergence- 
free vector fields on general 2D compact manifolds. The main results include 
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1). a limit set theorem and structural classification of divergence-free vector 
fields, 2). topological structure of ergodic sets of divergence-free vector fields, 
3). structural instability and block stability of divergence-free vector fields 
on 2D compact manifolds with nonzero genus, and 4). structural classfication 
and stability of Hamiltonian vector fields on 2D compact symplectic manifolds. 
The proof of these results are length and technical, and will be given in3,6. 

2    Limit Set Theorem and structural classification 

Let M be a two dimensional differentiable manifold with boundary dM. We 
always assume that r > 1 is an integer. Let C^(TM) be the space of all r-th 
differentiable vector fields v on M such that v\dM € CT(TdM), namely the 
restriction of any r-th differentiable vector field v e Cr(TM) on the boundary 
dM is a r-th differentiable vector field of the tangent bundle of dM. 

A point p e M is called a singular point of v g C^(TM) if v(p) = 0; a 
singular point p of v is called nondegenerate if the Jacobian matrix Dv(p) is 
invertible; v is called regular if all singular points of v are nondegenerate. For 
convenience, we let 

Dr(TM){v g Cr
n(TM)\ div v = 0}, 

and 
Dr

0(TM) = {v€ Dr{TM)\ v is regular }. 

Here we assume that Mis a Riemannian manifold with the Riemannian metric 
g. The differential operator div is the divergence operator of a vector field, 
which can be defined in terms of the Levi-Civita connection. 

Let $(x, t) be the orbit passing through x g M at t — 0 of the flow 
generated by v. An orbit withjts end points is called a saddle connection if 
its a and w-limit sets are saddle points. 

Thanks to the divergence-free conditions, the properties of divergence- 
free vector fields are quite different from those of general vector fields. We 
now recall some basic facts of divergence-free vector fields, which will be used 
hereafter in this article. 

1. It is easy to see that for any v £ Dr(TM) an interior non-degenerate 
singular point of v can either be a center or a saddle, and a nondegenerate 
boundary singularity must be a saddle. 

2. The divergence-free condition eliminates the existence of limiting cycles. 
Hence for any v g Dr(TM), and V C M be the set consisting of all closed 
orbits and centers of v. Then V is open. 

3. The classical Poincare-Bendixson theorem holds true for submanifolds 
of S2 (or P2 or K2). In particular, both the w-limit and the a-limit sets of a 
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regular divergence free vector field on a submanifold of S2 (or P2 or K2) must 
be either a saddle point, or a non limiting cycle closed orbit. 

To to obtain a structural classification for divergence-free vector fields on 
general two-dimensional manifolds, we need a new version of the Poincare- 
Bendixson theorem to understand the w and a limit sets. It is well known that 
flows on a torus may be nontrivially recurrent, and the w and a limit sets can 
be very complicated sets. For instance, the w and a limit sets of the Cherry 
flow can have the structure of Cantor sets; see7. Thanks to the divergence-free 

conditions, we have6 

Theorem 2.1 (Limit Set Theorem) Let M be a two-dimensional compact 
manifold with or without boundary and v € DT(TM) be a regular vector field. 
Let XQ € M be a regular point of v. Then the a and w — limit sets a(xo) and 
U>(XQ) must be one of the following types: 1). a closed orbit, but not a limit 

cycle, 2). a saddle point, or 3). a connected closed domain Vt C K = M — V', 
with dfl consisting of saddle connections. Here V C M is the open set con- 
sisting of the closed orbits of v. 

We then proceed with the structural classification of divergence-free vector 
fields as follows. 

Let v S DQ(TM) be a regula divergence-free vector field. First, let p € M 
be a center', then there is an open neighborhood C of p, such that for any 
x e C(x 7^ p), the orbit $(x,i) is closed. We call the largest neighborhood C 
of p of this type is called a circle cell of p. 

Second, let B C M be an open set, such that for any x G B, the orbit 
$(x, t) is closed, and any connected component S of dB is not a single point. 
Then B is called a circle band of v. 

Third, a closed domain F C M (i.e. cl(int F) = F) is called an ergodic 
set of v £ Dr(TM) if for any x e F with u(x) not a singular point of v, then 
u(x) = F. 

Then as a corollary of the limit set theorem, we have 

Theorem 2.2 (Structural Classification) Let M be a two-dimensional com- 
pact manifold with or without boundary, and v £ Dr(TM) be regular.   Then 
the topological set of orbits of v consists of finite connected components of 1). 
circle cells and circle bands, 2). ergodic sets, and 3). saddle connections. 

3    Topological structures of ergodic sets 

The topological structure of ergodic sets is more complex than that of circle 
cells and circle bands. 

Definition 3.1 Let N be a compact manifold without boundary and with 
genus k > 0. A closed domain fi C N is called a pseudo-manifold with genus 
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9 if 

1). fi is connected and dSl is homeomorphic to a union of finite number of 
circles S1, each of which has finite number of common points with the 
other, and 

2). there exists a submanifold M C N, such that fi C M and M is re- 
tractable to fi in N. 

The genus g of fi is defined to be the genus of M, and M is called an extended 
manifold of fi. 
Definition 3.2 Let fi be an ergodic set of v. 

1). A saddle point p S fi of v is an fi-interior saddle if there are four orbits 
connecting p in fi; 

2). A saddle point p S fi of v is an fi-boundary saddle if there are only three 
orbits connecting p in fi, and 

3). A saddle point p 6 Q of v is an fi-exterior saddle point if there are only 
;two orbits connecting p in ft. 

The following theorem characterizes the topological structure of ergodic 
sets. 
Theorem 3.1 Let M be a compact manifold with or without boundary and 
with genus k > 1. Let v £ Dr(TM) (r >1) be regular and Q C M be an 
ergodic set of v. Then H is homeomorphic to a pseudo-manifold with or without 
boundary with the genus goffl satisfying 

f 1 < g < k, if £1 orientable, ,„ 1 > 
4 < g < k, if fi nonorientable. * 

Moreover, the Euler characteristic of fi is given by 

x(Q) = -s-^ (3.2) 

where s is the number of Sl-interior saddles and b is the number ofCl-boundary 
saddles of v in fi. Consequently, the genus of SI is given by 

_ f 1 + |(s + \b - r), if SI orientable, ,     . 
y—    2-\-s + \b — r,       if SI nonorientable, * ' ' 

where r is the number of connected components of the boundary of the extended 
manifold M\. 
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When M is a torus with or without boundary, the topological structure 
of an ergodic set of M is simpler. We denote by \/m S1 C T2 the connected 
topological set which consists of m circle S1 with exactly m— 1 common points 
between them, and Vm^1 encloses m closed disks in*T2. 
Theorem 3.2 Let M be a torus with or without boundary, and v e DQ(TM) 

(r > I) be regular. Let Q.C M be an ergodic set of v. Then 

1). Q is a pseudo-torus (genus g = I) with or without boundary; 

2).'each connected component of du is homeomorphic to V   Sl (m > 1), 
and has exactly two saddle orbits in the interior ofQ, int Q; and 

3). int fi does not contain saddle points of v. 

4    Structural instability and block stability on 2-Manifolds with 
nonzero genus 

The structural classification theorem and the structure of the ergodic sets 
on tori suggest the introduction of a new concept called block stability of 
divergence-free vector fields on a torus T2. 
Definition,4.1 Let M = T2. A divergence-free vector field v £ DT(TM) is 
called a basic vector field if v is regular and M can be decomposed into blocks 
as M = QU^ Ai with ttr\Ai = %,Air\Aj = $ such that 

a) Each Ai C M is an open invariant submanifold ofv with zero genus, and 
£1 is a compact invariant submanifold of v of genus one; 

b) The restriction of v on each Ai is a self-connection vector field, and v 
has exactly one saddle point on each dAi. 

The we have the following main theorem of this article. 
Theorem 4.1 For each basic vector field v € Dr(TM) having block decom- 
position M = f2 ufi.! Ai, there is a neighborhood O C Dr(TM) of v such 
that 

1. each vi £ Ö has a block decomposition M = Q,^ UÜ, A^ with ftW and 
Ai (1 <i < K) homeomorphic to fl and Ai respectively. Namely, the 
block structure of v is stable; 

2. v\     is topologically equivalent to v\ m for any Vi € O; and 

3. v and V\ are either periodic or ergodic. 
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Furthermore, the set of all basic vector fields is open and dense in Dr(TM). 
Thanks to this block decomposition, it is easy to see that no divergence- 

free vector field on tori is structurally stable with divergence-free vector field 
pertubations, due to the presence of ergodic sets. 

5    Hamiltonian dynamics on two-dimensional symplectic manifolds 

According to the Hodge decomposition, when ß\(M) ^ 0, a divergence-free 
vector field consists of both the Hamiltonian and the harmonic parts. There- 
fore, the results and theory in Hamiltonian dynamics do not seem to be directly 
applicable to divergence-free vector fields. 

On the other hand, thanks to the Liouville-Arnold invariant tori theo- 
rem, there are no ergodic sets for a regular Hamiltonian vector field for a 
Hamiltonian vector field on a two-dimensional compact symplectic manifold 
M. Therefore we obtain 

Theorem 5.1 A Hamiltonian H is structurally stable under perturbations of 
Hamiltonian fileds if and only if 1). dH* is regular, and 2). all saddle points 
are self-connected. Moreover, the set of structurally stable Hamiltonian vector 
fields is open and dense in WiJ'M) (r > I). Here Hr(TM) is the space of all 
Cr Hamiltonian vector fields on M. 

In view of this result for Hamiltonian vector fields, it is easy to see that the 
instability of an divergence-free vector field is due to the presence of ergodic 
sets caused by the harmonic perturbations. 
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Let fn—rn and /Sl—s„ be two translation maps of torus T"1, n > 1. Then fri--r„ 
and fsi-.-Sn are topologically conjugate if and only if there exists an integral square 
matrix A of order n such that its determinant \A\ = 1 or — 1, and (ri,- • • ,rn)*A = 
(si,■■-,««)*. 

1    Introduction 

In the theory of dynamical system, the dynamical systems on tori Tn (n > 1) 
occupy a specific important position. For example, in order to explain the 
concepts of almost periodic motion and non-chaotic transitive map, one usually 
need to know the irrational rotations of the circle Sl (« T1). By giving a flow 
on torus T2 which has a singular point, Stepanov has shown that the minimal 
attractive center and the set of central motions of a flow can be distinct. 
Markov constructed a C1 differentiate (but not analytic) flow on T2, whose 
minimal set is the whole torus, but whose most of motions are not Liapunov 
stable (see [1]). By constructing analytic flows on T2 which are also minimal, 
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and also contain Liaponov unstable motions, Ding [2] and Mai [3] obtained 
answers of the Birkhoff 's conjecture respectively. 

The above example of Stepanov, Markov, Ding and Mai are all continuous 
flows on T2, which are all obtained from uniform continuous flows on T2 by- 
changing their velocities at different points in distinct sorts of ways. In this 
paper we will consider uniform discrete flows on torus Tn for any dimension 
n > 1. On Tn, uniform discrete flows are generated by translation maps. 
We will discuss the classification problem of all translation maps of tori by 
topological conjugacy. Our main result is the following theorem. 

Theorem 11 Let /n...*•„ oind /Sx...s„ be two translation maps of torus Tn to 
itself, n > 1. Then /ri—r„ an& /«i—«„ are topologically conjugate if and only 
if there exists an integral square matrix A of brder n such that its determinant 
\A\ -1 or-I, and (n, • • •, rn)*A = («i, ■ • •, s„)*.  . 

2    Translation Maps of Tori 

Denote by Z, Z+ and N the sets of integers, nonnegative integers and natural 
numbers, respectively. Let R be the real axis, and Rn be the Euclidean n- 
space with Euclidean metric d, n > 1. Then Rn is also a vector space, and is 
an additive' group, and Z" is a subgroup on R". 

Let Tn — Rn/Zn be the quotient group, with the quotient topology. Then 
Tn is an analytic manifold with the analytic structure induced by Rn. T™ is 
called the standard n-torus. A space homeomorphic to Tn is called an n-torus. 
Note that T1 is homeomorphic to the unit circle S1. 

Let pn : Rn -» Tn (= Rn/Zn) be the natural projection. For any 
(*i, •■-,*«) € Rn, write p„(ii, ••-,*„) as (tu- ■ ■ ,*„)*. Then (tlt ••-,*„)* = 
{(ti + ii, • • •, tn + in) : (ii, • • •, in) e Z™}, which both is a subset of R71, and is 
a point in T™. 

For any (n, • • ■ ,rn) € Rn, define Fri...Tn : Rn -+ R" and fTl-r„ : Tn -»• 
Tn, which are called translation maps of Rn and of Tn respectively, by, for all 
(t\, ■ ■ ■ ,tn) g Rn, 

Fr1-r„{ti,---,tn) = (ti+r1,---,tn + rn),   ' (2.1) 

/n-rj^i, • • -,*„)*) = (h + n, • ■ • ,tn + r„)*. (2.2) 

The classification problem of translation maps of Rn by topological con- 
jugacy is trivial. In fact, we have 

Proposition 3 Let {(n, • • • ,r„), (s1; • • • ,sn)} C Rn - {(0, • • • ,0)}. Then 
Fri...rn and F3l...Sn are topologically conjugate.  Concretely, arbitrarily choose 
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an invertible real square matrix B of order n such that (ri,---,rn) ■ B = 
(si, • • •, sn), and define a linear transformation £B : Rn —> R" by 

fo(*i.-".*n) ='(*!.••■,*«)--B. for any  (tir--,tn) <E Rn.        (2.3) 

Then£BFr1...rri=FSl...SntB- 
However, the classification of translation maps of torus T" is rather com- 

plex. 

3    Linear Transformations of Tori 

For any V, W C R", (ai, • • •, an) £ Rn and X,Y C Tn, write 

V + W = {(n + ai, ■ ■ ■, rn + sn) : (n, • • • ,r„) £ V, and   (si, • • ■, sn) £ W}, 

V + (ai,---,a„) = {(n +ai,---,rn+an) : (n,-• • ,T-„) e'V}, 

X + y={(n+sll---,r„ + sn)* :(ri,---1rn)*eX, and   («i, • • • ,«„)* € y}. 

Denote by Mn(R) (resp.   Mn(Z)) .the set of all real (resp.   integral) square 
• matrixes of order n. For any B £ Mn(R) and any V C Rn, write 

'   VB = V-B = {(ti,---,tn)-B:(tlr--,tn)£V}. 

For any A £ M„(Z), we can define a map hA : Tn -» T" by 

M(*i. • ■ ■>**)*) = ((*i. • ■ • .**) • ^)*. for all (tlt ■■■,tn)£ Rn.     (3.4) 

Such an HA is called a linear transformation (or fönear map) of Tn. Note that 
/i,4 is continuous. Obviously, we have 
Lemma 3 Let A £ M„(Z).  Then KA is onto if and only if\A\^0. 
Lemma 4 Let A £ M„(Z), and k £ N.   /jf |.A| = fc or -jfc, iften h^ is a 
covering map of k-fold. 
Lemma 5 Let A £ Mn(Z).  Then the following six properties are equivalent: 

(a) the determinant \A\ — 1 or —1. 

(b) |J4| ^ 0, and the inverse matrix A-1 £ Mn(Z). 

(c) Zn-A = Zn. 

(d) (n, • • •, r„)* • A = ((n, • • •, rn) • A)* for some point (n, • ■ •, rn) £ Rn. 

(e) (ri, • • • ,rny ■ A - ((n, • • • ,r„) • .4)* for all point (rlt ■ ■ • ,r„) e R". 

(f) /i^ is o homeomorphism. D 
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4    Proof of Theorem 1 

Now we give the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof. (<==) If there exists an integral square matrix A of order n such 

that \A\ = 1 or -1, and (n, ■ • •, rn)*A = (si, • • •, sn)*, then, by Lemma 3, HA is 
a homeomorphism, where KA is defined as in (4), and for any (t\, ■ ■ ■ ,tn) € Rn, 
we have 

'u/ri-r„((*l,-,-,*n)'1') = /*A((*1 + 7*1 >' " * i <n + Tn)*) 

= ((*! +ri, • • ■ ,t„ + r„) • A)* = ((ti, • •-,£„)• A)* 4- ((n, • • ■ ,r„) • A)* 

= hA((ti,--- ,tn)*) + (si, •■•,«„)* = /Sl...«n/iA((*ir--,*n)*)- 

This implies that KA is a topological conjugacy from fri-r„ to fSl...s„. 
(=$■) If /n-r„ and /„...,„ are topologically conjugate, then there exists 

a homeomorphism g : Tn —> Tn such that gfn--rn = /s1---s„ör- Let On = 
(0, • • •, 0) be the origin of R". Suppose <?(0*) = (—oi, • ■ •, — an)*. Let h = 
/oi—o„ff-   Then ft. is also a homeomorphism from Tn to T™, and ft(C>£) = 
O*.   Noting hfrv-rn = fai-angfrz.-rn  =' fai-anfsi-sn9 = /si-s„/a1--a„3 = 
fsx—s-nK we see that ft. is also a topological conjugacy from fri--r„ to /si—*„• 
The natural projection pn : Rn —> Tn is a covering map. Since Rn is simply 
connected, there exists a unique lift H : Rn —► Rn of ftpn : Rn —» T™ relative 
to pn such that 

H(On) = On, (4.5) 

see [4, p.230]. Of course, the translation map Fri...rn : R" —► R" is also a 
lift of fn—rnPn '■ Rn —* Tn relative to pn. Therefore, we have the following 
commutative diagram. 

Similarly, there is a unique lift H' : R™ —> R™ of h-1pn relative to pn such 
that H'(On) = On- So H'H : Rn -» Rn is a lift of pn = h^hpn : R" -> Tn 

relative to pn, which satisfies H'H(On) = 0„. Noting the identity map id : 
Rn —» Rn is the unique lift of pn relative to pn itself which preserves On to be 
fixed, we have H'H = id. Analogously, we also have HH' = id. This implies 
that H : Rn —► Rn is a homeomorphism, and H' = H~l. 

For any (t\, • • •, tn) € Rn, since 

PnH((tir ■ -,£„)*) = hPn((tu ■ ■ •,tn)T) = h((tu- ■ -,*„)*) 

is only a point in Tn, we have H((t\,- ■ ■ ,tn)*) c (H(t\,- ■ • ,tn))*- Conversely, 
H'((H(tir ■ -,*„))*) C (H'H(tu ■ ■ -,*„))* = (ii, • • -,*„)* also holds. Hence 

H((h, ••-,*„)*) = (H(tu ••-,*„))*. 
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Particularly, taking (*i, • • •, t„) = 0„, we obtain 

H(Zn) = Zn. (4.6) 

For any (it, ■ ■ ■, in) £ Z", (tu ■ • •, tn) e Rn and any arc L in Rn with endpoints 
being On and (h, ■ ■ ■ ,tn), it follows from pnH(L + (iu ■ ■ ■ ,in)) = hpn(L + 
(h,---,in)) = hpn(L) = pnH(L) and the continuity that H(L + (i:, • • •, in)) = 
H(L) + H(ii, ••• ,in), which implies 

H((ti,---,tn) + {ii,---,in)) = H(t1,---,tn) + H(h,--,in).  .       (4.7) 

Thus H\Zn : Z™ -> Zn is a linear map (but, in general, H itself is not linear), 
and hence there exists AH S Mn(Z) such that 

ff(ii,-••,««) = (ii, ■••,in)-;4ff, forall  (iu- ■ ■ ,in) 6 Zn. (4.8) 

By (6), (8) and Lemma 3 we know \AH\ = 1, or — 1. 

rr. ...r 

Rn' *Rn 

H 

Fig. 1. The commutative diagram 
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^Frorn the above commutative diagram we get pnH(r\, • • •, rn) — hpn{r\, 
■■■,rn) = Wi, ■•■,»■„)•) = hfri...rn(0*n) = fSl...Snh{0*n) = /Sl...s„(0;) = 
(si, • • •, s„)*. Hence there exists (&i, • • •, 6„) € Z™ such that 

-BT(ri, ••-,»■„) = (si,---,sn) + (bx,---,bn). (4.9) 

For any t € [0,oo), write vt = (tri, ■ ■ ■ ,trn). Then V\ = (r\, ■ ■ ■ ,rn), 
vo = H(vo) = On, and vt = tv\. From the above commutative diagram we 
also obtain 

p„H(vt + vi) = hpn(vt + (ri, • • -,rn)) = ftp„Fri...r„(t;t) 

= hfri...rnp„(vt) - fSl-snhpn(vt) = fsi-s„PnH{vt) 

= pnFSl...SnH(vt) = Pn(H{vt) + (si, ■■■, «„)). (4.10) 

Thus there exists (&ti, ••• ,&4n) G Zn such that 

H(wt+«i) = ff(«t) + (*i,"-,an) +(6ti, •■•,&*»)• (4.11) 

Since Zn is a discrete subset of Rn, by the continuity, (bti, • •■, btn) is indepen- 
dent from L In addition, by (9) and (5) we have (&oi, • • •, bon) = (&i, • • •, bn). 
Thus 

(bti,---,btn) = (&i,-- -,bn), for all ie[0,oo). (4.12) 

Write wy = (si + &i, ■ ■ ■, s„+bn). Then (11) and (12) yield H(vt+i) = H(vt) + 
w\, which leads to 

H(vt+k) — H(vt) + kwi, for all i'e [0,po) and  k e N. 

Particularly, since H(vo) = vo = On, we have H(vk) — kw\, i.e. 

H(kn,---,krn) = (k(sl+bi),---,k(sn + bn)), for all  k € N.    (4.13) 

Suppose {ri,---,rn)-AH = {qi,---,qn)- Then 

(fcri, ■ • •, krn) ■ AH = {kq1:- ■ ■, kqn). (4.14) 

If (9ii---i9n) 7^ (si +bi,---,sn + bn), then from (13) and (14) we get 

lim d(H(krx,- ■ ■, krn), (krx,- ■ ■, krn) ■ AH) = oo. (4-15) 
k—>oo 

On the other hand, consider the unit cube In in R™, where I = [0,1]. Let 
ß =.max{d(H(tu ■ ■ ■ ,tn), (tu- •-,*„)• AH) : (*i, ■ ■ ■ ,tn) e /"}. Then ß < oo. 
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For any {xu---,xn) £ R", take (tu ■ ■ ■, tn) € In and (iu ■ ■ ■, in) e Zn such 
that (xi, ■ ■ ■,xn) = (ti + iu ■ ■ ■, tn + in). Then by (7) and (8) we get 

d(H{xi,---,xn), (xi,---,xn)-AH)' 

= d(H(ti;- ■■,tn)+ H{ix, ■ ■ -,in), (tlr •■,tn)-AH + (ii,-:-,in)- AH) 

= d(H(t1,---,tn), (tlr--,tn)-AH) 

</?<oo, for all  (xu-■■ ,xn) &Rn, (4.16) 

which contradicts (15). Thus we must have (gi, • • ■, g„) = (si + &i, • • •, sn + 
6„), and hence, by Lemma 3, (n,-••,/•„)* ■ AH = {{n,---,rn) • AH)* = 
(li, ■ • ■, Qn)* = (si, • ■ •, sn)*. Theorem 1 is proven. D 

Example 1 Suppose n = 2, (n,r2) = (I A), and (Sl,s2) = (12 A). Take 

/5    2\ A =    7    3    • Then |A| = 1, and (ri,r2)-A-(Sl,s2) eZ2. Thus, by Theorem 

1, the translation maps frirx :T
2 -+T2 and fSlS2 :T

2 -+T2 are topologically 
conjugate. 

Example 2 Suppose n = 3, (n,r2,r3) = (4^3 + 4^2, \/3 - A/2, - 1/3), 
and (si,s2,s3)  =  (8\/3,    - 16\/2 + 2/3,   ll-y/3 - 5^2 + 1/3).   Take A = 
/I    -2    2\ 
■ 4     8     3 ,.   Then |^4.| = 1, and (r1.r2.r3) -A- (s1,s2,s3) € Z3.   By 
1 3     7     2 ' 

Theorem 1, the translation maps /rir2r3 :T
3 ^T3 and /älS2Ä3 : T3 ^ T3 are 

also topologically conjugate. 

Example 3 If r\, • • •, rn are all rational numbers, and {si, • ■ •, s„} contains at 
least an irrational number, then there is no A € M„(Z) such that ((ri, • • •, rn) ■ 
A)* = (si, ■ ■ ■ ,sn)*, and hence, by Theorem 1, the translation maps /ri...r„ : 
Tn -> Tn and /Sl...5n :T

n-*Tn are not topologically conjugate. 

More generally, for some k € {1, ■ • • ,n}, if there is no (m,- ■ ■, an) € Zn 

such that airi H + anrn - s/t S Z, then /n...rn and /Sl...5n are not topolog- 
ically conjugate. 
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EXISTENCE OF BIHARMONIC CURVES AND SYMMETRIC 
BIHARMONIC MAPS 

Libin Mou 
Department of Mathematics, Bradely University, Peoria, IL 61625, U.S.A. 

E-mail: mou@bradley.edu 

The existence of curves and symmetric maps with minimal total tension is proved. 
Such curves and maps satisfy a class of fourth order differential equations. 

1    Definitions of biharmonic maps and curves 

Let N be a Riemannian manifold embedded into the Euclidean space Rm, m > 
2, and fi a smooth bounded domain in Rn, n > 1. Given maps tp : d£l —► N 
and ip : d£l —► TVN (i.e., ip (x) is tangent to N at tp (x) for x € du), we look 
for an "optimal" map u:Cl^N such that 

u = ip, — = ip on dQ, (1.1) 
an 

where n is the exterior normal direction of dfi.  In other words, we look for 
a "best" way to extend the boundary value tp with the prescribed normal 
derivative ip.   Typical examples of Q. and N are the unit ball and the unit 
sphere, respectively. In this case,   ip : du -* TVN means tp (x) ■ ip (x) = Ofor 
aU \x\ = 1. 

With the given Dirichlet data tp, the most natural extension is perhaps 
the harmonic map. Recall that a map u : Q —* N is harmonic if and only if 
its tension field T (u) vanishes. In terms of the second fundamental form A of 
N C Rm, T (u) can be expressed as 

T(u) = Au-A(u)(Vu,Vu), (1.2) 

where u is considered as a vector valued function from fi to Rm, Au is the ordi- 
nary Laplacian of u, Vtt is the gradient of u, and A (u) (Vw, Vit) is understood 
as the trace of A. 

However, with the normal derivative being prescribed, it is easy to see 
that a harmonic extension does not generally exist. In fact, it was shown in6 

that for almost all tp : 80, —> N, there is a unique energy minimizing harmonic 
extension u : Q, —> iV; therefore, |^ has been determined by tp. In this paper, 
we seek an extension u of tp with |^ = ip that is as close to a harmonic map 
as possible. Specifically, we consider the total tension of u • 

T(u)=  f \T{u)\2dx, (1.3) 
n 
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and try to find u as a minimum of T. 
Since A (u) is the projection of Au in the normal space of N at u, we have. 

\T(u)\2 = \Au\2-\A(u)(Vu,Vu)\2. (1.4) 

Thus the natural class for the extensions is 

C={u:uE W2'2{Q,N) andsatisfies (1.1)}, (1.5) 

where W2'2 (fi, N) is the set of all u : ft -> N C Rm with finite norm ||u||2,2, 
defined by 

INIl,2= /'(Ha + |v«|2 + |v2
u|2)^, (i.6) n 

Following the definition of Eells and Lemaire in2, we will call a critical 
point of T(M) a biharmonic map, and when n = 1, a biharmonic curve. In 
1986, Jiang 3 derived the first and second variation formulae of T and gave 
some examples of biharmonic maps, which include harmonic maps that are in 
W2'2. However, there is no general existence result for biharmonic maps due 
to the fact that T is non-coercive. In Section 2 of this paper, we prove the 
existence of biharmonic curves. In Section 3, an existence result on axially 
symmetric biharmonic maps is proved. 

Remark 1. A similar energy functional is n\V2u\2dx (or /n \Au\2dx), which is 
perhaps more interesting from an analytic point view. Chang, Wang and Yang 
1 proved the partial regularity of critical points of fn \Au\2dx. Hardt, Mou 
and Wang4 consider the partial regularity of minimizers of fQ | V2u\2dx under 
conditions different from that of1. Since these functional are coercive, the 
existence of critical points and minimizers follows easily from direct method. 

Remark 2. One might be interested in the path in C with least total curvature 
C[-i,i] \Kg\ds- However, such a path might not exist, or when it exists there 
might be infinitely many. Consider the case of plane curves. It is well known 
that if C contains a convex path, then / , 11, \Kg\ds is constant for all convex 
curves (as they have same boundary conditions), and so each convex path is a 
minimum. While if C contains no convex path, then it could happen that no 
path would realize the infimum of the total curvature. 

Remark 3. One might also be interested in the path of least total squared 
curvature fu[_ltl] \Kg\2ds of the Willmore type. This quantity might decrease 
to 0 as the length of u [-1,1] —> oo. Therefore, unless we consider only paths 
with bounded length, the infimum 0 might never be realized. See 5 and the 
references therein. 
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2    Existence of biharmonic curves 

For biharmonic curves u : [—1,1] —> N, the condition (1.1) and definitions 
(1.5) (1.6) become 

{u (-1), u (1), u' (-1), u' (1)} = {pu p2, vuv2}eNxNx TPlN x TP2N 
(2-7) 

C = {w : u S W2'2 ([-1,1], JV) andsatisfies (2.7)} , (2.8) 

Il«ll2 3=   ^   (\u\2 + \u'\2 + \u"\2)dt. (2.9) 
-1 

The total tension of u 6 C is 

7»=   ^   |T(w)|2dt=   /"   (\u"\2-\A(u){u',u')\2)dt. (2.10) 
-l-i 

We prove the following existence result. 

Theorem 1. Given boundary data as in (2.7) such that the admissible set 
C ^ 0, the total tension T (u) has a minimum in C. 

The proof of this theorem is a standard direct method. The key ingredients 
are Lemmas 1, 2, which are proved later in this section. We conjecture that 
Lemmas 1, 2 continue to hold for n > 2, which would imply the existence of 
biharmonic maps. 

For u € C and q > 0, we denote Vq (u) — f_1 \u'\qdt. The following lemmas 
will be proved later. 

Lemma 1. For every u eC, 

|u(*)-Pi|+|u(*)-P2|<   '    \u'(s)\ds<V2V2(u)1/2, (2.11) 
-1 

V2(u)<2(\v1\
2 + \v2\

2)+4T(u), (2.12) 

Vi{u)<2(\vl\
2 + \v2\

2)2+S2T(uf. (2.13) 
J 

Lemma 2. Suppose u € C and T (u) < K, then 

IMI!,2<^ (2-14) 

where M is a constant depending only on K, N and {pi, p2,vi,v2}. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. We use the direct method in calculus of variations. Sup- 
pose {uk} is a minimizing sequence such that T (uk) —>infuec T («) as k —> oo. 
By Lemma 2, the sequence \uk] is bounded in W2'2. Therefore, a subsequence 
exists and weakly converges to some u S C. It is easy to see that T (u) is lower 
semicontinuous with respect to the weak convergence in W2<2. -So u is a mini- 
mum. □ 

Proof of Lemma 1. For t £ [-1,1], by the fundamental theorem of calculus, 
we have 

l«(*)-Pi|+K*)-P2| (2.15) 

< ^   \u'(s)\ds+  f  \u'(s)\ds=   f   \u'{s)\ds 
-l t -l 

<V2V2 (u)1/2. 

\u(t)-Pl\+\u(t)-p2\ (2.16) 

-      <   ^   \u'(s)\ds+  f  \u'(s)\ds=  f   \u'{s)\ds 
-i t -l 

< V2 V2 (u)1/2 . 

This proves (2.11). Now using the fact that u' is a tangent vector, which 
implies that v! L A (u), we have 

\u' (t) |2  = \Vl\
2 +  f   2u' (s) u" (s) ds (2.17) 

-l 

= \v1\
2 +  '   2u'{s)T{u{s))ds 

-l 

<|vi|2+2 f   \u'{s)\\T(u(s))\ds. 
-l 

Similarly, we have 

,,'AA |2 ^ |„._|2   ,   o   /"    1.7 u'(t)r<|«ar+2 '   \u'(s)\\T(u(s))\ds. (2.18) 
t 

Averaging the above two estimates, we have 

'{t)?  <^(M2 + M2)+ fl \u'(s)\\T(u(s))\ds       ■  (2.19) 
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Integrating (2.19) over [—1,1] and applying Schwarz's inequality to the 
integral, we get 

V2(u)<(\vl\
2 + \v2\2) + ±V2(u) + 2T(u). (2.20) 

Solving for V2 (u) gives (2.12). 
Next squaring the both sides of (2.19), using that   (a + b)2 < 2a2 + 2b2, 

and then using that V2 (u) < y/2 T>i (u) ' , we have 

K(*)|4  <\(\v1\
2 + \v2\

2)2+2V2(u)T(u) (2.21) 

< \ (W? + M2)2 + 2v^2?4 («)1/2 T(«) 

<J(N2 + I«2|2)2 + ^4(M) + 8T(W)2 

Integrating this estimate over [—1,1], we get 

V4(u)<(\vi\2 + \v2\2)2 + ^V4(u) + 16T(uf. (2.22) 

Solving for*X>4 («), we get (2.13).D 

Proof of Lemma 2. Assuming u € C and T(u) < K. By Lemma 1, we see that 
Halloo is bounded in terms of K and {pi, p2,vi, v2}. It follows that ||J4(«) ||OO 

is bounded in terms of K and {pi, p2, v\, v2} and N. Therefore by (2.10), 

T(u)>   f-yfdt-WAMWaoVtiu), (2.23) 

which implies that 

KfA^TM + IIAMIIoolMtO. (2-24) 

-l 

f     U,"|2, 

By Lemma 1 again, V4 (u), and therefore f_x \u"\2dt, is bounded in terms 
of K, AT and {pi, p2,vi, v2}.U 

3    Existence of symmetric biharmonic maps 

In this section we consider the special case when fi = B, the unit ball in Rn 

and N = Sn e Rn+1, n > 2. In this case the total Hessian of u € W2-2 (B, Sn) 
is 

T(u)=    r (\Au\2 - |Vu|4) dx, (3.25) 
B 
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and the Euler-Lagrange equation satisfied by a biharmonic map u : B —> Sn is 

A2u + 2V (|Vu|2Vu) + (3A(Vu) • Vu + |Au|2)u = 0. (3.26) 

To derive this, we first get the Euler equation A2u + 2V (|Vu|2Vu) = Xu with 
a Lagrange multiplier A. Using the fact 1 = u ■ u, we find and simplify A as 

A = (A2u + 2V (|Vu|2Vu)) • u = - (3A(Vu) • Vu + |Au|2). (3.27) 

A map u : B —► Sn is said to be axially symmetric if there is a map /: 
S71-1 -* S"-1 C Sn and a function ip : [0,1] -> [0, TT] such that for x e B\ {0}, 

u (x) = (/ ((9) siny> (r), cos <p (r)), (3.28) 

where r = |x| and 9 = x/|x|. 
We assume that / (6) : 5n_1 —» Sn~l is a harmonic map, that is, 

A9/ + |Ve/|2/ = 0. (3.29) 

As for <p, we assume that it satisfies the boundary conditions 

ip(p) = <f/(p) = 0,<p(l) = a,<S(l) = b,   . (3.30) 

and that the radial function <p (\x\) : B —> R belongs to the space W2,2 (B). 
We calculate 

ur = uvip' = (/ cos(p, — sirup) ip' 

urr = Uptp" — wp' 

Aeu = -\Vef\
2(f sirup, 0) 

|Vu|2 = / + ^sinV 

,.     n — 1   , 
Aip = <p" + <p' 

r 
,2        |V9/|2 

Au = UpAip — u<p' 2— (fslnf> 0) 

T (u) = Au + \Vu\2u = uu, ^A<p - JX*|LSm2<^ 
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Lemma 3. // tp is a minimum of (3.31) satisfying (3.30), then the axially 
symmetric map u defined by (3.28) is a biharmonic map with boundary data 

u\dB = (/(ff)sina, cos a), — \dB = (f (9) cos a, -sin a)b. (3.32) 

Proof. Suppose tp is a minimum of (3.31). Consider a variation tpt of tp with 
^Vt|t=o = r\ e C [0,1] with 77(0) = T?(1) = 0. Let ut be defined as in (3.28) 
with tpt. We have 

° =rfiT(Ut)|t=0 (3'33) 
= 2 //A, - ^sin2^ UV - l^cos2, ^ «fe 

= 2 '   lAr(^)-4cos2</5A¥J + -^-sin V77dx, 
B 7" 47"* 

where T (<p) = Aip - £jsm2<p,  A is the Laplacian on p (|x|), and 

s™-1 js^J s„_,|Ve/l da'ß = Js^ü .. . lv^l4d(T (3-34) 

are the average values of |V9/|
2 and |Vfl/|

4, respectively. Thus (3.33) implies 
that 

a ß 
AT {(p) - —cos2tpAtp + j-jsin 4tp = 0. (3.35) 

It is not hard to see that this is the same as (2.3) for axially symmetric 
map. So a critical point tp of (3.31) defines biharmonic map.G 

Theorem 2. Suppose n> 5, /: ff1'1 -> 5n_1 is harmonic, and a, b are two 
numbers, then there is an axially symmetric biharmonic map u: B —► Sn as 
in (3.28). 

Proof. The method of proof is again the direct method in calculus of variations. 
By Lemma 3, it is equivalent to showing that (3.31) has a critical point. The 
key ingredient here is to show that if {tpk} is a minimizing sequence of (3.31), 
then fB \Atpk\2dx will be bounded. Indeed, from (3.31) we get 

T(u)onumber =  '  \A<p -     fl{1 sin2y|2da: (3.36) 
B. Zr 
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>   '   -\Atp\2dx-ß '  sin2ipcos2iprn~5dx, 
B 2 B 

where ß is defined in (3.34). Since n > 5, 

/" \A<p\2dx<2T{u)+2ß\Sn-1\  ^ sin2y? cos2y?r"-5rfr < 2T (u) + 2/?|5"    *. 
B o n    4 

(3.37) 
This implies that {tpk (|a;|)} is bounded in W2,2 (B,Rm) and so it has a sub- 
sequence weakly converging to some y, which must be a minimum by lower 
semicontinuity of (3.31).G 
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STABILITY OF LARGE- SCALE LINEAR SYSTEM WITH 
TIME-DELAY h 

XIAOHONG NIAN,   LIMIN HUANG 

Institute of Information and Control, Xiangtan Polytechnic University, 
Xiangtan, Hunan, 411201, P.R.C. 

In this paper, the Lyapunov functional and vector Lyapunov function have been 
respectively used to study stability of large-scale linear systems with time-delay, 
some new sufficient conditions for stability of such system are obtained. Lastly, a 
example is given to illustrate and compare our results. 

1    Introduction and lemma 

Since high dimension system with time-delay is frequently encountered 
in various engineering systems, the study of Large-scale time-delay system 
has received considerable attention over the past years. Mori et al.(1981) 
derived a stability criterion using the comparison method. With the aid of the 
complex Lyapunov theorem Suh and Bien (1982), Hmamed (1986), and Wang 
and Song (1989) obtained a sufficient condition for the stability of large-scale 
systems. Lee et al. (1984) studied the stability problem of time-delay systems 
via generalized algebraic Riccati equations, Wang et al.(1991) gave a stability 
criterion using the Lyapunov theorem. Recently, Schoen et al.(1995) gave a 
Razumikhin stability theorem for uncertain large-scale systems, Nian (1998) 
obtained a sufficient condition for stability of large-scale interval coefficient 
system. 

In this paper, a general systems 

771 771 

±i(t) = AuXi(t) +   V^   AtjXj(t) + "S^.BijXj(t - nj(t)),i = 1,2, • • •,m (1.1) 

will be studied. In section 2, a inequality and Lyapunov functional will be used 
to deduce some sufficient conditions for stability of systems (1). In section 3, 
the vector Lyapunov function will be used to obtain some criteria for stability 
of system (1). Lastly, some examples will be give to illustrate our results 
presented in this paper. 

In the sequel, the following lemma will be used. 

^Supported by the National.Natural Science Foundation of China (66974031) and the Nat- 
ural Science Foundation of Hunan Province 
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Lemma (Tokumaru et al.1987) Suppose C = (cj.,)mXTrl,C = (dij)mxm £ 
Rmxm are matrices, x(t) is a solution of differential inequality 

x(t) < Cx(t) + Dx(t) 

where x(t) = [supt_T<9<t:z;i(0),supt_r<9<tZ2(0), ■ ■ ■ ,supt_T<e<txm(9)}T, if 
D > 0 and — (C +.D) is a M-matrix, then there are exist constant r > 0 and 
k > 0, such that 

x(t) < ke~rt,     Vi > 0. 

2    Method of Lyapunove functional 

Considering large-scale time-delay system 

mm 

±i(t) = AuXi(t) +   V   AijXjitf + Y^BijXjit-Tij),    i = l,2,---,m, (2.2) 
3=l,i^3 3=1 

where Xi(t) € i?ni(i = 1, 2, • • •, m) is the state vector, Ai:j,Bij S .R"iXnJ (i, j = 
1, 2, •■;• -m) are constant real matrices, r^ > 0(i,j = 1,2, - • -m) denote time- 
delays in the inter-connections, and nj < f. 

Let V(z) = ET=il^(t)PMt)+ET=i .U„ ^(^S^Sy^Cs)^], where 
Pi is a solution of the matrix equation Ä^Pi + PiAa = —Qi and Q, are given 
symmetric positive definite matrices. Then 

^Ä(2) < f>f(t)[A?^ + PiAifa® dt 
i=l 

+   V   [xj^AjjPiXii^+xf^PiAijXjit)] 
3 = 1,^3 
m m 

+ ^Txj(t - Ti^BfjRiBijXjit - nj) + Y^xf(t)PiR-1Pixi(t) 
3=1 3=1 
m m 

+ ^Txj(t)B?jRiBijxj(t) -Txf(t - n^BT.RiBijXjit - nj)} 
3=1 j=l 

m 

< ^{xJ(t)[AlPi + PiA^Xiit) 
i=l 

m 

+   V"   [xJfäÄfjPiXifä+xlWPiAijXjit)] 
3=1,i^j 
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+ Y"xj(t)BfjRiRijxj(t) + ^Txf(t)PiR-1Pixi(t)} 
3=1 3=1 

m m 

= V xf(t)[-Qi + mPiR-lPi + Y" BfiRjBjijXiit) 
i=l j=l 

771 771 

+ V   V   [xJ^AfjPiXii^+xfi^PiAijXjit)]. 

Denote Wt = -Qi-mPiRf1Pi+'E]L1BjiRjBji,UiJ = -§(11-^11+11^*11). 
*.j = 1.2,---,m, 

/\nax(Wi) Ui2 ■■■ Uim        \ 

Tj _   I «12 ^max(Wi) ■ ■ ■ U2m 

Wim U2m        ■ ■ ■ Amai(Wr
Tn) 

then, it follows 

^Pl(1) < T ${t)WMt) + W     [7$(t)J§PtXt(t) + xfWPiAijXjit)} 
<   i=l i=l j=l,i^j 

(2.3) 
Theorem 1 If \max{Au) < 0 and there exist symmetric positive definite 

matrices Ri{i = 1,2, • ■ •, m) such that symmetric matrix £/ is negative definite, 
then system (2) is asymptotically stable. 

Proof From (3), we have 
j-rr t     \ 771 771-771 

^■\{2)<^XrnaX(Wj)\\xi(t)\\2 + ^    V    tH,-|Mt)||IM*)|| 

»=1 7=1 j=l,j#» 

= zr^z<0,   z = (||x1(t)||,-",l|a:m(t)||)r. 

Therefore, system (2) is asymptotically stable. 
Considering the following special system 

771 

±i(t) = AuXi(t) + VBijXj(t-Tij),i — 1,2,- • -,m. (2.4) 
3=1 

Theorem 2 If \max(Au) < 0 and there exist symmetric positive definite 
matrices Ri such that the following matrices inequality 

771 

-Qi + mPiR-^Pi + V BjiRjBji < 0, i = 1,2, • • •, m 
3=1 
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are satisfied, then the system (4) is asymptotically stable. 
Proof Prom the above discussing, we have 

dV(x) m 

~di    1(4) < xT(t)[J$iPi + PiAu + mPR^Pi + VBfiRjBjilxiit) < 0 
i=i 

This completes proof of theorem 2. 

3    Method of vector Lyapunov function 

In this section, the rank decomposition for the interconnection matrices 
Aij eiJniX"i, i.e., 

A{j = AijiAij2 

where Am e ÄniXr«, Am € BT^^.nj < varik(Aij). 
Considering time-varying delay system 

m m 

±i(t) =AuXi(t)+   V   Aijxj(t)+'sPBijXj(t-Tij(t)) i = l,2,--,m (3.5) 

Suppose Pi;P2, ■ • • >-Pm are symmetric positive definite matrices, let Vi(x) = 
xf(t)PiXi(t),we have 

Xmin(Pi)xf (t)Xi{t) < Vi(x) < Xmax(Pi)xf (t)Xi(t), (3.6) 

d V- (x) 
-^1(6) <xJ(t)[AuPi + PiAu +PiBiilBTilPi+   y   PiAmAj^Pi 

+PiBijlB?jlPi]xi(t) +   V   xj(t)^2Aij2Xj(t) 

771 

+ Vo;J(«-T«(t))B52By2a:J-(t-^-(*)). 

Denote 17« = i4iiPi+PiA«+PiB«iBj1Pi+E^i;w[J'i^i^ii>i+J>iByiStfi^] 

C/y=^2Aij2(i^i),   Vij=Bl2Bij2,{i,j = l,2,---,m). 

We have 

-^Pl(6) < Y"xJ(t)Uii^(t) +VxJ(t - TiiitWiXjit - nj(t)).        (3.7) 
j=l j=l 
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Suppose Xmax(Uii) < 0, then 

riV(r\ m m 

*        1(6) < V Xmax(Uij)xJ(t)Xj(t) + V^ \max(Vij)xj(t - Tij)Xj(t - Ty(t)) 
dt 

3=1 3=1 

Let 

^,^ = T^§^W:0, 

Amax\ *ij) 

.(Pi) 
,U — (Uij)mxmt v   — yVijlr, 

The following result can be obtained. 
Theorem 3 If matrix — (U + V) is a M-matrix, then the system (2) is 

asymptotically stable. 
Proof Prom the above discussing, the following differential inequality 

dy(^)} < UV(x(t)) + UV* (x(t)) 

where V= (Vir ■ ■ ,Vm)T, V*(x) = (supt_T<,<t Vtf),- ■ ■ ,suPt_T<fl<t Vm(6))T 

is obtained. By lemma, if matrix —(U + V) is a M-matrix, we can declare that 
the system (2) is asymptotically stable. 

4    Example 

Example Considering the following interconnected system 

f ±i(t) = Anxi(t) + Bnxi(t - rn{t)) + Bl2x2{t - T12(t)) 
x2(t) = A22x2(t) + B2ixi(t - T21(t)) + B22x2(t - T22(t)) 

where 

/-3   1    0 \ ■ , N /100\ 
An =.-2-31   . ,A22 ='    *  \ \B„ = e , 0 1 0 . 

1   0    1   -4 ' l    l l 0 0 1 ' 

12~   ijji' loi   'S22-£  oi   ■ 
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Let   Sin   =   -^3,-0112   =   Sll,Sl21   =   h,B\22   =  Bi2,B2U   =   i2,-B212   = 
■ß2i, -0221 = -f2, J5222 = S22, we have 

/ 0.3716  -0.0573-0.0319\ . . 
Pl = . -0.0573  0.3419    0.0830   . ,P2 = '  &*£?  ~°^ . 

1 -0.0319  0.0830    0.2707   ' ~00286  °'4857 

From theorem 3 we obtained that the stability condition of this system is 
e < 0.5435. 

Let Ri = 0.4719/3, i?2 = O.4/2, from theorem 2 we obtained that the 
stability condition of this system is e < 0.8311. However, by using method of 
Schoen and Geering(1995) we obtain stability bound, e < 0.7736. 
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ON THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF CHARACTERISTIC 
ROOTS OF NEUTRAL EQUATIONS WITH A DELAY 

HONGSHANREN 
Department of Mathematics 

Heilongjiang University, 
Harbin, China, 150080 

Consider the following equation 

A(l + ce~TA) + a + be~TX = 0, (1) 

which is the characteristic equation of the neutral equation 

x(t)+cx(t-T)+ ax(t) + bx(t - r) = 0, (2) 

where a, b and c are constants,and c ^ 0. 
Let 

A = {ReXi : A,(i = 1,2, ■ • •)  are all the roots of Eq. (1)} 

Our main results are the following two theorems. 
Theorem 1. The set A can not reach sup A, if and only if the parameters 

of Eq. (1) satisfy either of the following conditions: 

2 
e~aT <c< +oo, -c(a + - In c) < b < ac, (I) 

2 
-oo < c < -e~aT, ac<b< -c(a + - ln(-c)). (II) 

T 

And sup A = ^lnc if the condition (I) holds, and supA = ^ln(-c) if the 
condition (II) holds. 

. Theorem 1 is Theorem 2 of §5.2 in [3]. 
Theorem 2. All roots of Eq. (1) have negative real parts and sup A = 0 

if and only if the parameters of Eq. (1) satisfy: \c\ = I, a > 0, |6| < o. 
Theorem 2 immediately follows from Theorem 1. 
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THE QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF TWO-SPECIES 
NONLINEAR COMPETITION SYSTEM WITH PERIODIC 

COEFFICIENTS 

JITAO SUN and YINPING ZHANG 
Instof Appl.Math., 

Shanghai Tiedao University, 
Shanghai, 200331,P.R.China 

In this paper we consider the nonlinear relation two-species Lotka-Volterra com- 
petition models in which the right-hand sides are periodic in time,the sufficient 
conditions for the existence of a globally asymptotically stable positive periodic 
solution are obtained.These conditions also assure that the nonlinear relation com- 
petition system is uniformly persistent. 

1    Introduction 

In paper [1-3],the authors consider following nonautonomous linear periodic 
system 

I x1=xi[b1(t) -an(t)xi -aX2{t)x2} ,     , 
x2= x2[b2(t) - 02i(t)a;i - 022(^x2] 

and have obtained sufficient conditions for the existence of a globally asymptot- 
ically stable positive periodic solution under appropriate conditions.In system 
(1),between two species is linear relation. 

In this paper we consider the nonautonomous system of differential equa- 
tions 

f ii= a:i[6i(i) - an(t)xf - ai2(t)a;f] ^ ^ 
x2= x2[b2{t) - a2i(t)a:f - a22(t)x^} 
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where bi(t), Oij(t)(i,j = 1,2) are continuous positive periodic functions with a 
common periodic u > o, a,ß > 0,this competition system models shows that 
two species with nonlinear relation live in a w-periodic environment. 

If / is a continuous w-periodic function defined on [0, oo), we denote 

fL=m\nf(t),    fM = maxf(t),    A* = ' V    >    k* =    \      - t t axl a22 

1=     S"        '      2~     d*  "11 "22 

2    Existence of Periodic Solution 

Lemma 1 Both the positive and the 'nonnegative cone of R3 are invariant in 
the sense that if T(t) = [xi(t),X2(t),xs(t)] is any solution of the system (2) 
with r(0) > 0 then T(t) > 0, and if T(t) is any solution of system (2) with 
r(0) > 0 then T(t) > 0 when t € [0, +oo). 

We analyze the system (2) under the following conditions: 

b$>aM2k$,    b%>a%k?. (2.3) 

It follows from Lemma 1 that any solution (2) which has a nonnegative 
initial condition remains nonnegative. 

Thus,we have xx<. x\{b™ — axlx") as a consequence of which is 

0<a;i(0)< ' -^-'    =fci. 
an 

We have 
.ii(t) <kx. (2.4) 

Since, x2< x2\b^ — a^x^], as a consequence of which is 

fhM\ i 
0 < x2(0) < ' \ ^    = k2. 

a22 

It implies 
x2(t) < k2 (2.5) 

Prom (5),we have 
xi>xifö-a%x?-a%tg), 
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zi(0)>     -jg        =di, 
"11 

si(i)><*i. (2.6) 

J^'a^-a^fcf-a&Bf) 

/^-offfefV 
"22 

and it follows that 

which implies 

From (4), we have' 

and it follows that 

which implies 
z2(i) > 52. (2.7) 

The condition (3) assures that 5i > 0 and 52 > 0. It is obvious that 

0<5i<ki        i = 1,2. (2.8) 

Prom (4)-(7),we have 
Lemma 2 Let S = {x — {x\, x2) € R\, <5j < Xi < hi, i = 1,2), then S is invari- 
ant with respect to (2). 

We can define a shift operator,also known as a Poincare map 

a:R2^R2 

bya(x0)=x(Lü,x°),x° ER2. 
The following is one of the main results. 

Theorem 1 Suppose that the coefficients of the system (2) satisfy (3).Then 
system (2) has at least one strictly positive ^-periodic solution. 
Proof:: Prom Lemma 2, the operator a as defined above maps S into itself,i.e.<r(s) 
S. Because the solution of (2) is continuous with respect to the initial value , the 
operator a is continuous.lt can also be seen that S is a bounded closed convex 
set in Jl+.By Brouwers theorem,cr has a fixed point in S. Consequentlythere 
exists at least one strictly positive periodic solution.That the solution is strictly 
positive is assured by the invariance of the region S.The proof is complete.% 

Suppose u(t) = [ui(t), U2(t)] € R\ is a strictly positive w-periodic solution 
of (2) as described in Theorem l,we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 2 Let Ui(t),5i,ki    i = 1,2 be defined as above.then 

Si < Ui(t) <kit    i = 1,2. 
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3    Global Asymptotic Stability and Uniqueness 

Suppose u(t) = (ui(t),u2(t)) € R+ is a strictly positive periodic solution 
of (2) as described in Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2 If the coefficients of the system (2) satisfy (3),and 

on(t) >02i(«),    022(*) > a12(t), (3.9) 

then there exists a unique strictly positive solution of the system (2) which is 
globally asymptotically stable. 
Proof: Let u(t) = (ui(t),u2(t)) G R% be a strictly positive periodic solution 
as described above,and let x(t) = (xi(t),x2(i)) 6 R\ be any solution of (2) 
with Xi(0) > 0,i = 1,2.Since solution of (2) remain nonnegative,we can let 

Ui(t) = ]nui(t),    Xi(t)=lnxi(t),    i = 1,2. (3.10) 

Consider a Liapunov function V(t) defined by 

2 

v(t) = T\ui(t)-xi(t)\,   t>o. 

Calculating the upper right derivative D+V of V(t) along the solution of (2),we 
get 

^(,)sIit§^f§p'<t,-x<(,)1' 
Let 7 = min{on(t) - o2i(i),a22(t) - a12(t)} > 0, we get 

D+V(t) <-i[\eaU*W -eaX^\ + \eßu^-eßx^\\. (3.11) 

An integration of (11) leads to ' 

< oo, 

i.e. V \Ut(t) - Xt(t)\ + 7 r[K(s) -s?(a)| + \u$(s) -xß
2{s)\]ds < V(0) < oo. 

2 ,t 

V|0i(*)-*<(*)l+7 ' [|eatri(s)-e
QXlW| + |e^W-e^W|]ds<F(0) 

i=i o     . 

0 i=l 
ft Therefore Urn Sup ß [|u?(a) - JC?(S)| + |uf (a) - x£(s)|]da < ™. 

Hence lim |«i(i) - Xi(t)\ = 0, i = 1,2. The proof is complete.If 
t—»■OO 

Corollary 2 Under the conditions of the Theorem 2, the System (2) is uni- 
formly persistent. 
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OSCILLATION OF FIRST ORDER DELAY DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS WITH OSCILLATING COEFFICIENTS 

X. H. Tang 
Department of Applied Mathematics Applied Software, 

Central South University of Technology, 
Changsha,410083, China 

J. S. Yu 
Department of Applied Mathematics, 

Hunan University, Changsha, Hunan,410082, China. 

In this paper, some sufficient conditions for oscillation of a first order delay dif- 
ferential equation with oscillating coefficients of the form x'(t) +p(t)x(t — T) = 0 
are established, which improve and generalize some of the known results in the 
literature. 

1    INTRODUCTION 

Consider the first order differential equation 

x'(t)+p(t)x{t-T)=0,t>t0 (1.1) 
i 

where p(t) : [to,oo) —» R is a right continuous function and r is a positive 
constant. 

For the case where pit) > 0 for t > to, the oscillation of solutions of (1) 
has been studied by many authors, and some good results are obtained, we 
refer to [1-4]. For the general case where the coefficient p(t) is allowed to 
oscillate, the derivative x'(t) of the solution x(t) is oscillatory along with p(t) 
oscillating, therefore, it is difficult to study the oscillatory behavior of (1), and 
the corresponding study is relatively scarce, we only find a few papers, for 
example, [6-8]. 

In a recent paper [5], Li obtained the following important theorem, which 
improves many known results. 
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Theorem A. Suppose that p(t) > 0 and ft     p(s)ds > 0 for t > t0 and 

/•oo /      pt+T \ 

'    p(t) In ' e '      p(s)ds ' dt = oo. (1.2) 
to t 

Then every solution of Eq.(l) oscillates. 
The main aim in this paper is to extend Theorem A to Eq.(l) with oscil- 

lating coefficient and improve it for the case where p(t) > 0. Our results are 
the following. 

Theorem 1. Assume that 
(i). there exists a sequence of intervals {[an, MlnLi such that bn < an+i 

and bn — an > 2r for n = 1,2, • • •, and that 

p(t)>0 for t€U~=1[an,ö„]; (1-3) 

/•oo r       rt+T /    *t+T \ "I 

(ii).    '    p(t) In ' e '      p(s)ds + 1 - sign '   '      p(s)ds ' ' di = oo, 
to t t 

where 

^W 0,        t6[t0,Oi+T)U(Ug°=1|fcn)Ofl+i+T)). 

Then every solution of Eq.(l) oscillates. 
Theorem 2. Assume that p(t) > 0 for t > to and 

r°° r    ff+T ( ft+T W 
'    p(i)ln'e'      p(s)ds + 1 - sign '   '      p(s)ds u dt = oo. (1.5) 
to t t 

Then every solution of Eq.(l) oscillates. 
Remark. Theorem 2 removes the restriction [*+T p(s)ds > 0 for t > to 

in Theorem A. 

2    PROOFS OF THEOREMS 

Proof of Theorem 1. Assume, by way of contradiction, that (1) has an 
eventually positive solution x(t). Then there exists an integer k > 1 such that 

(1.4) 

x{t - 2r) > 0 for t > ak. (2.6) 

ivi 

r 
The rest of the proof is divided into three claims: 

Claim 1. Show 
rt+T 

p(s)ds < 1 for t > ak. (2.7) 
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Indeed, by the definition of p(t), we have 

p(t)>p(t) for teu™=k[an,bn}. (2.8) 

It follows from (1) that 

x'(t) + p(t)x{t - r) < 0, t € U~ k[an, bn), (2.9) 

which implies that x(t) is nonincreasing on [an, bn] for n > k. We consider the 
following four possible cases: 

Case (i). t £ U£Lfc[a„ + r, bn — r]. Prom (9) we obtain 

/■t+T /-t+T 

x(i) >   '       p(s)x(s — r)ds > x{t)  '       p(s)ds, 
t t 

and so 
Pt+T 

1      p{s)ds < 1. (2.10) 
t 

Gase (ii).t € U^Lfc(6„ — r, bn]. Then i S (6n — T,bn] for some n > k, it 
follows from (10) that 

pt+T ft+T . />&. 

p(s)ds <   '       p(s)ds =   ' 
* (>„ —T 6„— T 

pt+r pt-\-r . />6 

'       p(s)ds <   '       p(s)ds =   '       p(s)ds < 1. (2.11) 

Case (iii).   t € U^_A.[an,an + r). Noting that t S [an,on + T) for some 
n > k, by (10) we have 

ft+r /-t+T /•o„+2r 

'       p(s)ds <   ' 
O„+T a„+r 

pt+r pt+r pa 
1      p(s)ds =  '       p(s)ds <  ' p(s)ds < 1. (2.12) 

Case (iv).i G U^Lfc[&„,an+i]. Since t S [6n,an+i] for some n > fc, by the 
definition of p(t) we have 

/■t+T <-a„+i+r 

'       p(s)ds=   ' p(s)ds = 0. (2.13) 
t bn 

Combining cases (i)-(iv), we have (7). 
Claim 2. There exist an integers sequence {rii}^ and a real numbers 

sequence {£i};Si such that k < n\ < n% < ■ ■ ■ and 

(i).6e(oni+T)6ni),» = l,2)--- ; (2.14) 
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x(£. _ r) 
(ii). limsup   VM < cx>. (2.15) 

i—*-oo ^\Si) 

Indeed, it follows from (4) that limsup [f+T p(s)ds > 0, which, together with 
t—>oo 

(11),(12) and (13), yields that there exist an integers sequence {nij-gj, a real 
numbers sequence {U}^ and a number d > 0 such that k < ni < n2 < ■•■' 
and U € [ani + r,bni - r] and ft'*

+rp(s)ds > 2d,i = 1,2, ■ • •. Then there 
exists & 6 (ti,ti + T) for every i = 1,2, • • • such that 

'    p(s)ds > d and    '       p(s)ds > d. (2.16) 

By integrating (9) over the intervals [U, &] and [&, i, + r], we find 

x(Zi)-x(ti)+ '    p(s)x(s-r)ds<0, (2.17) 
*» 
/•«i+T 

z(*i + r) - xfa) +  '       p(s)x(s-T)ds<0. (2.18) 

By omitting the first terms in (17) and (18) and by using the nonincreasing 
nature of x\t) on [ani,bni] and (16), we get 

-x(U) + dx(£i - T) < 0 and   - x(&) + dx{U) < 0, 

or x{£i - r)/x(£i) < gr, i = 1,2, • • • . Thus, (i) and (ii) in Claim 2 hold. 
Claim 3. Complete the proof by showing the following 

'    p(t) In 'e '      p(s)ds + 1 - sign '   '      p(s)ds n dt < oo,        (2.19) 
Ofc t t 

which contradicts (4). Indeed, from (1) and (6), we have 

x'(t) x(t — T) 
^)+P(t)J^)     =M>a*-r. (2.20) 

Set A(£) = -x'{t)/x{t) for i > ofc - r. Then A(£) > 0 for t e U~=fc[a„, &„], and 

V /"* \ 
\{t) =p(t)exp '   '     X(s)ds \t>ak, (2.21) 

t-T 

or 
rt+r ,  ft+r \ /  /•* \ 

\(t) '      p(s)ds=p(t)'   '      p(s)dslexp'   '.    X(s)ds\t>ak.     (2.22) 
t ■ t t-T 
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One can easily show that 

4>{r)rex > <j>{r)x + 4>{r) ln(er + 1 - sign r) for r > 0 and i£R,     (2.23) 

where (j>(0) = 0 and <f>(r) > 0 for r > 0. 
We consider the following two possible cases. 
Case l.t S U£Lfc[a„, bn]. By the definition of p(t) and noting that p(t) is 

right continuous, it follows that p(t) is also right continuous, and so, ft   
T p(s)ds = 

0 implies that p(t) = 0. Prom (22) and (23), we have 

ft+r / ft+r \ / /■' \ 
X(t) '      p(s)ds > p(t) '  '      p(s)ds ' exp '  '     \{s)ds » 

t t t-T 
ft r      /-t+r /   ,-t+T N-i 

> p(i)  '     X(s)ds + p(t) In ' e '       p(s)ds + 1 - sign '   '       p(s)ds ' ' . 
t-T t t 

Case 2.£ E U^L.fc[6n, an+i). By the definition of p(£), we havep(i) = 0 and 
[*+T p(s)ds = 0. It follows that 

ft+T 
■X(t)  '       p(s)ds 

t 
ft r      ft+r /  ft+r \-| 

= p(t)  '     A(s)ds + p(t) In ' e  '       p(s)ds + 1 - sign '   '       p(s)ds x ' . 
t-T t ■       t 

Combining case 1 and 2, we obtain 

ft+T ft 
X(t)  '      p(s)ds - p(t) '     X{s)ds 

t t-T 

r     ft+r /   ,t+r N -I 
> qp(t) In ' e '       p(s)ds + 1 - sign '   '      p(s)ds      , t > afc. (2.24) 

t t 

Then, for i > 1, 

'       A(t) '      p(s)dsdt-  '      p(t) '     X(s)dsdt 
ak+T t aic+r t—r 

fU r      ft+r /   ,t+r \ "I 
>   '       p(i)ln'e'       p{s)ds +1 - sign'   '       p(s)dsU . (2.25) 

afc+r t t 

By interchanging the order of integration and by using (14), we find 

f£i ft fii-r ft+T 
1      p(t)  '     X(s)dsdt>   '        X{t) '      p(s)dsdt. 
ak+r t-r ak+T t 
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From this and (25), it follows that 

/•«i ft+T 
A(t) '      p(s)dsdt 

«i-r t 

/•?< r      rt+r ,  rt+r \-i 

>'■    p(t)ln'e'      p(s)ds +1-sign'  ■'      p(s)ds> ' dt. (2.26) 
Qk+T t t 

By (7) and (26), we have 

X(£-—T)        ft* r    /"'+T / /"t+T M 
In   v*   > ' >  7      p(i)ln'e '      p(s)ds + 1 - sign '  '      p{s)ds *' di, 

i = 2,3, ••■ . (2.27) 

Taking the superior limit as i —> oo, we get (19) from (15) and (27), and so 
the proof is complete. 

Proof of Theorem 2. By way of contradiction, that (1) has an eventually 
positive solution x{t). Then by [7, Lemma 1 and Lemma 2], we have eventually 

ft+T xlt-r) 1      p(s)ds < 1 and  liminf .     < oo. 
t •      ■ «-»«>      ar(i) 

The rest of the proof is similar to that of Claim 3. Here we omit it. 

3    Examples 

In the final section, we give two examples to demonstrate the advantage of our 
results that existing ones in the literature. 

Example 1. Consider the delay equation 

x'{t)+asmt-x(t-^)=0,t>0, (3.28) 

where a3 > 2(2e)1/*/(2 + ^3)V^e «. 0.360 . 
Let an = 2n7T, bn = (2n+ l)ir. Then condition (i) in Theorem 1 holds, and 

, f osint, t eU£=0[2Twr+ f,(2n+ 1)TT), 
PW 0,      . te[0,f)UU~0[(2n+l)ir,2(n+l)ir+f). 

By direct calculation, we have 

r2* I   [t+* ( ft+f M 
p(t) In  e p(s)ds + 1 - sign     '       p(s)ds      dt 

t 

a,   (2 + v
/3)V5/2ea3     „ 

= 2ln        2(2e)V4        >°- 
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it follows that 

,■00 [      /.t+ir/3 /   /-t+Tr/3 ~\] 
p(t)ln  e '.        p(s)ds + 1 - sign p(s)ds     dt = 00. 

Therefore, by Theorem 1 we see that every solution of Eq.(28) is oscillatory. 
Example 2. Consider the delay equation 

x'(t)+p(t)x(t-l)=0,t>Q, (3.29) 

where 1 > a > e~2/3 and 

p(i) = f 0,' 3 < I < 5!    and V{t + 5) = P{t) f0r '* - ° 
Since p(t) > 0 for t > 0 and 

z-5 r     /.t+1 / pt+l \-i 
'   p(i)ln'e'      p(s)ds + 1 - sign '  '      p(s)ds n dtaln(e2o3) > 0, 
0 ■       t t 

it follows that 

'    p(t) In ' e '      p(s)ds + 1 - sign '  '      p(s)ds '' di = 00. 
0 t t . 

Therefore, by Theorem 2 we see that every solution of Eq.(29) is oscillatory. 
On the other hand,   ft_lp(s)ds = 0    for    t 6 U^=1[5n — l,5n], and 

ft_xp(s)ds = a < 1   for   t € U£L0[5n + l,5n + 3]. For this reason, Theo- 
rem A and all know results in the literature can't be applied to Eq.(29). 
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THE ASYMPTOTIC THEORY OF FOR SEMILINEAR WAVE 
EQUATIONS IN TWO SPACE DIMENSIONS 

X. K. TAN 
Department of Mathematics, 

Xichang Teacher's College, Xichang 615022, P. R. China 

This paper deals with the asymptotic theory of initial value problems for semilinear 
wave equations in two space dimensions. The well-posedness and validity of formal 
approximations on a long time scale including 0 < t < T = 0(\e\~") (a > 0, e —> 0) 
and 0 < t < T = oo are discussed in the classical sense of C2. These results describe 
the behavior of long time existence for the validity of formal approximations. 

1    Introduction 

In this paper an asymptotic theory is established for the following initial value 
problem of semilinear perturbed wave equation 

(utt- Au = ef{u,e),    x&R2,   t > 0, .     . 
u(0,x,e) = u0(x,e),   ut(0,x,e) = iii(x,e),    x£R2, *■ ' ' 

where u(t, x,e) is a real-valued unknown function, A = St=i aT' e *s a Pa" 
rameter with 0 < |e| < e0 <S 1, f(u,e), uo(x,e) and u^(x,e) satisfy some 
assumptions mentioned in Section 2. 

In order to make sure what is meant by an interesting aspect,one can 
consider problem (1) with e = 0 and e = 1. For e = 0, it is easy to prove 
existence and uniqueness of the solution (see ref.l) in the classical sense. When 
e = 1, only a local theory can be obtained which states that a unique solution 
exists for x 6 R2 and 0 < t < T = (9(1). It can be shown that when e S 
[-eo, eo], T = T(e) where T(e) —► oo for e -+ 0 . In the papers ref.l-ref.2, the 
asymptotic theory for validation of formal approximations of the solutions of 
initial-boundary value problems for the second order semilinear wave equations 
in one space dimension with the best order time function T = 0(|e|-1) has 
been presented.   But for x S i?1,some open problems and results in ref.1-3 
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were given on the asymptotic theory of initial value problems for second order 
nonlinear wave equations. The reason is that asymptotic theory of initial value 
problems for partial differential equations is more difficult than that of initial- 
boundary value problems. For nonlinear partial differential equations in high 
space dimension,as stated in ref.2, little is known about the asymptotic theory. 
In ref. 3, the asymptotic theory of initial value problems for second order 
semilinear wave equations in the classical sense of C2 is presented on the time 
scale of order |e|_1 in three space dimensions. In this paper, an interesting 
result is that the asymptotic theory and validation of formal approximations 
for the second order semilinear wave equation in two space dimensions on 
the long time scale including 0 < t < T = 0(|e|_ff) (cr > 0, e —> 0) and 
0 < t < T = oo are established in the classical sense of C2. These results 
describe the behavior of long time existence for solution of (1) and the long 
time validaty for the corresponding formal approximations. 

For simplicity, we will denote by C any constants appearing in our paper, 
which never depends on e. 

2    The well-posedness 

In order to prove the existence and uniqueness in the classical sense of C2 for 
problem (1), by ref.l we know that the equivalent integral equation for (1) has 
the following form 

u(t,x,e) = {§-t[± ij?|<1 u0(x + i£,e)d£] 

+{£ /o(* -r) 4i<i f«T'x+(* - T)£> 
e)> e)^rfr 

= u°(t,x, e)+v°(t,x, e), 

where f is a unit vector in R2 and d(, is an area element. 
Suppose that the nonlinear term f(u, e) and initial value UQ{X, e), u\{x, e) 

satisfy following assumptions 
(i) f(u, e) 6 C2 with respect to u, /(0, e) = /„(0, e) = /„„(0, e) = 0. 
(ii) If |u(i,x,e)| < M, \v(t,x,e)\ < M, there exist constants p > 3 and 

A > 0 such that 

\f(u, e)\<A and \fuu{u,e) - fuu{v,e)\< A\w\p~l\u-v\, 

where w = max{|u|, \v\], M and A are independent of e. 
(iii) UQ(X, e) and u\(x, e) satisfy 

\dy0(x,e)\, ' \dgMx,e)\ < ^      k,    0 < k < 1, 
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where multi-integers a and ß satisfy |a| < 2, \ß\ < 2, G is independent of e. 
Let Jk be given by 

, (t,x),    (t,x)&[0,oo)xR2,    k>2/(p-l), 
Jk~x(t,x),    (t,x)e[0,T]xR2,    0<k<2/(p-l). 

We define C2(Jk) be the space of all real-valued and twice continuously differ- 
entiable functions W on Jk with norm ||.||jfc given by 

\\W\\Jk=   sup   [(l + t + \x\)k\\W(t,x,e)\\}<<x>, (2.2) 
(t,x)€Jk 

where 

o<J+J1+JJ     dPdx{*dx? 

By the definition of space C2(Jk), we know that C2(Jk) is a Banach space with 
the norm defined by (3), and for any u € C2(Jk), \\u\\jk is bounded. We shall 
use the fixed point theorem to prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions 
to (1) in the spaceC2(Jfc). 

Now we introduce the following two lemmas which can be found in [4]. 
Lemma 1 If 0 < k < 1, then 

±  f <% < C 

2TT i^a+ix+teD^-.a+t+N)*' 

i_ f %       <      c 

Lemma 2 Suppose thatuo(x,e), u\(x, e) satisfy (iii), then 

W>*>^ (l+t+N)*     (°<fc<1)- 

Let the operator A be defined as follows 

Au(t,x,e) = {-§-t[£ ^uoix + t^e)^] 
+£[\S\<iMx + tt,e)d?} 

+{£; To (* - r) .f|€|<1 /(u(r, z + (i - r)£, e), e)dfdr 
= u°(i,a;,e)-|-u0(i,a;,e). 

We can prove that the integral operator A is a contractive mapping of itself 
in the space C2(Jk)- By the same method as [3], we give the following lemma 
which is the key to obtain our main results. 
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Lemma 3 Suppose that f, UQ, U\ satisfy assumptions (i)-(iii).  For any 
u,v £ C2 (Jfc) and p > 4, we have 

'       +SSfe-    *>2/(p-D, IIA„|i < / (H+iWT (I+t+RF   ,    , 

" "^lir^+^ayiHu» o<*<2/(P-i). 
and 

ii A» - A«n < {3SSS^^-'* C|t+
+
t||x|)t     II"-"1U.    0<*<2/(p-l). 

The proof is similar to that of Lamma3 in ref.3. 
By Lemma 3, we obtain the following main result at once. 
Theorem 1 Suppose that the nonlinear term f(u, e), initial value UQ(X, e), 

Ui(x, e) satisfy assumptions (i)-(iii) with 0 < |e| < eo <S 1, then we have 
(1) If k > 2/(p — 1) (p > 3), there exists a unique global C2 solution to 

problem (1). 
(2) If 

0<k< min{l, 2/(p - l)}(p > 3), 0 < t < T = 0(\e\-1K2-kp+Q), 

there exists a unique solution u € C2{Jk) to problem (1). 

3    Validation of formal approximations 

Because the initial value problem (1) contains a small parameter e, pertur- 
bation methods may be applied for the construction of approximation to the 
solution. In most perturbation methods for nonlinear problem, a function is 
constructed that satisfies the differential equation and initial condition up to 
some order of e (where the parameter e is so small). Such a function is usually 
called a formal approximation. In order to prove that the formal approxi- 
mation is an asymptotic approximation (as e —> 0), We have to establish an 
additional analysis in the space C2(Jk). 

Suppose that on Jfc x [—eo,eo]i the function v(t, x, e) satisfies 

(vtt-Av = ef(v,e) + \e\mc1(t,x,e),    m > 1, 
1 v(0,x,e) =u0{x,e) + \e\m-1C2(x,e) = v0(x,e),    0 < |e| < e0 < 1,      (3.3) 
[vt(0,x,e) =ui(x,e) + |e|m_1c3(a;,e) =vi(x,e),    0 < |e| < e0 < 1, 

where f(v,e), uo(x,e), U\(x, e) satisfy assumptions (i)-(iii). Suppose that 
ci(i, x, e), C2(x, e) and cz{x, e) satisfy following conditions 

Cl(t,x,e)eC2(Jk),  and ||Cl(t,x,e)|| < 1/(1 + t+\x\)1*, (3.4) 
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\d^c2(x,€)\,d^c3(x,e)\ < C/(l + t+|a:|)fc+1
1|a| < 3, \ß\ < 2, 0< fc < 1. (3.5) 

From Theorem 1 it follows that the initial value problem (3) has a unique 
solution v(t, x, e) G C2(Jk). On the other hand, the problem (3) can be trans- 
formed into the following equivalent equation 

«(*. x, e) = &[& fm<1 v0(x + t£, e)de] + £ lm<1 «i(x + i£, e)d£ 

+£ fo(* " T) k\<Mv> (?>* + (* - T)£> e), e) 
+|erCl(T,a;+(i-T)e,eMdr 

If u € C2(Jk) is the solution of problem (1), then 

v(t,x,e) —u(t,x,e) 

= &[&./i€|<iMm_1<*(s+ «,*)#] 
+^4i<ii€im_lc3^+^e^ ,,fix 
+ 27 /o (* - *") 4|<i[/(«fr * + (* - ^>e)>£) (     } 

-/(ti(T,i+(t-T)e,e),e)]dfdT 
+ <kfo(t-T)flsl<1\e\mc1(T,x(t-T)Z,e)dtdT. 

By the same idea as that of Lemma 3, we have 

\\v(t,x,e)-u(t,x,e)\\Jk=0(\er-1). 

Now we get the following asymptotic approximation theorem. 
Theorem 2 Suppose that v(t, x, e) is the solution of the problem (3), 

and nonlinear term f, initial data uo, u\ satisfy assumptions (i)-(iii). Let 
Ci(t,x,e), c2(a;,e) and c3(x, e) satisfy (4) (5). Then for m> 1, the formal ap- 
proximation v(t, x, e) is an asymptotic approximation (as e —> 0,) of the solution 
u(t,x,e) of problem (1). Furthermore 

(i)\\* ~ «IL = Oder"1), for (t,x) € [O.+oo) x R2, if ^ < K < \ 
(P > 4), 

(%%) \\u-v\\Jk = 0(|e|m_1) for x € R2 and0<t< L\e\ 2-H1-D , if0<k< 
min{l/2,2/(p — 2)}, in which L > 0 is in dependent of e. 
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In this paper, we give a brief introduction to the theory of unique normal forms 
of ordinary differential equations and introduce some recent results concerning the 
unique normal form of Bogdanov-Takens singularities. 

1 Introduction 

It is well known that the classical normal form is computed by using one 
Lie Bracket and can not give unique normal form for a given equation in 
general. Here the nonuniqueness means that even the form of the normal form 
is fixed, the coefficients of the normal form are not uniquely determined by the 
given equation. Hence the classical normal forms can not be used for formal 
classification. 
Example 4 For equation of Bogdanov-Takens singularities 

x = y + h.o.t,    y = h.o.t, (1.1) 

where h.o.t denote higher order terms, by classical normal form theory, its 
normal form can be taken as 

oo 

x = y,    y = V akx
h + bkx

k~ly, (1.2) 

where ak,bk are all real constants. But we note that if a<i ^ 0 then 63 is not 
uniquely determined by the given equation (1.1) and consequently we can take 
63 = 0 in the normal form. See for example [5]. 

Since the early 80s, many authors considered the refined definition of nor- 
mal form in order to get unique normal form(also the simplest normal form). 
In this article, we give brief introduction to the theory of unique normal form 
and give some recent results on the unique normal form of Bogdanov-Takens 
singularities. 

2 Ushiki's Method 

Ushiki4 gave a new method to compute normal forms for given equations. And 
then his method is clearly described in [2]. 
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Consider a C°° differential system 

± = V(x)=v1+v2 + ... + vk + ...,xeTRn, (2.3) 

where V(0) = 0, vk € Hk, the n dimensional vector valued homogeneous poly- 
nomial space of degree k. Let Y(x) be a C°° vector field with y(0) = 0 and 
<&Y(X) be the flow generated by Y. Let y = $y(x). Then Eq.(2.3) is changed 
to 

y = exp(t * ad(Y))V(x) 
= V(x) + t[Y(x), V(x)} + ... + tn/n\[Y(x),... \Y{x), V(x)}...} + ..., 

(2.4) 
where ad(Y)V(x) = [Y(x),V(x)\ = DY(x)V(x) - DV(x)Y(x).  Denote Wk 

the fc-jet of W at the origin and Wk = Wk -Wk~\ Vfc € 1ST. 
Theorem 1  (14],[2]) Let hk(t) be the k - th order term in Eq.(2.4). If Y(x) 
satisfies the condition [Yk,Vk~1]k~1 = 0 then 

jthk(t) = [Yk,Vk-1+hk(t)]k,   hk(0) = vk. (2.5) 

In [4] and [2] some examples are given, those are normal forms with co- 
efficients being uniquely determined by the given equations up to some finite 
order. 
Example 5 ([4]) Normal form up to order 4 of Eq.(l.l) can be taken as one 
of the follows: 

(a)x — y,    y = 5x2 + b2xy + a3x
3 + &4X3y, 

(b)x = y,    y = 5xy + a3x
3 + b3x

2y + aix
i + b4,x3y, (2.6) 

(c)x = y,    y — wix3 + w2x
2y + a^x3 + b^x3y, 

where S = 1 or — 1 and 03,04, b%, b3,64, iui, W2 are all uniquely determined by 
Eq.(l.l) and w\+wl = 1. 
Remark 2.1 Note that Y\ ^ 0 is allowed in Ushiki's method. But if we 
consider only near identity change of variables, then we should assume Yi = 0. 
Then [Yk, V*'1 + hk(t)}k = [Y2, vk^} + [Y3, vk-2] + ... + [Yk,Vl]. Therefore 
the solution of Eq.(2.5) is 

hk(t) = vk + t{[Y2, vk-i] + [Y3,vk_2] + ... + [Yk,v1]}. 

We may take t = 1. Then under the change of variables y = $y(aO the fc-th 
order term in the result equation is vk + [Y2, Wfc_i] + [Y3, Ufc_2] + ... + [Yk, vi\. 

[4] and [2] do not explain theoritically why their methods can give unique 
normal form. But indeed, their methods can give unique normal form, that is 
in fact solved by [3]. See the section 4 below. 
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3 Baider and Sanders's Method 

Baider and Sanders * defined second order normal form by introducing the 
second grading. For the normal form of Bogdanov-Takens singularities they 
consider the further reduction for the first order normal form(i.e., the classical 
normal form). They wrote the first order normal form in the following form: 

x = X(x),    iGlR2, (3.7) 

where 
oo oo 

X(x) = Al
Q + V akAlx + V ßkBl, 1 < fi < oo, 1 < v < oo, (3.8) 

k=ß k=u 

and where 

/ k+l-l    l+l   k-l\ /„n+l,,m-n\ 

4 = ' -t±LxiJ^-i M-l < I < * + l),   B»m = I X
xnJ+1_n > < n < m). 

(3.9) 
It is well known that the degree of a monomial in the classical sense is 

defined by the summation of powers of all variables. But Baider and Sanders 
gave the new grading function as follows: 

5(2)(A[) = 5^{Bl
k) = 2k + lx minOi, 2v). 

It is obvious that 

S^(Al)=6^(A-1)=ß,itß<2^ 

and 
5^{Al) = 8{-2\Bl) = 2u, if M>2i>. 

Note that A\ is a linear term but A~l and B° are nonlinear terms in the sense 
of the classical grading. So the lowest order terms in Eq.(3.7) are 

A» = Al+a^A'1, if fj,<2v 

or 
Xv = Al+0vE°,iili>2i/. 

Then by using one Lie bracket defined by A^ they reduced Eq.(3.7) to the 
following so called the second order normal form for the case \x < 2v: 

oo oo 

Y(x) = A»+ V akA^ + T ßkB°k,      (3.10) 
k>ß, k>v, 

fc(mod(M+2))#Ai-l.*« *(mod(/j+2))^^+l 
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OO                                                                                      oo 

E               akA?+           E           ßkB°k. 
(3.H) 

k>ß,                                                   k>v, 
k(mod{ß+2))^ß-l,ß,ß+l                       k(mod(ß+2))^ß+l 

Furthermore they used two Lie brackets to make further reduction for the 
second order normal form. 
Theorem 2 Eq.(3.7) can be reduced by near identity transformation to 

+ 

And if z/(mod(/4+2)) ^ 0 then coefficients in the above equation are all uniquely 
determined by the original equation. 

The case for \x > 1v is omitted here, we refer to their paper 1.  But the 
case p=2v was left as an open problem in [1]. 

4    Kokubu,Oka and Wang's Method 

Kokubu, Oka and Wang3 combined both ideas of [4] and [1] and proposed the 
N-th order normal forms by using N Lie brackets and the new grading function. 
Definition 4.1 Let 

U e Z+,Xi 6 H (or C),i,j = 1, ...,n 

where e^ is the j'-th standard unit vector in Rn (or Cn). Then the function 
5 : Dn —* Z defined by 

( n ^ n 

8  ■TTij'ej    = VojZj-aj-, (4.12) 
i=l i=l 

where a* e IN, i = 1, ...,n, is called a linear grading function. 
In what follows we denote by Hi the homogeneous polynomial splace with 

respect to the grading 5. Then [H^,H{.] C Hj+k. 
Definition 4.2 

v = vß + vß+1 + ... + vß+m + ... 

where Vk e Hf., is called an N-th order normal form (associated with grading 
function 6), if Vß+i € N^ for VI < i < N - 1 and 1^+, e iV^. for j > N, 

where N^k is a complementary subspace to ImL^^ in #M+fc and where 
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Lk
m' = -kjj.    [V^i, V/i+i,..., Vn+m-i] for Vm € IN is defined as following: 

LV:Hl->Hl+k:Yk-*[Yk,V»\, 

4m) : KerL^ x #£^-1 -> #£+•»+*-! : ((n, n+i, ■ • •, n+m-2), n+m-i) 

-♦ [Hfe, VM+m-i] + [yfc+i, V^+m-a] + • • ■ + [Yfc+m-i, VM],   Vm > 1. 
(4.13) 

Definition 4.3 
v = vß + vß+1 + ... + vfi+m + ... 

is called an infinite order normal form, if V^+m S JVA+m f°r '7'rn ^ -"^' where 

•^>+m ^s a complementary subspace to ImL^ ' in Hß+m and where L^ = 

4m)[VM> VM+1,..., Vß+m^} for Vm G IN. 
Kokubu, Oka and Wang3 proved that infinite order normal form is unique. 

They also gave a sufficient condition for an iV-th order normal form being 
infinite order one and hence being unique normal form. 
Theorem 3 If there exists an N G IN such that 

ImLrm)=Im4Z (4-14) 
for any k, m € IN, then the iV-th order normal form is an infinite order normal 
form. 
Remark 4.1 If we consider only the near identity transformations and define 
the grading function 5 by the classical degree minus 1, then Ushiki's method 
in fact can give the infinite order normal form in the sense of [3]. 

For Eq.(3.7) Kokubu, Oka and Wang3 solved the special case, ß = 2, v = 1, 
the open problem in [1]. Recently Wang, Li, Huang and Jiang6 improved 
the computation method of [3] and solved the open problem under a generic 
condition([6]). 

Consider the following equation: 

x-y + h.o.t, ,       . 
y = axuy + ßx2"+l + h.o.L, *•       ; 

where v G IN, a, ß / 0 and h.o.t. denote the higher order terms in the sense of 
the grading function 5 defined below. 

Define the new grading function 5 : Di —> Z by 

/Tm,n\ (    0    \ 
5>x   »   *=m + n(i/ + l)-l,        &' Jln^=m + n(V + l)-v-l. 
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Theorem 4 If ß/a2 is not an algebraic number, then the first order normal 
form of Eq. (4.15) (associated with grading function 5) is unique and can be 
taken as the following form: 

i = y, 
oo oo 

y = ax"y + ßx2v+x + b2vx
2vy +     £     amxm + £ bnx

ny, 
m=2i/+2 n-v+1, 

n(mod(v+l))jiv—l,v 

(4.16) 
where am, b„ are all uniquely determined by Equation (4.15). 
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ON DISTRIBUTION OF LIMIT CYCLE FOR QUADRATIC 
SYSTEM IN THE PLANE 

FENG WANG, XINGFU DU, and YUMIN WANG 
Depatment of Mathematics and Computer, 
Jianghan University, Wuhan 430019, China 

In this paper, we have proved the existence of only four kinds of distribution of 
limit cycle in £200 : ( odd, even ), ( odd, odd ), ( even, even ), ( even, odd ), whose 
lower bound at least is (i, .^distribution (i,j = 0,1) respectively. Moreover there is 
just a distribution of limit cycle in £203 : ( odd, even ), Whose lower bound at least 
is ( 1, 0 ) distribution. We can not construct (l,fc)(fc = 2,3,4), (0, fc)(fc = 1,2,3,4) 
and (0, k)(k = 2,3,4) distribution of limit cycle, even we gave small perturbation 
for coefficients by the method of Hopf bifurcation. 
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The paper [1] give out the result for .E203: by the method of Hopf bifurca- 
tion we can not get ( 0, 4 ) and ( 2, 2 ) distribution of limit cycles, but theory 
and practice need us to utilize a inequality consisting of coefficients to describe 
the characteristic of phase diagram of the system. 

In this paper, we give out the result for E200 ■ the quadratic system 
jB2oowith two normal focus and a unique saddle point at infinity possesses 
four kinds of distribution of limit cycle and their lower bound. 

when we change the normal focus point (0,0)into critical focus point order 
3 of the quadratic system, we proved, there is a distribution of limit cycle 
in E203 ( odd, even ), whose lower bound at least is distribution of ( 1, 0 ), 
For E203, on other distribution of three kinds of limit cycle can' t exist, So 
using small perturbation for coefficients of the system by Hopf bifurcation, We 
cannot construct (l,fc)(fc = 2,3,4), (0, k) (k = 1,2,3,4) and (0,k)(k = 2,3,4) 
distribution of limit cycle respectively. 

1    A Quadratic System With two Normal Focus 

We consider the system : 

f x = —y + dx + lx2 + mxy + ny2 , „    ^ 
y = x(l+ax + by) {E20o) 

where two normal focus is Ao(Q, ^), Oo(0,0). Let : 

M0 = [9an - m(b - l)]2 - 4[(& - l)2 + 3am][m2 + 3n(6 - 1)] 

jV0 = a262 + 2d(ab -mb + 2an) + [(a + m)2 - 4Z(n + I)} 

PQ = lb2 — abm + a2m 

Ro = (d + m)2 + An(b + n) 

S0 = d+™ 
n 

and we introduce the following notation : 
Without less of generality suppose n > 0 and a^O, From [2] we get the 

following results: 
Lemma 1 : If P0 ^ 0 and N0 < 0, then Ü^oo possesses only two real 

singular point A(0, £) and O(0,0), and 
(1): When 0 < \d\ < 2,0(0,0) is normal focus, it is unstable when d > 0 

and it is stable when d < 0. 
(2): When Ro < 0 and So 7^ 0,.A(0, £) is a normal focus, it is unstable 

when So = d + m/n > 0 and it is stable when So = d + m/n < 0. 
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Lemma 2: If Mo > 0, then E 200 has only a unique saddle point at 
infinity. 

Lemma 3 : If N0 < 0, RQ < 0, then P0 < 0. 
Lemma 4: If a > 0(< 0) and JV0 < 0, then L : 1+ax+by — 0 is a straight 

line without contact and slope k = —a/b > 0(< 0), i. e that saddle point at 
infinity P(P') lies above ( below ) straight line L on the equator. 

From lemma 1  4, we obtain : 
Theorem 1: Assume a > 0 and N00, i?o < 0, M0 < 0. 
If 0 < d < 2, So < 0, then distribution of limit cycle is (odd, even ) in 

£l2oo( see fig 1 ), Whose lower bound at least is ( 1, 0 ) distribution and the 
total numbers of limit cycles has odd numbers (at least one ). 

If — 2 < d < 0, So < 0, then distribution of limit cycle is (odd, odd ) in 
-E200 ( see fig 2 ), Whose lower bound at least is ( 1, 1 ) distribution and the 
total numbers of limit cycles has even numbers ( at least two ). 

If 0 < d < 2, So < 0, then distribution of limit cycle is (even, even ) in 
E200 ( see fig 3 ), Whose lower bound at least is ( 0, 0 ) distribution and the 
total numbers of limit cycles has even numbers ( may be zero ). 

If — 2 < d < 0, So < 0, then distribution of limit cycle is (even, add ) in 
E200 ( see fig 4), Whose lower bound at least is ( 0,1 ) distribution and the 
total numbers of limit cycles has add numbers ( may be zero ). 

When a0, we have similar results with a < 0, then we have : 
Theorem A: The system E200 With two normal focus and a unique saddle 

point at infinity possesses only four kinds of distribution of limit cycle : ( odd, 
even ), ( odd, odd ), ( even, even ) and (even, odd ), whose lower bound at 
least is (i, j) distribution, (i, j = 0,1). 

A Quadratic system with a critical focus of order 3 

Can the system E200 keep four kinds of distribution of cycle limit when 
one or two normal focus of E 200 changes into critical focus? This question 
relates to #200 maximum numbers and relative place of limit cycle. 
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In this section, we will consider only the system: 

f x = -y + lx2 = 5axy + ny2 .       . 
y = x + ax2 + (31 + 5nx)xy [   203) 

In other wards, when d = 0, m = 5a, b = 31 + 5 , we changes normal focus of 
£200 into critical focus of order 3 of i?2oo- Let : 

M3 = -\MQ = 500a4 + a2[25(2Z + 5n)2 + 90n(2l + 5n) - 27n2} + An/(21 + 5n)3, 

N3 = iiV0 = 3a2 - 1(1 + 2n), P3 = -3a2(5l + 8n) + 1(31 + 5n)2 (1.1) 

R3 = 25a2 + 12n(l + 2n), S3 = 5a/n, 

Q3 = 2a2 + ln + 2n2, J3 = a2(5l + 6n) - 3(1 + 2n)(l + nf, 

W3 = -5a3Q3J3. (1.2) 

Similar above lemma 1    4, we have : 
Lemma 5: If P3 ^ 0, N3 < 0, then the E 200 possesses only two real 

singular point ^4(0, ^), O(0,0), and 
When W3 ^ 0,0(0,0) is a critical focus of order 3, it is stable when 

W3 < 0, it is unstable when W3 > 0. 
When R3 < 0, a ^ 0, ^4(0, ^) is a normal focus, it is unstable when a < 0, 

it is stable when a < 0. 
Lemma 6: If M3 < 0, then E200 has only a unique saddle point at infinity. 
Lemma 7: If N3 <Q,R3< 0, then P3 < 0. 
Lemma 8: If a < 0(< 0) and N3 < 0, then LI + ax + (31 + 5n)y = 0 

is a straight line without contact and slope k = —a/(3l + An) > 0(< 0), i. e 
that saddle point at infinity P(P') lies above ( below ) straight line L on the 
equator. 

Suppose a < 0, R < 0, without losing generality. Prom lemma 5 8, we 
obtain : 

Theorem 2: If M3 < 0, and one of the following conditions are satisfied, 
(1): R3 <0,N3<0,R3<0 and W3 < 0. 
(2): I < -2n. 
(3): 3/ + 5n = 6-n. 
Then, distribution of limit cycle is ( odd, even) in £200 > whose lower bound 

at least is (1, 0) distribution. If we gave small perturbation for coefficients of 
£200 by Hopf bifurcation, It will possess limit cycles with (l,k)(k = 1,2,3) 
distribution . 

From ( 2 ), ( 3 ), we have : 
Lemma 9 : M3 < 0, R3 < 0W3 < 0. 
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Theorem 3: In a Quadratic system E203 with a critical focus of order 3 
and a unique saddle point at infinity. 

(1): distribution of limit cycle ( odd, odd ) in ÜJ203 is not exist, Whose 
lower bound at least ( 1, 1) distribution is also not exist, i.e We can not 
construct (l,k)(k = 2,3,4)distribution of limit cycle respectively, if we give 
small perturbation for coefficients of the system by Hopf bifurcation. 

(2): distribution of limit cycle (even, even ) in £«203 is not exist, Whose 
lower bound at least ( 0, 0 ) distribution is also not exist, i.e We can not 
construct (0,k)(k = 1,2,3) distribution of limit cycle respectively, if we give 
small perturbation for coefficient of the system by Hopf bifucartion. 

distribution of limit cycle (even, odd ) in E203 is not exist, Whose lower 
bound at least ( 0, 1) distribution is also not exist, i.e We can not construct 
(0, k)(k — 2,3,4) distribution of limit cycle respectively, if we give small per- 
turbation for coefficient of the system by Hopf bifurcation. 

Proof: Suppose a < 0 without losing generality. From lemma 5 9, we 
obtain : 

(1): If the distribution of the system E203 is ( odd, odd ), then we have 
: N3 < 0, M3 < 0,R3 < 0, W3 < 0, S3 > 0, from lemma 9 we have W3 < 0, 
hence we can not obtain distribution ( odd, odd ) in £203- 

(2) : If the distribution of the system 2?2o3 is ( even, even ) or ( even , 
odd ), then we have : Si = 5a/n < 0, but a < 0, hence we can not obtain 
distribution ( even, even ) or ( even, odd ). 

From theorem 2    3, we obtain : 
Theorem B: The system U203 with a critical focus of order 3 and a unique 

saddle point at infinity possesses only kind of distribution of limit cycle ( odd, 
odd ), whose lower bound at least is ( 0, 1) distribution, we can only construct 
(l,k)(k = 1,2,3) distribution by a small perturbation for coefficient. Other 
three kinds of distribution ( odd, odd ) , (even, even ), ( even, odd ) not 
exist in .E203, since their lower bound (1,1),(0,0)(0,0) distribution 
not exist, So we can' t construct (l,k)(k = 2,3,4),(0, k)(k — 2,3,4), and 
(0, k)(k = 1,2,3,4) distribution respectively, if we give small perturbation for 
coefficient of the system by Hopf bifurcation. 
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OSCILLATION OF CERTAIN NEUTRAL DIFFERENCE 
EQUATION OF MIXED TYPE WITH HIGH ORDER 

WANG JIANJUN and ZHANG JINZHU 
North China Institute of Technology, 
Taiyuan, Shanxi, 030008, P.R.China 

This paper is mainly concerned with some certain linear neutral difference equa- 
tions 

A*(xn + axn-m - bxn+k) = c(qxn-g +pxn+h). 

Sufficient conditions for oscillation of equations (Ei,c) for i = 2N 4- 1, i = 2N 
and c = ±1 are established respectively, and the results extend that of S.R.Grace 
[2].   Where, a,b,p,q > 0 are real, m,k,g,h > 0 are integer and multiples of i, 
i = 1,2,-;-. 

1    Introduction 

This paper is concerned with the oscillation behavior of neutral difference 
equation of the form, 

A*(a;n + axn-m - bxn+k) = c(gxn-g + pxn+h), (Ei, c) 

where c — ±l,i is a positive integer, a,b,p,q are nonnegative real numbers, 
g, h, m, and k are positive integer and multiples of i. The definitions of os- 
cillation and operator A' for i = 0,1, ■ • • see the papers by I.Györy [1] and 
S.R.Grace [2]. 

The analogue of Eq. (Ei, c) in the continuous case is the neutral functional 
equations 

dl 

-^{x{t) +ax{t - m) - bx(t + k)) = c{qx(t - g) +px(t + h)) (Nit c) 

where i is a positive integer and c = ±1, a,b,m,k,p,q are nonnegative real 
numbers, g, h are positive constants. There have been a lot of interests in 
the oscillation of (Ei,c) and (Ni,c) with different order. S.R.Grace [2] [3] has 
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established criterion for oscillation of Eq. (JV,, c) where i is even and oscillation 
of Eq. (Ei, c) where i = 1,2,3. 

Our aim in this article is to establish some conditions involving the coef- 
ficients and arguments only, under which all solutions of Eq. (Ei,c) oscillate, 
where i is a positive integer. 

2    Main Results 

The following Lemmas are needed in the proof of our main results. 
Lemma 6 (2) Assume that q is positive real number and k is a positive integer 
and a multiple oft. Then the following statements hold. 

(a) If 
ii(k-i)k-i     , 

1> p     fr    *>*. 
then the difference inequality 

A'j/n > qyn+k   for   i > 1 

has no eventually positive solution {yn} which satisfies A?yn > 0 even- 
tually, j = 0,1, • • • ,i. 

(b) If 

q >  rv7    for    k > 1, 
(k+i)k+% 

then the difference inequality 

(-l^A'j/n > qyn-k   for   i>l 

has no eventually positive solution {yn} which satisfies (—l')J'AJ'y„ > 
0,    i = 0,l,"-t. 

Lemma 7 Let {x„} be a sequence. If Axn > 0 ( < 0) and A2xn > 0 (< 0) 
eventually, then x„ > 0 (< 0) eventually, and lim xn = +oo (—oo). 

n—>oo 
Theorem 5 Let b> 0,    h>2N+l,    r = g + k>l.If 

V (2N + 1)2N+1 (h-2N- l)"-2"-1 

1+^ > hfi  F1(a) 

and 
q ^     (2N+1)2N+V 

(r + 2N+l) 

then Eq. (E2N+1,1) is oscillatory. 

b> (r + 2N4-^Y+2N+1' H1{b) 
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Proof.   Assume that Eq. (E2N+1A) has an eventually positive solution 
{xn}, say xn > 0 for n > no > 0. Let 

then 
A2N+1yn = qxn-g+pxn+h> 0,    for    n > rii > no, (2.2) 

which implies that {A^yn} is evetually one sign for j = 0,1, • • • 2N. Therefore, 
either (A) yn < 0 evetually, or (B) yn > 0 evetually. 

(A) Assume that yn < 0 for n > ni. Let 

0 < V« = -J/n = &En+fc ~ aXn-m ~ %n < bxn+k. (2.3) 

There exists n,2 > n\ such that 

Xn > Tvn-k     for     n > Tl2- (2.4) 

Using (4) in (2), we have 

A2N+lVn + lvn-(g+k) < 0. (2.5) 

The next step we will prove that for sufficient large n, {vn} satisfies that 

(-l)Wvn>0   for   i = 0,1, ■■-,2N + 1. (2.6) 

By (2), we know that A2N+lvn < 0 eventually, which implies that A2Nvn > 0 
hold eventually, otherwise in view of Lemma 2, A2Nvn < 0 eventually contra- 
dict with vn > 0 eventually. Therefore there are two possibilities to consider: 
(i) Avn > 0 eventually, (ii) Avn < 0 eventually. Suppose that (i) holds, there 
exists nz > ni and C\ > 0 such that 

vn-(g+k) > ci    for   n>n3. (2.7) 

Using (7) in (5) and summing from n$ to M — 1 > n^, we have 

0< A2NvM< A2iVu„3-|d(M-n3)—+ -oo    (M^+oo), 
o 

which yields a contradiction. Next suppose that (ii) holds. We can conclude 
that A2N~lvn < 0 eventually, otherwise A2N~1vn > 0 eventually contradicts 
with Avn < 0 eventually. Considering A2N~2vn, in view of Lemma 2, it could 
be nothing but A2N~2vn > 0 eventually, otherwise A2N~2vn < 0 eventually 
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contradicts with vn > 0 eventually. After using Lemma 2 finite times, we can 
show that (6) holds. 

Then in view of Lemma 1 (b) and Hl(b), inequality (5) has no eventually 
positive solution {vn} satisfying (6), which is a contradiction. 

(B) Assume that yn > 0 for n > n\ > 0. Let 

w» = yn + ayn-m - byn+k. (2.8) 

Then 
A2N+1wn = qyn_g+pyn+h, (2.9) 

A2N+1(wn + awn-m - bwn+k) = qwn-.g +pwn+h. (2.10) 

There are two possibilities to consider: (i) Ayn < 0 eventually, (ii) Aj/„ > 0 
eventually. 

Suppose that (i) holds. Because sequence {yn} is decreasing and positive, 
from (8), we have wn < yn + ay„-m < (1 +a)j/n-m- There exists n2 > m, such 
that yn > i^w„+m    for   n>n2. Therefore from (9), we have 

A2JV+1wn > pyn+h > -Z—Wn+h+m. (2.11) 

Then we consider three possibilities (I) wn < 0 eventually, (II) wn > 0 and 
Awn < 0 eventually, and (III) wn > 0 and A»n > 0 eventually. In the case of 
(I), from the equation 

A2N+1(yn + ayn-m - byn+k) = qyn_g +pyn+h, 

and (8) (10), it is obvious that the proof is similar to (A) and hence is omitted. 
Supposed that (II) holds. By (11) and using Lemma 2 finite times, we will 
have a contradiction. Suppose that (III) holds. If A2Nwn > 0 eventually, then 
in view of Lemma 2, we have 

A?w„ > 0   eventually   for   j = 0,1, • • •, 2N + 1, (2.12) 

and sequence {wn} is increasing, thus (11) has the form 

A2N+1wn > -^-wn+h. (2.13) 
1 + a 

In view of Lemma 2 and HI (a), inequality (13) has no eventually positive solu- 
tion {wn} satisfying (12), which is a contradiction. If A2Nw„ < 0 eventually, 
noticing that wn > 0 and Awn > 0 eventually, there exists n3 > 0 and c2 > 0 
such that 

wn>C2    for   n>ri3. (2.14) 
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Using (14) in (13) and summing from 713 to M — 1 > 713, we have 

0> A2Nwn> A2Nwn3 + -^—c2(M-n3)—> +00    (as   M -► +00) 

a contradiction. 
Assume that (ii) holds, by (9) and Lemma 2, we know that (12) holds 

and sequence {A2N+1wn} is increasing. Prom (10) we obtain (13), which 
contradicts with condition HI (a) and the proof is completed. 

By the same method with the proof of Theorem 1, we can establish the 
sufficient conditions for oscillation of Eq. (Ei,c) as follows. 
Theorem 6 Let b > 0,     h > 2N > 1 and s = g-m>\. If 

l + a hh w 

and 

1 + a      (s + 2JV) + 

i/ien Eq. {E^N, 1) *s oscillatory. 
Theorem 7 Lei 6 > 0, t = h - k > 2N + 1, s = g - m > 1. // 

p^  (2N + l)™+\t-2N-iy-2N-i 
b > ' 1*  ^3(a) 

and 
_j_ (2iY + l)™+V 
1 + a      (s + 2N + iy+™+i '■ nö{0} 

then Eq. (i?2;v+i,—1) is oscillatory. 
Theorem 8 Let b> 0, t = h- k > 2N, r = g + k>l. If 

p      (2N)™(r-2NY-™ 
b > #  H4{a) 

and 
q (2N)™rr 
b > (r + 2NY+^' HA{h) 

then Eq. {E^N,— 1) is oscillatory. 
Remark 2.1  The above results can be extended to the case that p and q are 
variable coefficients, i.e. considering the following equation 

A'(xn + axn^m + bxn+k) = c(qnxn-g +pnxn+h). (£■, c) 
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We have the following corollary. 

Corollary 1 . Let b > 0,r,s,t be defined as in Theorem l~Theorem 4. {qn} 
and'{Pn} are real nonnegative sequences. Assume that lim pn > p, lim qn > 

n—+00 n—+00 

q. IfHj(a) and Hj(b) hold (for j = 1,2,3,4), then the results corresponding to 
Theorem 1 ~ theorem 4 are still valid for Eq. (Et, c). 

Example 6 Considering the equation: 

»/        ,m             ,-k        \     (n —m — k)(h— 1) + h,, „ ,   h A(xn + hmxn-m - h kxn+k) = i 2n   ^ _—'- {h?xn-g + h-hxn+h) 

where,i — I, m,k are positive integers. 

It can easily testified that xn = nhn is a nonoscillatory solution of the above 
equation because of failure of (Hla), where pn —► ^^h~h — p. 
Remark 2.2 The conditions of oscillation for Eq. (Ei,c) are just only suffi- 
cient other than necessary.   It would be valuable and interesting to establish 
critical conditions for Eq. (Ei,c) to oscillate. 

Example 7 Consider the defference equation 

■    Ai(xn + axn-.m-axn+m) = 2i-1(-l)9+i(xn-.g+xn+g) (L%,c) ■ 

where, i is a positive integer, a > 0 is a real number, g,m are multiples ofi. 

It is not difficult to testify that for any arbitrary m, a, g and i = 1,2, ■ • ■, 
x„ = (—1)™ is an oscillatory solution of Eq. (Li,c). LetO < a < 2i_1 — 1. It can 
be easily testified that for odd g the conditions of Theorem 1 and Theorem 4 
hold,and therefore the Eq. (L2N+I,1) and Eq. (L2AT,-1) are oscillatory, and 
that for even g the conditions of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 hold and therefore 
the Eq. (L2N+1,— 1) and Eq. (Z/2iv,l) are oscillatory. It is also possible that 
Hj(a) and Hj(b) fail when a is large enough, however Eq. (Li, c) has a solution 
ofxn = (-l)nyet. 
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PERSISTENCE AND PERIODIC ORBITS FOR 
NONAUTONOMOUS DIFFUSION VOLTERRA 
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This paper considers a predator-prey system in which one of two species can diffuse 
between two patches, while the other is confined to one patch and cannot diffuse. 
It is proved that the system can be made persistent under some appropriate con- 
ditions. Further, if the system is a periodic system, it can have a strictly positive 
periodic orbit which is globally asymptotically stable under the appropriate con- 
ditions. 

1    Introduction 

For the undercrowding effect of the species, Kuno [1] first established this 
kind of model about a normal Volterra predator-prey system, Bazytin [2] and 
Chen [3] also studied this kind of models. But all the coefficients in the system 
they studied are constant. After, all the coefficients in the system Wang [4], 
[5] also studied are periodic functions. The model [4] we consider in this paper 
is 

±1 = ai{t)x\{K\(t) -zi) - b{t)xiy + D1(t)(x2 - xx), 
±2 = a2(t)xl(K2(t) - x2) + D2(t){Xl - x2), (1) 
V   = y(-c(t) + d{t)xi - a(t)y). 

Here X\ and y are population density of species X and Y in patch 1, and x2 

is density of species X in patch 2. Species Y is confined to patch 1 while 
the species X can diffuse between two patches. Oj(t), Ki(t), Di(t)(i = 
1,2), b(t), c(t), d(t), a(t) are all continuous and strictly positive functions. 
Di(t)(i = 1,2) are diffusive coefficients of species X. We define for real function 
f{t) :    fu = sup {/(£)},/L =  inf {/(£)}. To use this definition, we need all 

[0,oo) I0.«») 
the coefficients to satisfy 

min {af, K?, Df, bL, cL, dL,aL}>0, 

mai{af, K?,DV, bu, cu, du,au} < 00 ' (2)" 
=1,2 
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2    Main Results 

From (1) and (2), by the same method as [4,6], we can prove the following 
lemmas. 
Lemma 1 R+ = {{x\,X2,y)\xi > 0(i = 1,2), y > 0} is a positive invariant 
set of system (1). We will focus our discussion in R\ with respect to biological 
meaning. And this also ensures the solution with positive initial value to be 
positive for all time. Now we construct an ultimately bounded region of system 
(1). We can let it be 

J9o = {(ari,ar2,y)|0 < a:* < Af(* = 1,2),   0 < y < yu}. 

Here, M and yu are selected as 

M>M\yu>yu\ (3) 

where M* and yu   are defined as 

M* = max{K?,K%,y}, (4) 

Lemma 2' If system (1) satisfies assumption (2), then bounded set Ho is a 
positive invariant set of system (1), and for each solution {x\(t), X2(t), y(t)} 
satisfying Xi(0) > 0(i = 1,2), 2/(0) > 0, there exists T > 0; if t > T, we have 
{xi(t),X2(t),y(t)} G Ho- We will construct a compact region of the positive 
orthant which has positive distance from coordinate hyperplanes. We need all 
the coefficients to satisfy 

wK w (7) 
,u 
^<min{^,^L} = m*. (8) 

Theorem 9 Suppose that the system (1) satisfies assumption (2) and (6)- 
(8). Then there exists a compact region Hi C i?+ such that for each solution 
{xi(t),X2(t),y(t)} which satisfies Xj(0) > 0(i = 1,2), y(0) > 0, there exists 
T > 0; if t>T, we have 

{x1(t),x2(t),y(t)} e Hv 

That is to say, system (1) is persistent. 
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proof    Suppose that {xi(t),x2(t),y(t)} is a solution of (1) which satisfies 

Zi(0)>0(i=l,2),   j/(0) >0. 

According to Lemma2, we know that each trajectory with positive initial value 
will ultimately be bounded in HQ, SO, without loss of generality, we can assume 
that this solution satisfies 

{x1(t),x2(t),y(t)}eH0  for t > 0. 

Prom the first two equations of system (1), we have 

ii > n(-&V + afÄ"f:ci -a^a:?) + £>i(i)(a:2 -si) 

±2 > a2(t)x
2

2(K£ -x2) + D2{t)(x! -x2) 

Prom (5) and (6), we know (afii'f')2-4af buyu* > 0 holds. Also from Lemma 
2, we obtain that yu can be chosen close enough to yu* such that (a,iKi)2 — 
Aa!{buyu > 0 holds. So, from (7) ,we can choose m as 0 < mi(yu) <m < m*, 
where m\ (yu) satisfies the following equation in x\: —aJ(x\-\-a^KiXi—buyv = 
0. There exists Ti > 0; if t > T\, we have min{a;i(i), x2(t)} > m. According to 
system (1), we have y > y(-cu + dLm — auy). Prom (8), we say that m can 
be chosen close to m* such that the inequality — cu + dLm > 0 holds, we let 

_   .      dLm - cu 

yy™) = —zu—- 

So we can choose yL as 0 < yL < y(m) such that y(t) > yL(t > T2 > 0). Fi- 
nally, we let Hx = {(xi,x2,y)\m <Xi< M(i = l,2),yL < y < yu}. Then Hi. 
is a bounded compact region in R+ which has positive distance from coordi- 
nate hyperplanes. Let T = max-fT^Ta}. We have {xi(t),x2(t),y(t)} G Hi, if 
t > T. □ We suppose that all the coefficients in system (1) are continuous and 
positive w—periodic functions, then the system (1) is an ui~ period system for 
this case, and the coefficients will naturally satisfy assumption(2). We denote 
the unique solution of periodic system (1) for initial value Z° = {x°, x%, y0} : 

Z(t, Z°) = {xi(t, Z°), x2(t, Z°), y(t, Z0)}, for t > 0, Z(0, Z°) = Z°. 

Now define Poincare transformation A : R+ -+ R+ is 

A(Z°) = Z(u,Z°). 

Here, w is the period of periodic system(l). In this way, the existence of 
periodic orbit of system(l) will be equal to the existence of the fixed point of 
A. 
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Theorem 10 If u—periodic system (1) satisfies (6)-(8), then there is at least 
one strictly positive periodic orbit of (1). 
proof If assumption (6)-(8) is satisfied, then from Theorem 1 we know that 
the compact region H\ c R+ is a positive invariant set of system(l), and H\ 
also is a closed bounded convex set. So we have 

Z° eH1=^Z(t,Z°)eH1, 

and Z € Hi, thus AH\ C H\.   The operator A is continuous because the 
solution is continuous about the initial value. Using the fixed point theorem 
of Brouwer [4], we can obtain that A has at least one fixed point in Hi, then 
there exists at least one strictly positive w—periodic orbit of system (1). ü 
Theorem 11 Suppose that the u—periodic system (1) satisfies (6)-(8) and 

2m*a^>a^KiU + du + ^r, 

2m*a%>a%KV + £, (9) 

aL        > bu. 

Then the system(l) has a unique strictly positive u—periodic orbit which is 
globally asymptotically stable. 
proof Suppose Z(t) = {xi(t),X2(t),y(t)} is a solution of (1) with Xj(0) > 
0(i = 1,2), j/(0) > 0; according to Lemmal, we let 

xi(t) = lnxi(t), (i = l,2),y(t) = lny(t), 

üi(t) = \nui(t),(i= 1,2),v(t) = lnv(t). 

Here, U(t) = {ui(t),U2(t),v(t)} is strictly positive ui—periodic solution of (1), 
and its existence is ensured by Theorem 2. By Theorem 1, we know that 
each solution with positive initial conditions will be ultimately bounded in Hi. 
Consider the Lyapunov function 

2 

V(t) = V \xt(t) - üi(t)\ + \y(t) - v(t)\. 
i=l 

Now we calculate and estimate the upper right derivation of V(t) along the 
solution of (1). 

D+V(t) < -{2ma[ - afK? - du)\xi(t) - m(t)\ 
-(2maZ-a%K%)\x2(t)-u2(t)\ 
-{aL - bu)\y(t) - v(t)\ + Di(t) + D2(t). 
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where 

We can obviously obtain 

Du 

Di(t) < ~^\xj{t) - Uj(t)\,i^ j;i,j = 1,2. 

So we get 

D+V(t) < - (2maf - a?K? - d^- ^)\xx{t) - Ul(t)\ 

-(2ma^-a^K^-^r)\x2(t)-u2(t)\ 
-(aL-bu)\y{t)-v{t)\. 

From the proof of Theorem 1, we know that yu can be close to yu sufficiently, 
while m can be close to m* sufficiently if M is close to M* sufficiently. So 
according to the assumption (9), we can choose appropriate M such that for 
m which is sufficiently close to m*, we have 

2maf > ajfJff +du + ^r, 

2ma% > a^K? + &, 
aL > bu. 

So there exists ß > 0 such that 

2 

D+V(t)<-ß(^\Xi(t)-Ui(t)\ + \y(t)-v{t)\),   t>T, (10) 
<=i 

where ß = min{2maf - a%K? -du-^, 2ma% - a%K% ~^,aL- bu}. An 
integration of (10) leads to 

*    2 

V(t) + ß ^(T \Xi(s) - Ui(s)\ + \y(s) - v(s)\)ds < V{T) < +oo, 

as a consequence of which we have 

*    2 

lim   sup '(V \xi{s) - Ui(s)\ + \y(s) - v(s)\)ds < —^ < +oo.       (11) 
t->+oo p 

rp        1=1 
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It follows from (11) that 

lim  \xi(t) - Ui(t)\ = 0(i = 1,2),  lim  \y(t) - v(t)\ = 0.  D 
t—*+oo t—*+oo 
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In this paper, a chemostat model of n predators competing for a prey in two- 
nutrients with delay is considered. The key feature of our model is the incorpo- 
ration of two-nutrients on two trophic levels and the incorporation of time delay. 
Based on the technique of Razumikhin, we obtain the sufficient conditions for 
global asymptotic stability of the extinct equilibrium. 

1    Introduction 

The paper of Hsu et al ([1]) was the first paper to give a mathematical analysis 
of chemostat model on n competing microorganisms for a single nutrient. Since 
this paper, many papers have been written on chemostat model.   In those 
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papers, lots of paper dealt with single nutrient([2-4]), however, microorganisms 
often depend on not only one nutrient, but depend on many nutrients. Hence, 
it is necessary to study chemostat model on two-nutrients. 

Under condition of single trophic level for nutrients, Ballyk et al ([5,6]) con- 
sidered the model of single-species growth on two nutrients, got the sufficient 
conditions for stability of the extinct equilibrium and survival equilibrium, but 
they didn't consider species-specific time lag due to lapses between the uptake 
of nutrients by cells and the incorporation of those nutrients as biomass(i.e., 
growth). Based on the paper [5,6], paper [7] lead this delay into model, ob- 
tained the sufficient conditions for uniform persistence and the existence of 
periodic solution. For two trophic level, paper [4] considered the model on 
single nutrient. In this paper, a chemostat model on n competing predators 
for a prey in two-nutrients is considered. The key feature of the model is the 
incorporation of two-nutrients on two trophic level and the incorporation of 
delay. 

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the 
model on n competing predators for a prey in two-nutrients and obtain some 
preliminary results. In section 3, we discuss the global stability of extinct 
equilibrium, get some sufficient conditions. 

2    The model and the preliminary results 

In this paper, we consider the following model: 

S'(t) = (S° - S(t))D - Px(S(t), R(t))x(t), 

R'(t) = (R° - R(t))D - P2(S(t),R(t))x(t), 
n (1) 

x (i) =-Dx(t)+aP(S(t-T),R{t-T))x(t-T)-'Efi(x{t))yi(t), 
i=l 

yt(t) =-Dyi(t)+ßifi(x(t-T))yi(t-T), i=l,2,---,n. 

where D denotes the dilution rate; 5°, R° represent the input nutrient con- 
centration rate of S and R, respectively; S(t), R(t), x(t), yi(t) are the nutrient 
concentration of S, R and the microorganism concentration of x, yi at time t, 
i = 1,2, • • • ,n. 

The functions Pi(5, R) and P2(S, R) represent the rate of consumption of 
resources S and R, respectively. It is generally assumed that 

„,„« mgfcfl5 ptqm- mRksR 

kskR + kRS + ksR' v '   ;     kskR + kRS + ksR' 
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where ms is the maximal growth rate of species x on resource S in the absence 
of resource R, and ks is the corresponding half-saturation constant. The con- 
stant rriR and kn are similarly defined. The function P(S, R) will represent 
the rate of conversion of nutrient to biomass of population a; as a function of 
the concentrations of resource S and R in the culture vessel. Since nutrients 
S and R are perfectly substitutable, we take 

mskRS + m,RksR 
P(S,R) = 

kskR + kRS + ksR' 

fi(x) represents the consumptive function of predator y, on prey x, here, we 
take 

fi(x) =     '     ,     i = l,2,---,n. 
Cli+X 

where c* is the maximal growth rate of predator yi on prey x, a$ is the corre- 
sponding half-saturation constant. 0 < a, ßi < 1 represent the rate of change 
from nutrients(or prey) to biomass, r > 0 is the lag time. 

Let Banach space of continuous-functions mapping be C = C([—T, 0], Rn+3) 
(with supermum norm), the nonnegative cone is defined by C+ = C([—T, 0], -R++3). 
For the meaning of biology, we take initial date for system (1) is (0, tp), 
ip € C+ and <p(0) > 0.   Denote the solution of system (1) through (0,ip) 
as(S(t),R{t),x(t),yi(t),---,yn{t)). 

In this paper, we assume that resource S is superior to resource R in the 
sense that ms > rn,R, when the inequality is strict, the partial derivatives of 
P(S, R) satisfy the following conditions: 

§fö(S, R) > 0,   for all (S, R) € intR.%, 

|£(5,Ä)>0,   for all R > 0, 0 < S < Sc, (2) 

|g(5, R) < 0,   for all R > 0, S > Sc. 

where Sc = 'mRk£,   ■ If ms = mR, then we define Sc = oo. ms      ,lt/R 
Define 

ks— n 
A=J <*D,itms>%; 

ms  
oo , otherwise. I. 

where A is obtained by solving the equation P(S,0) = j£ when ms > j%. 
Thus, A represents the breakeven concentrations for resource S when none of 
the resource R is available. 
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Theorem 1 For system (1), all solutions through (0, <p), tp € C+ and 
(p(0) > 0, are nonnegative, and system (1) is dissipative. 

Prooi If S(ti) = 0 for some t\ > 0, then the first equality of (1) imply 
that 5 (*i) = S°D > 0, thus, S(t) must remain positive for t > 0. As the 
similar reason, R(t) remain positive for t > 0. If there exist some t\ > 0, 
such that x(t) > 0, t E (0,ii), but x(t{) = 0, thus, x(t\ — r) > 0, so we 
have x'(ti) = aP(S(t\ - r),R{ti - r))x(ti - r) > 0, from this we obtain 
that x(t) always remain nonnegative. As.the same reason, yi(t) always remain 
nonnegative, too. 

Let Z(t) = S{t) + R(t) + ±x(t + T) + E 4-2/i(i + 2r), then 

z'(t) = -DZ{t) + D(S° + R0), 

thus, 
Z(t) = (Z(0) -S°- R°)e-Dt + S° + R° -* S° + R°. 

Being (S(t),R(t),x(t),yi(t), ■ ■ ■ ,yn(t)) remain nonnegative, we obtain that all 
solutions of (1) are ultimately bounded, i.e., system (1) is disspative. O 

3    Extinction 

For convenience, we are adopting the convention that, for each a S R, ä 
denotes the constant function a(u) = a, u e [—r, 0]. It is clear that EQ = 
(S°, R°, 0,0, • • ■, 0) is always the equilibrium of (1), called extinct equilibrium. 
In the section, we study the stability of EQ. 

Lemma 1 (Hayes[8])   If A, B £ R, then all roots u of 

Ae" + B - we" = 0 

have negative real parts if and only if A < 1 and A < — B < y/a2 + A2, where 
a is the root of a = A tan a, a £ (0,7r). (If A = 0, then take a = ?v). 

Theorem 2   If P(S°, R°) < §, then E0 is local asymptotically stable. 
Prooi   The system linearized of system (1) around EQ is 

S'(t) = -DS(t) - Pi(5°,Ä°)x(i), 

R'(t) = -DR{t) - P2(S°,R°)x(t), 

x'(t) = -Dx(t) + aP{S°,R°)x(t - T), 

y\{t) =-Dyi(t), t= 1,2, ■•-,«. 
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the characteristic equation associated with (3) is H(X) = detA(X) = 0, where 

0     X + D P2(S°,R°) 0      0  ■■•     0 

A(A) = 

f X + D     0 Pi(S°,R°) 0      0 
0     X + D P2(S°,R°) 0      0 
0        0     X + D-aP(S°,R°)e-TX     0      0 
0 0 0 X+D 0 

0 0 0 0      0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

X + D 

Upon simplification, the characteristic equation becomes 

H(X) = (X + D)n+2(X + D- aP(S°, Ä°)e~TA) = 0. 

Denoting the two factors of H(X) by .Hi (A) and H2(X), respectively. It is clear 
that H(X) = 0 if and only if Hi(X) = 0, i = 1,2. The location of the roots of 
the quasi-polynomial H2(X) is accomplished by using the lemma 1. 

Let cj = TX, SO that w and A have real parts of the same sign. Multiplying 
both sides of H2(X) = 0 by -rew yields 

H;(U} = -Drew + aTP(S°,R°) - ueu = 0. 

i?2 is the form to which lemma 1 applies for A = —DT and B = arP(S°, R°). 
So A < 1, -B < 0, also,. A < -B if and only if P(S°,R°) < §, then all roots 
w of #2 M = 0 have negative real parts. Thus, all roots A of H2(X) = 0 have 
negative real parts. So we conclude that E0 is local asymptotically stable if 
andonlyifP(5°,fi°)<£. D 

Now, based on the technique of Razumikhin and the idea of [10], we discuss 
the global stability of EQ . 

Lemma 2 For every ip € C+ and <p(0) > 0, all solutions of system (1) 
satisfy limsup S(t) < S°, limsup R(t) <R°. 

t—+oo t—*oo 
Prooi We give the proof in the case of S(t), the same argument can be 

modified to prove the result on R(t). 
Let S°° — limsupS(t), and suppose that S°° > S°. Next we consider two 

t—*oo 
possible case: either S(t) -*■ 5°° or liminf S(t) < S°°. 

t—*oo 

i) If S(t) —»• S°°, by the first equality of (1), we obtain 

limsupS(i)< -(5° S°°)£> < 0, 

which would imply that S(t) —*• —oo, a contradiction. 
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ii) If liminf S(t) < S°°, then by the fluctuation lemma([9]), there is a 
£—*oo 

sequence tn f oo such that when n —» +00 have 5(t„) —> 5°° and 5 (£„) = 0. 
So by the first equality of (1), we obtain 

S'(tn) = (S° - S(tn))D - Pi (5(0, R(tn))x(tn), 

then 
S(tn) = S°- flfflO'WM*") < S0) 

which lead to a contradiction. 
Thus, we conclude that lim sup S(t) < S°.   Q 

Theorem 3   If one of the following conditions satisfied: 

i) rns < Q-; 

ii) ms > %, mR > § and P(S°, R°) < g; 

iii) ms> § > mH) 5° < A 
then for every solution of system (1) though initial date (0, (p), tp € C+ and 
<p(0) > 0, we have lim x(t) = 0 and lim y;(£) = 0, i = 1,2, • • •,n. 

t—>oo £—*oo 
Prooi   By the third equality of (1), we have 

x'(t)<-Dx(t)+aP(S(t-T),R(t-T))x(t-T). 

Consider following system 

S'(t) = (S° - S(t))D - Pi(5(i), R(t))x(t), 

R'(t) = (R° - R(t))D - P2(S(t),R(t))x(t), 

x'(t) = -Dx(t) + aP(S(t - r), R(t - r))x{t - r), 

y'i(t) =-Dyi(t)+ßifi{x(t-T))yi(t~T), i = l,2,---,n. 

(4) 

Under one of three conditions, we first proof every solution of (4) through 
(0,<p), (p € C+ and </P(0) > 0, exist Ti(v?) > 0, such that P(S(t),R{t)) < 

§,t>T,. 
D  . D i) when ms < j£, if there exist (S, R) e R%, such that P(S, R) > j£, then 

(ms )kRS + (mR )ksR > —kskR. 
a a a 
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Thus, at least one of the inequalities, ms > § or mR > &, must be strict, 

contradiction. So for every (S, R) 6 R\, we have P(S, R) < § at this case; 

ii) when ms > §, mR > §. By P(S°, R°) < §, we have 

thus, 

(ms - -)kRS° + (mR - -)ksR° < -kskR, 
a a a 

—kskR - (mR )ksRu 

S° < J2    D   a  
(ms )kR (5) 

a 
<SC, 

so, for every (0, <p), ip € C+ and <p(0) > 0, by lemma 2, there exists Ti((p) > 0, 
such that S(t) < S°, R(t) < R°, t > Tx. By (2) and (5), when t > Tlt we have 
P(S(t),R(t))<P(S°,R°)<%; 

iii) when ms > ^ > mR, S° < X. Every R° > 0, we have P(X, R?) < § 

and P(A,0) = §. By lemma 2, there exist Ti(ip) > 0, such that S(t) < S°, 
R(t) < R°^t> Ti. By (2), if S° < Sc, then P(S(t),R(t)) < P(S°,R°) < 
P(X,R°) <%,t> Ti; if 5° > Sc, then P(S(t),R(t)) < P(S°,0) < P(A,0) - 

#,*>2i. 

Choose 1< r < min{ aPißRüy apRü QJ- Let g(y) = ry, then once 

x(t + 9) < q(x(t)), 9 6 [-T, 0], we have 

x'(i) = -Dx(t) + aP(S(t - T), R(t - r))x(t - r) 

< [arP(S(t - T), R(t - r)) - D]x(t), 
(6) 

from before discuss, we know x (t) < 0, t > T\ + r. 
Let 

x(t) = max{x(t + 9) | -r < 9 < 0}, 

when t > T\ + r, we suppose x(t) = x(t + 90), then either 90 < 0 or 90 = 0. If 
90 < 0, suppose when 90 < 9 < 0, x(t + 90) > x(t + 9), so it is clear that for 
very small h > 0, we ha,vex(f+h) < x(t + 9o) = x(i), thus x'(i) < 0; if 0O = 0, 
then x(t + 9) < x(t) < q(x(t)), 9 G [-r,0], by (6), x'(t) < 0, so for very small 
C > 0, we have x(t + Q~ x(t + öo) = x(t), thus x (t) = 0. 

In brief, when t > T\ + r, we always have x (t) < 0, so 

x(t) < max{x(t) | 0 < t < Tx + r} = rj. 
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Next, we prove for every 0 < ß < r], there exist T(<p) > Ti + r, such that 
x(t) <ß,t>T. 

Take positive integer N such 

ß + {N - l)d < v < ß + Nd, 

where d = mm{q(y) — y \ ß < y <rj}. Now, we show that when t >Ti + 2r, 
the solutions of system (4) can't always satisfy x(t) > ß + (N — l)d, otherwise, 

q(x(t)) > x{t) +d>ß + Nd>T]>x(t + 9),9£ [-r, 0], 

by (6), we have 
x'(i)<7, 

where 7 =   max {x(arP(S°, R°) - D),x{arP(S°,Q) - D)} < 0. Integrating 
ß<X<T] 

fromTi+2Ttoi, wehavea;(i) < x(Ti+2r)+7(i-T1-2r), thus, x(t) -* -00, a 
contradiction. So there must exist T<i > Ti+2r, suchthat xfä) < ß+(N—l)d. 
Next, we prove when t > T2, always have 

x(t) <ß + {N- l)d. (7) 

If (7) can't be established, there must exist t* > T2, such that x(t*) = 
ß + (N - l)d and' x (i*) > 0. However, being 

q(x(t*)) > x{f) +d = ß + Nd>ri> x{t* + 6), 9 £ [-r, 0], 

by (6), x (£*) < 0, contradiction. So (7) is remain. 
As the same method, there exist T3 > Ti + r > T\ + 3r, such that x(t) < 

ß + (N- 2)d, t>T3. 
Continually done, we obtain that there exist T = TM > T\.+ (N — l)r, 

such that for t>T,we always have x(t) < 'ß. Since ß is arbitrary, we conclude 
that lim x(t) = 0. 

For the last equality of (4), since lim x(t) = 0, so lim fi(x(t — r)) = 0, 
t—+00 t—»00 

then, it is easy to prove lim yi(t) = 0, i = 1,2, • • •,n. 
t—»00 

By normal comparison theorem, we have lim x(t) =0 and lim yi(t) = 0 
i—>oo i—»00 

for every (p € C+ and ip(D) > 0 in system (1), i = 1,2, ■ • ■, n.   ü 
Corollary    Under condition of theorem 3, .Eo is global asymptotically 

stable. 
Prooi    From theorem 3, we have  lim x(t) = 0 and  lim y%{t) = 0, i = 

t—*oo t—*oo 

l,2,---,n.   By (1) and theorem 2, it is easy to prove  lim S(t) = S° and 

lim R(t) = R°. Thus, E0 is global asymptotically stable. □ 
t—*oo 
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Remark    In theorem 3, we have  lim x(t) = 0 and  lim ydt) — 0, i = 
t—*oo 4—*oo 

1,2, • • •, n. Being x represent prey, yt represent predator, we can think that 
extinction of predator^) due to the lack of prey(a;) at this time, this phe- 
nomenon is general in nature. 
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Chemotaxis and diffusivity (also called motility) of cells are known to affect their 
growth. We study qualitatively some chemotactic diffusion systems with emphasis 
on the effects of chemotaxis and motility on the steady state population, spatial 
distribution, competition-exclusion and stable co-existence. 

1    Introduction 

Here we are interested in the effects of diffusivity and chemotaxis on the growth 
of cells. Diffusivity of cells is also called motility in some engineering literature. 
Chemotaxis is the oriented movement of cells in response to the concentration 
gradient of chemical substances in their environment. It is "anti-diffusion". 

The effects of diffusion on the dynamics of reaction diffusion equations has 
long been the subject of intensive studies. It is essentially true that for single 
equations, diffusion exhibits the smoothing effect. On the other hand, for a 
class of activator-inhibitor reaction diffusion systems, we have the celebrated 
Turing (1950) phenomenon: a large difference in the diffusion rates of the 
activator and inhibitor destablizes constant steady states and creates stable 
nonconstant ones. For more discussions on the effects of diffusion, see a nice 
expository paper of Ni n. 

The history of mathematical studies on chemotaxis has not been very 
long: the first mathematical models were proposed by Keller and Segal 7 in 
1970. They were trying to model the phenomenon called chemotaxis collapse: 
chemotactic cells, initially distributed almost homogeneously, aggregate at sev- 
eral spots in finite time, as in the case of slime mold amoebae in response to a 
chemical released by the population itself. New models continue to be proposed 
to date i.2.6.13.14. Mathematical and rigorous analysis for this phenomenon has 
been carried out 3.5>10>12. Spiky stationary patterns are rigorously constructed 
for the Keller-Segal model, and give an alternative explanation for aggregation 
li 

All the results mentioned above do not concern the effects of diffusion 
and chemotaxis on the growth of cells. On the other hand, this was originally 
observed experimentally and numerically by physiologists 15>8>9: when several 
species of cells compete for a limited resource, the species with smaller diffusion 
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rate and larger chemotaxis rate enjoys better growth, even when the other 
species have superior growth kinetics; in the special case when all the species 
involved have identical growth kinetics, the species with the smallest diffusion 
rate and largest chemotaxis rate wipes out the populations of all the others. 

So far there has been no mathematical proof of this phenomenon, except 
in the case of a Lotka-Voterra competition model (nonchemotactic) which is 
"monotone" (i.e.,-the comparison principle applies)4. But systems often are 
not monotone (or have variational structures)-this is the case for all chemotaxis 
models, sometimes even in the absence of chemotaxis. Thus new tools have to 
be invented. There are many good mathematical problems such as this in this 
field. Their solutions may lead to break-throughs in nonlinear analysis. 

To illustrate the general idea in modeling chemotaxis, we consider a species 
of cells which respond chemotactically to a chemical. Let u(x, t) and v(x, t) be 
the concentration and density of the chemical and cells, respectively. Assum- 
ing Fick's law, the random diffusive flux is given by -DiVu, where D\ > -0 
is assumed to be a constant. The cell flux is assumed to be the sum of the 
random diffusive flux and chemotactic flux, with the latter parallel to Vu, so 
it takes the form -D2Vv + x«<A'(w)Vw, where D2 > 0 and x are constants, 
and <f>'(u) > 0. D2 (the motility of cells) measures the ability of cells to dif- 
fuse randomly; x (positive if the chemical is an attractant and negative if it 
is a repellant) is called the chemotaxis coefficient and measures the magni- 
tude of cell-response to the chemical. <j>(u) is called the sensitivity function 
- the sensitivity of cells to the chemical may vary with the level of chemical 
concentration. Conservation of mass leads to the following system: 

/s '   (ut = DiAu + k(u,v), 
K ' vt = V • (D2 Vv - xvV<t>{u)) + h{u, v), 

where k(u, v) is the creation-degradation rate of the chemical and h(u, v) is 
the birth-death rate of the cells. 

To elucidate the effects of cell motility and chemotaxis on population 
growth, Lauffenburger, Aris and Keller 8 investigated a single bacterial pop- 
ulation in a ID medium of finite length with growth limited by a nutrient 
diffusing from an adjacent phase not accessible to the bacteria. Their model is 

( ut = uxx - f(u)v, 0 < x < 1, t > 0, 
J vt = (\vx -; r2N J vt = (\vx - x«(0(w))x)x + {kf(u) - 0)v, 

() ux(0) = 0,ux(l) = h(l-u(l)), 
I Avx - xv

(^(M))X = 0  at  i = 0,l. 

Here u is the concentration of the substrate and v the density of the bacteria; 
f(u) is the consumption rate of the substrate per cell; the term (kf(u) — 6)v in 
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the u-equation represents that the bacteria have a Malthusian (or exponential) 
growth with kf{u) and 9 measuring the respective birth and death rates. The 
boundary condition for u at x = 1 reflects the fact that the substrate is diffusing 
into the medium through that point. Notice that the boundary condition 
for v is nonlinear. Prom biological considerations, / and <j> should satisfy 
/(0) = 0, f'(u) > 0, 4>'{u) > 0. Typical choices for / and <j> are: f(u) = 
au/(b + u), <f>(u) — u, <j>(u) = log(c + u), <j>{u) = u/(l + cu), etc. 

The existence of steady states of (2) was studied by Zeng 16 who proved 
(i) if 9 > kf(l), the only steady state of (2) is the trivial one: (u,v) — (1,0); 
(ii) if 0 < 9 < kf(l), then (2) has a positive steady state (u,v). Numerical 
simulations of these states (with <j>(u) = u, x proportional to A and f(u) = 
step function) led to the following observations 8: (a) Random motility A may 
lead to decreased population (at least in the non-chemotactic case x — 0) and 
(b) the chemotaxis coefficient x acts to increase population size. 

(2) is a single species case which does not include the competitor. Moti- 
vated by the above observations, I have worked on this case, obtaining results 
supporting them on one hand, discovering, on the other hand, that if the cells 
have Logistic growth, the opposite of (b) is true: large chemotaxis rate is detri- 
mental to the steady state population of cells. Y. Wu and I studied the case 
of two species competing for the same resource. Theses results are described 
in the folllowing sections. 

2    Single Species 

I proved the following theorems(to appear in SI AM J. Math. Anal.). Theorem 
1 concerns the behavior of steady states of (2) with small or large motility A 
and chemotaxis coefficient x- 

Theorem 12 Suppose 0 < 9 < kf(l). Let (u(x),v(x)) be a positive steady 
state of (2). 

(i) Allow the chemotactic coefficient x > 0 to be dependent on the motility 
A in any fashion. Then as A —> 0, u —* constant c uniformly on [0,1] 
where kf(c) = 9, v concentrates and blows up at x = 1, i.e., v converges 
to zero uniformly outside any left neighborhood of x = 1 and v(l) —> oo; 
Moreover, the total population of cells fQ v(x)dx —► kh(l — c)/9. (Thus 
v converges to a multiple of the 5-function centered at x = 1.) 

(ii) Allow A and x to be dependent on one another, and assume that as ei- 
ther x —* oo or A —> oo, X/x —> 0 (so x is relatively large). Then the 
conclusion in (i) is true. 
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(iii) Suppose X/x -+ oo as x -> oo or as A ->• oo (so x is relatively small). 
Then u(x) -> some function u^fa), v(x) -» some constant i>oo in 
^([O,1]), where Uoo and vx are uniquely determined by 

{U'L = f{uoo)v00, xe [0,1], 
(4) i w'oc(0) = 0, <,(1) = ft(l - Uoo(l)), 

{ constraint: fQ (kf(u00(x)) - 0)voodx = 0. 

(iv) Suppose X/x ->• constant a > 0 as x -* oo or as A ->oo fso A and 
X are o/ ifte same order). Then after passing to a subsequence u(x) —> 
"oofa), «(«)-> Voo(a;) = (const. M)exp(<j>(uoa)/a) in Cl([0,1]), wftere 
Uoo and Voo satisfy (4). 

Parts (i) and (ii) of this theorem imply that small motility and large chemo- 
taxis (compared to motility) have the same effect on the distribution as well 
as the total population of bacteria. (This was not observed formally or nu- 
merically before, to the best of our knowledge.) Furthermore, by (i) and (ii) 
we can deduce that the total cell population (for fixed A or x) [Q v(x)dx < 

limA-,0 l0 v(x)dx = limx^oo f0 v(x)dx. Thus the total population for fixed A 
or % is less than that for A small or x large (relative to A), (iii) and (iv) 
imply that if A is large and at least at the same order of x, then u and v 
are close to profiles that can be determined, (i), (iii) and (iv) also imply 
lim  f0 v(x)dx < lim f0 v(x)dx.   These support the suggestions of Lauffen- 

burger et al 8 that the decreased motility leads to increased population size 
and that chemotaxis acts to increase this effect. 

We see that for small A or large x (compared to A), the bacteria concentrate 
in a small neighborhood of x = 1, which is a "fertile zone". This promotes the 
growth of bacteria if they have a Malthusian growth, as in (2) but may not do 
so if the growth is logistic. This prompted me to study the steady-states of 
(2) with (kf(u) - 9)v replaced by a logistic growth term (kf(u) - 0 - ßv)v. 
Theorem 13 (j) A positive steady state (u(x), v(x)) exists if and only ifO < 

9 < kf(l) (which will be assumed in the rest of this theorem). 

(ii) Allow X to be dependent on x with X/x —» 0 as x —* oo. Then as x —> oo, 
we have u(x) —> 1 uniformly on [0,1], v concentrates at x = 1 (i.e., 
v —> 0 outside any left neighborhood ofx= 1, while v(l) is bounded away 
from 0); Furthermore,  lim  L v(x)dx = 0. 

X—»oo   u 

(Hi) Suppose X/x -*■ oo as x —► oo or as X —*• oo. Then the conclusion of (iii) 
of Theorem 1 holds with the constraint in (4) replaced by L (kf(u00(x)) — 
& — ßvoo^oodx = 0. 
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(iv) Suppose X/x —* constant a > 0 as x —*■ °° or as A —> oo. T/ien i/ie 
conclusion of (iv) of Theorem 1 holds with the modification as above. 

(v) Allow x to be dependent on A with x/v^A remaining bounded as A —+ 0. 
Then as A —» 0, u and v converge to functions uo and VQ, respectively, 
where kf(uo) = 0 + ßvo and uo is the unique solution of 

(< = f(u0)(kf(u0)-9)/ß, 
i kf{u0)>e, 16(0,1), 
t<(0) = 0, u'0(l) = h(l-u0(l)). 

In particular, liminf [0 v(x)dx > 0.    This is true in the special case 

<f>(u) = u requiring only x —* 0 as A —* 0. 
Part (i) of the above theorem reveals that in sharp contrast to the Malthu- 

sian case, if the bacteria have logistic growth, then large chemotaxis coefficient 
X (compared to motility A) is detrimental to the growth of bacteria. Part (v)' 
indicates that small motility A no longer has exactly the same effect on the 
distribution and the bacterial population as for large chemotaxis x : v is not 
concentrating at x — 1, and the total population f0 v(x)dx is not diminishing 
for shrinking A. I conjecture that in the logistic case lim f0 v(x)dx is less than 

L v(x)dx for any fixed A > 0, in contrast to the Malthusian case. Parts (iii) 
and (iv) imply that large motility A has the same effect on u and v in the 
logistic case as in the Malthusian case. 

The next result concerns the global existence and boundedness of time- 
dependent solutions, and stability of steady states for both Malthusian and 
logistic cases. 
Theorem 14 Consider the full system (2) with (kf(u)—9)v replaced by (kf(u)~ 
6 — ßv)v, where ß > 0 is a constant (so that both Malthusian and Logistic cases 
are covered). 

(i) If the initial value (u(x,0),v(x,0)) is Hl-smooth and 0 < u(x,0) < 1, 
v(x, 0) > 0, then (2) (with the modification indicated above) has a unique 
global positive solution (u(x,t),v(x,t)) with 0 < u < 1 and v being 
bounded for all t > 0. 

(it) If 9 > kf(l), then as t -» oo, u{-,t) -c 1, v(-,t) -> 0 in L°°([0,1]) 
norm, i.e. the trivial steady state (1,0) is globally asymptotically stable; 
moreover, the convergence rate is exponential if 9 > kf(l), and algebraic 
if Q — kf(l) and ß > 0. If 0 < 9 < kf(l), then the trivial steady state 
(1,0) is unstable. 
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(iii) For 0 6 (0, fc/(l)) but close enough to kf(l), the positive steady state of 
(2) is unique and asymptotically stable. 

Part (i) of the above theorem implies that there is no possibility of a chemo- 
tactic collapse. In (iii), the uniqueness and asymptotic stability of positive 
steady states for the full range of the (bifurcation) parameter 6 € (0, kf(l)) 
are not obtained, though we conjecture that these should be true. (Y. Lou 
and later J. Shi pointed out that if x — 0, then we do have uniqueness for 
6 € (0, fc/(l)).) These properties of positive steady states are important in 
understanding the effects of motility and chemotaxis. The uniqueness would 
ensure that the functions 

/-1 f1 

(5) A —>  '   v(x)dx,     x —*      v(x)dx 
o o 

are single-valued. We then can proceed to study the monotonicity of these 
functions. It seems that the monotone dependence of the integrals (5) on 
parameters has never been studied analytically for any diffusion systems (with 
or without chemotaxis). 

The global stability of positive steady states would imply that the behavior 
of steady states represents that of the time dependent solutions for large time. 
Unfortunately, part (iii) of Theorem 3 covers steady states only for 9 close to 
fc/(l). In fact, it has been an outstanding open problem for many "classical" 
(non-chemotaxis) diffusion systems to obtain uniqueness and stability of steady 
states for the full range of parameters. 

3    Competition between Two Species 

To better understand the effects of motility and chemotaxis on population 
growth, Y. Wu and I studied a model of two species of bacteria competing 
for the same nutrient, where the growth kinetics of both species are identical 
but their motility and chemotaxis coefficients are different. The interest is in 
the possibility of "competition exclusion" and stable coexistence, attributable 
solely to the motility and chemotaxis. Let the competing species have density 
function w and to focus solely on the effect of motility and chemotaxis assume 
that both species have the same consumption rate of the substrate, and the 
same birth and death rates. The model is 

( ut = uxx - f(u)(v + w), 0 < x < 1, t > 0, 
vt = {Xivx - Xiv(4>(u))x)x + {kf(u) - 6)v, 

(6) ' wt = (X2wx - X2w{<j)(u))x)x + {kf(u) - e)w, 
I Ai«x - Xiv((ß(u))x = 0 = X2wx - X2w((f>(u))x, atx~0,1, 
I ux = 0 at x = 0, ux = h{\ — u) at x = 1. . 
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Malthusian growth is assumed for both species. We are primarily interested in 
finding the ranges for motility and chemotaxis parameters Ai, A2, Xi> and X2 so 
that one species can wipe out the other, or they coexist in a stable equilibrium. 

Parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3 can be easily generalized to the current 
case, only now the trivial steady state is (u, v,w) = (1,0,0). In particular, if 
0 > kf(l) the only nonnegative steady of (6) is the trivial one. If 0 < 9 < 
kf(l), then the result for the existence in the single species case implies that 
(6) has two semitrivial steady states (u(x), v(x),0) and (u(x),0,w(x)). Let 
d\ > 0 and xi > 0 be fixed. We are interested in the conditions on the pair 
{di, X2) for the stability/instability of the semitrivial states and for coexistence 
of two species (i.e., existence of positive steady states). 

20        "I 

Theorem 15 (i) For (cfe,X2) in the shaded regions (excluding (di,xi) and 
Xi-axis), the only nonnegative steady states of (6) are the trivial one 
(1,0,0), and the semitrivial ones (u, v, 0) and (u,0,w). Moreover, in the 
shaded Region A, all (5, 0, w) are unstable, and if (u, v) is asymptotically 
stable with respect to the dynamics of system (2) (known to be true if 9 is 
close to kf(l)), then so is (u, v, 0) with respect to that of (6). The same 
is true in Region B if we exchange (ü~, 0, w) and (u, v, 0). 

(ii)  There exists a continuous function x(^2); strictly increasing on [do,co] 
(where 0 < do  < di with the equality holding only if Xi  = 0j wHh 
lim x(^2) = co- For (d2,X2) below the graph of xfa), all {u,U,0) are 

asymptotically stable provided 9 is close to kf(l) (closeness independent 
of di and Xi); for (c?2,X2) above the graph, all (u,v,0) are unstable. 

(iii) For each fixed di  (and d\  and xi) with do < (^2 7^ di, local bifurca- 
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tion of positive stable steady states of (6) occurs near (X2,u,v,w) = 
(X2(d2),u,v,0), provided 9 is close to fc/(l) (closeness independent of d2 

andxi)- 

(iv) The branch of positive steady states mentioned in (in) can be extended 
and it reaches,j,t a finite value of x2 > x(d2), the branch of semitrivial 
steady states (u, 0, w). 

As we can see, some of the results rely on the stability of positive steady 
states of (2) which has not been proved except in the case when 9 is close to 
kf(l). And even when we have this condition, our proof of the stability of 
bifurcating solutions mentioned in (iii) is already very long and technical. 

We believe that there should exist a curve x = x(d2) passing through the 
point (di,xi) and staying above the curve x = x{d2), such that (i) for (d2,x2) 
between these two curves, there exists a globally asymptotically stable positive 
steady state(thus we have stable coexistence); (ii) for (d2, X2) not between these 
two curves, we have competition exclusion: below the curve x = x(d2), the 
semitrivial ^steady state (u,v,0) is globally asymptotically stable; above the 
curve x = x(d2), (u,v,0) is globally asymptotically stable. The nonexistence 
of positive steady states and the local stability/instability of other steady states 
suggest this. However, as mentioned before the difficulty we encounter here is 
common and new ideas are needed. 
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We established a group of necessary and sufficient conditions for nonoscillation of 
a second order linear impulsive differential equation with delay. 

1      Introduction 

Recently, Huang ([1]) investigated the oscillatory and nonoscillatory behaviors 
of a second order linear impulsive differential equation with the form: 

u" = -p(t)u(t), t>0; (1.1) 

where p(t) = J^n=i a"5(f ~ *") and 5(*) is a «^-function, i.e, 

f°° fs 
1     6(t)<p{t)dt=  '   5(t)tp(t)dt = <p{0) 
— OO — E    ' 

for all tp(t) being continuous at t = 0. Under the assumptions that 

0 = t0 < h < ti < ■ ■ ■ < tn < ■ ■ ; and linin^ooin = oo, 
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and an > 0 for all n e TV, he obtained a group of necessary and sufficient 
conditions for nonoscillation of (1.1). 

In this paper, we consider the equation with the form 

u" = -p(t)u(t -r), t > 0. (1.2) 

Here p(t) and {tn} are defined as above. We shall pay attention on the influence 
of r on the oscillatory and nonoscillatory behaviors of the given equation. We 
obtain a conclusion that if the impulsive points {£„} and the delay r have the 
relationship: tn+i — tn > r for all n> n*, then a group of refined necessary 
and sufficient conditions for nonoscillation still hold for equation (1.2). It can 
be seen in the following sections that one gets the main theorem of [1] from 
Theorem 3.1 in this paper by setting r = 0. 

A function u(t) is called the solution of equation (1.2) if it is continuous 
on [—r, -f-oo] and it is a linear function on every interval [tn, i„+i] such that 

u'(t+) = u'(t) = u'(t~+1)  for tn < t < tn+1, n = 0,1,2, ■ • -, 

u'(t~) - u'(t%) = lim it"_g p(t)u(t - r)dt = u(tn - r)an for all n 6 N. 

(1.3) 
(1.2) is said to be nonoscillatory if all its nontrivial solutions are nonoscil- 

latory, and to be oscillatory if all its nontrivial solutions are oscillatory. 

2    Two Lemmas 

In this paper, we always assume that there is a positive integer n* 6 N (N is 
the set of positive integers) such that r satisfies tn+1 — tn > r for all n>n*. 
For each n £ N we define the sequence {Pg }™=l by induction: 

P" = an+i (tn+i — tn — T) , 
r>n     _ °n+t+i (Pk+ran+k   , ,, . v\ (2-4) 
rk+l ~    aZ+l 1-Pfc" f" Ün+k (*«+*+! - tn+k ~ T) I , 

thus we have P^+1 = oo provided Pg — 1. Denote Sn = sup {Pg\ k = 1,2, • • •} . 
We note that 5„ < 1 implies 0 < P£ < 1 for all k £ N. 

Lemma 8 If Sno < 1 for some no £ N (no > n*), then Sno+i < 1 and 
therefore Sn < 1 for all n>no- 

Lemma 9 Suppose that 0 < afc < ßk,   Afc > 0 for all k G N.   Define by 
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induction 
Pi — OL\\\, q\ =/3iAi, 

fc+^^f^+fl^+iV Ä = l,2-... 

1/ 0 < qk < 1 /or aü A: 6 AT, iften 

0 < Pk < ^Qk < 1, (2.5) 
Pfc 

/or aZZ k£N. 

3    Main Result and Its Proof 

Theorem 16  The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) There is no € N, no > n* such that 5„0 < 1. 
(ii) There is n0 S N,n0> n* such that Sn < 1 (n > no) 
(iii) Equation (1.2) is nonoscillatory. 
(iv) Equation (1.2) has a nonoscillatory solution. 

Proof. It is clearly that (i) implies (ii) from lemma 1. Next we want to 
show that (ii) implies (iii). 

Suppose that (ii) holds. Then there is no S N, no > n* such that 

0 < P£ < 1, for alln > n0, A; > 1. (3.6) 

Let u(t) be a nontrivial solution of equation (1.2) and u(t) is oscillatory. Then 
without loss of generality, there exist n : n > no and t£ [tn,tn+i) such that 

u(t) = 0,u'(t+) >0. 
By (1.3), we have 

U   (t+\ - U   (*++l) = U   (*n+l) - U' (*n+0 = u(*n+l ~ T^n+l- (3.7) 

There are two subcases: 
(1) If tn+1 - r <t, then u {tn+1 - r) < 0. 
(2) If tn+i - T >i, then u (tn+i - r) > 0. 
In both cases, we could show that 

u (t++1) > (1 - P?) u (?\ = (1 - -P?) u (t+) > 0. (3.8) 
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Thus we derive from (3.3) and (3.2) that 

'        P\+_Tp^+1u (ti+1) > (u (tn+1 -r)+ TU ft+^an+1. 

Therefore we obtain 

P?U   (tt+l) = £±* ^^-y1 + an+1 (in+2 - tn+1 - r)l U   (t++1) 

> an+2 Tu (tn+i -T) + TU   fi+} + U   (t++i) (tn+2 ~ *n+l - T)1 

= u(tn+2 -r)an+2. 
(3.9) 

Now, we can show 

u'(t++ik)>(l-PZ)u(t++k^)>0, 
Pk+lU   (tn+k) ^ U (tn+k+l ~ T) an+k+1 

by induction (we omit the details). Note that (3.5) contracts with the assump- 
tion that u{t) is oscillatory, then (ii) implies (iii). 

It is obvious that (iii) implies (iv). Now we want to show that (iv) implies 
(i). Suppose that u(t) is a nonoscillatory solution, so there is £„0 (n0 > n*) 
suchthat u(t) > 0 for t > tno. We claim that 

u' (*to+k) > ° f or allfc = 0,l)2,---. (3.11) 

If we can show that 

0 < Pfc"°, u (t++fc) < (1 - Pfc"°)«' K+k-i) >keN, (3.12) 

then combining with (3.6), we obtain (iv)=>(i). In fact, one could show (3.7) 
and 

Pk+^'^t+k) < u(tno+k+1 - T)ano+k+1,    keN (3.13) 
by induction,but we omit it. Thus we complete the proof. 
Corollary 2 Let q(t) = J^=1bnS(t-tn).   Suppose that 0 < an < bn, for 
large n 6 N (n> n*). Then we have the following conclusions: 

(i) If equation 
u" = -q(t)u(t - T) (3.14) 

is nonoscillatory, then (1.2) is nonoscillatory. 
(ii) If (1.2) is oscillatory, then (3.9) is oscillatory. 

Example 8 Consider the equation (1.2). Lettn = nT+nr (0 < r < \T) and 

b„ = 8n7n+TJT • tf there is no € N such that an < bn for n>no, then equation 
(1.2) is nonoscillatory. 
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EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
FOR A CLASS OF HIGHER DIMENSIONAL 

NON-AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM WITH DELAY 

XIAOFEIWU 
ZhengZhou Textile Institute, 

ZhengZhou 450007, P.R.China 
E-mail:bwg@zzti. edu. en 

In this paper, the sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the 
periodic solutions of a higher dimensional system with delay 

x (t) = A{t)x(t) + g(t, x(t-r)),x .6 Rn 

are given by Schauder's fixed point theorem.  Some results in [1-4]* are extended 
and improved. 

1      Basic Knowledge 

Considering a higher dimensional non-autonomous system with delay 

i (i) = A(t)x{t) + g(t,x(t-r)),i£fl" (1) 

where r 6 R, A(t) € C[R,RnXn], g(t,x) <E C[R x Rn,Rn], and there is a 
constant w > 0, it makes A(t + w)=A(t), g(t + u,x)=g(t,x). Besides we 
assume homogeneous linear system 

x (t) = A(t)x, xGRn (2) 

has a non-trivial w-periodic solution. In the above condition and r = 0, in [1-4] 
they ever studied the existence of w-periodic solution in system (1). In this 
paper, the author discusses the existence and uniqueness of w-periodic solution 
under the condition of r ^ 0, and extended and improved these results in [1-4]. 
And the author also draws some new conclusions. 
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Let Bu = {«(*) : u(t) g C(R,Rn),u(t + u) = u{t)}, for u(t) g Bu, we 
define its norm ||w|| = sup0<t<w \u(t)\, it is easy to know Bu is a Banach space. 
We define an operator in B^ 

T[u](t)=       G(t-kbj,T)g(T,u(T-r))dT (ku <t < (k + l)w,k = 0,±1,±2,-■ ■), 

here G(t, T) is a Green matrix defined as following 

rtt r\ - f X(t)(E + D)
X

~\T), 0 < r < t < u 
UV'T>-    X(t)DX-\r), 0<t<r<u 

where X(t) is the fundamental solution matrix of system (2) with X(0) = E, 
and D = (X_1(w) - E)'1. we can prove that the following Lemma are true, 
the proof is omitted. 

Lemma 1   (i) Operator T : Bu -> B^ is a completely continuous operator. 
(ii) The fixed point of operator T is equivalent to the w-periodic solution 

of system (1). 
Let o g Rn,<p(t) = T[a](t), it is clear that <p(t) g Bu. let SR(<p) = {u(t) : 

u g Bu, \\u - ip\\ < R}. It is easy to know that SR(ip) is a bounded closed 
convex subset in Bu. Its boundary is dSR = {u(t) : u(t) g B, \\u - <p\\ = R}. 
Define the nuclear conservative contraction projection of Bw to SR(<p) is 

(u, iiu€SR(ip) 

Lemma 2    (i)  / is ä continuous operator from Bw to SR((p). 
(ii)  If f(u) g 5° ft>) = {«(«)■: « g £„,, ||u - ¥>||. < R}, then /(«) = u. 
Lemma 3   fT : Bu —> SR(tp) is a completely continuous operator. 

2      Main Results 

The following discussions are based on which all the above conditions are 
satisfied. 

Theorem 1    If there Exists R > 0, it makes sup W<H \g(t,x)\ = K(t), 
0<f<u 

and f0" K(r)dT < f, then system (1) has at least one w-periodic solution, 

whereT = maxo<t,T<u \G(t,T)\. 
Proof   Let SR = {u(t) : u(t) g Bu, \\u\\ < R},\/u g SR, we have u(t-r) g 
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SR, SO Vt e [0, u], we have 

\T[u}(t)\ = \^G(t,r)g(T,u(r-r))dr\ 
<rft\g(T,u(T-r))\dT 
<%K(r)dT<R, 

so ||T[u](t)|| < R,T{SR} C SR. Because SR is a bounded closed convex subset 
in Bu, and also from (i) in Lemma 1, we know T : SR —> SR is a completely 
continuous. By Schauder's fixed point, T has a fixed point in SR. By (ii) in 
Lemma 1, so system (1) has a w-periodic solution in SR. 

Corollary 1 If liiri|a,|_>+00 i^f = K(t) for t € [0,w] is uniformly true, 

and [Q K(r)dr < p, then system (1) has at least one w-periodic solution. 
Proof    Since f£ K{f)dr < p, so there exists £o > 0 such that 

F K(T)dT + S00J<^, (3) 
o l 

and limisi-t+oo 'gijf = K{t) for t € [0, w], then for above eo > 0, there exists 

Mi > 0 such that ^|||^ < K{t) + f (0 < t < u) for |cc| > Mx , that is, 
\g(t,x)\ < (K{t) + f)\x\   (0 < t < w). hence WR > Mu we have 

sup     \g(t,x)\<(K(t) + ^)R  (0<t<w) (4) 
Mi<|x|<fl z 

Let ,0 = sup 0<t<^ |<?(t,a:)|, since lim.R_+00 4=0, thus for above E0 > 
\x\<Mi 

0, there exists M2 > 0, when R > M2, we have f < ^-- So when i? > 
max{Mi,M2}, and from (4), we obtain 

R-sup[xl<R\g(t,x)\ < ^(sup|x|<Ml \g{t,x)\+supMl<\x\<R\g(t,x)\). 
< | + (K(t) + f) 
< K(t)+e0  (0<t<(j). 

Therefore 
sup \g(t, x)\ < (K(t) + e0)R  (0 < t < u), 

\x\<R 

and from (3), we have ^ R{K{T) + e0)dr = R(f£ K{T)<1T + S0UJ) < f. By 
Theorem 1, we know this Corollary is true. 

Corollary 2    If there exists R > 0, it makes r(R) = maxo<,<u \g(t, x)\ < 
\x\<R 

^, then system (1) has at least one w-periodic solution. 
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Proof For R > 0, let K(t) = supM<,j \g(t, x)\ (0 < t < w), it is obvious 
that K{t) < £ (0 < t < w), therefore /„" K(r)dT < f. By theorem 1, we 
know the Corollary is true. 

In system (1), let r = 0, from Corollary 1 and 2, we get the same conclu- 
sions in [1-2], In Corollary 1, let K{t) also satisfied: sup0<t<w K(t) < ^, we 
get the result in [3] (see [1]). 

Example   Considering a periodic system of two-dimension 

x (t) = Ai (t)x(t) + gi (t, x(t-r)), (5) 

and suppose (5) is satisfied all the conditions for w = 2-K in the first section 

in this paper.   Let g(t, x) = ^^        . Next we prove that there exists a 

r*ii 27r-periodic solution of (5). For x = '       , let its module Id .= \/xT+xl. 
X2 LA 

Because supw<Ä \g(t, x)\ = ^-R = K{t)  (0 < t < 2TT), 

f2* R   '[**   . R   f . R 
K(r)dT=— |smr|dr = —  '   sinrdr =-, 

■ 0 41     0 ^     o l 

thus from theorem 1, we know has at least one 27r-periodic solution in system 
(5).   However, max0<t<2„ \gi(t,x)\ = Jr > ^, so the above result cann't 

|x|<i? 

be got by Corollary 2.  And also Iirn"|xH+00M^ = JiM for t e [O,2TT] is 

uniformly true. But Q* \sm^\dT = I, so the results can not be deduced by 
Corollary 1. 

Corollary 3 If Hm«-,«, A /„" sup|x|<n \g(r, x)\dr < A, then has at least 
one w-periodic solution in system (1). 

Proof Because lim|x|^+00 A f0" sup|x|<„ \g(r, x)\dr < A, then there exists 

natural number n0, it makes ^ lo" suP|x|<n0 Iff^^M7" .< r- If we let *"(*) = 
suP|x|<n? \9(t,x)\ (0 < t < w), we have ^ K{r)dr < *?, by Theorem 1, we 
know this Corollary is true. 

Theorem 2 suppose that conditions of Theorem 1 or Corollary 2 is 
satisfied, and the system (1) also satisfied: Vui(t),u2(£) £ Sfi,we have 

\g(t,U!(t - r)) - g(t,u2(t - r))\ < aUlU2(t)|ui(t -r)- u2(t -r)\  (0 < t < u), 

and T f0 aUlU2(r)dT < 1, Then system (1) has a unique w-periodic solution in 
SR. 

Proof    The existence is obvious.  In order to prove the uniqueness, we 
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prove at first T is the contraction projection in SR. VUI,U2 G SR, 

||T[«i](t) - T[u2](t)\\ = || ./£(?(*, T)(S(T,UI(T - r)) - g(t, u2(r - r)))dr|| 
< T.ft OIUIU2{T)\UI(T-r) -u2(T-r)\dT 
< IK - «2||r |0

W aUlU2(T)dr 
< ||wi-U2||   (if   ||ui-u2|| 7^0) 

If system has-two different w-periodic solutions uio(i). and u2o(t) in SR, 

then ||uio - u2o|| = H^Ko] - ^Kolll < IKo - U20II1 which is contradicted. 
Prom the same reason, we can prove: 
Theorem 3 For system (1), suppose that conditions of Corollary i 

(i=l,3,4) 
is satisfied, and it still satisfied: Vui,u2 G Bu, we have 

\g(t,Ul(t - r)) - g(t,u2(t -r))\< aUlU2(t)\Ul(t -r)-u2(t-r)\   (0 < t < u), 

and F {Q aUlU2 {r)dr < 1, then there exists a unique w-periodic solution of (1). 
Next we discuss the existence and uniqueness of the w-periodic solutions 

of system (1) on the super spherical area SR{<P). 

Theorem 4   If there exists SR(<P), such that Vu G 8SR{}P), we have 

\g\t, u(t - r)) - g(t, a)I < ßu(t)\u(t -r)-a\   (0 < t < u), 

T f" ßu(r)dT = 9(u) < 1, and also ||u - a|| < R, then system (1) has at least 
one w-periodic solution in SR((P). 

Proof From Lemma 2, we know fT : SR(<P) -» SR(<P) is a completely 
continuous operator, and SR(<P) is a bounded closed convex subset in Bu. 
By Scauder's fixed point theorem, we know fT has a fixed point uo(t) in 

Sä(V):/{T[«O](*)}=«O- 
Next we prove «o(*) is a fixed point of T. For this purpose we prove at 

first T{dSR(<p)} C SR(<P), Since Vu G dSR(tp),Vt G [0,w], we have 

\T[u](t) - <p(t)\ = I ft G(t,T)(g(r,u(r - r)) - g(t,a))dr\ 
<T^ßu(r)\u(t-r)-a\dr 
<r||«-o||./J'/3u(T)dT 
= 0(u)\\u - a\\ < R, 

so ||T[u](t) - <p(t)\\ < R, and T[u](t) G 5Äfo>). 
Because u0 G SR(<P), if wo G 8SR(<P), from above we have T[u](i) G SR(<P), 

By the definition of /, we have u0 = /{T[u0](t)} = T[u0](t)- And if u0 = 
f{T[u0](t)} G S%(tp). By (ii) of Lemma 2, we have u0 = f{T[uQ]{t)} = 
T[u0](t). Therefore u0 is the fixed point of T. By (ii) of Lemma 1, we know 
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there exists w-periodic solution in SR(<j>). 
Theorem 5   If there exists SR(ip), Such that 
(i) Vui,U2 € SR((p), we have 

\g(t,Ul{t - r)) - g(t,u2(t - r))\ < ßUlU,(t)\Ul{t - r) - u2(t - r)\ (0 < t < u), 

and T f0
w ßUlu2 (r)dr = 0(ui, «2) < 1. 

(ii) a 6 SR(<P), and Vu € 8SR(<P), if 0(u, a) > |, we have 

,.      1 — 6(u, a) „ 
t){u, a) 

then there exists a unique w-periodic solution of (1). 
Proof Since a 6 SR(IP), from (i), Vu € SR(P), we have |p(t,u)-g(t,a)\ < 

ßuwMt) - o|   (0 < 4 < w), and 0(u,a) < 1. 
Since 0 < *(«, a) < §, i=g^ > 1, so ||<p-o|| < R < ^g^Ä- Therefore 

from (ii), VM € dSR(ip), If 0(u, a) ^ 0, we have \\<p - a\\ < ^fffi R, therefore 

\T[u]{t)-<p{t)\<Ttf\g(TMT-r))-g(T,a)\dT 
<rftßua(T)\u(t-r)-a\dT 
<0(u,a)||u-a|| 
<0(u,a)[\\u-<p\\ + \\<p-a\\] 
< 9(u, a)R + (1 - 6(u, a))R = R, 

thus \\T[u](t) - <p(t)\\ < R,T{dSR(ip)} C SR(<p). From the proof of Theorem 
2, it is easy to know that system (1) there exists w-periodic solution in SR(tp). 

Now we prove the uniqueness, Vtti,U2 € SR(ip),Wt € [0, w], from condition 
(i), we have 

|T[Ul](t) - T[u2](*)| < T /; \g(r, Ul(r - r)) - <?(r, u2(r - r))\dr 
< r fo /3«lU2WK(i - r) - u2(t - r)|dr 
<0(U1,U2)||U1-M2||, 

so ||T[ui](t) -r[«2](t)ll < fl(ui,«2)||«i -«all < ||«i -«2|| . (if ll«i -«2II ± 0). 
Therefore the fixed point of T in SR(<p) is unique. System (1) there exists a 
unique w-periodic solution in SR((p). 

If r = 0, from this theorem we can induce the results in [4] (see Corollary 
4 in [2]). 
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TRAVELLING WAVES FOR A QUASILINEAR 
BURGERS-TYPE EQUATION 

YAPING WU 
Department of Mathematics, 

Capital Normal University 
Beijing 100037, P.R.China 

1    Introduction 

The simplest discontinuous solution of hyperbolic conserved system 

«t + /(«)* = 0 (1.1) 

are the shock wave solution defined by 

and UL,UR and s satisfy Rankine-Hugoniot conditions 

-s(uR - uL) + f(uR) - f(uL) = 0. (1.3) 

Consider the viscous conserved system 

v* + f(u)x = p[B{u)ux]x. (1.4) 
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the admissible shock of (1.1)-(1.3) is the limit of the smooth travelling front 
(viscous shock profile) U((x - st)/ß) as ß —> 0, if some entropy conditions are 
satisfied and B{u) is admissible3'5. 

The existence and stability of viscous shock profile for various viscous 
conserved system has been considered by many authors3'4,5,6'7'8. 

The typical viscous conserved equation is Burger's equation: 

ut + uux = uxx. 

The stability of travelling front has been obtained in3'4. 
Recently, A.Kurganov etc.1'2 considered a new variant of the burgers equa- 

tion with a genuinely nonlinear saturating diffusion 

Ut+f{u)x = fi[Q(ux)]x (1.5) 

with Q{s) = Q^s) = ?&p,Q(s) = Ga(«) = rftr resp. 
The numerical results in 1«2 showed that some travelling fronts may be 

stable. 
In this paper, we consider the the existence and stability of the smooth 

travelling waves for (1.5) with Q(s) = <22(s). 

2    The Existence of Travelling Fronts 

Consider the following quasilinear Burgers-type equations 

Ut+f(u)x = [Q{ux)]x (2.1) 

with 

/H = T'  ^=(1^1)- W 
Let u(x,t) = U(x - ct) be a travelling wave solutions of (2.1) and (2.2) 

connecting u% and 0, then U(x — ct) satisfies the following boundary value 
problem: 

-cU' + (U2/2Y = [U'/(l + (U')2)]',  ?6Ä (2.3) 

U(-oo)=uu   U(+oo) = 0 (2.4) 

Integrating the equation (2.3) from £ to +oo, we have 

-d7+__=i + ^ andu1=2c. (2.5) 

If u\ < 2, we can show that there exists travelling front solution U(x - ct) 
satisfying (2.3) and (2.4) with c-?f. 
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and 
(1 - 0f)/(l + Ulf > co > 0, (2.6) 

with Co only depends on u\. 
Theorem 1. For any 0 < ui < 2, there exists a travelling front solution 

U(x — ct) connecting u\ and 0 with speed c = ui/2, satisfying (2.7). 

3    The Stability of Travelling Front Solutions 

In this section , we consider the following initial value problem of (2.1) and 
(2-2), 

' Ut + UUX =  (i+^p-Wxx (3 ]\ 

U\t=0 = UQ(X). 

Introducing new variable £ = x — ct, (3.1) can be written as 

( 1 — V? 

u\t=o = uo(0- 

Define w(£,t) = u(£,t) — E/(£)> tnen w(£,i) satisfies 

(3.2) 

Rewrite (3.3) as 
wt = LXJW + g(w, tu?, Wtf), (3.4) 

with 

ao(0 = (l-Ul)/(l + Ul)a, 
and 

\\g(w,wz,wK)\\L3{R)<C\\w\\2H2(R),   if  ||Hltf=(Ä)  small. 

Define weighted space 

Xa = {w/va(S)w(S) e L2{R)},va(i) = exp«) + exp(-a£), 

I>(A) = {w € XO)t;o(eM0 6 H2(Ä)}. 

Obviously 

\\g(w,w/:,wt:(:)\\xa <C\\w\\2D{A),  if ||U;||D(>I) small. (3.6) 
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Define operator A : D(A) —>■ Xa,  and Aw = L\jw. 
Lemma 3.1. For any 0 < «i < 2,0 < a < ^, A is a sectorial operator 

in the weighted space X, and 

sup Re {<Tess(A)} < -c0 < 0. (3.7) 

Lemma 3.2. For ReA > -cr0, the eigenvalue of A must be real and 

sup{Re{op(i4) \ {0}}} < 0, 

and 0 is a simple eigenvalue of A. 
Theorem 3.1. For any 0 < a < c/2, 

suv{a(A) \ {0}} < 0,with D(A) = {w/va(0w(£) € H2{R)} 

and 0 is a simple eigenvalue of A. 
Applying the theory of analytic semigroup to the fully nonlinear equation 

(3.4), we can prove the exponential stability of travelling waves obtained in 
Theorem 1 in the weighted space D(A). 

Theorem 2. For 0 < u\ < 2 and any fixed 0 < a < u\/A, there exists 
small 5 > 0- such that for ||i>a(£)(uo(£) — C^(0)IIH

2
(H) ^ &i 

K(f)(«(*, 0 - 17(€+7))||H>(ä) < <?exp(-<rt), 

with a > 0,7 and C depending only on a,ui and UQ. 

Remark. Similar results about the existence and stability of travelling 
waves of equation (2.1) can be obtained for more general function /(w), and 
other types of Q(ux), e.g. Q{ux) =    ,"*    . 
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The object of this paper is to consider the asymptotic behavior of solutions of the 
partial functional differential equations. A new approach is developed to study the 
invariant sets and global attractor of semilinear reaction-diffusion equations with 
time delays. The results obtained are new even in the context of reaction-diffusion 
equations whose the reaction term do not contain delays. 

1    Preliminary 

Let n be a bounded domain in Rn with smooth boundary dCl. C(X, Y) denotes 
the class of continuous mapping from a Banach space X to a Banach space 
Y, specially, C = C([-r, 0] x Q,Rm). L2(fi) is the space of real Lebesgue 
measurable functions on Q. It is a Banach space for the norm 

||u|| = [ ^ \u(x)\2dx]V2, 

■? Part of this research was supported by Key Item of the National Natural Science Foundation 
of China 
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where |u| denotes the Euclid norm of a vector u&EP for any integer p. 
Let H1^) = {u € L2(Q), vu € L2(fi), v is the gradient operator}, 

Hi is the closure of C£°(fi) in Hl{Q), where C£°(fi) is the space of real C°° 
functions on Q with a compact support in SI HQ is also a Banach space for 
the norm 

IINII = [/'lV«(x)|3dr]1/2. 

Let ut(ai) = (u^i), • •; ,Wp(x))T =Col{ul(x)} e C, for any t > t0 each uj 
is defined by u\(s,x) = ul(t + s,x) with x e fi and s e [-r, 0]. For u e i?m, 
we define [u]+ =Col{|u»|}, and for u 6 C, we define [ut]+ =Col{|uj|r}, where 
|uj(aO|r=supt_r<S£t|u

i(t + s,a;)|. 
In the similar manner, we may define 

' [«(t)]^ = Col{||t**(t)||},   [u,tf = Col{||i4||P},   ||«*||r=    sup    11^(4 + 5)11, 
t-r<s<t 

K*)]V = Ck)l{|||ti4(*)||.|})    [ut}? = C0\{\\\ui\\\r},    \H\\\r=      SUp     111^(4+5)111. 
t-r<s<t 

Then CL = C([-r, 0], L2(fi)m) and CV 4 C([-r, 0], fl^n)"*) are also Banach 
space for the norms ||«||r = {{{u}L)T[u]L}1/2 and |||u|||r = {(MV)TMV}1/2, 
respectively. 

A > B (A < B) means that each pair of corresponding elements of A and 
B satisfies the inequality " > " ("<"), especially, A is called a nonnegative 
matrix if A > 0. 

Lemma 13.     If M > 0 and p(M) < 1 then (I - M)_1 > 0. 
The symbol p(M) denotes the spectral radius of a square matrix M. 
Lemma 26. We assume that H is a metric space and the semigroup T(t) 

is continuous and uniformly compact for t large. We also assume that there 
exists a bounded set B such that B is absorbing in H. Then there is a global 
attractor TZ for the semigroup T(t). Furthermore, if H is a Banach space, then 
TZ is connected too. 

2    Main Result 

Consider semilinear reaction diffusion equations with delay, for i = 1, • • •, m, 

f ^P1 = OiAu'&a;) - biV*(t,x) + fi(ut(x)), t>t0,xefl, 
1 u'(t,x) = 0,    t>t0,  x€d£l,  Vi, (2.1) 
(uz(x,t0 + s) = <f>i(s,x),  -Ks<0, ie(l, 
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where a* > 0, h > 0 are constants and if h = 0 we agree that no boundary con- 
dition applies to ul, A is the Laplace operator, the initial data <f> =Col{<fo} € C 
is a given function. /.=Col{/i} G C(C, Rm) is globally Lipschitz uniformly in 
x G SX 

Under the above conditions, the assumptions of existence and uniqueness 
results 5 are then satisfied. This is however sufficient to define the semigroup 
T(t): we set 

T(t) :<t>£CL ^ut£CL. 

In the following, we always suppose that: 

{Hi)     [f(ut{x)}+ < B[ut]+ + P, B = (&y)mXm,  P = (pi, ■ • • ,pm)T, 

(H2)   p(M) < 1,    M = (mjj)mxm,    rriij = ^, ^ = ^ + 6», where 
fi = 7i(fi) is a constant determined by Poincare inequality,   ji = h/y/m   if 
ft = {z€.Rm|N</i}. 

21 2 i,212 

(ff3) p(iV) < 1, AT = (riij)mxm, THj = ^f. Especially, n*.,- = ^ 
if ft = {a;G.Rm|M </i}. 

Theorem. We assume that the hypotheses (Hi), (H2) and (H3) are 
satisfied. Then the semigroup T(t) associated to the system (2.1) possesses a 
global attractor A which is bounded in Cv, compact and connected in CL; A 
attracts the bounded sets of C  . 

Remark 1. Temam6 studied Equation (2.1) without delay (i.e. r = 0). 
Under the conditions those (2.1) has an invariant region and / is bounded (i.e., 
B = 0 in the condition (Hi)), Temam6(Th.l.3,p96) proved that (2.1) possesses 
a local attractor. Our result leaves out the above Temam's conditions and 
gives more exact region of positively invariant and attracting set by a pseudo- 
rectangle instead of pseudo-ball. 

3.     Proof of theorem 
In order to prove our theorem, we first show the following propositions 1-4. 
Proposition 1. Let M(Q.) is the measure of fi and Q = [qi, ■ ■ ■, qm]T, 

qi = Pi\f^W)hi- If (Hi) and (H2) hold, then the set Sa = {4> S CL\[4>]^ < 
aK = atf — M^Q, a > 1}, which is called a pseudo-rectangle, is a positively 
invariant set for the semigroup T(t) associated to the system (2.1). 

Proof After multiplying (1) by u'(i,a:)> by integration of (1), and using 
the Green formula, the Poincare inequality and Holder inequality, we have 

^[K||]2 < -^Ikf - hWf + WAiTbiMWr +p^fJW)].    (2.2) 
dt 7i j=1 
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From i£ + h = T)i, we obtain 

H«<ll2<<»-'"('-'°)lU;ll2+  f P-Vi(t-a) <e-^t-^\\<j>i\\l+ I   e^^THWA^rnnWuiWr+ qi]d3.      (2.3) 
to 3=1 

Without loss of generality, we assume that P > 0, i.e., Q > 0. Since 
p(M) < 1, from Lemma 1, (I - M)_1 > 0 and K = (I-M)~lQ > 0. We now 
prove that, when [<f>]^ < aK 

[u(t)]L < aK for   t > t0. (2.4) 

If (2.4) is not so, there must be some i, and t\ > to, such that 

|«*(*i)| = ah,   |u*(t)| < ah,    for t < h, (2.5) 
[u(t)]L<aK,   for to<t<tlt (2.6) 

where h is the i th component of vector K. Then 

rti m 
y(ii)|2 < e-^-'oVfc? +  '    e-wC'-'^afcilVmyotj + %]ds. 

to J=l 

Let diagffci} (or diagif) is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries h- Noting 
that K=(I- M)~lQ, i.e., MK + Q = K,we have 

Coldu^i)!2} < rfdi&gle-^-^hJiMK + Q) 

+(I - diag{e-')i(tl-*o)})adiag{^}[Q;MA: + Q] 

< a(a- l)diag{fcj}<3 + adia.g{h}[aMK + Q] 

= o2diag{ifej}Ä' = a2Col{fc2}. (2.7) 

This implies that |ul(ii)| < ah, which contradicts the equality in (2.5), and 
so (2.4) holds. 

Proposition 2. If (Hi) and (H2) hold, then the pseudo-rectangle S = 
{0 € C^I^Jr < K = (I — M)~XQ} is a global attracting set for the semigroup 
T(i) associated to the system (2.1). 

Proof For any <p € CL, there is a pseudo-rectangle Sa such that 4> € Sa ■ 
From Proposition 1, the solution u(t, x) satisfies [«(i)]1, < aK, and there exist 
a constant vector a > 0 such that limt-^+oo sup[«(t)]1, = a. Then, for sufficient 
small positive constant e, there is t2 > t0, such that, for any t > t2, 

[uttf<(a + Ee),  E=[l,---,l]T. (2.8) 
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Since r\i > 0, for the above e and K, there must be T > 0 such that for t>T, 

a2diag{e-"i(*-*o)/c?} +  '    dia.g{e-r'iSrli}diag{aK}{M{aK) + Q)ds < Es. 

So, when t>t2+T, 

Col{|u'|2} < Colie-^-^]^} 

+{ f      +J    }diag{e-*^-JTji}diag{|ui|}(M[u(s)^ + g)ds 
to t-T 

r 
+Ee +  '     diag{e-r'i(t-s^i}diag{<T + Es}(M(a + Ee) + Q)ds 

t-T 

< Ee + diagfo- + Es}(M(a + Es) + Q). 

Letting e —* 0 and using (2.13), we obtain 

diag{o-}cr < diag{<r} (Q + Ma), 

that is, a < Ma + Q or a < {I - M)~lQ. Hence (3) holds, and the proof is 
completed. 

We now prove the existence of an absorbing set in HQ (Q.). 

Proposition 3.    Let P = \plr ■ ■ ,pm]T, ft = 2%gf. 1/ (Hx) and (H3) 

hold, we have the pseudo-rectangle Ta = {<j> € Cv|Col{|||0i|||2} < aK = a(I — 
N)~lP, a > 1} , is a positively invariant for the semigroup S(t) associated to 
the system (2.1). 

Proof.      Multiplying equation (1) by —Aw* and integrate over Q., using 
the boundary condition of (1) and the Green formula, we have 

^|||ui|2 < -2ai\\Aui\\2-2bi\\\u
i\\\2+2 f {Au'UMxWx,      (2.9) 

By using Holder inequality and the Poincare inequality we obtain 

^HI^IH2 < -2MIHII2 + V ^HlK'm2 + ^Ä. 
at .       Oj     J öj 

(2.10) 

We now prove that, when Col{|||0i|||2} < aK 

Col{|||Ki(i)|||}<Q;K for   t>t0- (2.11) 
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If (2.11) is not so, there must be some i, and *i > to, such that 

|||«*(*i)||I2 = QtÄi,   ||K(i)|||2<a^,    for t< ti, (2.12) 
CoKlll^Ct)!)!2} < cK^r, for t0<t<tlt (2.13) 

/•t m 

\\ui(t)\\\2<e-2biit-to)\Wi\\\2r+ '  e-^-'hbiV^IHttilll2+pi]ds. 

where ki is the i th component of vector K. Prom (2.10) 

to j=1 

Letting b =diag{6j} and noting that K - (7 - N)-lP, i.e., iVX + P - K, we 
have 

Coldllu'HI2} < e'^-^ak + (/ - e-26(*-*°')[^a^ + P] 
<(a-l)P + Nak + P = a(Nk + P) = ak.     (2.14) 

This implies that ||u'(t)||2 < aki, which contradicts the equality in (2.12), and 
so (2.11) holds. 

Proposition 4. If (Hi) and (H3) hold. Then the pseudo-rectangle F — 
{4> e'cviCpldll&HI2.} <K= (I-N)-lP) , attracts each bounded set B C C^ 
under T(t). the semigroup T(t) associated to the system (2.1). 

Proof. For any bounded set B C Cv, there is an a > 1 such that B cTa. 
From Proposition 3, for any (f> € B, the solution u(t, x) satisfies ||u'(t)||2 < aki. 
For any given ß > 0, we choose T\ such that for t > T\ 

e-^'-'o'Colill&H2} + e-2bTl(aNK + P) < /3Col{l}, (2.15) 

where \(-)\E denotes the Euclid norm of matrix. 
Then, from (2.10), we have 

ll«'(*)ll 
ft m 

2<   '      e-^-shbiCTnijWuiWft+pilds + ß. (2.16) 
t-ii j=1 

Let limt-v+oo sup |||u*(t)||| — ait cr — [ai ■ ■ ■, am]T, and following the remainder 
of the proof of Proposition 2, 

Letting ß —> 0, we have 

cr?< ^Tnirf+pi+ß. (2.17) 

a<K = (I- N)_1P 
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This implies that T attracts each bounded set B C Cv under T(t). 
Proof of Theorem. We shall prove that the operators S(t) are uniformly 

compact. 
For any given <f> £ CL, by Proposition 1, there is an a such that <j> £ Sa, 

i.e., 11^(^)11 < ah for all t > t0. Then from (??), we obtain 

i 771 

3=1 

<-ailW^Wl2 + 5    Vt>t0, (2.18) 

where 6 = 5(aK) = ctki I^JbyaAj + pi\/M(£l)]. 
For h > r fixed, we integrate (2.18) between t and t + h and obtain 

^lk(s)ll2dS<M + l|ui(i)|2<M + ^M.        (2.19) 

On the other hand, from Proposition 1 and (2.9), we have 

A||u«(t)||a<f ^^ + ^«46. (2.20) 
at a.i   J      J a,i 

We multiply (2.20) by t and obtain 

dt (t||«i|2)<^ + ||«i|2. (2.21) 

By integration between 0 and h> r and using (2.19) 

\\ui{h)f<\tih+\  fh\\ui\\\ds<kih + k- + ^l]^<:i.    (2.22) 
l tl    o ^ "   ai ai 

For the above £ =Col{Ci}, there must be a' such that C < a'Ä". If <j> G SQ C 
CL, then Uh = T(h)tf> € Ta> C Cv. It is easy to deduce from Proposition 3 
and 4 that the pseudo-rectangle IV = {<f> € CVIColfll&HJ!} < Ä",a' > 1} is 
positively invariant and uniformly absorbing in Cv. If B is any bounded set 
of CL included in Sa, after a certain time ti = ti(B,a'), we find that u(t) 
belongs to the absorbing set IV • This shows that 

T(t)B CIV,   Wt>ti. 

The embedding H1^) c L2{Q) is compact9, so is TQ/ c CL. 
From the above proof and Proposition 1-4, all the assumptions of Lemma 

2 are now satisfied with H = CL and the proof of Theorem is completed. 
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Abstract 
One will show that if f(t) is a nonnegative function such that f(t) > tq 

with q > 1 for t > 0, then there is no C2p positive solutions to the equation 
(-A)pu = f(u) on BP- provided n < 2p. 

1      Introduction 

Classification for positive solutions of the equation 

Au + up = 0,    in   Rn (1.1) 

has played a very important rule in geometric related problem. 
Since the elegant result of Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg1 has surfaced, there are 

much work on this type of equations. However the geometric correspondence 
to such equations has been known earlier. One refers to Obata's work. 

From geometric point of view, higher order elliptic differential equation will 
be much harder since the geometric meaning of them are not clear. The finding 
of Paneitz's operator can be considered as the breakthrough. It leads one to 
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completely understand the corresponding biharmonic equations even though 
it has been widely studied previously. The interesting reader can consult the 
recent papers 2,4 and 5. 

Once one understands the biharmonic semilinear equations, one can go one 
step further to study semilinear polyharmonic equations3. The nonexistence 
of the entire (positve) solutions for certain semilinear polyharmonic equations 
frequently appeared in the mathematical literatures. However it seems that 
systematically understood such problem has not been appeared yet. Based 
on our knowledge for biharmonic equations, in this paper we will show the 
following main result: 

Theorem 1.1 If n > 2p, 1 < q < (n)/(n - 2p) and f(t) > tq for t > 0, the 
only C2p nonnegative entire solutions of 

(-A)pu = f(u) in   Rn (1.2) 

are the nonnegative algebraic solutions of f(t) = 0. 

Theorem 1.2 There is no C2p entire positive solutions to (1-2) ifn < 2p and 
f{t) >tq fort>0 andq> 1. 

The organization of the paper is as follows: In section 2, one will prove 
several elementary properties of the entire solutions to (1.2). Proof of theorems 
1.1 and 1.2 will be given in Section 3 based on Section 2. 

2    Prelimaries 

In this section, we should prove the following: 

Lemma 2.1 Let u be a positive solution of 

(-A)pu = f(u)   in Rn (2.3) 

with f(t) > tq for t>0 and q>l, then we have 

(-A)iu>0,  i-=l,2,---,p-l. (2.4) 

Proof: This is known. We refer the reader to 3 for the detail of the proof. 
The only thing we need to point out is that at there the proof is given for the 
case f(t) = tq. However, the argument goes through without any difficulty for 
present case. 
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3    Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 

A lemma goes first. 
Lemma 3.1 Suppose w = w(r) > 0 satisfies 

71—'1 
- w"(r) + w'(r) + ^(r) ^ °>   r > ° r 

with if nonnegative and nonincreasing, and w' is bounded for r near 0.  Then 

w{r) > cr2tp(r), (3.5) 

where c = c(n) is a constant depending only on the dimension n. 

Proof: It is clear that the given differential inequality implies, by multi- 
plying r"-1, the following 

-u/(r) > r1-" '   sn-1<p(a)ds —n   /     „n- 

0 
72 

.n-1. 
rr/2 

-n   I 

r 

>rl-n   /        gn-l^ds 

0 

Integrate this from r to 2r then to yield 

1     /"2r r2 

w(r) > w(2r) + —  '     s<p(s/2)ds > ^f(r) 

which is as required. 

Proof of Theorem 1.1: Some notations first. Let us denote (—A)'w = Ui 
with i = 0,1,2, • • • ,p - 1 where (-A)°w = u. Thus clearly we have 

Aui + Ui+i = 0   fori = 0,l---p-2 (3.6) 

and 
A«p_i + /(«) = 0. (3.7) 

Denote the sphere in Rn of radius r and center at 0 by dBr and its included 
solid ball in Rn by Br respectively. wn is equal to its sphere area in Rn. 
And also let us denote the integral {l/{nLJnrn~1)} fdBUidcr by ü{ for i = 
0,1,2, • • • ,p — 1. By taking spherical average of above equations (3.6) and 
(3.7), we get, by venture of Jenson's inequality, 
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Aui+ui+1=0,   for i = 0,1, •••,?-2 (3.8) 

and 

Aüp^+ü9
0<0. (3.9) 

Now Lemma 2.1 implies that for each i, m is nonnegative and so is its 
spherical average ü». Since u is regular, for each i, ü<(r) is bounded near r = 0 
and it follows from above equations (3.8) and (3.9) that for each i, üi{r) is 
nonincreasing function of r. Thus by applying Lemma 3.1, one gets 

üi(r) >cr2üi+1(r) 

for i = 0,1,2, ■ ■ • ,p - 2 and 

Wp-i > cr2v,Q. 

If q — 1, then claerly we have 

ö0(r) > cr2üi(r) > • ■ • > cV^üo 

for all r which implies that ü0 = 0. This implies that u is identically zero. 
If q > 1, then we get 

üo(r) < c-^«-1^-2^-1) (3.10) 

and 
üp-i(r) < c-(p-1+P/(9-i))r-(2(p-i)+2p/(9-i))- (3il) 

Thus we have, for any i? > 0, 

'    u9rfa;<   /"   /(u)d: s   '     /I u)dx 
BR 

< CRn~2 
r2R 
1       rl-n r 

f(u)dxdr 
fi Br 

= -CRn- -2   /       rl- r 
n       Aup-idxdr 

H B-r 

= -CRn- 
r2R 

-2   '       ü' _i(r)dr 

< CRn~2 
üp-i(R) 

< dR^-MP-V+Wti-1». (3.12) 
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If a < -Hr, then it is not hard to check that 

n - 2 - (2(p - 1) + -^r) < 0. 
9-1 

By letting R goes to infinity in (3.12), we find that 

f uqdx < 0. 

Thus u is identically zero. 

Proof of Theorem 1.2: It follows from equation (3.12) that if n < 2p 
and q > 1, then clearly 

n - 2 - (2(p - 1) + -^- < 0. 
9—1 

Thus same as above, u = 0. For g = 1, we can again argue as in the proof 
of Theorem 1.1 to conclude that u must be zero. 

Thus we finish the proof. 
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In this paper, by means of a newly developed Zp index theory, we discuss a class 
of retarded nonlinear nonautonomous wave equations and obtained multiplicity 
results to its periodic solutions. 

1    Introduction and Main Results 

For nonlinear nonautonomous differential systems, many authors have studied 
the existence of multiple periodic solutions (cf. [1,2] and [5] etc.)- However, it 
should be noted that almost every results on this topic have been established 
for normal variable systems, and little has been done for delayed systems. 
Especially, for nonautonomous partial differential equations with deviating ar- 
guments, we have not yet found any progress in this field. 

In this paper, we discuss the following equation: 

■*pr-fi3 = 9(t,x,u(t - Ti,x),u(t - r2,x),- ■ ■ ,u(t- TS,X)) dt       dx 
u(t, 0) - u(t, \) = 0       te(0,T) . ,       (1.1) 

,u(t,x)=u(t + T,x)       (i,z)e(0,T)x(0,£) 

where T > 0 is constant, g(t + |, z, u(t - n,x), u(t - T2,X), ■■■,u{t- rs, a;)) = 

g(t,x,u(t- n,x),u(t - T2,X), ■ ■ ■ ,u(t- TS,X)), V(t,x,u) £ (0,T) x (0, £) x R, 
n,T2,---,Ta £ R satisfying TJ = rfT, TJ integer, j = 1,2, • • • ,s, and there 
exists a function f(t,x,u) £ ^((O.T) x (0, f) x R,R) such that 

f(t, x, u) = g{t, x, u, ■ ■ ■, u), V(t, x, u) £ (0, T) x (0, j) x R. 

Set Q = (0,T) x (0, f), O = ^ - ^, with domain 2?(D) = {u £ C2(Q)\u is 

T- periodic in t and u(t, 0) = u(t, f) = 0}. Let H be the self-adjoint extension 
of G on Hilbert space L2(Q). We know the spectrum of H is 

«7(H) = {A|A = (-)2(i2 - k2)\(j,k) £NxZ}. (1.2) 
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Now, we assume that 
(/i) There exist constants a < ß, aß > 0, such that 

a<f'u(t,x,u)<ß,       V(t,x,u) e Q x R. (1.3) 

Without loss of generality, assume a,ß £ a{H). Set 

a{H) n [a, ß] = {Ai < A2 < : • • < A;}, 

B[a,ß] = {ke Zfij £ N such that (—)2(j2 - fc2) 6 [a,/?]}. (1.4) 

Assume 0 £ B[a, /?], then £[a, /?] is a finite set. We denote it by 

B[a, ß] = {-ka< -ka-i < ■ • ■ < -h < h < ■ ■ ■ < ka}. (1.4)' 

For any r, 1 < r < I, we write dT as the multiplicity of Ar € cr(H) C\[a,ß]. Let 

i 

n = Vdr. (1.5) 
r=l 

Denote by <: k, I > and [k, I] the greatest common divisor and smallest common 
multiple of positive integer k, I, respectively. 

Now, our main results are the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1 Assume that f(t,x,u) satisfies (/i) and 

[fci,fc2,---A]^0(modp). (1.6) 

(/3) There exist e > 0, p > 0 and be Z such that 

A(j+£<Zi^^)<A6+1-£,V(i,a;)eg,|u|>/9. (1.7) 
u 

(/4)  f(t,x,0) = 0 and there exists Ac 6 a(H) satisfying Ac < A& (or 
Ac > A6+i) such that /i(t,s,0) < Ac - e (or /£(t,a:,0) > Ac +e), V(t,x) € Q. 

6 c 
Then, equation (1.1) has at least £ dr (or£ dr) geometrically distinct 

r=c r=6 
periodic solutions. 

2    Preliminaries 

For a given positive integer p,p > 1, we need a Zp index theory defined in [6]. 
Let Y be a Banach space and /i be a linear isometric action of Zv on V. A 

subset A of y is called /i-invariant if /x(A) clA continuous map ip:A^Y 
is called /x-equivariant if <p(py) = WÜ/),Vy e j4- 
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Set 

E = {AcY is closed and /j-invariant}, (2.1) 

W = {z e C\ arg* = —,r = 0,1, • • • ,p - 1}. (2.2) 

According to [6], V.4 e £, a Zp geometrical index im(A) can be denned as 
follows 

im{A) = min{& £ Adhere exists a (ß, Em)k-type map y?: A -> Wk\{6}}. 

(2.3) 
If no such map exists, we define im(A) = +oo and set im(0) = 0, where the 
definition of (n, Em)k-iype map can be found in [6]. 

Lemma 2.1 Let J e C1(Y, R) be a /^-invariant functional satisfying the 
(P. S.) condition. For integer j define 

Cj =    inf    sup J(u). (2 4) 

Assume -co < Cj < +oo, then Cj is a critical value of J. And if c = Cj = cj+1 = 
■■■ = Cj+i-x, then im(Kc) > I, where Kc = {u€ X\ J(u) = c,6 € dYJ(u)}. 

3    The Proof of the Main Results 

In this section, we fix m, n as follows 

m= [ki,k2,---,ka] 

7- = l 

where kr € B[a,ß},r = 1,2, — ,a, dT,r = 1,2, • • •,Z is the same as those 
introduced in Section 1. 

Proof of Theorem 1.1 For simplicity, we set T = 2TT. Assume that 
(fi)-(fi) hold. For each r, r = 1,2, •••,/, we denoted by Gr the subspace of 
L2{Q) which is spanned by the following set 

{^{jrx)e*^,sfo{jrx)e-*k*i>\{jr,kr) £NxZ such that Ar = (jr
2 - k2

r)}, 

i.e. Gr is the eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue Ar. 
Set 

Ln = Gi@G2®---®Gi. (3.2) 

We define a Zp action /x on L2(Q) as follows 

2x 
fi(u(t,x)) =u(t-\ ,x). 

P 
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On the subspace Gr, 

ß{sin(jTx)e-^k^) = e"'2^ sm(jrx)e-«k*t\ 

i.e., /j,{u(t, x)) = ei^u(t, x) or ß(u(t, x)) = e~lJ^u(t, x). 
We can easily check that dim Ln = n, where n is even, defined by equation 

(3.1). So, when identifying L„ with Ct, we can apply our Zp index theory to 
a corresponding functional on Ln. 

By similar discussions as in [1,2] etc, we have: 
Lemma 3.1 Under assumptions (fi)-(h), there exists a /x-invariant func- 

tional J € C2(Ln,R) satisfying 
(i) The critical points of J are the solutions of equation (1.1). 
(ii) J{6) = 0, J'{6) = 6 and J satisfies the (P.S.) condition. 
(iii) There exists a 6 > 0, such that 

\<{H- Xb+i + §)u,u > -5 < J(u) 
< ^ < (H - Xb - §)u,u > +<5,Vu e Ln ' 

(3.3) 

(iv) If fu{t, x,0)<\c-s (or fu{t, x, 0) > Ac + e), then 

J(W)>i<(tf-Ac + eKu>+C>(|M|)2as«->0, (3.4) 

(or J(u) <1<(H-XC- e)u, u > +0(||«||)2)) as u -» 9. (3.4)' 

This conclusion reduces the problem to finding the critical points of func- 
tional J. 

For each j € N, define 

Cj =    inf    sup[-J(w)]. 
im(A)>j U£A 

Obviously, 
-oo < Ci < c2 < • ■ • < +oo 

Set 
Gc = span{sinia;eifct|i2 - k2 e a(H) n [Ac,/3]}. 

From (iv) of Lemma 3.1, for u € Gc,u —► 0, 

- J(«) < -J < (# - K + e)u,u> -0{\\u\\)2 <-£-<u,u> -0{\\u\\f 
2 ^ 
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When we take e > 0 small enough, set 

Ss = {ueG\ \\u\\=e}. 

Then, 

-J(u) <0,Vu£S£. 

By the conclusion of [6], we know that 

l 

im(Se) = ST dr = dim(Gc). 
r=c 

Prom the definition of Cj, we have 

-co < cx < c2 < ■ ■ ■ < cdim(Gc) < 0. 

To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, we also need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2 Assume that J 6 C^L^R) is an fj,- invariant functional 

satisfying the (P.S) condition and J(8) = 0. Then J possesses at least n2 - ^ 
critical points under the following assumptions: 

(i) There exists a /i-invariant subspace Yx C Ln with dimension m and a 
constant 7 such that J(u) > 7,Vu £ Y^, where nx is even. 

(ii) There exists a /^-invariant subset A C Ln satisfying im{A) >n2>n1 
such that sup J{u) < 0. 

The proof of this lemma is similar to Theorem 2.3 in [5] with slight modifi- 
cation and Lemma 3.2 is a Zp version of the result concerning even functionals 
in [4]. 

We now apply Lemma 3.1 to functional - J. 
Set 

Gb+1 = span{smjxeikt\f - k2 e cr(H) n [Xb+1,ß]}. 

By Lemma 3.1 (iv), VM e G£+v we have 

-J(u)> --< (H-Xb-^)u,u>-6> I <u,u>-6> -S. 

1 

Note that dim(Gfc+1)  =     £   dr, By Lemma 3.2, there exist at least 
r=b+l 

b 

dim(Gc) - dim(G6+i) = £ dr critical points for -J. And this complete the 
r=c 

proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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Finally, we give a example to illustrate the applications of our results. 
Consider the following equation: 

—j - —\ = — [llu(t-2ir,x) -8sinu(t-47r,x)][17 + sin5^(a;)],    (3.5) 

where (p(x) 6 C(R, R) is any given bounded function satisfying \tp(x)\ < 1. 
We can easily check that equation (3.5) satisfies all the assumptions of 

Theorem 1.1. According to the expression of Theorem 1.1, b = 2,c — 1 and 
dj = d2 = 2. By Theorem 1.1, there exist at least 4 periodic solutions with 
period 2-K to equation (3.5). 
Acknowledgment This project is supported by National Natural Science 
Foundation of China & Foundation of Zhongshan University Advanced Re- 
search Centre (ZARCF). 
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EXISTENCE OF STABLE SUBHARMONIC SOLUTIONS FOR 
REACTION-DIFFUSION EQUATIONS 

Eiji Yanagida 
The semilinear parabolic problem 

(  ut = Au + f(u,t), x €fi, 

(p)       's» ^ ■  — = 0, xexi, 

is studied, where u = u(x,t) € R, n is a smooth bounded domain in RN, and 
/ : R2 —► R is a smooth function that is periodic in t with period T > 0. A 
solution of (P) is said to be subharmonic if it is periodic in t with the minimal 
period fcr for some integer fc > 1. It is shown that for any N > 2 and fc > 2 there 
exist fi and / such that (P) has a linearly stable subharmonic solution with the 
minimal period kr. 
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1    Introduction 

This article is based on a joint work with Peter Polacik17. We consider the 
parabolic problem 

ut = Au + f(u,t),        xett, 
(p) 9u     n 

av 

where u = u(x, t) £ R, fi is a smooth bounded domain in RN and / : R2 —► R 
is a smooth function that is periodic in t with period T > 0. We say that a 
solution <f>(x, t) is subharmonic if it is periodic in t with the minimal period kr 
for some integer k > 1. The subharmonic solution <f)(x,t) is said to be linearly 
stable if the period map of the linearized problem 

vt = Av +fu(<t>(x,t),t)v, xeCl, 

— =0, x £ Oil, 
av 

has all eigenvalues inside the unit circle in the complex plane. 
Let us take 

X = C(U) 

as the state space for (P). For any uo € X, let u(-, t; u0) denote the solution of 
(P). If t H-> \\u(-, t)\\x is bounded, then this solution exists globally in time and 
approaches, as t —> oo, its w-limit set w(«o)- In general, the structure of w(uo) 
is not known and can probably be rather complicated, however, a description 
is available for typical trajectories. More specifically, there is a residual set 
G <Z X with the following property: if u0 6 G and u(-, t; u0) is bounded then 
there is an integer k > 1 and a fcr-periodic solution cj> of (P) such that 

||u(-,t;u0) -</>(-,*)||x -*• 0   as t ->• oo 

and 0 is at least linearly neutrally stable, that is, the spectrum of the period 
map of the linearized problem (L) is contained inside or on the unit circle. See 
15,? for more general results. See also 19 for a sharper abstract result and u 

for an additional information on periods of stable subharmonic solutions; for 
a general background on monotone dynamical systems see the monographs10 

and references therein. 
Thus a typical bounded trajectory of (P) is asymptotically periodic, and 

the minimal asymptotic period can be larger than r if (P) has a stable sub- 
harmonic solution. In18,5, Takäc, and Dancer and Hess independently proved 
that linearly stable subharmonic solutions do occur for some reaction-diffusion 
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equations, provided the nonlinearity is allowed to depend on x explicitly: 
/ = f(u,x,t). 

In this article, we consider the spatial homogeneous problem (P). In this 
situation, the problem of existence of stable subharmonic solutions becomes 
more difficult and more interesting for, first, one has less freedom in varying 
the nonlinearity around and, second, the effect of the domain shape becomes 
important. In fact, on some domains there are no stable subharmonic solutions, 
no matter how the nonlinearity is chosen. 

When fi is convex, by a result of Hess 9, any periodic solution of (P) 
which is at least linearly neutrally stable is spatially homogeneous (similar 
results on autonomous equations appeared earlier in2,13). Now, for spatially 
homogeneous solutions, (P) is simplified to 

ut = f(u,t). 

An elementary inspection shows that there are no subharmonic solutions of 
this ODE, thus any stable periodic solution of the original PDE is necessarily 
r-periodic. Thus there is an interesting interplay between spatial and temporal 
behavior of solutions of (P). In particular, stable oscillations of higher period 
must always be accompanied by nontrivial spatial patterns. 

We remark that if N = 1 then no subharmonic solutions, stable or not, 
can occur (see3'). 

Our main result shows that spatially homogeneous equations with linearly 
stable subharmonic solutions do exist on some domains. 
Theorem 1.1 For any integers N > 2 and k > 2 there exist a domain Q, C 
RN with smooth boundary and a smooth function f = f(u, t), r-periodic in t, 
such that (P) has a linearly stable subharmonic solution of minimal period kr. 

Our strategy to prove Theorem 1.1 is as follows. First, we construct a sta- 
ble subharmonic solution for a one dimensional equation with variable diffusion 
coefficient, 

vt = ^(d(6)vg)s + f(v,t),    ÖeS1. (1.1) 

The construction involves an analysis of solutions with two sharp transition 
layers, that is, solutions that stay close to ±1 everywhere except for two small 
space intervals, depending on t, in which transition layers occur. The motion 
of the layers is governed by ordinary differential equations on S1. Finding 
subharmonic solutions of these ODEs (Section 2) and using the mönotonicity 
method along the lines of6, we obtain a stable subharmonic solution of (1.1) 
(see Section 3). 

Next we consider the higher dimensional problem (P) on a thin domain 
around S1.   More specifically, we assume that the domain Ü = f2(/z) is a 
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tubular neighborhood of S1 in RN that varies with a small parameter p and 
and shrinks to S1 when /i-+0. Under certain conditions, one can show that 
(1.1) serves as a "limit equation" for this family of problems (see8 for a general 
discussion pn thin domain problems and their limit equations). We show that 
the stable subharmonic solution of (1.1) is approximated by a subharmonic 
solution of the equation on fi(/i), for any sufficiently small y, > 0 (see Section 
4). Here we use a comparison method in a way similar to that in20. This gives 
a subharmonic solution that is at least neutrally linearly stable. 

Finally, we perturb the nonlinearity so that the subharmonic solution be- 
comes linearly stable (Section 5). 

2    ODE 

In this section, we study ordinary differential equations that will later be used 
to describe the motion of transition layers of a solution to a reaction-diffusion 
problem. 

Consider the equations 

^P(*) = <7(p(*))+o(t), (2.2) 

jtQ(t)=g(q(t))-a(t), (2.3) 

where g(6) is smooth and 27r-periodic in 9 and a(t) is smooth and r-periodic 
in t. We impose the following condition on g: 

r2ir 

'     g(9)d9 = 0. • . (2.4) 
o 

We first prove the following result. 
Proposition 2.1   For any integer k>2, there exist g{9) and a(t) such that 
(2.2) and (2.3) have linearly stable solutions satisfying p(t + kr) = p(t) + 2w, 
q(t + kr) = q(t) + 2TT and q(t) < p(t) < q(t) + 2n for all t.  Moreover, these 
solutions are such that kr is the minimal period ofp(t), q(t) mod 2-rr. 

Note that the linear stability of p(t) requires that the solutions of 

ft=9'(j>(t))p 

decay to 0 exponentially as t -> oo. This is equivalent to 

0 

A similar remark applies to q{t). 

pkr 
1    g'(p(t))dt < 0. 
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3    One-dimensional problem 

Let Sl be the unit circle parameterized by 6, and consider the equation 

vt = -fiö)(d(e)ve)e + /(«.*)•    e e sl- (3-5) 

We assume that d(0) is smooth and 2?r-periodic in 9, and/ is smooth in 
(v,t) and r-periodic in t. In this section, we show the existence of a stable 
subharmonic solution of (3.5). As usual, we identify 0,9±2n,6± 47r, • • •. 

Let a €  (—1,1) and ß be parameters, and consider the autonomous 
reaction-diffusion equation 

vt=vxx + f(v;a)+ß,    xeR, (3.6) 

where f(y;a) := (v - a)(l - v2). For each a, if \ß\ is small, the function 
f(v;a) + ß has exactly three zeros, say h(a,ß) < b0(a,ß) < b2(a,ß). It is 
known that (3.6) has a traveling front solution v = ®(z;'a,ß), z = x-ct, which 
satisfies 

*«+<#, + /(*; a)+0 = 0, /37) 
*    $(-oo;a,/3) = &2(a,/?),    *(+oo;a,/3) = 6i(a,/3). 

We impose an additional condition $(0;a,/3) = 0 in order to fix the phase of 
the traveling solution. We note that by fv{b2,a) < 0 and fv(h,a) < 0, the 
convergence of $ to h(a,ß) and bi{a,ß) must be exponential. 

The following result is well-known (see, e.g.,7). 

Lemma 3.1 If f(v;a) + ß has three zeros, then (3.7) has a unique solu- 
tion ($,c) =' ($(z;a,ß),c(a,ß)) that depends on (a,ß) smoothly. Moreover, 

dc 
c(0,0) = 0 and j-(0,0)>0. 

Let g{6) and a(t) be as in Proposition 2.1, and e > 0 be a small parameter. 
By Lemma 3.1 (ii), we can find r-periodic function a(t) = 0(e) such that 

c(a(t),0) = ea{t). (3.8) 

Now we define f(v, t) by 

f(v,t):=e-2f(v;a{t)), 

and d(9) by 

d(0):=exp(-  ^g(9)dß), 
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or equivalently, 

giß) := -d'(9)/d(e).        . 

We note that f(v, t) is r-periodic in t and d{9) is 27r-periodic in 9 by (2.4). 
We have the following result concerning the existence of a stable kr-- 

periodic solution of (3.5). 

Proposition 3.1 Let d{9) andf{v, t) be given as above. Ife > 0 is sufficiently 
small, then (3.5) has a stable solution that is periodic in t with the minimal 
period kr. 

Let us briefly explain the mechanism for the existence of a stable sub- 
harmonic solution. Suppose that initial data has two transition layers at 
9 = p(0) and q(0), and is close to -1 for 9 6 (?(0),p(0)) and close to +1 for 
9 g (p(0),q(0)). Since the nonlinearity / given as above is strongly bistable, 
the solution of (3.5) is mostly close to the stable state +1 or -1, and there 
appear very thin transition layers between these two stable states. Therefore, 
roughly speaking, the dynamics of solutions of (3.5) can be reduced to that 
for the layers which depends on the nonlinearity, spatial inhomogeneity, and 
interaction between two layers. We can show by a formal approximation (see 
Section 3 of6) that the asymmetry of / and the spatial homogeneity yield the 
driving force ±a(t) and g{9), respectively, but the interaction between two lay- 
ers is very small and negligible. Thus the positions 9 = p(t) and 6 = q(t) of the 
layers are described by (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. Then, by Proposition 2.1, 
we see that the layers rotate around S1 with period kr, and the linear stability 
of p(t) and q(t) together with the smoothing effect by diffusion ensures the 
existence of a stable Air-periodic solution of (3.5). 

We can verify the above intuitive consideration in a mathematically rigor- 
ous manner by a comparison method. 

4    Thin domain 

In this section, we consider the existence of a stable subharmonic solution of 
the equation 

ut = Au + f(u,t),     x€fl, 
du 
dv £T = °. xean, (49) 

where Cl is a bounded thin domain in RN (N > 2) and /, d are as in Proposition 
3.1. We define the domain fi as follows. Let 

£(9) = (rcos9,rsin9,0,- ■ ■ ,0)* e RN, 
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and let S1 be a unit circle embedded in RN given by 

S1 = {«*); 9e[0,2ir)}. 

We note that r}(6) := (d/d6)£(6) is a unit tangent vector of S1. Let D(9, //) be 
an (N — l)-dimensional disc given by 

D(0,'n) = {x e ~RN ; (x - £(*)) • r?(0) = 0 and |x - £(0)| < ^(Ö)1/^-1)}, 

where /i > 0 is a small parameter and d(0) is as in Proposition 3.1. Then we 
define fl = fi(/i) by 

fi(/x) := {x e A* ; i6 £>(0,/i), 0 e [0,2TT)}. 

We have the following result. 
Proposition 4.1   Let f(u,t) and Q, be given as above. If n > 0 is sufficiently 
small, (4.9) has a stable solution that is periodic in t with the minimal period 
kr. 

Our proof of this proposition is based on the comparison method. We can 
construct a super-solution of (4.9) by modifying the method of20. 

5    Linear stability 

By the comparison method we cannot show the linear stability of subharmonic 
solutions. In this section, we refine Propositions 3.1 and 4.1 by perturbing the 
nonlinearity. 

Let us first recall that the linear stability of a fcr-periodic solution u means 
that the period-fer map of the linear variational equation 

vt = Av + fu(u, t)v,        x e n, 
(L) dv     n w -7T- = 0, x € an, 

has all eigenvalues inside the unit circle. By the Krein-Rutman theorem, this 
is true if and only if the principal eigenvalue A of the period map, which is a 
positive algebraically simple eigenvalue, satisfies A < 1. 

Consider the following problem 

Ut = Au + f(u, t) + eh(t),     x 6 n, 

du 

where e is a small parameter, h{t) is a smooth function that is positive and 
r-periodic and n, / are as in Section 4. Specifically, the following properties 
of / and n are assumed: 
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Both / and ft are smooth and / is r-periodic in t and real analytic in u. 
Problem (4.9) has a fcr-periodic supersolution u+ and a fcr-periodic subsolution 
u~ such that 

u~(x,t) <u+(x,t)    (z€ft, te [0,/cr],) 

and if i i—>• u(-, t) is fcr-periodic function satisfying 

u~(x,t) <u(x,t) <u+(x,t)    (x e ft, t 6 [0,kr}) '   (5.11) 

then kr is its minimal period. 
If e is sufficiently small, then u~ and uf are a subsolution and supersolu- 

tion of (5.10) as well. For such e we denote by us the fcr-periodic solution of 
(5.10) satisfying (5.11) that is maximal in the sense that any other fcr-periodic 
solution v, of (5.10) that satisfies (5.11) also satisfies 

ü(x, t) < us(x, t)    (x e ft, t e [0, kr]). 

See10 for the proof of the maximal solution. This solution is stable from above, 
in a appropriate sense, and, in particular, it is either linearly stable of linearly 
neutrally stable: 

A£ < 1. 

Here Ae is the principal eigenvalue of the period-fcr map of the linearization 

vt = Av + fu(u
s,t)v,        x G ft, 

|^ = o, *e9ft. <5-12) 
av 

Our aim is to prove that for some s one has Xs ^ 1, which implies that u£ is 
linearly stable. There is nothing to prove if A0 ^ 1, so we assume below that 

A0 = 1. 

The remaining part of the proof of the linear stability is carried out in the 
following lemmas. 

Lemma 5.1  There is an interval I containing 0 such that the function 

EHuEeCy(öx[o,tT]) 

is continuous on I and of class C1 on I\ {0}. 
Lemma 5.2 Let I be as in Lemma 5.1.   Then for any e 6 / \ {0} one has 
Xs j£ 1, hence u£ is linearly stable. 

For details, see17. 
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A NOTE ON THE LIFESPAN OF SMOOTH SOLUTIONS TO 
THE THREE DIMENSIONAL COMPRESSIBLE ISENTROPIC 

EULER EQUATIONS 

HAN YANG 
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E-mail: hanyang95@263.net 

In this note we consider the three-dimensional isentropic Euler equations 

dt + V • pu = 0, 

p(dtu + (u ■ V)u) + Vp7 = 0 

with the initial values which are a small perturbation of a constant state 

p(0,x) = p + epe
0,        u(0,x) = et4, 

where e > 0 is a small parameter, p > 0 is a constant, and prove the classical 
solutions to the above Cauchy problem satisfies 

e« <T(e) <e?, 

where c and C are positive constants independent of e, T(e) denotes the lifespan 
of the classical solutions. 
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1 Introduction 

In this note we will obtain the sharp result for the lifespan of classical solutions 
to the three-dimensional compressible isentropic Euler equations 

dt + V-pu = 0, (1.1) 

p{dtu + (u ■ V)«) + Vp7 = 0 (1.2) 

with initial data of the form 

P(0, x) - p + epl,        u(0,x)=euc
0, (1.3) 

representing a perturbation of order e from the constant background state 
(p, u) = (p, 0). For cosmetic reasons, we will omit the dependence of the solu- 
tion on the parameter e, here, p is a positive constant, 7 > 1, and the function 
pi and «o are uniformly bounded in the Schwartz space' S(R3), for all e > 0. 
If UQ is irrotational, then we will show that the lifespan T(e) of the classical 
solutions to (1.1)-(1.3) satisfies 

e<<T(e)<e? (1.4) 

for small e, where c and C are positive constants independent of e, extending 
the general results [4] 

\ < T(e), (1.5) 

which holds quite generally for symmetric hyperbolic systems in any number 
of space dimensions. 

It was also shown by Sideris [2, 3] that the lifespan satisfies 

e" < T(e) < & (1.6) 

under mild conditions on the initial data p%, u% in (1.3). Here, we can see the 
upper and lower bound of lifespan in (1.6) have different order on e, comparing 
this with (1.4) and obtain the sharp result. 

2 Main theorem 

Following Sideris [3], we rewrite equations (1.1), (1.2) in symmetric hyperbolic 
form. If (p,u) is a smooth solution of (1.1), (1-2), define the new variables 

7 — -i p c 
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where c = ^/~jp 2   . The equation for (£, v) now take the form 

fltf + V-v + u-V£+~^V,-t; = 0, (2.1) 

$v + V£ + (i;-V)T; + 2-ZieVe = 0, (2.2) 

with initial conditions of order e 

£(0, z) = eeSCa:),        v(0, x) = e^(z), (2.3) 

where 

'        6(*) = ^[(1 + ^)^-1],   « = ^- 

Once again, fg and vg are uniformly bounded in S(R3). Introducing a series 
partial differential operators as in Klainerman [1], Sideris [4] has obtained the 
following result by using generalized Sobolev inequality. 

Theorem 1 There exists a positive constant c such that if vo is irro- 
tational, the initial value problem (2.1)-(2.3) has a unique C1 solutions on 
[0, T(e)) x R3, where the lifespan satisfies the lower bound 

T(e)>e?. (2.4) 

Now, we state our result. 

Theorem 2 Suppose that the initial data (e£o> wo) is support in {\x\ < R} 
and satisfies £0 > 0, x ■ vo(x) > 0 on the same annulus {Ri < \x\ < R}. Then 
there is fixed constant C such that the C1 local solution (£, v) cannot be extended 
to the region 

.   {(t,x)eR4: Ri+t<\x\<R + t,        0<t<T(e)} 

forT(e)>e?. 
Combining Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we end the proof of (1.4). 

The proof of Theorem 2 follows directly from the following Lemma 1 and 
Lemma 2. Now set 

0      Ri+t \x\>r \x\ 

Then for F(t), we have from Sideris [2] 
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Lemma 1 F(t) is a C2 function with F(0) = 0 and F'(0) = 0 and also 
satisfies 

F"{t)>Ce{t + R)-1;        0<t<T 

and 
F"(t) > C[(R +1)3 logC-^T'F^t);        0<R2<t<T 

where C, and R2 are positive constants. 

To finish the proof of Theorem 2, we only need to prove 

Lemma 2 H{t) is a C2 function with -ff(O) = 0 and H'(0) — 0 and also 
satisfies 

H"(t) > cA(T + R)-1;        0<t<T 

and 
H"{t) > c[(R + t)3 logC-^-)]-1^2^); 0 < R2 < t < T, 

where c, A, R2 are positive constants.  Then for sufficiently small A, we have 
T < oo. More precisely, we have   ■ 

T<e* (2.5) 

for some positive constant c independent of A. 

Proof  The proof of this lemma one can see Yang [5]. 
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GLOBAL STABILITY OF THE SECOND ORDER EQUATION 
x + f(x, x)x + g(x) = 0 

QIGUI YANG 
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Guilin, P.R.China 541004 

yangqigui@S63.net 

This paper investigates the qualitative behavior of the equation x+f(x, x)x+g(x) = 
O.The new sufficient conditions for globally asymptotically stability are established. 
It improved and generalized the results of Antosiewicz, Opial and Jiang's. In 
particular, in this paper, we also give necessary and sufficient conditions on the 
global stability for the system x + [fi(x) + /2(x)i]x + g(x) = 0. 

1    Introduction 

This paper is devoted to the investigation of the global stability of the second 
order equation x + f(x, x)x + g(x) — 0 or its equivalent system 

x = y y = -f(x,y)y-g(x) (1) 

which has been widely studied on global stability. See * —6 and cited therein. 
Antosiewicz1 considered the boundedness of all solution of the following system 
x + [fx(x) + f2(x)x]x + g(x) = 0, which is equivalent to 

x = y       y = -[fi(x) + h{x)y\y - g(x), (2) 

under the assumption 

(Ai)    f(x,y)>0     for     x2+y2>0. 

Opial2 generalized the results in1 and proved that the origin of (1) is globally 
stable if there exists a continuous function fz(x) on R such that (A2) and 
suitable additional conditions hold, where 

(A2)    f(x,y)-h(x)y>0     for     x2+y2>0. 

The results in1,2 have been generalized by3 et.al. . In3, Jiang studied the 
qualitative behavior such as the global stability for (1) under the more general 
assumption: 

(Hi) there are two continuous functions fi(x) and fc(x) on R such that 
fx(x) = inf{f(x, y) - f2(x)y : y € R} 
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However, in1 -6, it plays important role in the following assumptions: 
(A3)    F(G-l(-z))<F(G(t)-1))  for   0 < z < m»n(G(-oo),G(+oo)) 
(A4)   F{G-\-z))^F{G-\z))   for   0 < z « 1, 

where a(x) = exp(f* f2(s)ds),F(x) =  [*a(s)f1(s)ds and G~l{z) is inverse 
function of z = G(x)sgnx = fQ

x a2(s)g(s)ds ■ sgnx. 
Our aim in this paper is to obtain some sufficient conditions for the origin 

of (1) and necessary and sufficient conditions for the origin of (2) to be globally 
stable respectively. Our results are different from those of1 - 6 in some sense. 
In particular, all our results also allow to avoid the classical assumptions (A\) - 
(A4). 

2    Main Results 

In this section, we first introduce basic notations and hypotheses, then state 
our main results for global stability. Throughout this paper, we assume that 
(H) The origin is global stable. 
(H0)   f(x, y) and g(x) are locally Lipschitz continuous with xg(x) > 0 for x ^ 
0. 

From any point peR2,we denote by 0+(P)(0~(j>)) the positive ( nega- 
tive) semiorbit of (1) , (2) or system 

(E)    x = u-F(x)      u = -a2(x)g(x), 

where a(x) = exp([* f2(s)ds),F(x) = f* a(s)f(s)ds. 
For the sake of convenience, let 

C+ = {(ar,ti) | x > 0,u = F(x)}     C~ = {(x,u) | x < 0,u = F(x)} 

• Di ={(x,u)\x>0,u>F{x)}    D2 = {(x,u)\x>0,u<F(x)} 

D3 = {(x,u)\x<0,u<F(x)}     Di = {(x,u) | x < 0,u > F(x)} 

Now, we introduce some definitions which concepts are stated in4. 
Definition 2.1 System (E) has property (X+) in right half-plane (resp. 

left half-plane) if, for every point p 6 Di(resp.,D3), the positive semitrajec- 
tory 0+(p) crosses the curve C+(C~). 

Definition 2.2 System (E) has property (Zf)(resp.(Zf)) if there exists 
a point p e C+(C~) such that the positive semitrajectory 0+(p) approaches 
the origin through only the first (third) quadrant. 

definition 2.3 System (E) has property (Z2~)(resp.(Z,f)) if these exists 
ape C~(C+) such that the negative semitrajectory 0~(p) approaches the 
origin through the second (forth) quadrant. 

We are in the position to state our main results for system (1) or (2). 
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Theorem 17 Assume that system (2) satisfies the following conditions: 

(-Hi)i h(x)>h(x) and g(x) are continuous functions; 
(H2) there exists function ip(x) € C° together with constants b > 0 and c 6 

R such that ip(b) + c> 0 and ip(x) < F(x), [£ fraca2(s)g(s)F(s) - tp(s)ds < 
ip(x) + c for x > b; 

(H3) Let S = {x I x < 0,F(x) > 0}, if S ± <j>, let a = -supS, and 
otherwise let a = +oo.F(x) < 0 when -a < x < 0; moreover, there exists a 
non-negative constant ß such that G(ß) < G(-a) and F(x) > 0 when 0 < x < 

ß; 
(HA) £ + G(b)<G(ß) where G(x) = |„x a2(x)g(s)ds, 

then (H) holds if and only if (Yb) xg(x) > 0 for s^O and 
(Yi) System {E) has property {X+) in the right and left-plane. 

Furthermore, we have 
Theorem 18 Suppose that assumptions (Ho) — {Hi) and (Yi) are satisfied, 
then system (1) has property (H). 
Our next theorem is on global stable for system (2) under assumption (A3). 
The proof of the case is similar to Theorem 3.1 in4. 
Theorem 19 Assume that hypotheses (-ffi)i and (A3) hold, then system (2) 
has property (H) if and only if (Y0),(Yi) and (Y2) system (E) has neither 
property (Z%) nor property (Z±); (Y3) there has sequence {zn} with zn —► 0+ 

such that F{G~l{-zn)) < F(G-X{zn)). 
From Theorem 2.3, we may prove that the following theorem is true by the 
method of theorem 6.4 in3. 
Theorem 20 Suppose that system (1) satisfied the assumptions (Ho), (Hi), 
(A3) and (Yi) - (Y3), then property (H) holds. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 consists of four main steps based of that the quali- 
tative behaviour of (2) is just as the same as that of system (E). 

(a) According to the proof of theorem 1 in5 and definition 2.1. the necessity 
may be obtained. 

(b) Sufficiency. First, we shall proved that system (2) has no periodic 
solution and no homoclinic orbit under (i?i)i and (H2) - (Hi). 

(c) All point in R2 can be divided into two classes: S\ = {p € R2 | 
there is t0 > 0 such that 0+(p) € D2 \J

Di for * > M and S2 = {p € R2 j 
0+(p) spirals around the origin}. Moreover, R2 = Si \J S2. From this, we may 
prove that all positive semiorbits converge to the origin. 

(d) By (H3), it can be proved that the origin is (locally) stable. The proof 
of Theorem 2.2 is based on the comparison approach. The method was in 
theorem 6.4 in3. 
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LIMIT CYCLES OF KUKLES SYSTEM WITH 
TWO FINE FOCI 
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The so-called Kukles system is a cubic system in the form of 

dx dy      n. 
-^=y,   -^ = Q(x,y), (0.1) 

where Q(x, y) is a polynomial of degree 3. It is well-known that the first inves- 
tigating the centre problem of such a system is due to I.S.KuklesM. Nowadays 
the main problem of Kukles system is to study the number of its limit cycles. 
The modern approach of investigating this problem is based on bifurcation 
theory—closed orbit bifurcation, homoclinic bifurcation and Hopf bifurcation. 
Perturbating the system such that the stability of the critical point (gener- 
ally focus) is changed, then by Hopf bifurcation theory, there will generate at 
least one small amplitude limit cycle surrounding that critical point. So the 
problem of generating limit cycles can be reduced to the so-called cyclicity 
problem of fine focus. And at last it has to depend on the calculation of the 
focal quantities. 
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There were many papers concerned with the calculation of focal quantities 
to special Kukles system [2-7]. In this paper we shall study the limit cycles to 
Kukles system with two fine foci. 

Without loss of generality, we may assume that system (1) has two fine 
foci at O(0,0) and B(a, 0), where a > 1, and .4(1,0) is a saddle. Then system 
(1) can be reduced to 

ft =2/. 
^ = -x + (1 + \)x2 - ±z3 - aa5xy + a3y

2 + a5x
2y + a6xy2 + ary

3. 
(0.2) 

We first consider the case of the two fine foci having the same order. By 
means of computer, we can find that the highest order of these two fine foci 
are two, and system (2) can be reduced into 

% = y = P(x,y), 
dy 
dt 

-X + Q. + \)x2 - ±x3 + a-o+oy-ooflya + a(.xy2 _ aa5Xy+      (0 3) 

where h = arctg^, so system (3) forms a rotated vector field in some certain 

region of the (a;, y)-plane. The curve C : (s-f )2+afl3(°tt'lyV = £ depends 
on parameter a6 : C is elliptic, if a6 < ^b[,C consists of two straight lines 
x - 0 and x = a, if a6 = -^hj, C is hyperbolic, if a6 > ^rr- System (3) can be 
regarded as a perturbed system of system 

( dx _ , 
1   dt dt 

dy 
dt = -x + (l + ±)x2 - ±z3 + 2-a+VaV + a6xy2 

(0.4) 
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by perturbihg parameter a5. The limit cycles of system (3) are closely relative 
to the global phase portraits of system (4). 

By analyzing the topological structure of the trajectories to system (4) in 
the neighbourhoods of critical points at infinity, the global phase portraits of 
system (4) can be shown in Fig. 1-3. 

1°  a6<0. 
Since 

dy 
da; (3)      da; =cr(«-f)a+0[1:/a";)a']

y
a-^1 

(4) 2 3(a -1) 4 

from the phase portrait of system (4) (Fig.l), we can choose a closed orbit L 
of system (4) which contains the ellipse (x - f )2 + a[1r,(a~\)a6V = 4. Thus 

when a5 > 0 along the curve L we have a£|(3) > 3^1(4), and the two fine foci are 

stable, so there is at least one limit cycle in int L (Fig.4(a)). Similarly, when 
o5 < 0 the assertion is still valid, it merely has a different stability of the limit 
cycle (Fig.4(b)). By perturbing the system twice, the changes of the stability 
of the foci yields 4 limit cycles. Hence system (1) has at least 5 limit cycles, 
among which one simultaneously surrounds critical points O(0,0), 4(1,0) and 
B(a, 0); two surround critical point O(0,0) and the other two surround critical 
point B(a,0). 
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2°    a6 = 0 
In case of Fig.2(2), the generation of limit cycles is the same as that of 

Fig.l. In cases of Fig.2(l) and (3), by the continuity of the vector field with 
respect to o, we can also choose a closed orbit of system (4) which contains 
the ellipse. And then the process of generating 5 limit cycles is the same as 
that in case of a.Q < 0. 

3°   0<a6<i 
It is sufficient to consider the case of a = 2. In this case, after translating 

the origin to critical point A(l, 0), system (4) becomes 

( ^ = v 
(0.5) 

  '1   _ »HI   l»ll /i.mi' 
dt  ~~  2* ^ = 2(1 - x)(l + x) + a6xy2 

which is an integrable system, and its integral curve which passes through 
critical points (±1, ^,0) and (±1,-^,0) is y2 = -^(1 - x2) + ^. It 
is not difficult to prove that this integral curve lies in the exterior of ellipse 
x2 + |(1 - a6)y

2 = 1, and in those regions -§^ > 0(< 0) as o5 < 0(< 0). 
So from Fig.3 we know that the relative position of Separatrices to system (3) 
which leave critical point (±1, -/5j=,0) and enter critical point (±1, ~^j,0) 
are shown as Fig.5. In case of a5 > 0(< 0), the fine foci are stable (unstable), 
thus system (3) has at least one limit cycle surrounding simultaneously three 
critical points, and by further perturbation, system (1) has at least 5 limit 
cycles^ 

Sum up the above analysis we have 

Theorem 1 Kukles system (1) has at least 5 limit cycles if its two fine 
foci have the same order. 

Now we consider the case when the two fine foci of system (2) have different 
orders. By means of computer, we can find that if the highest order of the focal 
quantity to one of the critical points, say O(0,0) is one, then the highest order 
of the focal quantity to the other, say B(a, 0), is five. Hence by Hopf bifurcation 
we have. 

Theorem 2 Kukles system (1) has at least 6 limit cycles if its two fine 
foci have different orders. In this case, O(0,0) is at ieast surrounded by one 
limit cycles; and B(a, 0) is at ieast surrounded by 5 limit cycles. 

At last we conclude our discussion with the following conjecture. 

Conjecture Kukles system with two fine foci could at least have 7 limit 
cycles if the highest order of the two fine foci are different. 
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SOME MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS IN 
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This paper review and propose some mathematical problem in synchronization 
theory of dynamical systems. 

1    Introduction 

Synchronization is a ubiquitous phenomenon in natural systems and has re- 
ceived intensive investigations for many decades due to its fundamental impor- 
tance for many physical, biological and technical systems. Roughly speaking, 
if two systems have something in common, then a synchronization-like phe- 
nomenon will occur between them when they interact or couple each other in 
a way. The so-called frequency locking between two clocks is a well known 
synchronization-like phenomenon. 

In the last decades, much attention has been paid to synchronization and 
a considerable research [1-10] has been carried out on the mechanism of this 
universal phenomenon which makes its show in various forms in nature. Much 
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work has been done, for example, on drive-response type synchronization of 
chaos in dynamical systems in view of its potential applications to secure com- 
munication and synchronization in two systems coupled via feedback from the 
physical standpoint. From biological point of view, the synchronization of 
biological oscillators has been studied by several authors. 

Without knowing the rapid development of the theory of synchroniza- 
tion in dynamical systems, some mathematicians[14,15] also consider a similar 
problem concerning synchronization between two dynamical systems in terms 
of mutual stability, but in a unpractical context. 

Although synchronization theory is of considerable significance to many 
areas of science and engineering and it is a very active branch of nonlinear sci- 
ence currently, few people from mathematical community paid their attention 
to this problem to the knowledge of the author. However, a lot of mathemat- 
ical problems (which are usually not easy to be coped with) arose with the 
progress of the synchronization theory, and much activity of mathematicians 
is apparently in need. 

2    Review of Some Notions of Synchroniziation 

Consider the coupled systems 

x = f(x,y) (2.1) 

and 
v = g(x,v), (2.2) 

where x&Rn,y£ Rn. 
In the literature, the so-called (identical) synchronization [1,2,6,7] between 

two dynamical systems is as simple as follows: 
Definition 1 Let x{t,xo) and y(t,yo) be the solutions to (1) and (2), respec- 
tively. If limt_oo \\x(t,xo) — y(t,yo)\\ = 0, provided ||a:o — j/o|| < 5 for some 5. 
Then (1) and (2) are said to be in synchronization. Remark It is easy to see 
from the above definition that a necessary condition for identical synchroniza- 
tion is that f(x,x) = g(x,x) on the omega limit set of x(t,xo)- 

Because the boundedness of trajectories is neglected in the above defini- 
tion, and it is physically meaningful to have the hypothesis of the boundedness, 
it is natural to adopt the concept of synchronizor which is formulated as fol- 
lows. 
Definition 2 [5,10] Suppose that A is an attractor of coupled systems (1) and 
(2), A is said to be a synchronizor, if A satisfies 

A C {(x,y) :x = y, (x,y) £ Rn x Rn}. 
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In case that A is asymptotically stable in Liapunov's sense, the two systems 
(1) and (2) are said to be in synchronization. 
Remark It is easy to see from the above definition that a necessary condition 
for identical synchronization is that f(x,x) = g(x,x) on A. 
Definition 3 Suppose y € Rm in system (2), and let PA be the image of the 
natural projection of A onto Rn. If the above attractor can be expressed as 

A = {(x,y) : y = H(x),x € PA,H is a transformation from PA to Rm}, 

then A is called a generalized synchronizor.   As in the previous definition, 
if A is asymptotically stable in Liapunov's sense, then the systems (1) and 
(2) are said to be in generalized synchronization. If the transformation H is 
continuous, then A is called a continuous synchronizor. 
Remark It is easy to see from the above definition that a necessary condition 
for generalized synchronization is that f(x, H(x)) = g(x, H(x)) on A. 

3    Some Problems 

The fundamental problem is: 
Problem A Under what conditions two coupled dynamical systems are in 
synchronization or in generalized synchronization? 

A related problem is 
Problem B If the (generalized) synchronizor exists, then whether it is smooth? 
If not, what conditions can guarantee the smoothness of synchronizor? 

A basic treatment of the problem A is by virtue of Liapunov stability 
theory. For details, the readers are referred to [2,7] and references therein. 

Recently the problem A has received a lot of investigations in the case of 
drive and response type dynamical systems. 

Consider the following coupled systems: 

x = f(x)    (drive system) (3.3) 

and 
y — g(x,y),    (response system) (3.4) 

where x€Rn,ye Rm. 
Under the hypothesis that (3) has an attractor, the existence of generalized 

synchronizor or the exhibition of generalized synchronization between (3) and 
(4) has been discussed by many authors from areas other than mathematical 
sciences, for example see [1,2,6]. And some theorems were incorrectly proved. 
In view of such situation, [10] presented a mathematical theory for the problem 
in question. 
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Theorem 4 Consider the following coupled systems 

x = f(x) (3.5) 

y = By + h(x) (3.6) 

Suppose that the system x — f(x) possesses an attractor A, which is a bounded 
set, and the system y = By is asymptotically stable, where B is a constant 
matrix, and h(x) is continuous. Then (6) has a continuous synchronizor SA- 

For more general nonlinear case, the following statement is obtained. 
Consider the following unidirectional coupled systems 

x = f(x) (3.7) 

y = g(y,h(x)) (3.8) 

wherex G Rn, y G Rm, and/ G c1[Rd,R% g G c1 [RdxRk,Rd], h G c1[Rd,Rk]. 
Theorem 5 Suppose that the drive system (7) and response system (8) satisfy 
the following conditions; 
a) (7) has an attractor A; 
b) maxx6A 11^(0, h(x))\ \ < C < oo; 
c) X(y, h(x)) <-k<0. 
Here X(y, h(x)) denotes the maximal eigenvalue of the matrix 

■ M(y, h(x)) = \[dyg{y, h(x) + (dyg(y, h(x)))T}. 

Then systems (7) and (8) possess a synchronizor SA- 

An open question. In [10] the author failed to prove the continuity of SA, 

thus whether SA is continuous is still an open question. 
Generally one is interested in the following problem. 

A conjecture li g(0,h(x)) is bounded on a neighborhood B of a compact 
attractor of (7) and (8) is asymptotically stable for every solution x(t,p) in B, 
then (7) and (8) possess a generalized synchronizor. 

An considerably significant aspect of synchronization between two dynam- 
ical systems is that the delay of effect is inevitable in couplings. Therefore the 
following question is more practical. 

Consider the coupled systems 

x = f(x,y(t-r)) (3.9) 

and 
V = g(x(t - \),y), (3.10) 

where x G Rn, y G Rm, r and A are time delays, respectively. 
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Problem C Under what conditions (9) and (10) are in identical (generalized) 
synchronization? 

It is expected that the theory of functional differential equations [11, 12] 
should be useful in coping with this problem 

In this section we just touch upon the synchronization theory for case of 
continuous dynamical systems. For the difference systems, the readers are 
referred to [13] 

4    Comments on the Current Mutual Stability in terms of Synchro- 
nization 

Mutual stability between dynamical systems is a useful concept, because it de- 
scribes a kind of cooperation behavior in dynamical systems. Recently several 
authors [14, 15] have dwelt upon this topic in context of difference systems. 
However, as commented in [3], from the scientific point of view, the current 
treatment [14,15] on this concept neglects the interaction or coupling between 
the mutual stable systems, and this is very important because it is less mean- 
ingful to study the cooperative behavior in dynamical systems without con- 
sidering their mutual interaction or coupling. Now let us recall the notions of 
mutual stability. 

Consider difference systems 

x(n+l) = f(x(n) (4.11) 

and 
y(n + 1) = g(y(n) (4.12) 

Recall that a solution or orbit x(n,x0) to (1.1) with initial condition x0 is 
defined to be x(n) = fn(x0), n = 0,1,.... 

According to [14, 15], a kind of mutual stability is defined as follows: 
Definition 6 System (11) and system (12) are said to be mutually stable if 
for any e > 0, there exists a continuous positive function 6 = 6(e) such that 
any two solutions x(n,x0) and y(n,y0) of (11) and (12), respectively, satisfy 

\\x(n,x0)-y(n,y0)\\ < e,    for   n > 0, 

Provided ||xo — 2/o|| < 6. 
Definition 7 System (11) and system (12) are said to be mutually attractive 
if for any two positive numbers e and rj. There exists a nonnegative integer N 
such that any two solutions x and y of (11) and (12), respectively, satisfy 

||x(n,a;o)-2/(n.yo)|| <e,    for   n > N, 
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provided |\XQ - yo\\ < 77. 
Remarks Definition 7 clearly implies that for the initial conditions satisfying 
\\XQ - 2/011 < V the expression \\x(n,x0) - y(n.y0)\\ -^Oasn->oo holds. In 
fact one can chose a sequence e -» 0 to verify this observation. 

Note that the mutual attraction does not imply the asymptotic mutual 
stability, thus we restate the definition of asymptotically mutual stability of 
two dynamical systems as follows. 
Definition 8 System (11) and system (12) are said to be asymptotically mu- 
tually stable, if for any positive number e, There exists a continuous positive 
function 5(e), such that any two solutions x(n,x0) and y(n,y0) of (11) and 
(12), respectively, satisfy 

\\x(n,x0)-y(n,y0)\\<€,    for   n > 0, 

and 
||x(n,xo) -y(n.yo)\\ ->■ 0,    as   n -> oo 

provided |\x0 - 2/o|I < V- 
Remark Clearly the so-called mutual stability is just a special case of synchro- 
nization in the current literature. 

Recently, it has been shown that the mutual stability between two dynam- 
ical systems is also less of interests from mathematical point of view. 
Theorem 9 [16] Suppose that system (11) and system (12) are asymptotically 
mutually stable on a compact invariant set A in terms of Definition 8, then 
(11) and (12) possess a common asymptotically stable equilibrium point in A 
with A being its basin of attraction. 

The same is true of the continuous system, i.e., the systems described by 
autonomous ODE [16]. 

This theorem assert that the dynamic of two asymptotically mutually sta- 
ble autonomous dynamical systems is trivial. 
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THE STRUCTURE OF NON-WANDERING SETS OF 
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The structure of non-wandering sets of continuous maps of an interval has been 
studied by many authors. In this note by providing several examples we show that 
some situations in the theory really occur. 

1    Introduction 

Let X be a topological space and / : X —► X be continuous, x £ X is 
non-wandering if for each neighborhood U of x there is n € N such that 
fn(U) n U ^ 0. The collection of all non-wandering points of / is denoted 
by fi(/)- When X is a closed interval the structure of fi(/) is quite well 
understood. The best way to describe the results is to look at the complement 
of the closure of the periodic points of /. Let P(f) be the set of periodic points 
of /, u(x, f) be the id-limit set of x, and A(/) = Ux6x^(x, /). For an interval 
map, i.e. a continuous map from a closed interval / into itself, let C be a 
connected component of / \ P(f). We have 

(1) fi(/) \ P(f) is countable and no-where dense [3]. 

(2) Isolated periodic point is also isolated in fi(/) [4]. 

(3) The derived set of f2(/) is contained in A(/) [1]. 
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(4) C contains at most one point from fl(/) with infinite orbit [3], and if 
x £ C f~) A(/) then uj(x,f) is a non-trivial minimal set [2]. Moreover, 
if a; £ C fl fi(/) has infinite orbit then there is an end point of C with 
infinite orbit [3]. 

(5) There are interval maps / and g [2] such that 

(a) C n A(/) ^ 0. (b) there is z £ Q(g) \ A(g) with infinite orbit. 

In this note we will show 
Theorem 21 There are interval maps f, g and h with 

(1) there is a component C of I\ P(f) such that {xi} cCfl ß(/) is infinite 
and limxj = x £ C. 

(2) there is a component C of I\ P(g) such that {xi} C C D Q(g) is infinite, 
lim Xi = x £ C\C and x has infinite orbit. 

(3) there is a component C of I\P(h) such that {xi} C CnCl(f) is infinite, 
lim Xi = x £ C \ C and x has finite orbit. 

2    Proof of (1) and (2) of Theorem 1.1 

In this section we shall show that there are examples which satisfy (1) and (2) 
of Theorem 1.1. The method we use to construct the example can be explained 
as follows. First we define a subset A of C(I, I) (the set of all continuous maps 
of I with d(f,g) = supxe/ \f(x) — g(x)\). We then define an operator from A 
into itself and show that the operator is a contraction. Finally we prove that 
the unique fixed point provided by the operator satisfies (1) of Theorem 1.1. 
Modifying the construction, we get an example which satisfies (2) of Theorem 
1.1. We start with the construction of (1) of Theorem 1.1. 

Choose real numbers a}, 1 < i < 10 such that 
*ii ■"■ — " — 

-1 = a{ < a\ < al < -- < 0 < a\ < a\ < Og < a\ < a\ < a\ < a\0 = 2. 

Let A be the set of all continuous maps from [—1,2] to itself with /(—1) = 
2 = /(2)and/([-l,2])c[flJ,2]. 

Let h\ be an orientation preserving homeomorphism from [a\, a\0] to [aj, 04] 
such that hi\r_Xfi] — id, /ii|rai_ii and /ii|[o,ai 1 are linear. Let /12 be an 
orientation preserving linear homeomorphism from [ai,aio] to [a^Og] and 
hz = hxo hz1 : {a\,a\} —> [al,a\]. 

For / £ A define a continuous map / £ A such that 
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1 f(a]) = a\0, /(a]) = 4, /(aj) = oj, /(4) = 4, /(aj) = aj, f{a\) = a\, 
f(a\) = a\0, f(al) = a\, f(a\0) = a\0; 

2 /|[a?,aJ   ] is linear for i ^ 3,5 and 1 < i < 9; 

3 /l[aJ,o>] =h2ofoh^ and /|(oi,ai] = Ai oAJ1. 

To see the construction clearly, the reader may draw a picture. 
For each x € f2(/) we can associate a subset of I defined by: Pf(x) = 

flC;(U^L1/
n(l7)), where U runs over all neighborhood of x. Note that Pf(x) 

describe the behavior of points near x. 
Lemma 10 / has the following properties: 

A. f[al,a\] C [al,al], /[4,4l = [4,41 and /2|[0i,ai] = hi o/o/if1. 

B. al i fi(/), a\ e P(f) and fi(/) n [4,4] = h}(Sl(f)). 

C. Q(f)n[a\,al) = {al} and-fi(/) n [4,4] = {4} Ufci(fi(/)). 

D. #<*(/,$) < e, taen d(/,$) < ^ie. 

E. Pf{a\) = \a\,a\0}. 

Proof: A follows by the definition of /. 
As /([-l, 2]) C [4,2], we know that there is e > 0 such that U~=1/

n((4 - 
e, 4 4- e)) C [4 + e> 41- This implies a\ £ fi(/). It is easy to see that a\ is a 
periodic point of /. We now show that fi(/) n [4,4] = hi(Cl(f)). 

In fact, since /((4'4D c [4>41 an<^ /([4'4D c I4>4] we nave tnat 

fi(/) n (4,4) = fi(/2) n (4,4). Thus 

n(/) n (4,4) = Qihiofoh^1) n (4,4) = Mn(/)). 

Combining the other results we just proved we finish the proof of B. 
To prove C note that for each x 6 [— 1, a\) there is n 6 N such that fn(x) 6 

[al, 2], and for each x € (4,4) tnere is n S N such that fn{x) 6 [4> 41- As 
4 i n(/)> we have that ft(/)n [4.4) = {4}- By B> fi(/)n [4.4] = 
Ai(ft(/)), thus we Set fi(/) n [ai.ai] = 14} U/ii(«(/)). This proves C. 

It is easy to see that D follows from the definition of / and 
E can be checked easily. This ends the proof of Lemma 2.1. 

Let Ö : A —►A such that 0(f) = f for each / e A. Since .A is a Banach 
space, by Lemma 2.1(D), there is a unique fixed point F for Ö and for each 
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f GA,F = limOn(/). For a fixed / € ,4 let /„ = On(f) for each n e {0} UN 
(we set /o = /)■ 

Let a? = /ii_1(aj), 1 < i < 10, n e N. Then 

a\ < a\ < a\ = a\ < aj < a\ = a\ < ... < -- < 0 < ... < a\ < a\ < a\ 

and limna" = — |, lin^a™ = 0. Note that for each i G N, h\ : [a{,a{0] —► 
[4,4]. 
Lemma 11  We have the following observation: 

(1) for each n £ N and 1 < i < n, f% |[ai a>] = h\ o /n_j o /i~\ 

(2) /or each neN, fi(/n) n [aj, a£) = {4, 4..., a£}. 

(3) /or eacA n € N, d(/„+i, /„) < 3(^)". 

(4) /or eacA ngN, ^/„(a?) = {/n(ta2>aioD : 0 < i < 2"-1 - 1} wAicA is tAe 
disjoint union of1n~l intervals. 

Proof: (1) follows from A of Lemma 2.2. 
To see (2) we use induction. First we have fi(/i)n[4, 4) = {4}- Assume 

that fi(/n) n [a\,a%) = {4,a2
2 ...,a?}. Then 

fi(/n+i) n [a\, 4+1) = fi(/n+1) n ([a\, a\) U [4, 4+1)) 

, = {4}u(n(/n+1)n[4,a£+1)) 
= {4}U(A1(n(/n))nA1[ai,a?)) 
= {<4}u(hi(n(/„)nft1[ai)aj))) 
= {4}u(A1{4...,a^}) 
= {4,...,a£+1}. 

(3) and (4) can be checked directly. This ends the proof of Lemma 2.2. 

According to Lemma 2.2 we have 
Theorem 22  The unique fixed point F of Ö has the following properties: 

1. -F^lr—i ol *s constant. 

2. n(F)n[ai,0) = {4,a|,.-..}U{-i} andP(F)n[a\,0) = $; 

3. PF{—|) = ^SiLi-fMa?) wAicA is iAe union of a Cantor set with countably 
many non-degenerate connected components. 
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Proof: (1) Let Fn = On(F) = F for each n € N. Since Fil^i.o] = h2 o F o 

Ar^-i.o], and since /if1^^ = id and Fi = F, we have that -F1[_ii0] = 
Ä2 o-F|[_|,o]- As /i2 has a unique fixed point a, we get that .F([-|,0]) = {o}. 

(2) As n(F)n(-|,0) = 0 (by 1), n(F)n[<a£] = {aj,a|...,aj}, for 
each n 6 N (by (2) of Lemma 2.2), and limn oj = -|, we have that 

oo 

n(F)n[oi,o)= I ](n(F)n[aJ,aj])u{-i} = {ai>ai,.,.}u{-i}. 
n=l 

It is easy to see that P(F) n [a[, 0) = 0. 
(3) It is obvious that PF(-§) = n~=1PF(a2

l). This set contains [-±, 0] and 
is the union of a Cantor set with countably many non-degenerate connected 
components. This ends the proof of Theorem 2.1. 

Proof of (1) and (2) of Theorem 1.1: The F constructed in Theorem 
2.1 satisfies (1) of Theorem 1.1. To Prove (2) of Theorem 1.1 we just need 
to modify the construction. Namely, we take hi : [a\,a\0} —► [al,a\] to be 
an orientation preserving homeomorphism with /H(-±) = -A, and AiLi _ii 
and'Ailj.i^j being linear. Set of = A?_1(c4), 1 < i < 10. Then lim„ a? = 
lim„ aj = -|. With this modification we get a fixed point of Ö which satisfies 
(2) of Theorem 1.1. 

3    Proof of (3) of Theorem 1.1 

In this section we give the proof of (3) of Theorem 1.1. 
Let b\, 1 < i<8 with 

-1 = 6} < b\ < b\ = 0 < b\ = 1< bl < bl < b\ < b\ = 2 

and B be the collection of continuous maps from [-1,2] into itself with /(—1) = 
/(2) and /([-l, 2]) c [b\, b\). For / € B define / such that 
.      (1)  Ml = %,  M)  = H,  f(b\)  = b\  = /(&!)■ /(&!)  = 61,  f{b\)  =  b\, 
fib1) = bl f(bl) = bl 

(2) /| [51,51   ] is linear for i ^ 3 and 1 < i < 7. 

(3) /li&J.&J] =hio fo hi1, where hi : [6j,6|] —> [63,64] is an orientation 
preserving homeomorphism. Note that hx has a unique fixed point \. We have 
the following observation 
Lemma 12 (a). b\ e Q(f) iff-1 € fi(/), b\ is a fixed point of f and fi(/) n 
[6J, |] =hi(ü(f)n [61,1)). 

(b). n(/) n [b\,b\) = {b1} and si(f) n [b\, f) - {b1} u /n(n(/) n [&}, f)). 
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(c). If d(f, g) < e, then d(f, g) < ±e. 
Proof: Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1. 

Let Ö : B —> B with 0{f) = f. Then we see that O has a unique 
fixed point F. Moreover, for each / S B, F = limOn(/). Fixed f £ B, let 
fn = Bn(f) with /o = / and V> = h\-x{b\), n € N, 1 < i < 8. It is clear that 

lim bn = lim 6J = lim &£ = lim &£ = ]-. 

Lemma 13 I. For each n € N, 0(/„) n [fej, 6?) = {&i &|, &§,...}. 
a. For each n e.N, d(/„, /„+i) < (|)n. 
5. 64 is a fixed point of fn. 
Finally we have 

Theorem 23  (1).   Cl(F) f~l [&!,§) = {&!> ^I> ^1> • • •} an<^ there is no periodic 
point of F in [b\, 5). 

(2). \ is a fixed point ofF. 

Proof of (3) of Theorem 1.1: The function F we obtained in this section 
satisfies (3) of Theorem 1.1. 
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SOME PROMISING DIRECTIONS OF RESEARCH IN THE 
FIELD OF PLANAR AUTONOMOUS DIFFERENTIAL 

SYSTEMS'   • 

YANQIAN YE 
Department of Mathematics, Nanjing University 

Nanjing,210093, Jiangsu, China 

Topics and problems on Poincare index theorem as well as distribution of critical 
points, limit cycles and Hubert's 16th problem of planar polynomial differential 
systems are presented. 

I. Generalizations and applications of the Poincare index theo- 
rem. 

1. Poincare index theorem. G: simply-connected plane region with smooth 
boundary line L. With respect to a vector field F, there are a (v) inner (outer) 
contact points but no critical points of F on L. Then the sum of indices of 
critical points of F within G is [1]: 

j: = J2lndOi = l + \{o--v) (o.l) 

2. Generalizations 

a. To a multiply-connected plane region and in general, to any two- 
dimensional orientable or non-orient able closed surface S with boundaries [2,3,4,5]. 
We have: 

^ = ElndOi = X(S) + \(cT-u) (0.2) 

where x{Tg,b) = 2~2g-b, x(Pg,b) = 2 - g - b are Euler-Poincare char- 
acteristics, b & g are number of boundary circles and genus of S. 

Remark: The proof in [5] is more elementary and having less assumptions 
than those in [2] and [3]. 

b. To a multiply-connected plane region with elementary critical points 
and segments of trajectories (finite or at infinity) on its boundaries Lj (piece- 
wise smooth), see [6] & [7]. 

'Project supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China. 
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c.   Problem 1.   When there non-elementary critical points of F on the 
boundaries, how to calculate Yl ? (See [11], Chap. 1,after Fig. 1.30). 

Problem 2. From (2) and the well-known Gauss-Bonnet formula in differ- 
ential geometry, we have now: 

' kgds + ' KdA + Y\TT - a*) = 2TT V Ind Oi + (u- a)w. 

c s i i 

Is there any use of this formula? 

3. Applications. 

a. Some new theorems on the existence or non-existence of limit cycles 
see [8,9,10]. 

b. The estimation of passages passing through a multiply-connected re- 
gion, see [8,9]. 

c. The distribution of critical points of n-degree polynomial differential 
system, see [7]. 

d. Problem: Find other applications of the generalized Poincare index 
theorem, especially, for plane autonomous differential systems. 

Remark: Most of the above results can be found in my Monograph [11]. 

II. Distributions of critical points of an n-degree polynomial sys- 
tem (especially, cubic system): 

| x — Jrn(x, y) ,Q „.. 
y = Qn(x,y) 

1. Known results. 

a. There exists a system (3) with Pn{x,y) = 0 a bundle of straight 
lines having center A, and Qn(x, y) = 0 another bundle of straight lines having 
center B ^ A, such that (3) has n2 elementary critical points, their distribution 
has the form: 

(2n - 1) - (2n - 3) + (2n - 5) + (~l)n_1 (0.4) 

Among these critical points 

(2n - 1) + (2n - 5) + (2n - 9) + • • • = |(n + 1) (0.5) 
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have index +1, 

(2n - 3) + (2n - 7) + (2n - 11) + • • ■ = -(n - 1) (0.6) 

have index -1, so the difference of numbers of anti-saddles and saddles attains 
its maximum: 

-(n + l)--(n-l) = n. 

see [12,13]. 
b. If the 2n-l outmost critical points of index +1 form a convex polygon, 

then among them there is at least one node [7]. 
c. For cubic system having 6 critical points with index +1 and 3 critical 

points with index -1, the distributions: 

5-3 + 1, 6-3, 4-3 + 2 

can all be realized by concrete cubic systems, see [14,15]. But the distribution 
3-3+3 is proved to be impossible [11, Chap.13] 

d. For cubic system having 5 critical points with index +1 and 4 critical 
points with index -1, the distribution 4-4+1 is realized by 

x = y(x2-y2 + l), y = x{x2-2y2-3). 

We conjecture that the distribution 5-4 is also possible, but we are still unable 
to realize it by a concrete cubic system. 

e. There exist other kinds of distribution for the cubic system: 

f x - -y + 6x + lx2 + mxy + ny2 ,„ ^ 
y = x(l + ax + qx2 + by) 

which has one higher order critical point at infinity, and at most 6 finite ele- 
mentary critical points , see [16]. 

2. Problems. 

a. Are there any other distribution of critical points for cubic systems 
having 9 finite critical points? (See [11], Chap. 3, before Theorem 3.18) 

b. What is the relation between distributions of critical points and inter- 
section properties of P„(x, y) = 0 and Qn(x,y) = 0 when n > 2? For example, 
in the simplest case: a cubic system. When n = 2 this is clear. 

c. If in 1, b) the 2n-l outmost critical points of index +1 form a concave 
polygon, is the assertion there still true? 
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d. Find a cubic system (7) such that it has 3 foci , their relative position 
is Fig. 3 (3) in the paper [16]. 

e. How about the property of the 2n-5 anti-saddles (forming a 3rd poly- 
gon) in (4), the 2n-9 anti-saddles (forming a fifth polygon) in (4), etc.? 

III. The highest order of a fine focus and the distributions of foci 
as well as their order for n-degree polynomial systems. 

As is well-known, these problems have not been solved even for cubic 
systems. Up to now, there appear papers studying many special cubic systems, 
we mention here only some remarkable results obtained in recent years. 

1. In 1993 V .G.Romanovsky [17] discovered an inductive method for the 
calculation of the focus quantities of polynomial systems. By using this method 
Cherkas, Romanovsky and Zoladek solved completely the center conditions for 
the 8-parameter system [18]: 

z = iz + Az2 + Dz3 + Ez2z + Fzz2 (0.8) 

where z = x + iy e C = R2, A,D,E,F € C. There are other papers (by 
Romanovsky himself or with his colleagues) using this method, too. 

2. In a preprint of the Univ. Autonoma de Barcelona Gasull & Torre- 
grosa[19] studied the relation between the maximum number H of small am- 
plitude limit cycles generated by Hopf bifurcation and the maximum number 
P of the big limit cycles (around the same focus) generated by Poincare bifur- 
cation. They conjectured that P can be greater than H. Among others they 
studied also the order of fine focus of the cubic system: 

(x = -y + a2x
2 + a3x

3 

y = x + b2y
2 + b3y

3 (°-9) 

They found that the order of 0(0,0) is 4, but after perturbation it can only 
generate 3 limit cycles. The reason is v7v9 > 0. Actually, such phenomenon 
has already appeared in some quadratic systems. 

3. In a recent paper by Y. R. Liu[20] the cubic system: 

(x = (-y + 6x)(x2+y2)+X2(x,y) 
y=(x + Sy)(x2+y2)+Y2(x,y) (0-10> 

(X2, Y2: homogeneous of degree 2) was studied. The line at infinity is a trajec- 

tory of (10) passing no critical points. After the transformationx = ,y = 
T sva.9 

-, it becomes: 
r 

dr_ = _  6 + r[cos9 X2(cos9, sin9) + sin9 Y2{cos9, sin6)\ 
d9        ri+r[cos6'y2(cosÖ,sin6>)-sinöX2(cos6')sinö)] ^°-11^ 
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and the line at infinity becomes the origin: r=0. 
The right hand side of (11) differs from that of the polar coordinates of 

the qudratic system: 

x- -y + öx + X2(x,y),y - x + Sy + Y2(x,y) 

only a minus sign.   But after perturbation there can appear 4 limit cycles 
around the origin r=0 of (11). 

4. V. A. Gaiko [21] proved that a quadratic system cannot have a swallow- 
tail bifurcation surface of multiplicity-four limit cycles. This agree with our 
conjecture that (4,x) distribution of limit cycles is impossible for any quadratic 
system. 

5. Problems. 

a. Prove or disprove the conjecture of Gasull & Torregrosa. 
b.Find the order of fine focus and conditions for center of the critical point 

0(0,0) of system (7)s=o in II- 
6. Special cubic or quartic systems studied for global analysis, order of 

fine focus or center conditions appeared in recent years are [22-34], etc... 

IV. The number of sudden appearance of semi-stable limit cycles 
(LC, for short) in a polynomial system containing a varying parame- 
ter which rotates the vector field, and its relation with the Hubert's 
16th problem. 

1. Proposition A. (to be proved) For the system: 

f x = -y + öx + lx2 + ny2 - mil +ax-y) ,       . 
y = x(l + ax — y) \ •    ! 

as m or 5 varies monotonously the sudden appearance of semi-stable LC can 
happen at most once. 

2. Proposition A was stated by me early in 1993 (see [11], Chap.14). The 
reason for me to state this Proposition is: 

When a cubic curve C (it must be a solution curve of a certain quadratic 
system) moves upward (see Fig.l) or downward (see Fig.2), it can contact a 
given horizontal line L at most once (e.g., at the point P). Now, if we replace 
L by the real plane £: x2 = y2 = 0 in C2(xi + ix2,yi + iy2), and C by a 
special solution surface S 6 C2 = i?4 of the complex quadratic system, which 
intersects £ at a closed curve Ti, it is a LC in C. Certainly, S will move 
as a parameter in the system varies monotonously. We conjecture that " the 
sudden appearance of a contact point P in Fig.l or 2" would correspond to: 
"the sudden appearance of a semi-stable LC   T2 on £n5", because P will 
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then become two points of intersection of C and L, just as the newly appeared 
semi-stable LC ]?2 will split into a stable LC T3 and an unstable LC T4. 

3. An example of the intersection of a two dimensional surface in C2(xi + 
ix2,Vi + M/2) — Ri{xi,X2,yi)y2) with the real plane £: x2 = 2/2 = 0 as the 
parameter varies. 

Let 

F(x, y, e) = (1 + e)(x2 + y2)2 -'2(1 + e)(z2 + y2) + 1 + e - e3 = 0      (0.13) 

be the equation of the surface S in i?4, where x = Xi + 1x2, y = yi + ij/2, and 
e is a parameter. Then the equation of S D £ in £ is F(xi,yi,e) = 0. The 
discriminant of -F(:EI, y\, e) = 0 as a quadratic equation of {x\ + y\) is: 

t) = (1 + e)2 - (1 + e)(l + e - e3) = (1 + e) e3. 

a. When 0 < e < er ^ 1.32472, j) > 0, S n L are two single circles. 
b. When e = 0, |j = 0, S n C is a double circle \{x\ + y\) - l]2 = 0. 
c. When -1< e < 0, fl < O.STl £ = 0. 
d. Whene= -l,F{xu yu -1) = l,5n£=0. 
e. When e = ei,D>0,5n£ are a circle x\ + y\ = 2 and a point (0.0). 
f. When e > ei, ji > 0,5 n £ is a single circle: 

g. When e<—l,5n£isa single circle. 
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Fig.l Fig.2 

4. It is clear that Proposition A is not true, for n > 3 degree polynomial 
systems as is easily seen from the facts: 

a. The number of small-amplitude LC of a cubic system around a focus 
can be equal to 11 [35], say : Ii D I2 3 • • O Ln D O. 

b. By the rotated vector field theory (with parameter a ) LC will expand 
or shrink according to the stability & orientation as the vector field rotates. So, 
as the field rotates in a suitable direction say, from ct\ to cti, Li and Li+\(i = 
1,3,5,7,9) will coincide and then disappear for certain values of a . Now, let 
a varies from a2 to a\, then semi-stable LC will appear many times , as is 
easily seen. 

Therefore, this Proposition must be a special property only for quadratic 
systems. 

5. In a recent paper [36] I proved that as 6 increases the quadratic system: 

)X = -y + 5x + - + ZXy+^L (oi4) 

(y = x(l---y) 

can appear a LC Ti around N(0,|) when 5 passes through -4; then a LC T2 

around S2(12.9281,-5.4628) when passes through -0.8453; finally, a LC T3 

will shrink to 0(0,0) when 5 passes 0. I call this property : The ergodicity of 
LC. This work was extended by W. Y. Ye [37] and Zhang Xiang [38] later on. 

6. Problems 
a. Prove or disprove Proposition A. 
b. Try to explain the ergodic phnomenon in the complex space C2. 

V. The maximum number of integral lines of n-degree polynomial 
systems. 

Let a(n) be the maximum number of integral lines of n-degree polynomial 
systems, ß{n) be the maximum number of slopes that these integral lines can 
have (assume a(n)kß{n) are finite). Then: 

l.a(n) < 3n - 1 (H, Zoladek, see [43]) 
2.ß(n) = a(n - 1) + 1 (J.C.Artes & J.Llibre [39]) 
3.a(2) = 5 = 3-2-1, trivial. 
4. a(3) = 8 = 3-3-1, a(4) = 9 < 3 • 4 - 1 ([40-42], etc..) 
5.a(5) = 14 = 3 - 5 - 1 (J.C.Artes,B.Grunbaum & J.Llibre [43]) 

Problem: Does there exist a general formula for a{n)l 
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Notice that algebraic solutions of polynomial systems and their relation 
with integrability as well as the existence of LC is also an interesting topic 
deserves to be studied (see [11] Chap.17). 

VI. The behavior of LC generating from bifurcation method 
when the parameter becomes larger. 

So far as we know, most papers on the bifurcation (both Hopf bif. and 
Poincare bif.) of polynomial systems only considered one independent param- 
eter, and only the behavior of the perturbed system when this parameter is 
small. But in some papers by me, D.J.Luo, W.Y.Ye and Zhang Xiang, we 
have considered two independent parameters; moreover, when these parame- 
ters become larger. Nevertheless, in order to get satisfactory results we must 
ask for help from Proposition A in IV. After all, in order to solve completely 
the qualitative problem of any polynomial system in which LC can appear, one 
must consider the problem of "the sudden appearance of semi-stable LC" when 
the varying parameter becomes larger. So, it seems to me that this problem is 
crucial in the ultimate solution of the Hilbert's 16th problem. 

There are three steps in our approach for quadratic systems: 

1. To prove the system: 

fi = -y + lx*+ ny2 

y = x{l + ax — y) v       ' 

(assume 0 < n < l,a < 0, without loss of generality) has two foci: 0(0,0) 
(below 1 + ax — y = 0) and N(0,^) (above 1 + ax — y = 0) with different 
stability when I ■£ | (by using the Dulac function (1 — y)2l~l); but O and N 
are both centers when I = |, (Px +Qy = 0). 

2. To prove the distribution of LC of 

f x = -y + 5x + lx2 + ny2 ,       . 
y = x(l+ ax - y) (0<n<l,o<0) {'    J 

are (0,0), (0,1) & (1,0) (see [11,Chap.20], there is still a gap in our proof). 
Notice that when S varies (16) forms half-plane rotated vector fields on 

each side of the line 1 + ax — y = 0 with opposite orientation, and we assume 
unwelcome semi-stable LC will not appear suddenly around O and around N. 
Actually, if this happens, then in the next step we will meet a contradiction to 
Proposition A. 

3. To get all possible distributions of LC we have [52], in which by using 
Proposition A in IV W.Y.Ye proved that all possible distributions of LC for 
quadratic systems are: 
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(3,1),(1,3),(3,0),(0,3),(2,1), (1,2),(2,0),(0,2),(1,1),(1,0),(0,1),(0,0). 

We mention here also some results obtained by three mathematicians, be- 
cause the way of their approach is different from that of other mathematicians. 

a. In a series of papers by P.G.Zhang [44-50] in 1995-1999 he has succeeded 
in proving: 

If a quadratic system has LC around both two foci, then at least around 
one focus the LC must be unique. 

So, for quadratic systems (2,2) distribution of LC is impossible, this gives 
a remedy of our imperfect proof in [ll,Chap.20]. 

b. Recently R.E.Kooij & A.Zegeling also got beautiful results in this 
respect, see [33] & [51]. 

Problem 1. How to solve the Hubert's 16th problem for the general cubic 
systems or for a special class of cubic systems by using a method similar to 
the above steps for quadratic systems? 

Problem 2. What will be the Proposition used therein, similar to Propo- 
sition A? 

Problem 3. Is it possible to give an example showing that (16) Can have 
two LC around 0(0,0)? 

VII. Index-inverse systems. 

See my recent paper [53]. 
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In this paper, we consider the existence, uniqueness and asymptotic theory of 
semilinear wave equations in three space dimensions. 
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1    Introduction 

The aim of this paper is to establish an asymptotic theory for the following 
initial value problem for a semilinear perturbed wave equation 

f utt - Au= eG(u, e),    x G R3,   t > 0, 
u(0,x, e) = u0(x,e),   ut{0,x, e) = u\(x, e),    x£R3, (1.1) 

where u(e,a;,i) is a real-valued unknown function, A = 5Z»=i aT> e 's a Pa~ 

rameter with 0 < |e| < eo < 1, G(u,e), uo(x,e) and ui(x,e) satisfy some 
assumptions mentioned in Section 2. In the papers ref.l-ref.4, the asymp- 
totic theory for validation of formal approximations of the solutions of initial- 
boundary value problems for the second order semilinear wave equations in 
one space dimension with the best order time function T = 0(|e|-1) has been 
presented. In ref.5, the asymptotic theory of solutions of initial value problems 
for the equation utt - uxx + p2u = ef(t,x,u,e) (-co < x < oo,p2 > 0) was 
obtained on the long time scale of order [e|_1 in a suitable Sobolev space. In 
ref. 6, the asymptotic theory of initial value problems for second order semi- 
linear wave equations is presented on the time scale of order |e|_1 in three 
space dimensions. In this paper, an interesting result is that the asymptotic 
theory and validation of formal approximations for the second order semilin- 
ear wave equation in three space dimensions on the long time scale including 
0 < t < T = 0(\e\~a) (o- > 0, e -*. 0) and 0 < t < T = oo are established in 
the classical sense of C2. 

For simplicity, we will denote by C any constants appearing in our paper, 
which never depends on e. 

2    Existence and uniqueness 

Suppose that the nonlinear term G(u,e) and initial value Uo(x, e), ui(x, e) 
satisfy following assumptions 

(i) G(u, e) G C2 with respect to u, G(0, e) = Gu(0, e) = Guu(0, e) = 0. 
(ii) If \u(t,x, e)| < M, \v(t,x,e)\ < M, there exist constants p > 3 and 

A > 0 such that 

\G(u,e)\<A and \Guu(u,e) - Guu(v,e)\ < A\w\p-l\u - v\, 

where w = max{|u|, |u|}, M and A are independent of e. 
(iii) uo(x,e) and ui(x,e) satisfy 

\dy0(x,e)\,     |ffiii(s,e)|< (1 + ^|)1+fe,    0<fc<l, 
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where multi-integers a and ß satisfy |a\ < 3, \ß\ < 2, G is independent of e. 
Let Jfc be given by 

J=|(i,x),    (t,x)€[0,oo)xR3,    k>2/(p-l), 
k     X (t,x),    {t,x)e[0,T]xR3,    0<fc<2/(p-l). 

We define C2(Jk) be the space of all real-valued and twice continuously differ- 
entiable functions W on Jfc with norm || • \\Jk given by 

\\W\\Jk=    sup   [(l + i + |a;|)
fc||W(t,x,e)||]<oo, (2.2) 

(t,x)€Jk 

where 

We know that C2(Jfc) is a Banach space with the norm defined by (2), and for 
any u € C2(Jk), \\u\\jk is bounded. By the fixed point theorem we prove the 
existence and uniqueness of solutions to (1) in the space C2(Jk). 

Theorem 1 Suppose that the nonlinear term G(u, e), initial value u0(x, e) 
and ui(x,e] satisfy assumptions (i)-(iii) with 0 < |e| < e0 < 1, then we have 

(1) If k > 2/(p -^ 1) (p > 3), there exists a unique global C2 solution to 
problem (1). 

(2) If 

0<k< min{l, 2/(p - l)}(p > 3), 0 < t < T = O^-1^2-^^), 

there exists a unique solution u 6 C2(Jk) to problem (1). 

3    Validation of formal approximations 

Suppose that on Jfc x [— eo,eo], the function v(t,x,e) satisfies 

(vtt-Av = eG{v,e) + \e\mci(t,x,e), m > 1, 
< v(0,x,e)=uo(x,e) + \e\m-1c2(x,e) = v0(x,e),    0 < |e| < e0 < 1,      (3.3) 
^ vt(0,x,e) = ui{x,e) + |e|m_1c3(a;,e) = Vi{x,e),    0 < |e| < e0 < 1, 

where G(v,e), u0(x,e), Ui(x,e) satisfy assumptions (i)-(iii). Suppose that 
Ci(t,x, e), c2(x, e) and Cz{x,e) satisfy following conditions 

Cl(t,x,e)eC2{Jkj,  and ||cx(*,ar,e)||.< 1/(1+ £ + |a:|)fcp, (3.4) 

\dZc2(x,e)\,dPc3(x,e)\ < C/(l + t + \x\)k+\ \a\ < 3, \ß\ < 2, 0 < k < 1. (3.5) 
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Prom Theorem 1 it follows that the initial value problem (3) has a unique 
solution v(t,x,e) S C2(Jk)- On the other hand, the problem (3) can be trans- 
formed into the following equivalent equation 

v(t,x,e) = &[&fM=lvo{x + 1u,e)dau] + &fH=lvi(x + tu,e)d&u 

+SF To (* - ^) i"M=i [G(«, (r, x + (t - rK e), e)   , 

+|e|mci(T, x + (t - T)OJ, e)]dawdr. 

If u € C2(Jk) is the solution of problem (1), then 

v(t,x,e) -u(t,x,e) 

-G(U(T, x + (t - T)LJ, e), e)]dcrwdr 

(3.6) 

'   Thus, we get the following asymptotic approximation theorem 
Theorem 2 Suppose that v(t, x, e) is the solution of the problem (3), 

and nonlinear term G, initial data u0, m satisfy assumptions (i)-(iii). Let 
d(t, x, e), c2(x, e) and c3(x, e) satisfy (4) (5). Then for m>\, the formal ap- 
proximation v(t,x, e) is an asymptotic approximation (as e —► 0) of the solution 
u{t,x,e) of problem (1). Furthermore 

\\u-v\\Jk = Odel™-1) for (t,x) € Jk. (3.7) 
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DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS WITH DELAY 
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G.Ladas presented a conjecture that the positive equilibrium x of the following 
delay difference equation 

In+1 = A + Bxn + Cxn-  '(B £ ^'°°^a'^A'C € (0>oo),xo,i-i € (0,oo)) 

is globally asymptotically stable. Under the additional condition A > ß, the 
paper [3] has proved the result recently. In this paper, we shall prove the positive 
equilibrium x is globally stable under weaker additional conditions. 

1    Introduction 

Consider the following difference equation with delay: 

a + ßxn i o n -,\ 
Xn+1 = A + BXn + Cxn-l'

n=1>2- <L1> 

where 
B e [0,oo),a,ß,A,C e (0,oo),x0,x_i 6 (0,oo). (1.2) 

Under condition (2), Equation (1) has a unique positive equilibrium: 

__ ß - A+ y/(ß - A)* +4(B + C)a 
X 2{B + C) 

For Equation (1), a solution xn is called to be permanent if there exist two 
positive constants M and m (m < M), such that for any initial values x0,xi € 
(0, oo), there exists a positive integer N (depends on x0,X-i), such that m < 
xn < M for n > N; A solution {xn} is called to be globally attractive about the 
positive equilibrium x if for any initial values x0, x-\ € (0, oo), lim^oo xn — x; 
If the positive equilibrium x is locally asymptotically stable and is globally 
attractive then we say Equation (1) is globally asymptotically stable. 

Jarom, Kocid and G.Ladas have proved if one of the conditions (1) a = 
0, ß > A > 0; (2) a > 0, ß > A > a{B + C) is satisfied, then the positive equi- 
librium x of Equation (1) is globally asymptotically stable. G. Ladas presented 
the conjecture that Equation (1) with condition (2) is globally stable without 
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any other additional conditions [1]. Recently, the paper [3] has discussed the 
permanence, the global stability and the global attractivity of Equation (1) 
with condition (2) and proved if A > ß then the positive equilibrium x is 
globally attractive about any positive solutions, therefore it is globally stable. 
In this paper, we shall discuss the global stability of Equation (1) and give 
weaker sufficient conditions for the global stability of the positive equilibrium 
x of Equation (1). 

2      Results 

Suppose condition (2) holds henceforth. 
Lemma 1 Equation (1) is permanent, i.e. for any solution {xn}, there 

exist positive constants M and m(m < M), such that for any initial values 
a;o,a;_i € (0,oo), there exists a positive integer N (depends on XQ,X-\), such 
that if n > N then: 

m<xn<M. 

Lemma 2 The positive equilibrium x of Equation (1) is locally asymp- 
totically stable. 

For the'proofs of the lemmas, see [3]. 
Lemma 3 If m > gTc, then the positive equilibrium x of Equation (1) 

is globally stable. 
Proof It suffices to show x is globally attractive. Let {xn} be a solution 

with initial values XQ>,X-\ € (0,oo). We have 

 a ßxn 
Xn+l —   A   .   T}„     ,  n„ + A + Bxn + Cxn-i     A + Bxn + Cxn-\ 

aß a + ßxn-i 
A + Bxn + Cxn-i     A + Bxn + Cxn-i A + Bxn-i + Cxn-2 

a aß 
A + Bxn + Cxn-i      (A + Bxn + Cxn-i)(A + Bxn-X + Cxn-2) 

l + ß2xn- 
(A + Bxn + Cxn..i)(A + Bxn-i + Cxn-2) 

aß2 

^ 
i n,=i(^ + Bxn-j + Czn_i_j) J=l A1J 

n;=o(^ + Bxn-j + Cxn.!.j) ' V   '   J 
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As n —> oo, the right side of (3) is a series of positive items . Since Equation 
(1) is permanent, it is follows that there exist positive constants M <m and 
an integer N, such that if n > TV" then m<xn<M. Thus we have 

y- Q/?J        : | ■ ßn+1x0  
1=0 Uj=o(Ä + BXn-j + CXn-i-j)       U"=o(A + B^n-j + Cxn-X-j) 

J=o    (A + Bm + Cm)I+1     (A + Bm + Cm)n~N 

1=0 Uj=o(A + BxN-j + CxN-j-i) 

(A + Bm + Cm)"-» U^o(A + BXN_. + CxN^x)' 
{2A) 

Since (A + Bm + Cm) > ß, it is follows that £~ 0 (A+B$'Cm)l+1 is 
convergent. It is easy to see that the first part and the second part on the 
right'side in (4) tend to zero as n -> oo, so the right side of (3) is convergent, 
i.e. limn-^ob xn exists. Suppose lim,,..»,» xn = X. Taking the limits on both 
sides of (1) as n —► oo yields: 

a + ß\ 
A + BX + CX' 

Since the positive equilibrium of Equation (1) is unique, we have limn_oo xn = 
x. Therefore, the positive equilibrium x of Equation (1) is globally stable. The 
proof is completed. 

iProm the lemma, an immediate consequence follows: 
Theorem 1 If A> ß, then the equilibrium x of Equation (1) is globally 

stable. 
The following theorem give weaker sufficient condition for the global sta- 

bility of the equilibrium x of Equation (1). 
a 

Theorem 2 Let Ax = max{^, f^g, 1}, A2 = maxf-^-^, 1},L = 

max{2£,^1,^};i31=min{z^f^^+
a
i+^L,l}, B2 = min{l, 

%+ß _ Q_A 

A + BX + CL)' ^3 = min{f i B^B2}. If B3 > ß ,g, then the equilibrium x 
of Equation (1) is globally asymptotically stable. 
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Proof According to Lemma 3, we need only to show m = B3. Denote 

Vn
+ß 

%nl[p^ni •En—I) — *En~ A + Bxn + Cxn-i 

For 0 < x < x, it is easy to show 

(% ßA-aB<0; 
maxxf(x,0) = < ß 

Let A0 = max{ —, A + B-)>Ai = max{A0,l},A2 = max{/(S,0),l} = 

±+ß 
max{j——,1},L = max{2x,AiA2}; 

For x < x < L, it is easy to find 

.     „    n     JA + m + CL'        ßA-ßCL-aB>0; 
mmxf{x,L) = ' 

{A + BL + OL*        ßA + ßCL-aB<0. 

Let JBO = minxf(x,L) = ^^A + Bx + CL' A + BL + CL^Bl = min{ßo, 1} 

B2 = min{/(£,L),l} = ^^{A+
X

Bx + CL'll'B3 = min{|,ßiß2}.  i,From 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [4], we can take : 

M = L,m = B3 = min{-,BijB2}. 

iFrom Lemma 3 , Theorem 2 follows. 

3    An example 

Consider the global stability of the following difference equation:    . 

2 -\- oXn + oXn—\ 

In this case a = 1,A = 2,ß = B = C = 3.  The theorems in previous 
papers can't assure the global stability of Equation (5). 
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The positive equilibrium of Equation (5) is x = |. It is easy to find: 

a + ßx      5 

Thus 

A + Bx 

"+' 10 Ai=max{A0,l} = l, A2 = max{ jc+g-, 1} = ±f, 

L = max{2x,A1A2} = ¥,    B0 = jq^/J^ = ffi, 

Thus 
a 

B1=min{Bo,l} = ä' 52 = minf^ +^T+ g£, 1} = jfc, 

B3 = min{|,5iß2} = 2ISTÜ5- 

70   70 /3 i4        1 —       i Since J53 = ^jg^g > ß + Q — g, by Theorem 2, the equilibrium a; = | 
is globally stable. 
Acknowledgment The author would like to thank the Natural Science Foun- 
dation of Guizhou Province for its support. 
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ON THE | GLOBAL ATTRACTIVITY AND STABILITY 
RESULTS OF SOME NONLINEAR DELAY EQUATIONS OF 

LOGISTIC TYPE m 

J. S. Yu and X. H. Tang 
Department of Applied Mathematics, Hunan University 

Changsha, Hunan 410082,P.R.China 

In this report, we will surrey some results on the | global attractivity and uniform 
stability of the positive equilibriums of the following nonlinear delay differential 
equations of logistic type 

N'(t)=rW(t)\l-£!pl],   i>0 

N'(t)  =r(t)AT(t)1+
1-^-:)T),    i>0 

N'(t)  =r(tW)}:$i-}™y    **° 
where K,r > 0,0 < c < l,r € C([0,oo), (0,oo)) and s € C([0,oo)[0,oo)). We will 
also put forth some interesting open questions. 

1    Introduction and Open Questions 

Consider the following delay Logistic equations 

N'(t) = r(t)N(t) ri - ^C*Zl)l f   t>0|   (see[1]) (11) 

N'(t)=r(t)N(t)^^^y    t>>0,   (see[2]) (1.2) 

and 

N'{t)=rm{t)T^mr^y ^>0^    M 
In 1955, Wright [4] proved that if 

3 
r(t) = r > 0   and   TT < -     . (1.4) 

then all positive solutions of (1) tend to K. 
In 1993, Kuang [5] conjectured that if 

0<r(t)r<^,    t>0 (1.5) 

"•This work was supported by NNSF (No. 19831030) of China 
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then all positive solutions of (1) tend to K. 
In 1995, Chen, Yu, Qian and Wang [6] solved Kuang's conjecture and 

proved that if 

0<r(t)T<|,   t>0 (1.6) 

and 
/■OO 

'     r(s)ds = oo (1.7) 
o 

then all positive solutions of (1) tend to K. 
At the same year, So and Yu [7] showed that (6) can be replaced by 

/"' 3 
'     r(s)ds <-,    for large t. (1.8) 
t-T * 

In 1992, Sugie [8] proved that if 

r(t)r<a0<-,    £>0 (1.9) 

then the positive equilibrium K of (1) is uniformly stable. 
In [6], (9) was improved by 

t-T 

/•* 3 
'     r(s)ds <a0<-,   t>T. (1.10) 

The linear equation 

z'(t) + r(t)z{t - T) = 0, • t > 0 (1.11) 

—linearized equation associated with (1) at K. (11) has been investigated by 
many authors, for example see [5,9,10]. 

In [10], it was proved that if 

/■* 3 
'     r(s)ds<-,   t>T (1.12) 
t-T 2 

then the zero solution of (11) is uniformly stable. 
Open Question 1:    Is it true that, if (12) holds, then the equilibrium K 

of (1) is uniformly stable? 
In 1991, Kuang et al., [2] proved that if (7) holds and for some t\ > 0 

i-t 
1        r(s)ds < 5 < 1 - ces for   t > h and es < c"1, (1.13) 
t-T{t) 
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then every global positive solution of (2) tends to 1. 
In 1996, Yu [11] showed that (13) can be improved by 

/•' 3 
r(s)ds <6<-(l- ce5) for t > h and   e6 < c-1. (1.14) 

In 1996, Yu and Zhang [12] proved that 

/"* 3 
'        r(s)ds < r5 < -(1 - c),   for t > t and   eÄ < c_1. (1.15) 
t-r(t) * 

implies the uniform stability of the equilibrium 1 of (2), where t > 0 with 
i = r(t). 

Open Question 2:    Is it true that, if 

/•' 3 
' r(s)ds < -(1 - c),   for large t, (1.16) 
t-r(t) 2 

then every global positive solution of (2) tends to 1? 
Open Question 3.    Is it true that, if 

/•* 3 
' r(s)ds< -(1-c),   fort >t, (1.17) 
t-r(t) 2 

then the equilibrium 1 of (2) is uniformly stable? 
In 1998, Gopalsamy, Kulenovic and Ladas [13] introduced the special form 

of (3) 

see also [14]. In [13], it was proved that if 

rrerT < 1 (1.19) 

then every positive solution of (18) tends to 1. 
In 1993, Groved, Ladas and Qian [3] proved that if (7) holds and 

/"* 
'     r{s)ds < 1 + e0, for t > T and e0 = ini{s(t) : t > 0}, (1.20) 
t-T 

then every positive solution of (3) tends to 1. 
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In 1996, Yu [11] showed that if (7) holds and 

r r(s)ds< -,  for large* (1.21) 
t-T 2 

then every positive solution of (3) tends to 1. 
In 1995, So and Yu [15] proved that if 

f        r(u)    du<a<3    {oit>T (1.22) 

then the equilibrium 1 of (3) is uniformly stable. 
The linearized equation associated with (3) at 1 is 

r(t) 
y'(t) + T^j) »(* - r) = 0, t > 0. (1.23) 

Open Question4:    Is it true that, if 

f*       r(u)    A   ^ 3 
'  i ' rlc  <?  nj s-   _ . .ds<a< -,  for t> T (1.24) 
t_Tl + s(l/)     - 2' - K       > 

then the equilibrium 1 of (3) is uniformly stable? 
Open question 5:    Is it true that, if 

f°°    r(u) = 

o    1 +«(«) • v      ' 

and 
r      r(u) 3 
'      ,  ,V ; ,du<-,  for larget, (1.26) 
t-T   J- + S[U) i 

then every positive solution of (3) goes to 1? 

2    Some Results on Open Questions 

Result 1 [16]. The answer to open question 1 is positive 
Result 2 [17]. Open question 2 is true. 
Result 3 [18]. If (7) holds and s(t) > s0, 

/•* 3 
'     r(u)du<-(l + so),  for large t (2.27) 
t-T 2 

then every positive solution of (3) goes to 1. 
— A partial answer to question 5. 
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HOMOCLINIC ORBITS FOR SINGULARLY PERTURBED 
NONLINEAR SCHÖDINGER EQUATION 
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E-mail: zengch@mathl.nyu.edu 

In this work, we study a perturbed nonlinear Schrödinger equation 

iut = uxx + 2(uü — u2)u + ie(uIX - au - ß) 

for u even and periodic in x. The diffusion ieuXx is an unbounded perturbation. 
We prove the existence of homoclinic orbits for this diffusively perturbed NLS. The 
method was based on invariant manifolds, foliations, and Melnikov analysis. 

1    Introduction and Main Theorem 

We consider the perturbed nonlinear Schrödinger equation 

iut = uxx + 2(uü - u2)u + ie(uxx -au-ß), (1.1) 

where u is 2ir periodic and even in x. The parameters u, a, and ß are assumed 
to satisfy w S (fil) and 0 < au < ß, and e > 0 is a small dissipative 
perturbation parameter. We shall prove 
Theorem 1.1 For each small e > 0 and us, a > 0 in certain intervals, there 
exists ß(e, a) such that equation (1.1) has an orbit homoclinic to an equilibrium. 

When e = 0, the unperturbed NLS is a completely integrable Hamiltonian 
PDE. Starting with the Lax pair for the integrable NLS, an infinite family of 
commuting constants of motion has been constructed. Thus, One has a rather 
clear understanding of the dynamics of the integrable NLS. However, these 
structures are sensitive to small perturbations. 

The perturbations in equation (1.1) break these structures. The pertur- 
bations contain three parts. The term — eau represents damping and euxx 

diffusion. These dissipative perturbations make the energy of the system de- 
cay as time evolves. Under these perturbations, equation (1.1) is in the form 
of the important complex Ginzburg-Landau equations. It has been proved 
that there exist a finite dimensional compact attractor and a finite dimen- 
sional inertial manifold for the perturbed NLS (1.1)35. Though the qualitative 
properties of the infinite dimensional system (1.1) are contained in the reduced 
finite dimensional system on the inertial manifold, in general, there is not much 
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known about the dynamics on the attractors and inertial manifolds of dissi- 
pative systems except for some special cases. Furthermore, the dimension of 
the attractor of equation (1.1) increases to oo as e —> 0. Therefore, the exis- 
tence of the attractor of (1.1) does not help to study homoclinic orbits or other 
important special solutions. On the contrary, starting with the structure of 
integrable PDEs, it is natural to study detailed dynamics of weakly dissipative 
systems, such as (1.1), as perturbations of integrable PDEs. In this direc- 
tion, recently, G. Cruz-Pacheco, C. D. Levermore, and B. P. Luce also studied 
Ginzburg-Landau equations as perturbation of NLS which preserve the phase 
symmetry. Here, the phase symmetry means that if uo(t) is a solution, then so 
is uo(t)eie for any constant 9. In a series4,5,6,7, they discussed the persistence 
of special solutions, such as rotating waves, traveling waves, quasi-periodic so- 
lutions, and homoclinic orbits, through Melnikov approach. Some necessary 
conditions are derived by utilizing some invariants of NLS and, in some cases, 
sufficiency is also studied. The situation is different for equation (1.1) since 
the phase symmetry is destroyed by the external force —eß. 

The reason that we choose to study homoclinic orbits is that they are 
closely related to chaos. In recent years, there has been extensive work done on 
the existence of chaotic behaviors in dynamical systems. Studies on the chaos 
for perturbed integrable PDEs have been carried out by D. W. McLaughlin 
and co-workers. 

When the perturbed NLS is studied numerically, one finds solutions, which, 
at large time t » 1, consist in very regular spatial patterns which oscillate irreg- 
ularly, appearing to be chaotic in time. Details can be found in28. This chaotic 
behavior is believed to be closely related to persistent homoclinic structures 
from the integrable systems. Thus, the proof of the existence of homoclinic 
orbits for the perturbed NLS is naturally the next step. A lot of work has been 
done in this direction. Some historical background for can be found in23. 

In finite-dimensional systems there are well developed techniques to show 
the existence of homoclinic orbits and chaos, see, for example, u, 31, and 36. 
Some techniques developed for finite-dimensional systems have been extended 
to infinite-dimensional ones, see15, for example. These methods, which will be 
described below, are used in our construction. 

We begin with a brief description of the unperturbed NLS. It has a spatially 
uniform periodic solution 

q(t) = re-W-^t-o)^ 

for any fixed r^u and 9, whose orbit is the circle 

Cr = {u | ux = 0, |u| = r}. 
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Using Bäklund-Darboux transformations, one can obtain exact solutions ho- 
moclinic to q(t), 

/cos2p - isin2ptaiihT± ^|g^\ 
iin p cos 
coshr 

where 

<£(*)-^     *   ,^Zs,-^- «(*).     (i-2) 

r = crr(t + to),    crr = v4r2 — 1, andelp =  
2r 

It is easy to see that q^(t) are homoclinic to q(t) with a phase shift — 4p. 
When r = w, Cw is a circle of fixed points and q^(t) are heteoclinic orbits. 
These periodic orbits and their homoclinic orbits are special cases of general 
whiskered tori and 'figure 8' structures of integrable systems28. (For a more 
complete description of the integrable structures of NLS, see, for example,22, 
27, 28, 32.) Under above perturbations, the circle Cu of fixed points breaks 
and a saddle Q€ appears in a neighborhood of Cu. We shall prove that, for 
sufficiently small e > 0, there exists a solution homoclinic to Qe. As e —* 0, the 
homoclinic orbit converges to the union of two arcs of Cw and an unperturbed 
heteoclinic orbit to Cw in the form of (1.2). The speed of the motion along the 
homoclinic orbit has two different scales. When it is near the circle Cu, the 
speed is 0(y/e), and when it is near an unperturbed heteoclinic orbit (1.2), the 
speed is 0(1). 

The analysis for existence of homoclinic orbits for the perturbed NLS was 
initially carried out for finite dimensional versions, first, a four-dimensional 
Fourier truncation, in16,lr,18,19, 29, and then a (27V + 2)-dimensional finite 
difference discretization, in20, 21, 24. In23, the existence of homoclinic orbits 
was proved for the equation 

iut = uxx + 2{uu — w2)u + ie(ßBu — au — 1), (1.3) 

where the operator B is a Fourier truncation of dxx, i.e. 

BSfclo cos kx = Ef=o - fc2 cos kx (L4) 

for some K > 0. The only difference between equation (1.3) and (1.1) is that 
the bounded operator B is replaced by the unbounded operator dxx. The 
truncated diffusion is a bounded operator and equation (1.3) is a regular per- 
turbation to the NLS. In these works, the constructions of homoclinic orbits are 
very geometric, in which invariant manifolds, foliations and Melnikov method 
play important roles. That analysis is very influential in this paper. In23, the 
typical steps in proving the existence of homoclinic orbits in this setting were 
laid out: 
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1. Study the spatially uniform solutions of the perturbed equation; 

2. In a neighborhood of the circle Cw, construct its center-stable and center- 
unstable manifolds and the stable and unstable foliations of them, and 
the stable manifold of the saddle Qe; 

3. By the Melnikov method, study the existence of orbits which start from 
the unstable manifold of Qt and enter the perturbed center-stable man- 
ifold of the circle Cw; 

4. Using the stable foliation of the center-stable manifold of the circle Cw 

and the known phase shift of unperturbed homoclinic orbits, determine 
if the orbits mentioned in 3 enter the stable manifold of Qe. 

In the estimate of the size of the local stable manifold of Qe, a normal form 
transformation is used in step 2. Recently, there have been studies on the 
existence of multi-pulse solutions of equation (1.3) and its discretized version, 
which are solutions repeatedly leaving and coming back to a neighborhood of 
the circle Cw with two time scales, see13 and14. 

We shall apply the similar idea. However, as the bounded perturbation 
in equation (1.3) is replaced by the unbounded one in (1.1), some difficulties 
arise. Let Sl(u) and §l(u) denote the solution operators for equation (1.1) 
and (1.3), respectively, with initial value u. Then 

• S\ is defined for all t € (-co, +oo) and for any t, S^ is a diffeomorphism 
on the phase space, but 5* is only defined for t > 0 and 5* is a smooth 
compact map on the phase space for each t > 0. 

• While S*(u) is smooth in e and u, S|(u) is only continuous in e and DUS\ 
is not continuous in e. Therefore, S\ is not a C1 perturbation of S§. 

As the first consequence, the derivative of S\(u) in e has to be interpreted 
carefully. More importantly, as 5* is no longer a C1 perturbation of Sj, the 
construction of invariant manifolds, foliations and their dependence on e be- 
come very delicate issues. Though some results on these geometric structures 
can still be obtained, the center-unstable and center manifold of Cw and stable 
foliation in the center-stable manifold of Cw are destroyed. 

It is worth mentioning that there is another approach to proving the per- 
sistence of homoclinic orbits by setting up the problem in space-time function 
spaces and using a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction and the Fredholm Alternative, 
see, for example,26. The persistence of the 'breather' for a regularly perturbed 
sine-Gordon equation is proved in 30 and for a singularly perturbed one in 33 

by this approach. Generally, this approach works well when the persistent 
homoclinic orbit has only a single time scale. 
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2    Sketch of the Proof 

Step 1. We study equation (1.1) restricted to the plane of constant states 

IIC = {u\ux = 0}, 

which is an invariant plane under both the perturbed and unperturbed NLS. 
For e = 0, Cr is a periodic orbit for r ^ w or a circle of fixed points for r = u>. 
These structures are destroyed for e > 0. In an 0(^/e) neighborhood of Cw, a 
weak saddle Qc emerges. The linearized equation at Qe, restricted to nc, has 
a positive eigenvalue and a negative eigenvalue both of order 0(\/e). We refer 
to them as the weakly stable and weakly unstable eigenvalues. The stable and 
unstable curves of Qe inside nc are smooth curves P/ and P™, respectively, 
which are 0(y/e) close to the circle Cu. On a segment of the stable (unstable) 
curve of length of O(l), the orbit moves towards Q€ at an exponential rate 
0(y/e) as t —► oo (-co). Finally, we set up a form of equation (1.1) in the 
whole phase space, the space of even H1 functions in x. 

Step 2. Construct the stable and unstable manifolds of Qe, and the center 
stable manifold of Cw. First, we consider the linearized equations. For e = 0, at 
any point on the circle of fixed points Cu, the linearized unperturbed equation 
has a negative eigenvalue and a positive eigenvalue both with algebraic mul- 
tiplicity 1. In addition, 0 is an eigenvalue with algebraic multiplicity 2 whose 
eigenspace is the plane of constants IIC. All other spectrum of the linearized 
unperturbed NLS are purely imaginary and represent rotations at different 
frequencies. For small e > 0, we consider the linearized equation at the saddle 
Qe. As described in the above, the double eigenvalue 0 splits into the weakly 
stable and unstable eigenvalues of order of 0{yft). In the directions normal to 
the plane IIC, the original unstable and stable eigenvalues persist and we refer 
to these eigenvalues of O(l) as strongly unstable and stable eigenvalues. All 
other originally purely imaginary eigenvalues are pushed to the left half of the 
complex plane by the perturbations. Though they are all stable eigenvalues, 
their real parts range from 0(e) to —oo. 

Based on the studies of the eigenvalues, we start to construct the unsta- 
ble manifold of Qe for the perturbed equation. Since the weakly unstable 
eigenvalue is of order 0(^/1), the usual argument only yields a local unstable 
manifold of size 0(y/e), which is too small for our purpose. Fortunately, the 
invariance of the plane IIC and the 0(1) gap between the strongly unstable 
eigenvalue and the other eigenvalues allows us to construct, based on each 
point in a <5 neighborhood of Cw inside IIC, a strongly unstable fiber of length 
5, where <5 is a small number independent of e. Here each fiber is a C1 curve in 
the strongly unstable direction passing through its base point. The fibers are 
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also C1 in parameters a, ß, and e. The union of the strongly unstable fibers 
based on the unstable curve P" C IIC is the 2-dimensional unstable manifold 
of Qe. Every point on the unstable manifold has a backward orbit which tends 
to Qe as t —> —oo. 

Next, we construct the codimension-1 local center-stable manifold of the 
circle Cu. It is a locally invariant manifold transversal to the strongly unstable 
direction, which may be viewed as a codimension-1 stripe along the circle Cu 

of width 6 independent of e. The C1 center-stable manifold is also C1 in 
parameters a and ß. In addition, we show that its restriction to H3 is Lipschitz 
in e. One of the important properties is that orbits in the center-stable manifold 
do not separate at exponential rates larger than 0(-*/e). 

Finally, we construct the stable manifold of Qe. Recall that Qe has a stable 
curve P/ inside the plane IIC and all but 2 eigenvalues of the linearized equation 
at Qc have negative real parts. The stable manifold is a codimension-2 stripe 
along P/. The problem is the width of the stripe. Since the negative real parts 
of those stable eigenvalues may be as small as O(e), the usual argument only 
yields a width of order 0(e), which is too small for our analysis. In23, a normal 
form transformation is used to eliminate the quadratic terms in the equation 
and then the width improved to be of order 0(e?). Actually, that approach 
might be able to be used to improve the width to be of order 0(e = ). Here, 
though the normal form transformation works, we take a different approach. 
In the first step, note that the gap between the weakly unstable eigenvalue 
and the weakest stable eigenvalue is of order 0(sfe). Taking advantage of this 
gap, we can construct a codimension-2 locally invariant manifold W, which 
may be viewed as a stripe of width 0(i/e) along the stable curve Pe

s. The 
codimension-2 stable manifold of Q€ is a stripe contained in W. Next, we 
study a modified Hamiltonian along orbits in W and show that the basin of 
attraction of Qc is a stripe along P/ of width 0(v

/e). 
Step 3. With these geometric structures, we start to construct the homo- 

clinic orbit for the perturbed equation (1.1). Keep in mind that if a solution is 
in the local unstable manifold of Qe at some time and in the local stable man- 
ifold at a later time, then it is homoclinic to Qe. Therefore, we take a solution 
with initial point in the unstable manifold of Qe and show that it actually enters 
the stable manifold of Qc if the parameters and the initial point are properly 
chosen. Since the stable manifold is codimension-2, we need 2 measurement 
to guarantee that it enters the stable manifold. The first measurement is to 
prove, by the Melnikov method, that the solution enters the codimension-1 
center-stable manifold of the circle Cu for appropriate parameters. Finally, 
we find conditions under which the solution enters the codimension-2 stable 
manifold of Qe, by the second measurement. This is done by tracking an un- 
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perturbed homoclinic orbit for a time period of order of 0(log |) and using its 
known phase shift. 
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This paper studies a dynamic system described by a regularized long-wave equation 
posed on a finite domain. It shows that if the forcings of the system are time 
periodic with small amplitude, then the system admits a unique time periodic 
solution which, as a limit circle, forms an inertial manifold for the system. 

1     Introduction 

This paper is concerned with initial- and two-point boundary value problem 
(IVBP) for the regularized long-wave equation 

ut+ux+ uux - auxx - uxxt = / (1.1) 

posed on a finite interval x 6 (0,1) for t > 0 with initial condition 

u(x,0) = <f>(x),        z€(0,l), .-(1.2) 

and the nonhomogeneous boundary conditions 

u(0,t) = /n(t).        u(l,t) = h2(t), (1.3) 

where a > 0 is constant, and / = f(x, t) is a given external forcing. When a 
is zero, the equation (1.1) is known as the BBM (Bejamin, Bona and Mahony) 
equation or alternative KdV equation, which is commonly used as a mathe- 
matical model for unidirectional propagation of small-amplitude long waves in 
nonlinear dispersive systems. The well-posedness of the IVBP (1.1)-(1.3) has 
been established earlier in the works of Bejamin et al. 1, Bona and Douglis 
2, and Bona and Luo3. Our main concerns in this paper for the IVBP (1.1)- 
(1.3) are the existence of its time periodic solutions and thier stability. More 
precisely, we study the folloiwng problems. 

Suppose that the forcings f, hi and h2 are time periodic functions of period 
w > 0. (a) Does the equation (1.1) possess a time periodic solution u(x,t) 
satisfying the boundary conditions (1.3)? (b) What is the long time behavior 
of the solution of (l.l)-(l.S)? 
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There have been many studies on time periodic solutions of partial differ- 
ential equations. For early works on this subject, see Brezis5, Vejvoda et al. 9, 
Keller and Ting7, Rabinowitz8 and the references therein. For recent works, 
see Bourgain4, Craig and Wayne6, Wayne. n In particular, see Wayne10 for a 
recent review on periodic solutions of nonlinear partial differential equations. 

In this paper we will show that with the time periodic forcings (of period w) 
of small amplitude, the system (1.1)-(1.3) does possess a unique time periodic 
solution u*(x, t) of period u. It will be shown that this unique time periodic 
solution u*(x,t), as a limit circle for the system (1.1)-(1.3), is also a global 
attractor, for any <j> G Hl(Q, 1) satisfying the compatibility conditions 

4>(0) = hi(0),        4>(l) = h2(0) (1.4) 

the corresponding solution u(x,t) of (l.l)-(1.3) satisfies 

'IK-,t)-u*(-,i)|Ui(o1i)<Cre-"' (1.5) 

for any t > 0 where ß > 0 is independent of <f>. 
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss long time behav- 

ior of the system (1.1)-(1.3) without assuming time periodicity of the forcings. 
The results presented in this section is more or less similar to those in Bona and 
Luo 3 in nature. However, the estimates established in this section are crucial 
in discussing time periodic solutions of the system (1.1)-(1.3). The existence 
of the forced oscillation and its stability analysis will be discussed in section 3. 

2    Asymptotic behaviour 

In this section we present the following asymptotic stability results for the 
rVBP (1.1)-(1.3). 

Theorem 2.1 Let a > 0 be given. Suppose that f € Cb(R
+;H~1(0,1», <f> e 

J?1(0,1) and hi, hi € C^(0,+00) satisfy the compatibility condition (1-4) and 

Tim~f||/(->*)IU-Ko,i) + \kt)\ + |£'(*)A < "2/4 

with h = (hi,h2) and \h(t)\ - |/ii(t)| + |/fc2C*)l- Then, there exist 7 > 0 
depending only on a and T > 0 such that the corresponding solution u of 
(1.1)-(1.3) satisfies 

IK-,*)llflMo,i)^CTe-T,t + CaOl/llcl(r,t:H-i(o,i)) + ||Ä||cj(r1t)^       02-1) 
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for any t >T where Ca > 0 only depends on a and CT > 0 depends only on 
II0IIHI(O,I) 

and ll/llcb(o,T;if-i(o,i) and ||/i||ci(o,T)- In particular, if 

t—>oo 

then 

lim (\\f(;t)\\H-i(o,i) + \h(t)\ + \h'(t)\\=0, 

lim H-,t)||Hi(01)=0. 

In addition, if there exists a ß > 0 such that 

ll/(-.*)llff->(o,i) + |Ä(*)| + |Ä,(t)|<Ce-'M 

/or some constant C > 0 ond any £ > 0, i/ien iftere eiisis 7 > 0 depending on 
a and ß such that 

\H;t)\\^o,i)<Cre-^ 

for any t > 0 where C* > 0 depending on \\<t>\\m(o,i), li/llcb(.R+;ff-1(o,i)) and 

To prove Theorem 2.1, we consider first the linear problem 

i    ( ut+ux - auxx - uxxt = 0,    x G (0,1),    t > 0, 
> (2.2) 

(^ u{x,0) = <f>{x)    u(0,t) = 0,    u(l,t) = 0. 

For any <j> € H&(0,1), (2.2) admits a unique solution u = W(t)<j> € Cb(R
+; H%(0,1)) 

where {W(t)}fl0 is an analytic semigroup generated by the bounded linear op- 
erator A in the space HQ(Q, 1) defined by 

Af = (I-dl)-1(dx-adl) 

for any / € HQ (0,1). Here (J-9^)-1 is the inverse of the elliptic operator I-dx 

with the domain {g € H2(0,1), 5(0) = g(l) = 0}. A direct computation 
shows that 

max{ReA,    A € cr(A)} = -a. 

As a result, there exists a constant C > 0 such that 

\mt)4>\\HU0,i) < Il0ll^(o,i)e-Q4 (2.3) 

for any t > 0 and 0 £ #,}(0,1). 
We consider next the nonhomogenous problem 

(ut + ux- auxx - uxxt = f(x, t), 

(u(x,0) = cf>(x),    u{0,t)=h1{t),    u{l,t) = h2{t) 
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IK-,i)llffW) ^ e_atI^IU + \ 1l/lk(o,t:zr-i(o,i)) + l|S||ci(o,o^       (2.5) 

for x € (0,1) and t > 0. Let v(a;,t) = xh,2{t) + (1 — z)/u(t) and w(x,t) = 
u(x,i) — ■y(xjt). Then w solves 

(wt+wx- awxx - wxxt = f(x, t) - vt - vx, 

(w(x,0) = (f>(x)-v(x,0) = <j>*(x),    w{0,t)=0,    w(l,t) = 0 

for x £ (0,1) and t > 0. If / € L}oc(B+;H-1(0,1)), <£ e ff^O,1) and hu h2 e 
Hloc(0,+oo) satisfying the compatibility conditions (1.4), then (2.4) admits a 
unique solution u e C(R+; F^O, 1)) with 

u(x,t) = «(x,t)+W(t)(0*)+ f W{t-r){I-d2
x)-

1 (/(.,r) - «,(-,T) - tfcO.r)). 
o 

Applying the estimate (2.3) yields the following result. 
Proposition 2.1 Let f 6 Cf.CR+j.H'-^O, 1)), <£ € if1 (0,1) and hx, h2 € 
Cl(0, +oo) satisfying the compatibility condition (1.4). Then the corresponding 
solution u of (2.4) satisfies 

2 
a 

for any t > 0. If, in addition, there exists a ß > 0 such that 

ll/(-,*)IU-i(o,i) + l|Ä(t)ll + |Ä'(t)l<C7ifi-'« 

for any t > 0, i/ien 

IK, t)ll*i(o,i). < Ce-rtMWHUM + -^e-i* (2.6) 

for any t > 0 wii/i 7 = min{a, ß}. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1: The solution u of (1.1)-(1.3) may be written as 

u(x,t) =v(x,t)+w(x,t)    , 

where v solves the linear problem (2.4) and w solves the nonlinear problem 

C wt+wx+ w, 4- (vw)x - awxx - wxxt = -vvx, 
) (2.7) 
^w(x,0)=0,    w(0,t) = 0,    w(l,t) = 0. 

Multiply the both sides of the equation in (2.7) by 2w and integrate with 
respect to x over (0,1). By integration by parts, 

— '   (w2 + wx)dx + 2a '   wxdx+ '   vxw2dx = -2       vvxwdx. 
dt   0 0 0 0 
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Since 

\vxW2\dx < \\w(;t)\\lxi0tl)\\v(;t)\\HHo,l) < IK(-, *)|li,2(0il) \\v(; t) ||ffi(0,l) 

and 

fl 1 
2 \vvxw\dx< \\wx(-,t)\\L2{0tl)\\v(;t)\\Hi{6,i) <<x\\wx(-,t)\\2L2,01)+-\\v(-,t)\\2HH01), ö v    '   a K ' ' 

one arrives at 

^-f (w2 + w2
x)dx + (a-\\v(;t)\\H>(o,i)) f v£fc<-M;t)\\%Ho,iy 

at    0 0 a 

By Grownall's inequality, if thre is a T > 0 such that 

S=;T*g+ooH;t)\\in(.o,i)<a, (2.8) 

then 

•IK-.*)ll£i(o,D ^ Hw(-'T)ll^(o,i)e"71* + ^ ^-^'-''IN-.^llWi)*8 

(2.9) 
with 7i = a — 5 for any t >T. As for v, by Proposition 2.1, 

IK\i)llffi(0,l) < e~at|K-> *!«,,!) + | Ol/llcb(r,t;H-i(0,l)) + ll&llcJO-.t^ 

for any i > r. By the assumptions on the forcings, one my choose r > 0 such 
that 

ll/llcb(r,*;H-'(0,l)) + ||/»||c>(r,t) < "J (2-10) 

for any i > r. Thus (2.8) is satisfied if T > 0 is chosen such that 

e-aT\H;r)\\mi0tl)<
5-. -    (2.11) 

Then one may complete easily the proof by using the assumptions and the 
above estimates. D 

3 Forced oscillations and global stability 

In this section we assume that a > 0 and the forcings /, h\ and hi are all 
time-periodic functions of period w > 0. 
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Theorem 3.1 Suppose that hi, h2 e Cl(R+) and f e Cf,(.R+;.ff_1(0,1) and 

a2 

||/llcl(o,w!ff-Mo,i)) + ll/lllcb
1(o,w) < g^~ (3-1) 

where the constant Ca > 0 is as given in Theorem 2.1. Then the equation 
(1.1) admits a unique time periodic solution u* € Ct,(R+;H2(0,1)) of period 
u satisfying the boundary conditions (IS). Moreover, there exists a 7 > 0 
such that for any <f> € if1(0,1) satisfying the compatibility conditions (1-4), the 
corresponding solution u of (l.l)-(l.S) satisfies 

IK,*)-«•(-,i)||Äi(o,i) <Cfe-* 

for any t > 0.   In other words, the set {u*(-,*),  0 < 4 < u}, as a limit 
circle, forms an inertial manifold in the space H1 (0,1) for the dynamic system 
(l.l)-(l.S). 
Proof: For the given forcing functions /, h\ and h% satisfying the inequality 
(3.1), choose (j> € H2(0,1) such that the compatibility conditions (1.4) are 
satisfied. Let u(x,t) be the corresponding solution of the IVBP (1.1)-(1.3). By 
Theorem 2.1, 

thm|K-,*)||tfi(0,i) < Ca I H/Hcto^ff-Mo.i) + ll^llc^o.fc,) ' • (3-2) 

Moreover, it can be furtherly shown that u(-,t) 6 H2(Q, 1) for any t > 0 and 
the set {||w(-, 4)11^-2(0,1)}^ is uniformly bounded. Let tk be a sequence with 
tk —+ 00 as k —► 00 such that u(-,tk) converges to a function ip 6 H2(0,1) 
weakly in H2(0,1) and strongly in H1^, 1) as k —> 00. Taking ^ as an initial 
data in the IBVP (1.1)-(1.3) with the given forcings / and h, we prove that 
the corresponding solution, named as u*(x, t), is a time periodic function of 
period w. 

First, letu(x,4) = u(x,t+tj)-u(x, t). Then the following statement holds. 
Claim: There exist r > 0 and 7 > 0 such that 

lk(-,*)||HI(o,i)<IJ«(^)llHHo,i)e-7(t-T) 

for any t > r. 
Indeed, because of the periodicity of / and h, one sees that v{x, t) solves 

the following linear problem with the variable coefficient b(x, t) =u(x,t + uj) + 
u(x,t): 

{ vt+vx + (bv)x - vxxt - avxx = 0, 
) (3.3) 
(v(x,0)=4>*(x),    v(0,t) = 0,    «(!,*)= 0, 
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where (j>*{x) = U(X,UJ)-U(X,0). Multiply the both sides of th equation in (3.3) 
by 2v and integrate over (0,1) with respect to x. Integration by parts leads to 

—  '  (v2+vl)dx + 2a '   v2
xdx +  '   bxv

2dx = 0, 
dt   n a n 

or 

-£  ^ (v2+v2
x)dx + (2a-\\b(;t)\\mm) f v2

xdx<0 
dt    0 

for any t > 0, which yields that 

ll«(-,*)ll^(oll)<ll«(-.r)||ffi(0il)eC-(2Q-«6C--')ll^(o.i))«fa 

for any t > r > 0. By Theorem 2.1, one can choose a r > 0 such that 

27 = 2Q- sup \\b{-, t)llffi(o,i) >°- 
t>T 

The claim is therefore true. 
In particular, 

\M;tk+u>)-u(;tk)\\Hxl0il) < \\v(;r)\\HH0A)e-''^-T'> 

for any tk > r. Note that while u(-,tk) converges to ip = u*(-,0) strongly in 
fl^O, 1), u(-,tk+u) converges to u*(-,u>) strongly in H1 (0,1) as k —> oo. Since 

||u*(-,w)-«*(-,0)||HJ(O,I) <||u*(-,w)-«(-,tfc+w)||HW) + 

+ \\u(;tk+w)-u(-,tk)\\HH0,l) + \H-,tk) -«*(•, 0)11^1(0,1) 

for any tk > T, we conlude that u*(x,ui) = u*(x,0) for any x € (0,1) and 
u*(x, t) is a time priodic function of period w. 

To show the uniqueness, let ui and U2 be such two time periodic solutions 
with the given forcing funcitons / and h.   Let v = u\ - ui-   Then v solves 
the linear problem (3.3) with b — u\ + u<i and <t>*{x) = u\{x, 0) — u-zix, 0). By 
Theorem 2.1, 

sup||6(-,t)||tfi(o,i) <2a 
t>o 

and consequently, v decays to zero exponentially in the space Hl{Q, 1). There- 
fore ui{x,t) = U2(x,t) for any x € (0,1) and t > 0 because they are time 
periodic functions. 
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Finally, we show that the time periodic solution u*(x, t), as a. limit cir- 
cle in the space ff1(0,1) for the system (1.1)-(1.3) is globally exponentially 
stable. To this end, for any given (f> e iJ1(0,1) satisfying the compatibility 
conditions (1.4), let u(x,t) be the corresponding solution. Then w(x,t) = 
u(x,t) —u*((x,i) solves the linear system (3.3) with b(x,t) = u{x,t) + u*(x,t) 
and 4>*{x) — <j)(x) — u*(x,0). Then the same argument as that used to prove 
the Claim shows that there exist T > 0 and 7 > 0 such that 

||tü(-,t)||Äi(o,i)<ll«'(-.T-)||fli(o,i)e-^-T) 

for any t>r. The proof is complete. D. 
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HOPF BIFURCATION OF NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS WITH DELAYS 

JUAN ZHANG, ZUXIU ZHENG 
Department of Mathematics, 

Anhui University, 
He Fei, 230039,P.R.China 

In this paper, we deal with the Hopf bifurcation points and asymptotic periodic 
solutions of three classes of differential equations with delays. 

We consider the Hopf bifurcation of the following non-linear retarded dif- 
ferential equations with time delay as a parameter or with others parameter 

x(t) = f(x(t),x(t-r),ß), (0.1) 

x(t) = ax{t) + bx(t -r)+ f(x{t),x(t -r),t), (0.2) 

x"(t)+ax'(t)+bsmx(t-r)+ßx(t-r)=p(t). (0.3) 

We can suppose that x = 0 is a equilibrium point of system (2.11), (0.2) and 
(0.3). 

1    Hopf bifurcation of system (2.11) 

In system (2.11), ß is regarded as a bifurcation parameter and r is a positive 
constant. System (2.11) can be rewritten as: 

x(t)=a(ß)x(t)+b([i)x(t-r)+g(x{t),x(t-r),ß) (1.4) 

where g(x(t), x(t - r), fx) is a non-linear function. If there is a small e > 0 such 
that x(t) —» ex(t), and x(t - r) -> ex(t - r), then (2.12)is rewritten as: 

x(t) = a(/j,)x(t) + b(/j.)x(t - r) + 0(e). (1.5) 

When e = 0, we have: 

x{t) = a(fi)x(t) + b(fj.)x{t - r) (1.6) 

which is the linear part of (2.11) at zero point. If x(t) is a solution of (2.14), 
then x(t) + 0(e) is a solution of (2.13). Moreover, x{t) + 0(e) is a solution of 
(2.11). The characteristic equation of (2.14) is: 

h(X,ß)=a(ß)+b(n)e-Xr-\ = 0. (1.7) 
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Now, we suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(Hi) There are ß0 and ßi such that a(ß0) = -\b(ß0)\ and a(ßi) = 0. 
(Ä2) a(ß) and \b(ß)\ are monotonically increasing. 
Let A = a + iß, where a, ß .6 R. Prom (2.15) we can get: 

[a(fi) + b(n)ear cosßr -a]+ i[-b(ß)e-ar sinßr -ß] = 0 

and 
(a-a(ß))2=b2(n)e-2ar-ß2. (1.8) 

It is obvious that the right of (2.16) is not negative. 
Lemma 1-1: If o(/x) < -\b(ß)\, then all of the roots of (2.15) have negative 

real parts. 
Lemma 1-2 If a(fj) > 0, then (2.15) has a root with positive real part. 
Lemma 1-3: If — \b(ß)\ < a(ß) < \b(ß)\, then there will be a pure imaginary- 

root of (2.15). 
Lemma 1-4 : If ß < ß0, then any root of (2.15) has negative real part. If 

ß = ßo, then (2.15) have only zero roots and the roots with negative real part. 
If no < ß < Mi, there will be a pure imaginary root of (2.15). If ßu > mu\, 
then-(2.15) has a root with positive real part. 

Theorem 1: For any ß e [/zo,^i], we conclude that ß is a Hopf bifurcation 
point of (2.11) and (2.11) has a asymptotic periodic solution as: 

x(t) = *W>2(rt-°2(M)t + 0(e2) 

where k is any constant. 
Proof : From Lemma 1-4, we know that the zero of (2.11)'is asymptotic 

stable when ß < ßo , the zero of (2.11) is unstable when ß > ßi; and (2.11) 

has a periodic solution x(t) = ketvb2^~a,2^t, where k is any constant, when 
ß € [ßo,ß\]- Using the definition of Hopf bifurcation, we can obtain the proof. 

2    Hopf bifurcation of system (0.2) and (0.3) 

In system (0.2), a, b € R, r > 0 and r is regarded as bifurcation parameter. 
Suppose 0 < a < — b and br > —1. 

Let t = rs and y(s) = x(rs). Then (0.2) can be rewritten as: 

y(t) = ary(t) + bry(t - 1) + rf(ry(t), ry(t -l),rt) (1.9) 

By using the same way of studying system (2.11), we may only consider 
the linear part of (1.9): 

y(t) = ary(t) + bry{t-l). (1.10) 
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The characteristic equation of (1.10) is: 

H(X,r)=X-ar-bre-x = 0. (1.11) 

Let ro = — üJo/bsmojQ, where WQ is the unique solution of the equation 

COSW = --,      (J £   0, 7T , 
o 

and denote 

H{\, p) = \- a(r0 +/i)- b(r0 + ii)e~x = 0 (1.12) 

if (A, 0) = A - ar0 - br0e~x = 0. (1.13) 

Using the same method of article [2], we can get the following results. 
Lemma 2-1 The pure imaginary eigenvalue iu> of (1.13)is the solution of 

fcosW = -a/6 
sinw = —ui/bro. ^       ' 

And if ro satisfies (1.14), there is an unique pair of pure imaginary eigenvalues 
in (1.13). 

Lemma,2-2 Let a{jj)+iw{p) is the root of (1.12) and a(0) = 0, w(0) = wo, 
then we have 

-IT1"0 

Lemma 2-3 (1.12) has a root A(p) with positive real part and 0 <ImA(yu) < 

I- 
Lemma 2-4 (1.13) have roots of ±wo and other roots with negative real 

parts. 
Theorem 2: r = ro is a Hopf bifurcation point of (0.2) and (0.2) has a 

asymptotic periodic solution as: 

x(t)=keiUot+o(e2), 

where k is a constant . 
In system (0.3), r = constant > 0 and a, b, 0 > 0. a is regarded as 

bifurcation parameter. As the same way of (0.2),(0.3) can be rewritten as: 

x"(t) + arx'{t) + br2 smx{t - 1) + ßr2x{t - 1) = r2p(rt). (1.15) 

Moreover we can only consider the linear part of (1.15): 

(x(t) = ry{t) ,       . 
y(t) = -ary(t) - (b + ß)rx(t - 1). ^^ 
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Let do = [(& + ß)r sinwo]/wo, where wo is an unique solution of the equation 

cosu=uj/[(b + ß)r2],  we (0,7r/2). 

We obtain 
Theorem 3: a = ao is a Hopf bifurcation point of (0.3) and (0.3) has a 

asymptotic periodic solution as : 

f x(t) = 2e cos wot + o(e3) 
y(*) = -ifw0sinw0£ + o(£3), M,.,.*;™,.,..* J.^^ (1-17) 

where 0 < t < ^ + o(e3). 
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In this paper we use the rotation number approach to the periodic and anti-periodic 
eigenvalues to establish a relationship between the periodic, anti-periodic eigenval- 
ues and certain two-point eigenvalues. Then we give some applications of such a 
relation to stability of Hill's equations, resonance regions of parameterized Hill's 
equations, and nonuniform nonresonance of semilinear nonautonomous differential 
equations. 

1    Rotation number approach to eigenvalues 

Let q(t) S L1(0,T), where T > 0 is fixed. Consider the following eigenvalue 
problems 

x + (A + q(t))x = 0       t€[0,T] (1.1) 

with the periodic boundary condition (P): x(0) — x(T) = x(0) — x(T) — 0, or, 
with the anti-periodic boundary condition (A): x(0)+x(T) = x(0) + x(T) = 0, 
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or, with the two-point boundary condition (TP)Q: x(0)sina + i(0)coso; = 
x{T) since+ x(T) cos a = 0, where 0 < a < n. Note that (TP)Q is the Dirichlet 
boundary condition when a = 7r/2 and the Neumann boundary condition when 
a = 0. 

It is well-known that eigenvalue problem (1.1) has a sequence of periodic 
eigenvalues1'8 

\?{q) < Af (q) < Af (q) <■■< A&.^g) < Affc(g) <   • • 

Meanwhile, (1.1) has also a sequence of anti-periodic eigenvalues 

tf («) < 4{q) <       < >4k-i(q) < \&{q) < • • • 

Furthermore, (l.l)-tr(TP)Q has a sequence of eigenvalues 

A?(?)<Af(g)<-"<Ag(<z)<--. 

Note that for the Dirichlet case, i.e. a = w/2, AQ (q) means —oo. 
The periodic and the anti-periodic eigenvalues are called characteristic 

values as a whole. We rewrite characteristic values as 

A2fc-i(?) = A^._1(g),    Ä2fc_i(g) = A4(?), 

Ä2fc(g) = Afk-ite).    Ä2*(?) = Affc(g). 

Then they have the following order: 

Ml) < Ai(?) < Äi(g) <       < Xk(q) < Xk(q) < 

A classical approach to eigenvalue problems (1.1)+(P) and (1.1)+(A) is as 
follows1,8. 

Let x = <pi(t; A) be the solution of (1.1) satisfying the initial value condi- 
tions: x(0) = 1, i(0) = 0. Let x = <p2(t; A) be the solution of (1.1) satisfying 
the initial value conditions: x(0) = 0, x(0) = 1. Define the discriminate 

A(A) = ^(T;A)+<p2(T;A). 

Then all characteristic values are determined by solving the following equa- 
tions: 

A(A) = ±2. (1.2) 

The existence of solutions of (1.2) follows from the Value Distribution Theorem 
for entire functions with fractional orders, because the discriminate function 
A(A) is an entire function with order 1/2. 
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In this paper, we use the rotation number approach to eigenvalue problems 
(1.1)+(P) and (1.1)+(A). Such an idea is also used by Johnson, Moser, Pöschel 
to study the (complex) spectrum of one dimensional Schrödinger operators7. 

The idea for (real) characteristic values is as follows. We always understand 
that q(t) is extended to the whole R by the T-periodicity. Using the Prüfer 
substitution x = rcosd, x = —rsinö, we get from (1.1) that 9 satisfies the 
following equation on circle S = R/27rZ: 

0 = (A + g(i))cos20 + sin20. (1.3) 

Let 9(t; 00, q, A) be the solution of (1.3) satisfying 9(0; 90, q, A) = 90. Then one 
can define the rotation number p(A) of Eq. (1.3) as 

p{x) = lim »ft *»■«.*) 

(independent of 9Q). 
It is known that all characteristic values can be characterized using rotation 

number function p(X) in the following way. 
Theorem 1.1 (Johnson and Moser7) Xk(q) = min{A : p(X) = kir/T) for 
k 6 N, and>Xk(q) = max{A : p(X) = kir/T} forkeZ+. 

Now all characteristic values can be recovered from two-point eigenvalues. 
Theorem 1.2 (Zhang13) For any k 6 N and 0 < a < TT, we have Xk(q) = 
mins€R A£(gs) and Xk(q) = maxs6R X^(qs), where qs(t) = q(t + s) are trans- 
lations of the potential q(t). Moreover, te zeroth characteristic value can be 
recovered from the zeroth Neumann eigenvalues: Xo(q) = maxs6R. Xk(qs)- 

We remark here that Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 also hold for weighted eigen- 
values 15 

x + Xw(t)x — 0, 

where the weights w(t) are such that w(t) > 0 for a.e. t and f0 w(t)dt > 0. 
(We will write this as w >- 0.) 

In the following sections, we present some applications of Theorem 1.2. 

2    Stability of Hill's equations 

Let q(t) be T-periodic and q € L^OjT). We consider the stability (in the sense 
of Lyapunov) of the Hill's equation: 

x + q(t)x = 0. (2.1) 

The classical Lyapunov stability condition for Eq. (2.1) is: 
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Theorem 2.1 (Lyapunov, Borg8) Assume that q satisfies q >- 0. Then Eq. 
(2.1) is stable if 

lklli=   f   q(t)dt<^. (2.2) 
o J- 

The result can be explained using the weighted eigenvalues of 

x + Xq(t)x = 0 (2.3) 

with respect to (A) and (P). If we use also Xk(q) and Afc(g) to denote the 
weighted characteristic values of (2.3), then condition (2.2) implies that Ax (q) > 
1, which means that 1 is in the first stability interval (0, A1(g)). Consequently, 
(2.1) is stable. 

Based on the relations in Theorem 1.2, one can use certain two-point 
eigenvalues, say the Dirichlet eigenvalues, to estimate A1(g) of (2.3). 
Theorem 2.2 (Zhang and Li 15) Assume that q satisfies q >~ 0 and q € 
La(0, T) for some 1 < a < oo. Then the first weighted characteristic value has 
the following lower bound: 

X.iq) > K(2a*)/\\q\\a. 

Moreover, the inequality is strict when a = 1. Here K(ß) is the best Sobolev 
constant in the following inequality 

C\\u\\ß < Hi       Vue £#((), T) 

and is explicitly given by 

[        2-K        (   2   y-2/ß(     miß)     \2        ifKH^n 
K{ß) = <   /3T1+V/3     2+ß r(l/2+l//3)       '     V I- S P < oo, 

^|, if ß = 00. 

As a result, we have the following stability result for Eq.   (2.1), which 
generalizes (2.2) using La-norms of q(t). 

Theorem 2.3 (Zhang and Li 15) Assume that q satisfies q >- 0 and q € 
La(0,T) for some 1 < a < oo.  Then Eq. (2.1) is stable if 

\\q\\a < K(2a*), ifl<a<oo, (2.4) 

Hg»! < Ä-(oo) = 4/r, ifa = l. (2.5) 

We remark here that the result (2.4) is best possible when the LQ-norms 
are used. 
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Let us compare (2.4) with (2.2) using the Mathieu equation: 

x + \(l+ecost)x = 0, (2.6) 

where the parameters A > 0 and e G [—1,1]. By the classical condition (2.2), 
one can only obtain the stability of (2.6) when the parameter A satisfies 

4 1 
0<A< 

TIKHl 7T2 

for all e G [—1,1], where we(t) = 1 + ecosi. Such a result is not satisfactory 
because the exact first stability interval is A G (0,1/4) for e = 0. However, 
using condition (2.4), one may choose different a for different e G [-1,1] to 
obtain satisfactory results. In fact, Eq. (2.6) is stable when 

n       ^        rr /  N K(2a*) 0 < A < Hi (e) :=   max      v      ' 
a€[l,oo]   \\W, ■e]a 

A numerical computation shows the curve A = iZ'i(e) is almost close to the 
eigenvalue curve A = \i(we) of (2.6) for all e G [—1,1]. 

3    Resonance pockets of parameterized Hill's equations 

Suppose that p(t) is 27r-periodic and p G L1(0,27r). We consider resonance 
regions (instability regions) of one-parameter Hill's equations: 

x + (A + sp(t))x = 0 (3.1) 

in the (A,e)-plane. A classical result8 says that Eq. (3.1) is instable when A 
is in the following intervals: 

(-00, Xo(ep)],     (Ai(ep),Äi(ep)),    •■•,    (\k(ep), \k(ep)),    ■■■       (3.2) 

In general, (3.2) gives a sequence of the so-called Arnold tongues 

Rk = {(A,e) : Xk(ep) < A < Äfc(ep)} 

in the (A, e)-plane. This occurs for the Mathieu case p{t) = cos t. However, 
in some cases, the resonance regions Rk may contain some closed sub-regions 
which form the so-called resonance pocketsl. 

When p(t) are two-step potentials, some interesting phenomenon happens 
for resonance pockets. Actually we can use the rotation number approach 
to give a global description to the combinatorial structure of all resonance 
pockets. Let p(t) be 27r-periodic potential given by 

*«-fS:-Uh.1i).   (•"••)        <3-3> 
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Theorem 3.1 (Gan and Zhang4) Suppose that p(t) is given by (3.3).   Then 
the nth resonance region Rn of (3.1) contains exactly 

M  _ [ n — 2,    if (nti)/(27r) is an integer 
" n — 1,    if {ntijl(2TV) is not an integer 

resonance pockets in the (A, e)-plane. 

By Theorem 3.1, for "generic" 2-step potentials p(t) (namely, £i/7r is ir- 
rational), then Rn contains exactly n — 1 resonance pockets for each n G N. 
When the square wave potential p(t) (i.e., ci = — 1, Q = +1, and t\ = it) is 
considered, Rn contains exactly 2[(n—1)/2] resonance pockets for each n £ N, 
where [x] denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x. 

We remark here that if general families of 2-step potentials which are not 
linearly dependent on e are considered, one may construct infinitely many 
resonance pockets inside one resonance region14. 

4    Nonresonance of semilinear nonautonomous differential equations 

Consider the following nonautonomous differential equation 

x + f(t,x)=0,        te[0,T], (4.1) 

where f(t, x) : [0,T]xR-»R is an Z^-Caratheodory function and is semilinear 
in the following sense: There exist a(t), b(t) G L1(0, T) such that 

a(t) < lim inf f-^- < lim sup f-^- < b(t) 
|x|-*oo        X |x|-.oo        X 

uniformly in a.e. t £ [0,T]. We are interested in the nonresonance (solvability) 
of Eq. (4.1) with any class of boundary conditions considered in Section 1. 

There exist in the literature many nonresonance conditions So that the 
boundary value problems are solvable. For example, for the periodic problem 
of (4.1), a well-known one is that there is some k £ N such that 

(2(A- 1)TT/T)
2
 -< a(-) < 6(-) -< {2kir/T)2. (4.2) 

The other boundary value problems have also the similar nonresonance condi- 
tions2'3,10. The conditions (4.2) are also referred as the nonresonance intervals. 

We propose from the view of point of nonautonomous differential equations 
the nonresonance intervals should be in the following form: 
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Theorem 4.1 (Zhang13) Assume that there is some k € N such that 

K-iip)<0       and       A£(fe)>0 (4.3) 

then Eq.   (4.1) has at least one solution satisfying (*), where (*) stands the 
boundary condition (P), (A), or (TP)Q. 

The proof is based on coincidence degree theory9 and the following observa- 
tions: 1. The concept of Property P of Habets et al. 5,u; 2. A generalization of 
one property in the spectrum theory for completely continuous linear operators 
to parameterized completely continuous positively homogeneous operators11; 
3. The comparison results for eigenvalues with respect to potentials. 

Conditions (4.3) are also necessary in some sense. They generalize most 
of existing nonresonance conditions for semilinear nonautonomous equations. 
For example, condition (4.2) implies that 

Affc(a)<0       and       AfA+1(6)>0 

by the comparison results of eigenvalues. Thus (4.2) is a special case of (4.3). 
At last we mention here that the solvability of positive periodic solutions 

to certain differential equations with singularities 12 is also related with the 
eigenvalue results described in this paper. 
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In this work, for the linear almost periodic difference systems, we introduce a cri- 
terion for the unique existence of uniform asymptotically stable almost periodic 
solution. Furthermore, for the general almost periodic difference systems we of- 
fer several criteria of existence for almost periodic solutions, among which two 
existence theorems are established in terms of discrete Liapunov functions. 
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1    Introduction 

As we have known, there have been quite a few results on the existence of 
almost periodic solutions for ordinary and delay differential systems. In this 
paper, we will deal with the existence of almost periodic solutions for (ordi- 
nary) difference systems. 

To this end, we will define the notion of the so-called uniformly almost 
periodic sequences besides the almost sequences and asymptotically almost se- 
quences. Then for the linear almost periodic difference systems we introduce 
a criterion for the unique existence of uniform asymptotically stable almost 
periodic solution. Next, we provide a criterion of the existence of almost pe- 
riodic solutions for difference systems in the general form. Furthermore, by 
using the discrete Liapunov functions, we establish two existence criteria for 
almost periodic solutions. 

For convenience, the letters n, m, I, h, i, j, k, r in the sequel always 
denote integers, and the relevant intervals and inequalities are discrete ones. 

Definition 1.1 A sequence x : Z -+ Rk is called an almost periodic se- 
quence if for any given e > 0, there exists an integer 1(e) > 0 such that each 
discrete interval of length 1(e) contains a r = r(e) such that 

\x(n + T) - x(n)\ < e     for  all  n 6 Z. 

Definition 1.2 A sequence x : Z —> Rk is called an asymptotically almost 
periodic sequence if 

x(n)=p(n) + q(n), 

where p(n) is an almost periodic sequence, and q(n) —► 0 as n —> oo. 
Remark 1.1 It is easy to see that the above decomposition of asymptot- 

ically almost periodic sequence is unique. 
Definition 1.3 Let f : Z x D -*• Rk, where D is an open set in Rk. 

f(n, x) is said to be almost periodic in n uniformly for x 6 D, or uniformly 
almost periodic for short, if for any e > 0 and any compact set S in D, there 
exists a positive integer l(e,S) such that any interval of length l(e,S) contains 
a T for which 

\f(n + T,X)- f(n, x)| < e  for all n e Z and all x € S. 

Lemma 1.1 {x(n)} is an almost periodic sequence if and only if for any 
sequence {h'k} C Z there exists a subsequence {hk} c {h'k} such that x(n + hk) 
converges uniformly on n 6 Z as k —> oo. Furthermore, the limit sequence is 
also an almost periodic sequence. 
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Lemma 1.2 {f(n, x)} is a uniformly almost periodic sequence if and only 
if for any integer sequence {h'k}, there exists a subsequence {/ifc} of {h'k} such 
that f(n + hk,x) converges uniformly on Z x S as k —► oo, where S is any 
compact set in D. Furthermore, the limit sequence is also a uniformly almost 
periodic sequence. 

Lemma 1.3 Let f : Z x D —> Rk be almost periodic in n uniformly for 
x 6 D and continuous in x 6 D, andp(n) be an almost periodic sequence such 
that p(n) 6 S for all n £ Z, where S is a compact set in D. Then f(n,p(n)) 
is almost periodic in n. 

Lemma 1.4 {x(n}} is an asymptotically almost periodic sequence if and 
only if for any sequence {h'k} C Z such that h'k > 0 and h'k —► oo as k —> oo, 
there exists a subsequence {hk} C {h'k} such that x(n+hk) converges uniformly 
on n 6 Z+ as k —> oo. 

2    Linear Difference Systems 

Definition 2.1 Letp(n) be an almost periodic sequence. Then its mean value 
is defined as 

p= lim -YVO'). 
n—»oo n 

It is easy to see that the above-defined mean value is well- defined. Also, 
it can be shown (cf.[2]) that the following lemma is valid. 

Lemma 2.1   Let p(n) be an almost periodic sequence. Then there hold 
m+n n 

(i) p = limn^00i    £   PÜ) =limn_0Oi Ep(m+i); 
j—m+l j=l 

r   -i   i r -i    i 
(ii) p = limn^_oo   -^EKi)   =limn^+00   £   £  p(j)   . 

j=n j'=—n 
Now consider the following linear difference system: 

x(n + l) = A(n)x(n) + b(n),     n £ Z, (2.1) 

where x(n), b(n) E Rk, A(n) is a k x k almost periodic matrix sequence, and 
b(n) is an almost periodic vector sequence. In the sequel, we denote by |x|, |-X"| 
the norm of vector x, and the norm of matrix X, respectively. 

Now we are in a position to show the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1   Under the above assumption, if 

Ä=  lim iV|;4(j)l<l. (2.2) 
n—>oo n 
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then (1) has a unique uniformly asymptotically stable almost periodic solution. 
Sketch of Proof First of all, we can verify that 

n-l    f n-l 1 
x0(n) =   V   |  TT A(i) | b(j) (2.3) 

j=-oo    i-j+1 

is well-defined for any n e Z by Lemma 2.1 and assumption (2). 
Next, it can be easily shown that (3) is a solution of (1). Moreover, by 

Lemma 1.1 we can see that x0(n) is almost periodic since A(n) and b(n) are 
almost periodic. Furthermore, by letting u(n) = x(n) - x0(n) we arrive at the 
homogeneous system 

u{n + 1) = A(n)x(n). 

It then from the expression u{n) = [T[™=no A(j)]u(n0) and assumption (2) we 
can claim that x0{n) is uniformly asymptotically stable, which also implies the 
uniqueness of almost periodic solution of (1). QED. 

3    General Almost Periodic Difference Systems 

Consider the following almost periodic difference systems: 

x(n + l) = f(n,x(n)), (3.4) 

where / : Z x SB ->■ Rk, SB - {x E Rk : \x\ < B}, and f(n,x) is almost 
periodic in n uniformly for x E SB and is continuous in x. 

Theorem 3.1 Suppose that system (4) has a bounded solution tp(n) de- 
fined on Z+ such that \<p(n)\ < B*, B* < B, for all n € Z+. If the solution 
<p(n) is asymptotically almost periodic, then (4) has an almost periodic solu- 
tion. 

Proof Since ip(n) is asymptotically almost periodic, it has the decompo- 
sition 

<p{n) = p(n) + q{n), 

where p(n) is almost periodic in n and q(n) —> 0 as n —> oo. Let {r^} be a 
sequence such that T^ —> oo as k —> oo and p(n + Tk) —> p(n) as k —»• oo. Then 
we have 

<f(n + n) = p(n + Tk) + q(n + rfc). 

It follows that 

\p(n + Tk)\ < \<p(n + Tk)\ + \q{n + Tk)\ < B* + \q{n + rfc)|   for n + Tk > 0. 
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Letting k —> oo, we have \p(n)\ < B* for all n & Z. By Lemma 1.3, f(n,p(n)) 
is almost periodic in n. Since <p(n) is a solution of (4), 

<p(n + 1) = /(n,p(n)) + (/(n,<^(n)) - f(n,p(n))). 

It is clear that f(n, <p(n)) - f(n,p(n)) —> 0 as n —> oo. On the other hand, we 
have 

ip(n + 1) = p(n + 1) + q(n + 1). 

By the uniqueness of the decomposition we conclude that 

p(n + 1) = f(n,p(n))  for n £ Z, 

which shows that p(n) is an almost periodic solution of (4). QED. 
Now by using discrete Liapunov functions, we investigate the existence of 

an almost periodic solution of (4) which is uniformly asymptotically stable in 
the whole. To this end, related to system (4), we consider the coupled system: 

z(n + l) = /(n,x(n)),     y(n + 1) = f(n,y(n)). (3.5) 

Theorem 3.2 Suppose that there exists a Liapunov function V(n,x,y) 
defined for h € Z+, \x\ < B, \y\ < B satisfying the following conditions: 

(i) a(\x — 2/|) < V(n, x,y) < b(\x — y\), where a, b € K. with K = {a £ 
C( R+, R+) :  a(0) = 0 and a is increasing}, 

(ii) \V(n,xi,yi) -V(n,x2,y2)\ < L[\xi - Xi\ + \y! - y2\], where L > 0 is 
a constant, 

(Hi) AV(5) (n, x, y) < —aV(n,x,y), where 0 < a < 1 is a constant, and 

AV(5)(n, x, y) = V(n + 1, f(n, x),f(n, y)) - V(n,x,y). 

Moreover, if there exists a solution <p(n) of (4) such that \<p(n)\ < B* < B 
for n £ Z+, then there exists a unique uniformly asymptotically stable almost 
periodic solution p(n) of (4) which is bounded by B*. 

Proof Let {h'k} be a sequence such that h'k —> oo as k —> oo. Set <pk(n) = 
ip(n + h'k). Then <pk{n) is a solution of x(n + 1) = f(n + h'k,x(n)) through 
(0,(p(h'k)). Since f(n,x) is uniformly almost periodic, by lemma 1.2, there 
exists a subsequence {hk} of {h'k} such that f(n + hk,x) converges uniformly 
on Z x 5ß« as k —* oo. For a given e > 0, choose an integer A;o(e) so large that 
if m > k > k0(e), 

' (l-a)hkb(2B*)<a(e)/2 (3.6) 

and 
\f(n + hk,x)-f(n + hm,x)\ <aa(e)/(2L)  onZx5B, (3.7) 
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It follows from (ii) and (iii) that 
AV(n,<p(ri),ip(n + hm-hk)) 

< L\f(n + hm- hk, ip(n + hm - hk)) - f(n, ip(n + hm- hk))\ 
-aV(n, ip(n), (p(n + hm- hk)). 

In virtue of (7), we have 

AV(n,<p(n),ip(n + hm - hk)) < -aV(n,ip(n),ip(n + hm - hk)) + aa(e)/2, 

which implies that 

V(n + hk, y>(n + hk), tp{n + hm)) < (o(e)/2 + (1 - a)n+h"b(2B*). 

Hence, if m > k > ko(e), by (6) and (i) we have 

\ip(n + hk) — <p(n + hm)\ < e for all n € Z+  if m > k > ko- 

By Lemma 1.4 this shows that ip(n) is asymptotically almost periodic, and 
thus system (4) has an almost periodic solution p(n) which is bounded by B* 
in virtue of Theorem 3.1. By using the Liapunov function V{n,x,y), with the 
standard arguments, it is easy to show that p(n) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable and every solution remaining in SB approaches p(n) as n —> oo, which 
also implies the uniqueness of p(n). QED. 

Next, consider the following system 

x(n+l) = f(n,x(n))+g(n), (3.8) 

where f(n,x) is as in (4), g(n) is almost periodic in n and \g(n)\ < M for all 
n e Z+. 

Theorem 3.3 Suppose that there exists a Liapunov function V(n,x,y) 
defined on Z+ x SB X SB satisfying the conditions (i), (iii) in Theorem 3.2 
and 

(ii)' \V(n,xu,y\) -V(n,X2,y2)\ <L\{xx -x2) - (yi -y2)\, 
where L > 0 is a constant. Moreover, suppose that system (4) has a solution 
ip(n) such that \<p(n)\ < C for n € Z+ and some constant C > 0, C < B. 
Then, if a~1(2LM/a) + C < B* < B, where a~l{r) is the inverse function 
of a(r), the system (8) has a unique uniformly asymptotically stable almost 
periodic solution which is bounded by B*. 

To prove this theorem, we need to consider the following auxiliary system: 

f x(n+l) = f(n,x(n))+g(n), ,, Q. 
y(n+l)=f(n,y(n)) + 9(n). (ö"> 
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Also, we need the following Lemma (cf.[l]). 
Lemma 3.1    Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, if \xo — v(no)| < 

b~1{LM/a),   n0 > 0, and \x0\ < B*, then 

\x(n,n0,x0) - f(n)\ < a~1(2LM/a)     for  all  n € Z+, 

where x(n,no,Xo) is a solution of (8) through (TIO,XQ). 

Now we are easy to prove Theorem 3.3. In fact, in virtue of (ii)' and (iii), 
we have 

AV(9)(n,a;(n),y(n)) < L\g(n) - g(n)\ - aV(n,x(n),y(n)) = -aV(n,x(n),y(n)). 

Moreover, by Lemma 3.1, we know that there does exist a solution x(n) of 
system (8) such that |a;(n)| < B* < B for all n G Z+. Therefore, by applying 
Theorem 3.2 to system (8) we can conclude the assertion of Theorem 3.3. QED. 
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THE SIMULTANEOUS COLLISION ORBITS FOR iV-BODY 
PROBLEMS WITH QUASIHOMOGENEOUS POTENTIALS 
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For JV-body problems with weak-force type quasi-homogeneous potentials in 
Rk(k + 1 > N) we prove that the minimizing critical points of the Lagrangian 
action from any given initial position to the simultaneous collision position must 
be such orbits that the configurations of the JV-bodies have similar equilateral 
homographic shapes. 

1. Introduction and Main Results 

iV-body problems with quasi-homogeneous potentials ([7], [12] and [13]) are 
related with the motion of N point masses mi, • • ■, m^ in Rk(k > 1) under 
the action of the potential — W(q) given by 

W(q) = U(q)+V(q) (1.1) 
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v(»-|   V   ff^ (1"3) 

where a,b > 0,a2 + b2 ^ 0,a,ß > 0,a2 + ß2 ± 0,q = (qlr- -,qN), 
qi e Rk. 

The equations of the motion for the iV-body problems with a potential 
—W{q) are given by 

dW(q) 
■miqi = -^il,   i = l,---,N (1.4) 

aqi 

Note that -W(q) is the classical Newtonian potential when a = 0,ß = 1, or 
& = 0, a = 1 or a = /? = 1, and homogeneous potentials when a = 0 or b = 0 
or a = /3. 

Coti Zelati ([5]) used variational methods to study the existence of a non- 
simultaneous collision periodic solution for the classical Newtonian iV-body 
problems under some restrictions on the masses m,i(i = 1, • • ■, JV). 

Serra-Terracini ([14]) used variational methods to study the existence of a 
noncollision periodic solution for 3-body problems with the classical Newtonian 
potential and a radial perturbation potential in R3. 

Long and Zhang ([11]) and Chehciner and Desolneux ([4]) proved indepen- 
dently that the shapes of the solutions from minimizing the Lagrangian action 
integral on the T/2-antiperiodic or zero mean loop space of class W1'2 (R/TZ, Rk) 
for 3-body problems with a homogeneous potential must be the planar equi- 
lateral triangle circulars. 

In this paper, we study the variational properties for simultaneous collision 
solutions of JV-body problems with quasihomogeneous potentials. We have the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 1.1 For N-body problems (1.1)-(1.4) in Rk(k+ 1 > N) with 
0 < a < 2 and 0 < ß < 2, the Wl>2 orbits which minimize the Lagrangian 
action from any initial position to the simultaneous collision position with all 
bodies colliding at the center of masses: 

f(q) = \ f ' VTm|ä(t)|2dt + f' u(q)dt, 

fteW1'2([ilji2],R
k)Iqi(t2) = 0, 

-co <ti <t2 < +oo (1.5) 
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satisfy that the configurations of the iV-bodies are similar equilateral geometric 
graphes, and the total energy h must satisfy 

1   N 

-'Vmi\qi(t)\2-U(q) = h = 0 (1.6) 

Specially the configurations of 3 and 4-body problems in Rk(k > 2 and k > 3) 
are respectivly the Lagrangian equilateral triangle and the regular tetrahedron. 

2. The Proof of Theorem 1.1 

Lemma 2.1   S = {r € Wl<2([0,T],R),r(0) = 0,r(t) > 0} is a weakly closed 
subset of W1-2^,II, R). 

Lemma 2.2  Let a,ß, Uo, VQ > 0, then 

^   l(r,r)dt =   f    ^r2+U0r-a+Vor-ß^dt 
n 2 0 0 

has lower bound and is coercive on S. 
Proof  On S, we take the following norm: 

(r      y/2 

||r||=      I    \\r\2dt        +r(0) = ||r||2 (2.1) 
o 

Hence 
f   l(r,r)dt>h\rf (2.2) 
o * 

Lemma 2.3 If 0 < d, ß < 2, then 

g(r)=   f   l(r,r)dt=   ^    ^\f2 + U0r~a +V0r~^ dt (2.3) 
o o      * 

is weakly lower semicontinuous. 
Proof Firstly, we note that \ f0 r2dt = |||r||2 is weakly lower semicon- 

tinuous. 
Secondly, the assumptions 0 < a,ß < 2, r G W1,2([0,T],R) and r > 0 

and the Fatou's Lemma imply that fQ (Uor~a + Vor-13) dt is also weakly lower 
semicontinuous. Now by Lemma 1-3, we have that 

Lemma 2.4 g(r) = f0 (|r2 4- Uor~a + Vor-13) dt attains its global min- 
imum value on 5. 
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Lemma 2.5  l°.(Sundman's inequality [15] [16]) Let 

N 

/ = I(t) = Tmi|(B(t)|2 (2.4) 

r = r(t) = (I(t))^2 (2.5) 
N 

K = K(t) = Tmi\qi(t)\2 (2.6) 
. *=i 

Then 
ÄT(*) > |r(*)"|a (2.7) 

2°. The inequality (2.7) takes the equality if and only if 

qi = Xqu   i = 1,2, •••,7V, (2.8) 

Hence the angular momentum of the system (1.1)-(1.4) is zero: 

N 

C = srmiqixqi = 0 (2.9) 
i=l 

Proof By (2.4) we have 

fN V 
/2=4   ^Trriiqi-qi (2.10) 

i=l 

/W \   (N \ 
<4   Vmil^l2       Vmilftl2 (2.11) 

i=l i=l 

= 4/-ü: (2.12) 

K > i/-1/2 = |r|2 (2.13) 

Inequality (2.13) takes the equality if and only if (2.11) takes the equality, 
which is equivalent to conditions (2.8). 

Now we prove Theorem 1.1: 
Proof By the invariant property for f(q) under inversing the time, without 

loss of the generality, we can assume that the initial moment ti = 0 and 
momentum of inertial 7(0) = 0 and the final moment ti = T. Then Sundman's 
inequality ([15] [16]) implies that the kinetic energy: 

\K>\I-
2 (2-14) 
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Since the well-known fact that the regular simplex with center of mass at o 
achieves the minimum UQ and Vo of the (homogeneous of degree 0) function 
Ial2U and Iß/2V, we have that 

U>U0r
a/2 = U0r-a,   V>V0r

ß/2 = V0r-ß, (2.15) 

By (2.14) and (2.15) we have 

L = L{q, q) = \x + W> U"1 + U0r~a + V0r~ß = l(r, r) = I (2.16) 

This says that at each instant, the Lagrangian L(q, q) is greater or equal to 
the Lagrangian l(r, r) of the Kepler problem on the line corresponding to the 
positive function r(t). 

Moreover, as L and I are positive, equality f0 Ldt = f0 ldt with the 
absolute minimum value (with fixed time T) can be achieved only in case at 
each time: 

(1°) Sundman inequality is an equality (with zero angular momentum ) 
and the path is " homothetic", ending in total collision at the center of mass. 

(2°) the fixed configuration realises the minimum UQ and Vo of Ia'2U and 
lß/2V, which implies it is a regular simplex. 

That such a minimizing path must be a solution amounts to saying that 
Euler- Lagrange equations of the action functional for the problem on the line 
are the equations of motion 

It remains to prove that among all keplerian motions on the line from 
*i = 0 to £2 = T, the parabolic one, that is, the one with energy 

h = if2 - U0r~a - V0r~ß = 0 (2.17) 

minimizes the action fQ l(r.r)dt.   By Lemma 1-4, we know that there is a 

ro € S such that f0 l{ro-fo)dt = inf f0 l(r.r)dt.' 

(i) r(T) =fc 0. We can restrict to motions where r(t) increases from 0 
to 1 when t goes from 0 to T, which allows to replace the time by r in the 
integration. Taking the energy h as a parameter, we have that 

g(h) = '(' ldt 
o 

=   f  {h + 2U0r-a+2V0r-ß)dt 
o 

=   f (h + 2Uor-a+2V0r-ß) 
o 

x(2h + 2U0r-a+2V0r-ß)-1^dt (2.18) 
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Set g'{h) = 0, we have h = 0.   Note </'(0) > 0, hence tf Idt attains the 
minimum if and only if h = 0. 

(ii) r(T) = 0 but r(t) ± 0 for some te [0,T], then 

g(h)=  '   ldt=  I  ldt+ '   Idt (2 19) 
o o 7 v '    ' 

Using the result of case (i), we can also prove the same result h = 0. 
Comment: 1° If one drops the restriction k > N - 1 on the dimension, 

everything goes through except that the regular AT-simplex does not embed 
anymore in the ambient space Rk, so that the minimum U0 and V0 of the 
function Ial%U and I^V are realized by central configurations which we are 
unable to compute explicitly. 

2° For the planar four-body problem with four equal masses, by the above 
arguments and the results of Albouy ([1], [2]), we have that the minimizer of 
(1.5) must satisfy that the configuration of the four bodies are similar squares 
and the (1.6) holds. 

Acknowledgment:  The work was supported by the NNSF of China.   The 
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In order to understand the dynamics of a second order delay differential equa- 
tion with piecewise constant argument, we study nonlinear invariant curves of its 
induced planar mapping by reducing to a functional equation. 
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1    Introduction 

A special form of functional differential equation with variable delays is the 
equation with a piecewise constant argument (EPCA for short) 

^x(t) + g(x([t}))=0,    ieRzeR (EPCA*) 

where [t] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to t and g : R —> R 
is piecewise continuous. Many nice results [l]-[3] on existence of solutions and 
on their periodicity and oscillation were given. 

Like other delay differential equations, sometimes (EPCAfc) may display 
a complicated dynamics with orbits in an infinite-dimensional phase space. In 
fact, Li-Yorke chaos occurs in (EPCAi) for g(x) = x2+(l—fi)x where \i > 3.75, 
because letting xn := x(n) = x([t]), t € [n,n+l), and integrating (EPCAi) on 
[n,n+l) deduce a logistic map xn+i = ßxn{l — xn). In contrast with (EPCAi) 
a modified (EPCA2), where [t] is replaced by t, is a planar Hamiltonian system 
displaying simple dynamical behaviors. This suggests researching nonlinear 
dynamics of at least (EPCA2). 

Similarly to (EPCAi), let xn := x(n) = x([i\), x'n := x'(n) = x'([i\), t € 
[n, n + 1). By integrating (EPCA2) twice on [n, n + 1) we get 

x'(t) = -g(xn)(t-n)+x'n, (1.1). 

*(*) = -gSfrnX* - n)2 + X«(* - n) + X»- (°) 

Letting t -* (n+l)_ we have x'n+1 = -g(x„)+x'n, xn+i = -\g{xn)+x'n+xn. 
It follows that xn+2 = 2xn+i —xn — \{g(xn+\) +g{xn)), a difference equation, 
which induces a planar mapping G : R2 —► R2, G(x, y) = (y, 2y - x - \ (g(y) + 
g(x))). If G has an invariant curve T : y = f(x), the system can be reduced 
further to a one-dimensional iteration xn+i = f{xn) on V and the complexity 
of (EPCA2) is linked to the nonlinearity of /. Clearly such invariant curves 
can be obtained by solving the functional equation 

f(Hx)) = 2f(x)-x-±(g(f(x))+g(x)),   x e R. (FE) 

This paper gives an exposition to joint works [4]-[5] with C.T.Ng, showing 
existence of nonlinear invariant curves for the induced mapping G of (EPCA2) 
by discussing (FE), and give an answer to the question [4] of analytic extension. 
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2    Analytic Invariant Curves 

By arranging terms and letting h(x) := \(3x — f(x) — ^g(x)) , equation (FE) 
is simplified to 

h(f(x)) + h(x) = x. (2.3) 

Then for an analytic form of / we can answer what g guarantees the system 
has the invariant curve T : y = f(x) by discussing existence of h in (3). 

Theorem 2.1 For f(x) = ax + b equation (3) on a domain in R with at least 
two points has a solution h(x) = cx+d if and only if c(a+l) = 1,   cb+2d = 0. 

The proof is simple.  However, we are more concerned with nonlinear /. 
Unfortunately, 

Theorem 2.2 If / is a polynomial function with degree / > 2, then equation 
(3) has no polynomial solution h on infinite domains in R. 

Proof Let n = degree / > 2 and let h be a. nonconstant polynomial of 
degree m > 1. Then h(f(x)) + h(x) — x is a polynomial of degree mn, and 
cannot carry more than mn roots. Thus (3) can hold only for at most finitely 
many x values. 

Despite of this, it is possible to find a solution of convergent power series. 

Theorem 2.3 If f(x) = x2, then equation (3) has a unique analytic solution 
h(x) on the interval (—1,1) given by 

oo 

h(x)=x + sT{-l)kx2k. (2.4) 
fc=i 

Proof Let h(x) = J2nLi o,nxn in (3) and solve for the coefficients o„, and 
then we get (4) uniquely. Clearly the radius of convergence for the series is 1, 
so the equation holds for all a; 6 (—1,1). 

A question [4] is whether the solution (4) on (—1,1) can be extended 
analytically to R. Thanks to a private letter from Prof.Walter Rudin, we 
know lim:,;_i_ x + J2T=i(~l)fca;2 does not exist. In fact, under the hy- 
potheses that {An} is an increasing sequence of positive numbers which satis- 
fies Hadamard's gap condition liminf„_>00(An+i/A„) > 1 and that the series 
£(x) = Y^=ianxXn' where all an, n = 1,2,..., are real numbers, converges 
for 0 < x < 1, the "high indices theorem" [6] asserts that the series Y^Li an 
converges if £(x) tends to a finite limit as x —» 1. Hence the answer for the 
question[4] is negative. 
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3    Quadratic Invariant Curves 

We are specially interested in quadratic invariant curves, the simplest form of 
nonlinearity. We need solve (3) for given f(x) = ax2 + bx + c, a ^ 0. Taking 
z = a(x + jj) and k(z) := ah{\z - ^) + f in (3) we obtain an equivalent 
equation 

k(p(z)) + k(z) = z,   p(z) = z2+C. (3.5) 

where C = \ (26 - b2) + ac. 
For each x 6 R and n € Z+ we denote by x^ = p^> (x) the image of x 

under the n-th iterate of p. Negative n may also be used, but where it is used 
we shall indicate which injective branch of p is taken. We have the following 
results [4]-[5]. 
Theorem 3.1 When C > 1/4, each initial function k : [0, C) —► R can be 
extended uniquely to a solution k for (5) on [0, oo) by the relation 

k(x) =x- XM + ... + (-1)"-V"-1) + (-l)nk(x^),   Vx 6 [0, C),n >(B.6) 

This;can be further extended uniquely to a solution for (5) on R by the relation 

k(t) = k(-t) + It,   Vi < 0. (3.7) 

Moreover, k is continuous on [0, oo) iff the initial function k is continuous on 
[0, C) and that k{x) —* —k(0) as x —► C from the left. Its extension to R is 
then continuous. 
Theorem 3.2 When C = 1/4, (i) each initial function k : [0, C) —* R can be 
extended uniquely to a solution k on [0,1/2) by (6); (ii) each initial function 
k : [ci,c2) —> R, where C\ > 1/2 is arbitrarily fixed and c^ = p{c\), can be 
extended uniquely to a solution k on [1/2, oo) by (6) and by that 

k(x) = x(-V + ... + (-1)"-Vn> + (-l)"A;(z(n)),   Vx 6 [ci.ca), n < -#.8) 

(iii) k : [0, oo) —> R satisfies (5) iff its restrictions to [0,1/2) and to [1/2, oo) 
are given by the above (i) and (ii) respectively and k(l/2) = 1/4; and (iv) 
each solution k : [0, oo) —► R can be extended uniquely to a solution on R 
by (7). Moreover, (5) has many piecewise continuous solutions but only one 
continuous at 1/2. 
Theorem 3.3 When 0 < C < 1/4, p has two fixed point x\ and x2 with 0 < 
X\ < x-i < oo. Each initial function on [0, C) extends uniquely to a solution on 
[0, aii); each initial function on [cj, Cz), where Ci e (zi,X2) is chosen arbitrarily 
and C2 = p(ci), extends uniquely to a solution on {x\, X2); each initial function 
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on [c3,C4), where c$ G (x2,oo) is chosen arbitrarily and a = p(cs), extends 
uniquely to a solution on (x2,oo); k(xi) = xi/2 and k{x2) = X2/2 extend 
solutions on [0,xi)U(xi,X2)U(x2,oo) uniquely to solutions [0,oo), and relation 
(7) extends the latter to solutions on R. 

Theorem 3.4 When C = 0, the fixed points of p are x\ = 0 and X2 = 1. 
The construction of solutions for (5) is basically the same as in the case of 
0 < C < 1/4. 

Theorem 3.5 When -3/4 < C < 0, p has two fixed points x\ and X2 with 
xi < 0 < xi. (i) Each initial function k : (p(C),0] —► R can be extended to 
(xi, 0] by that 

n-l 

k(x) = fc(x(2n)) + V(x(2i> - x(2i+1>),   Vx G (p(C), 0], n > 1,       (3.9) 
i=0 

and to [C,p(2)(C)) by the relation k(x) = x - fc(xW), Vx G (p(C),0], and 
subsequently to [C, Xi) by (9); (ii) A; : [C, 0] —► R satisfies (5) iff its restrictions 
to (xi,0] and to [C,x{) are given by (i) and A;(xi) = xi/2; (iii) each solution 
k : [C, 0] —> R can be extended uniquely to a solution on (—X2,X2) by (9); (iv) 
each solution k : [ci, C2) —> R where Ci > X2 is arbitrarily fixed and C2 = p(ci), 
can be extended uniquely to a solution k for (5) on (x2,00) by (6) for n > 1 
and by (2.10) for n < —1; (v) each solution k : (x2,oo) —> R can be extended 

' uniquely to a solution on (—00, —X2) and to (—00, —X2) U (x2,oo) by (7) for 
all t < —X2; (vi) k : R —> R satisfies (5) iff its restrictions to (—X2,X2) and to 
(—00, —X2) U (x2,oo) are given by above (iii), (iv) and (v), and k{xz) = X2/2 
and k(-x2) = -(3/2)x2. 
Theorem 3.6 When C < —3/4, equation (5) has no solution k on R. 

For continuity in the above cases we have more conclusions [4]-[5]. 

4    General Invariant Curves 

In this section we are back to equation (FE) and give existence of general non- 
linear invariant curves. Let C\(R) = {/ : R —* R|/ is C1 smooth and ||/||i < 
00} where Wfh = ||/|| + ||/'||, ||/|| = supx6R|/(x)| and /' is the derivative of /. 
Let $(M,T,u;I) = {</> € Cl

b(R)\\\4>'\\ < M, Lip(^) < T, and \<f>'(x)-<f>'(y)\ > 
v\x — y\, Vx,y G /}, where M, T,v are nonnegative constants, v < T, and / 
is a closed interval in R. 

Theorem 4.1 If g : R —> R is C1 smooth, and g(x) = —2x + <^>(x),Vx G R, 
where <f> G <3?(Mi,Ti,i>i;7"), then within $(M2,T2,U2; I) equation (FE) has a 
unique solution /, provided that the nonnegative constants M\, Ti, v\, M2, T2 
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and V2 satisfy 

2M| + (Mi - 6)M2 + Mi < 0, (4.10) 

(2M| + 2M2 + Mi)T2 + Mf Ti < min{6T2 - ?u t>i - 6u2},      (4.11) 

7 := - max{2 + 2M2 + Mx + 2M2T2 + M2Ti,4M2 + M{\ < 1. (4.12) 

It is easy to prove that the conditions ( 4.10-12) are not self-contradictory. 
The structure of $2 implies the solution / obtained in theorem 4.1 must be 
nonlinear on I when I is nondegenerated. 

. Proof of Theorem 4.1 Clearly $(Mi,Ti,ui;/) and $(M2,T2li;2; I), 
denoted by $i and $2 respectively for short, are closed subsets of the Banach 
space Cj(R). Let the mapping T : $2 —> C£(R) be defined by 

Tnx) = ±f{f(x)) + ±Mf{x)) + 4>(x)),   /6*2. (4.13) 

Let (Tf)'(x) denote the derivative of T/(x). By (10) and (ll) we have 

||(T/)'|| < \M% + ±(M1M2 + MO < M2; (4.14) 

\(Tf)'(x) - (T/)'(y)| < |((2Ma
2 + 2M2 + Mi)T2 + {Ml + l)Tx)|x - y| 

<T2|x-j/|,    Vz,j/eR; (4.15) 

|(T/)'(x) - (T/)'(y)| >|(Vi - ((2M| + 2M2 + MX)T2 + JW|Tx))|s - y| 

>u2|x-j/|,    Vx,y€l. (4-16) 

This shows that T maps $2 into itself. Furthermore, for any /i,/2 € $2, by 
(12), 

\\Tfi - r/a||i = HT/i - T/2|| + IKT/0' - (T/2)'|| 

< |(2 + 2M2 + Mj + 2M2T2 + AfaTOH/i - /2|| 

+|(4M2 + Mi)||(r/i)'-(T/2)
,|| 

<7ll/i-/2||i. (4.17) 

Hence T is a contraction on $2 and has a unique fixed point / € $2. By (13), 
/ is a C1 solution of equation (FE). 

For example, take Mx = 1,M2 = 1/4, Tj = 6,T2 = 102/70, vi = 5,v2 = 
1/6. The conditions (10-12) are satisfied. Clearly, the function <j>(x), defined 
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by <j){x) = -x - 8/5 as x G (-00,4/5), <j>(x) = fa;2 - 5x as x G [4/5,6/5] 
and 4>{x) = x — 18/5 as x € (6/5,+00), belongs to $(Mi, Ti,i>i; /), where 
/ := [4/5,6/5]. By theorem 4.1, equation (FE) with (7(2:) = — 2x + <p(x) has a 
unique solution / G $ (M2, T 2, i>2; I) ■ 
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NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR 
OSCILLATION OF SOME SECOND ORDER NONLINEAR 

FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

ZHIYU ZHANG, XIAOXIA WANG 
Department of Mathematics 

North China Institute of Technology 
Taiyuan, Shanxi 030008, P.R.China 

In this paper, some necessary and sufficient conditions for a certain kind of second 
order nonlinear functional differential equations with various type of deviating 
arguments being oscillatory are given. These results improve and generalize some 
known results. 

1    Introduction 

In paper [1], by using convex cone method, we have studied the asymptotic 
behavior for second order nonlinear functional differential equation 

\p(t,x(h0(t)))g(x(t-T))} +f(t,x(h1(t)),---,x(hn(t))) = 0 (1.1) 
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and have given some results for classification and for necessary and sufficient 
conditions of existence of nonoscillatory solutions. This paper is a continua- 
tion of paper [1]. Some necessary and sufficient conditions for Eq.(l) being 
oscillatory will be given. These results improve and generalize some known 
results of L.Wen, T.Kusano, H.Onose and others (see [2-4]) for second order 
functional differential equations 

[r(t)g(x (t))}' + /(t,«(/n(*))." ■ • ,s(M*))) = 0 (1-2) 

or its special cases. 

2      Some Hypotheses and Lemmas 

In this paper, we assume that the following hypotheses hold for Eq.(l): 

(Hi) p(t,x) € C[[t*, +oo) x R, (0, +oo)] and there exist 

0,    i/> €C[[f,+oo),(0,+oo)] 

• such that 
4>{t) <p{t,x)<ip(t),    for   xeR,    t>t* 

and 

hm   ^- = ao>0. 
t—+oo rp(t) 

(H2) r is a real number, hi(t) € C[i*,+oo), and hi(t) —> +00 as t —> +00 
(1 = 0,1,2, •■-,«). 

(H3) function g(u) € C(—00, +00) is strictly monotone increasing and #(0) = 
Q,g(u) —> ±00 as u —► ±00. 

(H4) there exist positive numbers ß and k, such that 

<r1M<#r1(«)<rV),  ff_1(-«) =-fcff_1(«), 
for all u > 0 and v > 0, where g~l(u) is the inverse function of g(u). 

(H5) f(t,xi,---xn) € C[[t*,+00) x Rn,R] and Xif(t,xi,---,xn) > 0 if x1, 
X2, ■ ■ •, xn have same signs (i = 1,2, • • •,n). 

(HO)   f °° 5_1[s7fy]^ < +00' where cj>(t) is the same as in (Hi). 
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In addition, the following conditions for p_1(u) will be used: 
a-condition   g~l(u) is said to satisfy a-condition, if there exists a constant 
a > 0 such that 

0-1(uu) = ag~l(u)g~l(v),    for   u,v € R. 

7-condition <7_1(u) is said to satisfy 7-condition, if there exist constants 
7 > 0 and uo > 0, such that 

ff_1(w) > 7«,    for   u > u0- 

(T-condition g~l(u) is said to satisfy a-condition means that for given con- 
stant a > 0, l/g~1(ua) has a positive primitive function <f>(u) for u > 0. 

From paper [1], on the basis of the above hypotheses, we easily obtain 
some lemmas as follows. 
Lemma 1 Suppose that function u(t) > 0 is continuous, then there exist con- 
stants mi > 0,77i2 > 0 and sufficiently large to >t*, such that 

m'^m]i3~llmlimi'~'lml ,or ,£,°     <23) 

Lemma 2 Jf x[t) is an eventually positive solution (or an eventually negative 
solution) of Eq.(l), andg~l(u) satisfies a-condition, then there exist numbers 
ai > 0, a<z > 0 and to > t* such that 

aip(i) < x(t) < a2    (or     - a2 < x{t) < -aip(t))    for    t > t0,       (2.4) 

where 
/•+00 -I 

P® = 9-1[-7[—-Ms. t 9{s + r) 

Lemma 3 Suppose that f is sublinear or nondecreasing with respect to every 
Xi > 0 (or Xi < 0) (i = 1,2, •••,nj; g~l{u) that satisfies a-condition has 
continuous derivative q(u) and there is a constant r > 0 such that 

p(t, x) = <j)(t)    for   \x\ < r    and   t>t*. 

Then Eq.(l) has nonoscillatory solutions x(t) > 0 (or x(t) < 0 eventually) if 
and only if there exists constant Co > 0 (or CQ < 0) such that 

/■+00 

'       \f(t,coP(h1(t)),cop(h2(t))r--,cop(hn(t)))\dt<+oo (2.5) 

holds,where p(t) is defined as Lemma 2. 
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Lemma 4 Suppose that f is sublinear or nondecreasing with respect to every 
Xj > 0 (or Xi < 0) (i = 1,2, • ■ • ,n), then for any c > 0 (or c < 0), Eq.(l) 
has a nonoscillatory solution x(i) being eventually larger than c (or x(t) < c 
eventually) if and only if there exists some Co, Co > c > 0 (or Co < c < 0) such 
that 

H-oo i        pt 

S'^Äüs       \f(8,co,---,co)\d8]dt<+oo .    (2.6) 
<PW    to 

holds for sufficiently large to>t*. 

3    Main Results 

Theorem 1 Suppose that 5-1(u) satisfies a-condition, ^-condition and has 
continuous derivative; f is strongly superlinear; hi(t) > t — r (i = 1,2, • • •, n) 
and there exist constants r > 0 and to > t* such thatp(t,x) = 4>{t) for \x\ < r 
and t > to, and that <j>{t) and 4>{t + r) are infinity of same order as t —* +oo. 
Then Eq. (1) is oscillatory if and only if . 

/■+oo 

'       \f(t,cp(h1(t)),---,cp(hn(t)))\dt = +(x> (3.7) 

holds for all c^O. 
Theorem 2 Suppose that f is strongly sublinear and its strongly sublinear 
constant is a, <7-1(u) satisfies a-condition and it also satisfies a-condition for 
the a; hi(t) < t—T, (i = 1,2, ■ • •,n). Then a necessary and sufficient condition 
for Eq. (1) being oscillatory is 

/•+oo 1      /"* 
S-1[T77r  '   |/(«,c,--.,c)|ds]A = +oo (3.8) 

<P{t)     to 

for every c ^ 0. 
Proof. The necessity of Theorem 3.2 is obvious by Lemma 2.4. The sufficiency 
will be proved as follows. 

If Eq.(l) has an eventually positive solution x(i), then x(t) is only .Aj-type 
or j4g-type according to formula (8) and Theorem 3.1 of paper [1]. If x(t) is 
Ä+—typei then there exist constants c> C\ > 0, such that 

0 < ci < x(hi(t)) < c,    x'(t-r)>0    (i = l,2,---,n)    for   t > to- 

Integrating Eq.(l) from to to t > to, we have 

rt 
1  F(s,x{h(s)))ds = -p(t,x(h0{t)))g(x'(t-T)) +p(t0,x(ho(t)))g{x'(t0 - r)) 
to 
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< p(tQ, x(h0(t0)))g(x (to - r)). 

For the sake of convenience, here and in the following the function f(t, x(hi (*),-••, x(hn(i))) 
is often expressed as F(t, x(h(t))). Thus 

<?[^y f
t F(s,x(h(s)))ds) < g-'lpitotxihoitoVMx (t0 - r))/4>(t)\ 

= ag-l\p(t0,x(ho(to)))g(x'(to -T))]^
1
^], 

because the strongly sublinear constant of / is a and 0 < c\ < x(hi(t)) < c, 
we get 

< g-H^-'UtoMhom^'ito - TWg-iftd/c)*]. 

Hence, we have 
' f+oo 1       /* 

9~l^W)    f(s>c'--->c)dsldt 

/•+0O 1 

- ( 5-1[^j]dt)s"1|p(*o,x(/io(to)))<7(x,(to - r))]lg-l[(Cl/cY] < +oo, 

which contradicts formula (8). '•' 
If x(t) is AQ — type, then there exist to and C2, such that 

x'(t-r)<0,    0 < x(hi(t)) < c2    (i = 1,2, ••■,«)    for'   t > t0. 

From Eq.(l) and (H4) as well ,we know 

f* 1   ' '   F(s,x(h(s)))ds <p(t,x(ho(t)))g(--x (t-r)). 
to K . 

So 

9~\(tJho(t)))   [/MHsWs] < 4*'(*-r). (3.9) 

Because of / being strongly sublinear,(.a;(i) being decreasing, hi(t) < t - 
T    (i = 1,2, • ■ •, n) and ff_1(«) satisfying a-condition, we have 

9-\(, Jh r.»x   ^ F(s,a:(/i(s)))(fa] 
p(i,z(/i0(i)))   to 
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Zag-iMt-T)/*)^-1^   ^  f(s,C2,---,C2)ds}. 

And from formula (10), we have 

-ir   1     /"* fi ui^ -x'(t-r) 
rp{t)   4o cPkg-l(c2°)g-l[{x(t-T)y\ 

By integrating the above formula from t\ > t0 to t > t\ and the a—condition 
, we have 

ft i       r* 
2-1h7TT       f(s,c2,---,c2)ds]d\ 

tl V\A)   t0 

<o»ibg-V)W3!('1"r))]<+00- 
Hence, according to Lemma 1 and the above formula, there exists a constant 
m2 > 0, such that 

rt -^ /-A 

5
_:

[T7TT       f(s,c2,---,c2)ds]d\ 
ti <P(A)   to 

:      . <ÄF%T)^<"-'-»l<+»-        ...:■:■ 
which contradicts formula (8).   Therefore Eq.(l) has not eventually positive 
solutions. 

Similarly, Eq.(l) has not eventually negative solutions either. Hence, 
Eq.(l) is oscillatory. The proof of Theorem 1 is similar to the above, and 
omitted. 
Remark     Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 in this paper include respectively 
Theorem 6 and Theorem 7 that are the main results for oscillation of Eq.(2) 
in paper [2]. They also improve and generalize Theorem 4.6.2-4.6.3 in [3]. See 
the following example. 
Example   Consider the equation 

[(t2/3+sm2(t-2r))a;'1/3(i-r)]' 

+i"2/3(x1/3(* - 3T) + xV5{t - 4r) + x1/7(i - 5r)) = 0 (3.10) 
where constant r > 0. It is obviously that 

f(t,XltX3,XS) =t-2/3(x\/3+X1
2
/5+xl/7), 

cj>(t)=t2/3,    ^) = l + i2/3,    g{u) = v}'\    g-1(u) = u3 

satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 3.2. Therefore Eq.(ll) is oscillatory. But 
other known results such as in paper [2-4] are not available to Eq.(ll). 
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THE INTEGRABILITY THEOREMS OF RICCATI 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WITH APPLICATIONS 

LINLONG ZHAO 
Department of Mathematics, 

Shaanxi Anhang Teacher's College, Anhang 725000, China 

In this paper.the new integrable theorems of Riccati equation are presented by 
invariant of Riccati equation. 

1    Introduction 

In 1841,J.Liouville[l] proved Riccati equation: 

y' = P(x)y2+Q(x)y + R(x) (PR^O), (1.1) 

generally,has no elementary solving process. 
In 1961,A.Klujagopal[2] obtained the integrable condition of eg.(l) 

R = kPe2fQdx  (k is a constant). (1.2) 

In 1982, Hongxian Li [3] obtained the integrable condition: 

R = kPenfQdx  (k is a constant). (1.3) 

In 1998, Linlong Zhao [4] discussed the following Riccati equation: 

y' = P(x)yn+Q(x)y + R(x) (PR ? 0, n ? 0,1) (1.4) 
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and obtained the integrable condition: • 

R=kPen^Q~ßD)dx (k,ß are constants). (1.5) 

In 1999, Linlong Zhao [5] obtained the new integrable condition of eg.(l) 

L\yo] = kPe2 f («+2yoP)dx/(m f pe f (Q+2yo)d*da. + n)2; (1 ß) 

T,   , k(A/B)2L[y0]e-2f^B^L^+Q+2y^dx ,     N 
L h/o = 7 , (1.7) 

(mfiWe-J(WA)1WW2v,?)i& + »)2 

where k, m, n are constants, £>, yo, A, B are functions, and 

£M = -2/0 + J^ffo + Q(x)y + R(x)       (PR ^ 0). (1.8) 

2    The Invariant of Riccati Equation 

Definition [5] The coefficient relations of eg.(l) 

h = PR, (1.1a) 

I2 = P'/P + Q, '   (1-16) 

I'2 = R'/R - Q, (1.16') 

is defined as invariant of eg.(l). 
Let 

y = 1/u. (1-2) 

By using ■(1.16') Eq.(l) can be rewritten as follows: 

u' = -Ru2 -Qu-P (1.3) 

3    The Integrable Theorems of Riccati Equation 

Lemma[4] If there are constants a, ß, 7 and function D(x)(^ 0) such that 

Il=.PR = a-fD2, (2.1a) 

I2=P'/P + Q = D'/D + ßD, (2.16) 

I'2=R'/R-Q = D'/D-ßD, (2.16') 
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then eg.(l) can be rewritten its integrable form: 

f dz/(az2+ßz+j)=  f.Ddx, (2.2) 

where 
y = (aD/P)Z   or   y = {R/jD)Z. (2.3) 

Theorem 1 If there are constants a,/3,7 and functions D{x){^ 0) such that: 

h = PL[y0] = a-yD2, '     (2,4a) 

I2 = P'/P + Q + 2y0P = D'/D + ßD, (2.46) 

I'2 = L'[y0}/L[y0} -Q- 2y0P = D'/D - ßD, (2.46') 

then eq.(l) can be rewritten its integrable form (2.2), and 

y = yo + (aD/P)z or      y = y0 + {L[y0]/jD)z. (2.5) 

Proof     Let 

y = yo + A(x)u (function A(x) ^ 0). (2.6) 

Eq.(l) may be rewritten as follows 

v! = Apu2 + {-A'IA + Q + 2y0P)u + L[y0]/A. (2.7) 

Prom Lemma, (2.4a) and (2.4b)(or (2.46')),the eq.(2.7) can be rewritten 
the integrable form (2.2), and 

u = (aD/AP)Z   or   u = {L[y0]/~/AD)Z. (2.8) 

Then (2.5) can be implied by (2.6). 
Now, from (2.46'),we obtain: 

L[y0] = kDeJ(Q+*yoP-ßW* (A    is const.). (2.9) 

From (2.4a),we have 

L[yo] = kp^I(Q+^yoP-ßD)dx (2JL0) 

Again from (2.4b), we obtain 

mpJ(Q+2yoP)dx = DJßDdx   (m      is const>)( (2 n) 
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mPe^Q+2yoP)dx+n=  f De-fßDdx = JßDx (m,n is const.).       (2.12) 

Then (6) is implied by (2.10). 
Now, let u —* A(x)/u (function A(x) ^ 0),we have theorem 2. 

Theorem 2 If there are constants a,ß,j and functions D(x)(^ 0),yo(x) such 
that: 

h = PL[y0] = a-yD2, (2.13a) 

h = L'{y0}/L[y0} -Q- 2y0P = D'/D + ßD, (2.136) 

I'2 = P'/P + Q + 2y0P = D'/D -ßD. (2.136') 

Then eq.(l) may be written its integrable form (2.2),and 

y = yo- L[y0]/aDZ or     y = y0 - jD/PZ. (2.14) 

Theorem 3 If there are constants a,,0,7 and functions D(x)(^ 0),A(x)(^ 
0),B(x)(^0) suchthat 

h = (B/A)2L[y0]L[y0 + A/B] = a^D2, (2.15a) 

h = L'[yo]/L[y0} - {2B/A)L[y0} -Q- 2y0P = D'/D + ßD, (2.156) 

I2 = L'[y0+A/B]/L[y0 + A/B} + (2B/A)L[y0} + Q 

+2y0P - 2(A/B)'/(A/B) = D'/D - ßD. . (2.156') 

Then,eq.(l) may be written its integrable form(2.2),and 

L\yo] ~iA2D 
y = y°-aDZ-(B/A)L{yo]OT    V = y°~ B^L[y0+A/B}-^ABD- {%16) 

The same proves as Theorem 1, let 

y = 2/o + A(x)/(u + B(x))  (function   A(x),B(x) jt 0). (2.17) 

For (2.156'), we obtain 

L[y0+A/B] = k(A/B)2De~ f^B/A)L[y0]+Q+2y0P+ßD)dx {k ig corist)   (218) 

That is, (7) is implied. 
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4      Applications 

Choosing special function in (6) and (7), then the eq.(l) has sufficient 
conditions which guarantee 

1. In (7),let k = n = 1,m = 0, and 

L[-k] = a(A/B)2L[-A/B - k]e-\f((2B/A)L[-A/B-k]+Q-2(A/B)P-2kP)dx^ 

(3.1) 
Now, let 

{A/B)2L[-A/B -k] = Q- 2kP, (3.2a) 

-»(T^-S-'l + O-T'-1*"-555^55- {Q*2KF)' <326) 

(i) If Q = 2kP, from(3.2a), the result in [6] is implied 

L[-k] = Pk2 - Qk + P = 0. (3.3) 

(ii)If Q ^ 2kP, from (3.1),(3.2a),(3.2b), the result in [6] is implied 

L'[-k]/L[-k] = (Q' - 2kP')/(Q - 2kP) + (Q2 - APR)/2(Q - 2kP).    (3.4) 

2. In (6),let y0 = (tp - Q)/2P, we have 

Lh»H - T<—> +-4p- + 2P^-^ + Ä-(mfPef^+n)2- 
(3.5) 

(i)If tjj — Q, the result in [6] is implied 

L[0] = R = kPe2fQdx/{m ^pJQdxdx + n)2. (3.6) 

(ii)If i> = 0, the result in [6] is implied 

L[-Q/2P] = (-1/2)(Q/P)'-(1/4)(Q/P)2 + Ä = fcP/(ro ^Pdx + n)2. (3.7) 

(iii)If ip = Q- 2PR/Q, k = 0, the result in [7] is obtained 

L[-.R/Q] = (Ä/Q)' + -P(-R/Q)2 = 0 iff P = (Q/R)'. (3.8) 
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In this paper, the problem of robust stability for uncertain parameters of integro- 
differential systems with infinite delay is studied, Applying a stabilizing local state 
feedback to each subsystem, making use of the method of Lyapunov function and 
combining the method of inequality analysis, the sufficient conditions of Robust 
global uniform asymptotic stability for uncertain parameters of integro-differential 
systems with infinite delay are obtained. 

1    Introduction 

The robust stability problem of large-scale dynamical system in the presence of 
uncertainty has been receiving considerable attention, because in many prac- 
tical control problems uncertainty often occurs in dynamical systems due to 
modeling errors, measurement errors, linearization approximations, and so on. 
Many design techniques for uncertain dynamical systems have been developed 
to guarantee a required degree of robustness.  Since time-delay is frequently 
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a source of instability and encountered in various engineering systems such 
as chemical processes, long transmission lines in pneumatic systems etc, the 
problem of the stability of time-delay systems has been explored over the last 
decade. Many methods to check the stability of time-delay systems were pro- 
posed by1,s. Additionally, the problem of the stabilization of uncertain time- 
delay systems has also been explored over the last years. Many approaches 
to solving the problem have been proposed by 2>4'5. Hence, in this paper, 
the problem of robust stability for uncertain parameters of integro-differential 
systems with infinite delay is studied, Applying a stabilizing local state feed- 
back to each subsystem, making use of the method of Lyapunov function and 
combining the method of inequality analysis, the sufficient conditions of Ro- 
bust global uniform asymptotic stability for uncertain parameters of integro- 
differential systems with infinite delay are obtained. 

2    System Description and Preliminaries 

We consider integro-differential large-scale systems with infinite delay 

N 

±i(t) = (a* + Aa,i)xi + V^fay + Aoij)xj(t - ry(£)) + (fry + Afey) 

'f* x  '"    Tij(t-s)xj(s)ds} + (bi + Abi)ui(t),. t > 0, (i = 1, • • • ,iV)(2.1) 
—oo 

N 
where Xi G Rni is the state vector, ^ m = n, a$ G RniXni, ay, by G RniXni, 

i=i 
N 

bi G RniXmi are constant matrices, u* G Rmi is the input vector,^ m» = m; 
i=l 

Tij, Tiji R+ —► R+ is continuous function and satisfies f0 °°Tij(s)ds = 1, 0 < 
T%j(t) < T,T > 0 is constant; AOJ, Abi, Aay, Afcy are parameter perturbation 
matrices with the following known upper norm-bounds 

IIAoiH < au \\Abi\\ < ßi, \\AaijW < <*ij, l|A6y || < ßij 

where on >0,ßi> 0, ay > 0, ßij > 0 are given constants. 

For any to > 0, we assume the initial condition is as follows 

Xi(t) = 4>i(t),    -oo<t<t0,    (i = 1,2,---,JV) 
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where 0*(t) is a continuous n, dimension vector-valued function defined on 
(—00, to]> and satisfies 

ll^ll = ,ma^{    sup     H^(*)ll}<00 
l<i<N  -oo<t<t0 

Let Ui(i) be a linear local state feedback control law for system (1). We select 
that the decentralized local feedback control Ui(t) is 

Ui(t) = kiXi{t),     (i = l,2,---,N) (2.2) 

where ki is the feedback gain matrix of appropriate dimension. Applying the 
state feedback controller (2) to the system (1) yields a closed-loop system as 
follows - 

N 

±i(i) = (hi + biki)xi(t) + y^[(ay + Aa,ij)xj{t - ry(i)) 

/"* +(bij+Abij) '     Tij(t - s)xj(s)ds] 
—OO 

+(Aai + Abiki)xi(t), t>0, i =!,■■■,N. (2.3) 

3    Main Results 

Theorem 3 For the system (1), we suppose 

(1) There exists ki, such that 

-[(ai + bihf + (ai + biki)] = liIi,    (i = 1,2,---,JV) 

where U is constant, his the nt- x n* identical matrix. 

(2) li + ai+ßi\\ki\\ = -ri<0,    (i=l,2,---,N) 

(3) Weselect   Wij = i(||ay|| + ||6y|| +aij + /3y), (i,j = 1,2, • • •, JV), 
If p[(Wij)NxN] < 1 

Then, by using the local state feedback controller given by (2), the uncertain 
parameters of integro-differential systems (1) with infinite delay is Robust global 
uniform asymptotic stable. 
If ni = 1, (i = 1,2, • • •, N), then N = n. We have the following corollary 
Corollary 3.1 For the system (1), we suppose 
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(1) There exists ki, such that 

<H + biki +cti +ßi\ki\ = -n < 0,    (i = 1,2,- •• ,n) 

where r* is constant. 

(2) Weselectwij = j-i(\aij\ + \bij\+aij+ßij), {i,j = l,2,---,n), 
If p[(wij)nxn] < 1 

Then, by using the local state feedback controller given by (2), the uncer- 
tain parameters of integro-differential systems (1) with infinite delay is Robust 
global uniform asymptotic stable. 

Theorem 4 For the system (1), we suppose 

(1) There exists ki such that 

2 [(o,- + biki)T + (at + bih)} = -nh,     (i = 1,2, • • •, N) 

where ri > 0 is constant, Iiis the rii x n* identical matrix. 

(2) p[(wij)NxN} < 1, where 

,„    _ f 71 \-ai + ßi IIki II + Iki II + IIhH II + "a + ßij\- */ * = 3, 
v    , ^-Elloiill + llfeijll + <»« ifi^j. 

Then, by using the local state feedback controller given by (2), the uncertain 
parameters of integro-differential systems (1) with infinite delay is Robust global 
uniform asymptotic stable. 
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ON THE RETARDED LIENARD-TYPE EQUATION BLOW-UP 
ON SOME PARABOLIC EQUATIONS 

JIN ZHOU, LAN XIANG 
Department of Applied Mathematics and Physics, 

Hebei University of Technology,Tianjin,300130, P.R.China. 

In this paper, the retarded Lienard-type equation 

... .2 
x +/i(x) x +/2(x) x   +g(x(t - h)) = e(t), 

is considered. The sufficient conditions on the stability, boundedness and existence 
of periodic solutions are given by means of the method of Liapunov functional and 
Razumikhin- type theorems. The main results of this paper generalzie or extend 
the well-known results in the literature. 

1    Introduction 

In this paper, we consider the retarded Lienard-type equation 

x+fi(x) x+f2(x) x  +g(x(t - h)) = 0, (1.1) 

and the retarded Lienard-type equation with forced form 

'x+f1(x)x+f2(x)x2+g(x{t-h)) = e(t), (1.2) 

where h is a nonnegative constant, /i, f2 and g are continuous functions on R, 
e(t) is a continuous bounded on R+. 

Recently, the equation (1.1) without delay, i.e 

x +fi(x) x +f2(x) x   +g(x) = 0, (1.3) 

has been widely investigated concerning the boundedness, stability, oscillation 
and periodicity of solutions of (1.3).(see [1]) 

Clearly, if fi(x) = f(x),f2{x) = 0, the equation (1.1) is reduced to the 
well-known retarded Lienard equation 

x +f(x) x +g(x(t - h)) = 0. (1.4) 
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The problems on the stability, boundedness of solutions for (1.4) have been 
extensively studied by many authors since 1960s. Surveys of the results regard- 
ing these properties may be seen in the papers of Krasovskii [2], Burton [3]. 
Some practical problems concerning physics, mechanics et,al applied science 
and the engineering technique fields associated with the equation (1.4) may be 
found in [2-3,5]. The following theorem is the well-known and can be found in 
most bibliographies listed above. 
Theorem A. Suppose that 

(1) xg(x) > 0 for all £ 7^ 0, and G(x) = JQ <?(£) d£ —> +oo as |a;| —> +00. 
(2) there is a constant L > 0 such that 

\g'(x)\ < L,   f(x) > hL,  for alia; £ R. 

Then all solutions of (1.4) and then: derivatives are bounded. 
Recently, Zhang [4] extended and generalized Theorem A, and also inves- 

tigated the oscillation of solutions for the equation (1.4). 
This paper is to devoted to the study of the stability and boundedness 

of solutions of the equation (1.1) and (1.2). The primary goal here is to ex- 
tend Theorem A to the equation (1.1) and (1.2). Similary to [l],a suitable 
transformation is our technicl tool.By using Liapunov functional method and 
Razumikhin-type theorems, we give the sufficient conditions to ensure the sta- 
bility, boundedness of solutions, and the existence of periodic solutions for the 
equation (1.1) or (1.2). Our results extend and generalize Theorem A. 

Let R~,R+,R denote this intervals (—00,0], [0,+00) and (—00,+00), re- 
spectively. C([—h,Q], R2) denotes the space of continuous functions (</>, ip); 
[—h, 0] —> R2 with the supremum norm || ■ ||, When a function is written 
without its argument, then that argument is t. 

For the sake of convenience, we set a(x) = e'o *2^' . By introducing a 
transformation y = a(x) x, the equation (1.2) can be transformed into the 
following system; 

z= -7-72/,  V= -fi(x)y - a(x)g(x(t - h)) + a(x)e(t). (1.5) 
a\x)   . s 

It is easy to known [4] that for a, fi and g continuous, given a continuous 
initial function (4>,ip) S C([—h,0],R2) and a number a, then there exists a 
solution of (1.5) on an interval [0, a) satisfying the initial condition; if the 
solution remains bounded then a = +00. We denote such a solution by x(t) = 
x(t, (f>, ip, a), y(t) = y(t, (f>, ip, a). 
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2    Main Results 

First, we consider the stability and boundedness of solutions for the equation 
(1.1). The following theorem is the first main result of this paper. 
Theorem 2.1 Suppose that g is differentia We on R,. then the following state- 
ments are true; 

(i) If the following conditions hold; 
(1) xg(x) > 0 for all x f 0. 
(2) there are constants L > 0, M > 0 such that 

a(x) < M, \g'(x)\ < La(x), fx(x) > hLM, for all x e R. 

then the zero solution of the equation (1.1) is uniformly stable, 
(ii) If, in addition to (i), 

lim    G(x)=    lim     /"a2(0fl(0« = +«)) |zl-++oo |x|-»+oo    o 

then all solutions of (1.1) and their derivatives are uniformly bounded. 
(Hi) If, the condition (2) in (i) is strengthened to; there are constants 

L>0,M>0 and N > 1 such that 

a(x) < M, \g'(x)\ < La(x), fi(x) > hNML, for all x 6 R. 

then the zero solution of the equation (1.1) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
Proof (i). Obviously, we consider only the system (1.5) equivalent to the 
equation (1.1) with e(t) — 0. For our purpose, by 

it is more convenient to rewrite the system (1.5) in the following form 

{x= ~r^y> 
)        a^x) , (2 1) 
y V= -fi(x)y - a(x)g(x) + a(x) f_°h ^±^y(t + s) ds. 

Let x(t) = x(t,cj>,ij),a),y(t) = y(t,4>,ip,a) be solution of (2.1) defined on 
[0, a). We may assume that a = +oo, since the estimates which follow give an 
a priori bound on (x(t),y(t)). Let D > 0 be such that 11(0,^)11 + \cr\ < D. 

Define Liapunov functional 

V = V{t) = &+ *   at(t)g{t)dt + ^ I     I    y\u)duds.        (2.2) 
* 0 z        -h    t+s 
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we have 

^l(2.i) <-[h(x)-hLM]y2<0. 

Clearly,This implies that the zero solution of the system (2.1) is uniformly 
stable. 

(ii) By (2.2) and (2.3), there exists a positive constant D0 = Do{D) such 
that 

V(t) < V(0) < D0   for all t G R+. (2.4) 

It is easy to see that y(t) is bounded, there exists a positive number Si > 0 
such that \y(t)\< Bx for all t G R+. 

Since 

lim    G(x)=    lim     fXa2(Z)g(0 d£ =+oo, 
\x\—>+00 \x\—>+00     g 

then there exists a positive number B2 > 0 such that G{B2) > Do- Thus 
x{t) < B2 for all t G R+ by (2.4). Hence, all solutions of the system (2.1) are 
uniformly bounded. 

(iii) Prom the proof of (i), we have 

V |(2.i) < -lh(x) - hLM}y2 < -{N - l)hLMy2. 

According to [3] or [5] (see [5, Theorem 5.1, Chapter 2,Part I]), we conclude 
that the zero solution of (2.1) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Remark 2.1 If fi(x) = f(x), f2(x) = 0, The part (ii) of Theorem 1 is Theorem 
A. Clearly, Theorem 2.1 substantially extend and generalize Theorem A. 

Next, we consider the boundedness of solutions and the existence of pe- 
riodic solutions-for the equation (1.2). The following theorem is the second 
main result of this paper. 
Theorem 2.2 Suppose that g is differentiable on R, then the following state- 
ments are true; 

(i) If the following conditions hold; 
(1) xg(x) > 0 for all x ^ 0, a(x)g(x)sgnx —> +oo as \x\ —> +00, and 

lim    G(x) =    lim     r a2(0g(0 ^ = +00. 
|x|-»+oo \x\—>+oo    0 

(2) there are constants L > 0, M > 0 and N > 1 such that 

a(x)<M,   \g'(x)\ < La(x),   A(x) > hNLM, for all x G R. 
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then all solutions of the equation (1.2) and their derivatives are uniformly 
ultimately bounded. 

(ii)If, in addition to (i), e(t) is a T-periodic function,i,e;e(t + T) = e(t), 
then the equation (1.2) has a T-periodic solution. 
proof (i) By the same the proof as Theorem 2.1, we consider the system (1.5) 
equivalent to the equation (1.2), which is to be rewritten the following form 

J 
1 

n   a'(x(t + s)) (2-5) 
^ y= -f{x)y - a(x)g(x) + a(x)e(t) + a(x) f_h Z±±-^y(t + s) ds. 

Let x(i) — x(t, <fr, ip, a), y(t) = y(t, <j>, ip, a) be still a solution of (2.5). We 
define Liapunov funvtion 

V(x,y) = \y2+ ra2(ti)g(Odt; 

and choose p(s) = q2s, where q > 1 satisfying q < N. Now assume that H is a 
enough large number. If the following conditions 

\y(t + 9)\>H,   V(x,y(t + 9))<P(V(x,y{t))>   far 0 6 .[-ft,0]. 

hold, we may choose a suitable number q > 1 such that \y(t + 6)\ < q\y(t)\. 
Thus, we have 

V |(2.5) < -h{x)y2 + M\e(t)\\y\ + hLMqy2 

<-[(N-q)hLM-^]y\ 

Since e(t) is a bouuded, then exists a constant a. > 0, such that the following 
inequality 

[(N - q)hLM - M^% > n for \y\> H 
\y\ 

holds. This yields 

V |(2.5) < -M2/2,   for |y| > H. 

By Razumikhin-type theorem [3] or [5] (see [5, Theorem 6.4, Chapter 2, Part 
I]), we can claim that x(t) is uniformly ultimately bounded, there exists a 
constant ß such that \y(t)\ < ß for all t 6 R+. 
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Let V\ = V + y, we have 

Vi |(2.5) = -fi(x)y2+a(x)e(t)y + a(x)y f° 9)Xf/[fy(t + s)ds 
-h a(X\t + S)j 

+ \-h{x)y - a(x)g(x) + a(x)e(t) + a(x)  ? Ä±f}L(t + s) ds] 
-h a{x[t + s)) 

This implies that there exists a constant K\ > 0 such that 

Vi(2.5)< -a(x)g(x) + Ku  for all \y\ < ß. 

Since a(x)g(x)sgnx —> +00 as \x\ —> +00, we can choose a constant B\ such 

that Vi |(2.5) < —ß for all x > B\. Therefore, we claim that there exists a 
constant ot\ > 0 such that x(t) < a± for all |y| < ß. 

Similarly, let V? = V — y, we can show that there exists a constant «2 > 0 
such that x{t) > a2 for \y\ < ß. It follows immediately that x(t) is uniformly 
ultimately bounded. 

(ii)Prom the proof of (i), we have known that the solutions of the system 
(2.5) are uniformly ultimately bounded. Thus, by Brouwer fixed point theorem, 
we conclude that the system (2.5) has a T-periodic solution whenever e(t) is 
T-preiodic function. 

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Remark 2.2 Clearly, if fx{x) = f(x),f2(x) = 0, The part (i) of Theorem 2.2 
is a generalization of Theorem A for the retarded Lienard equation (1.4) with 
forced form e(i). In particular, if e(t) = 0, we can obtain that all solutions of 
(1.4) are uniformly utimately bounded. 
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DIMENSION OF THE GLOBAL ATTRACTOR FOR 
SEMILINEAR WAVE EQUATIONS WITH DAMPING 

S. F. ZHOU 
Department of Mathematics, Sichuan University, 

Chengdu 610064, P. R. China 

The upper bound of the Hausdorff dimension of the global attractor is given for 
semilinear wave equations with damping under homogeneous Dirichlet boundary 
condition. 

1    Preliminaries 

In this section, we present a method to estimate the upper bound of the Haus- 
dorff dimension of the global attractor for a semigroup associated with a evo- 
lution equation, (see ref. [1] or [2] for details) 

Let H be a complete metric space and {S(t),t > 0} be a continuous 
semigroup on H. 

Definition 1. A set X of H is called a global attractor for the semigroup 
{S(t),t > 0} if (i) X is an invariant set, i.e., S(t)X - X, Vt > 0. (ii) X is a 
compact set. (iii) X attracts any bounded set of H, i.e., for any bounded set 
B c H, d(S(t)B, X) = supxSS(t)s infyex d(x, y) -> 0 as t ->■ oo. 

Definition 2. Let H be a metric space and Y be a subset of H. The 
quantity 

dH(y) = inf{d| sup   iDf   CTrt:YcUieIBu 
3>0{Bihe,   .6J 

\Bi\ = 2ri<2e,Vi} = 0,deR+} 

is called the Hausdorff dimension of Y, where |Bj| = sup{|x — y\ : x, y € Bi\, 
{Bi}t£i is a family of balls of H of radii < e covering Y. 

Let H be a Hubert space with inner product (■, -)H and W be a Hubert 
subspace of H, the injection of W in H being continuous. Let F be a function 
from W into H. We consider the initial-boundary value problem 

rf(*)=F(«(*),t>o, 
(i.i) 

u(0) = u0, 

and we assume that 
(Hi) the problem (1) is well posed for every u0 € H with u(t) € W, Vt > 0 

and the mapping S(t) : u0 6 H -> u(t) 6 H, Vt > 0 forms a continuous 
semigroup on H. 
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(H2) F is Frechet differentiable from W into H with differential F' and 
the (linear) initial-value problem 

(%(t) = F>(S(t)uo)U(t),t>0, 
(1-2) 

u(o) = e, 
is well posed for every UQ, £ £ H. 

(H3) S(t) is differentiable in H with the differential L(uo,t) defined by 
L(u0, t)£ = U(t),V£ 6 H and U{t) the solution of (2). 

Suppose above assumptions (Hi)-(H3) hold and there exists a global at- 
tractor X for the semigroup {S(t),t > 0} associated with the initial-value 
problem (1). Let $ denote a set of m vectors {$i,$2, ■ ■ ■ ,$m} which are 
orthonormal in H. If 

1   /"* m 

9m =   lim   sup sup -  '   V(-F'(5(r)¥))$j(r),$j(T))fl- dr < 0, 

then the Hausdorff dimension of the global attractor X is less than or equal 
to m : CLH{X) < m. 

2    Dimension of the globed attractor for semilinear wave equations 
with damping 

In this section, we will give the upper bounds of the Hausdorff dimension of 
the global attractor for semilinear wave equation with Dirichlet boundary con- 
dition when there exist linear and nonlinear dampings and the nonlinearity 
satisfies the noncritical and critical growth conditions. The problems con- 
sidered here all satisfy the assumptions (Hi)-(H3) and their solutions deter- 
mine a continuous semigroup {S(t),t > 0} on E — HQ(Q) X H2(Q), here 
S(t) : {UQ, ui} —> {u(t),ut(t)} from E into itself for all t > 0. The existence of 
the global attractor for the semigroup {S(t),t > 0} has been studied by many 
authors^1-4'. 

2.1    Linear damping 

We consider the semilinear wave equation 

utt + aut-Au + f(u) = g,x€Q,t>0, (2.3) 

with Dirichlet boundary condition 

u(x,t)\xean=0,t>0, (2.4) 
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and the initial-value conditions 

du 
u(x,0) = uo(x),—(x,0) = ui(x),xen, (2.5) 

where u = u(x,t) is a real-valued function on fi x [0,+oo), fi is an open 
bounded set of Rn with a smooth boundary dfl, g 6 L2(ü), f(u) e Cl(R\ R), 
a>0. 

Noncritical exponent 

Let G(s) = f0 f(r)dr. We make the following assumptions on the functions 
G(s) and f(s): 

(0 ' ■ 
lim  inf -4^ > 0. (2.6) 

|s|->oo S* v       ' 

(ii) There exist two positive constants C\ > 0, c2 > 0 such that 

lim bd'f(')-clG(,)> 

|s|->oo Sl ~ v       ' 

and 

( 0 < p < oo, when n = 1,2, 
/ 0<: |/'(s)| < c2(l + 1*1*) with   J 0 < p < 2,   when n = 3,     VseÄ,       (2.8) 
^ p = 0, when n > 4, 

(iii) There exists <5i > 0 and for every M > 0 there exists c' = c'(Af) such 
that 

||/'(«x) - f'(u2)\\L{Him,LHn}) < c'\\Ul - u2\\s\ (2.9) 

for aJlu1>U2 6 JTO.Hmll < M,||«2|| < M, where |: -11 and \\-\\L(H^n),LHa)) 
denote the norms of L2{ü) and L(Hl{Q), L2(fi)) (the space of linear continuous 
operators from H^(ü) into L2(f2), respectively. 

TemamI1! obtained an upper bound of the Hausdorff dimension of the 
global attractor for system (3)-(5) as 

where 
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7= SUP \\f'(u>)\\nHZ(n),L*(n))<<x>, 
tueffä(fJ)nff2(n),||Au>||<Ä 

R=    sup    ||A£||<oo, 

{\j}j£N '■ 0 < Ai < A2 < ■ • • < Am < • • •, are the eigenvalues of operator 
-A with the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition on Q. It is easy to see 
that this upper bound in (10) is directly proportional to the coefficient a of 
damping for a > \/2Ai and tends to infinity as a —•> +00, which is obviously 
not precise in the physical sense. 

Under the same conditions (6)-(9), by carefully estimating and splitting the 
positivity of the linear operator in the corresponding evolution equation of the 
first order in time, Zhou'5' obtain a more strict upper bound of the Hausdorff 
dimension for the global attractor X as follows: for any a > ao > 0, 

d-H (X) < min ' m /mlf-A-i< 2X^2 \.     (2.11) 
m .=    3        fcVa2+4Ai(a + V/Q;

2
+4A1)  .      A       ; 

3 ) 

where k = k(ao) is a positive constant which is independent of a. This estimate 
shows that the Hausdorff dimension decreases as the damping a grows and is 
uniformly bounded for large a, which conforms to physical intuition. 

Critical exponent 

Let fi be an open bounded set of Ä3 with a smooth boundary <9fi, we con- 
sider the initial-boundary value problem (3)-(5) where f(u) = fi(u) + /2(«) 6 
Cl(R;R). Let Gi(s) = JQ fi(r)dr, i = 1, 2. We assume f(u) satisfies (9) and 
make the following assumptions on functions Gi(s), fi(s), i — 1, 2: 

(iy) 
h(s)s > 0,      lim   inf ^p > 0,  Vs € R. (2.12) 

|s|-»+oo Sz 

(v) There exist constants cu > 0, c<n > 0, i = 1, 2 such that 

lim   inf aM*)-c"g<(8) > o   i = 1,2,  Vs € R, (2.13) 
|«|-»+oo Sz 

and 

\f[(s)\ <c21(l + |s|2),   |/^(5)| <c22(l + |sn with0<p<2, Vs€R. (2.14) 
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a0 >0, **** thS SimiIaJ teChnlqUe ^ [5]' Zh0uf6] °btained that *» any a > 

dj?W<min/m   -frH, 2AlQ
2 1 

I       m,=i   J W^+4A1(a + ^+4A1)        (2J5) 

where^ = *(<*) is a positive constant, 0 < ,0 < min{¥j J}> p e [0>2) fa ^ 

5.5   Nonlinear damping and Critical Exponent 

We consider the semilinear wave equation with nonlinear damping: 

utt+h(ut)-Au + f(u)=g, xent   i>0; (216) 

cWofdittLVeneOUS DWChlet b°Undary C°nditi0n W and the initial -lue 

We assume that the function h{v) satisfies: 
(vi) There exist two positive constants 0 < a < ß such that 

,       A(0)=-0,  0<a<h'(a)<ß<+OOi  WseR (217) 

(vii) For every M' > 0, there exists c4 = Ci(M') such that 

I|ä'(WI) - h'(v2)\\L(L2miLHn)) < C4lvi _ V2ls2 (2 lg) 

for any ^2 g L»(n)  M < M, j    , < M,   ^       > 

!L(i'Cn),L»(n)) denote the norms of L2(fi) and £(£2(fi),i2(n)) (the SDace of 
hnear continuous operators from £2(fi) into ^(fi)), respectively1        ? 

m„i    " be an ,°Pen bounded ^t of J? with a smooth boundary du  we 

Jl t^Sf atTd^ VaIU^.Pr0bIr (")■ (3)- (5) where /(„) = $,) + 
$5? ^SÄ£S10ffi (9)-(12H14)'and w •«- & 

i m     J. V A~4l,° <- .     2A1Q2 1 m**'   i^^^f^ (2-19) 

tTnrl V\t min{^' "}' P iS " in (14) and k is a Positi-e constant. 
Remark. For the upper bound of the global attractor for sine-Gordon equation 
and strongly damped nonlinear wave equations, we can see papers [S-lo] 
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